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PREFACE

The avrangement of the third vohime of the Transactions has been altered from

that adopted in either of the preceding volumes, in order to meet a generally

expressed wish that the Proceedings should be issued in anticipation of the

main body of the work, the publication of which is necessarily delayed on

account of the ilkistrations. The Proceedings of the Societies were there-

fore printed in a separate form, and published in July and January last.

The quantity of matter contributed for publication being greatly in

excess of that in any former year, the Governors have been reluctantly

compelled to order the abridgment, in some cases, of papers of interest,

and to postpone the publication of the following :
—" On the Mechanics and

Mechanical Economy of Railways," by G-. M. Barr ;
" On Economical Rail-

ways and Rolling Stock," and " On the Power requii'ed for Working Flax

Machines," by James Stewart, C.E. ; "On Co-operation, as regards the

Union of Capital and Labour," by Stuart Hawthorne ;
" ISTotes on Mr.

Hawthorne's Paper on Co-operation," by Robert Stout ; " On the Sailing

Flight of the Albatros ; a Reply to J. S.- Webb," by Capt. Hiitton, F.G.S.;

" On the Adaptation of India-rubber Tires to Wooden Tramways," by

J. C. Crawford, F.G.S. ; "On the Analysis of the Registry of Mortality in

the Christchurch District the last ten years," by LI. Powell, M.R.C.S. St.A.
j

" On the Best Means of Diffusing, and Promoting Higher Education in

this Colony," by Frank C. Simmons, M.A., Head Master of Nelson College

;

" On the Botany of Tahiti;" "Ethnographical Considerations on the Whence

of the Maori," by J. T. Thomson, F.R.G.S.

The three Papers first mentioned, being of a pi-actical and technical

character, will j^robably be published with other Official Reports on the same

subjects, while the others, with one exception, were selected for postponement

on account of their being either of a controvex'sial character, or because they

have been already published at length in public prints. With regard,

however, to Mr. Thomson's elaborate Ethnographical Paper on the " Origin

of the Maori Race," it is necessary to state that the manuscript copy

was not received until April, when the volume was almost ready for

publication, and as this Essay requires many illustrations it could not be"

inserted ^vithout delaying the issue of the volume beyond the period at

which Members expect its distribution.



It will be observed that the greatly increased space occupied by original

articles, viz., 351 pages as against 248 pages in Yol. II., has also excluded

from publication Lectures and Addresses of a general character, such as

wei-e inserted in a separate sectioia of the preceding volume.

The Api)endix contains the usual Summary of the Meteorological

Returns for the year, for assistance in the comj^ilation of which the

Editor is indebted to Mi-. R. B. Gore.

The List of Members of the Institute shows that in addition to the nine

Honorary Members, the Affiliated Societies have now 544 Ordinary Mem-

bers ; the number on last year's roll being 342. This increase is due in

part to the affiliation during the past year of the JSTelson Association, and

also to the large accession of new Members, especially in the Societies

established in Auckland and Dunedin.

Notwithstanding that in several cases illustrations sent with papers have

been omitted when not absolutely necessary to explain the text, the number

of Plates has increased in this volume to 30 ; there being in last year's

volume only 23. The Gover-nors have again to tender their thanks to

Mr. J. Buchanan for the great zeal with which he has devoted himself

to the pi-eparation of these illustrations, and to the Hon. the Colonial

Secretary for placing at their disposal the superior skill and appliances of

the Government Lithographic Printing Department.

For assistance in revising a portion of the work for the press during

his temporary absence, the Editor has to thank the Hon. W. B. D. Mantell.

Wellington, 20th April, 1871.
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ABSTRACTS OF RULES AND STATUTES,

Gazetted in the "New Zealand Gazette," March 9, 1868.

Section I.

Incorporation of Societies.

1. ISTo Society sliall be incorporated with, the Institute under the provisions

of "The New Zealand Institute Act, 1867," unless such Society shall consist

of not less than twenty-five members, subsciibing in the aggregate a sum of

not less than fifty pounds sterling annually, for the promotion of art, science,

or such other branch of knowledge for which it is associated, to be from time
to time certified to the satisfaction of the Board of Governors of the Institute

by the Chairman for the time being of the Society.

2. Any Society incorporated as aforesaid shall cease to be incorporated with
the Institute in case the number of the Members of the said Society shall at

any time become less than twenty-five, or the amount of money annually
subscribed by such Members shall at any time be less than £50.

3. The bye-laws of every Society to bo incorporated as aforesaid shall

pi'ovide for the expenditure of not less than one-third of its annual revenue in



or towards the formation or support of some local public Museum or Library
;

or otherwise shall provide for the contribiition of not less than one-sixth of its

said i-evenue towards the extension and maintenance of the Museum and
Library of the New Zealand Institute.

4r. Any Society incorporated as aforesaid which shall in any one year fail

to expend the proportion of revenue affixed in manner provided by Rule 3

aforesaid, shall from thenceforth cease to be incorporated with the Institute.

5. All papers read before any Society for the time being incorporated with
the Institute, shall be deemed to be communications to the Institute, and may
then be published as joroceedings or transactions of the Institute, subject to the

following regulations of the Board of the Institute regarding publications :

Regulations regarding Publications.

(a) The publications of the Institute shall consist of a current abstract of

the jjroceedings of the Societies for the time being incorporated with the

Institute, to be intituled, " Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute,"

and of transactions comprising papers read before the Incoiporatecl

Societies (subject, however, to selection as hereinafter mentioned), to be
intituled, "Transactions of the New Zealand Institute."

(b) The Institute shall have power to reject any papers read before any of

the Incorporated Societies.

(c) Papers so rejected will be returned to the Society before which they
were read.

(d) A proportional contribution may be required from each Society

towards the cost of publishing the proceedings and transactions of the

Institute.

(e) Each Incorporated Society will be entitled to receive a proportional

number of copies of the jDroceedings and transactions of the Institute to

be, from time to time, fixed by the Board of Governors.

(/) Extra copies will be issued to any of the Members of Incorporated

Societies at the cost price of publication.

6. All property accumulated by or with funds derived from Incorporated

Societies and placed in the charge of the Institute shall be vested in the

Institute, and be used and applied at the discretion of the Board of Governors
for public advantage, in like manner with any other of the property of the

Institute.

7. Subject to "The New Zealand Institute Act, 1867," and to the fore-

going rules, all Societies incorporated with the Institute shall be entitled to

retain or alter their own form of constitution and the bye-laws for their own
management, and shall conduct their own affairs.

8. Upon application signed by the Chairman and countersigned by the

Secretary of any Society, accompanied by the certificate required tinder

Rule No. 1, a certificate of incorporation will be granted tinder the Seal of

the Instititte, and will remain in force as long as the foregoing rules of the

Institute are complied with by the Society.

Section II.

For the Management of the Property of the Institute.

9. All donations by Societies, Public Departments, or private individuals,

to the Museum of the Institute, shall be acknowledged by a printed form of

receipt, and shall be duly entered in the books of the Institute provided

for that purpose, and shall then be dealt with as the Board of Governors
may direct.



10. Deposits of avticles for the Museum may be accepted by the Institute,

subject to a fortnight's notice of removal, to be given either by the owner of

the articles or by the Manager of the Institute, and such deposits shall be duly

entered in a separate catalogue.

11. Books relating to Natural Science may be deposited in the Library of

the Institute, subject to the following conditions :

—

(a) Such books are not to be wdthdi-awn by the owner under six months'

notice, if such notice shall be i-equired by the Board of Governors.

(b) Any funds specially expended on binding and preserving such deposited

books, at the request of the depositor, shall be charged against the

books, and miist be refunded to the Institute before their withdrawal,

always subject to special arrangements made with the Board of

Governors at the time of deposit.

(c) No books deposited in the Library of the Institute shall be removed
for tempoi-ary use except on the written authority or receipt of the

owner, and then only for a period not exceeding seven days at any one

time,

12. All books in the Library of the Institute shall be duly entered in a

.jcatalogiie, which shall be accessible to the public.

13. The public shall be admitted to the use of the Museum and Library,

subject to bye-laws to be framed by the Board.

Section III.

14. The Laboratory shall, for the time being, be and i-emain under the

exclusive management of the Manager of the Institute.

Section IV.

Of date 23rd Septembek, 1870.

Honorary/ Members.

Whereas the rules of the Societies incoi-porated under the New Zealand
Act provide for the election of Honorary Members of such Societies ; but
inasmuch as such Honorary Members would not thereby become Members of
the New Zealand Iiistitute, and whereas it is expedient to make provision for

the election of Honorary Members of the New Zealand Institute, it is hereby
declared

—

1st. Each Incorporated Society may, in the month of November next,
nominate for election as Honorary Members of the New Zealand
Institute, three joersons, and in the month of November in each
succeeding year, one person, not residing in the Colony.

2nd. The names, descriptions, and addresses of persons so nominated,
together with the grounds on which their election as Honorary Membei'S
is recommended, shall be forthwith forwarded to the Manager of the
New Zealand Institute, and shall by him be submitted to the Governors
at the next succeeding meeting.

3rd. From the persons so nominated, the Governors may select, in the
first year, not more than nine ; and in each succeeding year not more
than three, who shall from thenceforth be Honorary Members of the
New Zealand Institute, provided that the total number of Honorary
Members shall not exceed thirty.
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Philosophical Institute of Canterbury . . October 22, 1868.

Otago Institute October 18, 1869.

Nelson Association for the Promotion of

Science and Industry Septgmber 23, 1870.

OFFICE-BEARERS OF THE WELLINGTON PHILOSOPHICAL
SOCIETY.

1870.

President.

W. B. D. MANTELL, Esq., E.G.S.

Vice Presidents.

J. C. CKAWFOED, Esq., F.G.S.
|

R. PHARAZYN, Esq., F.R.G.S.

Council.

W. T. L. TRAVEES, Esq., F.L.S. i J. KEBBELL, Esq.

J. HECTOR, Esq., M.D., F.R.S. I W. LYON, Esq., F.G.S.

W. BULLER, Esq., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Secretary, pro tern.

R. PHARAZYN, Esq.

1871.

President.

W. T. L. TRAVERS, Esq., F.L.S.

Vice Presidents.

J. C. CRAWFORD, Esq., F.G.S.
|

W. BULLER, Esq., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Council.

ROBERT HART, Esq.
|

J. KEBBELL, Esq.

JAMES HECTOR, Esq., M.D., F.R.S. I W. LYON, Esq., F.G.S.

W. SKEY, Esq.

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer.

F. M. OLLIVIER, Esq.

Extracts from the Laws of the Wellington Philosoi^hical Society.

5. Every Member shall contribute annually to the funds of the Society the sum of
one guinea.

6. The annual contribution shall be paid in advance, on or before the first day of
January in each year.

7. The sum of ten pounds may be j)aid at any time as a composition of the ordinary
annual payment for life.

17. General Meetings for business of Members of the Society shall be held in the

general objects and business of the Society,



OFFICE-BEARERS OF THE AUCKLAND INSTITUTE.

1870.

Pbesident.

A. G. PURCHAS, Esq., M.R.C.S.E.

Council.

His Honor T. B. GILLIES.

Captain F. W. HUTTON, F.G.S.

T. PEACOCK, Esq.

J. STEWART, Esq., C.E.

T. HEALE, Esq., C.E.

S. J. STRATFORD, Esq., M.R.C.S.E.

Secretary and Treasurer.

T. KIRK, Esq.

187L

President.

T. HEALE, Esq., C.E.

Council.

His Honor T. B. GILLIES.

Rev. J. KINDER.
T. KIRK, Esq.

H. H. LUSK, Esq.

Rev. a. G. PURCHAS, M.R.C.S.E.

J. STEWART, Esq., C.E.

S. J. STRATFORD, Esq., M.R.C.S.E.

T. F. S. TINNE, Esq.

Secretary and Treasurer.

T. KIRK, Esq.

Auditor.

G. B. OWEN, Esq.

Extracts from the Laivs of the Auchlcmd Institute.

4. New members on election to pay one guinea entrance fee, in addition to the
annual subscription of one guinea ; the annual subscriptions being payable in advance on
tlie first day of AjDril for the then current year.

5. Members may at any time become Life Members by one payment of ten pounds
ten shillings, in lieu of future annual subscriptions.

10. Amiual General Meeting of the Society on the third Monday of February in

each year. Ordinary Business Meetings are called by the Council from time to time.

OFFICE-BEARERS OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL INSTITUTE
OF CANTERBURY.

Patron.

His Honor W. ROLLESTON, Superintendent.

1870.

President.

JULIUS HAAST, Esq., Ph.D., F.R.S.

Vice Presidents.

Rev. Canon WILSON, M.A.
|

C. DAVIE, Esq.

Council.

R. M. FEREDAY, Esq.

E. JOLLIE, Esq.

H. J. TANCRED, Esq.

W. ROLLESTON, Esq., B.A.

SELBY TANCRED, Esq., C.E.

LI. POWELL, Esq., M.D.



Hon. JOHN HALL.

XV

1871.

President.

JULIUS HAAST, Esq., Ph.D., F.R.S.

Vice Presidents.

I

Rev. C. FRASER, M.A., F.G.S.

Council.

J. T. ARMSTRONG, Esq.

W. B. BRAY, Esq., C.E.

J. W. S. COWARD, Esq.

R. W. FEREDAY, Esq.

His Honor W. ROLLESTON, B.A.

J. S. TURNBULL, Esq., M.D.,

Honorary Treasurer.

JOHN INGLIS, Esq.

Honorary Secretary.

LLEWELLYN POWELL, Esq., M.D.

Extracts from the Laivs of the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury.

VII. The Ordinary Meetings of the Institute shall be held every first week during
the months from March to November inclusive.

XXV. Members of the Institute shall pay two guineas annually as a subscription to
the ftinds of the Institute.

XXVII. Members may compound for all annual subscrixations of the current and
fiiture years by paying thirty guineas.

OFFICE-BEARERS OF THE OTAGO INSTITUTE.

1869-70.

President.

His Honor Mr. Justice WARD.

Vice Presidents.

ALFRED ECCLES, Esq., F.R.C.S.E. | ARTHUR BEVERLEY, Esq.

L. 0. BEAL, Esq.

Captain ERASER.
ROBERT GILLIES, Esq.

J. S. WEBB, Esq.

Council.

STUART HAWTHORNE, Esq.

Rev. D. M. STUART.
JAMES SMITH, Esq.

J. T. THOMSON, Esq.

Honorary Treasurer.

W. D. MURISON, Esq.

Honorary Secretabies.

I

T. M. HOCKEN, Esq., M.R.C.S.E.
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1871.

President.

Mr. Justice CHAPMAN.

Vice Presidents.

J. T. THOMSON, Esq.
i

J. S. WEBB, Esq.

Council.

DANIEL BEENT, Esq.

EOBERT GILLIES, Esq.

STUAET HAWTHORNE, Esq.

JOHN HISLOP, Esq.

EICHARD OLLIVER, Esq.

JAMES SMITH, Esq.

Rev. D. M. STUART.

Honorary Secretar,y.

T. M. HOCKEN, Esq., M.R.C.S.E.

Honorary Treasurer.

W. D. MUEISON, Esq.

Extracts from the Laws of the Otago Institute.

3. From and after tlie 1st September, 1869, any person desiring to join the Society

may be elected by ballot, on being proposed in writing at any meeting of the Society by
two members, on payment of the annual subscription for the year then current.

4. Members may at any time become life members by one payment of ten pounds
ten shillings, in lien of future annual subscriptions.

9. An annual general meeting of the members of the Society held on the second
Monday of July.

OFFICE-BEARERS OF THE NELSON" ASSOCIATION FOR THE
PROMOTION OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY.

1870-71.

President.

Sir DAVID MONRO.

Vice President.

The Right Reverend the BISHOP OF NELSON.

Council.

F. HUDDLESTON, Esq.
[

T. MACKAY, Esq.

F. W. IRVINE, Esq., M.D. I ALEXANDER SCLANDERS, Esq.

GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq.

Treasurer.

CHARLES HUNTER BROWN, Esq.

Curator and Secretary.

J. SMITH.

Extracts from the Laws of the Nelson Association for the Promotion of Science
and Industry.

2. The Association shall consist of members elected by ballot, who have been proposed
at a monthly meeting of the Society, and elected at the ensuing meeting.

3. Each member to pay a subscription of not less than one pound j)er annum, payable
half-yearly in advance.

4. Ordinary meetings held on the first Wedjiesday in each month.
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NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE

ANNIVEESARY ADDRESS,
OF

THE PRESIDENT,

HIS EXCELLENCY SIR GEORGE F. BOWEJ^T, aC.M.G.

Delivered to the Members of the New Zealand Institute, at the

Anniversary Meeting, held on the 23rd July, 1870.

Gentlemen,—
In opening the proceedings of the l^ew Zealand Institute for the

session of 1870, it is very gratifying that I am again, as in my anniver-

sary address of last year, enabled to congratulate the members and the

community at large on the increasing success and popularity of this

association. During the recess, the Otago Institute has been affiliated
;

and it is understood that in ISTelson also, a society has been organized

which will soon seek incorporation with us, and so complete the union of

all the principal provinces and cities of the colony with this central

body.

The volume of our Transactions and Proceedings, in 1869, has been

already long enough in the hands of the members of the Institute and of

the general public, to warrant my belief that they will be prepai*ed to

follow me in a rapid glance at its contents. A brief annual review of

this kind is the customary, and, on this occasion, the agreeable duty of

the office which I have the honour to hold as your President.

When we consider the great variety of subjects discussed in the

pages of our Transactions, and the number of persons who appear there

as contributors and lecturers, it will, I think, be generally agreed that a

large amount of intellectual activity and of practical zeal exists among

our associates, although we are debarred by the geographical circum-

stances of the colony from achieving frequent meetings.

One of the first and most interesting papers to which those who have

1
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opened the volume now befoi-e us will have probably turned, is the

instructive account given by Mr. Potts of Canterbury, of his observations

on the habits of a considerable portion of the birds of ISTew Zealand.

In my inangnral address, delivered two years ago, I took occasion to

advert to the urgent necessity of obtaining and placing on record in due

time, our existing knowledge of this subject ;—seeing that in the opinion

alike of scientific enquirers and of pi-actical observers, the indigenous

fauna of these islands (of which the birds form the most prominent

division), is fast disappearing before the species recently introduced from

other coimtries. It is, therefoi'e, equally important and gratifying to

possess in so early a volume of our Transactions, the history of nearly

one-half of the birds peculiar to these islands, narrated in so charming a

manner. It is to be hoped that Mr. Potts will add to onr obligations by

completing the work which he has so well begun—and I am sure that

we shall all concur with him in regretting and discouraging any wanton

destruction, especially of the more curious species of native ornithology.

The other zoological papers of last year are chiefly devoted to the

cetacea inhabiting the seas around our coasts. This is a wide and com-

paratively untouched field for research. It is obvious that the acqui-

sition of more full and correct information concerning the whale fisheries

of the southern ocean, has an especial bearing on the commercial

interests of New Zealand.

"We have received a valuable addition to the series of our botanical

treatises, in the papers of Mr. Kirk. In that, respecting naturalized

plants, botanists Avill find data for future observations of the changes which

are gradually modifying the flora of this country. Two highly suggestive

and clearly written papers by Captain Hutton and Mr. Nottidge, on the

structure of the leaf of the flax plant {Pliormhim tenax), are of particular

moment at the present time, when so much attention is given to the

collection and export of this valuable indigenous product. It cannot be

too often repeated, that the main object of the New Zealand Parliament

in foimding and endowing this Institute, was to supply practical sugges-

tions and assistance in the development of the natural resources of these

islands.

I regret that time will not permit me to remark, in detail, on many

interesting papers contributed respecting chemistry, geology, and a variety

of miscellaneous subjects. It is obvious that we are gradually collecting

here a long series of local observations, which cannot fail to prove of

practical use hereafter. Let it never be forgotten that all great practical

discoveries in all ages and countries have been the result of much study,



and of the co-operation of many minds. So it has been truly remarked

that the telescope and the microscope did not flash their wonders upon

a startled world, but crept into being with steps so slow, that the

impression is too faint to trace the history of their birth. So again, the

improvements in the steam engine were so gradual that, in the memory

of men still alive, a Court of Law pronounced a solemn judgment that

even "Watt had contributed nothing essential towards them. So once

more, the compass cannot point to the period when it first offered its

inestimable services to the seaman. These are but well known examples

of a great law of nature. The growth of scientific discoveries is ever

slow ; nor does it, like the Prophet's gourd, spring into full fruit in a

sinoie nio-ht. "The sfreat discoveries of science leave behind them no

boundary line of demarcation from those which have preceded ; but,

like the full day succeeding the dawn of the sun, follow that which fully

foretold their approach."

I will now pass on to the lectures printed among the Transactions. The

first is the brilliant essay on the " Nature of Art," by Mr. Fitzgerald,

to whom we all listened with so much pleasure. The profound questions

dealt with in the lectures of Mr. Justice Richmond on " Man's Place in

Creation," and on " The Modern Aspect of Natural Theology," are treated

in a lucid and attractive style, that cannot fail to secure many readers

who are generally repelled by subjects of this nature. In the lecture of

our indefatigable associate, Mr. Travers, "On the Changes effected in the

Natural Features of a new country by the introduction of Civilized Races,"

we recognize a strong desire to render practical aid in the work of coloni-

zation, by directing attention to the remarkable potency of small causes

ever recurring in their effect on the natural economy of these islands. The

lecture by Mr. Felix Wakefield " On certain Modern Projects of Inter-

Communication, and their relation to New Zealand," was very oj)portune,

for in the interval between its delivery and its publication, the Colonial

Government has brought into operation the postal service via San

Francisco, which he foreshadowed. Mr. Crawford's lecture " On the

Geology of the Province of "Wellington," has an immediate local interest;

and it is satisfactory that so practised an observer speaks rather hope-

fully of the prospect of the discovery of gold fields in this part of the

colony. The fom^ lectures on " Mining in New Zealand," by Dr. Hector,

furnish, in a condensed form, very suggestive and encouraging informa-

tion respecting our mining industries. By a comparison of the mineral

bearing regions of Australia with those of New Zealand, our able and

learned Director places before us in a striking manner the wide extent



of country we possess, in whicli it may fairly be expected that valuable

minerals will be found.

I must not conclude this brief sketch of the proceedings of the past

year, withovit di'awing attention to the anniversary addresses delivei'ed

to the Affiliated Societies, by Mr. Crawford, at Wellington ; by Mr.

Gillies, at Auckland ; by Mr. Justice Ward, at Otago ; and by Dr.

Haast, at Canterbury.

I will now pi'oceed to the examination of a question of tlie highest

practical importance to the future progress of this community,—I mean

the assistance which this Institute can furnish towards the supply of

technical and scientific instruction. It is well known that the relation of

industrial education to industrial progress has for many years past

excited keen interest in England and throughoiit Europe. In 1868, a

Select Committee of the House of Commons was appointed to enqiiire

and report on this entire subject, and strongly recommended that ample

public provision should be made for Schools of Arts and Mines, and

generally for fiirnishing instruction in theoretical and applied science to

the industrial classes. As the duties of the Governor of a colony

possessing Parliamentary institutions are social rather than political, I

have made it my business to study the voluminous report of the above-

mentioned Committee, and many other works of aiithoiity bearing on

the same question ; and I shall indeed be proud and happy if the

information thus collected can in any way be turned to the advantage of

this community.

Let us begin by stating the exact meaning to be attached to the terms

technical and scientific education. To quote a writer of authority :

—

" The education which acqiiaints a man with the natural principles of

the art or calling which he professes is, to him, technical education.

The general knowledge of the fundamental principles and laws which

govern all material things is the result of scientific education. Thus the

latter would include the former ; and, were it rightly conducted, a

general scientific education would form the basis on which a particular

technical education might be afterwards raised ; and a young man who

had first acquired an elementary knowledge of the physical or natural

sciences, would find it easy to build upon this foundation, and to secure

a competent and increasing knowledge of the scientific conditions of his

particular art or trade."

The late International Exhibitions in London and Paris have forced

the most eminent of the English men of science to the candid but

painful admission that, in virtue of the better industrial education



provided by Continental nations, England must, at no distant day,

—

unless she bestirs herself in time,—find those nations outstripping her in

the arts of both peace and war. As sure as " knowledge is power," this

must be the result. The concurrent testimony of those best qualified to

decide on this question, has been summed iqo in the following terms :

—

" Broadly viewed, the whole system of technical education has, at this

late day, to take root and grow in the English soil. The more we

consider this deficiency, the more marvellous and melancholy does it

appear. England, which has asserted and assumed her manufacturing

pre-eminence over all countries,—England, which at least for many

years maintained her asserted industrial supremacy,—has done so, in

spite of the absence of early education in the veiy groundwork of her

supremacy. She has been the birthplace and cradle of most of those

great mechanical inventions which have changed the face of society, and

given wings to commerce. The steam engine, the locomotive engine,

the application of steam to manifold uses, the steam hammer, the

planing machine, the spinning jenny, the power loom, and numerous

other machines—all owe their invention or improvement to our country
;

and the nearly exclusive use of these machines and implements for many

past years has been the principal cause of our manufacturing pre-eminence.

But free trade, international exhibitions, and extended international

intercoiirse, have made these wonderful machines and appliances known

and available to all Europe. During the last centviry we held our local

and our natural advantages withoiit serious rivalry, while we were

separated from the rest of Europe by the sea, and exempted from long

and desolating wars. All our natural possessions of coal and iron and

other materials, were then almost exclusively in our own hands and

under our own command. The case, however, at present is essentially

different. Other coimtries enjoy peace, other countries have displayed

energy and enterprise, and have seen and admired and adopted our tools

and our machines."

I have already shown that the Government and Parliament of Great

Britain are at last fully alive to the danger of neglecting any longer

that systematic education, that scientific and practical training,—in a

word, all that tends to convert the mere workman into the artizan, and

the mere empiric into the artistic and scientific manager of great

industrial enterprises. It is keenly felt in the mother country that the

inquiiy now is not whether she has gained the highest place and

reputation, but whether she can retain them ; and that to rest (so to

speak) on her oai-s, is to drift backwards, for the tide of the world's

lifetime is fast ebbing.
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If you are convinced that it is of urgent importance to the parent

state to promote the advancement of Art and Science, the soul and life

of industry, you will readily appreciate the still more practical value

to this new country, which has yet to be subdued and I'eplenished for

the use of civilized man, of the Museum, the Laboratory, and the other

scientific appliances collected under this roof through the wise liberality

of the Colonial Legislature. If the Government and the Institute are

agTeed in the desire at once to utilize this establishment by making it

for New Zealand what the Ecole Centrale of Paris* is for France : that

is, the heart and centre of technical and scientific education for this

colony, it will be easy to devise a scheme, by which ])i'omising yoimg

men may be selected from every province and instructed here, with very

little additional cost to the public, in natural, philosophy, chemistry,

and zoology, together with the theory and practice of mining, and the

elements of certain arts and manufacturing processes.

It will not, I hope, be forgotten that I am now addressing yoix not

as the Governor of the colony, but simply as a member of the governing

body of the Institute. After careful enquiry, the Board has, at the

desire of Government, recommended a scheme of this kind in general

terms.—(See Report of Board of Governors, for 1870, p. 13.)

I have ah'eady detained you too long. ISTor, indeed, is it necessary

that I should, before the present audience, point to the general want of

scientific knowledge, in its simplest and most elementary forms, as the

main origin of the speculative manias by which the popiilar mind in new

countries is frequently misled ; still less need I enlarge here on the vital

importance of diffusing blessings of a sound and practical instrviction

throughout all classes of the rising generation of this community. It is

the character of the education placed within their reach which will enable

them to continue the noble work begixn by the early settlers, who

encountered the hardships incident to the first colonization of these

islands ; and hereafter to determine the destiny of New Zealand by the

manner in which they shall wield the unfettered powers of self-

government conferred on this country by its Constitution.

I will now conclude this imperfect address by quoting the eloquent

* This is now tlie most celebrated school of applied sciences in the world, and

so great have been the services rendered by it, that M. Michel Chevalier once said,

'
' If the Ecole Centrale were not in existence, it would be necessary to create it as

the complement of the Treaties of Commerce.

"



waniing and exhortation of one of the gi'eat chieftains of art and

science,—I mean Dr. Lyon Playfaii- :
—" Practice and science must now

join together in close alHance, or the former will soon emigi-ate to other

lands. The time is past when practice can go on in the blind and vain

confidence of a shallow empiricism^ severed from science like a tree from

its roots. The rudest sailor may steer his ship in the du-ection of a land

mai-k, but without compass and sextant he does not traverse the expanse

of ocean. Ignorance may walk in the path dimly lighted by advancing

knowledge, bi.it she stands in dismay when science passes her, and she

is unable to follow, like the foolish virgin having no oil in her lamp.

Depend upon it, an empirical knowledge of practice is not the way now

to succeed in the struggle of individuals, or in the struggle of nations.

Intellect is on the stretch to get forward, and that nation which holds

not by it will soon be left behind. For a long time, pi"actice, standing

still in the pride of empiricism, and in the ungrateful forgetfulness of

what science has done in its development, reared upon its portal the old

and vulgar adage that 'an ounce of practice is worth a ton of theory.'

This wi-etched inscription acted like a Gorgon's head, and turned to

stone the aspirations of science. Believe it not ; for a grain of theory,

if that be an expression for science, will, when planted, like the mustard

seed of scripture, grow and wax into the greatest of trees. The pressure

and difficulties of the age, and the rapid advancement of intellect in

continental nations, have been the PerseiTS to cut off this Medusa's head

from the industry of England, and to fix it on the shield of Minerva, who

turns to stone those that believe that science should be ignored by

practice ; but, reversing her shield, wisely conducts such as are willing

to go further under her guidance. It is now rare to find men who

openly avow, although they actually entertain, a belief in a necessary

antagonism between theory and practice. Theory is in fact the ru.le,

and practice its example. Theory is but the attempt to furnish an

intelligent explanation of what is empirically ascertained to be true, and

is always useful, even when wrong. Theories are the leaves of the tree

of science, bringing nutriment to the parent stem while they last, and

by their fall and decay affording the materials for the new leaves which

are to sticceed."





First Annual Report by the Governors of tlie New Zealand

Institute.

The first meeting of the Governors for the transaction of business was

held on the 24th January, 1868, and since then on the following dates :

—

12th and 25th February, KJth June, 22nd October, 2nd November,

1868; and 14th May, 1869.

The rules which the Governors are empowered to make under the

Act of Incorporation were framed and published in. the New Zealand

Gazette^ on 9th March, 1868, as required by law.

An arrangement has been made with the Government with respect

to the custody of the Museum and Laboratory, and although it was not

considered advisable that the present buildings, which are of a character

that will require constant repair, sho\ild be conveyed in the terms of the

Act, the management of the collection is entirely in the hands of the

Governors, who have therefore power to make the necessary exchanges

and distribution of duplicates, for the purpose of enriching other

Museums in the colony.

The Manager's Report on the Museum and Laboratory, hereto

appended, shows tliat the state of the Institute is satisfactory.

The endowment voted by the Legislature for 1867-8 was applied by

Government towards defraying the building chai'ges, as there were at

that time no Incorporated Societies, and the Institute property then

belonged wholly to Government.

The endowment for 1868-9, of £500, was applied in the manner

shown in the appended accounts.

The largest item is the expense of piinting the Transactions for the

year ; the size of the volume being nearly doubled by the addition of

the New Zealand Exhibition Essays, which were placed at the disposal

of the Governors by the Colonial Government for publication.

The volume was issued in May last, and contains 400 pages of print

and thirteen illustrations. A copy of the volume has been distributed

to each member of the affiliated Societies^ 270 in number ; 25 copies

have been presented to public libraries in New Zealand ; 50 presentation

copies have been distributed in England and other countries, including

the colonies; 100 copies have been allotted for sale at 15s. each; and

the remainder of the edition of 500 coj^ies has been reserved to complete

the sets of future members.

2
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Various sums have been expended in procuring collections of

specimens useful for exchange, and the amount of ,£51 6s. has been

granted in aid of the Museum funds of affiliated Societies, while a

balance of £33 9s. 8d. remains in the hands of the Treasurer.

Pour Societies were granted incorporation on the following dates :

—

Date. No. of Mem.

"Wellington Philosophical Society . 10th June, 1868. 104

Auckland Institute . . „ 68

Philosophical Institute of Canter-

bury.... 22nd Oct., 1868. 57

Westland Naturalists' and Accli-

matization Society . . „ 29

In March, 1868, one of the first Governors, the Hon. Mr. W. B. D.

Mantell, retired from the Board to allow of the appointment of the

Manager as a Governor, with the view of ficilitating business.

In accordance with the Act, the following Governors retired from

the Board, but were re-nominated, viz. :—Sir David Monro, A. Liidlam,

Esq., J. E. FitzGerald, Esq.

Notices were received from the Wellington Philosophical Society on

3rd November, 1868, and the Auckland Institute on 5th January, 1869,

that they had elected, respectively, J. C. Crawford, Esq., and Dr.

D. Pollen, to be Governors according to the Act.

The other two Societies having joined at too late a period of the

year to permit the provision of the Act being carried out, they are not

represented at the Board during this year. Seven meetings were held

during the Session of the Assembly of 1868, in the Colonial Museum,

at which addresses and lectures were delivered by the following gentle-

men :—His Excellency Sir G. F. Bowen, Mr. PitzGerald, Hon. Mr.

Mantell, Mr. Travers, Dr. Hector, and Mr. Wakefield.

D. Monro, Chairman.
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Accounts of the New Zealand Institute, 1868-G9.

Eeceipts. Expenditure.
£. s. d. £. s. d.

Government Grant in aid . 500 Class 1. Expenses of Meetings 58 11
Contributions from Welling- ,, 2. Purchase of specimens

ton Philosophical Society 34 11 9 for exchange, and
incidental expenses

,, 3. Publication of Trans-
actions, &o.

,, 4. Assistance to Mu-
seums of Affiliated

Societies .

Balance in hands of Treasu-
rer of New Zealand Insti-

tute

43 17

347 14

51 6

33 2

10

3

8

534 11 9 534 11 9

IGtli June, 1869.

T. M. Haultain,

Treasurer, New Zealand Institute.

Second Annual Report by tlie Governors of tlie New Zealand

Institute.

During the past year meetings of the Boai-d of Governors have been

held for the transaction of business on the following dates :—11th

August, 28th September, 7th October, 1st November, 9th December,

1869 ; 28th March, and 20th May, 1870.

In accordance with the Act, the following Governors retired from

the Board :—Sir David Monro, J. E. FitzGerald, Esq., and Colonel

Haultain. The two former were re-nominated, and Dr. Knight was

nominated in the room of the latter.

On 1st November, 1869, notice was received from the Secretary of

the Westland Naturalists' and Acclimatization Society, stating that they

would not be able to continue as an affiliated Society owing to the want

of local support.

On 18th October, 1869, the Otago Institute became incorporated in

the terms of the Act.
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The Institute now consists of the following Societies :

—

No. of Mem.

Wellington Philosophical Society . , .82
Auckland Institute . . . . .106
Philosophical Institute of Canterbury . . .76
Otago Institute . . . . . ,80

The election of Governors by these Societies took place in the

month of N^ovember, and the following gentlemen wei-e returned as

members of the Board for the current year, viz. :—His Honor Mr.

T. B. Gillies, Dr. Haast, F.R.S., His Honor Mr. Justice Ward.

The Manager's Report on the Museum and Laboratory, hereto

appended, shows that this branch of the Institute has made considerable

progress during the past year ; and the Government having undertaken

the publication of the catalogue of the Museum, in the course of a few

weeks this work will be in the hands of the public, and will form a

valuable guide for the formation and proper arrangement of local

collections in other parts of the colony.

The appended statement of accounts shows the manner in which the

funds placed at the disposal of the Board have been applied for the past

year.

Volume II. of the Transactions and Proceedings was issued in the

month of April, and consists of 438 pages of print and 21 lithographed

illustrations.

The edition consists of 750 copies, 342 of which have been issued to

the members of the affiliated Societies ; 50 copies have been presented

to the public libraries in New Zealand ; 50 presentation copies have been

distributed in England and other countries.

In addition to the above, the Auckland, Canterbury, and Otago

Societies have received 115 copies, of the value of £86 6s., which is

one-third of the amount of the annual subscriptions of their members,

as a contribution in aid of the funds of these Societies.

The remainder of the edition is held in reserve for sale at 15s. per

volume, being the same price as that fixed for "Volume I. issued in the

preceding year.

At the request of Messrs Triibner and Co., that firm has been

appointed publishing agents for London, and copies have been placed in

their hands for sale.

The volume contains 62 original articles, contributed by 32 members,

being a great increase over the number in the former volume, which

contained 23 articles.
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Nine lectures also appear in the volume, which wei-e delivered by the

folloAving gentlemen :—Mr. FitzGerald, Mi-. Justice Richmond, Mr.

Travers, Mr. Wakefield, and Dr. Hector.

The Proceedings of the various Societies are also more fully reported

than previously, and contain, in addition to the discussions which took

place at the meetings, the addresses delivered by the different Presidents.

It has been found necessary to reserve several jDapers relating to

purely medical subjects, as the Board considered it advisable to defer

them for publication in a separate form at some future time, for the

professional readei-.

The Board has had under consideration a suggestion from Govern-

ment, that the functions of the Institute should be extended so as to

exercise a direct educational infliience, and, in reply, the Board has

made the following recommendations :

—

1. That a series of lectures should be instituted in connection with

the Museum, to be delivered diii-ing the winter months of the year.

2. That this course should be of a twofold character

—

General and

Practical.

3. That the subjects should be divided into two coiirses, the lectui-es

being given on alternate days, or otherwise, as most convenient.

4. The first course should comprise lectures on Natural History, or

the principles of classification, as illustrated by the elementary stxidy of

Zoology and Botany, and the application of these to Physical Geography

and Geology.

5. The second course should be devoted to the elements of experi-

mental science—Physics, Chemistry, and Mineralogy.

6. The practical course should be limited to Mineralogy and

Chemistry.

For carrying into effect these proposals, it will be necessary —
1st. That additional accommodation shovild be afforded. 2nd. That

the requisite apparatus should be obtained from England. 3rd. That

lecturers should be provided.

In the meantime, until the scheme is established, the Governors are

of opinion that the working of it might be left to the staff of the

Geological Survey.

Dr. Hector has communicated to the Governors his willingness to

lecture on the first branch, and is of opinion that the services of his

assistants might be, with great advantage, arranged so that they might

work in the field during the summer months, and in winter assist in the

course of instruction ; but the Governors, in view of the great additional
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labour wliich would be entailed on Dr. Hector by accepting his oifer,

woidd urge iipon the Government the expediency of making such

addition to his staff as will enable him to carry out that oflei', without

interfering with the various duties more properly devolving upon him.

By this means, without materially increasing the present establish-

ment, the scheme might be initiated, and the valuable educational re-

sources of the Museum and Laboratory devoted to supply the diffusing of

scientific and technical instruction which is much felt in the colony. The

fees would be sufficient to pay the working expenses, and by a judicious

system of small endowments for scholarships in the various public schools,

other parts of the colony would share in the benefits of the course.

G. F. BowEN, President.

Colonial Museum,

Wellmgton, 21st July, 1870.

Accounts of the ISTew Zealand Institute, 1869-70.

Receipts. Expenditure.
£. s. d. £. s. d.

1869. Balance in hand 33 2 8 1. Expenses of Meetings, &c. 34 15 1

Oct. 18 Grant 500 2. Expenses of Publication
L>ec. 3. Contribution from of Vol. 11. . . 497 6 7

Wellington Philo- Balance in hand of Treasurer 32 3
sophical Society . 20

Feb. 3. Proceeds of sale of

Vol. I. . 11 2

564 4 8 564 4 8

A. LuDLAM, Treasurer.



WELLINGTON PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

Third Annual General Meeting. January 29, 1870.

J. C. Crawford, F.G.S., Vice President, in the cliair.

ABSTRACT REPORT OF THE COUNCIL FOR THE ANNUAL MEETING.

The Society consists of 85 members ; a considerable number of those

formerly belonging to it having joined other local Societies aifiliated to

the Institute.

The subscriptions received for the year amount to £72 9s.

The expenditure has been £33 16s. lid., the largest item being the

proportional contribution to the Institute.

The balance in the hands of the Treasurer, as shown by the accom-

panying accounts, is £87 Os. lid.

There have been six meetings of the Society, the papers read at which

will appear in Vol. II. of the Transactions of the Institute, which is

now in the press.

Seven meetings of the Council have been held during the year.

Robert Pharazyn, Hon. Seo.

Election of Officers for 1870 : President—Hon. W. B. D. Man-

tell, F.G.S. ; Vice Fresidents—J. C. Crawford, F.G.S, R. Pharazyn,

F.KG.S. ; Council—W. T. L. Travers, F.L.S., J. Hector, M.D., F.R.S.,

J. Kebbell, W. Lyon, F.G.S., W. Buller, F.L.S; Hon. Secretary and

Treasurer, pro tern., R. Pharazyn.

A list of donations to the Libraiy was read.

1. A valuable collection of Specimens of Plants from the Fiji Islands

was exhibited by Mr. R. L. Holmes, and the results of a few months

residence there described.

2, Dr. Knox then gave a description of a specimen of Bernardius

Arnuxii, which had been recently captured in the harbour, and the most

important parts of the skeleton of which he had secured for the Museum.

The animal was evidently full gi'own, and measured 33 feet, and what

he desired to draw special attention to was the fact that while it pre-
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spnted well-developed teeth, yet they did not project through the gums,

but were included in a deep socket with the tip covei'ed in by thick fleshy

gums. The use of such teeth, he considered, must be limited to the

stimulation of the salivary glands by a i-eflex nervous process, as they

could neither seize, divide nor masticate the food of the whale.

Messrs. Mantell and Travers both considered that the teeth exhibited

marks of the attachment of the gum round a projecting point of polished

enamel, and that the teeth were probably enclosed in the retractile sheath

of the gum.

Dr. Hector stated that, in a recent description by Dr. Haast of a

whale of the same species, it was stated to have shown its teeth when

infuriated, which supported the view that the teeth were not completely

undeveloped externally.

3. The next communication by Dr. Hector, on the interior of the North

Island, {See Reports of Geological Survey, 1870,) gave the leading features

of the geology of the Kaimanawa and Ruahine ranges, which had been

recently examined by him. The modern tertiary rocks that form the eastern

portion of the Hawke's Bay province, were described as rising in the inte-

rior to an altitude of 2,700 feet, but that it was probable that the Kai-

manawa range and cei'tain parts of the Ruahine mountains had always

remained as islands above the tertiary sea. The tertiary rocks comprise

three groups— 1. Limestone containing a large percentage of existing shells

;

2. Clay marls, containing few shells ; and 3. Sandstones and conglomerates

with irregular seams of coal, some of which might yet prove valuable as

fuel. The upper group is of much later date than the others, but all are

distinctly tertiary. The axis of slate rocks, which divided the tei'tiary

series at the time of the development of the conglomerates, is within twenty

miles of the present East Coast line, but is broken through by several

modern rivers which rise in the Taupo plains ; so that easy passes exist

from Napier to the interior, a circumstance which has an important

bearing on the ojjening up of the country. The Kaimanawa range is

formed of the same slate and sandstone rocks as the B-uahine, but it lies

at a considerable distance to the west of the proper axis of the island.

The space left between them is occupied by the same tertiary rocks as on

the east side, and which slope gradually to the sea coast at Wanganui.

As the tertiai-y rocks ai-e quite free from any trace of volcanic matter,

the eruption of the central volcanoes must have commenced after their

deposit was completed.

In referring to the auriferous specimens which had been found on

Mr. Lyon's run at Kereru, Dr. Hector stated that chemical analysis had
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pi'oved tliat, notwitlistanding its granitic appearance, the rock to which

the gold, quartz was attached was only an altered form, of the sandstone,

as it contained traces of gi-aphite, and 91 per cent, of silica. This is

strongly in favour of the view that it is derived from the Ruahine range,

as the sandstones in them have been previously mistaken for granite.

After alluding, to the recent increase in the activity of the volcanic

forces in the Tongariro district. Dr. Hector described the route to the

West Coast from the interior, and drew attention to maps and reports

by Mr. Geo. Swainson and Mr. Field. He also exhibited a new geological

map of the central district.

The Hon. Mr. Fox considered that there was no doubt of the practi-

cability of a route to the Taupo district from the Wanganui coast. He
believed that the track through the bush country was almost completed,

and he was glad to find that no insurmountable obstruction would be

encountered beyond that point.

In reply to Mr. Mantell, Dr. Hector stated that he did not think

that any rich auriferous quartz had been obtained in the Kaimanawa,

but that his opinion remained unchanged as to the probability that gold

would yet be met with in the district he had described.

Second Meeting. June 25, 1870.

Hon. Mr. Mantell, F.G.S., President, in the chair.

The election of the following new members was announced :

—

Charles Graham, M.H.R., H. W. Young, E. H. Davis, F.G.S, F.C.S.,

J. Duignan, George Moore, J. Bridges, Major Edwards, F. M. Ollivier.

The resignation by Mr. E,. Pharazyn of the offices of Hon. Secretary

and Treasurer, was announced from the chair, and a vote of thanks for

his valuable services ordered to be recorded.

The President then delivered the following

ADDRESS.
Gentlemen,—

As the most appropriate introduction to the few general remarks

which I may have the honour of addressing to you, on the opening of our

session, I propose briefly and cursorily to advert to some of the more

important and interesting papers, which our branch of the ISTew Zealand

Institute has contributed to the volume of Transactions for the past year.

I am aware that an opinion is held by some high authorities on such

3
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mattei's, that the noticing of those papers which the Governors of the

New Zealand Institute have held worthy a place in their published

Transactions, is rather a prerogative of the President of that body, than

of the head of one of its affiliated Societies ; and in this view I am
inclined to agree. But so brief a retrospect as that in which I pro-

pose to indulge, which it will not be found in any way to anticipate, far

less to supersede, the address of our common President, will yet I

trust be not without its uses to us, in the encouragement to future energy

which inevitably follows the contemplation of honest work already

achieved.

In Natural History, the contiibutions of our veteran friend. Dr. P. J.

Knox, naturally take precedence. To those old settlers who can with me

remember the steady interest which Dr. Knox has shown for the last

thirty years, in the Cetacea which frequent our seas, it will be a matter

of congratulation, that at last his patient study is rewarded by the

establishment, in the land of his adoption, of a society to which his

valuable notes can be communicated, and by which they can be preserved,

not to our profit alone, but even more especially to that of the scientific

men of countries not possessing the facilities for observation of this

interesting class of mammals which we enjoy ; to these, the observations

of one so long known as a skilled and accurate observer, will naturally

be of the greatest interest and value. The papers on some of our Lizards,

by the same gentleman, will I trust be followed by many others, not by

Dr. Giinther only, but by our venerable friend, and by such more

youthful successors to him in this attractive study, as our Societies may

produce in future years.

Passing the narrow boundary which Separates erpetology from

ornithology, I must congTatulate you on the charming paper by Mr. Potts,

—a clear, simple, and accurate result of work which has evidently

extended over many years, and conveyed in a manner so attractive that

it cannot fail to bring to his aid in fui-ther observations, many from

whom, as well as from their pioneer, we shall hope to receive a never

failing supply of similar records of carefully observed facts. For after

all, our first and most important duty at this epoch of our acquaintance

with the natural history of our country, is the collection of facts,—an

ounce of fact is worth a pound of theory, and if we take care of facts

we may be sure that theories will take care of themselves,—and to that

care for the present let us leave them. If we wish examples of theories

formed in advance of facts, and of the tortures to which facts when found

are subjected in oixler that they may be made to fit those theories, let us
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not waste our time or energy on tlieir production. In Europe, where the

intellectual as well as physical labour market is more numerously stocked

than here, this manufacture of S]3urious natural history of unnatural

history is in constant progress ;— few scientific periodicals reach us

without specimens of it, in various degrees of perfection. As in this

matter we never can compete with the antipodes, either in cheapness or

rapidity of production, let us abstain from the attempt. Let us be

satisfied with the nobler occupation of learning truths from nature who

never lies, and leave once and for ever the attempt to foster human

vanity by perverting the truths of nature to those to whom such

occupation is congenial.

As the friendly discussion between our member, Mr. BuUer, and Dr.

Finsch, regarding the characters and nomenclature of some of our birds

cannot yet be regarded as closed, I will, in noticing their interesting

contributions, restrict myself to an expression of satisfaction, in which I

am confident you fvilly share, that we should rank among our members

one qualified so to avail himself of his opportunities of studying our

avifauna in its own country, as to be able to come to the rescue of

European labourers in the same field, and extricate them from the

lamentable confusion inseparable from the attempt to detei^mine species

from the dried and distorted specimens in antipodean museums.

Our Botanical papers of last session are devoted almost exclusively to

the flora of the northern portion of this Island, and include a valuable

contribution from Mr. Kirk, on the Botany of the Thames Gold Fields,

especially useful as the groundwork of future investigations of the

causes which lead to modifications in the indigenous flora.

For our Chemical papers, we are indebted solely to the Geological

Survey Department, whose able analyst, Mr. Skey, has, in the volume

now under considei-ation, favoured us with contributions, all more or less

of important practical bearing.

Among our Geological essays, it is pleasant to find that our

" Wellington Gold Fields " have not escaped notice, although their yield

has unfortunately not yet realized the hopes of those sanguine pros-

pectors, whose energy would seem to merit a better return.

Mr. Traill's letter on the Fossils of the Tertiary series of Oamaru

and Moeraki, is to me pai'ticularly intei-esting, treating as it does of a

formation Avhich I had an opportunity of hurriedly inspecting in 1848

and subsequent years. It is much to be desired that the investigation

as to the age of these beds, in which Mr. Traill has made such progress,

should be continued by that gentleman, as no one I am sure could bring
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to the task a more cautions mind, or a more inexorable cletennination to

be content with none but true results.

In addition to the foregoing, our society has, during the past year,

produced an essay, in which the difficulties in the way of a general

system of education are carefully considered, and a scheme proposed well

worthy the attention of our Legislature.

The successful raising of the steamer "Taranaki," in Queen Charlotte

Sound, is described in a paper which, with its careful drawings of the

appliances used, will be of great yalue to those who may hereafter

attempt similar undei'takings.

The great attention given in late years in the so-called stone epoch

of the human race, and the avidity with which every chip or flake

which could be imagined to have derived its present form from human

agency, has been collected, confer an interest on the far superior nature-

worked stones found on our drifting sand flats, which formerly they failed

to attract. When I refer to these stones, on which Mr. Travers has

favoured us with a few remarks, as superior, I do not of course speak of

them in comparison with the unmistakable celts, spear-heads, arrow-

heads, mining tools, and other forms familiar to us, and unquestionably

the work of human hands. But as in symmetry and finish they

assuredly far surpass the vast majority of those specimens which are

now collected as indubitably shaped by men, it is well that the attention

of those who make the early condition of our race their peculiar study,

should be directed to the existence of these very deceptive specimens.

Before leaving this subject, I cannot resist the temptation of adding

another to the many theories to which it has given birth. We know

that it was the practice of good old Maoris to bend into knots the

sterns of young manuka plants, in order that their children might be

suppHed with a stock of curved hardwood of which to make those large

and cumbrous shark-hooks, of which eveiy museum contains examples.

Should we, therefore, be unprepared some day to find that the same

prudent foresight has induced them to utilize for posterity the

abrading action of drift-sand, by planting stones in places where they

might in time be brought to something approaching the desired shape.

Before leaving the consideration of our past year's work, I must be

allowed to express my deep sense of the great advantage we enjoy in

the presence among us of the head quarters of the' Institute and

Geological Survey, and of the admirable Museum formed under their

auspices. It will be our own fault, and a matter of grave reproach to

us, if, with these aids, we do not attain to a foremost place among our
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friendly rivals of other affiliated Societies. If I have passed over,

almost in silence, the contributions read before our Society by Dr.

Hector, and his assistants, Mr. Buchanan and Mr. Skey, I have done so

from a desire carefully to avoid the appearance of claiming as the work

of our local Society essays of high interest, for the production of

which we are indebted to the accident of our geographical position.

I therefore leave to the President of the Institute the pleasing duty of

calling due attention to the productions of the gentlemen I have named,

and limit myself to the expression of a hojae that, whether their papers

are originally read here or elsewhere, we may long continue to find in

our Transactions such standard contribu Lions to the study of che science

of our country.

An account of the additions to the collections in the Colonial Museum

during the past year will come more naturally from our friend the

Manager of the ISTew Zealand Institute, but I may be allowed now to

draw your attention more particularly to the highly interesting rej)tilian

remains found at Waipara and Amuri, by Mr. Holmes, Dr. Haast, and

others, giving strong proof that even here in New Zealand, as in

England during the Wealden period, there has once been an "Age of

Reptiles." The determination of the generic characters of the

monsters to whom these relics belonged, will, from many causes, be

tedious and difficult, but upon us, apparently, the task will devolve. It

is true that that distinguished comparative anatomist. Professor Owen

has already published one or more papers upon these remains, including

in the last which I have seen, a notice of some of the specimens in our

Museum, with engravings after some of the excellent drawings by Mr.

Buchanan, forwarded to him by the Director of the G-eological Survey.

But, whether from insufficiency of specimens, or from whatever other

cause. Professor Owen does not appear inclined at present to risk his

reputation by any further attempts to cletei-mine even the generic

characters of these remains. It is difficult to conceive what other than

this very natural motive could have deterred him from noticing the

reptilian teeth found with the bones, of which admirable drawings were

to my knowledge forwarded with those which he has engraved and

described. Further then, than that Professor Owen has, from the

specimens already submitted to him, determined two species of Plesio-

saurus to have formerly existed in our waters with a third of another

geniis, we at present know nothing definite. It is clear, however, that

our new collections contain remains of genera quite distinct from those

which have been described by Professor Owen.
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As to the difficulties, in the first place our libraides are but ill-

supplied with the necessary works of reference on the Eeptilia. And,

again, the specimens are, for the most part, imbedded in a matrix so

hard and tough, that the development of them will require even more

care and patience than that of the saurian remains of the Tilgate, from

the most refractory of the Wealden beds. Unless, indeed, we can find

•among our members some volunteer, possessed of the requisite patience,

persevei'ance, and time for the work, I much doubt whether we shall,

in our time, arrive at clear ideas of the precise forms of many of the

bones even now in the Museum. Already, however, we have sufficient

proof that the thorough working out of the geology of "Waipara and

Amuri is among the most important tasks which could now be

nndertaken, and I trust that the preliminary notes upon that subject

already furnished by Mr. Hood, Mi'. Holmes, Dr. Haast, and Dr.

Hector, may, in the approaching summer, be supplemented and com-

pleted by a more regular survey by the head of the depai-tment.

Next to the rapidly increasing importance and public utility of the

Colonial Museum, no undertaking that I am aware of is likely more

substantially to aid in furtherance of the objects of our Society than

the formation of a Botanical Garden, of the successful accomplishment

of which there now seems to be a reasonable probability, and we may, I

am assured, confidently trust, that the gentlemen to whom the direction

of this work is committed, will keep constantly in view the great public

objects to be attained by the proper use of a Botanical Garden in this,

the average climate of the colony, and will resist the temptation of

sacrificing to gaudy parterres of foreign fiowers the space reqiiu-ed for the

assembling together specimens of all our indigenous flora. When that

most instructive collection has been achieved, or at least when a

sufficient space for such a collection has been carefully selected and set

apart for that purpose, there will remain plenty of room for some of the

more valuable importations whether of trees, shrubs, or flowers. Should

any impediment arise from that too common cause, insufficiency of

funds, I feel confident that some substantial aid, in an Institution

offering such attractions, will gladly be afforded by our fellow citizens.

I would even suggest to the Council of our Society that, relieved as we

are from the expense of maintaining a separate Museum, a portion of

our funds might appropriately be devoted to this kindred work. In

connection with this subject we have reason to regard with great gratifi-

cation, the recent accession to the Ministry of a gentleman to whom

more than to any one else, excepting perhaps Mr. Stafford, the Govern-
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liient Domain of Auckland is indebted for tlie tasteful development of

the natural beauties for which it is so justly celebrated.

It would ill become me in addressing, as President, the Society of which

he was the actual suggester and founder, to conclude without reference

to my distinguished predecessor Sir George Grey. It was at his sugges-

tion, and with every encouragement and assistance from him, that eight

gentlemen in this city undertook and siiccessfully achieved the formation of

the New Zealand Society,—the parent, I may almost call it, of the New
Zealand Institute. During the whole of his New Zealand career. Sir

George Grey lost no opportunity of encoiiraging the pursuit of science

;

and, should he ever return to the colony, I feel certain that he would be

again found in the foremost ranks of those who labour to promote intel-

lectual activity among the colonists. I cannot forget the pleasant manner

in which, when as Secretary I announced to him his election as President

of the New Zealand Society, he said in his qiiizzical way, " I am glad

they have made the Presidency elective, for now I may hope some day

to see you elected." I must own that in those days 1 did not very con-

fidently foresee that such an honour would be conferred upon me. Now,

however, I may retort, and express a sincere hope that should Sir George

return, I may see him re-elected.

I had purjiosed before closing my address, to call your attention to

the great benefits, moral and intellectual, which accrued to those who

gave their leisure to the pursuit of science. With this object, I had care^

fully collected opinions of authors of the greatest weight, and enlivened

my lucubrations with, here and there, a quotation from authors sacred

and profane, classical and non-classical, practical or prosy, in support of

my thesis. But happening at last to glance at a slight work by one of

the most eminent statesmen of our day, I found there epitomized in a

paragraph all of vahie in my more lengthy labours ; therefore, desirous above

all things that you, especially the younger of you, should remember what

I had to say on this subject, and bearing in mind that "to speak little

commands the memory," I resolved without a regret to cast aside my
own prolixities, and strive to impress iipon you the simple words of the

statesman.

It is Sir Robert Peel who speaks :
—" Heed not the sneers and foolish

sarcasms against learning of those who are unwilling that you should

rise above the level of their own contented ignorance. Do not for a

moment imagine that you have not time for acquiring knowledge j it is

only the idle man who wants time for everything. The industrioxis man
knows the inestimable value of the economy of time, and amidst the
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most multifarious occupations can find leisure for rational recreation and

mental improvement. Do not believe that the acquisition of scientific

knowledge will obstruct your world by prosperity or that it is incom-

patible with your worldly pui-suits. Rely iipon it, you cannot sharpen

your intellectual faculties, you cannot widen the range of your know-

ledge, without becoming more skilful and successful in the business or

profession in which you are engaged."

1. Kotice of a Meteor observed by Mi-. E. Stowe.

The Meteor was seen at Wellington, at 5.19 p.m. on Tuesday,

May 31, 1870. Direction, S.E. by S. Altitude, about 50°. Travelled

(iu slight ascending curve) from left to right at right angles to a line

drawn fi-om eye of observer to S.E. by S. Light, brilliant white, accom-

panied by train of sparks, presenting exactly the appearance of a rochet

%f)hen high in air, and to all appearance was travelling at about a similar

rate. Disappeared suddenly, at about the same altitude as when first

observed. Seemed visible for a period (approximately) of five seconds.

There had been a fine sunset, and the greater part of the sky, including

the whole area of the meteor's path, was perfectly clear. Size of the

meteor, very large,^four times that of Venus.

2. " On a specimen of a New Zealand Rat," by W. Buller,

E.Gr.S. (See Transactions.) This paper gave the description of a

specimen of the true native rat, or Kiore, which was exhibited. These

rats are now veiy rare, but this particular specimen had been identified

by the Maoris at Wanganui, as the true native rat which at one time

formed a principal article of food among their ancestors. The author

pointed out that in its appearance it strongly resembled the ancient black

rat of Britain, which had also become extinct through the introduction

into the British Islands of the brown rat.

Dr. Hector exhibited a drawing, by Captain Hutton, of a supposed

native rat, that was deposited in the Auckland Museum in 1853, and

pointed out that it difiered materially from IMr. BuUer's specimen.

Mi\ Travers, from enquiries he had made, doubted that any native

pow living could identify the real Maori rat, and was inclined to doubt

if there was really a specimen of it.

The President said that in the South Island the native rat had sur-

vived longer than in the North, and asked Mr. Paterson, the Native

Member, in the House of Representatives, for Kaiapoi, if he could

identify the rat.

Mr. Paterson said the old people used to eat them, but he had never

seen one.
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3. "On tlie Anarhynclms frontalis," by T. H. Potts. (See

Transactions.) This paper confirmed the specific chai-acters of the

Crooked bill Plover, of the South Island, and by the description of the

young bird when only a few days old, a specimen of which was exhibited,

proved that the peculiar twist of the beak is congenital, and not an

accidental deformity. The eggs and manner of nidiiication were also

exhibited, and contrasted with those of Gharadrius hicinctus, with which

species the crooked billed birds have, by some naturalists, been con-

founded.

The specimens attracted much interest, and some discussion ensued,

from which it appeared that that bird is by no means so rare as has been

supposed.

4. " On the Habits of the Crested Grebe (Podiceps cristatus)," by

"W. T. L. Travers, F.L.S. (See Transactions.) The author had enjoyed

a favourable opportunity of collecting facts on the subject, at Lake

Guyon, an inland lake situated at an altitude of 1,800 feet, between the

Kaikouras and the Spencer Mountains, where the manager of his station

lived. Among other points, the author stated that this bird made

additions to its nest, to avoid immersion when the water of the lake rose

during the period of incubation, and that from observation it had been

found that the eggs would maintain their vitality after immersion in

water for a considerable period. This bird is very rare, and is becoming

raj)idly exterminated.

Dr. Hector j^ointed out as singular, that a bird possessing such short

feeble wings, and evidently adapted for swimming and diving, should

inhabit the mountain tarns in. all temperate parts of the world,—the

New Zealand bird not being distinguishable, according to Professor

Finsch, from the European. However, mountain tarns are much the

same all over the world, which is probably the reason why the species

has such a wide distribution, with so little variation of character.

5. " On a Comparison of the Tooth of the Ziphid Whale with that of

the Cachelot,'''' by F. J. Knox, L.R.C.S.E. This paper, which was illustrated

by beautiful sections of the teeth and a large series of drawings, is supple-

mentary to the notice read before the Society, in January, of the dissection

of a specimen of this rare whale which was cast ashore at Worser's Bay.

6. " On a Hybrid Acsena," by J. Buchanan. The Acsena, or Burr,

of Australia, has been inti'oduced, and has already formed a hybrid with

the New Zealand species ; specimens of which were exhibited.

Mr. Hamilton pointed out that the Australian species was abundant

at Horikiwi, but very local. He was inclined to think that it was not

4
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an introduced plant, but had no doubt of its identity with Australian

specimens.

The Hon. Mr. Hall thought the Australian burr must have been

introduced by imported cattle.

7. " On the Salmonid?e of ISTew Zealand," by Dr. Hector. (See

Transactions.) The author called attention to the importance of knowing

what fish belonging to this order were indigenous to the New Zealand

streams, as the English trout is now firmly established in many of the

streams of the South Island, and as they will probably undergo, as they

usually do in all streams, considerable modification of form, mistakes

might arise from their being confounded with nearly allied fish which we

already possess. This investigation is more necessary as the best and

latest works only describe one species of the Salmonidse, as occurring in

New Zealand, viz., Retropinna Ricliarsonii. The author, after describing

the character of this species, and identifying it with specimens on the

table, exhibited three other very distinctive forms. The first of them

had a general resemblance to the above specimen, but is four times the

size, and possesses some of the external characters of a true Osmerus, or

English smelt. The specimens he exhibited were obtained from the

Kakapo Lake, on the west coast of Otago, in 1863.

The third species was the common Opokororo, from the Hutt river. This

fish is at once distinguished from the others by the small head, large deep

body, dark trout colour, forward position of the dorsal fin, and small sofb

mouth almost devoid of teeth. In some of its characters it approaches the

genus Coregonus, to which the White fish of the North American Lakes

belongs. It was pointed out that notwithstanding the very marked difier-

ences which are such as to characterize difierent genera of European fish,

certain external characters, s\ich as the number of the rays in the fins, were

common to all these forms ; the only exception being in the pectoral fin, in

which the last anentioned fish had fifteen instead of eleven rays. We are

thus placed in a dilemma, as either there is only one species which under-

goes most extreme variations, so as to simulate difierent genera, or we

have three different genera, the representatives of which in New Zealand

accidentally possess some trivial characters.

The subject deserves the attention of observers, and the author hoped

he would be assisted in the investigation by the collection of specimens

from different streams in the country, before it was complicated by the

introduction of foreign species of trout. He stated, for the assistance

of collectors, that the Salmonidse could be distinguished from all other

fish in our streams, by the little fleshy fin that they have between the

large dorsal fin and the tail.
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A drawing was also shown of tlie rare and beautiful Argentine

(Sco2}elus), that was captured in Milford Sound, by the author, which,

under former classifications, would have formed a fourth Salmonoid fish,

but the genus has been separated from this family in recent works.

Third Meeting. Juhj 10, 1870.

Hon. Mr. Mantell, F.G.S., President, in the chair.

The Chairman announced that this meeting had been specially con-

vened, to discuss the veiy important question of the best method of

preparing the Native Flax. He was glad to see that several of the

Commissioners appointed last year to enqiiire into this subject were

present ; but before asking them to favour the meeting with the results

of their investigations, he would call on Dv. Hector to describe his latest

experiments.

Dr. Hector opened the discussion by giving a minute account of the

structure and johysiology of Pliormium tenax, Irish flax, Manilla, and

other varieties of fibre, their difference of texture and relative strengths,

and to assist in giving a better illustration, made use of diagram

drawings from microscopic examinations. The Irish flax plant has

a woody texture, chiefly in the centre, the useful fibre being

released from an intermediate layer between the hard woody centre

and the outer cuticle ; and tlie only difliculty in the production of this

fibre is in the process of separating it from the core and the epidermis.

The fibre of the New Zealand flax, unlike that of the Irish variety, is

not contained in the stem, but in leaves which spring direct from the root

and grow for years befoi-e a flowering stock is sent up. These leaves are

protected by a peculiar hard outward covering that enables them to resist

the efiects of water, and beneath which lies the soft and succulent tissue

containing the fibre. The strength of the various fibres appears to depend

in a great measure upon the amount of lateral adhesion of their ultimate

fibrillae, which prevents them drawing away from each other j and the chief

object therefoi'e to be sought for, is some pi'ocess by which to separate

the bundles of miniite fibres, and at the same time free them from the

celkilar matter within which they are embedded, without breaking or

injuring the fibre in any way. Drawings were referred to, made from

samples of New Zealand flax dressed by several different processes,

both by mill and by hand, showing the frayed ends of the ruptured

fibres, and indicating very clearly the effect on the fibre of the peculiar
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dressing to which it had been siibjected. The samples had all been

broken under water, so as to avoid any influence the air might exer-

cise. The resiilt was that the fibres were distinguishable into two

classes —• those that frayed out, and those that broke square across.

The frayed samples were of flax that had been prepared by chemical

means or retting, which implies chemical change, but exhibited the

same kind of lengthy filaments at the point of bi-eak as that shown

in the Irish flax, which suggested the idea of having been drawn

out of a centre. The best machine-dressed samples, from Auckland,

had more the appearance of having been cut. A sample of Manilla,

subjected to the same test, also showed the same abruptly broken

fibre as the foi'mer. A sample prepared by Booth's process—which pro-

fesses to be but a mechanical adaptation of the Maori process, and in

which india-rabber tables are supposed to possess the flexible elasticity

of the Maori's knee—-was a closer approach to the frayed appearance of

the hand-pi^epared. A sample of Journeaux's modified retting process

also showed the frayed character. The general deduction, however,

he thought might be drawn from the experiments which have been

made is, that those fibres which break abruptly will stand a heavy

direct strain, while the others, having more flexibility, will be foiind

better adapted for weaving and spinning into rope. Attention was

called to a sample of Maori dressed flax broken by a strain of

300 lbs., which presented a bottle-brush -like end ; and also to a

sample of Manilla broken by a weight of 179 lbs., which broke off like

a stick, or rather like whalebone. Allowing for the increased strength

given to the Maori flax by the lateral adhesion of the fibre through the

presence of gum, he thought that the strength of the ultimate fibi"e of each

might be the same. Machine dressed flax, however, and Manilla, must be

classed together. Particular attention was called to the fact that flax,

according to the process of dressing employed, is capable of being made

available for articles of greater value than mere ropes and gunny-bags. At

present, the commissioners have been chiefly engaged in preliminary inves-

tigation with a view to testing, by a regular series of experiments, flax

prepared by the diflerent mills. In describing a means by which a variety

of textile fibres had been tested, each sample having been laid up in the

same way as nearly as possible. Dr. Hector said that while Manilla hemp

broke with a strain of 1881bs., and Europe rope ISolbs., the New Zealand

flax (Maori dressed) only parted at a strain of 300 lbs ; a sample of Jour-

neaux's process yielded at a pressure of 238 lbs. ; several other samples

kept close to the Manilla, and in one instance—that of Demarque's—
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the strain stood was rathei' over 200 lbs ; the remainder marking from

150 lbs. to 180 lbs. However, he thought such data should not be

regarded as absolutely correct, but rather as indicating general results.

As an illustration, a sample of flax was tested by means of a spring

balance, to which was attached a clip that grasped a twisted hank

of flax (a South Island sample) ; the other end was stretched downwards

by a screw so arranged as to mark the weight on the dial of the spring

balance. The sample broke after marking a strain of 225 lbs. Extracts

from the results of similar experiments in England were read which put

silk at 34, New Zealand flax at 23, English hemp at 16, English flax at 11,

showing New Zealand flax to be a stronger vegetable fibre than any other

in the market. Dr. Hector said he was once of the opinioii that the best

way to treat flax was by pressure or hammering, but he had, since

reading Mr. Nottidge's paper on the subject, come to the opinion that

the better way would be to divide the fibre by mechanical means without

any pressing action, so that when subsequently subjected to a solvent,

the water might find its way between every fibre, exactly as retting

Irish flax. He believed this had been already done on a small scale, but

the process was worthy more attention than it had received from

manufacturers.

Mr. Macffarlane, M.H.R., Chairman of the Flax Commission, said it

was once matter for enquiry whether flax would grow from seed ; but

after a great number of exjDeriments it had been ascertained that it would

do so, and more readily than was generally expected. The natives them-

selves never grew it from seed, as they had always a sufficient supply of

roots to transplant ; besides, it gave them the advantage of a couple of

years' growth or more. After experimenting with vario\;s kinds of

machines in Auckland, they had settled pretty generally on the modifi-

cations of the fluted roller principle. After passing through the machine

the plant was washed and bleached, which took from fourteen to sixteen

days, according to the weather, and afterwards put through the scutcher,

when it was considered fit to pack for market. To show the advantage

of the washing process—which was best done in such water as that of a

mill dam, as running water was found not to answer so well—he men-

tioned that on taking out the flax after a few seconds' immersion, a large

patch of blood-coloured matter clouded the water. The process was com-

pleted after three immersions. If the flax were sent out without being

cleansed in that manner it bore a yellowish appearance ; and great quan-

tities of it had from this cause become unfit for certain purposes afterwards.

When they, in the North, found that flax-dressers in the South were
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resorting to chemicals, they also altered their process somewhat ; though

they still adhered to machines, they afterwards used the retting or

fermentation jDrocess, and by thai means were now producing an article as

soft and as free from gum as any to be shown ; and he thought they were

coming round to the idea that the true process lay in a combination of the

two different modes. The commissioners had tested a sample produced by

Dr. Florence, of Canterbury, which had been put twice through the

stripping machine, and then in the solvent, the exact natui'e of which

was the secret of the inventor ; and had tested another sample which had

been three times through the machine ; but much stress was not placed on

these experiments. The commissioners were still engaged in experi-

menting, and the result of course would be made public. A bag was

shown, the property of Mr. Kebbell, that had been made fourteen years

ago, and that had been in constant use all that time ; and to all appear-

ance it was equal to another fourteen years of the same usage. Thei-e

was no doubt that New Zealand flax was well adapted for far higher

purposes than it now served, and by giving the necessaiy attention and

perseverance to the matter, we should yet command the London market,

where at present a combination existed against us. But that combination

we could break down by sending a good article, and in sufficient qiiantity,

which would ultimately drive some of the other fibres out of the market.

Mr. Travers, M.H.R., in the course of some remarks, said that one

of the earliest and best samples of flax he had seen in the colony, was

prepared by a Mr. M'Glashan ; the process was, in its main features, the

same as was suggested by himself in a paper read by him before the

Philosophical Society of Canterbury. That process was one of the simplest,

and produced a fibre for ordinary manufacturing purposes better than

that by any other process now in use. It was safer, freer from gum, did

not so soon become harsh to the touch, and lasted longer. One feature

of the process was that from the time when the fibre was first cut it was

never allowed to become in any degree dry. It was not bruised or beaten,

but simply, after having been boiled with an alkali derived from the

ashes of the wood which boiled it, subjected to the compression of grooved

rollers. The outer cuticle being then broken up, was washed away in

a running stream. As Dr. Hector had demonstrated that the gum was

soluble in water, that, therefore, seemed to him the best way which, by

the quiet and simple action of running water, got rid of the extraneous

matter. He had examined a great many machines, Auckland and others,

and he thought them wasteful, clumsy, and expensive, when comj)ared

with the process of Mr. M'Glashan. Mr. Travers here read an extract
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from a book by Mr. Dixon, stating that the Society of Arts in Ilnglanctj

had actually offered a reward of fifty guineas for the best machine for

the preparation of New Zealand flax ; and also that from a sample of

50 lbs. tested at home, 17 lbs. of long fibre were pi-oduced and 6 lbs. of an

inferior soi't, but 23 lbs. in all of valuable fibre. No description, however,

of the kind of flax experimented upon was given, biit he supposed it to

be dry leaf. Because New Zealand flax was connected with gummy
matter, to get rid of which was our main desire, it must not be supposed

that other fibres had no gumn^y substance ; all were affected more or less

in that way. Mr. Travers then related an anecdote of flax dressing.

The first Napoleon, anxious to counterbalance the decided lead England

had taken in the cotton manufacture, sought to encourage the manufac-

ture of flax, and offered a reward of two million francs for the best

process. This reward stimulated the ingenuity of a M. Girard, who

produced a machine ; but after doing so he could find no one in France

with sufficient enterprize to put his plans in motion ; however, he was

at length lucky enough in finding what he wanted in the town of

Leeds. He (Mr. Travers) had heard of an exploding process with

carbonic acid gas being tried, but it had not been very successful.

The people of New Zealand should not be anxious so much to produce

a large quantity of fibre, as to produce a quality that would be suit-

able for the finer textile fabrics, and that could only be done by removing

the gum in the leaf before the fibre was sent home to Europe. New Zea-

land flax, he thought, had no advantage over Irish flax ; and that, if we

were forced to cultivate, the latter would perhaps be found preferable, as

it was not an exhausting crop—at least not more than crops of any kind

usually were. It yielded, it was true, a long fibre, if that was of any particular

value, and it was perennial. New Zealand flax must be cut at its proper

season to obtain it in its greatest strength. In flax manufacture he

thought the returns might be made much larger if attention were turned

to that portion of the leaf which yielded the best fibre ; weight of

material should not be looked to so much as excellence of quality. And

to show the enormous importance of the flax trade in England, returns

proved that tl^e imports of flax from foi-eign countries, in 1853^ amounted

to 94,000 tons, which at an average price of £110 per ton, showed that

for that year the large sum of £10,000,000 had been paid to foreign

producers for a single article.

Mr. Charles Graham, M.H.R., explained the modus oj^erandi of the

Booth machine, which he said consisted of a double set of rollers, formed

of yielding segments resembling the key board of a piano. By that
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means allowance was made for the irregular thickness of the leaf, each

part of which was subjected to an equal pi^essure while being scraped,

the iirst set sci-ajoing one side of the leaf, the other side being afterwards

scraped by the second set of rollers.

Mr. J. C. Crawford said that as the general opinion seemed to point

to the retting process as the proper one to be adopted, he might mention

that all the necessary information regarding it would be found in "lire's

Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines." As to the exhausting

nature of the Europe flax, he thought the rotation at home was once in

nine years—that is before the land was brought into a fine state of tilth
;

so that if we wished to grow Europe flax in New Zealand as they did in

Ireland, we could only expect to put in a crop once in nine years. While

at Manilla he remarked that all their fine textiles, such as cambrics and

dresses, were made from the pineapple fibre, and at an enormous expense,

and not from the ordinary fibi'e used for rope.

The Hon. Mr. Hall wished to know whether the attention of the

Commissioners had been directed to the matter of paper manufacture.

Sir David Monro said he had been informed by a young friend of his

who had got most authentic information on the matter from people in

England, that the price of New Zealand fibre was so high as to preclude

it entirely from that manufactare. He wished to know at what period

of its existence the flax plant yielded its best fibre, as he thought the

question one of equal importance with the separation of the fibre. He
had frequently observed, as no doubt others had, that the strength of

flax was not the same at all periods of the year, as in the early part of

the summer, when it seemed to have less tenacity.

Mr. Macifarlane said the commission had directed their attention to

that matter, and the result of their observations would be found in their

report when laid before the House of Representatives. The plant, in its

earliest stage, shot up one leaf at a time until there were six or eight. In

about four or five years the plant reached maturity, when the outer leaves

began gradually to decay ; and one reason for the depreciation of our

flax in the English market was, that much of those dead and dying

leaves had been sent home amongst the first shipments. "As to whether

the plant could be cut down all the year round, he believed the Maoris

never ciit it at the period spoken of, but he was of the impression that

as soon as any one began to cultivate the plant the leaves might be cut

down as they ripened.

Mr. Graham said there was no point on which there was so miTch

difierence of opinion ; but on one point all wei'e unanimous, viz., that,
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like the American aloe, as soou as the plant flowered it began to die, and

therefore fibre derived after flowering time was inferior. As to the exact

season when the fibre was at its best, he found that a much vexed point,

and one that would take year's to determine.

Mr. Smythies suggested the necessity of experimenting by selection

and inoculation of the flower.

Mr. Travers mentioned a fact that came under his observation in

Canterbury that might be Avorthy of attention. He had seen there what

was called "half-stuff," of pulpy consistence, that could be produced very

cheaply, and seemed to be well adapted for the purpose of paper-making.

Mr. Macffarlane said the article would only be admitted as a manu-

factured article.

The Chairman thought a good many seemed to forget that Sir

Charles Clifford was one of the earliest flax manufacturers in the colony,

and carried on business on the beach as Clifford and Partridge. As to

the age of leaves, he had seen excellent fibre produced from leaves that

were lying withered on the ground. The idea that the plant died after

flowei'ing time was no doubt very sentimental, but he did not believe

in it for all that.

Fourth Meeting. July 17, 1870.

Hon. Mr. Mantell, F.G.S., President, in the chair.

1. Dr. Hector read a paper for Mr. Duigan, which went to show

that the earth of ISTew Zealand is as good a conductor of electricity as

that of any other country. The paper elicited some comment, some

thinking the weather, and the nature of the soil in particular localities,

influence electrical power in a great degree.

2. Mr. Potts read a paper "On the Great Auk, or Northern Penguin,"

(see Transactions,) and exhibited a drawing of an egg of that variety ^ which

he possesses. Although the bird at one time abounded at the Orkneys,

Auckland, and Farroe Islands, it is very rare now, if, indeed, it is not

entirely extinct, a view which is shared by Professor Owen and other

eminent naturalists. They base their belief chiefly on the fact, that

notwithstanding the many expeditions that have been sent out during

late years, no mention has been made of the Great Auk in any of their

records. There are those, however, who still believe that the bird is not

yet extinct, and think that it may have retired to the lonely and surf-

lashed Skerries in the Northern Sea. So high a value is set uj)on these

eggs, owing to their exceeding rarity, that one virtuoso gave £30 for a

5
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single specimen ; and a lucrative trade was driven in manufactiii'ed

specimens for a short time in France, until the swindle was discovered.

3. Ml". Crawford read a paper throwing ont suggestions as to the

advisability of using india-rubber tires on wooden tramways. The idea

suggested itself to him by reading in the news by last mail, that one of

the road traction engines at home had run over carrots and turnips

without crushing them. As the use of india-iaibber tires is general in

road steamers, he thought the subject worthy of consideration. If we

could, by means of elastic tires, effect economy, and retain a fair rate of

speed, we might be enabled to dispense with iron rails.

Mr. George thought that from the market value of india-rubber, the

suggestion, although worthy of consideration, would be expensive if

acted on.

Mr. E,. Phai'azyn said it had been found in practice that the india-

rubber wore too quickly, that the tires became soon abraded, and had

led to the practice lately of covering the tires with small bars of steel.

Mr. Gillies said his experience had led him to a quite contrary view.

So far from the india-rubber wearing away lupidly, it had been found to

last in a remarkable manner. He had caiised enquiries to be made

before importing one of these engines for the Province of Auckland, and

heard that one had been in constant use for six months on a granite

metalled road, and after that wear and tear there was still observable on

the tire the name of a workman, which had apparantly been cut with a

knife or something of that sort.

Several speakers were of opinion that india-rubber tires did not wear

out at all rapidly, and had been originally introduced to prevent vibration,

which was found to have a destructive effect on the engines ; while

another thought india-rubber was used not so much to prevent vibration

in the vehicle, as it was to preserve the road, as traction engines had

been found so destructive to macadamized roads, as to lead almost to

their prohibition. A thii-d was of opinion that india-rubber tires had

become unpopular at home because they were positively dangerous, the

engines passing along almost noiselessly, are often on top of a heedless

traveller before he is aware of it. But all were of opinion that india-

rubber would be found a most expensive addition to rolling stock.

Some interesting information relative to the Southland (Invercargill

and Oreti) railway was given by Mr. Hamilton. The rails on that line

were originally of timber, being planks eight inches square and twelve

feet long. They were well supported by sleepers. But it was found

that the wood warped so much through the effects of sun and weather,
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that tlie ends of tlie rails were coutiuually springing uj) with tlie

weight of the engine going across. The ends were then fastened

down with metal plates ; but they then split and got soft. In a couple

of years they became so crushed as to be useless, and he did not believe

there was the slightest vestige of them now remaining.

In answer to a question from the Chair, respecting the eruption of

Tongariro, Mr. Cox said although he had just come down the coast, he

had not been within sixty miles of Tongariro. At that distance, however,

he had heard the rumbling of its artillery^ and had seen the reflection in

the sky to the north of the Mohaka river.

Dr. Hector said if all be true that is said about the eruption, it is

the first instance, within the recollection of the Maoris, of an eruption

of lava, though eruptions of steam and clouds of ashes had been common

enough

.

Several specimens of the Elephant Fish {Callorhynchus) were

exhibited by Dr. Hector,—one of which showing the young fish enclosed

in the egg had been recently picked up on the coast.

The discussion on flax was resumed. Dr. Hector reporting the progress

made by the Commission during the week, the full particulars of which

will shortly be published. To make the tests more satisfactory, the

commissioners had made an improvement in the arrangement for testing

the strength of samples, that was more satisfactory than the mode

adopted at first ; and as a comparative test of the relative streng-th of

fibres, nothing could have been fairer. As before, the Maori dressed

flax retained its superiority in point of strength. Acting on a suggestion

of Mr. Davis (an assistant), Dr. Hector said he was experimenting to

ascertain if atmospheiic pressure was not sufficient to compel the lateral

adhesion of the flax fibre after the gum had been released. Some doubts

were entertained at last meeting that the gum could be released without

detriment to the fibre, as the ultimate threads of the leaf are ascertained,

by microscopical examination, not to be more than two inches long.

So far the experiment promised successfully.

A sample of fiax jDrepared by a new process of Mr. Plimmer's was

also exhibited. The object of the improvement is to prepare flax for a

subsequent retting process by dividing the fibre without crushing it.

This is sought to be done by putting the leaves through rollers laterally,

the usual plan being endwise. In going through, the leaf is considerably

widened by the fibres being divided. The samples exhibited were on a

small scale ; and some doubt was expressed whether the result would be

equally satisfactory when tried on a large scale with whole leaves.
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Fifth Meeting. Aicgusf 20, 1870.

Hon. Mr. Mantell, F.G.S., President, in the chair.

The election of the following new membei's was announced :

—

Hon. A. P. Seymour, Pk,ev. J. C. Andrews, J. B. Beale, William Cooper,

J. Floyd, and A. McTavish.

Periodicals and Contributions received since last meeting were laid

on the table.

1. " On certain New Plants in the Herbarium of the Miiseum," by

T. Kirk, Secretary to the Auckland Institute. (See Transactions.) This

paper described a new Pittosporum and a new Loranthus, which the

author had detected when going over the Herbarium as previously

undistinguished. In his paper he alluded to the insufficient accommo-

dation that is in the museum for this Herbarium, which he considers

to be the most copious and valuable in the colony.

Dr. Hector explained that every care was taken of the collection

compatible with the a.ppliances at the disposal of the Department, and

admitted that the building was better adapted for geological specimens

than for the preservation of perishable articles like dried plants.

2. " On the Gyration of the Winds in ISTew Zealand," by J. S.

Hamilton. (See T^'ansactions.) This paper pointed out the existence

of a regular sequence in the changes in the direction in which the wind

usually blew in the Southern Hemisphere, and the desirability of obser-

vations being made, for the purpose of discovering the law, by combined

observation on the part of telegraphic operators, with a view of

establishing a system of forecasting the weather.

Dr. Hector did not think that the simple suggestions thrown out in

Mr. Hamilton's paper could, if acted upon, lead to the satisfactory

results anticipated, owing to the peculiar configuration of New Zea-

land ^exercising a dominant influence on the gyration of the winds.

He explained, with the assistance of a diagram, that a wind striking the

west coast of the South Island at right angles, passed round each,

extremity of the island—by Cook's Straits and Foveaux Straits—thus

creating opposite currents, so that a North-wester on the west side was

coincident with both a N. and a S. wind on the east coast. He also

drew attention to a shift in this mixing point to farther north, that had

been going on during the last eighteen months, which no doubt accounted

to a great extent for the unusual muddiness of our streets at this

season of the year. Simultaneously with this northerly shift of wind it

had been reported that large bodies of ice had made unusual approaches
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towards equatorial latitudes ; but it is not yet decided as to whether this

was the cause of the noticeable change in the weather lately.

In corroboration of this, Mr. Travers said the Admiralty had pub-

lished for the information of mariners, an account of the extension shift

of ice northward.

3. "On the probable Commercial Failure of the Suez Canal," by

G. R. George. ' He had received information by private letters which

said, that owing to the slipping of the sides of the canal, a large quantity

of fine sand was held in solution in the water, and engineers wei-e loud

in their complaints of its injurious effects on marine engines. Con-

siderable trouble was also caused by the spewing up of the sand in the

centre of the canal, which rendered necessary the constant employment

of powerful dredges.

In the course of a conversation as to the practicability of clothing

the sides of the canal with vegetation, Mr. Kirk said he thought the

scheme practicable, notwithstanding the water was salt, as many plants

could be found that would only grow within the influence of sea spray

;

and he believed something of the kind was in contemplation by the

directors of the canal.

Dr. Hector thought the efiect of blown sand would be to permanently

injure the canal, as it advanced slowly in great hummocks, presenting a

sloping surface on the weather side and falling ofi" more perpendicxilarly

on the lee side. Travellers in the East were familiar with the silicifying

effect of these slow moving sand hills on vegetation.

Mr. Barron mentioned, as an instance of their extraordinary size

and the rapidity with which they sometimes accumulate, that he had seen

a hill of sand, eighty feet deep, accumulate in a single night on the rail-

way between Cairo and Suez, reqiiiring thousands of men to clear it away.

4. Mr. H. Crawford read a paper " On the adaptation of Water

Power," suggesting the advisability of forming small reservoirs—where

the natural features of a locality would admit of it being done at a slight

expense—so as to obtain an auxiliary head of water in dry weather. By
this plan, and the help of a small turbine wheel, considerable labour

could be saved in a variety of farm work ; it might also be used in flax

preparing.

5. The Rev. Mr. Andrews read a paper on an economic Sheepwash,

consisting of equal parts of sulphur and lime, which he had found very

effectual.

Mr. Pharazyn said that the application had been tried in Hawke's

Bay some fifteen years ago, but was not found so successful as represented
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by Mr. Andrews—})robably owing to careless mustering—and as the

scab bad been got rid of in a few years by the usual dressing of an

infusion of tobacco, sulphur and lime had not since been tried.

Mr. Travers said that as many good remedial agents were known for

scab, it was merely a matter of comparative cost.

Mr. Andrews said the cheapness of the application was its chief

recommendation.

6.' Dr. Hector exhibited a sample of machine prepared flax, received

from Messrs. Rees and Gibson, of Wanganui, by a new process not

disclosed. The process entails an additional expense of ,£6 per ton, but

the sample possessed considerable lustre, and seemed to be entirely free

from gum. He also said that experiments had recently been made

in the laboratoiy, on New Zealand flax and Manilla ropes, which

went to show that New Zealand rope shrinks uj) more tightly than

Manilla, after saturation by fresh or salt water, and on becoming dry is

more loose and free in texture, showing that the foi^mer was more prone

to absorb moisture. In looking over the laboratory papers, he discovered

one by Mr. Skey, which had been overlooked during the enquiry of the

Flax Commission, pointing to a solution of salt as being the next best

detergent to soap of any solvent that had been tried in 1866 (the time

the paper was written) for cleaning the fibre. A circumstance was

mentioned by him that would point to the advisability of improving the

flax plant by cultivation and selection, as he had seen a strip of flax of

the variety known as tihore, grown in Mr. Mantell's garden, stripped of

its outer covering by the finger nail, the microscopic examination of

which showed that the ultimate fibres were quite as free as in chemically

prepared flax.

7. Dr. Hector called attention to the encouraging fact that a new

coal deposit had been discovered a little to the south of Hokitika, a^bout

eight miles on the west side of the Kanieri Lake, showing that the coal

deposits of that region extend over very large areas.



AUCKLAND INSTITUTE.

First Meeting. Jime 13, 1870.

Rev. Dr. Purclias, President, in the chair.

A list of newly elected members was read.

ABSTRACT OF ANNUAL REPORT,

The Auckland Institute was formed at the commencement of 1868,

and at the close of 1869 numbei-ed 67 members. At the present date

the number of members is 130. During the two years of its exist-

ence it has been instrumental in placing upon public record, in the

" Transactions of the New Zealand Institute," a considerable amount of

scientific information on the Geology, Natural History, and Botany of

the colony, and on other subjects of considerable value. It has also

maintained and extended, as far as its resources would allow, a Public

Museum and a small Reference Library.

The Secretary read a list of donations made to the Museum and

Library since Pebriiary last.

Tne President then gave the following

ANNIVERSARY ADDRESS.

In entering upon the third session of our Institute, it is pleasant to

be able to congratulate you upon the continued increase in our numbers.

At the end of our first year (1868) we had on our list the names of

68 members out of 2.55 belonging to the four societies incorporated with

the New Zealand Institute. In the return for last year we rank first,

having 100 members out of a total of 342, and our list for this year at

the present date numbers 130.

It must be gratifying to the founders of the New Zealand Institute

to witness the success with which their efibrts have hitherto been

attended. The fact that so many persons in various parts of the colony

should thus have united together to promote the objects for which the

Institute was founded, is highly encouraging, and full of hojDe for the

future. Hitherto it is true that the active workers have been compara-

tively few in number ; but there is reason to hope that from time to
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time new recruits will be enlisted, until ere long the Society will muster

a goodly force of earnest men, each in his own place and according to

his gifts and opportunities working for the common good.

The two volumes of "Transactions" already issued contain much

interesting matter on many subjects, and some of the articles possess

considerable scientific value. The fii'st volume included a few essays

which had been previously jDrinted, but the second belongs entirely to

the Institute. Of the 62 articles and 10 lectures now first printed, 22

were read at our meetings, and of the 32 contributors to the second

volume, eight belong to Auckland. We may well regard the " Transac-

tions " as an encouraging proof of the force of co-operation, as well as a

testimony to the care and diligence of the editor, to whose zeal and

ability the colony is largely indebted.

Turning again to our own Institute, we have another cause for

congratulation that we are now located on our own property. This

valuable site has been granted to the Auckland Institute by the

Government, and the museum, which is in our custody, is now contained

in these buildings until we shall be enabled to build ourselves a suitable

home. In order to cai'ry out the objects for which we have associated

ourselves, we shall require the outlay of a considerable sum of money.

Our plan for future buildings should include not only a museum, but

also suitable rooms for a free j)viblic library and a laboratory ; also, a

spacious lecture-hall, with class-rooms, and accommodation for meetings

of the Council, as well as a dwelling-house for the curator and librarian.

I look upon the establishment of a free public library in connection with

the Institute, as one of the first and most important duties that can

engage our attention, and earnestly hope that a successful effort will, be

made to obtain so great a boon for the community.

It appears to me that it would also be desirable to avail ourselves of

the opportunity afforded by the preparations now in progress for observing

the approaching transit of Venus, to ask the assistance of the proper

authorities in England in the establishment of an observatory in this

neighbourhood. If the necessary buildings could be prepared on a

su-itable site, and in accordance with the plans of the English astronomers,

it might not be too much to hope that the valuable instruments which

will necessarily be brought out from home would be left for use in the

colony. Our freedom from earthquakes, and, as a general rule, from

fogs, would be a recommendation in favour of the choice of this place as

one of the stations for the intended expedition. It would be well,

therefore, to bring the subject before the Provincial Government, in
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oi'der that timely action may be taken, if the proposal should meet with

approval.

I think that "we ought also to ask for a grant from the public funds

for the general purposes of the Institute, on the ground that, if fairly

supported and used by the people, it must become an instrument of great

value in the work of education. By hearty co-operation and good-will,

all obstacles may be removed, and opportunities of instruction, which

could not otherwise be enjoyed, may be provided for all who are willing

to use them. We may, therefore, fairly call upon all who care for the

welfare of our country, to give us their help. We have no selfish ends

in view, but the common good of all. We desire to afford every one the

opportunity of gaining for himself, and of helping others to gain, a

knowledge of the wonderful and beautiful works of the Creator. We
desire that our Institute may become to the people of this province,

a centre, round which those who love knowledge may gather—a meeting-

place for men of all shades of politics and opinions, provided they have

but one thing in common, viz., a love for, and a desire to know, truth.

For what is the object of science biit the discovery of truth in reference

to the works of the Creator'? Its aim is to search out, and to study the

laws which govern the physical condition of all created things, whether

they belong to the class of organized beings endowed with life, or the

inorganic materials of the universe. In so vast a field no man can hope

to know all that may be known. Individuals must be content if they

can gain a general knowledge of the great principles which have been

dug otit for us by the labours of a multitude of workers, and then take each

one for himself some particular portion of the field for the exercise of his

own labour, in the hope that he also may be able to win some portion of

truth, and thus add his share to the general stock of knowledge.

It may be thought that the life of a colonist is altogether unfavour-

able to scientific pursuits, but there is not really any reason why a man
may not cultivate some branch of science with sufficient success not only

to afford pleasure to himself, but also to be of use to others. Take, for

instance, some fact of natural history, which we may say is within the

reach of almost everybody, and is of surj)assing interest in a new country.

Let each begin with what is nearest to him, such as the plants that

grow in his own immediate neighbourhood. Let him find out for himself

what they are ; let him notice the classes they represent, distinguishing

those which are common from those which are rare-—the indigenous

plants from those which have been introduced—endeavouring to note

the time when the latter were first seen. Then as his interest grows,

6
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and his knowledge increases, he will delight to observe the variations

produced by soil and situation, by dryness and moisture, by exposure

and shelter ; and he will be pleased and surprised to find how greatly

the form and condition of plants are affected by those and other circum-

stances of their growth.

Or if botany has no charms for him, he may take some branch of

zoology for his special study. One may give his attention to the vast

vai-iety of forms in insect life. Another may take more interest in the

feathered tribes, or, it may be, in the dwellers in the waters, whether of

lakes, brooks, and rivers, or of the mighty deep. Wherever he turns

his eyes, the thoughtful man will find an endless variety of marvellous

beauty in the forms and manifestations of the mystery of life.

Others, again, may do good service by keeping careful records of

meteorological observations, noting at regular hours every day the

condition of the atmosphere in respect of temperature, pressure, moisture,

clouds, force and direction of winds, etc. A series of such observations,

made with patience and accuracy at various points of our long and

narrow islands, and extending over a series of years, would furnish data

of great value to any one who may undertake the task of investigating

and describing the meteorology of this country.

In connection with these subjects, our worthy secretary reminds me

that there is an impression abroad that some sections of natural history

have already been so thoroughly worked as to leave no room for the

discovery of further novelties. This is shown to be erroneous, by the

fact that additions are constantly being made in those sections which

have been most closely investigated—namely, botany and ornithology.

For instance, the botany of the northern part of this island has been

more carefully examined than that of any other part of the colony ; and

yet, since the publication of the " Handbook of the New Zealand

Mora," several new genera of phenogamic plants, and upwards of thirty

additional species (many of which are new to science, and of great

interest), have been found within its limits ; while as regards the lower

orders of plants, much less is known.

Other branches of natural history are hitherto almost untouched.

"Very little is known of the shells, and next to nothing of the insects

and fishes of the colony. But the discovery of novelties in the flora and

fauna of the colony is not so exclusively important as is too commonly

supposed. The vertical and horizontal range of each species, its abun-

dance or i-arity, the nature of its habitat, its variation Tinder altering or

altered circumstances, the nature of its food, and all other peculiarities
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should be carefully observed and accurately noted. All these matters

are too commonly neglected, so that little is certainly known of the eflfect

of different soils, or of altitude even on our commonest plants, such, for

instance, as the native flax.

Thus a wide field is open for investigation, to which may be added the

observationandrecordoftheprogressof introduced plants, insects, and bixxls.

Great changes are going on around us, but many take no notice of them,

owing to the fact that the extent and importance of this branch of study

is not sufficiently undei'stood or appi'eciated. To work up the natural

history of even a small well-defined district in a reliable manner, would

be to make a contribution of definite value to scientific knowledge. A
complete account of the plants, say of the Island of Wailieke, of its

shells, fluviatile and marine, of its insects, its birds and reptiles, if

reliable, would have a permanent and increasing value, arising from the

fact of the rapid modification which the flora and fauna of these islands

are now undergoing. So, too, of the Wade, Titirangi, and Waiuku

districts, and of many others.

But there is no need to refer particularly to each of the many branches

of science open to those who are willing to devote attention to them.

I will content myself with iirging all who have the direction of the educa-

tion of our young people, to endeavour to procure for them the great

advantage of instruction in the elements of science. There is no reason

why our sons and daughters should be suflfered to gTOw u]d in ignorance of

the great truths which have been made known to the world by the labours

of the master minds of recent times. Faraday and Tyndall have shown

that even the highest mysteiies of nature may be made intelligible to a

class of attentive children, and the eagerness with which their lectures

have been listened to, shows plainly enough that such subjects, rightly

handled, may be made full of entertainment as well as of instruction.

It is deeply to be regretted that there is not at present, so far as I am

aware, a single class in Auckland for instruction in any branch of

science. Our lads and young men are now without the means of

satisfying any desire they may feel to acquire knowledge of this kind,

and, as a natural consequence, in many cases the precious hours that

might be occupied in intellectual pursuits, are frittered away in idleness,

or occupied in degrading pleasures. There is no reason why we should

be behind other places in these respects. Thei-e is nothing to hinder us

from pro^dding facilities for our children, such as are available almost

everywhere in the old country. This Institute of ours, if rightly

supported, could very soon be made the means of supplying all that is
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lacking. What we want is intelligent co-operation in the work of

education, and not selfish competition, which defeats its own object, and

brings disastrous failure on what might otherwise prove a glorious

success. Let those amongst us who are able, undertake a share of the

work. Let parents and teachers, trustees and commissionei's, make

common cause against ignorance, and with the mighty power of united

effort, make due provision for the thorough education of our sons and

daughters. The matter rests altogether with the people themselves. If

they will not take the necessary trouble to fulfil this gi-eat duty, the

blame will be wholly their own, but the loss will fall upon their children.

There are some, indeed, who refuse to encourage scientific training,

in che mistaken idea that it must, of necessity, tend to irreligion. They

appear to imagine that there is some inherent opposition between the

teaching of science and the Holy Scrijatures. But those who have true

faith in Divine revelation, have no such misgivings. They feel assured

that there can be no opposition whatever between the spiritual truths

which have been made known to man by the spirit of God, and the physical

truths which the same Divine Being has enabled man to discover by the

diligent use of the faculties implanted in him. The Divine teaching

contained in the Scriptures has been given for the purpose of training

man in the knowledge of God. It sets before us principles for our

guidance through life, it inspires us with hopes that reach beyond the

grave, and unfolds to us a glorious destiny.

The object of revelation is indicated by the meaning of the

word ; it is the uncovering that which was hidden—the making

known that which otherwise would have remained unknown—whereas

the aim of science is to use the God-given faculties of observation and

thought in the investigation of the works of the Creator. Nobody

thinks of looking in the Bible for instruction in mathematics or in

botany, iltJiough Moses, who was learned in all the knowledge of the

Egyptians, must have been acquainted with the princijDles of the former

;

and the latter mvist, in some measure, have been known to Solomon,

since his wisdom not only " excelled the wisdom of the children of the

east country, and all the wisdom of Egypt," but also included a know-

ledge " of trees, from the cedar tree in Lebanon to the hyssop that

springeth out of the wall." Nobody ever looks into those sacred writings

for instruction in agriculture or architecture, or any of the arts which

flourished in those days of old, when the mighty pyramids first cast their

shadows on the sands of the desert, or the magnificent cities of the

Valley of the Euphrates bore witness to the knowledge and skill to
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whicli men had attained. Why, then, should we expect to find a guide

to the knowledge of geology or cosmogony ] Why should men be

offended when they find that the way in which the sacred writers speak

of common things is simply in accordance with the state of man's

knowledge of those things at tha,t timel The fact is that common

things were spoken of in common langiiage. And so it is now, and

ever will be. Whatever the facilities given to us wovild enable ns to

find out, must be sought for by the use of those facilities, or it will not

be attained. It is ti'ue, indeed, that all human attainments are but

vanity of vanities, and nothing worth if cherished for selfish ends, or

alloAved to usurp the place of Divine culture ; but, when kept in due

subordination, and cultivated as a part of the work given to us by the

one Father to do for the good of His household, and for the exercise of

the faculties which He has implanted in us, they become a true and worthy

part of the Divine worship.

There is no more mistaken idea than that true religion is opposed to

real progress. On the contrary, it is from Him whose name we bear

that we have the promise of one who shall guide us along the path

which leads to all truth. Surely the histories of these centuries of the

Christian era bear witness to the continued fulfilment of that promise.

In spite of the passions and prejudices of men, in spite of the opposition

of interested ignorance, in spite even of persecution itself, the banner of

truth is carried onward, the errors and fallacies which shut out the light

are from time to time exposed, and the M^hole human race will eventually

be partakers of the blessing.

The greatest enemy of true religion is superstition ; but science

is superstition's deadliest foe. Let, then, these t^vin sisters walk

together hand in hand, not fearing, but materially assisting one another,

and the nations will rejoice in their progress ; and let us who have

associated ourselves together in this Institute, keep before us, as the one

object of all our efforts, the attainment for ourselves, and the dissemina-

tion among others, of a knowledge of truth.

Since writing the address I have just read, I have been informed

that some of the astronomical instruments I have referred to in my
address, necessary to make observations on the transit of Venus, have

come to this colony. I have had a conversation with Captain Heale, of

the Survey Ofiice, respecting the establishment of this district as one of

the points of observation at the coming transit, and have been informed

that a very little expenditure would be required to obtain the necessary

observations to secure this district being chosen as one of the stations.
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Were another clerk provided to his office, at a salary of £200 per annum,

for a pei'iod of three years, the necessary preliminary work could be

accomplished in that time to secure the coveted prize ; and if an effort

could be made to secure that, he thought it very likely that, when once

the instruments were erected by the Home Government, they might be

left to this jilace by the observers, when once tlie transit was past.

After considerable discussion, it was resolved, on the motion of

Archdeacon Williams, seconded by Dr. Stratford,

—

"That this meeting approves of the appointment of a Committee of

the Council, to consider the utilization of the present site of the Museum,

and requests that the report be laid before the Institute at an early date."

1. " On the Botany of certain parts of the Waikato District,

especially with regard to the occiirrence of Littoral Plants in the

Upper Waikato," by T. Kirk. (See Transactions.) The result of a

series of observations made on a visit to the Waikato district a short

time ago, undertaken for the Geological Survey Department. He described

the plants peculiar to Waikawau, and at Port Waikato, where he

found a peculiar kind of grass, known in the district by the name of

" Chilian gi-ass," but which was indigenous to 'Sqw Zealand, although

not generally found. The cattle were very fond of it, and cropped it

closely, notwithstanding its rough appearance. It formed a close and

thick sward, and was deserving of the attention of agriculturists. He
then visited Tuakau, Koheke, and Whangape lake, and the other lakes

in the same district. Between Pangiriri and Taupiri he was particularly

struck with the great niimber and vigour of the littoral plants found in

that district, and looked upon their existence in such numbers as a strong

argument in favour of the position advanced first by Dr. Hochstetter,

although it has since been disputed—that the lower and middle portions

of the Waikato have been until lately an arm of the sea. He thought

from the configuration of the country, that not many years ago the tide

had flowed up the Firth of the Thames, and over the lowlands towards

Middle Waikato, and thence down the Waikato valley to the west coast.

This supposition would account for the great abundance of salt-loving

plants foinid in the Middle Waikato district.

The President pointed out that the views propounded by Mr. Kirk

supported the theory originally advanced by Dr. Hochstetter, as to the

Waikato district having formed, at no distant date, a shallow estuary of

the sea,—the truth of which had been disputed chiefly on the grounds

aflbrded by the formation of the river banks at Tuakau and elsewhere in
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Lower Waikato,—these objections were entirely obviated on the theory

now advanced, which afforded a striking instance of the support rendered

by one bi-anch of scientific research to another.

2. " On the Sailing Flight of the Albatros, in reply to J. S. Webb,"

by Captain F. W. Hutton, F.G.S. (See Transactions.) — Read by the

Secretary, in the unavoidable absence of the author.—The writer pointed

out the errors into which Mr. Webb had fallen, and strengthened his

former conclusions by means of the formula furnished by that gentleman.

3. " On certain changes in the Habits of Rats, at Raglan ;" communi-

cated in a letter from Captain Johnstone to Captain F. W. Hutton, was

read by the Secretary.

"At this season of the year there is a sort of annual migration of

I'ats, where there are uncviltivated lands in the neighboiirhood of houses.

This year the migration is excessive, both in the country and in the

village of Raglan.

" The habits of the rat have greatly changed since its introduction.

It is amphibious. At low-water they go to eat shell fish on a rock near

here, and when the tide rises swim back to the land. They have almost

extirpated the delicious little cray-fish {Parane'phro'ps), which twenty

years ago were, as I well remember, plentiful in my creek. Even the

fresh water mussels {TJnio) are not safe from them, as they dive for them

and open them on the bank. The climate is wet and the ground hard,

so instead of burrows they make nests in trees and hedges. Some time

ago, Mr. J. Graham of Raglan, showed me a perfect " rattery " in a

thorn hedge in the village. There were from fifteen to twenty large nests,

into which it was necessary to insert a pitchfork to eject the occupants,

in order to show that they were not birds' nests.

"Te Haroto, Raglan, 4th May, 1870."

Mr. Kirk remarked, that in addition to the Brown or !N'orway rat

(J/ws decwmamis), another species which at present he had been unable

to identify, was abundantly naturalized at Great Omaha ; it was distin-

guished by its lighter colour, larger size, large round ears, and remarkably

long tail. The two kinds were often trapped together, when the differ-

ences were at once noticed. There was some reason to suppose that the

rat referred to by Captain Johnstone was not the ordinary form of the

common Brown rat, but a strongly marked variety.
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Second Meeting. July II, 1870.

Rev. Dr. Pai'clias, President, in the cliaii'.

The election of the following new members was announced, viz.,

—

B. Gittos, J. M. Chirk, G. Eliott, P. A. Phillips, R. R. Hunt, J. George,

E. Jones, and G. M. O'Rorke.

A list of donations to the Library and Museum was read by the

Secretary.

1. " On the ISTests and Eggs of four species of ISTew Zealand Birds,

not previously desci^bed," by Captain F. W. Hutton, F.G.S. (See

Transactions.) The nests and eggs described were those of Creadion

caruncnlatus, Sula serrator, Graculus varius, and Majaqueus ParMnsoni;

specimens belonging to the museum collection were exhibited.

2. " On the use of Salt-water in the Field Boiler," by James

Stewart, C.E. (See Transactions.)

3. " An Accotint of Experiments to determine the Power required

to work the Flax Machines in common use in the Province of Auckland,"

by James Stewart, C.E. (See Transactions.)

Captain Hutton pointed out that this was the first attempt to ascer-

tain the actual power required to work the ordinary machines for flax

dressing, and in view of the waste and disappointment that had ensued

from the want of knowledge of this kind, considered the paper of great

value.

Dr. Purchas considered the paper had been prepared with great care,

and would lead to direct practical results.

4. " Remarks upon New Zealand Flax as a Paper-making material,"

by T. Kirk. Mr. Kirk remarked that as the adaptability of New Zea-

land flax as a material for paj^er was being discussed in the newspapers

of the day, it might be advantageous to show what had been accomplished

in this dii'ection. He exhibited a book, "An Account of the Phor-

miuin tenax, or New Zealand Flax
;
printed on paper made from its

leaves," by the late Mr. J. Murray, F.L.S., etc., a gentleman esteemed

alike for his philanthropy and scientifin ability. The book was printed

in 1836, and the paper was in as good condition as on the day it was

printed. It was manufactured by Mr. Smith, of the Morton Paper

Mills, Yorkshire, is in an unbleached state, and in strength and tenacity

resembles parchment, rather than ordinary paper. There can be no

doubt that it is a paper of extraordinary durability. The paper ajDpears

to have been prepared froin the undressed leaf, but no information is

given as to the process employed in its manufacture, nor is it stated from
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wliat part of the colony the material was procured. Mr. Murray

ol)seives, " I find that the toio of the ISTew Zealand flax will make an

excellent paper, free from specks," which is by no means the case with

the paper of which the book is composed. Mr. Kirk stated his opinion

that Phormium Colensoi, the Wharaeki of the natives, the fibre of which

was almost useless for ordinary purposes, was better adapted for paper

than Phormium tenax, and he would add that he was convinced of

the specific distinctness of the two plants, as originally maintained by

Mr. Colenso ; the fruit pods of P. Colensoi being rounded, twisted, and

pendulous ; while those of P. tenax are straight, angled, and rigidly

erect. He concluded by reading several interesting extracts from the

book.

In the course of the interesting discussion which ensued, and in

which Mr. Stewart, Captain F. W. Hutton, Dr. Purchas, and other

members took part, it was generally agreed that the tow and waste from

the flax mills might be profitably pulped and pressed into bricks, for

export as a paper-making material, but that the present rate of labour

would not admit of its being manufactured at a profit in the colony.

Third Meeting. August 8, 1870.

Rev. Dr. Purchas, President, in the chair.

The Secretary read a list of members elected since the last meeting :

—

J. M. Dargaville, W. Hill, Jun., Captain Daldy, J. Sheehan, W. Morrin,

T. Henderson, Jun., J. Biichanan, E. A. MacKechnie.

The list of donations to the Library and Museum, for the same

period, was also read.

1. " On the Relative Ages of the Waitemata Series and the Brown

Coal Series of Waikato and Drury," by Captain F. W. Hutton, F.G.S.

(See Transactions.) The groups of rocks treated of by the author are

those ultimately arranged by Dr. Hochstetter, in the following series :

—

1. Limestones of the Upper "Waipa and Mokau.

2. Shales and limestones of Raglan, Aotea, and Kawhia.

3. Sandstones of Port Waikato.

4. Limestone of Papakura.

5. Waitemata series.

6. Brown coal seiies of Drury and Lower Waikato.

The arrangement proposed by the author is as under :

—

1. Waitemata series.

2. Limestone of Raglan and Kawhia.

7
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3. Sandstone of Poi't Waikato and Aotea.

4. Clays of Raglan, Aotea, etc.

5. Papakura series.

6. Brown coal series.

No. 1, being probably Uj)per Miocene; 2 to 5, Oligocene ; and 6,

Eocene.

The paper was illustrated by several sections.

2. " On a Self-acting Clamp Wire Tramway, specially adapted for

Hilly Districts," by F. W. Wright, L.M.B.T., etc. (See Transactions.)

This paper was illustrated by woi'king drawings and a large model.

In the lengthy discussion that ensued, it was generally agreed that

the improvements and additions proposed by the inventoi-, would be

found of gTeat service on the Thames gold fields.

3. " On the Botany of the Auckland Isthmus and the North Shore

of the Waitemata," by T. Kirk. (See Transactions.) The Auckland

isthmus extends from the Whau creek to the Tamaki, being bounded

entirely by the Waitemata and Manukau harbours, with the exception of

the portage between the Whau creek and the Manukau, and the very

short one from Fairburn's creek to the Tamaki. The North Shore com-

prises the district from the north head of the Waitemata to Lucas' creek

and Omangia bay.

The author stated that notwithstanding the great changes produced

by settlement in this small district, it still contained nearly 450 indige-

nous Phenogams and Ferns, and after pointing out its chief peculiarities,

stated that its flora might fairly be taken as a representation of the flora

of the colony, with the exception of the alpine section.

The lower Cryptogams are to form the subject of another paper.



PHILOSOPHICAL INSTITUTE OF CANTERBURY.

First Meeting. March 2, 1870.

The Rev. Canon Wilson in the chair.

The following new members were elected : — H. W. Williams,

R. H. Rhodes, H. R. Webbe, T. J. Curtis, and Rev. W. C. Harris.

Mr. Fraser drew attention to a paragraph in the " Athenseum," of

date 28th September, 1869, describing as a probable novelty, an ai-range-

ment of varioiisly coloui-ed stereoscopic slides, by which the colours were

blended in the common object. He exliibited a slide of the kind

described which had been in his possession for some years, and pointed

out that the contrivance might be employed as a sort of ophthalmometer,

for testing the comparative strength of the eyes, which were not always

of equal power.

Dr. Powell exhibited a Microspectroscope,— an addition to the

mici'oscope of five prisms for the refraction of light,—and showed the

dark bands characteristic of blood, aniline, and permanganate of potash.

Second Meeting. April 6, 1870.

Dr. Haast, F.R.S., President, in the chaii\

Mr. Alfred Cox was elected a member of the Institute.

Mr. Andrew Duncan, in the absence of Mr. Wilkin, gave in the

Interim Report of the Grass Committee. The report stated that the

committee found great difiiculty in obtaining information, from the back-

wardness of the gentlemen to whom they wrote, in sending replies.

A sketch of the schedule which they sent with the letters of enquiry

was presented, along with the names of thirty-three sjoecies of native

grasses. Of these it appeared that only two were known to Mr. Colenso,

an accomplished botanist, as belonging to the North Island.

The Reporter proposed that the committee should be re-appointed,

because considerable time must necessarily elapse before they would be

in a position to communicate much definite information.
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SCHEDULE OF QUERIES REFERRED TO ABOVE.

1. In what locality found.

2. Probable altitude.

3. Soil and subsoil in which found.

4. Season of iiowering and seeding.

5. Is it a useful spring, summer, autumn, or winter grass ]

6. Are there any special circumstances which appear to affect its

growth ? How does it resist drought 1

7. What appears to be the comparative value of this grass as food

for stock 1 Is it much relished by stock ?

8. How does it resist frost 1

9. Does it appear to be increasing or diminishing 1 In either case,

to what do you attribute this result ?

LIST OF NATIVE GRASSES WITH REGARD TO WHICH INFORMATION IS

SPECIALLY DESIRED.

1. Gymnostichum gracilo. 16. Danthonia Buchananh

2. A lopecurus geniculatus 17. Kceleria cristata.

(native foxtail.) 18. Trisetum antarticum.

3. Hierochloe redolens (tall 19. ,, suhspicatum.

sweet scented.) 20. Poa hrevighmiis.

4. Hierochloe alpina. 21. „ ramosissima.

5. Panicum imhecille. 22. „ foliosa.

6. EcMnopogon ovatus. 23. „ exigua.

.7. DicheXachne crinita. 24. ,, ancejys.

8. Agrostis canina. 25. „ australis.

9.
,, pern vijiora. 26. ,, CoIe7isoi.

10. „ cemulu. 27. ,, Lindsayi.

11. „ ^;l^7osa. 28. Festuca duriuscula.

12. „ avenoides. 29. Triticum midtiflorum.

13.
,, quadriseta. 30. ,, scahi'um.

14. Danthonia Cunninghamii. 31. ,, Youngii.

15. ,, Raoulii.

The committee was re-appointed in terms of the request contained in

the report.

The following motion, standing in Mr. Fraser's name, was agreed to

unanimously :

—

" That a committee be appointed to communicate with the Provincial

Government, with the view to the establishment of an annual course of

lectures on natural science, in connection with the museum."
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It was resolved that a special meeting should be devoted to the con-

sideration of the new code of rules prepared by the sub-committee.

The Secretary was directed to communicate with the Government,

suggesting the advisability of planting the seeds of the native grasses

now in the hands of the Government Gardener, for the purpose of

arriving at some decision as to their value.

1 . Dr. Haast read a paper upon the Geology of Mount Cook and its

neighbourhood. (See Geological Survey ReiooHs.)

Dr. Haast also read a letter from Mr. E. P. Seeley, describing that

gentleman's ascent over the Godley glacier, to a neve saddle between

Mount Petei-mann and the Keith-Johnston range.

Dr. Haast read a printed paper by Professor Agassiz, containing

observations on deep-sea dredging in the bed of the Gulf Stream.

The Rev. C. Eraser gave an account of some of the principal points

brought out in Dr. W. B. Carpenter's paper, read before the Royal

Society of London, on the deej)-sea dredging along the coasts of Scotland

and Ireland, and in the Bay of Biscay. It appeared that 127 species of

shells were found, new to the British seas, and several not known before.

In some places the temperature at the bottom of the sea varied very

considerably within the distance of a few miles ; so that shells of a purely

arctic character were found not far from others of a temperate or warm

zone. Sir Charles Lyell had declared the facts of Dr. Carpenter's paper

to be almost revolutionary in geology.

Third Meeting. May 4, 1870.

Dr. Haast, F.R.S., President, in the chair.

The following new members were elected :— Alex. Lean, Joseph

Exall, and E. G. Griffiths.

The Ordnance Map of London and its environs, and a Ma]3 of the

United States, were presented by Mr. Nottidge.

The Rev. James Wilson moved :•

—

" That a committee be appointed to take into consideration the subject

of arboriculture, with a view to encourage the prosecution of the art

according to the best methods and latest colonial experience ; the committee

to consist of His Honor the Superintendent, His Worshiji the Mayor,

Messrs. W. Wilson, C. Davie, A. F. Armstrong, and the mover."

The motion was seconded by Mr. Justice Gresson, supported by

Dr. Haast, Mr. Davie, and others, and carried.
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1. Dr. Powell read a paper " On a Venomous Spider, known to the

Natives as Kati2)0." (See Transactions.)

2. Mi\ W. B. Bray read a paper "On the Currents, Temperature,

and Saltness of the Ocean."

Dr. Haast exhibited a cast of the egg of the Ujnornis, and compared

it with specimens of eggs of the kiwi, emu, ostrich, and black swan.

Fourth Meeting. Jmie 1, 1870.

Dr. Haast, F.R.S., President, in the chair.

The following new members were elected :—The Very Rev. Dean

Jacobs and the Hon. Earnest Gray.

The amended laws of the Institute were revised, corrected, and

ordered to be printed and distributed among the members.

Annual General Meeting. Jtihj 6, 1870.

Dr. Haast, F.R.S., President, in the chair.

The following new members were elected:—W. H. Lane, — Mourner,

B. W. Mountfort, and Captain Gorle.

Mr. Cyrus Davie was appointed a Vice-Pi'esident and Dr. Powell

a meraber of the Council.

On the motion of the Secretary, it was resolved to i-evise the rule

when a section was added to those in Rule XLV. ; also, that in the

balloting for members, all those proposed shall be balloted for together,

and unless one-fifth of the balls shall be black the whole shall be declared

elected.

Presentations to the Institute, by Captain F. W. Hutton, were laid

on the table.



OTAGO INSTITUTE

First Meeting. January 11, 1870.

A. Eccles, F.R.C.S., Vice-President, in the chair.

The Honorary Secretary reported donations to the Society.

1. " On the Natural History Department of the Otago Museum," by

J. S. Webb. (See Transactions.) This was a first paper on the subject,

and was devoted chiefly to the Botanical collections. The author pointed

out that the Herbarium is very defective in the plants on the east coast,

and gave a list of 146 species that are required to complete the collection.

Mr. Mu.rison suggested that a copy of this list of desiderata should

be suspended in the museum for reference.

2. "OntheLepidopteraof Otago,"by A. Bathgate. (See Transactions.)

This paper concluded by recommending that an annual prize be given to

the pupils of the schools in the province, for the best collection of natural

objects, to be decided on, and perhaps vaiied each year—the best and

rarest specimens to be deposited in the Museum.

Mr. Murison thought they might fairly carry out the suggestion
;

the difficulty being, however, the fact that they had no proper materials

for catching and preserving insects. He proposed that the Secretaries

of the British Museum and Entomological Society should be written to,

and asked for some of these materials, the Institute in return sending

duplicates of specimens of such collections as it was able to make.

3. " Note on Coastal Whaling Stations, and the pi-obability of their

being instrumental in the destruction of the young of the Whale," by

J. S. Webb.

Having learnt from a member of the Institute, Mr. Burns, that there

was every reason to believe that a whale caught near this port had but

recently been delivered when she was captured, I addressed a note to

Dr. Drysdale, of Port Chalmers, to ask for further information on the

subject. The subject appeared to me to be one of considerable import-

ance. The recent revival of whaling enterprize in this part of the world,

recalls the disastrous results which attended the costly attempts of Boyd

and Enderby in the same line, some quarter of a centuiy ago. At that

time these seas were rapidly depopulated of all species of whales, and it
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occurred to me tliat the Lxrge uiimber of whales captured near this coast,

and neighbouring coasts, might have had much to do with this fact. The

question which arises is, whether the whales which are caught close to

the coast are not chiefly females, winch have sought shallow water in

order to give birth to their young. On this subject I can obtain no

information, and in the hope that other members of the Institute may

be better acquainted with the natural history of the tribe, I have thought

it desirable to bring the question before this meeting.

In reply to my application, Dr. Drysdale writes as follows :
—" Thei'e

must be some misunderstanding, either on the part of Mr. Burns or

yourself, as the fact is, that from unavoidable circumstances I was

prevented from seeing the whale. The deductions I drew were thus

merely at second hand, and founded on what had been told me by

friends (Mr. J. R. Monson and others), accompanied by the fact that

when the whale was in tow of the Maoris, it voided a large mass of

gelatinous looking matter (apparently from the vagina), which I con-

jectured might probably be the placenta. My own opinion quite coincides

with yours and that of my friend Mr. Burns, as to the propriety of

discouraging coastal whale fisheries ; but from the hearsay nature of the

above, as well as from my comparative ignorance of the subject, you will

agree with me that it would be presumption on my part to address the

Institute on the subject."

The Chairman remarked that the whale being a mammal, the fact of

killing the mothers whilst the calves were very young, must naturally

cause the latter to die from lack of nourishment. It had been ascer-

tained as a fact that the cow whales did frequent the bays and shallows

to bring forth their young.

It was resolved to obtain information from old whalers and others as

to the calving time of whales, and to communicate with other societies

as to the best method of discoui-aging coastal whaling, which tended to

exterminate these animals.

4. The Chairman proposed that a sub-committee should be appointed,

to be empowered to make collections of the industrial productions of

Otago, to send to the Colonial Society's Museum in London, and of

works on the province, to be added to its library.

Mr. Murison asked whether the Colonial Society had, or intended to

have, any rooms set apart for such a purpose.

The Chairman said that a museiim and library were piovided for in

its constitution. He did not know whether they had established

them yet.
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as inducing immigration.

Mr. Cargill suggested that the Secretary should be written to, asking

him whether the Society woukl take charge of such specimens.

The Chairman adopted the suggestion.

5. Mr. Murison suggested that as flax-dressing had made rapid

progress lately, it was a. subject with which the Council could well

deal at the present time. The first difficulty was that of removing the

gum from the fibre, which had been overcome, and the present and

future one was that of obtaining a supply of flax in its natural state, for

manufacturing purposes. He thought that those who took an interest

in flax-dressing should endeavour to discover the best method of culti-

vating the plant. Mr. Travers, in his paper read before the Canterbury

Society, considered that the natural supply would be exhausted in two

or three years, but he thought that in districts whei-e flax-dressing

machines were in operation, it would be exhausted in a shorter period
;

in fact it was already falling short in some districts, and from the

number of machines which were being made, he thought that the

natural supply would very soon cease. The public would recognize the

Institute as taking up a practical subject, and if they succeeded in

obtaining good papers upon it, they would deserve the thanks of the

public. The whole community would benefit by flax dressing, and, no

doubt, at a future day, it would be a more profitable industry than gold

or wool. He proposed that a premiiim should be offered for the best

paper on the cultivation of flax ; or, that a sub-committee should be

appointed to obtain information on the subject.

Mr. Cargill thoiight that the only result that would be gained by

offering a premium, would be the production of a number of papers of

doubtful value. If the native flax could be brought successfully into

the European markets, the demand would only be limited by the supply.

Persons cutting it on Government ground, not caring for those who

came after them, had wastefully and carelessly destroyed it, and he

thought it desirable that they should obtain reliable information on the

subject.

The Chairman pointed out that, as they had not the practical know-

ledge amongst themselves, they would be unable to decide wliich paper

would be best. He disapproved of the course of offering premiums for

work which could be done by members of the Society.

Mr. Webb suggested that seeds of the Tihore flax could be procured

and grown here.
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The Cliaii-man said it looked better and whiter than any other

variety of flax, but he had heard that in reality it was very bi-ittle.

It was suggested that a request be made to the Government to direct

the Curator of the Botanical Gardens to grow flax plants for experimental

purposes. It would be no expense, and though it would take time, it

would be a step in the right direction.

Mr. Cargill approved of this suggestion, and stated that a large

number of flax roots had lately been taken to Canterbury from the

North for purposes of cultivation.

Council Meeting. March 8, 1870,

The Eev. D. M. Stuart in the chair.

After the transaction of business remitted to the Council from the last

meeting of the Institute, a discussion took place on the importance of flax

culture, in the course of which Mr. H. Gillies exjiressed his belief that

the prevailing impression as to the superiority of the Auckland flax over

that of this province, was due to the greater care used in di'essing and

bleaching ; the advantages of climate in connection with these processes

were additional causes of the higher market value of flax shij)ped from.

Auckland. The superior qualities of flax grew hei^e, he believed, m.ore

plentifully than in Auckland ; but the heavy drooping leaf which was

run after by most flax-dressers here, was not the best.

The Honorary Secretary read the following extract from a letter

recently received from Dr. Hector, referring to Mr. Webb's paper on

the Museum Herbarium ; he said,— " Buchanan's collections for Eastern

Otago were all destroyed when his house was burnt, just before I arrived

in Otago ; and as his work lay in the western districts during the

flowei'ing seasons, the loss was never replaced. This accounts for the

poverty of the Museum Herbarium in the east side specimens.

However, that can easily be remedied by your local collectors. . . .

The classified list attached to Buchanan's paper has been drawn, up with

every care, but still is only a first attempt. The method of using

columns for the different districts I found so useful with my North

American collections, that I introduced it very early in our Otago work.

The original MS. list is in nine districts, a copy of which I shall be glad

to give to your Society ; but I thought, and so did Buchanan, that the

observations were not sufiiciently complete to warrant so many sub-

divisions. In time I hope to get the materials for a tabular list of the

plants, both native and introduced, for every part of these islands, as the
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basis for applying efficient tests to the theories of variation and replace-

ment of species." Dr. Hector further suggests, as a subject for local

naturalists, the investigation of the eels and other fishes in the Otago

streams and lakes.

Mr. Thomas Kirk, the Secretary of the Auckland Institute, also

writes,—"Have you any botanist, or even plant collector, who would

care to exchange a bundle of Otago plants, for the Herbarium, for one from

this district 1 Your west coast and alpine plants would be most valued,

but even your common kinds and naturalized species would be welcome.

The specimens need not be named if the collector does not chance to

have a good knowledge of them, although, of course, they woiild be of

greater value when named by the collector. The names of the localities

where collected shoiild always be given ; and in the case of naturalized

plants, it would be well to state their present extent of diffusion, so far

as the knowledge of the collector will admit. I need scarcely say this

is not imperative."

Mr. Webb preferred a request that some gentleman should be

associated with him in the office of Honorary Secretary, and said that

Dr. Hocken had been so good as to say that he woiild assist him.

Subject to his acceptance of the office. Dr. Hocken was appointed

Honorary Secretary to the Institute, to act jointly with Mr. Webb.

Second Meeting. March 16, 1870.

A. Eccles, F.R.C.S., Vice-President, in the chair.

1. " On Modern Methods of Geometiy," by D. Brent.

(Abstract.)

The object of this paper was to explain what is meant by modern

methods in geometry, to show that " Euclid " is not the best text-book

to put into the hands of beginners, and to point out some of the defects

in "Euclid." In France and G-ermany, where great attention has been

paid to the teaching of geometry, the modern text-books differ from

" Euclid" in many respects ; their distinctive features being—the intro-

duction of new principles, the tacit instead of the explicit reference to

axioms, the classification of the propositions according to their subject

matter, the separation of theorems and problems, the use of hypothetical

constructions, the introduction of new nomenclature, the adoption of

single and independent proofs wherever possible, the abandonment of

the detailed syllogistic form of reasoning, and the treatment of projjortion.

The main and only two serious arguments of those who still advocate
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the use of " Euclid " as an elementaiy text-book are, first, that it is an

excellent training to logical reasoning, which is as valuable as geometrical

knowledge, and thus two ends are accomplished at once ; and secondly,

that without it, it would be ditScult, if not impossible, to examine in

geometry, as no single text-book would be adopted as a standard.

Mr. Brent points out that the latter objection is easily disposed of, for

ill Continental schools no such difficulty has been experienced. With

regard to the first objection, there is no reason why in a modern text-

book, the theorems should not be demonstrated by proofs as rigorous as

those in "Euclid." As to the logical training afforded by "Euclid,"

Mr. Brent believes it will be found inferior to that acquired by the use

of a good modern text-book. The true test of logical training is the

power of producing original work ; and hence the author advocates the

use of a small, rather than a large manual of geometry, but one containing

a great number of well-arranged exercises. Again, one valuable discipline

of logic is to train the mind to scientific order, and thus we should

naturally classify geometrical truths according to their subject matter

and relation to each other, putting in one division theorems relating to

triangles, in another those treating of circles, and so on. This is not

done in " Euclid," but could easily be done in a well-arranged geometry.

There are also many other objections to " Euclid " as a system of logical

reasoning. His treatment of parallels is a well known instance, for it

rests on an axiom which is not axiomatic. Others of his axioms are not

axioms at all, but definitions or theorems, as " The whole is greater than

its part." Having pointed out the objections to the use of " Euclid " as

an elementary text-book, Mr. Brent proceeded to give a detailed explanation

of the modern method of teaching geometry, and afterwards illustrated

his remarks by diagrams on the black board.

Mr. Hawthorne said Mr. Brent had been kind enough to lend him

the manuscript on the previous evening, and he would endeavour to

reply to some of the charges of want of logic which had been brought

against " Euclid," although those charges rebounded with tremendous

force against the modern system. He did not say that "Euclid" was

perfectly logical; but Mr. Brent, in almost every instance he had chosen,

was far more illogical. They knew the old saying, " There is no royal

road to learning," but the 19th century seemed remarkable for royal

roads to learning. It must be remembered, in considering this question,

that while generally the object of study was to gain a particular

end, the main objects in studying geometry were not results, but

processes. They must ascertain the effect of the steps and processes
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upon the mind of the learner, and in this respect, the old system was

far superior to the new. Mr. Hawthorne then analyzed two or three

examples given by Mr. Brent (including the 5th and 16th propositions of

the first book of " Euclid "), and pointed out that the modern system of

demonstrating these theorems was not only illogical, but involved mental

impossibilities. Professor De Morgan had expressed his opinion that

the love of accuracy has declined wherever " Euclid" has been abandoned,

and he (Mr. Hawthorne) believed that the abandonment of " Euclid "

would be introducing too much of the sensuous into the educational

system, and was calculated to produce very serious injury. On this and

many other grounds, he was a firm believer in " Euclid " as a text-book.

At the same time, many minor improvements might be made in it ; and

he would also introduce boys of, say, from ten to thirteen years of age,

to the modern system, so as to give them an insight into the practical

bearing of geometry.

Mr. Brent was rather surprised to hear Mr. Hawthorne quote

Professor De Morgan in support of his arguments ; as he (Mr. Brent)

had made an extract from the Professor's writings in support of his own

views. The difference between the last speaker and himself seemed to

be, that while the former looked upon geometry as abstract ideas, he

regarded it as concrete quantities.

Mr. E,. Gillies agreed with Mr. Hawthorne, whOj however, had not

fully brought out the point that the solution of these problems was

purely a mental process, and whenever they brought in the mechanical,

they brought in a source of error. Consequently, any demonstration

introducing the mechanical, failed in accuracy. Any one who had to

apply mathematics to practical purposes, knew very well that there was

a very great difierence between the theory and the practical results. It

was of the utmost importance, in teaching mathematics, that every

possible source of error should be eliminated from the processes. This,

however, did not touch the question with which Mr. Brent started, viz.,

that it woiild be advantageous to teach elementary mathematics by the

modern method. It was doubtful whether any benefit was gained by

teaching young children mathematics ; and while, by the modern method,

a learner might get a sufficient general idea of mathematics for practical

purposes, he would not obtain the mental training afibrded by " Euclid."

The Rev. Mr. Stuart said no doubt Mr. Brent, in teaching mathe-

matics to children, found the " sensuous " method convenient ; and he

thought that children should not be taught mathematics until they were

thirteen years of age. The mere advantage of brevity in demonstration
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certainly pertained to the modern method ; but it seemed to him that all

Mr. Brent's demonstrations were assumptions, and he did not see what

intellectual advantage could be gained from such demonstrations. An
acute reasoner might find flaws in Euclid's definitions, but the results

were marvellous, and the fact that all our geometry had grown out of

Euclid's plane geometry, was one reason why we shoiald revere him.

Mr. Hawthorne wished to explain that so far from thinking that a

divorce should take place between the modern method and " Euclid,"

they should be united, and that the modern methods, up to a certain

point, were the very best preparation for " Euclid."

Mr. Brent also explained that he did not advocate the abandonment

of "Euclid," but the use of the modern methods for elementary teaching.

Mr. Bathgate thought it a mistake to teach children abstract

mathematics first. Practical matheraatics should precede instruction in

abstract principles.

Mr. J. S. Webb said those gentlemen who had spoken against the

modern method had argued as though it entirely depended on what you

could see with the eye, and what had been called sensuous notions had

been alleged in proof of its deficiencies. But Mr. Brent had accom-

panied each proposition by new definitions from which flowed the resvilts

shown. The great fault in the old mode of teaching mathematics was,

that the pupils were kept so long in the elements, that they became

disgusted, and were deterred from entering on the higher branches.

The Chairman said although it was true there were no royal roads to

learning, the moderns knew many shorter roads than the ancients did,

and if modern geometry would shorten a boy's education in mathematics

it would be a vast improvement.

Mr. Cargill said that although a sufficient knowledge of mathematics

for practical use might be given by that sort of jDrocess which allowed

demonstrations to be made with a piece of chalk on a board, yet the

object in studying "Euclid" was not to give a practical knowledge of

mathematics so much as a healthful exercise to the mind, correct methods

of thought, and to lay the foundations in the mind of logical reasoning

of the purest kind. For this purpose, the old system of strictly following

argument was much to be preferred. As to the difficulty of teaching

boys mathematics, in his days there was no such difficulty ; and a boy's

power of comprehending mathematics seemed to depend upon natural

ability.

2. " On the Moon and the Weather," by J. S. Webb. After

pointing out that observations made by the Earl of Rosse confirm
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tlie opinion that the heat radiated from the moon has very little to do

with the changes of weather, Mr. Webb proceeds to say :—The following

facts, however, tend to the conclusion that the moon does exercise some

influence on the weather. From observations of temperature at Gx'een-

wich, Oxford, and Berlin, it has been shown "that a maximum mean

temperature occurs on the average at each of these places on the sixth

and seventh day of the lunation, and a minimum mean temperature

shortly after full moon." That is to say, when the moon's surface is most

heated, and the lunar radiation therefore greatest, the temperature at

these places is reduced. Certain theories wei-e based on these conclusions,

which were immediately overthrown by corresponding but quite contrary

facts, deduced from observations at St. Petersburg. A relation between

these two sets of observations has, however, since been determined by

the discovery that, at the former places, '- S. and W. winds increase in

frequency from new moon to the second octant, whilst in the last quarter,

the same winds are at a minimum, and 'N. and E. winds reach their

maximum." These circumstances are sufiicient to account for the

variations of temperature in the south of England and at Berlin, and,

from the knovv^n relations between the prevailing winds in the two

regions, at St. Petersburg also. Whether there is a relation between the

moon's age and these winds, or whether the observed facts are only

coincidences, cannot be said to be determined. Even if we take the

former view, we must remember that up to the present time this is all that

has been gathered as to the direct influence of the moon on the weather,

and that it does not connect any lunar phenomena with the occurrence

of storms, rains, and inundations, or lead us to conclusions as to the total

influence of the moon on any given day upon the weather all over the

globe. Neither Lhe efiects of lunar radiation, nor the supposed atmo-

spheric tides, if they do really exist, lend, therefore, any warrant to

Lieutenant Saxby's prediction. The moon, however, may have an

indirect efiect on the weather in a manner which does not yet appear to

have attracted the attention of meteorologists, viz., through the tides

themselves. It is an ordinarily received opinion that changes of wind

often take place at the time of slack water, either after the ebb or flow

of the tide. With regard to particular places, this is more than an

opinion—it is, I believe, a distinctly ascertained fact. On this point,

however, I am speaking from memory and from j)ersonal observation

;

there are no registers of scientific observations to fall back upon. In

Port Jackson, for instance, where there is steady fine weather with a

N.E. wind blowing in from the sea, if the time of slack water after flood
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tide occurs about sunset, the sea breeze dies, and a gentle air from tlie

W. sets in. When the time of slack water is later, the N. E. wind blows

far into the evening ; but I do not venture to say that the changes of

wind and tide always keep time with one another. I had no thought of

using them for my present jourpose when I made these observations.

Another more important observation which I do find recorded is this :

—

at any given point on the coasts of Western Europe, the strongest winds

and most disastrous storms come in upon the coast in the direction from

which the true tide wave approaches it. The same is the case with the

worst class of storms that visit our own shores, and the S.E. coast of

the neighbouring continent of Australia. These come in upon us from

the south-east. What I do find is that, as a rule, the most disastrous

storms come in upon any coast line from the same direction as that in

which the tide wave approaches it. This is a rule on the western coasts

of Europe and in our own coiintry, and on the neighbouring shores of

Australia it also holds good. The worst weather on this coast and on

the eastern seaboard of Australia, is that which comes in from south-east.

Mr. Bathgate said he had long thought that the hot winds expe-

rienced here were connected with those felt in Australia, and pointed oiit

the advantage of simultaneous observations being made in the two places,

in order to determine the question.

Mr. Cargill thought observations were required with regard to the

effect of the IST.W. wind. He was told that the wind which was dry

here blew moist in the Lake district. It seemed as if the action of the

heavy masses of snow about Mount Cook caused a sudden precipitation

of the moisture in the atmosphere. He believed it was quite a delusion

to suppose that the N.W. wind caused the swelling of the rivers by

melting the snow.

The Chairman said the v/ind seemed analogous to the sirocco in the

Mediterranean.

Mr, Gillies said Mr. Cai-gill's remarks about the swelling of the

rivers might apply to the Waitaki and Ohau, but, speaking from personal

observation, he could say that they did not apply to the Clutha and

Jacob's river. Moreover, the colour of the water would always show

whether a river was swollen by snow water or not. So far as regarded

the southern rivers, the matter was perfectly clear, for the snow coiild be

seen melting day by day—almost hour by hovir. It was a well ascer-

tained fact in Dunedin harbour that the wind would change with the

tide.

Ml'. M'Kerrow said the prevailing wind in the interior of the
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province was tlie iiortli~\vest, and it brought large bodies of i"ain witli it.

It also caused the rivers to rise. He had noticed that on the south-east

and north sides of the mountains the snow line was lower than on the

west side. It required a considerable amount of observation to convince

him that the greater altitude of the snow line on the west side was

owing to the dii-ection of the prevailing wind. The wind had far more

effect in melting snow than the sun. He had observed that the rivers

rose more rapidly when a north-west wind was blowing, with a drizzling

rain, than when a heavy fall of rain took place. The lakes exercised a

very important influence on the discharge of our rivers, by restricting

it within certain bounds. He had known the lakes to rise twelve feet.

This water covered an immense area, and had it been suddenly thrown

into the rivers, great mischief must have resulted. In fact, were it

not for the lakes acting as reservoirs, the Clutha would spread its bed

over a width of three or four miles, and do on a large scale what the

Rangitata and other Canterbury rivers did on a small one.

3. "On the Discovery of New Zealand," by A. Eccles, F.RC.S.

It had been supposed that Tasman was the first discoverer of New
Zealand, but lately a claim had been put forward that Arabic geographers

were acquainted with the existence of New Zealand. The editor of

"The English Mechanic" for December 3, 1869, p. 279, states, in answer

to a correspondent, " Urban," that various Ai-abic geographical works of

the 13th and 14tli centuries, many of which having been translated, as

"El Ideesee," by M. Jaubert, are to be found in the fine libraries of

"Vienna and Paris, as well as in the various Asiatic Ethnological Societies,

both English and foreign, describe New Zealand as a large and very

mountainous island in the farthest Southern Ocean, beyond and far

south-east of both Ray (Borneo) and Bartailie (New Guinea), and as

being uninkabited by man, and containing nothing but gigantic birds

known as the " Seemoah." Some of the more important passages of the

works are ti'anslated in Journals of the Royal Asiatic Society, the papers

of tlie Ethnological, etc., Bull, de Soc. Asiatique, Journ. de Zoologie,

Archiv. von Arch ; Journ. de Soc. Archgie j Ann. Yien. Gesell., etc.

The Chairman stated that he had been unable to find any similar men-

tion in any work on New Zealand to which he had access ; and recom-

mended members who had friends in Vienna or Paris to write to them,

in order that M. Jaubert's woi-ks might be searched.
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Third Meeting. April 12, 1870.

A. Eccles, F.R.C.S., Vice-President, in the chair.

1. " On the Disposition of the Alluvial Deposits on the Otago Gold

Fields," by L. O. Beal. {See Transactions.) This paper was devoted to

the description of the evidences of glacial action exhibited on the gold

fields, and led to a prolonged discussion.

Fourth Meeting. Ma^ 17, 1870.

His Honor Mr, Justice Ward, President, in the chair.

1. "On Co-operation as regards the Union of Capital and Labour,"

by Stuart Hawthorne, (See Transactions.)

The discussion on this paper was deferred.

Mr. Webb stated that a collection of ferns, one of the most complete

in New Zealand, had been presented to the Society by their President,

to whom he thought they should tender their thanks and wishes for his

future success.

The President, in reply, stated that his having been chosen the first

President of the Institute was one of the most gratifying incidents of his

stay in Dunedin. He was not yet sure whether he would leave this city

or not, but, under any circumstances, he would use his best efforts to

forward the prosperity of the Otago Institute.

Fifth Meeting, May 31, 1870.

A. Eccles, F.R.C.S., Vice-President, in the chair.

1. '='0n the Sand hills, or Dunes, near Dunedin," by P. Thomson.

(See Transactions.)

Mr. J. T. Thomson, F.R.G.S., said he could corroborate the statements

made in the paper, which he considered to be very accurate. At G-reen

Island, for instance, there was a fine fertile valley stretching down to

the sea, and the settlers by clearing it, were opening it to the encroach-

ments of the sand, so that several fine homesteads there would in a few

years be entirely obliterated. At Waikouaiti the sand had made con-

siderable encroachments on the farm of Mr. John Jones, but he under-

stood that an attempt had been made to stop further encroachments.

He thought it fortunate that the prevailing winds in this part of New
Zealand were from the south-west, as otherwise much valuable land

would be covered with sand. The subject was an important one, and

he thought planting would be the only remedy.
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A discussion ensued, and the general opinion appeared to be that

planting the sand banks was necessary. It was further mentioned that

great injuiy was caused by the settlers allowing their cattle to run upon

the sand, thereby breaking the firm upper surface.

The adjourned debate on Mr. S. Hawthorne's paper on "Co-operation"

was resumed by Mr. Bathgate, who said that he supjiorted what had

already been so well put forth by Mr. Hawthorne, but considered that

co-operation had its origin at a date far earlier than that which that

gentleman had ascribed to it.

Mr. Stout, in rei)ly, read a lengthy speech, and quoted extracts from

various wiiters on political economy, contending that Mr. Hawthorne's

ideas, as enunciated in the paper, were radically unsound.

Mr. Langlands agreed with Mr. Hawthorne on the subject of

co-operation, which he thought was sound in a commercial point of view,

and not inconsistent with the principles of political economy ; but he

disagreed with him on the question of wages.

The E,ev. D. M. Stuart thought Mr. Stout had come to the conclusion

that co-operation was a good thing, but that the illustrations given in

the paper were unsound.

Mr. Hawthorne replied, and as there was no other business to be

brought before the meeting, it adjourned till the second Monday in July.

Annual Meeting. July 12, 1870.

The Rev. D. M. Stuart in the chair.

ABSTRACT OP REPORT.

In presenting the first annual report of the Otago Institute, the

Council believes that it can fairly congratulate the members on having

creditably laid the foundations of a Scientific and Literary Society in Otago.

During the past year there have been held ten general, and ten

Council meetings of the Institute, at the former of which papers

were read.

All those read during the year 1869 have been published in the

second volume of the "Transactions of the N"ew Zealand Institute." In

accordance with the resolutions of the Institute, the Council has commenced

a series of observations on the growth and culture of the New Zealand

flax (the result is, however, at present too immature to do more than

refer to the fact here) ; and much information has been procured on

the subject of the disappearance of the whale from these seas, and on the

subsequent falling off of the fisheries.
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In accordance with Rule 7, by which at least one-third of the income

of the Institute is to be devoted to the support of a local museum or

library, the sum of £40 has been appropriated in the purchase of books

ou Natural Science, those on the Natural History of New Zealand to

have a preference.

An attempt was made, duiing the early part of the year, to form a

libraiy of deposited books for the use of the members of the Institute,

and several gentlemen promptly offered the loan of books in their

possession for this purpose ; indeed, Mr. Beverley has already placed his

in the custody of the Secretaries.

A large number of donations have been made to the Institute during

the year.

The receipts for the year ending 30th June, 1870, amount to £86 2s.,

and the expenditure to £87 16s., leaving a balance due to the Honorary

Ti^easurer of £1 14s., of this expenditure £35 18s. has been for the

library fund.

Mr. Justice Chapman and the Rev. Robert Scrimgeour were elecced

members of the Institute.

Election of Office-bearers for year ending 30th June, 1871 : Presi-

dent—His Honor Mr. Justice Chapman ; Vice Presidents—J. S. Webbe,

J. T. Thomson, F.R.G.S. ; Council—R. Gillies, J. Smith, S. Hawthorne,

R. Oliver, J. Hislop, A. Eccles, Rev. D. M. Stuart ; Honorary Secretary

—T. Morland Hocken, M.R.C.S. ; Honorary Treasurer—W. D. Murison.

A discussion ensued as to the disposal of the library of the Institute,

but no determination was ai'rived at.

1. "Report on the Whale Fisheries," by the Honorary Secretary.

In accordance with the resolution of the Institute on this subject,

passed at the first meeting for the year (11th January) the following

information has been procured from old whalers, all of whom have had

very great experience in whaling matters, during periods of from thirty-

three to sixteen years. The Institute is greatly indebted to Mr. Pearson,

of Southland, Commissioner of Crown Lands, who took much trouble in

personally examining several of the informants. A principal question

in the enquiry sought information as to what had caused the great

disappearance of the whale from the New Zealand shores during the past

few years ; whether it was due to its desti-uction whilst visiting the

shoi'es and bays during the breeding season. If this were the fact,

whether something could not be done for the encouragement of whaling

entei'prise by enacting that such an important season should be a strictly
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" close " one and during which it \¥onkl be penal to hunt or destroy the

whale. In reply to the first portion of this question, all the informants,

with one exception, attribute the disappearance of the whale to the fact

of its great destruction during the whaling season. One informant

states that he has known, for many years in succession, as many as

300 sail of American, besides many German, French, and colonial

vessels, fishing on these coasts. They would commence the bay

whaling in all the principal harbours of the Middle Island from

Cloudy Bay to Pi-eservation Inlet, and would afterwards rejoair for the

oflf-shore whaling, to the banks between ISTew Zealand and the Chatham

Islands. Many of them would sink and lose more whales than they

procured ; on an average, he would consider that each ship lost about

fifty whales per season. One Captain Perkins stated that he had sunk

and lost about seventy in the year 1838. He had known many to lose

ten or twelve in a day. Another says that by far more whales were

lost than taken. A Captain Fisher said that he had killed over 300 in

one season, and secured but 100. Many captains s]3oke similarly of

their losses, and anticipated that after a few years whales would become

so scarce that it would be useless to come again for a cruise to the New
Zealand seas. This wholesale destruction, or slaughter, as it should

rather be called, taking place, as it did, in the shores and bays during

the calving season, introduced a further element of loss, inasmuch as the

cow-whales were then destroyed, either whilst in calf or together with

the young calf by their side. When the cows, accompanied by their

calves, left for the deeper waters ; and when this terminated for the

season, the bay, or in-shore whaling as it is called—this wholesale destruc-

tion was continued by the ofi'-shore whalers, and amongst them the

wasteful loss was as great, if not greater, than befoi'e, as in the bay a

sinking whale was anchored and buoyed ; it would then probably rise to

the surface in from forty-eight hours to four days, and would so be recover-

able. Sometimes, also, a harpoon-stick, with a small distinguishing flag

appended, was driven into the body, by which the cajjtors would

recognize their own again upon its resurrection. One only of the

informants, Mr. George Green, considers the disappearance to be due to

the constant traffic of steamers and various other vessels up and down

the coast ; and he is borne out in this opinion, to use his own words,

"by the fact that what was known as the middle groimd—viz., the area

between New South Wales and New Zealand, and which was considered

one of the best^is now almost deserted by the whale." Whilst

admitting this as a partial cause, I think the view held by the rest is
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the true one. There is a great diversity of opinion as to whether a close

season would be beneficial or not. The general impression is, that if an

Act could be passed prohibiting the killing of whales during their calving

season, much would be done towards insuring their increase ; it would

however, be difficult, if not practically impossible, to enforce such an

Act upon foreign whaling vessels, which would prosecute the trade with

impunity. The cow-whales breed during the months of May, Ju.ne,

and July, and visit the shores and bays for this purpose solely, though

occasionally a solitary whale will visit them during the summer months.

At this time they are not accompanied by the bulls. These, however,

come in in batches of from five to ten during the latter part of the

breeding season—August or September. Soon afterwaixls all return to

the feeding on off-shore grounds, where, as before stated, their destruction

is continued by the off-shore whalers. The cows thus remain about four

or five months in the breeding grounds. They suckle their calves for

not less than twelve months, at the end of which period they are

generally in very poor condition, having very little oil in them, and their

blubber being like a watery substance, whilst their calves will sometimes

contain three or four tuns of oil each. It will be readily seen that more

cows than bulls were killed during a successful whaling season, the

proportion being about five or six cows to one bull. This dispi^oportion

is another source of the gradual disappearance of the species. Such is

an epitome of the reliable information the Institute has been able to

collect on this subject.

Sixth Meeting. July 19, 1870.

J. S. Webbe, Vice-President, in the chair.

1. "On the Physical Geography of the Otago Lake District," by

James M'Kerrow. (See Transactions.) This paper dwelt upon *[the

evidence which exists that these lakes lie in basins which had been

excavated by glacier action. His remarks were illustrated by a longi-

tudinal section of Lake Wakatipu, constructed according to the data

afforded by recent systematic soundings. Refei-ring to the theory of

imequal subsidence of the country, which has found favour with Dr.

Hector, and which is used by him to account for these rock-bound lake

basins, he expressed his conviction that no such explanation was

demanded by the phenomena. He referred to the valuable effects of

the lakes in regulating to a great extent the flow of water in the rivers,

of whose systems they form part, thus mitigating the effects of the rapid
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melting of snow which occurs when the warm north-west winds prevail^

storing the surplus to provide a steady flow during that portion of the

year when the rivers would otherwise be very much lower than they are*

In conclusion, he spoke of the Lake districts as containing within them-

selves all the elements of support for a large community—a delightful

climate, good agricultural and pastoral lands, valuable mineral resources,

and a complete system of internal water communication.

Mr. R. Gillies said that he had been asked by Mr. M'Kerrow before

the meeting to compare what he had said with Di\ Hector's remarks on

the same subject. He had done so, and though not pretending to geo-

logical knowledge, he must confess that he saw some difficulties in the

way of accounting for all the phenomena of the Lake district, if the

theory of unequal subsidence was to be rejected. Dr. Hector's idea was

that the axis of the glaciated country and the western part of the region

had subsided moi-e rapidly and to a much gi-eater extent than the eastern

portion had. He recommended all members to peruse Dr. Hector's

lecture in the volume of Transactions just distributed, when they would

find this and other points of extreme interest discussed.

Mi\ J. T. Thomson expressed his concurrence in Mr. M'Kerrow's

views as to the sufficiency of glaciers—such as we must suppose existed

during what is termed the glacial period of the recent epoch—to scoop

out such valleys as that now occupied by Lake Wakatipu. He exhibited

a diagram showing where the points of greatest pressure would be in the

case of a glacier of some 3,000 feet in thickness occupying what is now

the position of that lake, and showed that it is by no means necessary to

suppose that the excavation which would result should pass clean through

to the sea ; if we admit that the Kingston end of the lake was at the

time on or about the sea level.

Mr. A. H. Ross called attention to Dr. Hector's account of Milford

and other sounds, given in a report of the expedition to the West Coast,

and expressed his opinion that the meaning of the passage in Dr. Hector's

lecture before the New Zealand Institute — {Tratwactions, Yol. ii.

pp. 370-374)— had been misconceived by Mr. M'Kerrow.

Mr. G. M. Barr, without expressing an opinion on the point of

difference between previous speakers and the theory laid down by Dr.

Hector, said he had carefully read the lecture which had been referred

to, and his impression was that it was somewhat wanting in clearness.

He did not feel sure that there was any substantial difference between

Dr. Hector and the local observers. He called attention to the very

interesting subject of the circulation of the water of the lake, as to which
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a coui'se of tliei'mometrical soundings was necessary to yield the I'equisite

data. He suggested that it was contrary to the ordinary course of nature

for the lower strata of the water to lie stagnant, and that either springs

at the bottom of the lake, or the difference of temperature between its

waters and those of the streams flowing into it from the snow-covered

mountains, might serve to keep up a circulation.

Mr. McKerrow said no observations of temperature had been made

for depths of over 20 feet, but these had led to the conclusion that a

jjermanent temperature of 52° reigns at a moderate depth. The tempe-

rature of the Lake of Geneva at about 1-50 feet was constant at 41°.

Mr. Beal explained how glaciers of the mass spoken of by Mr.

Thomson might have existed in ISTew Zealand during the glacial epoch.



PART II.

WELLINGTON PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

Sixth Meeting. September 17, 1870.

Hon, Mr. Mantell, F.G.S., President, in the chair.

The election of the following new members was annoimcecl :

—

Dr. Symes, RK, H.M. S. "Galatea;" William Levin, Wellington;

and William Gray, Governor Bay.

The Plonorary Secretary read a list of presentations that had recently

been made to the Society.

1. Dr. Hector drew the attention of the meeting to an interesting

specimen of an egg of the Kiwi {Apteryx austrcdis), taken in utero.

He stated that the bird, from which the specimen had been taken,

belonged to Mr. Krull, and had recently died ; it had been presented to

the Museum, and on being skinned it was found to contain a fully formed

egg, the large size of which had evidently been the cause of the death of

the bird. He considered the specimen as unique, and setting at rest

all doubt as to whether the Kiwi really lays an egg so disproportionately

large to the size of the body of the bird.

2. Dr. Hector exhibited some specimens of Adipocere, prepared by

Dr. Barker, of Christchurch, and read the following memoranda on the

subject.

The specimens which had been submitted, proved, on chemical

examination, to be ammoniacal soap in different states of purity ; one

sample, marked "Adipocere Wax," consisted of fatty acids combined

with ammonia, part of which had been driven off and replaced by

hydrogen, through the action of hot water or steam. By this process

the whole of the ammonia might be removed, when the product would

be nearly pure stearine, like that used in the manufacture of Price's

patent candles.

The Adipocere, in this as well as in all other cases, has therefore

10
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been formed from tlie fatty matters intermixed with the muscular tissue,

the decomposition of which gives rise to the ammoniacal element in the

resulting soap.

3. " Critical Notes on the Ornithological portion of Taylor's Nexo

Zealand and its Inhabitants " by Walter Buller, F.L.S., etc. (See

Transactions.') The paper dealt with not less than twenty-six errors of

descriptions and nomenclature of iTew Zealand birds, contained in

Mr. Taylor's recently published work.

Dr. Hector bore testimony to the general inaccuracy of the book.

4. " On the Cultivation of some species of Native Trees and Shrubs,"

by T. IT. Potts and W. Gray. (See Transactions.)

The President thoTight it very absnrd that the indiscriminate extirpa-

tion of New Zealand Flora should be carried on so ruthlessly as it

had hitherto been done, and thought that some eifort should be made to

preserve specimens before tlrey had all disappeared.

5. " On the Birds of New Zealand," by T. H. Potts. (See Trans-

actions.) This was a continuation of the paper, by the same author,

published in Vol. II. of the Transactions of the New Zealand Institute.

6. " On the Nomenclature of Pocks in New Zealand," by E. PL

Davis, RC.S., F.CS., of the Geological Siirvey Department. (See

Transactions.) The object of the paper was to draw attention to the

embarrassment to the stiidy of Mineralogy, caused by the adojDtion

of different systems of naming rocks ; and, as an example, syenite

was instanced, which, by the followers of one school would be called

diorite. The necessity was pointed out for New Zealand geologists and

mineralogists adopting a uniformity of principle in their nomenclature,

in order to place their observations on a true basis, and so avoid the

ridiculous confusion that must follow the want of unity of principle in

bestowing names.

7. " On the Production of Mono-hydrate of Chloride of Barium,"

by W. Skey, Analyst to the Geological Survey of New Zealand ; with

"Notes" on ics Crystallization, by E. IT. Davis, F.C.S., F.G.S. (See

Transactions.)

8. " On the Absorption of Sulphur by Gold," by W. Skey, (See

-Transactions.) The paper was intended to show that most of the loss of

gold experienced at the Thames, in the process of amalgamation, was

due to the presence of sulphur, which, being unfavourable to amalgama-

tion, caused a considerable quantity of gold to escape. During the

author's labours at the Thames he tested tailings from several mills. By

a careful amalgamation he obtained a yield of 1 dwt. to 1| dwt. to the
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ton, wliile, by assay, lie could obtain a return of from 2 dwt. to 4 dwt.

It was found, too, that roasting the tailings did not increase the yield,

though the gold obtained was purer ; evidently pointing to the existence

of silver, in the form of a sulphide. He observed that the use of

sea water at the Thames, for stamping batteries, washing-down tables,

and other work about a quartz mill, did not hinder amalgamation, and

was only inferior to fresh water in so far as it jiossessed a greater specific

gTavity, and therefore was more likely to carry away gold than fresh.

Water pumped from the mines he found both hindered amalgamation

and injured boilers, and should therefore not be used if it could be

avoided.

9. ' On New Zealand Flax," by "W. Skey. (See Transactions.)

This joaper combatted certain deductions drawn by Captain Hutton,

F.G.S., of Auckland, regarding the treatment of flax fibre.

10. "On a new form, of Iron Pyrites," by E. IT. Davis, F.C.S.,

F.G.S. (See Transactions.) This })aper described a new form of iron

pyrites, Ksupposed to have come from the Chatham Islands.

Dr. Hector said that the supposition was merely inferential, as the

specimens were found in a whare that had been occuj)ied by some of the

Chatham Island prisoners, after their escape to Poverty Bay, and had

evidently been intended to subserve the purpose of bullets.

Seventh Meeting. October 22, 1870.

Plon. Mr. Mantell, F.CS., President, in the chair.

1. Mr. Crawford read a letter he had received from Mr. "Walter Camp-

bell, descrij^tive of an immense Cuttle-fish which had been found stranded

on the sea beach, on the east coast of this province. The monster was

10 feet 5 inches in length, exclusive of arms, which were 5 feet 6 inches

long. As very little appeared to be known of the cuttle-fish in New
Zealand, especially of its edible qualities, Mr. Crawford mentioned that

many years ago, while on a trij) from Corfu to Trieste, he had a variety

of cuttle-fish served up to him several times, and found it most delicious.

He had also, a long time ago, got cuttle-fish out of this harbour, which,

when cooked, were remarkably good, being both sweet and crisp ; and,

although Englishmen were rather apt to reject as worthless anything that

did not look very nice, he could safely recommend a trial of this strange-

looking fish.
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2. A letter from Mr. Hardy to Dr. Hector, respecting a brilliant

Meteor, observed in Auckland, on Sunday, tbe 16th October, was read.

This meteor shed a very bright light, and burst into fragments in the

S.E., with a faint report.

Dr. Hector said it was desirable to obtain all the information pos-

sible from observers in different parts of the colony ; but the great point

to determine was, the direction in which it was first seen and where it

disappeared.

Mr. W. Allen said he had observed, he presumed, the same phe-

nomenon, about half-past eight on the evening mentioned. Its first

appearance was as a great light, and after taking an almost perpendicular

shoot downwards in a southerly direction, it exploded, making a rushing

noise. The brilliancy did not seem to be distinguished by any particular

colour.

3. "On certain species of AlgcB from the Chatham Islands," by

Professor Agardh. Communicated by Dr. F. von Mueller, T.R.S.

(See Trcmisactions.) This paper, on the subject of Algce collected at the

Chatham Islands by Mr. H. Travers, in 1866, described several new

species, and directed this branch of botany to the attention of New
Zealand collectors.

4. " On a new genus of Whale," by Dr. J. E. Gray, F.E.S. (See

Transactions) This paper distinguished the Whale presented to the

Museum by Sir George Grey, and described by Dr. Knox, in Vol. II.

of the Transactions of the New Zealand Institute as Balcena marginata,

as forming the type of a new genus, for which he proposed the name of

Neohalmna. The wiiter stated that this pigmy whale, which does not

exceed 1 6 feet in length, is the true representative, in the Southern Seas,

of the great right whale of the Arctic Seas.

Dr. Knox, in reply to a statement in the paper that the author

did not agree with him in considering this whale to be a finnei",

explained that the term " finner " is applied by the whalers to this kind

of whale, and that the true finner, or rorqual of the North, is known as

the trigger-fin or sulphur bottom.

5. " On a new Fish of the group Coryphmnoides^'' by Dr. Hector,

F.R.S. (See Transactions.) The paper described a fish that was

caught ofi" Ward Island, Wellington Harbour, and brought to the author

by some fishermen, in August last, as a frost-fish ; but he discovered that

it belonged to the same groiip as the cod. As the specimen was in s^mits

a drawing was shown. The fish was about 21 inches long, 2 J inches

deep, and, viewed from the front, seemed to be no thicker than a good
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broad-backed knife. The pectoral fin had twelve rays, the dorsal and

ventral eight each.

6. " Notes on the Anatomy of the Kelp-fish," by F. J. Knox,

L.E,.C.S.E. (See Transactions.) This paper on the anatomy of the Kelp-

fish (Coridodax jJulluSjGithY,), otherwise known as buttei--fish, was read

by the author, who had presented a specimen to the Museum, beautifully

prepared by himself. The preparation revealed an interesting question

for zoologists, inasmuch as the bones being green, and unlike those of

fish generally,—whether or not that pectiliarity was owing to the food

of the fish, which, from its peculiar scissor-like dental structure, he

presumed to be the kelp amongst which it was foiind. He had not

found, from experience, that the fish was of that palatable and succulent

nature that might be natiarally expected from the name butter-fish, by

which it was sometimes known.

The latter view, however, was not concurred in by some members of

the Society, who had found the fish to be rather delicious ; and the

discrepancy was therefore attributed to the primitive cooking of the

Porirua people.

7. "On the Lizards of New Zealand," by Walter BuUer, RL.S.,

F.G.S. (See Transactions.) This was a descriptive list of the Lizards

found in New Zealand, including a notice of the characters of several

new species. The nomenclature of some varieties, regarding which

confusion had hitherto existed, was noticed by the author.

Preserved specimens of the different varieties were on view, so as to

enable those curious in the matter to examine for themselves.

8. " On some new species of New Zealand Plants," by J. Buchanan,

of the Geological Survey Department. (See Transactions.) The paper

described several plants new to the New Zealand flora, either as very

distinct varieties, or species belonging to the genera Wahlenbergia,

Dichondra, and Aristotelia.

9. " On the Birds of New Zealand," by T. H. Potts. (See Transac-

tions.) This" was a further contribution, by the author, on the subject of

the Birds of New Zealand ; and described the long-tailed cuckoo, the

kaka, and the quail.

10. "Researches on the Absorptive Properties of Platintim," by

W. Skey, Analyst to the Geological Survey of New Zealand. (See

Transactions.)

11. "On the capabilities of certain Sulphides to form the Negative

Pole of a Galvanic Circuit or Battery," by W. Skey. (See Transactions.)

This paper stated that sulphides of certain metals are conductors of
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voltaic electricity, and that they can replace the copper plate in the

formation of the orclinaiy zinc and copper battery, evolving, however,

sulphuretted hydrogen, and not pure hydrogen.

The two preceding papers gave the results of experiments in con-

tinuation of that relative to the absorption of sulphur by gold, read at

the last meeting.

12. "On a new species of Megapode, in the Auckland Museum," by

Walter Buller, F.L.S. (See Toxinsactions.) This paper described a new

species of Megapodius, or mound-building bird, from the Friendly

Islands, and for which the author gave the name of Megapodius Huttoni.

Eighth (Special General) Meeting. October 29, 1870.

Hon. Mr. Mantell, F.G.S., President, in the chair.

The President explained that this meeting had been called for the

purpose of nominating a member of the Society to vote in the election

of Governors of the Institute, in accordance with Clause 7 of the

Institute Act.

On the motion of Mr. Crawford, Mr. John Kebbell was appointed.

Ninth Meeting. November 12, 1870.

Hon. Mr. Mantell, F.G.S., President, in the chair.

The Honorary Secretary announced that Mr. Pichard Watson Woon,

of Wanganui, had been elected a member of the Society.

The Chairman said, with regard to the nomination of three Honorary

Members residing out of the colony, the Coimcil had made its choice

from the names of aboiit twenty scientific men, all of whom had con-

tributed, more or less, to the development of the natural history of

New Zealand.

The names of the three gentlemen selected were submitted to the

meeting, and a resolution passed nominating the same for election as

Honorary Members of the New Zealand Institute.

A list of presentations to the Society was read by the Honorary

Secretary.

1. "On the Botany of Tahiti." (See Transactions.) This paper,

(which was supposed to have been written fully thii'ty years ago,) was

recently found by the President on looking over some papers of the late
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Mr. Swainson, and contained much interesting matter relative to tlie

Island of Tahiti, as well as personal reminiscences of the writer, whose

name however was not attached.

2. "On White Island," by James Hector, M.D., F.R.S. (See

Transactions.) This paper was compiled from notes taken during a

visit the writer had been enabled to pay to White Island, by the

coui-tesy of Captain Kennedy, in landing him from the "Airedale."

The paper was siipplemented by diagrams, by means of which the

topography and geology of the island, and of the hot sulphur lake

(Lake Hope) in the centre, were explained. The substance of the paper

went to prove, that White Island is not, as is generally supposed, the

resTilt of sub-marine upheaval. The author inclines to the opinion that

the island has been a sub-aerial volcano, as the crater deposits on the

cone are similar to those of Tongariro ; and he attributes the present

position of the island to stibsidence. The soundings taken close to the

shore seemed to lead to this conclusion. He thought the whole island

might be regarded as one large geyser, and that the spoiiting steam and

smoking mud were more the result of chemical combination than of

internal heat.

3. " On Sulphur Crystals taken from White Island," by E. H. Davis,

F.C.S., F.G.S. (See Transactions) Drawings of the various kinds of

crystals referred to in the paper were exhibited.

4. " On the Blight Bird {Zosterojjs lateralis) in New Zealand, with

an Account of its Migrations," by Walter Buller, F.L.S., F.G.S.

(See Transactions.) This paper will form a very intei-esting chapter in

the ornithology of these islands, a work on which is now in hand by

the author, and is well advanced towards publication. The bird, it

appears, is variously known in different parts of the colony. The natives

call it tauhou, or stranger, as its appearance—in the north at least—has

been comparatively recent. As a similar variety of the bird exists in

Australia, many'have been of the opinion that it originally migrated

from there, flocks having been seen long distances at sea. The bird is

insectivorous, and from making a favourite food of the aphide known

as the American blight, it is called the blight bird, amongst other names
;

but under whatever name it has been known, it has always been found

to be a benefactor to gardeners.

Mr. Crawford suggested that a prettier name should be found for so

useful and handsome a bird than that of blight bird.

Dr. Hector said that on the south-west coast of Otago the bird

was numerous, and there was very good evidence to show that was
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its native habitat. While there, he remarked that the whole country

was covered with forest, which extended down to the sea ; and the

whole of the vegetation, both trees and shrubs close to the sea,

seemed to have a coating of scaly insects ; the whole bush being in fact

covered with blight. He' therefore thought it probable, that as these

birds increased from the superabundance of their particular food, they

in the course of time sent out migratory flocks, which worked their way

iTp the coast and at length spr'ead over the country.

The President suggested that the bird be called by one of its native

names, karamoiti, or spectacle bird, from the silvery rings round its

eyes.

5. "On the Huia {Hetemlocha Gouldi),'''' hj Walter BuUer, F.L.S,

(See Transactions.) An article in Nature (June 23), bearing the initials

of a well known naturalist, notices the arrival of a living example of

the Hiiia at the Zoological Society's gardens. The specimen is a male

bird, and the writer, in describing the diflierence in the foi-m of the bill

that distinguishes it from the female, observes,—" Such a divergence in

the structure of the beak of the two sexes is very uncommon, and

scarcely to be paralleled in the class of birds. It is difficult to guess at

the reason of it, or to explain it on Darwinian or any other principles."

Mr. Buller's paper, describing very fully the habits of the bird in a

state of nature, affords a probable solution of this curious problem,

6. " Remarks on the Katipo, or Venomous Spider of New Zealand,"

by Walter Buller, F.L.S. (See Transactions.) This j)aper contains the

author's observations and experiments on the Red-backed Katipo, a

small venomous spider common on the west coast of this province. This

memoir, taken in connection with those on the same subject contributed

to the Auckland and Canterbury affiliated Societies, is valuable as tending

to a complete history of this singular arachnidan.

7. " Further ISTotes on the Ornithology of New Zealand," by Walter

Buller, F.L.S. (See Transactions.) This paper is a continuation of the

friendly discussion between Mr. Buller and Dr. Otto Finsch, the dis-

tinguished German Oi-nithologist, on the nomenclature of the ISTew

Zealand Avifauna, which was commenced in the Transactions for 1868,

and continued in last year's volume.

It is a sufficient proof that this discussion has not been without

value to local science, when we find that Dr. Finsch has yielded several

of the points contended for by Mr. Buller. For example, he admits

that Anthornis auriocula, Buller, is distinct from J., melanura, Gray;

he allows that Mr. Buller is right in separating Rhiindura Jlabellifera
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from, the Australian form (i?. alhisccvpa) ; lie concedes the point con-

tended for, that Platycercus Forsteri, Finsch, is of very doubtful value

as a species; and, on the question of Anthornis rtificejys, Pelzeln (dis-

covered by Dr. Haast in the South Island), which Mr. Buller contended

was merely A. vielanura with the forehead stained with the flowers of

Senecio cassinioides, Dr. Finsch frankly says,—" You are quite right in

respect to A . ruficeps. The red colour on the face is caused by external

influences, for my friend, von Pelzeln, has washed the type in the Vienna

Mtiseum, and the red tinge has partially disappeared."

Mr. Buller's paper contains also the author's views on the causes that

have led to the almost total extinction of many species of New Zealand

birds, and to the rapid diminution of others ; besides numerous original

notes on this important section of local zoology.

8. " On the Genus DeAnacrida, a group of Insects peculiar to New
Zealand," by Walter Buller, F.L.S. (See Transactions.) The author

communicated an article on the Genus Deinacrida to the Zoologist, in

August, 1867. It was suggested to him that he should place his

original notes at the disposal of this Society, which he has accordingly

done, adding thereto the results of his further researches into the luistory

of this curious group of insects.

The paper is illustrated by detailed drawings, and a suite of speci-

mens i-epresenting the several species will be deposited by the author in

the Colonial Museum.

9. "On Changes in the Hokitika Eiver," by James Rochfort, C.E.

(See Transactions.) This paper embodies the results of observations

taken by the author, from March, 1865, to November, 1869, on the

action of floods on the banks of the Hokitika River, and also the action

of the sea on the sand and shingle forming the beach there.

10. "On three new species of Plants," by J. Buchanan. (See

Transactions.) Specimens of the plants described were interleaved with

the paper and exhibited.

11. "On the Electro-motive Power of certain Metallic Sulphides,"

by W. Skey. (See Transactions.)

12. " On the Reduction of certain Metals from their Solutions by

Metallic Sulphides," by W. Skey. (See Transactions.)

13. "On the Tutu plant (Goriaria rusci/olia)," hj H. G. Hughes,

of Hokitika. (See Transactions.) This paper gave an account of the

continuation of the research into the chemical properties of the plant

made by the author, and are supplementaiy to those by Mr. Skey,

printed in the last volume of Transactions. An important result of the

11
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observations was, the discovery that lime-water is an infallible antidote

to the poison of the plant, and also that the juice of the plant can be

largely iised in dyeing, as it yields several brilliant colours that will fix

themselves readilj^ in cloth or yarn.

14. "Results of Observations taken for Longitude by Meridian

Transits of the Moon, taken at the Hutt Observatory during the

year 1870," by Henry Jackson, Chief Surveyor of the Province of

Wellington. This valuable paper, with the attached tables, is to be

printed in full by the Government, but the following abstract has been

furnished by the author for immediate publication. The result of the

observations so far, when reduced to the longitude of the Wellington

Observatory, only make a difference of four seconds from that adopted

recently by the Board of Longitude.

(abstract.)

The instrument used for the observations to obtain the longitude at

the Hutt Observatory, as given in the accompanying table, is a 24-inch

transit of a new construction, by Troughton and Simms. The standards

are half-moon shaped and hollow, two inches radius at the base and

tapering slightly towards the Ys ; they are fixed on a massive brass

plate which rests on three levelling footscrews. The telescope has five

transit wires and a right ascension micrometer wire, the cylindi'ical head

of which is divided in 100 parts, each indicating 0"-61. The axis level

has a scale graduated into divisions of 1" value. The finding circle is

six inches in diameter, and fixed to one of the pivots ; it is read by two

verniers.

The instrument is mounted upon a brick pier, built with Portland

cement, and sunk 5 feet below the surface of the ground. The pier is

5 ft. 6 in. square at the base, it rises in a pyramidal shape to the level of

the floor of the building, where it is 2 ft. 4 in. square, it is then carried

up square to a height of 4 feet above the floor ; it is completely isolated

from any contact with the ground or floor of the building from its base.

The building is octagonal, 7 ft. 6 in. across, and has a roof revolving

on eight cast iron wheels upon a circular ring of angle iron. The

shutters, one north and the other south, are 1 foot in breadth ; they

open upon hinges and expose the meridian from horizon to horizon.

In conclusion I would remark, that if similar observations were

conducted for a year or two at the various stations in New Zealand

in communication with the electric telegraph, and at which transit

instruments have been mounted for the determination of local time, the
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combined results of tlie observations of different persons would furnish

a most reliable initial longitude. The method of vising a corrected

Ephemeris, instead of depending on actual observations at Greenwich

for differences of right ascension, has in my opinion advantages for New
Zealand, since about 60 per cent, of the moon's meridional tiansits are

lost tlii'ough unfavourable weather.

Abstract of Longitudes,— Hutt Observatory, 1870, (arranged in

order of their magnitudes.)

Date.

Longitude.
Prob-
able
eiTor Weight No.

S.^
Longitude.

Prob-
able
errorNo. Date. o a Weight

^-^ H. m. s. s.
g=i H. m. s. s.

1 June 9 I 11 39 39-95 5-9 0-747 20 Oct. 14 II 11 39 51-62 6-4 0-635

2 May 11 I 44-89 5-8 0-773 21 June 14 II 52-01 5-2 0-962

3 July 19 n 45-41 7-3 0-488 22 May 17 II 52-15 51 1-000

4 July 5 I 45-45 6-1 0-699 23 Oct. 5 I 52-98 6-2 0-677

5 July 7 I 45-58 6-0 0-722 24 Aug. 9 I 53-08 5-4 0-892

6 Sept. 4 I 46-45 53 0-926 25 Sept. 3 I 53-54 5-5 0-860

7 July 10 I 47-20 5-2 0-962 26 Aug. 7 I 53-97 5-4 0-892

8 Aug. 6 I 47-32 5-4 0-892 27 Sept. 9 I 54-60 6-7 0-579

9 July 13 II 47-37 5-4 0-892 28 Oct. 3 I 55-12 5-6 0-829

10 May 7 I 47-45 6-0 0-722 29 Aug. 13 II 55-18 6-7 0-579

11 June 16 II 48-05 5-6 0-829 30 June 21 II 55-72 7-3 •0-488

12 July 6 I 48-67 6-1 0-699 31 July 18 II 55-93 7-2 0-502

13 July 16 II 48-94 6-5 0-616 32 July 20 II 56-02 7-2 0-502

14 July 9 I 49-19 5-7 0-801 33 Sept. 2 I 56-18 5-5 0-860

15 Aug. 11 11 49-47 6-2 0-677 34 Sept. 7 I 57-01 5-9 0-747

16 Oct. 6 I 49-57 6-6 0-598 35 Oct. 7 I 57-56 7-0 0-531

17 Oct. 15 II 51-21 6-2 0-677 36 Oct. 9 I 57-88 7-3 0-488

18 Jiine 18

Oct. 9

II

II

51-40

51 -54

6-4

7-2

0-635
0-50219 M ;an Longitude |

by weig-hts )

11 39 50-73 1-0 25-880

15. "Notice of a new form of Cetacean Tooth," by Dr. Knox.

(See Transactions.)

16. "Notes on the Chatham Islands and their Inhabitants," by

Major Gilbert Mair ; communicated by His Honor W. Rolleston,

Superintendent of the Province of Canterbury. (See Transactions.)

17. "On the absence of the Eel from the upper waters of the

Waiau-iia and its tributaries," by W. T. L. Travers, F.L.S. (See Trcms-

actions.) In this paper the author attributes the absence of the Eel

from the district in question, to the necessity for its migration to the sea,

or to the warmer parts of the river, during the spawning season, and the

inability of the fry, oi- even of the adult fish, to re-ascend the river

beyond a ceitain line of rapids referred to.

18. "Notes upon a New Zealand Flesh-fly," by W. T. L. Travers,

F.L.S. (See Transactions.) The author describes, in this paper, the

" Blue-bottle-fly " common to New Zealand, which he considers is

indigenous, and not introduced into this colony as is generally supposed.
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Fourth Meeting. Septeonher 12, 1870.

Rev. Dr. Purchas, President, in the chair.

The election of the following new members was announced by the

Secretary :—Walbanke B. Bai'ber ; H. Ireland, Waimate ; and The Hon.

Donald McLean.

The Secretary read a list of presentations to the Museum since the

last meeting, which included upwards of one thousand specimens illus-

trative of the Natural History of New Zealand, from Dr. Hector,

Director of the Colonial Museiim at Wellington.

1. " On Carbonaceous Mineral found at Whangarei Heads," by

Captain F. W. Hutton, F.G.S. (See Transactions.)

2. "Notes on recent additions to the Flora of New Zealand," by

T. Kirk. (See Transactions.) The following plants were described :

—

Hyinenantlvera latifolia, var. Tasmanica ; Hibiscus diversifolius, Linum

niarginale, A2num le2ytophyllum, Callitriche Muellerii, Olta apetala,

Gratiola latifolia, Potamogeton piolygonifolius, and Scirpus Jluitans.

Mr. Gillies remarked that, in addition to the localities for Hibiscus

diversifolius mentioned by the author of the paper, he had seen the plant

in great abundance in New Caledonia, and was much impressed by the

resemblance of its handsome lemon-coloured flowei's to those of a cotton

plant (Gossipium, sp.), which has become wild in that island.

Remarks were made by Mr. D. Hay, Mr. Baber, and others.

3. " On the Artesian Wells of Napier," by Cajitain F. W. Hutton,

F.Gr.S. (See Transactions.)

Mr. Gillies pointed out the propriety of taking steps to ascertain the

possibility of sinking such wells in this province. Obtaining a proper

water supply for the City of Auckland by any of the methods yet pro-

posed, could not be accomplished by provincial resources. He thought

the cheapness of the Artesian well, and the facility with which it could

be made, recommended it for use in a populated district like Auckland,

where a supply of pure water was essential to the public health.
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Mr. Stewart explained many of the points of difference and resem-

blance between tlie Artesian wells of London and of Paris.

Mr. D. Hay made interesting observations respecting the water

supply frequently derived from scoria basins. He referred to a well

sunk only a depth of 14 feet, in the Mount Eden Stockade, and which

yields a good supply of excellent water.

Mr. Baber remarked on the probability that large bodies of water

sometimes rose to a considerable height on the hills, and that these

reservoirs existed even under the bed of the sea. He instanced a small

island near Mangarei, on which was a spring yielding far more water

than could possibly be furnished by the entire rainfall of the whole

district.

The President stated that the old tertiary beds had not been so

extensively bi-oken up by volcanic disturbances as was generally sup-

posed, consequently the water-bed had been less disturbed ; in some

localities the erupted matter facilitated the collection of water.

It was announced that papers read at any meeting of the Institute

would remain open for discussion at the next following meeting.

Fifth Meeting. October 10, 1870.

Rev. Dr. Purchas, President, in the chair.

The election of the following new members was announced :

—

Robert Mair, Whangarei ; Charles Tothill, Auckland ; T. F. S. Tinne,

Auckland; Alexander Fox, M.R.C.P., Shortland ; G. H. Davie, Gra-

hamstown ; J. R. Nicholson, M.D., Onehunga; James Allen, Auckland;

and The Hon. Julius Yogel.

A list of donations to the Museum and Library was read by the

Secretary.

The Secretary drew attention to some objects from the Collection

illustrative of Economic Botany, recently received from the Colonial

Museum at Wellington ; especially to some remarkable Legumes and

Millets from Central Africa, etc. ; and to sjjecimens of the curious

Alpine Composite plants Raoulia inammillaris, Haastia Sinclcdrii, and

Raoulia eximia,—the so-called Vegetable Sheep of the Southern Alps.

1. " On the Occurrence of Native Mercury at the Bay of Islands,"

by Captain F. W. Hutton, F.G.S. (See Transactions.)
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Remarks on the subject were made by Dr. J. R. Nicholson, Dr.

Piirclias, and other members.

Captain Hutton pointed out that the • occurrence of Mercury under

the conditions just described, afforded an additional instance of the

deposition of metals in rocks of late date, and that veiy near to the

surface. The hydro-carbon appeared to have been the cause of the pre-

cij)itation of the Mercury.

2. On the Analogy between the Sanscrit and the Maori Languages,"

by Edward Fairburn. (See Tra7isactio7is.)

3. Specimens of Prion vittatus, presented to the Museum of the

Institute by Mrs. Yandle, were exhibited by the Secretary.

Captain Hutton pointed out the difference between the beak of this

species and that of P. turtiLr, of which a specimen from the Museiim collec-

tion was also exhibited. P. turt%ir had not been included in the published

lists of New Zealand birds although several sjoecimens had been collected.

The specimens of P. vittatus were captured in the Manukau, in July

last. The birds were probably driven in by stress of weather, and were

said to have been in great abundance.

4. A Snipe, captured at the Little Barrier Island by Captain

Bennett, of the schooner " Mary Ann," and presented to the Institute

by Mr. T. B. Hill, was exhibited.

Captain Hutton said that this bird was another addition to the fauna

of Auckland. Two specimens only were seen, of which the one now

exhibited was caught alive but died in confinement ; the other escaped.

It answered tolerably well to the description of Gallinago jnisilla, Buller,

although it appeared rather larger than that bird and somewhat different

in colour. But as Buller's description was from the single specimen

captured at the Chatham Islands, much importance could not be attached

to the discrepancies, which were of a trivial nature.

Mr. Baber stated that he had seen this bird in Hobson's Bay,

Auckland some years ago.

5. " On the Botany of the Country between Whangarei and the

North Cape," by T. Kirk. (See Transactions.)

Mr. Kirk pointed out that in the list of Northern plants published

in the Transactions of the Neio Zealand Institute for 1869, several

important errors had been made, owing to the peculiar circumstances

under Avhich it had been prepared. The object of this paper was to

correct those errors, and to show the results of recent research in the

district. The additions now stated amounted in number to nearly one-

fourth of the original list ; and a similar increase might yet be expected as
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the district became worked nj^- The peculiar features of the botany of

the district were stated, and short notes on the subject of phint variation

were added.

Some discussion ensued, more especially with regard to the causes of

plant variation in the North.

Captain Hutton remarked that the flora of New Zeahind furnished

many instances of phant variation of a remarkable character, and drew

attention to the importance of ascei-taining the causes and conditions

thereof, on account of the important bearing of the subject with regard

to other branches of science. He had been much struck with Mr. Kirk's

remarks on the variations of Veronica diosmcefolia, and would be glad to

know if he could give any information as to the causes of the great

amount of vaiiation exhibited by this genus in New Zealand, as con-

trasted with the limited variation to which it was liable in the Northern

Hemisphere.

Mr. Gillies enquired if the statement made by the writer that

Ve7yn{ca diosmcefolia was confined to the district north of Whangarei was

correct, as he had received a plant from the South Island which he could

not distinguish from the northern form. He stated, with regard to

Veronica sj^eciosa, that when growing on the sea cliffs at Hokianga it

produced crimson flowers, and was called by the natives " Koromiko-

pohutukawa," but when removed to the garden the flowers were pro-

duced of a deep purple. He had removed some plants which produced

purple flowers, from the border in which they grew, and planted them in

light scoria soil, when the flowers reverted to the native crimson colour.

Ml". Kirk referred to analogous changes in the colours of the flowers

of various plants, produced by a change of soil ; the cause in great part

appeared to be chemical. Veronica diosmcefolia had not been discovered

in any other part of the colony ; the plant referred to by Mr. Gillies

was probably a form of V. Colensoi. With regard to the vaiiation so

largely exhibited by this genus in the colony, he thought the species

might be roughly divided into four principal groups :— 1. The large

shrubby species from V. speciosa to V. ligustrifolia, all of which, with

the exception of V. Dieffenhachii, wei-e found in more or less profusion

in this province. The variation in this group was in the majority of

cases easily defined, and must be attribiited mainly to the nature of the

habitat as to soil, shelter, etc. 2. The usimlly sub-alpine and alpine

shrubby species, from V. Traversii to V. Buchanani. 3. The singular

group with depaiiperated or serrated leaves, chiefly sub-alpine or alpine,

from V. tetragona to V. Benthami ; and 4. Herbaceous species, analogous
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gr-oup, and by the chief portion of the third gTOiip, was very limited,

but in the second group, judging from a careful examination of the

extensive series of specimens in the Colonial Herbarium at Wellington,

variation was so excessive that it was in many cases difficult to identify

the plant from dried specimens. He had not had the opportunity of

examining these plants in the recent state, but the theory most generally

accepted as to the cause of the variation was, that alterations of the con-

ditions of existence had gradually produced permanent modifications of

form ; and it was urged in support of this view, that the amount of

variation exhibited by a species or variety found in different localities

was but trivial, if its habitats resembled each other in the characters of

soil, shelter or exposui-e, and temj^erature. The truly alpine species

exhibited but a small amount of variation ; in this respect resembling

the lowland herbaceous forms V. elongata, V. anagallis, etc.

6. On a supposed Native Eat, observed at Whangarei. — Extract

of a letter from Mr. J. Martin to Cajitain Hutton.

" In accordance with your request I beg to furnish you with such

particulars as I can remember of a strange species of rat, seen by me at

Pauia Bay, Whangarei, in June, 1869.

" At daybreak I was awakened by the clattering of a rat among

some plates left on the table in an adjoining room, and when I went to

drive away the intruder I found it quietly eating some pumpkin seeds

and taking no notice of my presence. * * * Its appearance was

somewhat different from the common rat ; it measured about six inches

from the tip of its nose to the root of the tail, and the tail was about

seven inches long ; it was mouse-coloured, and darker on the back ; it

had large ears, erect and forward, and bright eyes, and as it sat upon its

haunches reminded me of a squirrel.

" Relating the extraordinary docility of this rat to a friend the next

day, he supposed that it must have been a Native Rat. * '^ *

"I have also heard of one or two animals supposed to be native rats

(from their small size, light colour, and extraordinary tameness), having

been seen at Maungatomoto, Kaipara, and which made no attempt to get

away when they were about to be killed.

" Upon a range of hills through that district there are several pits

;

and a settler there (Mr. J. Kendall) told me that the Maoris had informed

him that these pits were dug out as trajDS or preserves for native rats."

Mr. Kirk stated in reply to a question from Captain Hutton, that

the rat observed by him at Great Omaha, and referi'ed to at the first
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meeting of the present session, differed from the rat described by Mr.

Martin (so far as could be judged from so bi-ief an account), in the much

larger size of the body, greater length of the tail, and absence of docility.

The large size of the ear was a characteristic of both forms. It was

worthy of remark that the Omaha variety appeared to live on good

terms with the ordinary Norway rat.

Captain Hutton said that different species and varieties of rat

inhabiting New Zealand had not received sufficient attention. It had

been stated that the English black rat {Mus rattus) was found here, but he

thought the statement had not been proved, as the Norway rat i^Mus

decumanus) varied greatly in colour. He also considered it very doubtful

if any indigenous rat had been found in New Zealand. Sir George

Grey had informed him that he had sent three specimens of the Maori

rat to Dr. Gray, of the British Museum, and that Dr. Gray had stated,

he could detect no difference between them and a rat inhabiting the

Polynesiin Islands. Taking into consideration the absence of any

knowledge of the fauna of New Zealand before its colonization by the

Maoris, in conjunction with the fact of the so-called Maori rat having

been pronounced identical with a rat found in the countries from which

the Maoris are supposed to have migrated, it appeared to him exceedingly

rash to suppose that an indigenous rat had ever existed in these islands,

esj^ecially in view of the fact that no indigenous rat had yet been found

in any oceanic island.

7. Artesian Wells. Dr. Purchas stated that since the last meeting

he had made enquiry respecting the Artesian well sunk by Messrs.

Thornton, Smith, and Firth, at their mill in Queen-street. The principal

supply was obtained at a depth of 112 feet; an additional supply was

tapped at a depth of 180 feet. The borings were discontinued at the depth

of 480 feet without a further supply having been struck. The water

was perfectly clear, with a slight but not unpleasant chalybeate taste and

smell, and filled the pipes to overflow, a little below high-water mark.

Fine sand was brought up from each water-bed, and required to be

occasionally removed from the pipes.

Mr. Baber hoped that from the encouraging statement just made,

the Provincial Government would be induced to direct experiments to

be made, to test the possibility of a siipply for the city being procured

from this source.

12
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Sixth Meeting. November 7, 1870,

Rev. Dr. Purclias, President, in the chair.

The New Statutes for the election of Honorary Members of the New
Zealand Institute were read by the Pi'esident, and in accordance there-

with three gentlemen were nominated.

1. "On the Use of the Semi-circular Protractor, with a description

of an improved form of that Instrument," by James Stewart, C.E. (See

Tra7isactio7is.)

Remarks on the subject were made by T. Heale, J. Baber,

T. Peacock, and others.

One of Mr. Stewart's improved instruments was exhibited, and met

with general approval.

2. " On New Zealand Flax," by T. S. F. Tinne. (See Pari. Papers.

Flax Commission.) This paper was illustrated by numerous specimens

of raw and manufactured fibre, canvas, rope, etc., and gave rise to

considerable discussion, in which most of the members present took

part.

In the couT*se of his concluding remarks, the aiithor stated that the

first machine capable of preparing Flax was consti'ucted by the firm of

Fraser and Tinne, in July or August, 1867, and that one of the original

machines was still worked at Mr. Jenkins' mill, near Mei'cer.

3. Mr. Kirk exhibited recent specimens of Orobanche, which he had

that day received from Mr. Robert Mair, of Whangai-ei ; a marked

peculiarity of one or two of the specimens consisted in the lower flowers

being produced on slender peduncles, 1" long.

4. "Descriptions of New Plants," by T. Kirk. (See Transactions.)

The plants described were Ranunculus Limosella, A ccena Novce Zelandice,

Fuchsia KirTcii, Panax discolor, Olearia Allomi, Mimidtcs Colensoi,

and Corysanthes Cheesemanii.

Specimens of these plants, from the Museum Herbarium, were

exhibited.

5. " On Economical Railways and Rolling Stock," by J. Stewart, C.E.

(See Transactions.

)

Considerable discussion was caused by this paper, in which Messrs.

Baber, Heale, Tinne, Kirk, Mitford, and others took j^art.

6. " On certain projected Street Improvements in Auckland," by

R. W. Dyson. The author proposed to take advantage of the site of

the Albert Barracks, when handed over to the province, for the forma-
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tion of a boulevard from Shoi'tland-street to tlie Grafton-road, with

branches to Wellesley-street East, and to Princess-street ; he proposed

that it should be formed 150 feet in width—the roadway to be 100 feet,

and the footpaths 25 feet each ; trees to be planted at the verge of the

footpaths, at a distance of about 25 feet apart. He suggested the

weeping willow as being specially adapted for this purpose, and easily

pi-ocured. It would be necessary to have each house form a part of a

grand architectural design, but it would be unnecessary to interfere with

internal arrangements.

The author also suggested the desirability of cutting down Waterloo-

crescent and Princess-street, the waste material from which could be

utilized in filling up the low ground at the back of Shortland-crescent.

This paper was illustrated by an elaborate plan showing the proposed

boulevard, and met with almost entire approval. In the discussion that

ensued, the scheme itself was warmly supported, although suggestions

for improvement on certain points were elicited. It was stated with

regard to planting the vei-ge of the footpaths, that the Oriental and

occidental plane, the Turkey oak (Querelas cerris), the lime, and the

indigenous " ribbon-wood " (^Plagianthios hetidinus), were much better

adapted for the purpose than the weeping willow.

The President' stated that negotiations had been opened with the

Executive Committee of the Mechanics' Institute, with a view to

co-operative action for the erection of suitable buildings, and for other

objects in which both bodies were equally interested.

The various steps that had been taken were fully explained and met

with hearty approval.

This terminated the Session of 1870.



PHILOSOPHICAL INSTITUTE OF CANTERBURY.

Sixth Meeting. August 3, 1870.

Dr. Haast, F.R.S., President, in the chair.

Mr. G. Buckley was elected a member of the Institute.

The Secretary submitted the following resolution from the Council :

—

" That the Council recommend to the immediate and earnest considera-

tion of this Institute, the propriety of petitioning the House of Repre-

sentatives to take steps with a view to establishing a School of Mines in

New Zealand."

Dr. Powell then moved,—" That it is of the utmost importance that

a School of Mines be established in New Zealand, and that Christchurch

presents peculiar advantages for the establishment of such a School

—

{a) from its central position between the mining districts of Otago, West-

land, and Nelson ; (h) from its easy access from all sides by the present

and prospective means of iailand communication
;

(c) by the high standard

of its Public Schools
;

[d) by its possession of a large, well-ordered, and

rapidly increasing Museum, in connection with most of the principal

Museums in the Northern Hemisphere
; {f) by the fact of large reserves

of land having been already made for the endowment of kindred educa-

tional purposes."

Mr. Davie seconded the motion.

The President expressed his strong approval of the course proposed

to be adopted. He deemed the establishment of a School for instruction

in mining matters of the very greatest moment. As one argument in

support of the motion, he alluded to the large sums of money which had

been squandered, not merely in Auckland speculations, but in searching

for gold in parts of this province where there was not the slightest

probability of its being found. He also pointed out that many persons

might attend a School of Mines who were not actually miners, but who

desired instruction in geology, mineralogy, chemistry, or other allied

sciences. He was of opinion that the arguments in respect to the
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peculiar suitability of Cluistchurcla, by reason of its central position,

were incontestable, and hoped the recommendation of the Council would

be taken up with spirit.

The motion was then carried unanimously.

Mr. Jollie moved,—" That a Committee, consisting of the President,

the Honorary Secretary, Mr. Davie, Dr. Powell, and the mover, be

appointed to draw up a petition embodying the above resolution."

Dr. Barker seconded the motion, which was also carried without a

dissentient.

Mr. Marshman moved,—"That a general meeting of the Philo-

sophical Institute be called for to-morrow (Thursday) night, at half-past

seven o'clock, to consider the draft of the petition and enable members

to append their signatures thereto."

Dr. Coward seconded the motion, which was carried ne'm. con.

Dr. Powell in accordance with previous notice moved,—" That the

two upper rooms of the Literary Institute be engaged for the Council

and General Meetings of the Institvite."

Mr. Hart seconded the motion, which was agreed to.

The President then read some notes relative to some erroneotis

statements made by Mr. Buller in a paper concerning the specific names

of New Zealand birds. (Withdrawn by the author.)

Mr. Fereday submitted for inspection a number of sand-worn stones

which he had collected during a recent visit to the boulder bank between

Evans' and Lyall's Bays, "Wellington, and stated that they were speci-

mens of the stones referred to in the paper written by Mr. W. T. L,

Travers, and published in the Transactions of the Ne%o Zealand Institute,

Vol. ii. The stones presented a very peculiar appearance, caused by the

action of the sand driven across their surface by the various winds

prevalent in the locality they were taken from.

The specimens excited considerable interest among the members.

Mr. Davie remarked that he had specimens of a similar kind which

he had picked up in the gorge of the Rakaia.

The President laid upon the table a volume of the Ihis, containing

Dr. Haast's remarks on the Kakapo : presented by Mr, Walter Buller.

Mr. Seeley exhibited a photograph of a remarkable pass at the head

of the Godley glacier, visited by him during the autumn of the present

year, and made some observations concerning its altittide, which is under

6000 feet.

1. " On the Analysis of the Registry of Mortality in the Christ-

church District for the last ten years," by Dr. Powell.
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A short discussion ensued, in which the ojjinions expressed in the

paper and its recommendations were endorsed by Drs. Coward and

Barker.

Seventh (Special General) Meeting. Aicgust 4, 1870.

Dr. Haast, F.R.S., President, in the chair.

Mr. Jollie, as Chairman of the Committee appointed on the previous

evening to draw up a petition for presentation to the General Assembly,

praying for the establishment of a School of Mines in this Island, said

that the committee had departed from the resolution in some measure,

having considered it advisable to include instruction in the science of

agriculture with that of mining. The committee was also of oj^inion

that it would be very desirable to have an observatory established on

the plains. He would now read the draft petition, which was as follows :

—

" We, the undersigned, members of the Philosophical Institute of

Canterbury, beg most respectfully to bring before you.r Honorable House

the expression of our opinion, that the time has arrived when the mining

and agricultural interests of this Island require for their furthur develop-

ment, the establishment of a School of Mines and Agricultiire, in such

a position as may best meet the convenience of the chief centres of

industry.

" We believe that the importance of the interests which would be

served by the foundation of such a School is second to none in New
Zealand, and that the fixrther extension of those interests requires that

instruction should be within reach of those who may desire to avail

themselves of the advantages which such a school of applied science

will afford.

" We beg therefore resjoectfully to petition that your Honorable

House may see fit, during the present session, to take such steps as may

be necessary to establish a School of Mines and Agriculture in tJiis

Island.

"And your petitioners will ever pi'ay."

Mr. C. C. Bowen thought it highly desirable that an observatory

should be established here, and he apprehended that very little difficulty

wovild be experienced in finding a suitable site contiguous to Christ-

church. He considered that the establishment of an observatory should

be specially mentioned in the petition.
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After some discussion, Mi\ Bowen withdrew his suggestion for the

present.

The petition was adopted and signed by those present.

Eighth Meeting. Beptemher 7, 1870.

Dr. Haast, F.B..S., President, in the chair.

The President made a few observations upon the recent earthquake,

intimating his intention of submitting a paper at the next meeting of

the Institute.

1. "On the Ardetia lousilla, by T. H. Potts. (See Transactions.)

The President read a letter from the Hon. John Hall, having

reference to the petition forwarded to him, at Wellington, by the Insti-

tute, in respect to the establishment of a Colonial School of Mines in

Canterbury. The letter stated that the only promise obtained from the

Government on the matter was, that they would take into their con-

sideration the advisability of establishing such a school at Wellington.

The President announced that the Museum would be open in about

a fortnight, or at furthest, before the next meeting of the Provincial

Council. There had been much ixiore work than he expected in pi'e-

paring it, and hence the delay.

Mr. T. Hall stated, in reply to a question, that the committee on

Native Gi'asses had not yet procured much information. The winter

however being over, they would no doubt soon be able to complete their

labours.

The President said he had received a collection of seeds from Vienna,

among which were thirty-five kinds of grass seeds. These had been

placed in the hands of Mr. Armstrong, Government Gardener, who

would sow them in the gardens.

Dr. Powell drew the attention of members to the cii'cumstance

of the curious phenomenon of Parhelion having been seen on Sunday

last. Between the hours of three and five o'clock he saw two bright

spots, one on each side of the sun, which had a tendency to form a circle

of prismatic colours round the orb itself. They were ascribed to floating

ice-crystals in the higher regions of the atmosphere. When the sun

sank lower it was suiTOunded by a very bright halo.

Several members intimated that they had noticed the phenomenon,

and a conversational discussion ensued thereon.
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Ninth Meeting. October 5, 1870.

Dr. Haast, F.R.S., President, in the chair.

Tlie following new members were elected :—A. Lean and Lancelot

Walker.

The Secretary laid on the table several donations of books, which

were acknowledged with thanks.

It was agreed that the Committees on Lectureships and Grasses be

requested to present their Reports at next meeting.

L " On a New Species of Ajiteryx^'' by Julius Haast, Ph.D., F.R.S.

(See Transactions.)

2. " On the Changes in the Nomenclature of the New Zealand

Ferns," by J. D. Enys. (See Transactio7is.)

Annual General Meeting. November 2, 1870.

Dr. Haast, F.R.S., President, in the chair.

The Annual Report was read by the Secretary, of which the

following is an Abstract :

—

The Report which the Council now submits to the members of the

Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, applies to a period of eighteen

months. This extension of time is owing to the change which was

effected last year in the date at which the oiEcial year of the Society's

proceedings should commence. That date is now fixed for the 1st

January of each year. Dviring these eighteen months twenty-five new

member's have joined the Society. Fifty Pounds sterling have been

remitted to London for the purchase of books, and £40 for a microscope

for the use of the Society. There is at present a balance in hand of

£29 4s. 4d. The sum of £79 16s. 2d. has been paid by the Treasurer

to the Director of the Museum. Some steps have been taken with a

view to secure the establishment of Lectureships in connection with the

Museum, as will be seen from the Report of the Committee appointed to

confer with the Provincial Government on that matter. The Council is

strongly of opinion that, in order to render the Museum directly and

actively useful to the community, the Directorship should be made a

permanent appointment, and should be combined with a Lectureship on

Natural History. The addition of other Lectureships ought gradually

to follow, until a complete scientific coui'se be provided. The Report of
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tlie Committee on Native and other Grasses is also appended, and will

serve to sliow the importance of the subject and the difficulties which

surround its prosecution. The Council hopes that the revised Code of

Rules recently adopted, and the removal of the Institute to the more

commodious and accessible I'ooms which it now occupies, will greatly

facilitate the operations of the Society, and enable it to pi'osecute, with

increased vigour and success, its investigations in the various branches

of science and philosoj^hy.

Charles Fraser, Hon. Sec.

Appendix No. 1.

Report of the Committee appointed to confer loith the Provincial Government

on the Institution of Lectureships in connection with the Museum.

The appointment of the Committee is in the following terms :

—

*' That a Committee be appointed to communicate with the Provincial

Government, with a view to the establishment of an annual course of

lectures on Natural Science, in connection with the Museum ; the

Committee to consist of his Honor Mr. Justice Gresson, the Hon. John

Hall, Dr. Haast, Dr. TurnbuU, Rev. Canon Wilson, and Rev. Charles

Fraser." Owing to vai-ious circumstances the Committee has been

unable to have an interview with his Honor the Superintendent and

his Executive Council, but it has reason to believe that the Provincial

Government is not unfavourable to the object held in view, and

further believes that this object has been as effectively promoted as was

possible by the Committee itself, by the examination of several of its

members before a Select Committee of the Provincial Council. It is

hoped that a bill now before the Provincial Council for the establish-

ment upon a permanent basis of the Museum, a Public Libraiy, and

School of Science, will, if passed, meet the views of the Institute in

appointing this Committee. It is satisfactory to know that the import-

ance of establishing lectureships in connection with the local Museums

of the colony, has been formally recognized under the New Zealand

University Bill of this present year.

Julius Haast.

Charles Fraser.

James S. Turnbull.

Appendix No. 2.

Report of the Committee appointed to obtain information as to Native

and other Grasses.

Your Committee, in bringing up their second Report, have to state

that, owing to the season of the year having been unfavourable for

13



their investigations, very little lias been done by them since their last

report was presented.

The minutes of the meetings which have been held will show that a

comminiication has been received from Mr. Kirk, of Auckland, in reply

to the circular sent to him last year, in which he gives a great deal of

valuable information on native as well as on inti'oduced grasses, and

which will be most useful to the Committee when giving in their

final report. Mr. Kirk has also forwarded a number of specimens of

grasses common in the Province of Auckland, some of which it is

believed are not to be found in Canterbury.

Mr. Armstrong has kindly presented to the Committee a fine

collection of European and Native Grasses, the latter named and

arranged by his son, and presented by him to the Institute, which will

be of great service for reference, not only to the Committee, but to the

members of the Institute generally.

With respect to these specimens, your Committee believe that great

assistance towards forwarding the object in view would be afforded by

rendering them accessible to those who take an interest in the subject,

as an examination would enable them to learn the names of the grasses

about which information is wanted, and thus one difficulty, namely,

that of identifying the grasses with the scientific names, would be

removed.

As the seeding season of grasses is now approaching, a number of

circulars requesting specimens with remarks thereon have been sent

out to such runholders, farmers, and others, as the Committee think

most likely to take a little trouble in the matter, but the failure in

acquiring information in this way experienced last year, has taught the

Committee to rely more upon themselves than others for the future,

a course which they intend to adopt.

In sending out the former circulars, attention was exclusively directed

to the subject of native grasses, but the Committee, in addition, have

now forwarded a number of circulars to various agriculturists and others,

asking for special information on the subject of imported grasses, and

on their experience in their cultivation, and this course is likely to

result in information being received that will prove not only of interest

but of great value.

Robert "Wilkin, Chairman.

12th October, 1870.



OTAGO INSTITUTE

Seventh- Meeting. August 9, 1870.

His Honor Mr. Justice Chapman, President, in the chair.

The following new members were elected :—A. A. Barnet, John

Mitchell, A. W. Smith, H. J. Walter, Basil Sievwright, and DArcy

Haggitt.

1. " On Periodic Vertical Oscillations of the Earth's Atmosphei-e,

and the connexion existing between the Fluctuations of Pressure as

indicated by the barometer and the changes of the weather," by H. Skey.

(See Transactions.)

The paper was illustrated by diagrams and experiments.

2. " On a (supposed) New Species of Bittern, from the Lake Dis-

trict, " by A. C. Pardie.

(abstract.)

This bird was killed at the head of the Wakatipu Lake, above

Queenstown, and forwarded to the Museum by Mr. J. S. Worthington.

It is not described by Mr. BuUer in his Essay " On the Ornithology of

New Zealand," which forms part of the Traoisactions of the New Zealand

Institute, Vol. i. ; biit a similar bird is referred to in a paper read by

Mr. Buller last year, before the Wellington Philosophical Society, as

having been received at the Canterbury Museum.

This bird is provisionally named the New Zealand Little Bittern

{Ardeola Novce Zelandice), and the following is a description of it :

—

Height 12|in. ; length from point of bill to tip of tail 14|in. ; from tip

of bUl to gape 2f in. ; wing from flexus 6 in. Tibia is feathered

to fin. of tarsus joint; mid toe 2|in., serrated as in common bittern;

primary quills of wings and tail bluish black above, shading into slate

colour below ; wing coverts buff ; scapulars, back, and centre ribs, dark

brown, shading into rufous down each web ; margins light buff; flexure

joint tipped with a rufous or rust-coloured spot ; top of head bhiish

black ; back of neck rusty brown ; front of neck or throat reddish brown
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with broad white webs or margins ; breast chestBut colour with light

buff margins ; nnder body and thighs brown with greyish white margins;

legs and bill yellowish green ; eyes rufous brown. *"

3. " On the Skeleton of a Bird (supposed to be a Swan), found in

Dunedin," by A. C. Purdie.

(abstract.)

This skeleton was found in the bed of an old creek, near the "Water

of Leith, and to all appearances mu.st have been there at a period prior

to the formation of this settlement, as the ground has been in the

author's possession for upwards of nine years, and lias never been

disturbed.

As set up, it stands 36 in. high ; full length of body from neck

vertebra to tip of caudal vertebra 17 in. j caudal 3 in. ; neck 33 in.

;

head and bill 5^ in. ; wings, humerus, 10 in. ; ulna 9| in. ; metacarpus

4|in. ; os magnum, or phalanx, 2 in. ; thumb l|^in. ; femur 3| in.
;

tibia 7J in. ; tarsus 4^ in, ; centre toe 5^ in. ; number of vertebrae from

sacrum to cranium 30 ; caudal 8.

Eighth Meeting. August 24, 1870.

•His Honor Mr. Justice Chapman, President, in the chair.

The following new members were elected :—Revs. E. G. Edwards

and E. H. Granger; W. IST. Blair, Richard Wilding, Thomas Ulph,

J. B. Park, and John Stables.

1. "On the Political and Economical Aspect of Railways," by

Mr. Justice Chapman. (See Transactions.)

Mr. Bathgate expressed the pleasure he had experienced in listening

to the interesting and able address of the President, and was glad to

corroborate the statements made therein. He had considerable expe-

rience on this subject, and had had the honour to be examined

before Pai*liament with regard to more than one railway. The cost of

railways in England was 600 millions, the national debt 800 millions.

The introduction of railways into any country was a double gain ; it

increased production, and decreased the cost of production. He referred

to the necessity of constructing a cheap line of railway, which would be

sufficient for all their requirements, one not to cost over £5000 per mile,

and pointed out the advisability of their urging forward the formation of

railways in Otago.

* Mr. Potts has identified this Bittern as Ardetta pusilla, Gould. See ante,

page 95; also, No. B. 75, Art. XI., Trans., Vol. iii.—Ed.
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Ninth Meeting. S&ptember 13, 1870.

Mr. J. T. Thomson, F.R.G.S., Yice President, in the chair.

The following new members were elected :—Wm. Mason, H, J. Abel,

and W. Downie Stuart.

1. The non-mathematical portion of a paper, " On Central Forces,

—

especially as regards Force varying directly as the distance," by

R. Wilding, was read.

(abstract.)

In nature, all forces tend towards certain points, or " centimes of

foi'ce," these centres being the affected particles themselves. These

attractive forces are found to depend principally on the mutual distances

apart of the particles ; and the nature of this dependence on the distance

is denominated the law oiforce.

The particular " law of force " by which a moving body is actuated

may be ascertained from the nature of the curve in which it moves, and

this last is a matter to be determined by observation.

When two material particles move in obedience to their mutual

attractions, whatever the law of force may be, it may be shown that (1)

they move in a plane which is invariable, (2) their common centre of

gravity moves with uniform velocity in a straight line (this velocity may

be zero), and (3) the lines joining the bodies and their common centre of

gravity sweeps out equal areas in equal times. But, in the case of more

than two bodies in motion attracting each other, it is generally found

that neither moves continually in the same orbit, but is disturbed by the

attraction of the others, and compelled to vary its course considerably.

This is the case in the solar system. Neither the earth nor any of

the other planets move in fixed orbits, but are continually perturbed in

their motions, but certain peculiarities in its present constitution

effectually prevent any injury to its stability.

The particular law of force proposed for consideration by the

author, is that each particle attracts proportionally to its mass and

distance from the attracted particle. It is shown that the members of a

system of material particles actuated by this law would move in

permanent undisturbed orbits, that is, there would be no perturbation.

The orbits would be ellipses, relatively to the principal heavy central

body which would be in the common centre of the ellipses, and the mean

angular motions would be all equal, that is, all would complete their

revolutions in equal times.
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2. " On the Mechanics and Mechanical Economy of Railways," by

G. M. BaiT. (See Transactions.)

Mr. Bathgate, in opposition to the views enunciated in this paper,

advocated the construction of narrow gauge railways, lightly built, and

adapted to the natural features and sufficient for the traffic of this

country ; not a system of wide gauge railways, with deep cuttings and

tunnels, and heavy rolling stock.

Mr. Blair said that the estimates of the Clutha line compared

favourably with the light lines which had been constructed in Queens-

land. The estimate of the proposed line was £15,000 more than the

average cost of the same length of the narrow gauge line in Queensland'

and the diiference was, he considered, so much laid out towards securing

the safety of those who would travel by it.

Mr. Watt alkided to the success of the Dun Mountain Railway

whilst the ore was required, and said he would advocate light railways

and a narrow gauge. There was no use in having heavy engines and

heavy trucks pulling a little weight.

Mr. Cargill participated in the feeling of dissatisfaction expressed by

Messrs. Bathgate and Watt at the statements set forth in the paper,

for, according to it, railways with the traffic here could not be worked

except at a loss. The engineers here shoiild study economy, and suit

the means to the end.

Mr. Stout was understood to support the arguments set forth in the

paper. We might get a cheap railway, but it wovild ]iot eventually be

able to carry the traffic as the trade of the inland districts expanded.

Mr. Wilding thought the only way to economize would be to have

the rails and rolling stock no heavier than would suffice to carry the

traffic, and as inexpensive as possible. The bridges and stations should

be cheap and unornamental, and constructed at the lowest possible

expense.

Mr. Hawthorne did not think it fair to take the average cost per

mile of the Queensland railways as a standard of comparison, for they

were constructed over a country, part of which was remarkably

precipitous, and this had tended to raise considerably their average cost.

Railways had been constructed in some parts of the country at from

£6000 to £7000 per mile, and their cost had been increased by the

Government taking the initiative. But now, with the experience gained

there, he had heard that railways could be constructed for about £4000

per mile. Mr. Doyne, of Victoria, once the champion of the 4 ft. 8|^ in.

gauge, had, with others, since his visit to Queensland, expressed himself
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as being strongly in favoui' of the 3 ft. 6 in. gauge. It was best adapted

to tbe conformation of the country, and more svxitable to the traffic there.

The single line of railway, which he had not heard referred to, might

possibly be found of use in parts of this country. The borrowing

of large sums might some day land the country in anything but a solvent

position, and he thought it wise that all available information should be

collected before the construction of new works was iindertaken.

The Rev. Mr. Stuart said that railways were the life of a country,

and they had arrived at that stage when something practical should be

done, but he did not believe that they could get good railways constructed

at a low price.

The Chairman said that the " battle of the gauges " was occupying the

attention of the ablest engineers in the home country. Some of the most

eminent men were ranged on both sides, and no doubt both parties were

acting on opinions drawn from their own experience. But, as colonists,

he thought they had to consider what best suited them, indejDendent of

England, Norway, or any other country. He thought, considering the

conformation of the colony, that there would be considerable diversity of

opinion in the different provinces with respect to the advantages of the

different gauges. The gauge of the Canterbury Railway was 5 ft. 3 in., that

of the Southland Railway 4 ft. 8| in., and that of Otago, whose confor-

mation was different from that of those provinces, would, he thovight, be

of another width. Here the country was different from the plains of

Canterbury. It was hilly, and they would have to carry their railway into

the interior to reach the centres of mining and farming. In the narrow

gauge there was a saving in the cutting. The carriages were spread

over a greater length than on the wide gauge, and the weight was there-

fore distributed over a greater area—hence the bridges need not be so

strongly constructed. The question was whether the population of New
Zealand could bear the cost of the proposed lines. Mr. Barr's common

sense views would, he thought, act as correctives to those who were more

enthusiastic.

Mr. Barr, in reply, said he would consider an engineer veiy culpable

who stated ^dews which coiild not be borne out by figures. He certainly

could not tell upon what grounds Mr. Bathgate had founded his views,

and he adhered to the opinion that the 4 ft. 8^ in. gauge was the best for

the country.
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Tenth (Special) Meeting. October 31, 1870.

Mr. J. T. Thomson, F.R.G.S., Vice President, in the chair.

The Chairman stated that the meeting had been called for the

purpose of appointing a member of the Otago Institute to vote in the

election of Governors of the New Zealand Institute.

On the motion of Mr. W. D. Murison, seconded by Dr. Hocken,

Mr. Justice Cliapman was appointed.

Eleventh Meeting. November 22, 1870.

His Honor Mr. Justice Chapman, President, in the chair.

The following new members were elected :—Drs. Buchanan and

W. A. Yates; W. A. Tolmie, Wm. Dahymple, G. H. Campbell,

J. T. McKerras, B. C. Haggitt, Thos. Calcutt, Henry Howorth, T. K.

"Weldon, James Walcot, Percy Neill, E. W. Humphreys, B. S. Gardiner,

D. L. Simpson, and George Yoimg.

1. " On some Ethnological Considerations as to the Whence of the

Maori," by J. T. Thomson, F.R.G.S. (See Transactions.)

The author, in a very full manner, dealt with the probable origin

of the different races inhabiting the Malay Peninsula and Indian Archi-

pelago, illustrating his remarks with drawings of natives belonging to the

various tribes inhabiting these regions, as well as Hindostan. He
referred also to the peculiarities of the languages of those races, more

especially the Malays ; and stated that his opinion was different from

that generally held, that the Maoris were of Malay origin.

As the paper extended to a considerable length, it was determined

to postpone the reading of the latter part until the following Tuesday

Twelfth Meeting. November 29, 1870.

His Honor Mr. Justice Chapman, President, in the chair.

The remainder of Mr. J. T. Thomson's paper on the "Whence of

the Maori," was read.



NELSON ASSOCIATION FOR THE PROMOTION

OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY.

At a PreKminary Meeting held at the Masonic Hotel, Nelson, June 9,

1869, for the purpose of forming a Society for the Promotion of Scientific

Objects. The Bishop of Nelson in the chair. An Address was

delivered by Dr. Williams ; after which it was proposed by Mr.

Huddleston, seconded by Mr. Fletcher, and carried unanimously,

—

"That those present having heard the paper read by Dr. Williams

propose that, in accordance with suggestions therein contained, a Society

be formed in Nelson for collecting scientific statistics and facts of

Natural History, and for pi'omoting the knowledge of the natural

resources of the country."

First Meeting. June 16, 1869.

The Bishop of Nelson in the chair.

The Rtdes of the Association were discussed and agreed to.

Second Meeting. July 7, 1869.

The Bishop of Nelson in the chair.

The Bye-laws were agreed to.

An address, " On the General Objects of the Association," was read

by the Chairman,

Third Meeting, July 28, 1869,

Dr, Williams in the chair.

The following Office-bearers were elected :
—President, Sir David

Monro ; Vice President, The Bishop of Nelson ; Treasurer, Mr, C,

Hunter Brown; Committee, Dr, Williams, Messrs. Gouland, Fletcher,

W. Huddleston, and Dr. Irvine.

Fourth Meeting. August 4, 1869. *

The Bishop of Nelson, Vice President, in the chair.

Dr. Irvine read a paper, " On the Minuteness of the Particles of

Substances, as illustrated by the Phenomenon of Luminous Combustion,"

14
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Fifth Meeting. September 1, 1869.

Mr. C H. Brown, Treasurer, in the chair.

Mr. J. Smith was unanimoiisly appointed Hon. Secretary.

Dr. Williams read a paper, " On the Cultivation and Preparation of

Flax " (see Pari. Papers, Flax Commission, 1870, D 14, p. 40), and

compared the merits of Linum usitatissimum and Phormium tenax as

objects of cultivation in this colony.

Sixth Meeting. October 6, 1869.

Mr. C. H. Brown, Treasurer, in the chair.

A conversation took place on the subject of Dr, Williams' paper read

at the last meetiner.

Seventh Meeting. November 3, 1869,

The Bishop of Kelson, Yice President, in the chair.

A letter from Dr. Hector was read, announcing the despatch of a

case of specimens of the Thames reefs and bed-rocks.

Mr. T. Mackay exhibited specimens of New Zealand flax prepared

by himself.

Mr. Warden Broad gave the meeting an account of the country in

the neighbourhood of the Wangapeka, and particularly of the Blue Creek

reef

Eighth Meeting. December 1, 1869.

Mr. George Williams in the chair.

Mr. T. Mackay, Senr., read a paper, " On JSTew Zealand Flax, and

its preparation for manufacturing purposes." (See Pari. Papers., Flax

Commission, 1870, D 14, p. 44.)

Ninth Meeting. February 2, 1870.

Sir D. Monro, President, in the chair.

A conversation took place on the subjects of Flax and Silk culture

and manufacture.

Tenth Meeting. March 3, 1870.

Sir D. Monro, President, in the chair.

A paper, " On Sericiculture," prepared by Mr. T. C. Batchelor, was

read. (See Pari. Papers, 1870.)
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Eleventh Meeting. A2)ril 6, 1870.

Sir D. Moni'o, President, in the chair.

Mr. Wells read a paper, " On the resemblance of the country in the

neighbourhood of the Dun Mountain and the Wairoa Gorge to the mining

districts of Queensland and Auckland." (See Transactions.) To

illustrate his subject, he had before him, on the table, specimens of

several of the rocks mentioned in his paper, and the resemblance of

stone from the Maitai to specimens from the Thames was very striking.

An interesting conversation followed, in which the President and

several of the members took part, and it was cursorily stated that both

reef and alluvial gold had been obtained from the Maitai within the last

few days.

Twelfth Meeting. May 4, 1870.

The Bishop of Nelson, Vice President, in the chair.

Mr. Wells read a letter from Dr. Hector, stating that Mr. Skey,

Analyst to the Geological Survey, had examined the Cupreous and

Chi'omic Iron Ores from the Dun Mountain, and in both had detected

distinct, though small, traces of gold.

A discussion ensued as to the desirability of affiliating the

Association with the N^ew Zealand Institute, and Txltimately a Committee

was appointed to consider and rej)ort on the subject.

The Yice President then read a paper, forwarded by Dr. Haast,

" On the Thermal Springs on the Hanmer Plains, Province of Nelson."

(See Transactions.)

Mr Mackay then read the first part of liis paper, " On Technical

Education,"

(abstract.
)

The author points out that in this coui:itry, where flax and wool are

produced in quantity, fitted for any purpose, whether coarse or fine,

there were no manufactures of either, save some rope of the one, and

coarse cloth of tlie other ; both, be it said, however, good in their way.

Timber of any dimensions and quality, suited to the multitudinous uses

it can be turned to, even to the finest articles of furniture, and yet but

little used. Coal, inferior in quality to none in the world, but the

supply hitherto of that fuel derived from England or New South Wales.

Iron ore of every kind, with its kindred fluxes side by side, not only not
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utilized, but a bad quality of pig-metal imported from home, while much

refuse metal and iron that could readily be converted into good wrought

iron, wastefully thrown aside. Lime and other building stones, cement,

gypsum, as well as brick clay, in the same profusion, some little used,

but most neglected. Copper, silver, and gold swell the list, promising

to reach no mean magnitude as items of production, but the mining for

them, as well as their after treatment, conducted in an extravagant

fashion, and with an entire want of scientific knowledge.

He next points out that even the most important article of food

—

flour—is provided principally from Southern Aiistralia and California,

with this strange anomaly that, whilst one province gluts its market

from these countries, a neighbouring province, having enough and to

spare, exports its surplus to Europe ; and that the only present successful

institution in the category of colonial manufactures is heer.

As a means of stimulating attention to industrial manufactures, the

author urges the introduction of rudimentaiy scientific instruction into

Common Schools, and also the formation of an institution where prac-

tical or technical science might be acquired. He then gives an

indication of the branches of instruction iisualJy inckided in such a

cotxrse.

Thirteenth Meeting. June 1, 1870.

Sir D. Monro, President, in the chair.

The Report of Special Committee appointed at last meeting was read

by the Secretary, as follows:—" The Committee having carefully perused

the rules of the New Zealand Institute, are of opinion that it is highly

desirable that this Association should be afiiliated with the New Zealand

Institute, and that efforts should be made to extend the number of

members, so that the aggregate income of the Association may amount

to the sum fixed as the condition of affiliation, namely, £50 per annum
;

and they further recommend that, in order to comply with the conditions

of affiliation, the subscription be raised from ten shillings to one guinea

per annum."

On the motion of the Bishop of Nelson, seconded by Mr. Mackay,

the above report was unanimously adopted.

Dr. Williams then read a paper descriptive of a Fox Shark which

had been caught in the Bay, and which belonged to the genus Alo2nas.

Three photogTaphs of the animal were exhibited.
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Annual Meeting. July 6, 1870.

The Bishop of Nelson, Yice President, in the chair.

This being the first Annual Meeting of the Association, the Secretary-

read the report of the Committee for the past year.

Election of Office-bearerers : — The President, Yice President,

Treasurer, and Secretary were re-appointed ; Messrs. Fletcher,

Hiiddleston, and Dr. Williams were re-appointed on the Committee,

and Messrs. T. Mackay and A. Sclanders were chosen in place of Messrs.

Gouland and Irvine, who had left the colony.

First Meeting. August 3, 1870.

Dr. Williams in the chair.

Mr. Lee gave a lecture, " On the History of Astronomical Science

prior to the time of Nicholas Copernictis."

Second Meeting. September 7, 1870.

The Bishop of Nelson, Yice President, in the chair.

The question of affiliation with the New Zealand Institute was.

discussed, and the following resolution carried unanimously :
—" That

proper steps be taken at once for the purpose of affiliating this

Association with the New Zealand Institute."

The Yice President read a letter from a gentleman who had formerly

derived great benefit from bathing in the Hanmer Plain Hot Springs.

Third Meeting. October 5, 1870.

Sir D. Monro, President, in the chair.

A letter, from Dr. Hector to the Bishop of Nelson, was read,

acknowledging the receipt of the communication relative to the

incorporation of this Association with the New Zealand Institute, and

promising to lay the same before the Board of Governors at their next

meeting.

Dr. Irvine reported the progress made by the Committee in their

negotiations with the Nelson Institute, and read the terms of agi-eement

made by the Committees of both Societies.

Fourth (Extraordinary) Meeting. October 27, 1870.

Dr. Williams in the chair.

The Chairman stated that the meeting had been called for the pur-

pose of nominating a member of the Society to vote in the election of
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Governors of tlie New Zealand Institute, in accordance with Clause 7

of tlie Institute Act.

On tlie motion of Dr. Irvine, seconded by Mr. Mackay, tlie Bishop

of Nelson was appointed.

Fifth Meeting. November 2, 1870.

The Bishop of Nelson, Yice President, in the chair.

Mr. Josepli Mackay was elected a member of the Association.

1. Mr. F. Simmons then I'ead a paper, " On the best means of Diffusing

and Promoting Higher Education in this Colony." (See Transactions.)

A long discussion took j)lace, in which the Bishop of Nelson, Captain

Eougli, Mr. Hunter Brown, Dr. Irvine, Mr. Luckie, Mr. "Sclanders,

Mr. Levestam, and the President, took part.

2. The President mentioned that a stag had been seen by some men on

Mr. Kerr's run, near Lake Rotoiti, in the act of shedding his antlers,

which they afterwards found and brought away.

Sixth Meeting. December 7, 1870.

Dr. Williams in the chair.

The following new members were elected :—J. C. Richmond, J. T.

Lowe, A. S. Atkinson, John Sharp, W. C. Hodgson, — Holloway,

Joseph Webb, Joseph Harley, Rev.— ThorjD, Dr. Greenwood, and Felix

Wakefield, F.L.S.

1. A letter from Dr. Haast was read drawing attention to the difference

in the temperature of the Hot Springs of the Hanmer Plain as recorded

by Dr. Hector and by himself, and inferring that the temperature varies

at different seasons of the year. (See Transactions.)

2. Three gentlemen were nominated for election as Honorary Members

of the New Zealand Institute.

3. Mr. Huddleston laid on the table three specimens of the New Zea-

land Land Snail {Helix Hochstetteri),—one presented to the Association

by Mr. Reuben Waite, was found by him at an elevation of 4500 feet

above the level of the sea,—the otliers were found in the Picton bush,

and presented by Miss Seymour.

4. Mr. John Avery then exhibited his ajiparatus for detecting the

presence of heat in the interior of bales of wool, flax, etc., and read a

paper in which he described a practical method of using the thermometer

for ascertaining the temperature of cai'go after being stowed.
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TRANSACTIONS
OF THE

NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE

1870.

I._ZOOLOGY.

Art. I.

—

On the New Zealand Rat. By Walter Buller, F.L.S., F.G.S.

(With Illustrations.

)

[Read before the Wellington PMlosopMcal Society, June 25, 1870.]

According to native tradition and tlie accounts of tlie early colonists, there

formerly abounded in New Zealand a small frugivorous rat, which has, within

the last quarter of a century, become almost extinct. The extermination of

this apparently indigenous species is generally attributed to the introduced

brown rat {Mits decumanus)^ which now infests the country and devours

everything that comes in its way ; and the Maoris are accustomed to speculate,

by comparison, on their own ultimate extinction in like manner before the

stronger Anglo-Saxon race, which is fast gaining the ascendancy. " As the

pakeha rat has eaten up the Maori rat, so will the pakeha kill the Maori," has

already passed into a proverb.

Whether the so-called ISTew Zealand rat was indigenous to the country, or

whether it came with the first Maori immigrants, it is impossible now to

determine. But one thing is certain, namely, that within the memory of the

present generation of Maoris it abounded in such numbers as to constitute a

staple article of animal food. Certain wooded districts were renowned for rats,

and at particular seasons of the year, hunting parties, often a hundred strong,

were formed, and tra23ping carried on in a systematic manner. On these

occasions thousands of rats were captured and eaten, or potted down in their

own fat for future use.

Even at the present day, in the investigation of title before the Native

Lands Court, the trapping of rats in former times is often brought forward by

the claimants, as one of the recognized acts of ownership on the part of the

tribe so claiming, and in support of the original native title.

B



Considering tliese facts, and particularly the extreme scarcity of the New
Zealand rat, the discovery of a genuine specimen is an interesting event in our

local natural history. A small rat recently caught on Mr. Owen's estate, at

Wangaehu, and forwarded to me "in the flesh," has been identified by the

Maoris of this district (where it was formei-ly very abundant) as the veritable

Kiore Maori. I have accordingly preserved the animal entire, in spirits, and

it is now deposited in the Colonial Museum. If (as seems highly probable)

this rat should prove to be new to science, I propose to distinguish it as

Mus NovcB Zelandice ; and in order to place on record a description available

for reference and comparison, I beg to offer the following notes, being tlie

result of my examination of the fresh specimen.

Fur above bluish black ; sides of nose, chin, thi-oat, and underside of body

and inner sides of limbs uniform bluish gTey ; ears, feet and tail dark brown
;

soles flesh brown. The ears are large, rounded and naked, and the fur covering

the body is soft and glossy. The tail is elongate, scaly, and covered with

minute spinous hairs. The upper side of both fore and hind feet covei-ed with

minute soft hairs, lengthening at the extremity of the toes, and curving over

the claws, which are short, arched, sharp, brown in their basal portion and

horn coloured at the tip. The fur of the back and sides with abundant

lengthened hairs, but scarcely more rigid than the under fur ; no long hairs on

the under parts. Whiskers numerous, slender, flexible, the longest measuring

two inches. Eyes moderate. The cutting teeth are yellow and perfectly

smooth in front, the lower ones narrow, somewhat compressed and rounded in

front. In certain lights the fur of the back has a purplish metallic lustre.

Adult female : six lateral ventral teats (three on each side) ; no pectoral

teats.

Length, snout to base of tail 6i inches.

3
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Unlike the common rat, this animal is perfectly free from odour or smell

of any kind, which is probably due to the nature of its food, this consisting

almost entirely of fruits and berries. At first glance it has more the appear-

ance of a gigantic mouse than of a true rat ; and on closer examination it

presents a marked resemblance to the black rat {Mus rattus), which was

formerly abundant in Britain, a phytophagous animal, feeding chiefly on herbs

and seeds. As all naturalists are aware, this species has, in like manner to

the New Zealand rat, become almost extinct in the British Isles, where it

once abounded in great numbers. "Whether," writes Macgillivray, "the

destruction of this animal has been effected by the larger and more ferocious

brown rat, or like that of many tribes of the human species, has resulted from
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the diminution of food, caused by the overwhehning increase of an unfriendly

race, it is impossible to determine. It has, indeed, been alleged by many

naturalists, that the brown rat has actually worried to death its less powerful

relative ; and, although this is mere conjecture, it is by no means improbable

if we consider the character of that audacious animal, which has been known,

when hard pressed, to attack even one of the lords of creation, when unusually

hungry to gnaw the flesh of his defenceless offspring, and, when famished, to

kill and devour its own kind."*

[This rat resembles Mus fuscipes of Waterhouse and Darwin {Zool.

of Voyage of H. M. S. ^^ Beagle" Vol. i., p. 66), which inhabits the southern

part of the Australian continent. This rat is said to be not uncommon

on board steamers trading between New Zealand and that country, and

maintains its position against the brown Norway rat [M. decwtnanus) ; the

two S23ecies have been known to occupy different parts of the same ship.

An ocherous-coloured rat (a drawing of which, from a specimen in the

Auckland Museum, has been forwarded by Captain Hutton), was obtained in

New Zealand by Mr. J. Thorpe, in January, 1853, and appears to represent,

in this country, a species introduced from Australia {M. Gouldi), from the

Sydney district. (See Ilhistration.)

The illustration of the rat described by Mr. Buller is taken from a siDecimen

preserved in spirits. The drawing supplied by Captain Hutton is taken from

a stuffed specimen, and the following descriptive notes were sent with it :

—

* Some discussion having taken place at the meeting of the Society, on the 25th June,

when the above paper was read, as to " whether any native be now living who could

really identify the native rat," (See Proceedings W. P. Society, p. 24,) I beg to add the

following extract from a letter which I received from the Rev. T. Chapman, of Maketu,

fifteen years ago:—"Relative to the New Zealand rat : T never possessed but one, and

it hung up till it rotted away. I have neither seen nor heard of one for these ten years.

The only description I can give you of it is that, as far as I remember, it was a true rat,

only that the ears were larger and rounded at the end. As far as I know, their habits are

the same as those of the Norway rat. * * * x was assured by a chief, of Tauranga, that

previous to the introduction of the cat there was a rat, of a species larger than the Nor-

way rat, in New Zealand, but that it was always very scarce." (November 5, 1855.)

Dr. Dieffenbach, writing in 1843, states,— " The indigenous rat has now become so

scarce, owing to the extermination carried on against it by the European rat, that I could

never obtain one. A few, however, are still found in the interior, viz., at Rotorua,

where they have been seen by the Rev. Mr. Chapman, who described them as being

much smaller than the Norway rat." {App. Dieff. N. Z., p. 185.)

My friend, Major Nixon, informs me that when travelling in the interior of this

province about sixteen years ago,' the native who accompanied him killed a " Maori rat,"

which was feasting on the ripe fruit of the kiekie {Freycinetia BanJcsii). His description

of this rat, from memory, accords exactly with the specimen which 1 have brought under

the notice of the Society.



"Length, from snout to root of tail. . . .5-2 inclies.

„ of tail . . . . , . . 3-3 „

„ of head . . . . . . . 1*38 „

Front feet 4-toed, hind feet .5-toed ; thumb with a claw. Teeth yellow. Tail

scaly and covered with short stiff white hairs to the end. ISTose shaip pointed.

Ears long (0-6 inch), rather pointed, yellowish brown, covered with minute

hairs. Back and sides light reddish brown, inclining more to yellow on the

shoulders and head. Snout, throat, cheeks, belly and feet dirty white. Fur

below the hair slate blue.

"This specimen was presented to the Auckland Museum by Mr. J. Thorpe,

in January, 1853."

Two skins of the same sjDecies of rat as that described by Mr. Buller have

since been received from Mr. Moore, who obtained them on the East Coast of

the Wellington Province.

—

Ed.]

Art. U.—A List of the Lizards inhabiting New Zealand^ vjith Descriptions.

By Walter Buller, E.L.S., F.G.S.

(With Illustrations.)

\Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, October 22, 1870.]

As some confusion has hitherto existed in the nomenclature and classification

of the New Zealand lizards, I beg to lay before the Society a list of those

already known to science, with a short description of each species for the

purpose of identification. I am, however, of opinion that in some instances

the difierences which have been accepted by Dr. Gray and others as sufiicient

to mark distinct species, are due either to sex or age, and are not of any definite

value as specific characters. There is, moreover, among this section, a great

tendency to individual variation, and mere difierences of colour, unless well

marked and constant, are therefore a somewhat unsafe guide in the deter-

mination of species.

Further information on this branch of our local zoology is much to be

desired. The Kawekaweau, a beautiful striped lizard, sometimes attaining a

length of two feet, is still undescribed. It was formerly abundant in the

forests north of Auckland, and is still occasionally met with. Mr. F. E.

Maning, of Hokianga, recently obtained possession of a pair of live ones, but

unfortunately for science, one of them was devoured by a cat and the other

made its escape. A black lizard, described by Mr. Thomas Kirk as having

been seen by him on the cluster of rocky islets ofi" the west coast of the Great

Barrier, known as Grey's Archipelago, will probably prove to be a new

form. Descriptions of three new species, which I have ventured to name

Ilinulia variegata, Mocoa striata, and Naidtinus sulphureus, are included in

the following paper.







Genus Hinulia. Lygosma, part, Dum. et Bib. Le KeneuXj part, Cocteau.

Diagnosis.—Head subquadrangxilar. Heel surrounded with granules.

Characters.—Frontal plate oblong. Rostral erect, triangular. Palate

tootlaless, with, a deep triangular notch in front. Body fusiform. Scales

smooth, thin ; the two central preanal scales larger than the rest. Tail

tapering, loundish. Legs moderate. Toes 5-5, slendei-, compressed. Heel of

the hind feet surrounded with granides.

—

Brit. Mus. Cat., p. 74.

1. Hinulia ornata, Gray.

Bright pale brown, varied with black and white spots, sides with an

irregular narrow pale streak above ; scales with short black streaks, some

black on each edge, white in the centre ; ears moderate, rounded, simple edged.

A variety of this species in my possession, differs from Gray's type, in

having the sides more variegated with black and white, the marginal streak on

the sides distinct but interrupted, and the whole of the t\nder parts irregularly

and minutely spotted with brown. There is, moreover, a white spot margined

with black between the eye and edge of upper jaw.

2. Hinulia va/riegata, Buller.

Reddish brown, beautifully varied with spots and markings of dai'k brown

and white, disposed in regular series, and forming on the middle of the back

and on the sides interrupted bands ; tail dark brown, obscurely marked with

paler ; beneath greenish sih'ery, shaded with grey under the tail : form

slender ; tail very long and tapering ; ears small, deep and rounded ; toes

long and slender.

Head -6 in. ; body 2-3 ; tail 4*4.

In one of my specimens there is a narrow line of yellowish white extending

from the nostrils down the sides to the junction of the hind legs, and the dark

brown of the sides is margined above with a similar line, although not so

distinct.

Genus MocoA. Lygosma, part, Dur)i. et Bib.

Diagnosis.—Rostral erect, triangular. Palate toothless.

Characters.—Head subquadrangular. Rostral erect, triangular, convex.

Nasal lateral, nearly contiguous, supranasal none, frontoparietal separate or

united into one. Palate toothless, nicked behind. Ears oblong, slightly

denticulated in front, tympanum deep. Lower eyelid with a central trans-

parent disk. Chin with several ]Dairs of large shields. Body fusiform. Scales

smooth, with three or four black streaks. Limbs 4, strong. Toes 5-5, com-

pressed, unequal. Tail round, tapering, unarmed. Central preanal scales

rather larger than the others.

—

Brit. Mus. Cat., p. 80.



3. Mocoa Zelandica,"^ Gray.

Pale brown, bronzed, with two narrow black edged bright streaks on each

side, the lower one continued down the front of the legs ; sides blackish ; the

fronto-nasal nearly contiguous, the fronto-parietal separate, similar to the

parietal, nasal nearly contiguous ; ears moderate, nearly circular, simple edged
;

pre-anal scales nearly equal
;
palpebral disk moderate.

Mokomoko of the natives.

4. Mocoa Smithii, Gray.

Pale brown, with three indistinct series of black spots and a pale streak on

each side ; sides black, varied ; beneath whitish ; limbs black spotted ; nasal

and fronto-nasal nearly contiguous, fronto-parietal and parietal nearly equal

;

ears open, simple-edged
;
pre-anal plates nearly equal ; disk of the lower eyelid

very large.

5. Mocoa grandls, Gray.

Black, closely yellow spotted, forming interrupted streaks ; beneath whitish
;

soles of the feet black ; ears rather large, roundish, with some gTanular scales

in front ; fronto-parietals distinct ; disk of lower eyelid moderate, sub-central.

6. Mocoa striata^ Buller.

Dark brown, obscurely marked with black and with two rows of small

equidistant spots of white. From each side of the crown a broad stripe of

white passes down the back and tail, leaving on the latter only a narrow, inter-

mediate stripe of dark brown. These dorsal bands ai-e narrowly margined

above with black, and are succeeded below by an equally broad and distinct

stripe of dark brown, which, commencing behind each eye, passes down the

sides and widens on the tail. Beneath pale brown, spotted with darker, except

on the chin which is almost white ; fore feet brown, with an indistinct white

stripe down the front ; hind legs bi'own, obscurely spotted with white ; tail

slender and tapering ; ears deep and round.

Head -Sin. ; body 2-2
; tail 3-3.

Genus Naultinus. Gray.

Characters.—Toes fi-ee, base rather dilated, thick, rather compressed,

end thinner, rather compressed, arched, clawed. Thumb similar, but its base

shorter, clawed. Tail cylindrical, tajaering, covered with granular scales.

Body with a slight fold along each side beneath. Males ? with two or three

spines on each side of the base of the tail, and three or more transverse series

of preanal pores, forming one and sometimes two patches.

—

Brit. Mus. (7ai(.,p,169,

* Hinulia ornata and Mocoa Zelandica are tlie two species commonly described as

Tiliqua ornata and T. Zelandica. Specimens of both are deposited in the Colonial

Museum.



7. Naultinus pacificus, Gray.

Pale brown witli irregular dark brown cross-bands and a dark streak on

eacli side ; front lower labial shield very large ; the chin granular ; scales

uniformly granular, rather larger before and behind the vent.

The Common Tree Lizard. Moko-Papa of the natives.

8. Naultinus elegans, Gray.

Green, rather paler beneath ; back sometimes varied with dark-edged

white or yellowish spots ; lower lips white ; toes moderate ; tail with a trans-

verse series of compressed scales at each side of the base.

Green Lizard of the colonists. Kakariki of the natives.

Very beaiitiful varieties of this lizard are sometimes met with. A specimen,

in the collection of the British Museum, has " a sti^eak along the under lip,

the ears, two arched stripes on the top of the head, irregular shaped spots on

each side of the back and hind legs, an interrupted streak along each side of

the body and tail, white, with a narrow black edge."

In some specimens there are only faint indications of these markings, while

in others there is merely a lunate spot of pale yellow on each side of the

crown. An example which I obtained many years ago, at Kaipara, had a

stripe of golden yellow down the centre of the back, and a double series of

transverse elliptical spots, on a ground of delicate pea green. A live specimen

which I kept for several months, and which presented only a few obsolete

yellow marks on the back, gave birth to three young ones, each differently

marked but all having the double series of bright dorsal spots.

The purplish tinge noticed by Dr. Gray, in his description of the young, is

only discoloration caused by the spiiits. In fresh examples the green, although

of different shades, is always pure.

This lizard, on being molested, emits a peculiar chattering sound, which

the natives term "laughing" (hata)^ and of which they have a widespread

superstitious dread. The " laugh " of a green lizard is enoiigh to terrify the

bravest warrior, and its occult power for evil is strangely believed in by all

the tribes in every pai't of the country. The reptile itself, whether dead or

alive, is an object of universal fear among them. Sir George Grey, in his very

interesting Account of an Expedition through the Interior, 1849-50, states :

—

" I have seen twenty or thirty able-bodied men fly in a state of the most abject

fright, and even take to the water, when pursued by a child with the dead

body of a common green lizard in its hands."

9. Naultinus Grayii, Bell.

Green, paler beneath, sometimes varied with white spots ; toes elongate

;

tail with four ovate, convex scales, forming an ai'ched series on each side of

the base.



In chai-acterizing this species, as distinct,* Mr. Bell remarks that it greatly

resembles Naultinus elegans, but adds:—"Upon a comparison of the two

however, I find that they differ in the following particulars. In the present

species the head is concave between the eyes and forwards nearly to the snout

;

in the other this part is quite plain ; the scales of the head in this species are

fiat ; in the other they are convex. The colour of this species is uniformly

green, whereas N. elegans has several markings of a yellow colour, each

distinctly bordered with black." In the Cat. Brit. Mus., Dr. Gray records an

example of this species, from Mr. Egerley's collection, as being "green, with

three ovate white spots on each side of the back."

1 0. Naultinus jiunctatus, Gray.

Dark green, with very small scattered black specks, the size of a granule

;

beneath yellow-green
;
pre-anal pores in a triangular patch, with two series of

pores under each thigh.

11. Kaidtinus sulphureus, Buller,

Uniform colour bright sulphur yellow, darker on the upper parts ; abdomen

bounded on each side by obsolete spots of paler yellow, dotted with black on

the margins. There is a similar obsolete mark, 3 lines in extent, on each side

of the crown. Soles of the feet pale brown. The granular scales are lai-ger

and more smoothly set than in N. punctatus ; abdominal and pre-anal scales

also larger. Interior of mouth dark blue.

Total length 6|^ inches. From extremity of lower jaw to the vent 2-9 in.
;

thence to extremity of tail 3 "6.

Hab.—Eotorua, North Island.

This fine species was discovered by Dr. Hector, during a visit, in company

with His Excellency Sir George Grey, to tlie hot springs, Rotorua, in 1866.

The original specimen is now deposited in the Colonial Museum, but it has

unfortunately become partially discoloured. Other examples of this rare

lizard have since been obtained.

The discovery is an interesting one, because it affords a fresh example of

that mysterious natural law which adapts the colour of certain animals to the

character of their habitat, for pux-poses of concealment and defence. This

bright sulphur-coloured lizard lives in a region remarkable for its solfataras,

silicious deposits, and sulphur crusts. Dr. Hochstetter, in his graphic account

of the Rotorua Lake district, informs us that all around Pohu.teo there are

extensive sulphiir deposits, and that in Arikiroa Bay, the yellow hue of the

sulphur crusts which cover the ground, is visible at a great distance. He
describes Tikitere as a whole valley of solfataras, bubbling mud pools,

sulphur ponds, and hot springs, the groimd around being covered with silicious

* Zool. ''Beagle,'' Kept. 27, t. 14, f. 2.



deposits and snlpliur crusts, and tlie atmosphere impregnated with sulphuretted

hydrogen.

The law of assimilative colouring, which, by afFoi-ding protection to other-

wise defenceless species, plays an important part in the struggle for life that

is ever going on around us, is thus exemplified in the present instance.—The

bright green tints of Ncmltinus elegans, enable it almost to defy detection

amidst the evergreen foliage of L&ptospermivm and other shrubs ; the marbled

brown skin of N. pacificus is peculiarly adapted for concealment, as it clings

motionless to the bark of a tree or hides in the crevices ; and, in like mannei",

the colour of N. siolphureus seems specially fitted for a lizard inhabiting a

sulphur-crusted and pumicestone region like the one described by Hochstetter.

12. Naultinus granulatus, Gray.

Pale brown, with irregular darker cross bands, with white edges in front

;

scales granular, moderate, those of under side larger ; labial shields gradually

smaller.

This species was originally noticed by Dr. Gray {App. Dieff. N.Z.), as a

mere variety of Naultinus pacificus^ but he has since admitted it to a distinct

rank. The form appears to me of very doubtful specific value.

Naultinus hrevidactylus and N. imaculatus (Gray, MSS.) are probably mere

varieties of the typical species, which is subject to much valuation.

Genus Sphenodon.

13. Sphenodon p>unctatum, '^(i\sit&c
(^
= Hatteria p)unctata, Gray).

Olivaceous brown ; sides and limbs with minute white specks ; beneath

yellowish grey ; the spines of the nuchal and dorsal crests yellow, of the caudal

brown ; scales of the back, head, tail and limbs small, granular, nearly

uniform ; the irregular folds of the skin fringed at the top with a series of

rather large scales ; an obliqu.e ridge of large scales on each side of the base

of the tail, and a few shorter longitudinal ridges of rather smaller ones on each

side of the upper part of the tail.

The sexes vary both in size and colour. The male is considerably smaller

than the female, and the skin is of a brighter olive, yellowish on the under

parts.

In the Pliilosopliical Transactions for 1867, there is a very elaborate and

exhaustive paper by Dr. Albert Gunther, on the anatomy of this species; and

an interesting paper on the same siibject, by Dr. Knox, appears in the

Transactions of the New Zealand Institute., 1869.

This is the Tuatara or Tuatete of the natives. I had a pair of live ones

in my possession for many months, but could never induce them to eat. They

were sluggish in their movements, and when molested uttered a low, croaking

note. The male measured 1 Scinches, and the female 16 inches. They were

c
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obtained on the small island of Karewa, in the Bay of Plenty, where this large

lizard is still very plentiful, althoxigh it is well-nigh extinct on the mainland.

Mr. Gilbert Mair, from whom I received them, furnished the following

interesting notes :
—" It was just daylight when we reached the island, and

the Titis and other birds poured out of their nests nndergTOund in thousands.

The whole place is completely honeycombed with their burrows, and you cannot

move two steps without sinking to the knees in them. The tuataras are very

plentiful. They live in holes under the big rocks, and can be only got at by

digging. I suspect that, during a part of the year at least, they subsist largely

on birds' eggs."

Mr. Sclater, the Secretary of the Zoological Society, in an article con-

tributed to Nature (June 23, 1870), notices the acqiiisition, by purchase, of a

living example of this remarkable lizard, and refers to it as the only one that

had reached England alive since the publication of Dr. Giinther's admirable

paper in the Philosojyhiccd Transactions (Part ii., 1867). This is evidently a

mistake ; for in the early pai-t of last year, Dr. Hector forwarded, under care

of Sir George Grey, a pair of live tuataras (male and female), one of which

reached the Zoological Gardens in safety, and was afterwards figured in the

Illustrated London News. These specimens were obtained by Mr. Gilbert

Mair, together with those sent to me, on the Island of Karewa, above

referred to, which he describes as distant about nine miles from Tauranga,

abont two acres in extent, and composed of large masses of scoria loosely

jumbled together.

The Bay of Plenty natives assert that those found on the Eurima Rocks

are of a different kind ; and Mr. Mair adds, of his own knowledge, that those

inhabiting East Cape Islet, about fifty miles to the eastward of Opotiki, are of

a "bright green colour."

This reptile, which dififers in some important structural characters from

every other known saurian, and in its osteology is the most hird-like of extant

lizards, was first described and figured by Di'. Gray under the name of Hatteria

2ninctata, and has been generally designated so till lately, when (as Mr. Sclater

informs us) " it was most fortunately discovered, that the generic term of

Sphenodon had been previously applied to a specimen of its skull in the

Museum of the College of Sui'geons." This term has accordingly been substi-

tuted for Hatteria, which Mr. Sclater denounces as "vile and barbai'ous."

All the New Zealand genera of lizards have been re-named by Di. L. J.

Fitzinger, of Vienna, but I have thought it best to adhere to Gray's nomen-

clature. To prevent further confusion, however, I will give here the generic

equivalents, viz.:

—

EulanijDus, Yiiz.^ Hinulia, Gray; Lampropliolis, Fitz.=:

Mocoa, Gray; Hoplodactylus, Y\tz.-=Naultinus, Gray. I ought also to mention

that I have omitted from my list, a species of "house-gecko," described by
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Di\ Fitzinger, as from New Zealand, under the title of Dactylocnemis

Wullerstorfii— so named in compliment to the Commander-in-chief of the

" Novara " Expedition. I have not been able to obtain Dr. Fitzinger's

description of this species, but it is verj certain that there is no house-gecko

indigenous to ISTew Zealand.

Lampropholis moco, Fitz., is identical with Mocoa Zelandica, Gray.

{Errata, page 5 :—Insert in Diagnosis of

HiNULiA,—"Lower eyelid covered with scales."

MocoA,—"Lower eyelid with a transparent disk."]

Art III.— Critical Notes on the Ornithological portion of " Taylor's JSfew

Zealand and its Inhabitants.'''' By Walter Buller, F.L.S., F.G.S.

{Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, September 17, 1870.]

In offering to the Society some critical notes on the Rev. Mr. Taylor's recently

published account of the New Zealand Birds,* I need scarcely say that I am

actuated solely by a desire to serve the cause of Truth, which is the foundation

of all human science. Mr. Taylor has devoted much labour and research to

many of the subjects treated of in his book, and deserves thanks rather than

criticism at the hands of his fellow colonists. But, as the reverend author

will himself admit, it would be injurious to the interests of science, to

allow his mistakes in describing the Ornithology of New Zealand, to go forth

to the world uncontradicted. Indeed, to make a practical application of this

truth, had some friendly critic reviewed the Natural History portion of Mr.

Taylor's first edition of the work, published in 1855, it woiild have prevented

the reproduction of some very flagrant errors in the new edition, fifteen years

later. Moreover, I feel sure that my esteemed friend, Mr. Taylor, will, as a

true lover of science, receive my critical i-emarks in the same spirit as that

which dictates them.

1. The number of ascertained species belonging to the New Zealand

Avifauna, is stated by Mr-. Taylor at 136. Our last published lists contain

the names of 160, a few of which, however, are of doubtful specific value.

2. The Koekoea {Eudynatnys taitensis) does not, "as is said by some,"

hibernate in New Zealand by " burying itself in the mud at the bottoms of

rivers," but migrates to the warm islands of the South Pacific. The form of

its wings is sufficient to determine the migratory nature of this bird.

* Te Ilea a Maui ; or. New Zecdand and its Inhabitants. By the Eev. Richard Taylor,

M.A., F.G.S. London: 1870.
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3. The Weka [Ocydromus australis) is by no means " the largest kind of rail

in New Zealand." The Notornis discovered by Mr. Mantell, in 1850, is more

than twice the size of tlie largest weka. Bvit the author contradicts himself

by stating, in another place, that the JVotornis Mantelli (Owen) is " the largest

known i-ail in the world."

4. The Land Rail {Rcdlus assimilis) is incorrectly described as a bird " of a

ferruginous colour." It closely resembles the banded rail (^a^/its jt^eciora^is),

of Australia, as may be seen by inspecting the numerous examples in the

Colonial Museum.

5. Under the head of FALCONiDJi:, the author places ^^Falco Novce Zelandice

vel Circus GouldiV Two birds belonging to distinct genera are thus associated

as synonymes. The description evidently refers to the Harrier [Circus Gouldii).

6. In treating of the so-called " Night-hawk," the author has confused the

nomenclature, for there is no such bird known as Hieracidea Novce Zecdandice

Gouldii.

H. NovcB Zelandice is the Karewarewa, and Circus Goxddii the Kahu., of

the natives.

7. There is no such Owl as Athene alhifrons. The author evidently refers

to A. albi/acies, or Whekau of the natives.

8. Heteraloclm Goiddi, the rare and beautiful Huia. The avithor omits

the specific name, and the desci'iption of the bird is outrageously inaccurate.

The tail contains twelve feathers, not four as stated ; the bill is ivory white,

not "bright yellow." It is the female that has the long, slender, curved bill,

and not the male, and vice versa. The legs are black with a tinge of blue on

their edges, and not " bright yellow." This bird certainly moves by a succession

of hops, but T have failed to detect the resemblance of such movement to

"that of the kangaroo."

9. It is true that the Tui (Prostheiiuidera Novae Zelandioi) becomes

extremely fat at certain seasons of the yeai", but I entirely dissent from the

assertion, that " when uncomfortably fat it pecks its breast and causes the oil

to exude."(!) The account of its breeding habits also is incorrect, viz. : that

it breeds three times in the year, laying in September three eggs, in December

five, and in March, or autumn, six or seven "pure white eggs." The tui

breeds only once a yeai-, and lays generally three, and never more than four,

eggs, which are white with obsciire brown markings at the larger end, and

minute widely scattered spots.

10. The Kotihe [Pogonornis cincta) is incorrectly described as having "a tuft

of white feathers on either cheek and wing." The male of the species has an

erective tuft of snow white feathers on each side of the head, but not on the

cheek. There are no " white tufts " on the wings, but the secondary quills at

their base, and their coverts, are white.

11. It is true that the Korimako [Anthornis melanura) has a brush tongue
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and is a honey eater, but it nevertheless does not belong to the genus Tricho-

GLOSSUS, which is a group of honey-eating parrots. The breeding habits of

this species are also misrepresented, for I can endorse the following remark by

Mr. Potts, in his excellent paper on the niditication of ISTew Zealand birds

{Trans. N. Z. Inst, Vol. ii., p. oQ),—"We must have peered into scores of

nests, in vai'ious paints of the countiy, but we have never yet been fortunate

enough to encounter such a prize as one containing ' seven eggs, spotted Avith

blue, upon a bi'own ground,' ascribed to this bird bj^ the Rev. R. Taylor." The

eggs of this species are generally four in number, white with a pinkish tinge

and with reddish-brown spots, more numerous at the larger end.

12. The 'M.Sit&ia, {S2)henceacus punctatus) has a graduated, acuminate tail,

and not "a tail composed of four long and four short feathers."

13. Under the head of "Trogiodytinse," there is a confusion of scientific

names, and eiTors so obviously typographical that it would be unfair to hold

the author responsible for them, except as regards the supervision of the

printer's sheets.

14. By Miro albifrons, the aiithor evidently means Petroica alhifrons.

" Miro " is a native name. It was adopted by M. Lesson, in 1831, to distin-

giiish the genus, bu.t the name did not stand, being superseded in the following

year by Mr. Swainson's genus Petroica.

15. There is no such bird as Muscipeta Toitoi. The author probably refers

to Petroica toitoi.

16. The Tieke (Creadion carunculatus) has a vermilion wattle, or caruncle,

pendent from the angle or corner of the moxith, on each side, and not "on

either side of the head," as described.

17. Aplonis Zelandicus. The author entirely mistakes the bird. The

Ground Lark (Anthus Novce Zelandice) belongs to a totally different family.

18. The author's conjecture that the " light variety " of Kaka (B'esto?-) may

be Platycercus auriceps, is far wide of the mark, as ISTestor is a veiy different

genus to Platycercus, which comprises the various species of parrakeet found

in IS'ew Zealand. The suggestion that the " Kaka-korako," or albino, belongs

to the genus Trichoglossus is even moi'e unfortunate.

19. The Kea {Nestor notahilis) is described as a bird of "red plumage,"

—

a very inaccurate and insufficient description of this remarkably fine species.

20. The author is mistaken in giving the Parrakeet {Platycercus pacificus^

a "band of red or yellow on the throat."

21. I have examined very many specimens of Ardea matook, but I have

never seen one corresponding with the author's description, which gives this

bird a "perfectly bald skull of a red colour."

22. The White Crane {ArdeaJlavirostris) has black legs, not "dark green,"

as described.

23. Himantopus Novoi Zelandiai has a black bill, not a "red" one.
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24. The descinption of the Paradise Duck [Casarca variegata) will not

apply to either niale or female of that species, neither of them having a

" white breast."

25. Under the head of Alcid^, the author has confu.sed the generic and

specific names in a very remarkable manner.

The members of this family found on the New Zealand coasts are,

—

Aptenodytes Pennantii, Eudyptesp)acJiyrliynchiis, E. antipodes, Spheniscus minor,

and iS. undina.

26. The last paragraph evidently refers to the Totoara, or Wood Robin

(Petroica alhifrons), although it is impossible to understand what the aiithor

means by " /Sy^fiaiice eryfJmca.'''' There is a well-known genus, Erythacus,

established by Cuvier, of which the robin red-breast, of Europe {E. rubecula),

is the type, but the New Zealand robin belongs to a different generic group.

Art. IV. — Notice of a Species of Megapode, in the A uckland Museum.

By Walter Buller, r.L.S.

[Read before the Wellington Phllosojyhiccd Society, October 22, 1870.]

In a letter to the Ibis, dated 7th March, 1869, Captain Hutton, writing from

Auckland, says,—"We have also in the Museum what is probably a new

species of Megapode, from Nuipo, one of the Friendly Group."

On making an examination of this bird, I was inclined to refer it to one of

the species described in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society (November,

1867), and in forwarding a desciiption of the specimen to Dr. Finsch, of

Bremen, I expressed that opinion. Dr. Finsch replies as follows :
—" I am

not able to make out the Megapodius mentioned by Captain Hutton, of which

you kindly sent me a description. But if the name of the island, Nuipo,

which I cannot find among the Friendly Group, is identical with Niafu or

Niufu, the bird would be Megapodius Pritchardi, described in our Ornithology

of Central Polynesia, p. 153. You. do not mention the white on the longer

upper tail coverts ; otherwise the description agrees very well. From Hapai,

one of the Friendly Group, Mi\ Gray named the Megap)odius Bur'iiabyi,

after an egg (!) received thence. Megapodius senex and M. eremita, Hartl.

(Proc. Z. S., p. 830), from Pelew and Echiquier Islands, of which I described

the types, are different."

On referring to the description of 31. Pritchardi, Gray, I find that our bii'd

is distinguishable not only by the total absence of white markings on the upper

tail coverts, but by other slight differences in the coloration, which may here-

after prove of specific value. The former species is thus characterized in

Orn. Centr. Polyn. (Finsch and Hartlaub) :

—

Ad,—Alls, dorso medio tergoque rufescente-brunneis ; capite, collo, inter-
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scapulio, pectore ej^igasti'ioque sordide arde-siaco-plumbeis ; abdomine medio,

crisso et sub-caudalibus sordide griseo-flaventibus
;
gutture colloque sparsim

plumosis ; caiida rufescente-brunneo alboque varia
;
pedibus pallide rubeiitibus

;

rostro flavido, basi obscurioi'e.

Long. c. Ill"; rostr. 9'"; al. 7" 3'"; tars. 1" 9'".

The following are my desciiptive notes referred to in Dr. Finscli's letter :

—

Megapodius ? Hab. Nuipo, one of the Friendly Islands. Native

name Malan.

The whole of the plumage dark cinereous or slaty-bi-own, inclining to grey

on the abdomen and under tail coverts ; and tinged with reddish-brown on the

back and on the upper surface of wings. The outermost primary is dark

brown ; the rest are ashy-grey with white shafts in their basal and middle

jiortion, darkening into brown towards the tips. Bill dark horn colour. Feet

dark brown ; claws black, with horn-coloured edges. Irides ? (bright red in

the stuffed specimen).

Extreme leng-th 11| inches; wing from flexure 7|- ; tail 2| ; tarsus 2;

middle toe and claw 2 ; hind toe and claw 1| ; bill along the ridge ^, along

the edge of lower mandible 1 inch.

Plumage soft but compact. Wings short and rounded, indicating very

feeble powei-s of flight. Legs strongly formed ; toes furnished with ample

claws ; middle and outer nearly equal, inner ^ inch shorter.

It is worthy of remark that both Megapodius senex and M. eremita rest on

the authority of a single example ; and in the absence of further specimens,

the present bird would appear to have at least an equal claim to recognition as

distinct. M. Buriiabyi, as we have ah'eady seen, rests only on the authority

of an egg from Hapai, and does not admit of any description, while M. Stairi,

Gray, is not yet placed on the list of well-determined species. .

If on further investigation the bird now under notice should j)rove to be

new to science, it might appropriately be named Megapodius Huttoni. -^

An egg of this species, in the collection of the Auckland Museum,

measures 3 inches in length by a diameter of 1 1. It is cream-coloured, of a

regular elliptical form, and with a finely-granulate surface.

Art. "V". -— On Zosterops lateralis in New Zealand, with an A ccount of its

Migrations. By Walter Buller, F.L.S., F.G.S., F.E.G.S.

(With Illustrations.)

[Eead htfore the Wellington Philosophical Society, November 12, 1870.]

The genus Zostero2JS comprises a rather numerous group of closely allied

species, with a wide geogi'aphic distribution ; but, as a genus, it is somewhat

isolated in its afiinities. Mr. Gould in placing it, very properly, next to the
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Australian honey-eaters, observes,—"I have been influenced by their approxi-

mation to these birds both in form and habits, and to which they exhibit a

further degree of affinity in the form and structure of their nests, but not in

the colouring of their eggs, which are always blue." But I would remark, that

a stronger indication of this affinity than any mentioned by Mr. Gould, is to

be found in the structure of the tongue, which is slightly pencilled at the tip,

and proclaims at once the meliphagous habits of the group.

Members of this genus ai'e scattered through Southern Africa, India,

China, and Japan, but the species are most numerous in the sea-girt lands of

Australasia and Polynesia, where each groujD of islands apjoears to have one

or more species peculiar to itself. Mr. Gould records three well marked

species from Australia, two from Lord Howe's Island, and two more from

Norfolk and Phillip Islands. There is one species {Zosterops Jlaviceps)

peculiar to the Fiji Islands, another (Z. Jlavifrons) to the New Hebrides Group,

and another [Z. conspicillata) to the Ladrone or Maiian Islands. Two species

inhabit New Caledonia {^Z. xanthochroa and Z. griseonota) ; one (^Z. cinerea)

is recorded from the Caroline Group, and another (Z. inelanops) from the

Loyalty Islands.

The New Zealand representative of the genus has been pronounced by

competent authority to be identical with Zosterops lateralis, Lath. (= cceru-

lescens, Gould), an inhabitant of Tasmania, New South "Wales, and South

Australia.

Generic characters.—Bill moderate and slightly curved, with the culmen

curved, and the sides comj)ressed to the tip whicli is acute and emarginated

;

the gonys long and slightly ascending ; the gape furnished with very short

weak bristles ; the nostrils basal and placed in a broad groove, with the

opening closed by a lunate scale. Wings moderate ; with the first quill very

small, and the fourth and fifth equal and longest. Tail moderate, bi-oad and

slightly emai"ginated in the middle. Tarsi rather longer than the middle toe,

and covered in front with broad scales. Toes rather long ; with the outer toe

rather longer than the inner and united at. its base ; the hind toe long, strong

and armed with a long curved claw. [G. R. Gray.)

Zosterops lateralis, Latham.

The Silver- eye.

Tau-hou, Kanohi-mowhiti, Poporohe, and Iringataii, of the natives.

Zosterops ccerulescens, Gould. — lid. Bh. Birds of Australia, Yol. i., p. 587.

Zosterops dorsalis, Vig. and Hors., in Linn. Trans., Yol. xv., p. 235
j

Gould, Birds of Australia, Fol., Yol. iv., pi. 81.

Sylvia lateralis. Lath.

—

Ind. Orn. Supp., p. Iv.

Certhia coirulescens, Lath.—/d., p. xxxviii.
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Certhia diluta, Shaw.

—

Gen. Zool., Vol. viii., v,. 244.

Philedon cceruleus, Cuvier.

Melijjhaga ccBrulea, Steph.—Cow^. of Shaio's Gen. Zool, Yol. xiv., p. 264.
Sylvia annulosa, var. b.

—

Sevains. Zool., 111., 1st. sei\, pi. 16.

Zosterops tenuirostris, Gould.

—

Proc. Z. S., 1837, p. 76.

The stoiy of the irregular appearance of this little bird in New Zealand
has for years past been a fruitful topic of discussion among those who take an
interest in our local natural histoiy . Whether it came over to us originally from
Australia, or whether it is only a species from the extreme south of New Zea-
land, which has of late years perceptibly increased, and has migrated northwards,
is still a matter of conjecture. The evidence which, with Dr. Hector's assist-
ance, I have been able to collect on this subject is somewhat conflicting, but I
have myself arrived at the conclusion that the species, whether identical or not
with the Australian bird which it closely resembles, is in reality an indigenous
one. The history of the species, however, from a North Island point of view
is very interesting and suggestive. It appeared on the north side of Cook's
Strait, for the first time within the memory of the oldest native inhabitants,
in the winter of 1856. In the early part of June of that year I first heard of its

occurrence at Waikanae, a native settlement on the west coast, about forty
miles from Wellington. The native mailman brought in word that a new bird
had been seen, and that it was a visitor from some other land. A week later
he brought intelligence that large flocks had appeared, and that the "tau-hou"
(stranger) swarmed in the brush-wood near the coast ; reporting further that
they seemed weary after their journey, and that the natives had caught many
of them alive. Simultaneously with this intelligence, T observed a pair of them
in a garden hedge, in Wellington, and a fortnight later they appeared in large
numbers, frequenting the gardens and shrubberies both in and around the
town. They were to be seen daily in considerable flocks, hurrying forwards
from tree to tree, and from one garden to another, with a continuous, noisy
twitter. In the early morning, a flock of them might be seen clustering
together on the topmost twigs of a leafless willow, uttering short plaintive
notes, and if disturbed, suddenly rising in the air and wheeling oflf with a
confused and rapid twittering. When the flock had dispersed in the shrub-
bery, I always observed that two or more birds remained as sentinels or call-

birds, stationed on the highest twigs ; and that on the slightest alarm, the sharp
signal note of these watchers would instantly bring the whole fraternity
together. The number of individuals in a flock, at that time, never exceeded
forty or fifty, but of late years the number has sensibly increased, it being a
common thing now to see a hundred or more consorting together at one time.
They appeared to be uneasy during, or immediately preceding, a shower of rain,
becoming more noisy and more restless in their movements. They proclaimed

D
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themselves a blessing by preying on and arresting tbe progress of that noxious

aphis known as " American blight " {Schizoneura lanigera).

They remiained with us for three months, and then departed as suddenly as

they had come. They left before the orchard fruits, of which they are also

fond, had ripened, and having proved themselves real benefactors they earned

the gratitude of the settlers, while all the local newspapers sounded their well-

deserved praises.

During the two years that followed, the Zosterops was never heard of again

in any part of the North Island; but in the winter of 18-58 it again crossed

the strait, and appeared in Wellington and its environs in greater numbers

than before. During the four succeeding years it regularly wintered with us,

recrossing the strait on the approach of spring. Since the year 1862, when it

commenced to breed with us, it has been a permanent resident in the North

Island, and from that time it continued to advance northwards. Mr. Colenso,

of Napier, repoi'ts that it was first seen at Ahuriri in 1862. On his journey

to Te Wairoa, in that year, he saw it at Aropauanui, and found its nest con-

taining four fledgelings. The natives of that place told him that it was a new

bird to them, they having first observed it there in the preceding year, 1861.

The Hon. Major Atkinson, on the occasion of a visit, as Defence Minister, to

the native tribes of the Upper Wanganui, in April, 1864, made enquiries on

the subject, and was informed by the natives that the Zosterops had appeared

in their district for the first time in 1863.

As far as I can ascertain, they penetrated to Waikato in the following year,

and pushed their way as far as Auckland in 1865. Captain Hutton reports

that in the winter of 1867 they had spread all over the province, as far north

as the Bay of Islands, and in 1868 he writes,—"They are now in the most

northerly parts of this island." That they have continued to move on still

further northward would appear to be the case from the following interesting

notes by Mr. G. B. Owen, coramunicated to me by Captain Hutton :
—" On

my passage from Tahiti to Auckland, per brig " Rita," about 300 miles north

of the North Cape of New Zealand, I saw one morning several little birds

flying abo\it the ship. From their twittering and manner of flying I concluded

that they were land birds, and they were easily caught. They were of a

brownish grey and yellowish colour, with a little white mark round the eye.

I saw several pass over the ship during the day, travelling northwards.

I arrived in Auckland a few days afterwards, on the 20th May, when the

so-called Blight Birds appeared here in such numbers, and I at once recognized

them as the same."

This tendency of migration northwards appears to me quite inconsistent

with the idea of the species having come to us from Australia.

Now let us ascertfin something of its recorded history in the South

Island. Mr. Potts, a most careful and experienced observer, writes to me :

—
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"I first observed it (in Canterbury) after some rough weather, July 28, 1856.

I saw about half-a-dozen specimens, on some isolated black birch trees in the

Rockwood Yalley in the Malvern Hills." In the Auckland Museum there is

a specimen of this bird, sent from Nelson by Mr. St. John (an industrious bird

collector), in 1856. The skin was labelled " stranger," and in the letter accom-

panying it, Mr. St. John states that these birds had made their fii-st appear-

ance in Nelson that tvinter (the same in which they crossed to the North

Island), and that " no one, not even the natives, had ever seen them before."

On a visit to Nelson in the winter of 1860, I saw numerous flights of them

in the gardens and shrubberies. The results of very careful enquiries on the

spot satisfied me that since their first appeai-ance there, in 1856, they had

continued to visit Nelson every yeai", arriving at the commencement of winter,

and vanishing on the approach of warmer days as suddenly as they had come.

On every hand the settlers bore testimony to theu' good services in destroying

the cabbage blight and other insect pests.

About the middle of June, 1861, I met with small flocks of this bird on

the Canterbury Plains, evidently on their passage northward. I first observed

them in the low scrub on the broad shingle beds of the Rakaia, advancing in

a very hurried manner, not high in the air, as migrations are usually performed,

but close to the ground, and occasionally resting. But that this bird is

capable of protracted flight is evidenced by the form of its wings, which are

of the lengthened, acuminate character, common to most birds of passage.

During a visit to Dunedin, in the summer of 1860, the Rev. Mr. Stack

observed numerous flocks in the gardens and thickets in the envii"ons of the

town. At this season they had disapjoeared from the Province of Canterbury

and all the country further north. In the following summer (1861), I met

with numerous stragglers in the noi'thei'n jjarts of the Canterbury Province, and

I undei'stand from Mr. Potts, that since that time it has been a permanent

resident there, increasing in numbers every year.

Mr. Buchanan, of the Geological Survey Department, informs me that he

observed the Zosteroi^s at Otago, on his first arrival there in 1851, five years

previous to its appearance in the North Island ; and the following extracts

from letters, communicated to me by Dr. Hector, go still further to prove that

the species is an indigenous one tliere, and is only new to the countiy lying

further north.

Mr. Newton Watt, R.M., of Camjjbell Town (Southland), writes as

follows : — " Paitu, a chief here, and I believe the oldest man in the tribe,

says it was always here. Howell says that he first noticed them on the west

coast, about Milford Sound, in the year 1832, in flocks of thirty or forty, but

never noticed them here (Riverton) till about 1863, when he saw them inland

and in smaller flocks. On my way back from Riverton, I was mentioning it at

the Club at Invercargill, and a gentleman present told me he had first noticed
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them, about eighty miles inland, about the year 1861, and that his attention

"was first called to them from the circumstance that they were gregarious,—

a

habit not common with New Zealand birds. At Campbell Town it appeared

to be more scarce, being seen only in small flocks, varying in number from six

to twelve. '^ "^ * In 1866 my sons noticed numbers of them among my
cabbages, and observed that the cats caught many of them ; and further, that

whilst my cabbages in the three preceding years were infested with blight, in

that year there was little or no blight upon them till very late in the season.

They appear to migrate from this in the winter, or at any rate to be scarce."

Mr. James P. Maitland, E,.M., of Molyneux, writes:—"Fi-om what I

hear from old settlers of seventeen or eighteen years standing—whom I can

trust as men of observation—I am convinced we have had the bii-ds here for

that time at any rate, although all agree that they have become miich more

numerous everywhere during the last seven years; and this year (1867) in

particular, I observe them in larger flocks than ever. I confess I do not

recollect noticing the bird until about six years ago ; but the smallness of their

number at that time, and the smallness of the bird itself, may easily account

for its being unnoticed in the bush. The gardens seem to be the great attraction

hei*e, and they are the best hands I know at picking a cherry or plum stone clean
!"

All my own personal enquiries at Otago, during my first visit there in

February, 1865, led me to the same conclusion.

In the selection of its breeding home, this bird has manifested with us the

same erratic tendencies : thus, for the first three or four years after its perma-

nent location in the North Island, it wintered in the low lands and the districts

bordering on the sea coast, and retired in summer to the higher forest lands of

the interior to breed and rear its young. In the summer of 1865, a few

stragglers were observed to remain behind all through the season, and in the

following year they sojourned in flocks and freely built their nests in our shrub-

beries and thickets, and even among the stunted fern and tea-tree (Leptospermu'ni)

near the sea shore. From that time to the present it has ranked as one of our

commonest birds all the year round ; and, what is even more remarkable, it

has very perceptibly increased in numbers, while most of our other insectivo-

rous birds are rapidly declining and threaten ere long to be extinct.

To the philosophical naturalist the history of the Zosterops in New Zealand

is pregnant with interest, and I feel that no apology is needed for my having

thus minutely recorded it.

A specimen which I gave to the Hev. E.. Taylor, and forwarded by him

to the British Museum, was identified by Dr. J. E. Gray as Zosterops dorsalis.

A notice thereof appeared in the Annals of Natural History, and in other

scientific papers, and the supposed migration of the species from Australia to

New Zealand excited considerable interest. Zosterops dorsalis is foimd to be

identical with Z. lateralis, Latham, and Mr. Gould's Z. ccerulesceTis is merely a
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synonyme of the same species. The last named writer informs lis that " this

bird is stationary in all parts of Tasmania, New South Wales, and South

Australia, whei'e it is not only to be met with in the forests and thickets, but

also in nearly every gai-den." Dr. Finsch, of Bremen, to whom specimens of

the New Zealand bird were forwarded by Dr. Haast, pronounced it Zosterojfs

lateralis, Lath. ; while Mr. Waterhonse, of the South Australian Museiim, to

whom Dr. Hector forwarded examples for examination, considers it distinct

from the Australian species "although miuch resembling it."

The natives distinguish the bird as Tau-hou (which means " a stranger "),

or Kanohi-mowhiti, which may be interpreted spectacle-eye or ring-eye. It is

also called Poporohe and Iringatan, names suggested by its accidental or

periodical occurrence

.

By the settlers it has been variously designated as Ring-eye, Wax-eye,

White-eye or Silver-eye, in allusion to the beautiful circlet of satiny-white

feathers which surrounds the eyes ; and quite as commonly the " Blight Bird,"

or " Winter-migrant."

I have frequently watched the habits of this little bird, and with much

interest. As already stated it is gregarious, flying and consorting in flocks,

except in the breeding season, when they are to be observed singly or in pairs.

As soon as a flock of them alights on a ti-ee, or clump of brush-wood, they

immediately disperse in quest of food ; and on a cautious approach, may be

seen prosecuting a very diligent search among the leaves and flowers, and in

the crevices of the bark, for the small insects and aphides on which they

principally subsist. I have opened many specimens, at all seasons, and I have

invariably found their stomachs crammed with minute insects and their larvse.

Tn some I have found the large pulpy scale insect [Coccus sp.), of a dull green

colour, which is commonly found adhering to the leaves of the ramarama

{Myrtus hullata) ; also small caterpillars, grasshoppers, and coleoptera, and

occasionally the small fruity seeds of Rzihus australis and other native plants.

In our orchards and gardens it regales itself freely on plums, cherries,

figs, gooseberries, and other soft fruits, but it far more than compensates for

this petty pilfering, by the wholesale war it carries on against the various

species of insects that afilict our fruit trees and vegetables. It feeds on that

disgusting little aphis known as American Blight, which so rapidly covers

with a fatal cloak of white the stems and branches of our best apjile trees ; it

cleai's our early cabbages of a pestilent little insect that, left unchecked, would

utterly destroy the crop ; it visits our gardens and devours another swarming

parasite that covers our roses and other flowering plants ; to say nothing of its

general services as an insectivorous bird. Surely in return for these important

benefits, to both orchard and garden, the flocks of Zosterops may justly be held

entitled to an occasional feed of cherries, or to a small tithe of the ripe fruits

which they have done so much to defend and cherish !
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This bird emits a soft plaintive cry, repeated at short intervals ; but on the

wing, and especially when consorting in a flock, it utters a rapid twittering

note. During the breeding season the male indulges in a low musical strain

of exquisite sweetness, but very subdued, as if singing to himself or performing

for the exclusive benefit of his partner. This song is something like the sub-

dued strain of the Korimako (Anthornis me.lamtm), but much softer.

If shot at and wounded it generally manages to escape capture by scrambling

nimbly ofi^ into the thicket, hiding itself and remaining perfectly silent till the

danger has passed.

Frequent attempts have been made to keep it caged, but, although it will

readily feed, I have never known it survive confinement many weeks.

Mr. Colenso observes that " when they retire to roost they sleep in pairs,

cuddling quite close together like love-parrots ; and before they fold their heads

under their wings they bill and preen each other's head and neck most lovingly,

littering at the same time a gentle twittering note."

Mr. Potts informs nie that, in Canterbury, tliis species begins nesting early

in October. In one instanoe, within his own observation, the birds commenced

incubation on October 16, the young were hatched on October 25, and left the

nest on November 4. In the North Island the breeding season is somewhat

later. As late as the 24th of December I met with a nest in the Taiipo-Patea

'country, containing two perfectly fresh eggs.

The nest is a slight, cup-shaped structure, with a rather large cavity for

the size of the bird, and is generally fovmd suspended by side fastenings to

hanging vines, or to the slender twigs of Z&ptospermum, Olearia, and other

shrubs, and sometimes to the common fern (^Pteris aquilina). The eggs are

generally thi^ee in number (sometimes four), ovoiconical in form, and of a

beautiful, uniform pale blue colour.

Nests of this species exhibit some variety, both as to structu.i"e and the

materials of which they are composed. Of three specimens now before me,

one is of slight construction and shallow in its cavity, composed externally of

green coloured lichen, spiders' nests, the downy seed-vessels of the pikiarero

(flowering clematis) and a few dry leaves ; lined internally with long horse-

hair disposed in a circular form. Another is of smaller size, more compact,

composed externally of crisp, dry moss, and internally of grass bents with

a few long hairs interlaced ; while the third has the exterior walls constructed

entirely of spiders' nests and stiff fibrous mosses, the former predominating,

and the interior lining composed wholly of long horse-hair.

A specimen which I found suspended in a clump of creeping kohia

{Passi^ora tetandra) was composed externally of the pale green and rust-

coloured lichen so abundant on the branches of dead timber, intermixed with

spiders' webs, and lined inside with dry fibrous grasses, the whole being laced

together with hair, the long straggling ends of which jwojected fiom every part
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of the nest ; and anotliei' wliicli was obtained from tlie low brush-wood bor-

dering on the sea shore was built of sheep's wool, spiders' nests, pellets of cow- '

hair, and fine seaweed, firmly bound together with long thread-like fibres,

apparently the rootlets of some aquatic plant, and lined internally with fine

grass bents and soft feathers. Sometimes the nest is constructed wholly of

bents and dry grass.

Adult.—Crown, sides of the head, nape, tipper surface of wings, uroj^ygium

and upper tail coverts bright yellowish olive ; back and scapularies cinereous

tinged with green ; eyes surrounded by a narrow circlet of silvery white

feathers, with a line of black in front and below. Throat, foreneck, and breast

greyish white, tinged more or less with yellow towards the angle of the lower

mandible ; abdomen and under tail coverts fulvous white ; sides pale chocolate

brown. Quills and tail feathers dusky brown, margined with yellowish olive

;

lining of witigs white, the edges tinged with yellow. Bill dark brown ; under

mandible whitish at the base. Irides, tarsi, and toes light brown.

Length 5 inches ; extent of wings 7|^ ; wing from flexure 2|^ ; tail 2
;

tarstis f ; middle toe and claw 9-1 6ths ; hind toe and claw ^ ; bill along the

ridge f , along the edge of lower mandible ^.

Young.—A young bird of this species brotight to me on the 28th Decem-

ber had the colours paler than in the adult ; the throat and breast pale cinereous

grey ; sides fulvous brown ; the white eye circlet absent, the orbits being still

destitute of feathers ; tarsi and toes light flesh colour ; bill pale brown
;

rictal membrane yellow.*

The characters given above as diagnostic of the genus Zosterops (Vigors

and Horsfield) are taken from Gray's Genera of Birds. I have discovered,

however, that the present species is in some respects aberrant from the type,

and that Mr. Gray's generic characters are not sufiiciently comj)rehensive.

The typical Zosterops has the wing moderate, the first quill very smcdl and

the fourth and fifth equal and longest ; whereas the species under consideration

has the wings long and pointed, the first quill only one-sixteenth of an inch

shorter than the second, which is equal to the third, the fourth being scarcely

shorter and the rest rapidly graduated. Moreover, the bill which is slightly

cttrved in the typical species, is straight and acuminate in Zosterops lateralis.

These modifications of form, which will be at once apparent on reference

to the accompanying figtires (Plate III.), may, I think, be considered of

sub-generic importance. At any rate, the peculiar adaptation of the wing in

our bird to its migratory habits of life is deserving of special notice.

* Since the above paper was written, Archdeacon Stock, who, as the author well

remembers, took a lively interest in the Zosterops on its first aiTival in 1856, has

furnished the following interesting note:—"I saw on Friday last, November 11, at

Wilkinson's tea gardens (Wellington), what appeared to be a new variety of the Blight

Bird. The white circle around the eye was not so distinct ; and the head and throat

were orange coloured."
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Art. VI.

—

On the Structure and Habits of the Huia (Heteralocha Gouldi).

By Walter Buller, F.L.S., F.G.S.

("With Illustratians.)

[Bead before the Wellington PMlosopJdcal Society, November 12, 1870.]

An article in Nature (June 23) bearing the initials of a well-known naturalist,

notices the arrival of a living example of the Huia {Heteralocha Gouldi) at

the Zoological Society's Gardens, London. The specimen was a male bird, and

the writer in describing the peculiarity in the form of the bill that distin-

guishes it from the female, observes,—" Such a divergence in the structure of

the beak of the two sexes is very uncommon, and scarcely to be paralleled in

the class of Birds. It is difficult to guess at the reason of it, or to explain it

on Darwinian or any other piinciples.

"

Although Dr. Hector, with his usual good fortune, has succeeded in getting

a fine seiies of specimens for the Colonial Museum, this bird undoubtedly

ranks as one of our rarest and most valuable species. Erelong it will exist

only in our museums and other collections, and, for the sake of science, it is

important that everything connected with its natural history should be faith-

fully recorded and preserved. In the absence of any published account of its

habits, beyond mere fragmentary notices, I have thought the subject of sufficient

interest to justify my placing before the Society the following complete account

of all that I have been able to ascertain respecting it. The peculiar habits of

feeding, which I have described from actual observation, furnish to my own

mind a sufficient " reason " for the different development of the mandibles in

the two sexes, and may, I think, be accepted as a satisfactory solution of the

problem.

Before proceeding to speak of the bird itself, I would remark on the very

restricted character of its habitat. It is confined within narrow geographical

boundaries, being met with only in the Ruahine, Tararua, and Bimutaka

mountain ranges, with their divergent sj)urs, and in the intervening wooded

valleys. It is occasionally found in the Fagus foi'ests of the Wairarapa Valley,

and in the rugged country stretching to the westward of the Ruahine Range,

but it seldom wanders far from its mountain haunts. I have been asstired of

its occurrence in the wooded country near Massacre Bay (Brovince of Nelson),

but I have not been able to obtain any satisfactory evidence on this point. It is

worthy of remark that the natives, who prize the bird very highly for its tail

feathers (which are used as a badge of mourning), state that, unlike other

species which have of late years diminished and become more confined in their

range, the Huia was, from time immemorial, limited in its distribution to the

district I have indicated.

My first specimen of this singular bird (an adult female) was obtained in
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1855, from the Wainiiiomata Hills, a continuation of the Rimutaka Range,

bounding the Wellington Harbour on the northern side,—the same locality

from which Dr. Dieffenbach, nearly twenty years before, i"eceived the examples

figured by Mr. Grould in his magnificent work on the Birds of Australia.

I have since obtained many fine specimens, and in the summer of 1864, I

succeeded in getting a pair of live ones. They were caught by a native in the

ranges, and brought down to Manawatu, a distance of more than fifty miles,

on horseback. The owner refused to take money for them, but I negotiated

an exchange for a valuable greenstone. T kept these birds for more than a

year, waiting a favourable opportunity of forwarding them to the Zoological

Society of London. Through the carelessness, however, of a servant, the male

bird was accidentally killed, and the other manifesting the utmost distress,

pined for her mate and died ten days afterwards.

The readiness with which these birds adapted themselves to a condition of

captivity was very remarkable. Within a few days after their captvire they

had become perfectly tame, and did not appear to feel in any degree the

restraint of confinement, for, although the window of the apartment in .which

they were kept was thrown open and replaced by thin wire netting, I never

saw them make any attempt to regain their liberty. It is well known, how-

ever, that birds of different species differ widely in natural disposition and

temper. The captive eagle frets in his sulky pride, the bittern refuses food and

dies untamable, the fluttering little humming bird beats itself to death against

the tiny bars of its prison in its futile efforts to escape, and many species that

appear to submit readily to their changed condition of life, ultimately pine,

sicken, and die. There are other species again which cheerfully adapt them-

selves to their new life, although caged at maturity, and seem to thrive fully

as well under confinement as in a state of nature. Parrots, for example, are

easily tamed, and I have met with numerous instances of their voluntary

return after having regained their liberty. This tamability of character was

exemplified to perfection in the Huias.

They were fully adult birds, and were caught in the following simple manner.

Attracting the birds by an imitation of their cry to the place where he lay

concealed, the native, with the aid of a long rod, slipped a running knot over

the head of the female and secured her. The male, emboldened by the loss of

his mate, suffered himself to be easily caught in the same manner. On
receiving these birds I set them free in a well-lined and properly ventilated

room, measuring about six feet by eight feet. They appeared to be stiff after

their severe jolt on horseback, and after feeding freely on the hiahu grub, a pot

of which the native had brought with them, they retired to one of the perches

I had set up for them, and cuddled together for the night.

In the morning I found them somewhat recruited, feeding with avidity,

sipping water from a dish, and flitting about in a very active manner. It was

E
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amusing to note tlieiv treatment of the liuhu.' This grub, the larva of a large

nocturnal beetle (Pt'ionojjlus reticidm'is), which constitutes their principal food,

infests all decayed timber, attaining at matiirity the size of a man's little finger.

Like all grubs of its kind, it is furnished with a hard head and horny mandibles.

On offering one of these to the Huia, he would seize it in the middle and, at once

transferring it to his perch and placing one foot firmly upon it, he would tear off"

the hard parts, then throwing the grub upwards to secvire it lengthwise in his bill,

would swallow it whole. For the first few days these birds were compara-

tively quiet, remaining stationary on their joerch as soon as their hunger was

appeased. Bnt they afterwards became more lively and active, indulging in

play with each other and seldom remaining more than a few moments in one

position. I sent to the woods for a small branched ti'ee, and placed it in the

centre of the room, the floor of which was spread with sand and gravel. It

was most interesting to watch these graceful birds hopping from branch to

branch, occasionally spreading the tail into a broad fan, displaying themselves

in a variety of natural attitudes and then meeting to caress each other with

their ivory bills, uttering at the same time a low affectionate twitter. They

generally moved along the branches by a succession of light hops after the

manner of the kokako {Callceas cinerea), and they often descended to the floor

where their mode of jjrogression was tlie same. They seemed never to tire of

probing and chiselling with their beaks. Having discovered that the canvas

lining of the room was pervious, they were incessantly piercing it, and

tearing off" large strips of paper till, in the course of a few days, the walls were

completely defaced.

But what interested me most of all was the manner in which the

bii'ds assisted each other in their search for food, because it appeared

to explain the use, in the economy of nature, of the differently formed bills in

the two sexes. To divert the birds I introduced a log of decayed wood

infested with the liuhu grub. They at once attacked it, carefully probing the

softer parts with their bills, and then vigorously assailing them, scooping out

the decayed wood till the larva or pupa was visible, when it Avas carefully

drawn from its cell, treated in the way described above, and then swallowed.

The very clifliei-ent development of the mandibles in the two sexes enabled them

to perfonn separate ofiices. The male always attacked the more decayed

portions of the wood, chiselling out his prey after the manner of some wood-

peckers, while the female probed with her long plient bill the other cells, Avhere

the hardness of the surrounding parts resisted the chisel of her mate. Some-

times I observed the male remove the decayed portion without being able

to reach the grub, when the female would at once come to his aid, and accom-

lolisli with her long slender bill what he had failed to do. I noticed, howevei-,

that the female always appropriated to her own use the morsels thus obtained.

For some days they refused to eat anything but liuhu, but by degrees they
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yielded to a cliange of food, and at length would eat cooked potato and raw

meat minced up in small piecas. They were kept supplied with a dish of fresh

water, but seldom washed themselves although often repairing to the vessel to

drink. Their ordinary call was a soft and clear whistle, at first prolonged,

then short and quickly repeated, both bii'ds joining in it. When excited or

hungry they raised their whistling note to a high pitch ; at other times it was

softly modulated, with variations, or changed into a low chiickling note.

Sometimes their cry resembled the whining of young puppies so exactly as

almost to defy detection.

Dr. DiefFenbach, in forwarding Lis specimens of the Huia to Mr. Gould,

in 1836, wrote,—"These fine birds can only be obtained , with the help of a

native, who calls them with a shrill and long continued whistle resembling the

sound of the native name of the species. After an extensive journey in the

hilly forest in search of them, I had at last the pleasure of seeing four alight

on the lower branches of the trees near which the native accompanying me
stood. They came quick as lightning, descending from branch to branch,

spreading out the tail and thi'OAving iip the wings." I have had only a single

oiDportunity of observing this species in its native haunts, and I was struck

by the same peculiarities in its manners and general demeanour. In the

summer of 1867, accompanied by a friend and two natives, I made an expe-

dition into the Ruahine Ranges in search of novelties. After a tramp on foot

of nearly twenty miles, through a densely wooded country, we were rewarded

by finding the Hiiia. We were climbing the side of a steep acclivity, and

had halted to dig specimens of the curious vegetating cacei^jDillar [Sphceria

Rohertsii), which was abundant there. While thus engaged, we heard the

soft flute note of the Huia in the wooded gully far beneath us. One of our

native companions at once imitated the call, and in a few seconds a pair of

beautiful Huias, male and female, appeared in the branches near us. They

remained gazing at us only a few instants, and then started off up the side of

the hill, moving by a succession of hops, often along the ground, the male

generally leading. Waiting till he could get both birds in a line, my friend

at length pulled triggei', but the cap snapped and the Huias instantly disap-

peared down the wooded ravine. Then followed a chevy of some tLree miles,

down the mountain side and up its rugged ravines. Once more, owing to the

dampness of the weather, the cap snapped and the birds were finally lost sight

of. I observed that their mode of progression was similar to that of the

kokako, but far more rapid. While in motion they kept near each other

and uttered constantly a soft twitter. The tail was often partially spread,

while the bright orange lappets were iisually compressed under the rami of the

lower jaw.

We camped that night near the bed of a mountain rivulet, in a deep

wooded ravine, and soon after dawn we again heard the rich notes of a Huia.
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Failing to allure him by an imitation of the call, although he frequently

answered it, we ci-ossed to the other side of the gully, and climbed the hill to

a clump of tall limu trees [Dacrydium cupressinum), where we found him. He
was perched on the high limb of a rimu, chiselling it with his powerful beak, and

tearing oS" large pieces of bark, doirbtless in search of insects, and it was the

falling of these fragments that guided us to the spot, and enabled us to find

him. This solitary bird, which proved to be an old male, had frequented this

neighbourhood, as we were informed by the natives, for several yeai-s, his notes

being fomiliar to the people who passed to and fro along the Otairi track,

leading to Taupo. On asking a native how the Hxiia contrived to extract

the huhu from the decayed timber, he replied, "by digging with his pick-axe"

—

an expression which I found to be truthfully descriptive of the operation ; and

on dissecting this specimen I found an extraordinaiy development of the

requisite muscles. The skin was very tough, indicating probably extreme age.

The stomach contained numerous remains of coleopterous insects, of the kind

iisually found under the bark of trees, also one or two caterpillars. In the

stomach of another, I once discovered seeds of the hinau {Elceocarpus dentatus)

and the remains of a small earth grub. Dr. DiefFenbach states that in the

stomachs of his specimens he found hinau berries, together with dipterous

and coleopterous insects.

Of the nidification of the Huia nothing is at present kno-mi. I have been

assured, however, by a native, that he once found the nest of this bird in the

cavity of a tree, that it contained two young birds, a male and a female, and

that they differed from the adults in having the wattles flesh-white instead of

orange.

Mr. Gould, who was the first to characterise the genus {Froc. Zool. Soc,

Part iv., p. 144), was deceived by the great difierence in the form of the bill,

and treated the sexes as distinct species, naming them respectively Neomoiyha

crassirostris and iV. acictirostris,—a very natural mistake, " many genera even,"

as Mr. Gould observes, " having been founded iipon more trivial differences of

chai'acter." Mx\ G. R. Gray having determined their identity, proposed to

substitute the specific name of Neomorpha Gouldi, in compliment to the original

describer. The generic term has since been changed to Heteralocha, and the

Huia continues to be the sole representative of this anomalous genus.

The head of the female as figured in Natiore (confessedly only a copy), is

quite out of all natiiral proportion to that of the male, and is apt to give a

false idea of its relative size and thickness.

In the generality of specimens, and in the published drawings that have

hitherto appeared, the bill is of a yellowish horn colour, but this instead of

being natural is caused by the decorajposition of the animal matter inside.

I have succeeded in retaining the ivory whiteness of the bill, in preserved

specimens, by treating them after the manner recommended by Waterton for
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preserving tlie bill of the American toucan (see Wanderings, p. 103), that is to

say, by removing with a sharp scalpel the whole of the inner substance, leaving

nothing but the outer shell, which then retains its original appearance. The

process is a tedious one, but the result amply repays the trouble.

The sexes are alike in plumage, and differ very slightly in size. The whole

of the plumage is black, with a green metallic gloss ; the tail with a broad

terminal band of white. Bill ivory white, darkening to bluish grey at the

base. Wattles large, rounded, and of a rich orange colour in the living birds.

Legs and feet bluish grey ; claws light horn colour.

In some examples the white at the end of the tail is tinged more or less

with rufous, while in others the under tail coverts also are tipped with white.

Male.-—Length 18f inches; extent of wings 22 J ; wing from flexure 8;

tail 7|- ; bill along the ridge 2|, along the edge of lower mandible 2| ; tarsus 3 ;

middle toe and claw 2^ ; hind toe and claw 2.

Female.—Length 19^ inches ; extent of wings 21 ; wing from flexure 7^ ;

tail 1\ ; bill along the ridge 4, along the edge of lower mandible i.\ \ tarsus 3
;

middle toe and claw 2^ ; hind toe and claw 1|.

Figures 1 and 2 (Plate IV.) represent the heads of the male and female which

I had in my possession alive, and will give an accurate idea of the divergence of

sexual character treated of above. Figure 3 rejDresents a more highly curved form

of the bill than is usually met with, and is taken from the dried head of a Huia

given to me, many years ago, by a native who was wearing it as an ear

ornament.

Art. YII.— On the Katipo, or Venomous Sjnder of New Zealand.

By Walter Buller, F.L.S., F.G.S.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, November 12, 1870.]

So little appears to be known of the natural history of the Katipo, or

Venomous Spider of New Zealand, that I have deemed the following observa-

tions on its range and habits of sufficient interest to warrant my placing

them before the Society.

The first scientific notice, so far as I am aware, of the existence of a

poisonous spider in this country, was furnished by Dr. Ralph, formerly of

Wellington, in a communication to the Linnean Society, in 1856. (See Journal,

ProG. Lin. Soc, Vol. i., ZooL, 1856, p. 1-2.) Dr. Ralph's paper contained a

short description of the full-grown spicier, observations on its nesting habits,

and an account of experiments which he had made in order to test the

potency of its venom.

The native name, Katipo, signifies "night-stinger," (being derived from
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two words, kakati, to sting, and jjo, the night,) and although more strictly

ajiplicable to the venomous spider, is often used to denote a wasp or other

stinging insect.

The exact range of this spider—interesting as being the only poisonous

vermin in New Zealand—cannot yet be accurately determined ; but it appears

to be rather local in its distribiition, while its habitat is strictly confined to the

sand-hills skirting the sea shore. Along the coast from Wainui to Waikanae

(on the north side of Cook's Strait), it is excessively abundant. From Wai-

kanae to Horowhenua it is comparatively scarce ; but at the latter place, and

for a few miles further north, it is said to be abvmdant. .At Manawatu, and

thence along the coast for twenty or thirty miles, it is very rare. At the

mouth of the Wanganui River, again, it is very abundant, and a story is still

current among the natives of the district about a fishing party, all of whom
were bitten by this dreaded spider, and, in two cases, with fatal results. I was

assured by Matene Te Whiwhi, of Otaki, that in former times a war party to

wdiich he belonged, on camping for the night near the mouth of the "Wanganui

River, had no less than ten men bitten before morning, some of whom sufiered

very severely. The Rev. Mr. Stannard informs me that lie found the Katipo

very plentiful, a few years ago, on the sea coast between Waitotara and Patea.

On some parts of the Taranaki coast it is known to be very abundant. It is

plentiful near the mouth of the Mokau River, but becomes scarcer as we go

further north. It occurs, more or less abundantly, on the shores of the Bay of

Plenty, but never beyond the littoral zone of sand dunes. It is also found,

but less numerously, on the east coast of the Wellington Province. Major

Heaphy obtained a specimen at Massacre Bay, near Nelson, in the South

Island.

The notices of the Katipo which have hitherto been published contain

many inaccuracies of description. In a very interesting paper communicated

to the Auckland Institute, by Di'. Wright {Transactions, 1869, p. 81), the

sea-shore Katipo is described as having a " dark glossy body with a marked

red spot on the back." The Rev. R. Taylor, in his Leaf of the Natural History

ofNew Zealand, writes thus :
—"The Katipo—venomous spider—one kindred,

and one black with a red spot upon its back." Major Heaphy expresses his

doubts as to the existence of a red Katipo, as described by Mr. Taylor.

{Transactions, 1869, p. 83.) Dr. Thompson, in his Story of New Zealand,

says that there are two poisonous spiders—" the one found in the diy sea sand,

having a bright red spot on its dark back, the other, found inland, being of a

yellow colour." (p. 30.) According to another account, the inland Katipo has

"a round black and shining body but without the spot." In his recent work,

New Zealand and its Inhabitants, Mr. Taylor describes the Katipo as "a black

spider very delicately formed, with a red cross on its back, surrounded with

white spots ; the female being entirely black." Dr. Hochstetter, who had
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never actually seen the Katipo, describes it more correctly as " a small black

spider with a red stripe on its back." Di'. Ralph, in the paper already i-eferred

to, mentions that this spider presents a very different appearance at different

periods of its age, but he does not attempt to describe these pi"ogTessive changes

towards maturity. Having recently, through the kind assistance of Mr. Knocks,

of Otaki, obtained a fine collection of live Katipos, in every stage of gi'owth,

together with their cocoons or nests, I am enabled to place before the Society

a m.ore detailed description of the species than has ever yet appeared.

There is a small extent of sand-hills near Waikanae, on the west coast,

noted among the natives for the abundance of Katipo. A settler residing

there, named Jenkins, assured me that he coiild without difficulty "fill a qua.rt

measure in less than a day." In 1857, I collected in that locality a consider-

able number of them, and kept them alive for several weeks in order to study

their habits. And I may here mention a circumstance illustrative of the

wonderful tenacity of life possessed by some of the Arachnida. I shut up a

full-grown Katipo in a chemist's chip-box, on the 11th May, and placing it

among other objects in my cabinet^ it was overlooked and forgotten. I conse-

quently did not open the chip-box again imtil the 8th October following, when

I found the spider alive and active, and apparently none the worse for five

months' fasting ! As, however, in other instances I have known them perish

at the end of a week for want of food, I am inclined to consider the above case

corroborative of the Native account, that on the approach of cold weather the

Katipo retires to a cell underground, and passes the winter in a torpid state,

and that in this condition it may be handled with perfect impunity.

Mr. Taylor, in the published account already noticed, states that " the

Katipo does not make any web," but this is a mistake, for on examining its

haunts, it will often be found occupying a thick domed web, and on being

captured, it may be observed spinning a fine thread of gossamer. This

venomous spider may sometimes be found on the leaves of the pouaka, and

occasionally in the crevices of drift timber lying high and dry on the sea beach
;

but its favourite resort is under the tufts of pingao [Desmoschcenus S'pircdis),

which grows in abundance on the sand dunes near the coast. On moving

aside the long, overlapping leaves, the white web of the spider may be seen

attached to the roots of the plant, and within or around it two or more of the

venomous Katipo, the bright stripe on the back contrasting strongly with the

black of the other parts.

The Rev. Mr. Chapman records a case in which the bite of this spider

proved fatal to a girl who was bitten in the region of the abdomen ; and he

m.entions another case, of an English lad who was bitten on the fleshy part of

the thigh, and " was three months before he rallied, and probably another three

before he fully recovered." (See Transactio')is, 1869, p. 82.) The natives on

the west coast have assured me that among them, children have frequently
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died from the effects of the bite. But in the generality of cases, and especially

if the usual remedies are applied, the poisonous effects of the bite pass away

in a few days, causing however much pain and lassitude while they last. The

natives have several modes of treating a subject recently bitten, the most

effectual one being to scarify the part and to bathe the patient in hot water.

Another remedy in repute among them is to anoint the part affected with

kokowai, or red ochre. This has the effect of reducing the swelling which

almost immediately follows the bite, and alleviating the pain ; and if the

subject be robu^st and healthy no further inconvenience is likely to ensue. But

if no such remedial measures are adopted, and the bite is neglected, very serious

consequences may follow. According to the natives, the common symptoms

are an aching pain in the part bitten, which soon becomes much swollen and

inflamed ; then a copious sweat, and a feeling of intense languor and depres-

sion of spirits. If not checked, this is followed by a convulsive contraction of

the limbs, and the case then assumes a dangerous phase.

During my residence at Manawatu, some years ago, the natives bi'ought

me word that a woman had been bitten by a Katipo. I at once j)laced the

case in the hands of the Native Medical Officer of the district, Batten Smith,

Esq., to whom I am indebted for the following interesting notes :

—

"April 5, 18G3. At 2 p.m. I was called to see a woman named Marara,

about fifty years of age, and belonging to the Ngatiwhakatere tribe. It appears

that yesterday, about noon, whilst digging potatoes at "Wirokino (near the sea

coast) she was bitten by a Katipo on the left hip. In a few minutes after, she

complained of ' pains all over her,' which were followed in the space of two

houi-s by cold shiverings, lasting only for a few minutes and returning at

irregular intervals up to the time of my visit. Her husband had apj)lied hot

roasted potato to the seat of pain, though without alleviating it. She has

always been a strong and healthy woman. I found the left hip slightly

swollen and tender on pressure, but neither any noticeable shining blush nor

heat of the skin ; the tongue clean all over
;
pulse through, full and strong,

reaching only to 75 ; neither vomiting nor headache, cramps in the muscles of

the stomach nor sore throat. Countenance anxious, but not bloated
;
pupils of

the eyes natural, and not over sensitive to light. Pain great in both thighs,

but greatest at the immediate seat of the bite, which had the same appear-

ance as the prick of a needle or other fine instrument would produce. ]^o

swelling of either legs or feet.

"Ti'eatment :—Solution of niti'ate of silver 10 grains to 1 ounce of water,

washed over the hip ; and she was given the following mixture,—Carbonate of

ammonia 2 scruples, laudanum 40 drops, chloric sether ^ drachm, peppermint

water to 8 ounces. Two table spoonfuls to be taken every second hour.

"At 9 p.m. the rigors and pain having abated, she was given,

—

Hyd. Chlor.

3 grains, s. s., and list. Alb. 1 ounce, s. m.
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" Api'il 6. Better, but tongue rather yellow. Repeated mixture with an

increase of ammonia.

"April 7. Every bad symptom abated.

"Aprils. Discharged well."

Dr. Wright, in describing a case within his own practice at Auckland,

states that the patient, who was^a stout strong man, within an hour after

being bitten by a Katipo, on attempting to eat, found that he could not open

his mouth, or was scarcely able to articulate in consequence of stiffness about

the jaws. The symptoms grew rapidly worse, and the patient became faint

and almost pulseless. His extremities wei-e cold and flaccid, his respiration

almost ceased, and his two medical attendants had fears that he was about to

expire. Spirits of ammonia were applied to the wound, which had the effect

of reducing the swelling and abating the pain ; ammonia and water, afterwards

combined with brandy, were administered in considerable doses. Under this

treatment the patient gradually improved, and in two hours was able to return

home, but for several days after was unable to return to his work. Dr. Wright

concludes that "from the symptoms of this case, the man was powerfully

affected by a narcotic and irritating poison, which being absorbed into the

circulation, affected the heart, brain, and nervous system to a very considerable

extent, almost amounting to fatal syncope,—that the stimulants, by exciting

the heart's action, gradually aroused the excretory functions so as ultimately

to I'emove the poison from the system."

Enough has been said to show that the bite of the Katipo, although seldom

fatal, is very painful and distressing. It is important, therefore, that those

whose avocations lead them to the sea shore, should be able to distinguish

it readily from other spiders, and to know its haunts, so as to avoid them. I

have satisfied myself that in common with many other venomous creatures, it

only exerts its dreaded power as a means of defence, or when greatly irritated;

for I have observed that on being toiTched with the finger, it instantly folds its

legs, rolls over on its back, and simulates death, remaining perfectly motionless

till further molested, when it atl;empts to escape, only using its fangs as the

dernier ressort.

The cocoon, or nest of the Katipo, is perfectly spherical in shape, opaque,

yellowish white, and composed of a silky web of very fine texture. The eggs

are of the size of mustard seed, perfectly round, and of a transparent purplish

red. They are agglutinated together in the form of a ball, and are placed in

the centre of the cocoon, the exterior surface of which is sometimes encrusted

with sand.

The Katipo undergoes the following changes in its progress towards

matui'ity. In the very young state, it has the body white with two linear

series of connected black spots, and an intermediate line of pale I'ed ; under

parts brown ; legs light brown with black joints. In the next stage, the fore
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part of the body is yellow with two black "eye-spots;" sides black with

transverse marks of yellowish white ; dorsal stripe bright red, commenciBg

higher up than in the adult, and with the edges serrated ; thorax dark brown

;

under parts black with an obscure spot of red ; legs yellowish brown, black at

their joints. At a more advanced age, the stripe on the back is brighter and

is narrowly bordered with yellow, and there are some obscure markings on the

sides. In this condition the thorax and legs are nearly black.

ASmU Female.—Examples differ considerably in size, the body which is

almost spherical, varying in development from the size of pigeon shot to that

of a small green-pea. In the fully adult condition, this spider is a very

handsome one, both in form and colour. In my largest specimens, the

outspread legs, measuring across, cover a space of three-quarters of an inch.

Thorax and body shining, satiny black. A stripe of bright orange-red passes

down the centre of the body, the edges being tinged with yellow. At the

anterior extremity, this stripe is broader and angular, and it is surmounted by

an open, narrow mark of white in the form of a nail-head. Below this, and

immediately above the junction of the thorax there are two divergent spots of

orpiment yellow with white edges. Legs black, with the extremities inclining

to brown. On the under stirface there are two transverse spots of dark red.

In some examples there is a dark line down the middle of the bright dorsal

stripe, while in others the sides are ornamented with transverse marks of

yellowish white. One of the specimens in my collection, more beautiful than

the rest, has two triangular spots of yellow above the junction of the thorax,

then two letter V marks with their angles joined, succeeded above by two

similar but larger marks, their inner ai'ms forming the nail-head which caps

the bright dorsal stripe of red.

Adult Male.—The male is considerably smaller than the female. Body

shining blackish brown, with an obscure narrow line of yellow down the centre

of the back, broader towards the posterior extremity, and a similar interrupted

line on each side ; legs dark brown, with black joints.

Art. VIII.

—

Notes on the Genus Deiaacrida .in New Zealand.

By Walter Buller, F.L.S., F.G.S.

(With Illustrations.)

[Read before the Wellington PJiilosojyhical Society, November 12, 1870.]

[A PORTION of the following notes on a curious group of New Zealand insects

appeared in the Zoologist for August, 1867. It has been considered advisable

to reprint the paper after revision by the author, who now adds the description

of an additional species.

—

Ed.]
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1. Deinacrida heteracantha, White. (" Weta-punga " of the natives.)

This fine species has a very limited geographical range. I have never

heard of its occurrence south of the Waikato District, in the North Island.

Formerly it was abundant in the forests north of Atickland ; but of late years

it has become extremely rare. The natives attribute its extermination to the

introduced Norway rat, which now infests every part of the country and

devours almost everything that comes in its way. One of these insects, in the

collection of the late Dr. Sinclair, measured, with its hind legs and antennse

stretched out, fourteen inches ; its head and body, exclusive of appendages,

being two inches and a half. A specimen which I obtained in a pine forest,

near the Kaipara Hiver, more than thirteen years ago, and which is now

deposited in the Auckland Museum, is even larger. The sexes differ con-

siderably in size.

The Weta-punga appears to subsist chiefly on the green leaves of trees and

shrubs. It climbs Math agility, and is sometimes found on the topmost branches

of the kahikatea and other lofty trees, but more generally on the low under-

wood of the forest. When disturbed it produces a clicking noise, accompanied

by a slow altei'nate movement of its powerful hind legs. When taken it kicks

or strikes backwards with these limbs, which are armed with double rows

of sharp spurs ; and, unless dexterously seized, will not fail to punish

the offender's hand, the prick of its spurs causing an unpleasant stinging

sensation. My brother-in-law, Major Mair, obtained some exceedingly fine

examples of this insect in the Whangarei District. He foiand the killing

of them, so as not to injure the specimens, a matter of some difficulty;

and in one instance attempted to drown the insect in cold water, but found it

after four days' immersion as lively and active as ever. In another case, a

large Weta-punga which he had immersed in water almost boiling, and then

laid aside in his insect-box as killed, revived in. the course of a few hours, and

appeared to be qiiite unharmed ! A pair which I captured in a low belt of

wood near the Wairoa, and secured in a pocket handkerchief, had eaten their

way out and escaped before my return to the spot where I had left them

carefully suspended.

2. Deinacrida tlioracica, Gray. " Weta" of the natives.)

This sjDCcies is very common in the North Island. It infests decayed wood,

and particularly the dry stems of the tutu [Coriaria ruscifolia) and the branches

of Griselina lucida, into which it bores. During the night it may be heard

emitting a peculiar snapping sound, especially when disturbed by the blaze of

a camp fire in the woods.

The male may be i*eadily distinguished from the female by its large head

and long powerful jaws. The ovipositor (in the female) is about half an inch
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long, and is slightly recurved. This insect is preyed on by the koheperoa

{Euclynamis tditensis), the kaka {Nestor meridioncdis) and several other birds.

3. Deinacrida megacejohcda, Buller. {Zool, 1867, p. 852.)

I bestowed this name on a new species, of which I had received several

examples (of both sexes) from the woods in the neighbourhood of Welling-ton.

The male of this species is characterized by a head and mandibles so large as to

appear out of all proportion to the size of the body. (Figure 2, Plate V.b.)

This exaggerated feature is wanting in the other sex, which, however, is distia-

guishable from Deinacrida thoracica by sufficiently obvious specific characters.

The tibise are considerably thicker, and more strongly armed with lateral spurs,

although not longer than in the other species ; the thorax, which is ochreous-

yellow marked ^vith black in D. tJioracica, is of uniform dark umber, narrowly

margined with brown ; the head of this species is almost entirely black, and

the body, instead of being pale brown, as in the other, is deep reddish brown

with transverse bands of black. The femora are marked on each side with

three series of minute black spots, which are more conspicuous in the male.

The following are the measurements of the male :—Head and mandibles, one

inch ; from anterior edge of thorax to end of abdomen one inch and three-

sixteenths, the plate of the thorax measuring a quarter of an inch. The

antennje are four inches long ; femur three-quarters of an inch ; tibia one inch

and three-sixteenths ; tarsus and claws three-eighths of an inch. The vertex

is much rounded or elevated, and perfectly smooth.

4. Deinacrida rugosa^ sp. no v. (Figs. 1 and 3, Plate Y.b.)

I propose this name for a species of which one example only (now deposited

in the Colonial Museum) has yet been obtained.

This species is intermediate in size between D. lieteracantha and D.

r)iegacephala, and possesses very distinct characters. The extreme length of

the body is 1 1 inches, the thoracic shield measuring half an inch in length by

three-quarters in width (following the curvature). Althoiigh a male specimen,

the head is very small and rounded, measuring only half an inch in length, by

three-eighths in width. The eyes are large and very prominent ; the antennae

comparatively short, measuring scarcely four inches. Femur one inch ; tibia

one inch ; tarsus and claws, half an inch. The edges of the thoracic shield are

raised, and the surface is deeply punctured and indented. The posterior edges

of the dorsal plates are raised, and the lower ones have a fringe of hard papillae

along their outer margin. All the plates are moi-e or less punctured, and the

whole surface presents a roughened appearance, which at once distinguishes the

species from D. lieteracoMtha, to which it more nearly ajDproaches. Head,

thorax, and body bright reddish brown, the edges of the plates darker

;
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thoracic shield and two succeeding plates marked with black. Antennae and

legs yellowish brown, the joints of the latter spotted with black. Under parts

yellowish brown, darker on the edges of the abdominal segments.

My specimen was obtained in the Wanganui District, and was found

undersfround.

Art. IX. — Further Notes on the Ornithology of New Zealand.

By Walter Buller, F.L.S., F.G.S., F.E.G.S.

(With Illustrations.)

\Jiead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, November 12, 1870.]

In the Ornithological Notes which I had the honour on a former occasion to

lay before the Society, I ventured to combat some of the views advanced by

Dr. Otto Finsch, in regard to the characters and nomenclature of some of our

New Zealand birds. That discussion, of which the present paper may be

considered a continuation, was entered upon not in a spirit of controversy, but

from a genuine desire on both sides to elicit the truth and to extricate the

avifauna of this country from the confusion of nomenclature in which it had

become involved. The critical experience which Dr. Finsch brought to bear

on the subject, added to his very extensive knowledge of general ornithology,

has proved of great value in determining hitherto little known or doubtful

species. And I venture to believe that, owing to the advantage I possess as a

local investigator, I also have been able to contribute in some degree to a better

understanding of many of the species.

To me, personally, the discussion so commenced has been of service, by

bringing me into friendly and direct communication with one of the most

learned of Continental ornithologists ; and in the last letter which I had the

pleasure of receiving from him. Dr. Finsch frankly admits that my last paper

has converted him on several points. For example,—that Anthornis auriocula

is quite distinct from A. melanura, that Rhijndura flabelUfera is clearly

separable from R. albisca'pa of Australia, that Platycercus Fosteri (Finsch) is

of very doubtful specific value, and that Von Pelzeln's Anthornis ruficejys is

merely a flower-stained example of A. melanura. On the subject of those

" new species " which he has proved to have been already known to science,

he remarks,—" I do not attack you in any way for joublishing such species as

new ; on the conti^ary, I am glad to find that there is a zealous man working

in our science who endeavours himself to conti'ibute towards a better know-

ledge of the bu-ds of that very interesting part of our globe. To a man

engaged, as I have been, on ornithology for fifteen years, and working on the
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greatest collections, it is in some cases easy to become convinced that a so-called

new species lias been published long ago elsewhere without having actually

seen the type specimen. This has occurred to me often, not only with new
species of others but with those published by myself" And, with the candor

of a true man of science, he adds,—"I am always glad and thankful to learn

whether one of my species is really good or not, and I was pleased to learn

from Mr. Blanford, that a lark which I had described as new had no specific

value."

The following notes have reference not only to the species treated of in. my
former 2:)aper, but relate also to Dr. Finsch's recently published account of the

Parrots of New Zealand, as translated for the New Zealand Institute by

Mr. R. L. Holmes.

1. Heteralocha Gouldi, Gray.

Dr. Finsch places this species in the family Melipliagidm {Journ. fur Orn.,

1870, p. 247), but states no reason for so novel a classification. Till its

affinities are better known it must remain where Mr. Gould originally placed

it, among the TJpwpidoi. All that is at present known of this remarkable

species will be found collected in a paper I'ead before the Wellington Philo-

sophical Society, i^ide ante, p. 24.)

2. Anthornis auriocula, Buller.

Dr. Finsch, while admitting that this bird is distinct from Anthornis

melanura, writes,-—"Had you given formerly the measurements of A. auriocula

I never would have doubted this species, but now I must say I cannot see the

exact difierence between this bird and A. melanocephala, Gray;" and in his

recent paper on the Birds of New Zealand {Journ. fiir Orn., 1870, p. 250),

he remarks that it coincides so fully with the latter as to warrant a supposition

that they are identical, "which appears more probable as both inhabit the

Chatham Islands, a small groiip that can hardly be supposed to possess two

species of such close resemblance."

I find no difficulty in pointing out characters that distinguish my bird from

A. melanocejyhala, even more decidedly than from A. melanura.

Antliornis nielanocepliala, according to Gray's description, has the head

steel black, and the neck, breast and ujjper tail coverts tinged with the same

colour, and the wing coverts steel black margined with yellowish olive. In

my Anthornis auriocula all these parts are of a uniform yellowish olive, there

being merely a tinge of blue on the forehead as in the common species,

A. melanura. In the former species the lai-ger coverts, quills and tail feathers

are blackish brown margined with paler or yellowish olive, whereas in my bird

they are dusky brown.
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3. Anthornis ruftceps, Von Pelzeln.

Regarding this species, Dr. Finsch says,—"You are quite right in respect

to A. ruficeips. The red colour on the face is caused by external influences, for

my friend. Yon Pelzeln, has washed the type in the Yienna Museum, and the

red tinge has partially disappeared. But, looking at the specimen, I was bound

to take it as a good species, not knowing the singular manner of feeding."

While this appears to be a full confirmation of my view that the stains

were caused by the flowers of Senecio cassinioides, or some other plant, I con-

sider it only fail- to my friend. Dr. Haast, who first discovered the supposed

species, to give the following extract from one of his letters to me :
—" Con-

cerning A. ruficeps I may state, I am more than ever convinced that it is a

good species, havmg an orange forehead and being smaller and thinner than

A. melanura. I have been lately to Mount Cook, where the Senecio cassinioides

is growing and in blossom, but all the birds had hhie heads notwithstanding."

The only inference, however, as it appears to me, fairly deducible from this

fact, is that the red stains are produced not by Senecio cassinioides, but by the

flowers of some other plant, and this in no degree establishes the validity of

the species.

Dr. Finsch quotes a similar communication from Dr. Haast, dated March 26,

1870, but adds, "as this peculiarity of colouring, although only partly

removed (in Yon Pelzeln's specimen), proved an artificial one, it may be

inferred with considerable certainty that its existence was owing to accidental

outward influences ; anyhow, the pollen with which these birds come in con-

tact while seeking their food, contains colouring qualities producing a durable

effect. Anthornis ruficeps ought therefore to be struck out of the list of New
Zealand bii'ds although Dr. Haast notes it as a genuine species of sub-alpine

regions." {Journ. filr Orn., 1870, p. 250.)

4. Anthornis melanura, Sparrm.

As an instance of the mistakes into which the best closet naturalists almost

inevitably fall when treating of a remote fauna, I may point out that

Dr. Finsch eniimerates Anthornis melanura, one of the commonest New Zea-

land birds, among the species belonging exclusively to the Chatham Islands.

(See Journ. filr Orn., 1870, p. 243.)

5. Xenicus Haastii, Buller.

This species is acknowledged by Dr. Finsch to be a good one, but he

suggests that it ought to be referred to the genus Gerthii^arui ; a view which I

feel bound to reject. It possesses characters, however, which may entitle it to

become the type of a new genus. Xenicus gilviventris, Pelz., is now added by

Dr. Finsch to the list of species, although omitted in his former paper.
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6. Oethonyx ocpirocephala, Finscli.

In my former notes {Trans. N. Z. Inst., 1868, p. 108), I objected to the

separation of Mohoua ochrocephala and Certliiparus alhicillus, as in Dr. Finsch's

list, and referred both species to the former genus.

The practice of adopting local native names to designate new genera,

appears to me objectionable, inasmuch as it causes confusion in the general

nomenclature. The name " Moho " has been selected for a genus of honey-

eating birds inhabiting the Sandwich Islands. In New Zealand this name is

applied generally by the Maoris to various species of aquatic rails, belonging

to no less than three distinct genera. On the other hand, the appellation of

" Mohoixa " given by M. Lesson as the native name, and selected by him to

distinguish the genus, has no existence in the Maori language, and its continued

adoption would only perpetuate what is obviously a blunder. I therefore

propose to restore the genus Orthonyx of Temminck, to which I can discover

no tangible objection. And as I cannot see any valid reason why two species

so closely allied both in structure and in habits should be separated generically,

I have decided to refer both Mohoxia ochrocephala, Gray, and Gerthiparus

albicillus, Lesson, to this genus. '*"

7. Sphenceacus fulvus, Gray.

As the common species Sphenmacus ptmctatus is liable to some variation,

both in size and plumage, I feel rather doubtful about the specific value of the

bird described by Mr. G. E,. Gi-ay under the above name. A specimen in

Dr. Hector's collection, at Otago, which I had an opportunitv of examining

in 1865, and which I supposed to be referable to Gi^ay's S. fulvus, measured in

length to end of tail 1^ inches ; wing fi-om flexure 2|^ ; tail 4 ; tarsi f

.

The plumage generally was lighter and more fulvoiis than in ordinary speci-

mens ; the tail feathers dark brown edged with paler ; bill, tarsi and toes very

pale bi'own. Another specimen (nrinus the tail), in Mr. Lea's collection, was

very similar although somewhat darker.

Whatever importance I might be inclined to attach even to trivial charac-

ters when constant, I should hesitate to accord to these occasional examples

the rank of a distinct species.

* Since the above was written, I have received the July Heft of the Joxmial fiXr

Ornithologie, and am glad to find that Dr. Finsch has not only adopted my view as to the

propriety of uniting Mohoua ochrocephcda and Certliiparus alhicillus generically, but has

in fact anticipated me with regard to Orthonyx, by placing both species in that genus.

It is gratifying to me to discover that, quite independently of each other, we have arrived

at the same conclusion on so nice a point.
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8. Gerygone assimilis, Buller.

In my former notes in reply to Dr. Finscli's paper in the Ibis, the following

statement occurs :
—" I am not aware that I ever met with Gerygone assimilis

in the South Island. At any rate, I demur to being held responsible for

wrongly named specimens which I have never had an opportunity of iden-

tifying." Dr. Haast has cince written, reminding me that in a collection of

skins from Canterbury, forwai'ded to me for examination in 1866, there was

one which I identified as the young of Gerygone assimilis. I take this oppor-

tunity, therefore, of correcting a statement which implied that Dr. Haast was

wrong in ascribing to this species a South Island range. At the same time it

appears to me highly probable that Dr. Haast mistook the two birds. The

specimen sent to me (which is still in my possession) is unquestionably a yoimg

bird, and although it is often difficult to distinguish between the young of

closely allied species, I am still of opinion that it is referable to G. assimilis.

The specimen which Dr. Haast forwaixled to Germany, was " represented to

be a female from Banks' Peninsula." Dr. Finsch, in noticing this specimen,

states that it agrees in every respect with the description and figure of the true

G. Jlaviventris, as given by Gray, except that the "yellowish growth on the

under parts and tail coverts is weaker." {Journ. filr Orn., 1870, p. 254.)

I perfectly agree with Dr. Finsch that such a bii-d is not separable from the

old species j but the form which I propose to distinguish as G. assimilis is

larger, and entirely free from the yellowish tinge on the u.nder parts ; and by

Dr. Finscli's own showing he has never seen it.

Having examined a large number of their nests in various parts of the coun-

try, I found that, while they invariably exhibited the pensile character, they were

as a rule referable to one or the other of two distinct types—the bottle-shaped

nest with the porch or vestibule, and the pear-shaped foi-m without the porch.

This peculiarity coupled with the significant fact that in some instances the eggs

were pure white, in others speckled oi- spotted with red, led me iirst to suspect

the existence of two distinct but closely allied species, and the ascertained difier-

ence in size and colour which I have already indicated strengthened that view.

Tu my Essay 071 New Zealand Ornithology, 1865 (p. 9), I described the two forms

of nests, and proposed to distinguish the builder of the larger pear-shaped

nest as G. assimilis. Although still of opinion that such a distinction is

warranted, I am free to admit that the subject requires further investigation.

]VIy esteemed friend, Captain Hutton writes me :
— " I have lately seen several

good examples of the porch in the Riroriro's nest, but I think it easy to

collect a series from no porch to the most developed, and it seems to me to be

due more to accidental circumstances than to specific difference." It will be

observed, however, that my correspondent does not appear to have actually

found such a series, while in a former letter he states that although he had

G
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examined a great many specimens, he had never yet met with the porch-like

contrivance, and in an ai'ticle recently contributed to the Ihis (July, 1870,

p. 393), he remarks,— "^'I have never seen the poi'ch described by Mr.

Buller in his Essay."

Mr. Potts, in his intei-esting paper on the nests and eggs of New Zealand

birds {Trans. N.Z. Inst., 1869, p. 50), sta,tes that this species Tisually lays six

eggs ; but, so far as my experience goes, four is the normal number, although

there are sometimes more. They differ somewhat in size, and vary in shape

from the true ovoiconical to a slightly pyriform type. They are sometimes

piire white, but more generally freckled with pale red, and ai'e so fragile in

textui^e as to bear only the most delicate handling. Mr. Potts accounts for the

occurrence of white eggs on the supposition that they ai'e the product of

young birds ; but I am more disjDOsed to consider this, taken in connection

with the slight difference in form and size, as further indicative of the exist-

ence of two distinct species.

Among the substances used as building materials by this bird, spiders'

nests are always conspicuous ; indeed, in some specimens the whole exterior

surface is covered with them. The particular web chosen for this pvirpose is

an adhesive cocoon of loose texture and of a dull green colour. These spiders'

nests contain a cluster of flesh-coloured eggs, or young, and in tearing them off

the bird necessarily exposes the contents, which it eagerly devours. Thus,

while engaged in collecting the requisite building material, it finds also a

plentiful supply of food—an economy of time and labour very necessary to a

bird that requires to build a nest fully ten times its own size, and to rear a

foster-brood of hungry cuckoos in addition to its own.

9. Petroica Dieffenbachii, Gray.

In characterizing the above species iyoy. Ereh. and Terr., Birds, p. 6),

Mr. Gray states that it is " veiy like Petroica onacrocephala, but is altogether

smaller in size, and with the small and narrow bill of P. toitoi."

Petroica toitoi is confined in its range to the North Island, where it is

very common. It may readily be distinguished from the other species by the

pure whiteness of its under parts. The South Island is the habitat of

P. ^macrocepliala, and Auckland Island is incbided in its range on the authority

of Mr. G. P. Gray. I obtained specimens at the Chatham Islands during a

visit there in 1855, but I have failed to detect any such difference in examples

from that locality as would justify the recognition of a distinct species, as

proposed by Mr. Gray. I think it will be found necessary to expunge

Petroica Dieffenbachii from the list of species, for I do not believe that it has

any real existence.
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10. Call.eas olivascens, Pelzeln.

I cannot admit Herr von Pelzeln's bird described under the above name

{Trans. Zool. Bot. Soc, 1867, p. 317), to be a good species. The description

is founded on a specimen collected at Auckland by Mr. Zelebor, and the diag-

nostic charactei-s vs^hich distinguish it from C. cinerea, are the brownish olive

colour of the back, wings and tail, the greyish olive of the uuder parts, its

greater size, and the "dusky colour of the mouth caruncles." The dusky black

colour of the wattles is worthless as a distinguishing feature, for these fleshy

appendages, which are of a brilliant blue in the living bird, fade in death and

entirely change colour in the dried specimen, becoming almost black. The

sexes vary in size, and the peculiarity of coloration to which Von Pelzeln

attaches specific value is characteristic of the female.

11. Platycercus Nov^ Zelandi.e, Sparrm.

Our worthy President, the Hon. Mr. Mantell, in his Anniversary Addi-ess,

refers to "the lamentable confusion inseparable from the attempt to determine

species from the dried and distorted specimens in antipodean museums."

A striking instance of this is afibrded in the number of "species" which

stuffed examples of our common little Parrakeet {Platycercus Nova Zelandice)

have been made to represent.

The type of Mr. Gray's Platycei'cus Cooki, in the British Museum, is

described as not distinguishable from ordinary specimens of Platycercus Novce

Zelandice, except that the red ear spots are rather faint, while the beak is a

little stronger and blacker towards the point. Dr. Finsch states " that this

distinction in the colour of the beak was taken by Gray as the chief ground

for separating the species," and adds, that in another example of the so-called

PI. Gooki, in the Heine Museum, "the beak exhibits the usual colour."

An unusually small example of this biixl was characterized by Prince C. L.

Bonaparte as PI. AucManclicus. Another example, presenting some slight

differences in the details of its colouring, was described by Verreaux as PI.

Saisetti ; and another, of a lighter green plumage than ordinary specimens,

became PI. erythrotis.

Platycercus Rayneri, Gray, founded on a single specimen in the British

Museum, does not differ at all in colour from the typical species, the only

distinction being the " wider tail feathers."

Dr. Finsch, after enianerating a lai-ge series of specimens that had come

under his inspection, very properly concludes :
—" It appears to me impossible

to make more than one well-defined species out of all the above." But at the

same time, Dr. Finsch (with some apparent leluctance) raises Forster's bird to

the rank of a distinct species, PI. Forsteri, simply because of the accidental

absence of the red thigh-spots. He observes, " Gray unites, improperly, this
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bird with his PI. Aucklandicus, although it is quite a distinct sj^ecies." On

the contrary, I think there is little room to doubt that both of the so-called

species ought to be united to PI. Roves Zelandice.

Dr. Finsch's supposition that Platycercus unicolor, Vigors, in which the

frontal spot is wanting, may be the young state of PI. Novce, Zelandice is

certainly incorrect ; but as the specimen in the British Museum, on which the

description is founded, is acknowledged to be " the only one known," I have

not the least doubt that it is merely an accidental variety of the common

species.

Like many other members of the large natural family to which it belongs,

this species exhibits a strong tendency to variability of colour, and the slight

differences which some of the ornithologists ofEurope have recognized as sufficient

specific characters, ai-e of no value whatever. As a proof of this, I may here

notice four remarkable examples that have come within my own knowledge in

this country.

(1.) A specimen of Platycercus Novce Zelandice brought to me by a native,

in the Kaipara District, many years ago, had the whole of the plumage of a

brilliant scarlet red.

(2.) A specimen obtained in the woods in the neighbourhood of Wellington,

had the green plumage thickly studded all over with spots of red. This hand-

some bird was caged, and at the first moult the whole of the spots disappeared.

(3.) A young bird, brought to me from the nest, and not fully fledged, had

the plumage of the body pale yellow, shaded with green on the uj^per parts,

and the quills and tail feathers marked Avith red.

(4.) In the summer of 1863, I obtained a very beaiitiful variety of the

common Platycercus au7-ice2?s, at Manawatu. I found it in the hands of a

labouring settler, who had purchased it from the natives for something less

than a shilling. Finding him unwilling to part with it, I tempted him with a

guinea, and secured the prize. It was a bird of the first year, and presented

the following appearance :—Frontal band crimson, vei'tex golden yellow ; space

around the eyes and a band encircling the neck green ; head, shoulders and

lower part of back red, the intermediate space variegated with red and green

;

quills dusky, obscurely banded with yellow, and margined on the outer vane

with blue ; wing coverts greenish yellow, barred and margined with red ; tail

feathers green, obscurely barred with yellow in their apical portion. Under

parts green variegated with crimson and yellow, an interrupted band of the

former colour crossing the breast. Like the spotted variety already mentioned,

within a short time it commenced to moult, and was fast assuming the common

green livery of the species, when it was accidentally killed. This specimen,

which still exhibits traces of its original colours, belongs now to the type

collection of the Colonial Museum.

I think I may venture to assert, that had any one of these " occasional
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varieties " found its way into the National Collection of Great Britain, or into

one of the great continental museums, it would have been honoured with all

the distinctions of a good and true species !

12. Nestor meridionalis, Gmelin.

Dr. Finsch describes in graphic terms the delight with which he gazed

upon a live Kaka i^Nestor meridionalis), in the Zoological Society's Gardens,

London, and speculates on the speedy extinction of the species ; and Mr. Goiild,

in the Appendix to his Hand-hooJc to the Birds of Australia (p. 549), exjDresses

a hope that some of the residents of New Zealand will " study and record the

habits and economy of this bird before it be extirpated, and its name and a

few stuffed skins alone left as an evidence of its once having existed."

Although it cannot be denied that the Kaka is less common than it formerly

was, it still exists in very considerable numbers in various parts of the

country, and there. is no present danger of the species becoming extinct. In

the months of December and January, when the rata [Metrosideros rohusta)

is in flower, thousands of these birds are trapped by the natives, and preserved

in their own fat for winter use. Partly owing to this cause, and partly to the

extension of settlement, it is true that in some districts where in former years

they were excessively abundant, their cry is now seldom or never heard ; but

in the wooded districts of the interior they are as plentiful as ever.

The cause of the rapid disappearance in these Islands of some species of

birds, and absolute extinction of others, is a very interesting question. In a

newly-colonized country, where the old fauna and flora are being invaded by a

host of foreign immigrants, vaiious natural agencies are brought into play to

check the progress of the indigenous species, and to supplant them by new and

more enduring forms, more especially in the case of insular areas of compara-

tively small extent. These agencies are often too subtle in their operation to

arrest the notice of the ordinary observer, and it is only the ultimate results

that command his attention and wonder. But in New Zealand some special

cause, apart from this general law, must be assigned for the alarmingly rapid

decrease of many of the indigenous birds. In the course of a very few years,

species, formerly common in every grove, have become so scai-ce throughout

the country as to threaten their extinction at no very distant date.

Various reasons have been suggested to account for this. The natives

believe that the imported bee, which has become naturalized in the woods, is

displacing the kaka, tui, and other honey-eating birds. One of the oldest

settlers in the Hokianga District (Judge Maning), speaking to me on this

subject said,—" I remember the time, not very long ago, when the Maori lads

would come out of the woods with hundreds of korimakos hung around them

in strings, now one scarcely ever hears the bird; formerly they swarmed in

the northern woods by thousands, now they are well-nigh extinct." On
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asking him his opinion as to the cause of this, he told me that he agreed with

the Maoris, that the bee having taken possession of the woods, has driven the

honey-eating birds away from the flowers, and practically starved them out

;

and he referred to the scarcity of the tui, another honey-eater, in support of

this view.* But it must be remembered that both of these species subsist

largely on berries and insects, and that the comparative failure of their honey

food, even if granted, will not of itself account for the rapid decrease of these

birds ; while, on the other hand, the totoara [Petroica alhifrons), and other

species which do not sip flowers, are becoming equally scarce. It appears to

me that the honey-bee theory is quite insuflicient to meet the case, and that

we must look fvirther for the real cause. As the result of long observation, I

have come to the conclusion that hitherto the chief agent in this rapid des-

truction of certain species of native birds has been the introduced rat. This

cosmopolitan joest swarms through every part of the country, and nothing-

escapes its voracity. It is very abundant in all oiir woods, and the wonder

rather is that any of our insessorial birds are able to rear their broods in safety.

Species that nest in hollow trees, or in other situations accessible to the ravages

of this little thief, are found to be decreasing, while other species whose nests

are, as a rule, more favourably placed, continue to exist in undiminished

numbers. As examples of this latter class, I may instance the kingfisher,

which usually scoops out a hole for its nest in the upright bole of a dead tree,

quite beyond the reach of rats, and appears to be more abundant now than ever
;

also the Rldpidura, Zoster02)S, Gerygone, and other small birds whose delicate

nests are secured to slender twigs, or suspended among vines and creepers.

And the ground lark, again, which nests in open grass or fern land, where

the brown hawk {Circus Gouldi) keeps the i-at well under control, has of late

yeai-s sensibly increased being now very common. As a matter of fact, I

have known a case in which half a dozen nests of the tui, within a radius of

a himdred yards, were robbed by rats of both eggs and young.

In a letter which I had the pleasure of receiving from the Rev. T. Chapman,

of Rotorua, some years ago, that gentleman states,— '' Wild ducks were par-

ticularly numerous in this district on my arrival here : you saw them by dozens,

—you hardly see them now by twos. I have no doubt we owe this to the Nor-

way rat. There is a place on the Waikato River, some twenty miles below

* The following remark occurs in Mr. Travers' interesthig lecture, "On the Changes

effected in the Natural Features of a New Country by the Introduction of Civilized

Races:"—"The kiore has been replaced, if not destroj^ed, by the Euro^jean rat ; the

European honey-bee now swarms in oixr forests, taking the food of the meliphagous birds,

which are already diminishing palpably in numbers, whilst the facility afforded by the

immense epiphytical growth upon the forest trees enables the rat also to aid in this

destruction by devoiiring the eggs and young birds."

—

Trans. N. Z. Inst, Vol. ii., p. 312.
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Taiipo, wlieve the chiefs occasionally assembled to act out two important

matters,—to cliscnss politics and eat kouras (cray-fish). A few years after the

Norway I'at fully appeared, the kouras were no longer plentiful, and as the

New Testament made Maori politics rather unnecessary, the usage of meeting

no longer exists. The natives assured me that the Norway rat caught the

cray-fish by diving. Rowing up the rivers you see little deposits of shells.

Upon enquiry I found they were the selections of the Norway rat, who, by

diving for these fresh-water pipis, provide a kinaki (relish) for their vegetable

suppers."

In writing of the Nestor hyijo-polius ( = Nestor ^neridioncdis), Gould

remai*ks,—" A very great dissimilarity, both in size and colouring, occurs in

diflerent examples of this species, so miich so as to induce a belief, both in my
own mind and in that of others, that they may constitute two species. ''' * *

It will be a question for the colonists to determine if there be more than a

single species, or if the differences seen in the skins sent to Europe are indica-

tions only of loccd varieties, and to what cause they may be due."

In my former notes (Trans. iV. Z. Inst, Yol. ii., p. 387), I stated that

I had forwarded to Europe, for examination, specimens of a larger Nestor

from the Middle Island, which differed considerably from the typical Nestor

meridionalis. Mr. G. R. Gray, to whom I sent the skins, submitted them

to Dr. Finscli for identification, and this naturalist refers to them in the

Journal far Ornithologie, 1870, iinder the name of " Buller's Nestor mon-

tanus /" but this is a mistake, as I have never ventui'ed to assign, or even to

suggest, a Sf)ecific name for this bird, although in wxiting to Mr. Gi-ay I

pointed out differences that might be deemed of specific value. In a letter to

myself (under date July 13), Dr. Finsch observes,—" Mr. Gray sent me for

examination the two Nestors [large and small] sent by you. I have inspected

both with the greatest care, but I am not able to distinguish them as different

species. In comparing only these two specimens, no one would hesitate to

take them as distinct, but I have seen so many specimens of this Nestor that

I would not be at all astonished to see examples differing even more than

these. A specimen from the low-lands, sent by Dr. Haast, is quite inseparable

from your Alpine Nestor. A general variation seems to be the rule in the

genus Nestor. Scarcely two specimens are precisely and in every respect alike.

This is not only the case with your common species, but also with the rare

Nestor productus."

I fully admit the great variability of colour in specimens of Nestor meridio-

nalis, and have myself directed attention to it (vide Essay on New Zealand

Ornithology, p. 11) ; but this is a question, not merely of colour, bxit of two

distinct races, a larger and a smaller, and both confined to separate geograjihic

areas.

It appears to me that it is not of the least consequence to science whether
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Dr. Fiusch and I can agree to consider them good and true species, or merely

local varieties of Nestor meridionaUs, so long as they can be sufficiently dis-

tinguished. On no subject, probably, are the views of modern zoologists more

divided, than on the question of what constitutes a species and what a variety.

The definition of the term "species" is, after all, purely arbitrary, and is

determined in a great measure by the individual opinion of every naturalist.

Extreme views are held on both sides, one class of natui'alists contending that

it matters not how small the difference is between two allied species, provided

it be constant, while there is a growing tendency among another class to group

together a large number of slightly different species, usually considei"ed dis-

tinct, as merely local or climatic varieties of one typical form. " Between these

opposite views," to quote from a high authority, "there is certainly ample room

for every shade of opinion. Every naturalist, indeed, has his own views on

the matter. The fact is, that the amount of difference requisite to establish

specific distinctness between two sets of individuals is, as has been well main-

tained by an eminent writer whose views are adverse to the real existence of

species, a matte?- of opinion, and we should therefore be very careful in blaming

writers whose ideas on this point may be at variance with our own."

Of the two classes of " lumpers and splitters," as they have been respec-

tively termed, numerous examples might be given from the ranks of the best

ornithologists. As an instance of the former, however, I may mention that

Dr. Fiusch has united, under Comcnos jjertinax, the species named C. ceruginosus,

C. chrysogenys, G. xantholcemvs, C. ocularis, and C. chrysophrys. {Papagien,

Yol. i., p. 506). It is not for me to say that a naturalist of Dr. Finsch's

experience is wrong in this decision ; but we have it, on the authority of Mr.

Sclater, Secretary to the Zoological Society, that two of these forms, Conurus

xantliolcemus and G. chrysophrys, "living side by side in the Society's gardens,

are very distinct species and certainly not to be confounded together," [Proc.

Zool. Soc, 1867, p. 588.)

" Many years ago," says Mr. Darwin, " when comparing and seeing others

compare, the birds from the closely neighboui-ing islands of the Galapagos

Archipelago, both one with another, and with those from the American main-

land, T was much struck how entirely vagiie and arbitrary is the distinction

between species and varieties. "' * * Even Ireland has a few animals, now

generally regarded as varieties, but which have been ranked as species by some

zoologists. Several most experienced ornithologists consider our British red

grouse as only a strongly marked race of a Norwegian species, whereas the

greater number rank it as an undoubted species peculiar to Great Britain."

He further states that few well marked and well known varieties can be named

which have not been ranked as species by at least some competent judges, and

he summarises thus :
—" Certainly no clear line of demarcation has as yet been

drawn between species and sub-species—that is, the forms which in the opinion
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of some naturalists come very near to, but do not quite arrive at, the i-ank of

species ; oi', again, between sub-species and well marked varieties, or between

lesser varieties and individual differences."*

Mr. Sclater, in bis review of Gould's Monograph of the Trochilidm,

observes,—" We have never been able to di^aw the line between a species and

a climatic variety, nor do we believe it is possible so to do. We therefore do

not complain of Mr. Gould having given sj)ecific names to certain local forms,

if it can be shown that they are invariably distinguishable by constant charac-

ters, "t And another well known naturalist, Mr. A. K Wallace, in writing

on the Pigeons of the Malay Archipelago says,^
—" A permanent local variety

is ail absurdity and a contradiction, and if we once admit it, we make species

a matter of pure opinion, and shut the door to all uniformity of nomenclature;"

and he holds that where the difference, however trivial, is constant, the so-called

varieties must be regarded as distinct species.

Practically, as it seems to me, it matters little whether these closely allied

forms be characterized as species, races, or varieties, the true object of all

nomenclature being to aid the student in the systematic arrangement of all

existing oi'ganisms according to their natural affinities. But the too common

practice of confounding well marked local forms on the mere supposition of

specific identity, without actual examination and comparison, is a positive

injury to the cause of science, and cannot be too strongly condemned. It is

not only fatal to scientific accuracy, but renders it almost hopeless to arrive at

correct conclusions on the geographical distribution of species, a subject of the

highest interest to the philosophical naturalist.

13. Nestor EssLmoii, De Souance.

What is Nestor Esslingii ? asks one of my correspondents. The question,

though simple enough in itself, is not easily answered. The only specimen

extant, so far as I am aware, is the one in the British Museum (which I have

never had an opportunity of examining), and the several accounts given of

the bird by those who profess to describe it, are so much at variance that local

naturalists may well acknowledge themselves at fault respecting it.

M. de Souance, the original describer of the species, says :

—

" Le ISTestor dont nous allons donner la description est, sans contredit,

I'oiseau le plus remarquable de la collection Massena. Intermediaire entre le

N. hypopolius et le N. productus, ce magnifique Perroquet reunit, dans son

plumage, des details caracteristiques de ces deux esp6ces. Coloration g^nerale

semblable a celle du N. hypopolius."

Mr. Gould, in the Supplement to his Hand-hook to the Birds of Australia,

says of this species,—" A single specimen only of this magnificent Parrot has

* Orir/m of Species, p. 60. + Ibis, 1862, p. 73.
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come under my notice ; and this example is perhaps the only one that has yet

been sent to Europe. It formerly formed part of the collection of the Prince

D'Essling, of Paris, but now graces the National Museum of Great Britain.

It is in a most perfect state of preservation, and is without exception one of

the finest species, not only of its genus, but of the great family of parrots.

The native covintry of this species is supposed to be ISTew Zealand ; but I, as

well as M. de Souance, have failed to learn anything definite on this point.

In size it even exceeds the great kaka (^Nestor liypo-polius), which it resembles

in the form of its beak, while in its general colouring it closely assimilates to

Nestor jyroductus.
"

Dr. Finsch, on the other hand, states in his Monograph, that Nestor Esslingii,

De Souance (of which the type is in the British Museum), is in size and general

colour the same as Nestor raeridionalis, but has the breast ash grey with brown

terminal margins, and a broad yellowish white transverse band straight across the

belly. Further on he speaks of both the original specimens from the Massena Col-

lection being in the British Museum, and states that " they appear to be the only

ones known. " He adds, that he was not able to make such an examination of them

as he wished, owing to their being in hermetically closed glass cases, but quotes

Souance, to the efiect that the red marks on the inner vane of the quills and

tail feathers are precisely as in Nestor meridioncdis ; whereas Mr. Gould dis-

tinctly says that while the tail feathers in N. nfieridionalis and N. productus

are strongly toothed on the under surface with red, " in Nestor Esslingii no

such marks occur, the toothing on the inner webs of the primaries is not so

clear and well-defined, and the light coloured interspaces are more freckled

with brown."

As stated by Mr. Gould, there is no certainty about the type specimen of

M. de Souance having come from New Zealand. Dr. Finsch, however,

regards it positively as a New Zealand species, and cites Dr. Haast as his

authoi'ity. " No traveller (he observes) speaks of this rare bird, and only

from a remark of Dr. Haast's does it appear that it really still exists. He

says, in his interesting treatise on the kakapo {ver Handel des Kaiserl, Zool.

Bot. Ver. Zer Wien., 1863, p. 116),

—

Nestor Esslingii is still to be seen in the

forest districts, living on the berries of the numerous Alpine shrubs and on the

roots of Alpine herbs,—the only remark we possess about the species." But

Dr. Haast has since written to me, asking what Nestor Esslingii is, and I

gather from his correspondence that he mistook another bird (the large Alpine

Nestor, which Dr. Finsch considers a mere variety of N. meridionalis) for the

true Nestor Esslingii. There is, consequently, no positive authority for con-

sidering this a New Zealand species.

Not having access to the type specimen, and left in utter confusion as to

its real characters by the discrepancies to which I have adverted, it is impossible

for a local naturalist to hold any decided opinion respecting it. But assuming
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Dr. Finscli's description to be strictly correct,—that it most nearly resembles

Nestor •meridionalis, from which it is only distinguishable by the broad

yellowish white band across the under parts of the body, and considering the

extreme tendency in that species to variability of colour, I should be inclined

to regard the British Museum bird as an accidental variety of the common

Kaka. Among the numerous abnormally coloured examples which I have

seen, from time to time, varying from an almost pure albino to a rich

variegated scarlet, I remember one which, although like the common bird

in its general plumage, had a broad longitudinal band of yellowish white on the

abdomen. The specific identity of this specimen with Nestor meridionalis

was unmistakable.

14. Nestor superbus, Buller.

Diagnosis. — Latere inferiore, capitis lateribus, torque nuchse, tergo

caudseque tectricibus et superioribus et inferioribus puniceis
;

pileo, pectore,

humeris alarumque tectricibus superioribus flavis ; alls albido-flavis ; cauda

cinereo-flava.

Dr. Finsch's remark that my Nestor siq^erhus approaches nearest in colour

to N. Esslingii and N. froductus, does not tend to diminish the confusion

which already exists. As we have already seen, this author makes the yellow

bellyband almost the only distinguishing feature between N. Esslingii and N.

meridionalis. Gould gives the following description of the Phillip Island

bird {Nestor productus) :—General colour of the upper surface brown ; head

and back of the neck tinged with grey, the feathers of these parts, as well as

of the back, margined with a deeper tint ; rump, belly, and under tail coverts

deep red ; cheeks, throat, and chest yellow, the former tinged with red

;

shoulders, on their inner surface, yellow tinged with rufous olive ; tail feathers

banded at the base with orange-yellow and brown ; the inner webs of the quiU-

feathers at the base and beneath with dusky red and brown ; irides very dark

brown ; bill brown ; nostrils, bare skin round the eye, and the feet dark

olive-brown.

A glance at the diagnostic characters above (as quoted by Dr. Finsch) will

show that my Nestor superbus is a very differently coloured bird to either of

these species.

15. ISTestor occidentalis, Buller.

Dr. Finsch disallowed this species, on the supposition that it was the large

Alpine Nestor from the South, which he pronounces a mere variety of Nestor

meridionalis. This surmise was a mistake ; but, in a letter to me, he state3

that he is still inclined to believe that N. occidentalis is only another " variety
"

of the common species.
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16. Nestor notabilis, Gould.

This fine species is not quite so scarce as Dr. Finsch supposes. In referring

to the two examples sent home by Mr. Mantell (the first pair received in

Euroj)e), he observes that they may be regarded " as the last of this extinct,

or very nearly extinct, species ;" but farther on he mentions, on the authority

of a private letter, the arrival of two specimens at the Vienna Museum.

As this bii'd inhabits the slopes of the Southern Alps, and is driven down

to the plains only during very severe winters, it is not frequently met with

;

but explorers, like Dr. Haast, who have visited its Alpine haunts, report it

comparatively common. A zealous fi-iend in the back Mackenzie Country has

obtained, at various times, no less than eigbt live specimens for me, but in every

instance some accident has oc3urred to them in transitu, or they have managed

to escape. I am informed that another pair of live ones are now on their

way, and I trust that these may i-each me in safety, for it would be of the

highest interest to study the .habits of a species at present so imperfectly

known.

A specimen obtained by Dr. Menzies in the Otago Province, and presented

by him to Sir George Grey, is now deposited in the Colonial Museum

at Wellington.

17. Apteryx australis, Shaw.

The first example of the Apteryx of which there is any record was

obtained in New Zealand, about the year 1813, by Captain Barclay, of the

ship " Providence," and afterwards deposited in the collection of the late Lord

Derby. This biixl Avas first described, under the above name, by Dr. Shaw

{Nat. Misc., Vol. xxiv., pis. 1057, 1058), and aftei'wards, at greater length, by

Mr. Yarrell, in the Traoisactio-ns of the Zoological Society (Yol. i., p. 71, pi. 10).

On the 10th Decembei-, 1850, a series of specimens was exhibited before the

Zoological Society of London, when Mr. Bartlett pointed out characters which,

as he contended, established the existence of two species hitherto confounded

tinder the specific name of Apteryx australis (Proc. Zool. Soc, 1850, p. 276).

Mr, Bartlett stated, at this meeting, that an Apteryx belonging to the late

Dr. Mantell having been placed in his hands by that gentleman, he had

remarked its dissimilarity to ordinary examples, and that after a careful

comparison with a number of other specimens he had come to the conclusion

that it was a new species. On comparing Dr. Mantell's bird, however, with

the original specimen in the Earl of Derby's collection, he found that they

were identical. He accordingly referred his supposed new species to Ap.

australis, and distinguished the more common bird as Ap. Mantelli—" A
humble eflfort," as he says, " to commemorate the exertions of Walter

Mantell, Esq., to whom we are indebted for so many valuable discoveries in
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the natural history of New Zealand." The characters which distinguish it

from Shaw's Ap. australis are,—" its smaller size, its darker and more rufous

colour, its longer tarsus which is scutellated in front, its shorter toes and

claws which are horn coloured, its smaller wings Avhich have much stronger

and thicker qnills ; and also in having long straggling hairs on the face."

Mr. Bartlett stated further, that the Apteryx belonging to Dr. Mantell

was collected by his son, in Dusky Bay, whence the original bird, figured and

described by Dr. Shaw, was also obtained, and that so far as he had been able

to ascertain, all the known specimens of Aj). Mantelli were from the North

Island.

In a ''' Report on the present state of our Knowledge of the Species of

Apteryx," by Drs. Sclater and Hochstetter, read at a meeting of the British

Association, in September, 1861, and published for genei*al information in the

New Zealand Gazette, in May, 1862, the following observation occurs

respecting Ap. australis

:

—" In fact, the species is so closely allied to the Ap.

Mantelli as to render it very desirable that further examples of it should be

obtained, and a rigid examination instituted between the two. For the

present, however, we must regard this form of Apteryx as belonging to the

southern portion of the Middle Island."

Mr. Gould, in the Appendix to his Hand-booh to the Birds of Australia

(p. 568), retains the original name for this species, but remarks :
—" If Mr.

Bartlett's \"iew be correct, it is probable that the bird figured by me is the one

he has named Ap. Mantelli."

In my Essay on the Ornithology of New Zealand, 1865 [Trans. N Z.

Inst., Vol. i.), I stated that only two examples of A2J. australis had been

recorded (those noticed above), but Dr. Otto Finsch, in his review of my
Essay, (Journal fur Ornithologie, 1867, p. 331) observes:—" Our knowledge

of Ap. australis, Shaw, is not confined to the two examples referred to by Mr.

Buller. The Leiden Museum possesses one also, and there is a very fine

specimen in the Imperial collection at Vienna."

Never having seen the four examples of A]?, australis thus mentioned as

existing in European collections, I cannot presume to offer any positive opinion

respecting them ; biit having examined a large series of specimens in New
Zealand, some forty in number, of all ages and collected from all parts of the

country, I have no hesitation in saying that (excluding, of course, the well-

known Apteryx Owenii) all of them are referable to one and the same species.

Having also carefully inspected the drawings illustrative of the specific

distinctions between Ap. australis and A]). Mantelli [Proc. Zool. Soc.) and

examined the characters on which Mr. Bartlett grounded his new species, I

am strongly of opinion that it will be found necessary to drop Apteryx

Mantelli as a species, and to refer all the examples thereof to the true Ap.

australis.
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Mr. Biirtlett draws the following distinction as to the colouring of the two

supposed species :—" Ap. Australis : Colour pale greyish brown, darkest on

the back. Ap. Mantelli : Colour dark rufous brown, darkest on the back."

The above descriptions are applicable, the former to the female and the latter

to the male of the common species.

Mr. Bartlett, in giving his measurements of the two birds, properly

observes that the eutLre length, being taken from skins, is of very little

value ; but the difference in the general proportions (amounting to two inches

in the length of the bill) is also characteristic of the two sexes, the female

being considerably larger than the male.

The condition of wing, ascribed by Mr. Bartlett to Ap. australis, " with

soft slender quills" (as figured in the Proc. Zool. Soc), is that of the

young bird. The length of the " straggling hairs on the face " varies in almost

every individual, and is certainly of no value as a specific character.

Mr. Bartlett's strongest point is that one species has the tarsus scutellated

in front, while in the other it is reticulated. The descriptive and comparative

notes which I have collected on this point are too lengthy to be given here,

but they will appear in my forthcoming work on the Birds of New Zealand.

To summarize, I may state that I have found so great a diversity of character

in the size and arrangement of the tarsal scales in different examples, that

I do not attach very much importance to those peculiarities of structure in

this respect, which Mr. Bartlett deems of specific value. I have observed a

gradation from a regular series of quadrangular scutes, protecting the whole

anterior portion of the tarsus, to a reticulated surface of large irregular scales,

those towards the distal end being broadest. The latter condition appears to

be characteristic of the immature bird, the scales being detached from each

other and not imbricated, or with overlapping edges, as in the adult.

Figures 1 and 2 (Plate Xll.b.) represent the wing and foot in an ordinary

adult female of the common species, the so-called Ap. Mantelli.

18. Ardea sacra, Gmelin,

It is satisfactory to find that our Blue Heron {Ardea matook) has been

finally identified with Ardea sacra of Gmelin ; and that we are thus enabled to

purge our list of so gross a corruption of the Maori, as " matook " for

" matuku."

19. Eallus pectoralis. Lesson.

I think we are perfectly justified in considering our Rallus assimilis

identical with E. pectoralis, the more so as Drs. Finsch and Hartlaub have

been compelled to reduce their Rallus Forste7'i to a synonyme of that species.

In a paper communicated to the Zoological Society of London (November

26, 1869), they observe:—"It is certainly disagreeable to kill one's own
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cliildren, but as to Rallus Forsteri we are fiiUy convinced of our error. In a

set of specimens from the Pelew Islands, some liad the rufous pectoral band,

in two others it was entirely wanting, and in one bird there was only to be

seen a faint trace of it." They, therefore, conclude that their so-called Rallus

Forsteri is only a variety of age or season of the well known R. jjectoralis,

Lesson.

I have examined a large series of specimens in New Zealand, and although

I have never seen one in which the pectoral band was absent, I have found it

varying, both in extent and depth of colouring, from a narrow interrupted line

of rufous brown to a broad zone of rich chestnut. In other respects all the

specimens are veiy much alike.

20. OcYDROMUs NiGRiCAJS'S, Buller.

Dr. Finsch is of opinion that the new Rail discovered by Dv. Hector in

the Otago Province, and described by me in the Transactions of the New
Zealand Institute (Vol. i., p. Ill), is identical with Gallirallusfuscus, DuBus,

which, he states, Mr. Gray confounded with G. hracliypterus, Lafr.

It is natural to enqiiire how, if Gallirallus fuscus be a well established

species, it has hitherto been omitted from the List of New Zealand Birds 1

Although Dr. Finsch states that G. hrachypterus (of which Gray considers

G. fuscus a synonyme), " never occurs in New Zealand," he includes it in his

enumeration of New Zealand Birds, Journal fur Ornithologie, 1867, pp.

346-347.

21. Phalacrocoras Nov^ Holland:^, Stephens.

In his review of my Essay, Dr. Finsch observes (Journ, fur Orn,, 1867,

p. 339),—" Graculus carhoides cannot be separated as a species from our

European G. carbo, Linn." Referring to this, my friend. Captain Hutton,

writes to me,—" I think Dr. Finsch is wrong in uniting our Graculus

carhoides with the Eiiropean G. carbo. I was well acquainted with the latter

in all seasons in the Crimea, and I am pretty well acquainted with Cai-boides

up here (Auckland), and 1 feel sure that they are different."

I agree with Captain Hutton in his view as to the specific distinctness of

the two birds, but the so-called G. carhoides must be referred to Phalacrocorax

NovcB Hollandice, as originally described by Stephens {Cont. of Skald's Gen.

Zool., Yol. xiii., pi. 1, p. 93). It was noticed by Mr. Gould, and described

(from Australian specimens) under the name of P. carhoides in the Proceedings

of the Zoological Society (Part v., p. 156). It appeared again, under the same

name in his great work on the Bii'ds of Australia, where he states that it

" exceeds in size its prototype, the Phalacrocorax carbo of Europe." In his

more recent Hand-hooh, Mr Gould has rectified the nomenclature, making his

so-called P. carhoides a synonyme of P. Novce Hollandice, to which the New
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Zealand bird is also clearly referable. The generic title adopted by Mr. Gould

[Phalacrocorax of Brisson) appears to me more satisfactory than Graculus,

about which there seems to be no finality. In Mr. G. E,. Gray's first list

{A2)2y. to Dieff, N.Z., Yol. ii., p. 201) it was written Graucalus, and in his

Zoology of the Erebus and Terror, Birds, p. 20, it was changed to Gracalus,

and in his latest list {Ibis, 1862) it became Graculus, a term originally applied

specifically by Linnaeus to the green cormorant of Europe, Pelecanus graculus

{Syst. NaL, Vol. L, p. 217).

N'oTE to Art. II.

—

Buller's List of IS"ew Zealand Lizards.

Add,— 12 b. Naultinus lineattis, sp. n., Gray. Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist.,

1869, Vol. iii., p. 243.

Art. X.

—

On Latrodectus {Katijjo), the Poisonous Sinder of New Zealand.

By Ll. Powell, M. E.G. S.St. A.

(With Illustrations.)

[Read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, May 4, 1870.]

A COMMUNICATION was read before the Auckland Institute in October last, by

F. W. Wiight, Esq., L.M.P., on a case which came under his observation of

the ill effects produced by the venomous bite of a spider, known to the natives

under the name of the Katipo ; he also related two or three cases recorded by

other observers. Both in the local efiect and the extreme prostration of vital

power, there was great similarity to the injuries inflicted by venomous snakes,

and in one case death is said to have followed after a considerable interval.

The injurious effects of the bite are well known to the natives, and, according

to Mr. Wright, they describe two kinds of Katipo, one black, the other black

with red markings ; the noxious properties of the former seem doubtful, but

all agree that the red-spotted spider is highly poisonous.

Dr. Hochstetter says,-
—" As we were about to camp for dinner, we were

cautioned by the natives against a small black spider with a stripe on its back,

which they call Katipo. Thesj)ider is said to exist only here and about Otaki,

on Cook's Strait, on the grass growing upon the sand-hills, and its bite to be

so poisonous, that with sickly persons it has even caused speedy death. * *

Balph, in the Journ. Proc. Lin. Sac, describes it as a real spider, of a very

different appearance at different periods of its age ; when full-grown it is

black, with an orange-red stripe on its back. Ealph mentions also that he had

put the spider together Avith a mouse, and that the latter died after eighteen
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hours in consequence of the spider bite."

—

(Hochstetter's New Zealand, p. 440.)

I am sorry that I have not been able to obtain the volume of the Linnean

Society's Transactions, containing Dr. Ralph's comraTinication.

These spiders are tolerably numerous in the North, but rai-e in this Island.

Dr. Ilaast, hoM^ever, informs me that, according to the Maoris, Katipos have

lately made their appearance in the sand-hills near Raugiora. On Friday last

I received from Mr. Nottidge a spider which he found beneath a stone in the

Maori Pa at Woodend, and vi^hich corresponded to the description of the

Katipo, and on comparing it with a dried specimen given to Mr. Fereday as a

Katipo, I found it to be of the same species. I have had no opportunity of

testing its venomous properties, but I shall show in the sequel that there is

very good reason for believing that it is truly poisonous. I am not aware that

it has been scientifically described, or that it has received any specific name.

The following is a description of its affinities and characteristics :—

Fam.

—

Theridiid^. Gen.

—

Latrodectus.

Provisional specific appellation.

—

Latrodectus Katipo.

Adult female.—-Length of body J-inch. Cephalothorax, broad posteriorly,

constricted and somewhat produced anteriorly, flattened ; caput, elevated and

well defined, normal grooves fairly indicated ; a transverse depression behind

the caput ; colour, a glossy black. Eyes, eight in numbei', tolerably equal in

size, the anterior middle pair being slightly the smallest, arranged in two

ti'ansverse rows of four each towards the anterior aspect of the elevated caput,

very slightly curved forwards ; eyes of anterior row distributed at equal

distances, middle pair situated on a common projection directed anteriorly

;

external eyes situated on slight eminences directed downwards and outwards,

posterior row more widely distributed than anterior row, at equal distances
;

middle pair sessile directed upwards and slightly outwards ; extei^nal eyes on

eminences directed outwards and slightly backwards ; clypeus as deep as the

width of the anterior row, divided by a transverse sulcus a little below the

anterior eyes ; lower division of clypeus tumid with a slight vertical median

depression ; the eyes shine with a pearly lustre, so that the posterior middle

pair are plainly visible without magnification. Legs tolerably robust, of

moderate length, the first pair are the longest, then the foui-th, the third pair

are the shortest but do not diflier greatly from the second pair in length
;

colour black, the tarsus and metatarsus reddish, clothed with fine blackish hairs,

especially the two posteiior pairs ; three claws, two of them pectinated.

Palpi of moderate length, black and hairy like the legs, terminated by a

single pectinated claw. Labium considerably broader than high, the free

border forming nearly a continuous curve, slightly flattened anteriorly,

Maxillee moderately long, much inclined on the lip, convex transversely, inner

I
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extremity pointed, inner border sliglitl}^ convex above lip, concave towai-ds

lip ; superior border truncated, forming an obtuse angle with external border,

"vvhicli slopes away to the insertion of the palpiis. Maxillse and labium

bi-ownish-black, sjjarsely clothed with fine brownish hairs. Sternum heart-

shaped ; black, and somewhat hairy, especially towards the border. Vulva, a

simple transverse opening without appendages
;
palish-brown, situated on the

summit of a mammillary protuberance. Falces vertical, rather small,

terminating below at the iipper surface of the maxillge, which project slightly

beyond them. Abdomen sub-globular, very convex above, overhanging the

base of the cephalothorax, anus and spinnerets not visible from above, nj:)per

surface a ricli glossy blue-black, thinly clothed with black hairs, anteriorly are

two interrupted yellow lines, formed like notes of interrogation with the

convexities opposed, these are not visible from above ; from the mid-point of

the upper siirface to the anus runs a bright scarlet band with vandyked

borders ; it may be described as consisting of four confluent lozenge-shaped

spots ; there was a slight indication of a yellowish bordering to the stripe.

Under surface of abdomen black, with an obscure red j^fitch on either side of

the vulva ; a similar patch anteriorly to ihe spinnerets.

I have been thus 2:)articular in my description, because, amongst sj)iders,

individiials of different species so closely resemble one another, that a very

minute description is necessary to enable an observer to decide the species

with certainty.

ISTow, with regard to the venomous attributes of this spider. It belongs to

a genus which contains several species also reputed poisonous ; thus Walckenaer

says of the Latrodectus malmignatus, an allied species, common in Sardinia,

Corsica, and parts of Italy,—" This species is certainly poisonous ; its bite

causes, they say in man, pain, lethargy, and sometimes fever. M. Liugi Totti,

Physician to the Hospital of the Madeline at Volterra, in a long memoir which

he has sent us, confirms all that has been written concerning the effects of this

spider by Boccone, Heyder, Rossi and others ; however, its mandibles are not

very strong and it is not large (about half an inch in length)." Mr Abbot,

(who was ignorant of what had been written in Europe concerning the

Latrodectus) in his Georgian Spiders, says,—" Of three species (of Latrodectus)

which he has figured, that their bite in America is iindoubtedly venomous."

(Walckenaer Histoire des Insectes Ajyteres, pp. 643, 644.) The fact is extremely

interesting, that in a genus of spiders containing comparatively a very small

number of species, these species are so widely distributed over the world as to

be found in Eurojje, America, and New Zealand, all being highly noxious, and

all, with one or two doubtful exceptions, being black vdth red markings ; for

colour is of all characteristics the most variable, and most particularly so in

spiders.

So much has been fabled concerning the bite of the tarantula, a spider of
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the genus Lycosa, and it is so well known that the bite of the great majority

of sisiclers is innocuous, that one feels inclined to doubt whether all these

accounts of poisonous spidei's are not greatly exaggerated ; still, considering

the independent sources of our knowledge, we cannot but conclude that many

members of the genus Latrodectus are highly venomous.

In conclusion I may say, that it is very desirable that all cases of bites of

supposed poisonous spiders should be carefully recorded, but only by eye

witnesses. I shall be very glad to receive specimens to experiment with.

Art. XI. — On the Birds of New Zealand. By T. H. Potts.

(part II.)*

("With Illustrations.)

IBead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, June 25, September 17, and October 22;

and before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, September ", 1870.]

The following additional Notes on some of our Birds are offered with a full

sense of their want of completeness, which will be felt by those whose habits

lead them to gaze on the face of nature. As a record of facts, they have been

written at different times and places, for the most part amongst the birds

themselves when the leisure hour j)ermitted, in the cultivated garden,

beneath the deep shadows of the leafy gully, on the wide expanse of the brown

tussock-clad plain, by the rocky coast, or in the gloomy alpine valley.

It is yet possible to reach some secluded spots where the hanging branches

of the virgin forests exhibit lovely forms and hues of glorious foliage in all their

pristine beauty, still unscathed by fire or bushman's axe ; where birds still

flutter and carol through i evolving seasons of a golden age ; where the

murderous guns, the stealthy cat, are alike unknown ; where the bold confident

curiosity of the birds surprises the human trespasser, and teaches him, in the

plainest language, the story of the changes effected by the savage barbarity of

man.

It is felt that some of the papers may be thought long and tedious ; but

in explanation, it may be stated that I have since last year met with Gray's

List of the Birds of Neio Zealand and the Adjacent Islands, and Mr. Gould's

Handbook to the Birds of Australia, and thought it desirable to comply as far

as possible with a wish expressed in the latter work, and make the notes on the

genera Athene, Nestor, etc., rather full. In the illustrations it will be observed

that the majority of the nests figured are those of indigenous species ; such a

selection, it was thought, would be interesting.

* For Part I., see Trans. N. Z. Inst., Vol. II., Art. VIII., p. 40.
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LIST OF BIRDS DESCRIBED IN THIS PAPER.

[The species are numbered in conformity with the list given with the author's former

paper,— Trans. N. Z. Institute, Vol. ii., p. 49.]

No.

1. Hieiicidea (Palco) Novse Zelandise, Gml.

3. Athene Novse Zelandise, Gml.

4. ,, albifacies, &Va?/, (ejulans, Po/5^s,) (Strix Haastii, ^wZ^er.)

6. Stiix"? (parvissima, Potts,) (delicatula, Gould.)

7. Halcyon vagans, Gray.

B. 7. ,, tinnamominus, Swain.

11. Antliornis melanura, Sparrm.

15. Pogonornis cincta, Duhus.

B. 19. Ortlionyx (Molioua) albicillus, Gml.

[No. 27 of former list.]

24. Geiygone flaviventris, Gray.

29. Petroica macrocepliala, Gml.

33. ,, albifrons, Gml.

34. Anthus Nova? Zelandise, Gml,

35. Zostex'ops lateralis, Lath.

37. Rliipidura flabellifera, Gml.

51. Nestor meridionalis, GtiiI.

53, ,, notabilis, Gould.

56. Stringops (Strigops) liabroptilus, Gray.

57. Eudynamis Taliitiensis, Gml.

60. Coturnix Novpe Zelandite, Quoy.

B. 65. Anarliynclixis frontalis, Quoy.

74. Ardea sacra, Gml.

B. 75. Ardetta pusilla, Gould, (Botaurus minutus, Haast.)

87. Ocydromus aiastralis, Sparr7n.

91. Porphyrio melanotus, Temm.

95. Spatula variegata, Gould.

98. Hymenolaimus malacorhynclius, Gml.

99. Podiceps rufi pectus, Gray.

B, 131. Sterna (alba, sp. nov. % Potts.)

134. Phalacrocorax (G-racukis) carbo, Linn.

No. 1.

—

Falco Nov^ Zelandi^, Gml.

(See also Vol. ii., p. 51.)

As it is probable that further information concerning the genus Falco may

form the subject of a future paper, it has been thought preferable to reserve
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notes whicli have been pi^epared on tlie question as to whether we possess more

than one species of Falco ; and I will for the present only refer to Plate IX.,

which represents a nesting place on the edge of a wooded gully, intersecting

one of the spurs of Rocky Hill, Malvern Hills, from whence three eggs were

taken in the month of November.

No. 3.

—

-Athene Nov^e Zelandi^e.

Ruru, rui'upeho.

More-pork.

The small number of species of nocturnal Accipitres that are at present

known to exist in this country is in correspondence with the marked absence

of variety in the species of diurnal Raptores in oiir bird system
;

yet, that it

should do so appears unaccountable. In the first place must be noted the

entire absence of the Ccqirimulgidce, a family which, iia many lands, in the

chase of their insect prey compete with several of those species of Strigidce,

which are crepuscular, or nocturnal, in their habits. The ceaseless

persecution which the falcons and harriers have sustained at the hands

of the imreflective European settler must have ensured a very abundant

supply of food to the owls ; some of the smaller mammalia have increased

enormously ; mice, young rabbits, rats, and insects, form no inconsiderable

items in the food supply of hawks in many places. It was therefore

not unreasonable to suppose that a considerable increase would have

been perceptible in the number of these vermin killers, but the reverse is

the case. In most districts with which we are acquainted, the More-pork

has become very much scarcer during the last few years ; the increase in

the number of prowling wild cats, taking up their abode in gullies and bushes,

has, doubtless, tended to this result ; in such places they could steal upon the

owl at its " secure hour," when dozing off the fatigue of midnight rambles

;

but the prime cause of its increasing scarceness is traceable to the alarming

rapidity with which so many of the forests in Southern districts have been

damaged or destroyed ; the effect of this change in the aspect of the country on

a bird so arboreal as Athene Novm Zelandice can be readily appreciated,

delighting, as it does, in the shelter of the densest shade, wherein to pass its

many hours of inactivity and repose.

Although the living figure of our owl may be unknown to most persons,

from the nature of its habits, yet few, perhaps very few, of the older settlers

are unacquainted with the human-like cry of the More-pork. The distinctness

of this call has conferred the name by which this useful bird is generally

known throughout every part of the country, and for a similar reason the same

name has been bestowed on a Podargus in Australia. As soon as night begins

to spread its darkening shadows over our brief twilight, this active creature

sets out on its hunting excursions, roaming over field and gully with soft,
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noiseless fliglit, one of tlie advantages it owes to its flocciilent plumage ; its

cry of "morepork, morepork," is repeated at frequent intervals, sometimes with

the utmost rapidity of utterance ; its course may thus be traced as it emerges

from the wooded gullies in the hills, the sound re-echoed in the stilly night by

the opposing heights.

The power of voice which has been conferred on the Strigidce is one of the

most remarkable features in their economy, this power is the more striking

from being used when nature is hushed into repose ; when the owl utters its

startling sounds, whilst borne along on noiseless wing, the effect produced on

its terrified prey would disclose its pi'esence as surely as though discovered by

a gleam of light, as it dashes frantically hither and thither in its wild efforts

to escape, unnerved by the war-v/hoop of its enemy, whose soft, loose plumage

enables it to follow the course of the quarry, not only silently but swiftly
;

ffir differently indeed from the impetuous rush of the falcon, swooping on its

victim in mid-air, yet, perhaps, not the less sure. The coui'se of its terrified

prey would probably be tortuous, as it fled bewildered in the darkness,

followed in its windings by the glowing orbs of its untiring, relentless pursuer,

which could by raising or ruffling its downy feathers ofl'er a resistance to the

air that would instantly act as a break in checking such undue speed as might

render the bird liable to overshoot its game.

The owl is far from being a timid bird, notwithstanding its love for gloomy

shades ; often in the summer moonlight have we watched it on a rail or fence

close to the sea-beach, probably on the alert to seize various insects that

frequented the thickets of Myoporum, Olearia, Leptospermum, etc. ; oftener

still have we observed it busy on a mousing expedition, at the barn and farm

buildings. Allowing a very close approach, within a couple of yards, it was

to be seen perched on a post or gate, motionless, all but a slight movement of

the head, suddenly disappearing for a few moments, pi-obably long enough to

catch and entomb a mouse ; its movements occasioned no sound that could be

detected by an attentive ear. Now and tlien a short note was emitted,

probably to scare its game into motion, which sounded like a grating scream

of "tchoo, tchoo."

Of its breeding habits we know but little. About three years since, two

young birds wei'e found in an old decayed tree in the bush by Cooper's Knobs,

at the head of Lyttelton Harbour. An old breeding-place in a hollow rock in

the bush at Ohinitahi, furnished a quantity of castings ; from an examination

of these, which contained remains of mice, Gicadce, Goleopterce^ etc., it appeared

probable that spiders, taken in their webs, formed some portion of their food.

Superstitious fancies, and even dread of the owl, has at times prevailed

almost everywhere. "The oule eke, that of deth the bode ybringeth," sang

the father of English poetry, and we learn from Colenso that some of the

Maori tribes disliked the owl, which they persecuted and killed. Should a
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remnant survive the hard times of the first rough settlement of the country,

there is little doubt its usefulness will be proj)ei'ly recognised and a^jpreciated

as a farmers' friend.

We have known a More-pork remain for several weeks in a deep shady

gully close to the house ; if disturbed during the daytime it appeared dazed,

its flight irregular and awkward, the bird seemingly anxious only for conceal-

ment in the gratefixl shelter of the nearest dusky patch of shade it could reach.

It is not imfrequently found in barns or sheds, sleeping on the roof; if

molested, xising its beak freely on the hands of its captor. A friend of ours

captured one by hand whilst it was sitting on a fence in the twilight hour.

No. 4.

—

Athene albifacies, Gray, (ejulans, Potts.)

Sceloglaicx albifacies, Gould.

Wekau.

Laughing Jackass.

However mucL changes in nomenclature are to be deprecated, the sj)ecific

name which has been hitherto assigned to the large owl, the Wekau of the

Maoris, appears so inappropriate, failing, as it does, to convey anything like a

correct impression of the bird's appearance, that we are tempted to offer

the above as an amendment, one that is intended to^ express the leading

characteristic by which it is best known in the localities which it frequents.

We have enjoyed oppoi-tunities of observing living examples, of examining

freshly killed as well as finely-preserved specimens, but have not yet met with

a white-faced bird ; on the other hand, its loud cry, made up of a series of

dismal shrieks frequently repeated, waking the tired sleeper with almost a

shudder, at once distinguishes the " Laughing Jackass " as one of the

peculiarities of the mountain districts. Will these reasons bejield to be of

sufiicient weight to justify the proposed alteration of its specific title % Why
it should share with one of our petrels and the great Dacelo of Australia the

trivial name of " laughing jackass " we know not ; if its cry i-esembles

laughter at all, it is the uncontrollable outburst, the convulsive shout of

insanity ; we have never been able to trace the faintest approach to mirthful

sound in the unearthly yells of this once mysterious night bird—mysterious,

because for years unsuccessful attempts had been made to secure a specimen of

this dismal visitor, whose fitful presence at eventide was scarcely observed

before its form was lost to view in the deepening gloom of approaching night.

A sea-bird, one of the Procellaridce, P. Cookii, gives utterance to a very mild

version of the Wekau's call, especially before rain it is averred, but the

petrel's note is wanting in the intensity of the di'eadfully doleful shrieks to

which the owl gives iitterance. (See Captain Hutton's " Notes on the Birds of the

Little Barrier Island," Traois.,'Vo\. i., p. 162. ) Mr. W. Newton lately, at the Levels

Station, near Timaru, secured a specimen of the Laiighing Jackass whilst engaged
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in the very act of making night hideous, so that all doubt has been removed as

to the bird from which this startling cry proceeds ; this night-call was referred

to in "Notes on the Birds of New Zealand," Trans., Vol. ii., pp. 45, 46.

In 1854, at Rockwood, in the Malvern Hills, we first became acquainted

with the Wekau ; it had been captured in a drain or ditch, and lived in a

half-tamed state for some time, beneath the house, till unfortunately destroyed

by a visitor's dog. At the present time a very fine owl may be seen at the

Christchurch Acclimatization Gardens, where it has lived in confinement about

two yeai'S ; we believe it was obtained from the Cass River.

In its customary position, when at rest, the great length of the tarsi are

concealed by the plumage of the breast, the head feathers are so raised as to

increase the apparent size of the head, this lessens very much the hawk-like

appearance which the prominent beak usually gives to preserved skins of this

bird ; the large brown eyes are very striking, but so sensitive that the owl

apparently sufiers great discomfort when forced into daylight ; the irides then

become scarcely discernable ; the tarsi densely feathered, on examination

appear remarkable for their depth no less than their length, the skin feeling-

loose or free to the touch ; in cMed skins this of course could not be observed
;

much of the peculiar character of the nostrils also is lost in preserved skins
;

the toes dull flesh colour, sparsely covered with hairs ; the claws white, much

curved, and sharp. The entire plumage is of warmer shades of brown than

most of the specimens which we have seen, but has no claim to a white face
;

the outer edge of the facial disk, where it coshers the aiiditory conch, is whitish

grizzle ; the nostrils appear raised or swollen. The Curator of the Gardens

states that he has heard the cry uttered but rarely, it was of a most dismal

character ; it is fed on mice, i-ats, and birds ; it refuses to eat any kind of

meat that may be thrown to it ; its sight is thought to be affected.

Some yeai-s since, we saw a fine bird which had been caught on the pre-

ceding night by a bushman, on the Upper Rangitata Flat ; the intelligent

captor signalized his good fortune by chopping off" the head of his victim with

the ever-ready axe. The look of satisfied tri;imph, as the bird was pointed at,

we never saw equalled, except perhaps on one occasion, when a friend, fresh

from town, entered the house with the mangled remains of a tame kaka, which

he had blown almost to pieces in a kowhai tree, from whence poor Bess had

unfortunately studied the stranger's face too closely. A Wekau entered a

shepherd's whare at the foot of Mount Hutt, and remained for several days,

perching in the roof; on one occasion it seized a mouse which a cat had just

brought in. Another visitor of this species remained in a station on the

Rangitata for some weeks. Last year, a fine light-coloured specimen was

obtained at the Point Station, Malvern Hills ; when killed it was perched on

the rail fence, not many yards distant from the house. Of the examples

in the Canterbury Museum, one was prociired from the Kakahu Bush, near
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AT'Owlienua ; another, killed at the Levels Station, as before stated, was

presented to tlie Museum by Mr. Donald Maclean.

Mr. E. Dobson states that the Waimatemate Maoris describe this owl as

living in holes in the rocks ; they call it Kakaha ; they say it is as large as a

pigeon (Carpophaga Novce Zelandke), with a white breast, that it has a "wide

mouth bill," comes out at night only, and flies without noise.

Dr. Haast says that the owl provisionally named by Mr. Duller, Strix

Haastii, is according to his opinion, Athene egidans ; it was captured by his

dog amongst the rocky pi-ecipices in a creek near the Lindis Pass, in the

Province of Otago ; he also states that one night, in 1861, when camping on

the Upper Raugitata, imder Mt. Potts, that jiidging from the noise there must

have been many of these birds flying about, that he and his pai-ty were kept

awake several hours by their shrieking clamour.

In May, 1857, while living in a teut on the Upper Ashburton, we were

constantly disturbed at night by their doleful yells amongst the rocky moimtain

gullies.

Some of the flnest specimens known are preserved in the Museum at

Dunedin. (See " ISI^o. 4, Atliene {Sceloglaux) alhifacies.— ' Wekau' or 'Whekau'

of the Natives (specimen belonging to Mr. Clapcott)," in Dr. Hector's " Birds

of Otago." Jurors^ Reports, 1865.)'''

When disturbed on the ground, it has burst foi'th into its weird-like cry

immediately after taking wiug. Its robust form, thickly clothed with soft

feathers, is admii-ably adapted for encountering the severities of climate to

which it must be frequently exposed whilst scouring its wild hunting grounds.

Far less arboreal than its smaller congener, it roams over the bleakest tracts

of country, in many districts where bush of any extent is rarely to be met

with, finding shelter amongst the numerous crevices in the rocks of rugged

mountain gullies ; strictly nocturnal in its habits, in pursuit of its prey, it

must brave the icy blast of the alpine snow storm at the lowest temperature.

The severity of the climate in these elevated regions would scarcely be credited

by those who have only known the mildness of the coast line. As may be

inferred, the real home of this hardy raptorial is amongst the fastnesses of the

Southern Alps, from whence it makes casual excursions, by the numerous river

beds, to the lower lying grounds, these occasional visits extending as far as the

plains. Although well known from its cry, not many S2)ecimens have been

obtained, as fortunately for its preservation it is seen only at eventide or night.

From the enormous increase in the numbers of the introduced rodents, the day

is probably not far distant when the farmer will be as anxious for the preser-

vation of the few groups of vermin killers as for the protection of game birds.

* Mr. Clapcott's specimen was obtained at Popotunoa, and others have been seen

near Waikouaiti, Shag Valley, and other localities near the coast.—Ed.

K
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The introdiiction of StrixJlammea to our widely spread agricultural dis-

tricts would, it is believed, prove a boon of great value ; many other species

of perliajos equal worth might be imported through the aid of the flourishing

acclimatization societies ; much corn might, by this means, be saved from the

damage occasioned by the depredations of mice, etc. The risks which the newly-

imported bird has to encounter should not be forgotten ; it has truly to' pass

through the ordeal offire; perhaps the intense sporting, not to say destructive,

instinct which is occasionally exhibited by certain of our fellow-settlers, may
be the shadowy tradition of that once exclusive recreation of the great ones of

the earth, that "gift of the gods," that has been styled in earlier days,

" Studium nobilium, communiter venanter, quod sibi solis licere contendunt."

It is gratifying to reflect on our march of progress and freedom even in such

a small matter as this fowling ; not that the result has been invariably a subject

for congratulation. One of the earliest imported Tasmanian magpies was

killed in Lyttelton ; of the pair of "silver swans " that graced the Avon, one

was bravely encountered and slain near Riccarton ; and it was announced

within the last few days, that the first partridge which had visited the Rakaia

paid with its life for the privilege of gazing on the mighty " Sun stealer."
"*

The large owl has rarely reached Europe, as, according to Gould's

Handbook to the Birds of Australia, Vol. ii., Appendix_, only two specimens

appear to be known there, one of which is in the British Museum. As

standard woi"ks of reference here are as rai'e as "pearls of great price,"

possibly it may be considered convenient to give the two descriptions of this

bird from the pen of Mr. G. R. Gray, Voy. of Ereh. and Terr., Birds, and also

that by Mr. Gould in his Handhooh.

Mr. Gray's description of the specimen in the British Museum is as

follows :—Dark brown, each feather margined on the sides at the tip with

fulvous
;

quills and tertials brown, spotted with obsolete bands ; tail

dark brown, with five bands, and the tip of each feather rufous white ; fore-

head and cheeks white, with the shaft of each feather black ; tarsi covered with

white feathers slightly tinged with rufous ; toes covered with scattered white

hairs. Length 1 foot 3|- inches ; bill from gape 1 inch 4 lines ; wings 1

1

inches ; tarsi 2 inches 5 lines. This specimen was obtained at Waikouaiti.

Mr. Gould does not say distinctly whether the following description he

* Said to be so called by the Maoris of Tamatu, because the sun sets behind the

mountains that shut in the Gorge of the Rakaia. Our knowledge of the native tongue is

so limited that we are unable to declare "Sun stealer" as the correct interpretation of

" Rakaia." The idea is not without poetical feeling ; the sun, which meant everjiihing

to the Maoris of earlier days, and kept away the spirits of darkness, being lost behind

the mountains of the Rakaia Gorge, it was not withoiit reason the great river was

stigmatized as the Sun stealer.
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gives is from the same specimen :—Pkimage of tlie upper surface, chocolate

brown, each feather mai-gined with fuh^ous ; some of the scapularies with a

lengthened mark of dull white within the margin, and others on the edge
;

primaries spotted along the outer margin with buffy-white ; secondaries and

tertiaries crossed by indistinct or interrupted bars of buffy-white, assuming on

those near the body the form of spots ; spurious wing very dark brown ; tail

brown, crossed by five narrow irregular bars of buffy-white and tipped with

fulvous ; facial disk pale sandy-brown, excej)t on the forehead, throat, and ear

coverts, which are whitish, each feather with a streak of brownish black down

the centre ; feathers of the under surface deep fulvous, with a broad mark of

deep brown down the centre of each, the former tint increasing on the lower

part of the abdomen and thighs, when it again gradually fades into dull white

on the lower part of the tai-si ; toes sickly green, thinly beset with hair-like

feathers ; cere much developed and of a lead colour ; bill bluish horn colour

at the base, passing into yellowish horn colour at the tip, the under mandible

yellow.

After examining the specimens (four), which are now accessible for the

purpose of this paper, the description of the bird killed at the Point Station is

given ; it is the lightest-coloured example, and, as will be seen, it bears a close

resemblance to those descriptions already presented. Upper surface brown,

feathers margined with fulvous, some with a lengthened mark of dull white

within the margin
;
primaries brown, spotted along the outer web with buffy-

white, inner web indistinctly barred with lighter brown, these marks becoming

dull white towards the basal part of the quill ; secondaries and tertiaries brown,

crossed by interrupted bars of buffy-white, occasionally marked with spots of

the same colour almost oval in shape ; tail brown, crossed by five irregular

bars of buffy-white tipped with fulvous, mottled or clouded with pale brown
;

facial disk palish brown ; forehead and throat grizzle-grey ; ear coverts almost

white, with long lanceolate streak down the centre of each feather ; under

surface rich fulvous, with a broad mark of dark brown down the centre of each

feather ; the apical portions of the light flocculent feathers of the lower part

of the abdomen show fulvoiis ; on examination, two-thirds of the basal portion

of each feather is slaty-black ; thighs fulvous ; tarsi pale fulvous ; toes

yellowish flesh, with scattered hair-like feathers ; cere much developed,

reaching below the nostrils, which are raised ; bill curved from the base, white

clouded with horn colour. Measuring from gape to extremity of upper mandible

1 inch 4 lines ; upper mandible extends beyond the lower 2 lines ; wings

slightly concave, nearly 1 3 inches, fourth quill feather longest ; legs long

;

tarsi 2 inches 8 lines ; total length 17 inches 3 lines.

A description of a sjDecimen in the Dunediu Museum is as follows :

—

Length from top of head to end of tail 1 6f inches ; M'ing from tijD to flexure

point 10:| inches; tarsus 3f inches ; hind toe and claw | inch; middle toe and
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claw li incli ; foot covered with thin bristly hairs, feathered to foot. The

feathers in disc which encircles the eyes, are of a dark grey colour, of a thin

bristly appearance before the ears, but behind the ears there is a collar of soft

white feathei-s from the top of ears tinder the chin, forming the outer edge of

disc round the eyes ; feathers from beak, over top of head to back, dark brown

centre with bright bufi" margins ; coverlets of wings dull brown with buff

flakes
;
primaiies of wings and tail dull brown with buff or dirty white bar

across ; breast brown centre with broad buff margins, the margins getting

lighter and broader as they go down the body to abdomen, which is yellowish
;

legs light mealy colour, buff and brown. For the above we are indebted to

Mr. Purdie, Curator of the Dvmedin Museum.

However tedious these descriptions may appear, they ai-e presented in

order that we may arrive at the true history of the bird ; there can be no doubt

as to the specific identity of the owls described, there may be slight variances

in shades of colour, but certainly not more than would be observed in a very

small party of human beings that might be assembled from any English

village or petty town. Here, doubts are entertained by some, not only whether

the large owl is the bird which has been named A. albifacies, but also, whether

it is other than a large specimen of the moi'e-pork, A thene Novce Zelandioi ; the

former of these doubts may possibly be removed by a perusal of the foregoing

descriptions and a careful comparison with the specimens that are accessible,

whilst it appears curious that the latter opinion should be seriously enter-

tained, when it is considered that in order to sustain it a bird must exhibit a

total change in habits, voice, to a certain extent locality, and an increase in

size to at least one-half.

No. G.

—

Strix parvissima, EUman. {Zool, 1861.)

Little Owl.

Amongst the desiderata of our public collections the Little Owl has for

some time held a place ; many doubt its existence, few have seen it, still fewer

have preserved any note or observation concerning it. From the information

that has been gleaned about this rare bird, it would appear that its habitat

must be the bushes about the E.angitata E,iver.

One correspondent saw it on the bank of a creek at no great distance from

Moimt Peel Forest, it- was between the roots of a large tree; observation was

drawn to it by the proceedings of several tuis, who were persecuting it to the

best of their ability ; it was whilst its attention was engaged by these noisy

assailants that the bird was secured. It was about the size of a kingfisher,

and its captor felt quite certain of its being an adult specimen ; it was carried

home to be shown as a curiosity, and was afterwards liberated. Unlike the

more-pork, when captured it was exceedingly gentle.

Another specimen was procured by a gentleman in one of the bushes far
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above the Rangitata Gorge ; on being observed on a branch, of a tree, it was

knocked down and caught dui'ing its fall ; there was fur on its beak, as though

it had not long before devoured a mouse ; this bird was also set at liberty.

Two other instances of its occurrence have been communicated, but

without further information. It may be mentioned that one of these was

again on the Rangitata.

At Shepherd Bush Station, on the Rangitata, opposite Peel Forest, a

specimen was observed in the house, gve'dtlj resemhling A. JVovce Zelandice,

except in size, which was about that of a kingfisher ; it was most gentle in

its habits, remaining quiet during the daytime and sallied forth in the

evening, regaining its perch by entering through a broken window. This

pretty little visitor thus frequented the hotise for aboiit a fortnight ; it should

be added that the house stands close to a small bush composed chiefly of

Leptospermum, Griselinia, etc., of which there are many aged specimens.

From these notices it may be safely inferred that the Little Owl is arboreal

in its habits, and possibly not so strictly nocturnal as its better known

congeners ; whether it is to be considered identical with either of the species

referred to by Dr. Finsch is, of course, at present unknown ; it is certain it is

not a tufted species, or such a remarkable form would have been noticed.

ISTo. 7.

—

Halcyoi^ vagans. Gray.

(See also YoL ii., p. 52.)

Towards autumn, these, our intimate friends, who have been absent during

the summer on urgent family affairs, make their welcome re-appearance in the

gardens ; they may now be seen in numbers ; early in the month of March it

would not be difiicult to count a dozen of them at one time on the posts and

espalier rails. When not engaged in making those well-known rapid darts,

their habit is to remain perfectly still, and, for the most part, silenb ; they

indulge in no joyous fluttering amongst trees and shrubs, they pour forth no

melodious song, for their various cries are most unmusical and harsh. Our

species shares that sedate gravity of the family which has long been remarked,

even by such writers as one of the butterfly poets of the " Merrie Monarch's "

Court, who wrote,—
" That with such Halcyon calmness fix our soules

In steadfast peace, as no affright controules.

"

To US this gravity seems to verge on melancholy, and Dryden's expression,

when he calls them " the mournful race," appears apt enough. Burton's

wonderful book bears on its quaint frontispiece the figure of the kingfisher

occupying a place amongst the several emblems of jealous melancholy, which

he thus describes,

—

"To th' left, a landskip of jealousie

Presents itself unto thine eye

—

A Kingfisher "
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When j^erclied on its commanding stand-point, from the tarsi being entirely

concealed by the over-lapping breast feathers, its figure is greatly puffed out

;

its contour assumes a rotundity quite aldermanic. Its omnivorous propensities

and monstrous appetite duly considered, perhaj)S the resemblance might be

carried still farther than a fancied likeness, when apparently suffering the

pangs of repletion. This ravenous appetite, iiseful as it pi-oves in many

respects, we fear often leads its possessor into trouble. The Kingfisher is not

afraid of man, does not shun the cultivated homestead ; it finds the unplumed

biped profitable, as in the sweat of his brow and by the toil of his strong hands,

fields are ploughed and gardens dug where the root-matted earth has never

been exposed before, and a rich feast is provided for the robust-beaked bird, into

whose craving maw the larvae of many destructive insects descend, to the

great advantage of the cultivator. Its labours even then are not always

gratefully appreciated ; its gaudy plumage often ensures tribulation, perhaps

death, and then in a glass case, surrounded by brilliant butterfiies, seaweed,

moss, shells, and such like appropriate accessories, it undergoes a species of

apotheosis, from its place on high, glaring fixedly at the world beneath.

On looking at its favourite perches about the beach (it is a creatiii-e of

habit, and makes use of the same resting place again and again), remains of

Crustacece may be found, on posts, trees, rocks, thwarts or gunwales of boats

;

amongst the disjecta membra we have seen, yet rarely, the remains offish. It

does not wholly despise bees, thei^eby proving a distant cousinship with the

Alcyonic Iferojjs ; that it devours "mice and such small deer" we know.

Sometimes grave charges are preferred against our omniA'orous friend, as may

be gathered from the report of the Auckland Acclimatization Society for

1868-69:—^"The Curator states that the A'^?^(7/^sA.e•r has proved very trouble-

some in destroying birds, having killed a Californian quail and attacked

another bird, which, however, made its escape." In Otago they have been

accused of purloining the speckled trout ; in Christchurch Gardens, the shallow

artificial streams, where the newly-hatched trout are nursed, receive the

protection of wire netting, thus the young fish are kept safe, both from the

fishing spear of this bird and the enterprising beak of the large shag. The

Curator found by examination that out of about a dozen Kingfishers that had

been destroyed, not one contained remains of small birds.

On the whole, there is no doubt that it is far better policy for the settler

to protect this iiseful bird, as an insect destroyer, than to persecute it for an

occasional attack on small birds or young fish ; with anything like good

management, loss to any extent. from this cause might be avoided.

When its prey is captured, it is very rarely eaten on the ground ; the

shortness of the tarsi (only about 6 lines in length), and the comparatively

feeble feet are not adapted for locomotion, either by walking or climbing.

Its keen eyesight is remarkable ; amongst grass it can detect an insect,
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altliougli yards distant from its stand-point ; often it may be noticed perched

on a small fragment of rock by the rand-flats of the harbour, certainly at a less

elevation than one foot from the surrounding level surface, at several yards

distance it has seen some small Crustacece moving, in an instant the dash is

made, the prey captured, and, very often, the smne stone occupied. This

sudden feat is performed re2:)eatedly within half an hour ; it shows how

admirably the structure of the bird must be adapted for bearing the very

severe strain to which certain parts of its frame must be exposed during this

tiying evolution ; in commencing its swift dart it may derive some assistance

from its perch by using it as a fulcrum, with its long spear-like bill carried

straight, it shoots to its mark, cleaving the air like a winged wedge ; nor is

there any perceptible motion of the wings till the prey is secured ; with a

sudden twist, a few rapid strokes of the wing, and the return is accomplished.

Although it appears so difficult to effect, yet in the great majoiity of cases its

retiirn is made by a very sharp curve, rather than by a gentle sweep, extending

its flight to some more convenient per3h.

Its power of vision may be judged of by the following note, entered at the

time:—May 10.—Noticed a Kingfisher flying higher than usual, almost in a

straight line, apparently making for a dead tree across our little bay ; when

out over a hundred yards, it suddenly and rapidly turned in its course,

retracing its line to the starting point (a large Eucalyptus) ; when perched,

observed it busy with a large insect which it had secured. This feat appeared

rather that of a Merops than that of the bird we call a Kingfisher.

Par inland, the bird is comparatively rare ; we have not observed its

breeding-place at any considerable distance from the coast line. Its song of

courtship is a harsh, scraping, clashing sound, most \inmusical.

It has been mentioned before that it is a creature of habit ; this is borne

out by observing its favourite roosting places ; the same trees are occupied,

although the birds have been repeatedly distui-bed at night by the glare of a

lanthorn ; the soil below is whitened with the liquid foeces ; castings also

abound there. The hillside bush is not unfrequently sought for a breeding

place.

No. B. -7.

—

Halcyon cinnamominus, Swain.

"We have never enjoyed the opportunity of observing a specimen of this

member of the Alcedinidce, but in the interests of ornithology feel bound to

mention communications received from two friends of the writer, living far

apart, who are in the constant habit of observing, noting and collecting speci-

mens of natural history.

Mr. E.,—noticed a brown or dun-coloured bird at Akaroa, in 1861, in

which locality Kingfishers are more or less abundant ; at a later period he
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the well known H. vagans.

Mr. P.J-—observed, February 1.5, 1870, at his station, in the Malvern

Hills, a very dark Kingfisher sitting on the fence, but, as he was busy with his

sheep, no attempt was made to secure the specimen.

It may be mentioned, that at localities so far inland as the Malvern Hills

and Peel Forest, Kingfishers are far more scarce than near the coast, their

appearance at any time would there be likely to attract notice. Under the

circumstances, it would seem premature to expimge this second species of

Halcyon from the list of native birds. Swainson named it ; Hector is of

opinion that he once shot a specimen ; BuUer makes a stand for it, and

contests that the question of its existence here is undetermined.

The two friends whose observations have been communicated are both men

who, as Hamlet says, " know a hawk from a handsaw " (Jieronshaw). May
we keep it a little longer on our list ?

No. 11.

—

Anthornis MELANUfiA, Sparmi.

(See also Vol. ii., p. 5Q.)

To the practised ear and eye, the sexes are readily distinguishable. This

bird seems destined to play an important part in the distribution and

propagation by seed of many introduced plants ; within the last few years we

have observed within the outskirts of the bush many flourishing specimens of

Ribes, Leycesteria, Hypericum, etc., the seeds of which have been carried

thither from our gardens and shrubberies.

The Koromako in the Fagus forests may be frequently observed ascending

the bole of the black birch after the honey drops ; its mode of climbing diflfers

from that of the kaka, kakariki, tui, or piwauwau, its progress is assisted by a

slight flutter of the wings. We have noticed some birds with the iricles cherry

or bright blood-red.

The following notes may throw some light on the question mooted by

Dr. Finsch and Mr. BuUer as to the value of the species, A. r%ijiceps, Pelzeln.

August 7.—A Bell-bird (hen) on the camellias, head feathers of bright lavender-

blue, quite a contrast to the dark purplish tint of well-plumaged males ; it was

some time before this gay marking could be satisfactorily accounted for, every

likely plant in the garden then in flower was examined, but without success
;

in a few days many individuals were noticed adorned with the head feathers

similarly coloured; it was at length (September 10) traced to the freshly

opened blossoms of the native fuchsia {Fuchsia excorticata). March 10.—Saw

a nest with young birds, about two or three days old ; this is the latest bi-ood

we have met with. September 29.—Nest oi Anthornis tjielanura just finished

in the fork of an old Cordyline australis, hen carrying up lining feathers.

October 2.—Nest contained three eggs ; 3rd—hen sitting close ; 13th—young
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hatclied, showing a period of about ten days for incubation. November 23.

—

Nest in a Myoporum, about four feet from the ground ; the tree is at the edge

of a path constantly used. The hen sits very close ; we have gently removed

her sometimes to look at the eggs, when this has occurred the cock bird has

been hastily summoned ; both birds have appeared very anxious, bustling about

the nesting place, till the hen has thought fit to resume her duties, the cock

bird still lingering about the nest till seeing his partner and her charge quite

secure, he has darted off to resume his interrupted feast of honied blossoms.

In these advanced days, when female rights find redoubtable champions on

every side, justice to our country induces us to criticise statements long since

advanced by a worthy ornithologist ; whatever may be the custom of birds in

the old country as to the distribution of labour and accomplishments between

the sexes, perhaps, from mysterious antipodean influences, a difierent regime

prevails in our land of tree ferns and PJiorniiimi.

Pennant wrote,—"It may be worthy of observation, that \he female of 7io

species of birds ever sings ; with birds it is the reverse of what occurs in human

kind ; among the feathei-ed tribe all the cares of life fall to the lot of the

tender sex ; theirs is the fatigue of incubation, and the principal share in

nursing the helj)less brood ; to alleviate these fatigues, and to siipport her

under them, nature hath given to the male the song, with all the little

blandishments and soothing arts ; these he fondly exerts (even after coiirt-

ship) on some spray contiguous to the nest, during the time his mate is

performing her parental duties."

Some of the assertions contained in this quotation from the celebrated

naturalist are not borne out by the habits of our native birds ; briefly, the

song of the female Anthoimis is very often heard ; unfortunately attempts to

convey an idea of the sound of bird notes ai-e always more or less incompre-

hensible, or rather unutterable failures, so no endeavour will be made here to

write down her melody. Through the general harmony of song in the bushy

gullies, one frequently hears the clashing of the female kingfisher's harsh notes.

Thus much for the accomplishments of our females ; it must be added, in all

fairness to the sterner sex, that they do share in the labours of the family

;

the cock flycatcher assists in the fatigues of nest building, takes his turn in the

duties of incubation and feeding the young—abundant evidence that here

females are not mere drudges after all. With regard to the reason suggested

for the male being endowed with the gift of song, it is admirable for its

sentiment only it happens that we have listened with delight to the melody of

birds long after the breeding season has passed away, when the cold winds in

the shortening days of May have given warning that winter was at hand. In

the higher alpine districts what changes occur in the voices of birds ; with

A. melanura this fact is very noticeable, to our ears its vocal efforts there are

more pleasing than those of the dwellers in more favoured spots.

L
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No. 15. POGONORNIS CINCTA, Dubus.

(See also Yol. ii., p. 57.)

The nest figured on Plate XII. was obtained from tlie bush near Kaiwara-

wara, in the neighbourhood of the city of Wellington, and is described in my
previous Notes cited above.

No. B. 19.

—

Orthonyx (Mohoua) albicillus, Gml.

Hihipopokera.

CertMpaTus alhicilla, the nest figured on Plate XI. was drawn from a

specimen obtained near Wellington, where the bird may be seen in

considerable numbers ; its habits so closely resemble those of Mohoua
ochrocephala, that one sees with regret that ornithologists have lately seen fit

to class it with another group. Description of the nest is given in Vol. ii.,

p. 59.

[It will be observed [ante, page 40) that both Buller and Finsch have agreed

that this bird shall be placed along with Mohoua ochrocephala, under the

genVIS Orthonyx.—Ed.]

No. 24.

—

Gertgone flaviventris, Gray.

Piripiri.

Warbler.

In the Notes on the breeding habits of New Zealand birds (Trans. N. Z.

Inst., Vol. ii., p. 59) the reason was given why G. assimilis was adopted as

the specific name for the Warbler, instead of G. flaviventris. Considerable

importance appears to be attached to the mode of nidification as a reason for

making two species, as may be gathered from a foot note in Mr. Puller's

Essay, p. 9, describing the nests and eggs of the Warbler ; the eggs of

G. assimilis are there said to be "marked at the larger end with reddish spots

on a white ground, while the eggs of the other species usually number four,

are about one-third less in size, and of pure white." In Trans. i\^. Z. Inst.,

Vol. ii., p. 387, Mr. Bxiller writes,—" I am not aware that I ever met with

G. assimilis in the South Island." To these notes it may be replied, that we

have lately deposited in the Canterbury Musuem an interesting series of the

eggs of this cheerful little warbler, all collected in the South Island, and taken

from nests which, from their construction, would answer either of the

descriptions given in Mr. Puller's essay ; an inspection of these eggs will show

their variation in colour from pure white specimens to others richly sprinkled

with reddish marks ; the white are hy Jar the rarest eggs.

In the winter months, the Warblers may be observed busily exploring the

outer sprays of manuka, or fiitting over the fern-clad spurs, in diligent search

for larvee, or the eggs of insects securely packed away in their fine-spun silky
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wrappings, t^at protect them securely enough from the cold breath of winter

as they lie hidden beneath the bending fronds of the brown Fteris, or amongst

the slender twigs of the scented manuka, but defenceless against tbe quick eye

and sharp beak of the Warbler. In early spring, whilst insects are yet scarce,

these birds may be observed sometimes on the ground picking amongst the

dead leaves that lie strewn beneath the overhanging shrubs ; in the pursuit of

flying insects they do not chase their prey in the air like the EM^ndurce ; but

rather flutter about the tops and outsides of shrubs ; whilst so engaged the

snap of the mandibles may be plainly heard as they clear ofi* their tiny prey.

Perhaps it is a sign of attachment that at all seasons of the year. Warblers

may be noticed in pairs, rarely is a solitary bird met with ; in the breeding

season, anyone straying near its home is met and watched by both birds, each

in turn giving utterance to an anxious twitter.

Males have been noticed fighting with great resolution, sometimes on the

wing, sometimes on the ground ; after the skirmish, the rival combatants

retired, each towards his favourite range in the gully, raising his tremulous

jingling note as a song of triumph or defiance.

Last summer, two instances of the GlirysocoGcyx lucidus making use of the

nest of the Warbler, fell under our observation, both nests were in garden

hedges.

Sept. 19.—Warblers carrying material for a nest at Fernbrook ; 23rd

—

the nest, built in a manuka, about 9 feet from the ground, appeared finished,

without a porch; 26th—one egg; 30th—three eggs. Oct. 1.—Four eggs,

white, spotted with red ; 9th—hardset ; all further observations stopped as to

period required for incubation, bird or birds destroyed by a cat.

Having lately perused Gotild's Handbook, and noted the range of the

Gerygone on the Australian continent, the rarity of such a mode of construction

in cool countries strengthens our views on the pensile nest builders—that

form of nidification being the result of instinctive precaution against the egg

robbers of tropical or semi-tropical coimtries.

Last Chrismastide, in the garden of a friend at Christchurch, a pair of the

Gerygone had built one of their elaborately-finished structures, suspended from

the branch of a currant bush ; the result was one of the prettiest specimens of

bird architectui-e, framed with green leaves, and decked with clusters of the

deep red fruit, which hung about the nest untouched by the Warbler's beak.

This fact is mentioned, because, since the numerous flocks of the mercurial

Zosterojps have made themselves rather dreaded than admired as visitors to the

fruit gardens, in some instances we have noticed nest taking as the result,

with not too much discrimination being exercised by the captors as to what

species of small birds are really fruit-stealers. We have known the nests of

those valuable insect-eaters, Gerygone and RMpidura, esteemed as trophies

taken from the enemy.
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No. 29.

—

Petroica macrocephala, Gml
(See also Yol. ii., p. 59.)

This confident little insect-eater is so tame tliat it not unfrequently may be

seen on one of the croquet pegs whilst the game is being j)layed ; it is

exceedingly quarrelsome ; we have had almost to separate two combatants by

hand before the victor could be induced to leave his panting adversary. At
E-ockwood, two were taken by the hand whilst fighting on the lawn, carried

into the house, and on being released out of doors, at once recommenced

hostilities.

Notes.—Aug. 21.—Cock bird feeding the hen ; an act of delicate attention

we sujDpose, as both birds were picking up grubs amongst the grass on the edge

of the gully. Aug. 24.^—Late in the evening a cock bird took up his station

on the lawn mower, and commenced pursuing insects like a flycatcher, after

each chase returning to the same perch.

The Tit often reminds us of the old fable of the Fox and the Crow ; had

the latter been as accomplished as the Tit, she need not have lost her piece

of cheese, for we have seen the Tit repeatedly carrying a large grub in its bill

whilst uttering its call-note.

The nest sometimes occupies weeks in its construction. August 18—saw

birds building, the nest was not qiiite finished on Sept. lOtL, when the

foundation slipping thi'ough the long leaves of the Gordyline australis, it fell

to the ground ; Sept. 19—the birds were building a new nest. It was a verj?"

cold and late spring, which probably would be tJie reason for the tardiness of

their proceedings.

Few of the native birds can be considered as very cheerful songsters, but

there seems to us quite a mournful cadence in the note of this bird.

No. 33.

—

Petroica albifrons, Gml.

(See also Yol. ii., p. 60.)

The nest and eggs repi-esented on Plate XI. are now dejDosited in the

Canterbury Museum. This bird, as a songster, is perhaps unequalled by

any native warbler, and we think scarcely surpassed by any of the woodland

melodists of the old country ; in its habits it is exceedingly tame ; at a station

on the Upper Rangitata, where it abounds, it is bold enough to enter the

house, but there, it must be remembered, it is in the " back country," where

the Englishman's " familiar evil spirit," the cat, as yet is comparatively scarce.

No. 34.

—

Anthus Nov^ Zelandi^, Gml.

(See also YoL ii., p. 61.)

In the last volume of Transactions, mention was made of the occurrence

of "White Lai'ks near the Waikerukini, in this province ; they are not
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unfrequently met with in that neighbourhood. On Oct. 5, we saw a specimen

that permitted a tolerably close inspection, this was on the track across the

plains, within two miles of the place where those were observed last year ; we

have examined a beautiful specimen that was procured in that district. Is it

probable that a marked variety will be established 1 Birds of this species that

have been rescued from hawks have been so completely prostrated by terror

that for some time they have been wholly incapable of flight, on being gently

tossed in the air falling helpless to the ground. It is very sociable in some of

its habits ; we have counted seven or eight bathing together in a creek ; it is

usually observed in scattered companies.

No. 35.—ZOSTEROPS LATERALIS, Lath.

(See also Vol. ii., p. 61.)

It was suggested in my previous notes on this species, that possibly the

sweet song of this bird was peculiar to pairing time ; closer observation proves

it may be heard through ten months of the year ; we have noted the singing

of the Zosterojys from the 17th of August till quite in the autumn (May 4th).

Sep. 20.—Crowds of Blight Birds in bushes of the Pittosporum Colensoi,

busUy employed about the woody capsules, picking off the gluten in which the

seeds are embedded. The fruit of one of the native mistletoes, Loranthus

micranthus, is a favourite food. The nest figured on Plate XII. was suspended

to a Fteris aquilina, on a slope not far from the sea ; it bore a strilcing

resemblance to a swinging cot or hammock.

The Zosterops can be tamed without much difficulty ; we know of an

instance in which one of these cheerful little birds had been tamed so thoroughly

that it keeps about the room, hopping about the table, and taking honey from

the lips of one of the younger membei'S of the hoixsehold.

No. 37.

—

Rhipidura flabellifera, Gml.

(See also Vol. ii., p. 63.)

To the quiet observer of the habits of our bird-friends, but few sights can

afford more gratification than watching the patient industry which is displayed,

by the very energetic and useful Flycatcher, in the construction of its compactly-

formed nest. The admirable instinct disclosed in the selection of the site has been

already referred to, in the last volume. The nest is to be found near its food

supply (for the young will make incessant demands on the exertions of the parent

birds), and it seeks a sheltered position where insects "most do congregate ;" it

must at the same time afford " ample room and verge enough " for the num-

berless evolutions to be performed by the rapid fluttering of two pairs of most

active wings, which are soon to be constantly fanning the lazy air. To meet

these indispensable requii'ements, the security offered by the densely tangled

thicket is most commonly neglected for tlie retirement that is to be foxmd
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beneatli the liigli bank of some shady creek ; the bough usually selected stands

out well from the main stem, not too close to other branches. The foundation

of the nest is laid by adroitly securing the slender chips of decayed wood with

lines of cobweb to the spray selected ; this delicate operation must of necessity

be a work of great difficulty, " c'est le premier pas qui coute ;" in places

where splinters of decayed wood were not to be obtained, we have noticed that

the glumes of a coarse grass have been used instead. Who could fail to

admire the persevering efforts of these little architects; what dexterity and

cleverness have been employed in raising the frail platform on which is to be

built the thick felted wall of the snug home. At the next stage, additional

exertions are called forth j from the variety of materials required, longer flights

become necessary for their collection, mossy stones and roots are scrutinised,

and places frequented by live stock visited ; fine grasses, thread-like roots,

dead leaves or skeletons of leaves, hair, green tufts of moss with tiny imbri-

cated leaves, and the down of tree ferns, are now wanted, crevices are searched,

and the numerous holes before which "the murderous sj)ider," lurking in the

dark, has spread the treacherous net.

It is whilst collecting cobwebs that the plumage of the Flycatcher is

exhibited to the greatest advantage ; hovering on the wing, the fan-like tail

outspread to the utmost width, with rapid gyrations they move round the spot

till enough has been secured for a load ; the quantity made use of would

surprise those who have not witnessed these labou.rs ; it is the most important

element in felting ; in fact, it is the mortar of the future structure. "Whilst build-

ing, the exterior of the wall is always kept higher than the centre of the nest,

so that at an early stage of its progress it looks saucer-like in shape ; the birds

(for both join in the labour, although the female appeai-s to undertake the

greatest share) try the strength of their work in every way ; it is well

trampled, the webs are carried from the interior to the outside in festoons from

left to right, and right to left, as far down as the beak can reach ; this working

in of the web is persevered with throughout the entire building of the fabric,

thus the materials are repeatedly braced together. As the wall rises, the bii-d,

with tail elevated, is itself the mould by which the rounded cavity is beauti-

fully shaped ; seated in the centre of the rising structure, it turns round

repeatedly, fluttering the wings, which action keeps the wall pressed out to its

proper shape, the head and chin is pressed on the top, the materials pulled in

towards the centre ; this manoeuvi^e is performed at freqvient intervals. So

earnest are these little workers that they scarcely rest for hours ; sometimes,

by a sudden flutter, they obtain a few insects, or the creek is visited for water

;

the cock now and then finds time for a brief twittei', moving its head from

side to side, as if criticising or admiring the result of their united exertions,

but quickly both are at work again. Whilst watching one of these birds

drinking at the creek, with an air of such evident refreshment, it occurred to
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us that the time of incubation is an interval of necessary rest between building

the home and rearing the young, those times of incessant labour.

Towards the completion of the home, as it assumes a cup-like form, a still

more abundant use of cobweb may be noticed, the festoons are multiplied, the

wall being finished off with numberless ties and braces ; the interior is now

lined with fern-down, the slender fruit stalks of moss, or other soft material

other than feathers, and the structure is complete, and admirably finished ; it

is warm, strong, and elastic, and so well felted that it is not easily pressed out

of shaj)e ; it is a marvel of construction, efiected by the beaks of two small

birds which have had numberless other offices to perform ; all their food during

the time has had to- be found and caught, assisted by no store of fruit or grain

to supply their wants, requiring only discovery. A few notes are appended,

which touch on the peculiar form of the nest of R. flahellifera in certain

sitiiations only ; as far as our observations reach, several theories have been

aired in urder to account for this singular form of structure.

Jan. 2.—A nest was observed in a small plant of Aristotelia racemosa, just

above the creek, by the farm buildings ; the construction somewhat resembles

the homes which have been figvired of B. albisccqya, a portion descending in a

tail-like form below the spray on which the structure is built. (See

Plate VIII.)

The use of this appendage is not very clear, but we have observed that

part of the creek where this nest was found has several bends in it ; it is

probable that at such a turn, sudden drafts or giists of wind might, by agitating

the spray, endanger the safety of the eggs in a nest, the cavity of which

scarcely reaches 1 inch 6 lines in depth ; would not the resistance offered by

this peculiar addition lessen any such danger by diminishing the extent of the

vibration 1 It may be asked how it is the instinct of the bird does not lead

to the selection of a spot where such a precaution would be unnecessary ; the

answer to this is, that this particular place, from its immediate contiguity to

the stockyard, bullock sheds, etc., offers special inducements to a purely insect-

eating bird, as it affords an extraordinary food supply from the numbers of small

insects which there assemble. This is the third example from the same locality.

Jan. 8.— The nest contains four young birds and two addled eggs,

and is being enlarged by the addition of a slight rim all round the wall ; the

interior is kept clean by the old birds removing the white pasty excrement as

soon as extruded by the young, dropping it a few yards off; 10th—the two

strongest birds left the nest ; a bell-bird which made some menacing darts at

them was driven off by the old birds acting in concert ; the young were fed on

an average of about once a minute. April 26.—The fantails now frequent the

house, clearing the rooms of flies, which they effect whilst on the wing,

picking them off the curtains, ceilings, etc. ; the most difficult feat appears to

be in taking them off the side walls. Augiist 6.—Saw B. fuliginosa with a
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large insect, beating it several times against its percli (kingfisher fashion) before

swallowing it ; have also observed the foot used as a claw when feeding on a

large fly. Oct. 1.—Found on a sapling Fagus, a union nest, on which was

the cock {R. flahelliferct) ; 2nd—the hen [R. fidiginosa) was on the nest ; it

contained three eggs ; these, together with the nest, were taken, with very-

great reluctance, but it was thought they might help to convince anyone who
was sceptical as to the two species breeding together ; a fact that could not be

established by the most assidiious study of preserved skins. So tame was the

hen bird that it permitted the nest to be cut out of the young tree, carried from

the bush over a gorse fence and ditch, without moving from her position till

gently pushed off her eggs with the finger, her pied mate fluttering near,

twittering what was doubtless a reproachful protest against such barbarous

cruelty ; 22nd—saw another nest similar in build to that noticed under date

Jan. 2, depth of cavity only 1 inch 3 lines ; from its situation at a hend in the

creek, it would appear rather to confirm the idea that has been suggested as

the reason which guided the little architects in making this curious addition to

their neatly-built home. As far as we have observed, this mode of nidification

is restricted to R. Jlahellifera, the species that approaches most nearly to

R. alhiscapa. Should not this lead to a closer examination of the specific

differences which separate our pied Flycatcher from its Tasmanian congener.

Perhaps the form of nest which ornithologists give to R. alhiscapa may be

esceptional, as in the case of R. Jiabellifera.

Oct. 23. •— Found this afternoon a nest with only the foundation laid,

about an inch in diameter, which was being built by birds that had a brood of

three young ones to feed ; 25th—scattered, in the vicinity of the nest, short

lengths of different coloured wools, worsted, cotton wool, cow hair, white

horse-hair, etc. ; 26 th—saw some of the material supplied yesterday made use

of; 27th^—nest completed, contained one egg, rim of the wall finished off" with

white horse-hair, pink wool, etc. ; 28th—hen on the nest, cock singing close

by ; the hen left the nest, when the cock immediately took her place whilst

she fed; 29th—three eggs. Nov. 14.—Four young hatched; 27th—young

left the nest.

Jan. 7.-—-A union nest, in which were young birds in this instance ; the cock

was R. fidiginosa ; 1 0th—the young birds had left the nest and were flying

about the tree in which it had been built, with great vivacity ; they exactly

resembled the offspring of R. jlahellifera, but showed even a greater share of

activity ; it was the most vigorous brood of Flycatchers we had noticed during

the season. Was this superior display of energy owing to the cross between

the parent birds % Is the alliance between individuals of distinct species at all

common with any other genus of birds % We noticed that the cock bird

R. fidiginosa was as assiduous in his attentions to his young family as the hen,

notwithstanding the birds were of a different feather to himself
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Both of oui^ species of Fljcatchev remain with vis during the whole year,

merely shifting their quarters from near the sea level to the higher parts of the

bushy gullies.

"What is the habitat of R. tristis, Honib. 1 Where could one learn anything

of its habits 1

No. 51.

—

Nestor meridionalis, Gml.

Kaka.

(See also Yol. ii., p. 64.)

Our representatives of the gorgeously painted Psittacidce possess little of

the brilliancy of plumage or gracefulness of form which distinguishes so many

of the family in other lands ; our Kaka, in his suit of sober brown slightly

flushed with red, might be passed over in a collection almost without notice

by many to whom his quaint habits are unknown, and even to those who are

most familiar with the bird, it conveys little if any impression in association

with the parrot tribe ; it is never called by that name except, perhaps, there

is a desire on the part of some old settler to impress a new comer with a

proper sense of having arrived in a foreign country, when our noisy Kakas

are spoken of or pointed out as "our parrots."

Arboreal in its habits, with truth it may be said that our Kaka lives but

amongst trees, not merely seeking the forest for the sake of the shelter in which

to rest or to rear its young, but it finds its living on and amongst trees, and in

the forest it may be found throughout the whole year ; nor is the economy of

the bush iininfluenced by the habits of this bird, as v/e shall presently endeavour

to show. Although noisy and restless, the Kaka at times may be, and often is,

observed as quiet as any bird in the bush. Let anyone ramble into one of our

timber forests, far beyond the outside shrubby zone resounding with the cries of

many birds, where all is so still and silent, and he will find that there are

tiines, about the noontide hour, when the wanderer might almost dream that

he had strayed beyond the reach of sound, with all its soothing tones and harsh

discordances ; that he might

—

"In this desert inaccessible,

Under the shade of melancholy boughs,

Lose and neglect the creeping hours of time;"

all too soon the spell is broken, frequently by the wail of the ubiquitous weka,

the clear ringing note of the koromako from the damp moss-clad gully, and

quite as often by the hard-working Kaka dropping a chip of the rough hard

bark that had been silently stripped from some lofty tree. It may be thought

not out of place to make brief allusion to the influence which some of the

habits of the Kaka exercise on the condition of the bush ; admitted amongst

the Triclioglossincn as a honey-eating biixl, in its search after this portion of its

food, it may cause the fertilization of the blossoms of trees, and thus assist in

M
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their propagation. Its love of insect food, and the toil which it undertakes for

the sake of gratifying this appetite, which Naiure has implanted in this bird,

materially affect the economy of the timber forests it inhabits. Although so

often accused of injuring trees by stripping down the bark, from careful

observation we do not believe a flourishing tree is ever damaged by its beak

;

it is the apparently vigoro\TS, but really unsound tree that is attacked, already

doomed by the [jresence of countless multitudes of insects, of many varieties

of which it is at once the food and refuge, either in their perfect or larvse

state.

In the persevering and laborious pursuit of this favourite food, the Kaka
doubtless lends his assistance in hastening the fall of decaying trees^ the

loosened strips of bark, dissevered, admit to the exposed wood, rain, moisture

collected from dews and mists to be dried by evaporation, by the heat of the

sun, by the desiccating winds, only to become saturated again ; under this

alternation the insidious fungi take root, decay rapidly sets in, the close-grained

timber gives place to a soft spongy texture, branches drop off, and gradually

the once noble-looking tree succumbs to its fate ; but its gradual decay and

fall, the work of years, has proved beneficial to the surrounding plants, the

dropping of the branches admits light and air to the aspiring saplings, assists

in checking the undue spread of lichens and epiphytes, and when the old stem

falls, tottering down from its rottenness, its place is su2)plied by vigorous

successors. In estimating the value of its laboiirs as an insect-eater, it should

not be forgotten that the Picidce family is entirely absent from oiir bird system,

and that upon this indefatigable climber devolves some share of the duty of

representing that peculiar groujD of forest birds.

Living in ti^ees, when disturbed it hops amongst the branches with much

dexterity, beak and wings assisting its awkward-looking but rapid pi-ogress as

it threads its way amongst leaves and sj^rays with unruffled plumage ; the

peculiar formation of its grasping feet enable it to execute wonderful feats of

agile climbing. A sharp short note or two marks its uneasiness when a vigilant

eye watches what takes place below ; when really alarmed, after a few huri'ied

movements, it flies some short distance, at first start usually gliding downwards

rather than flying straight, threading the leafy maze of the close-growing

trees with perfect ease and grace, at this time it warns its fellows of impending

danger by uttering loud oft-i-epeated cries of "kaka, kaka." In all jjrobability

it derived its native name from its alarm note. It can readily be imagined

that in those times when only the rudest and least effective weapons were in

use, long prior to the period at which the Maori became acquainted with the

death-dealing gun, how frequently frightened or wounded bii'ds escaped the

uncertain missiles, uttering loud cries of terror ; vexation or hunger woiild

soon impress this call on the mind of the disappointed hunter. "We have ever

thought it a miserable sight to watch the Kaka, when severely wounded,
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uttering its low smothered cries of distress and pain ; liow the wretched bird

endeavours to save its fall from, the leafy shelter by clinging to bough and

spray with desperate tenacity, often seizing its wounded limb with its powerful

beak, as if to tear away the burning agony from whicli it suffers. Truly

gregarious, it is social even in disti-ess ; numbers gather round their wou.nded

comjianion to fall easy victims to the gunner. Often in the bright sunshine,

scores may be observed, with loud screams and chatter, flying and circling

about, and, high above the outskirts of the bush, apparently bent on

enjoying some short excursion ; now and then an individual more hilarious

than his fellows, after a somewhat slow and laboured ascent, will suddenly

dart downwards, perpendicularly, with almost closed wings ; this feat is

doubtless performed to an appreciative and admiring circle, if one may judge

from the clamour of the comjDany.

The Kaka we think to be less gregarious when travelling than at almost any

other time ; Avhen migrating from one part of the country to another, it

proceeds on its journey at a considerable height, uttering at intervals a brief

note that sounds something like " t-chriifc, t-chriit," then, perhaps, a whistling

call of " tweetie, tweetie." Kakas do not travel in large flocks, most frequently

but two or three are to be seen in company, sometimes six or eight are seen

together, solitary wanderers are not u^nfrequently observed ; when their cry is

imitated it is often replied to. Their steady, slow, and somewhat laboured

flight when joui'neying is not to be mistaken for that of any other native bird

that we have observed on the wing ; there is a methodical painstaking style

that afi"ords quite a contrast to their gay, rattling, ofi-hand soaring and gliding

about the bush ; it exhibits the proper difference of behaviour to be assumed

under business-like and pleasure-taking aspects. Man is not the only biped

enjoying the privilege of duality. In dull, moist weather, when the strange-

voiced tui is silent, the Kaka is perhaps more noisy than usual ; its call is

heard at the earliest dawn, even in the night it is not always silent.

When matched, the pair may be observed constantly together ; if one

moves from a tree its attentive partner quickly follows. The nesting place has

to be prepared ; for this purpose a tree is usually selected the heart of which is

completely decayed ; it must have a convenient hole leading from the outside to

the bottom of the hollow ; the interior requires some prepai^ation perhaps, or

the entrance has to be smoothed or enlarged ; the pair may be frequently

observed busy for the comfort and safety of their pi'ospective offspring, some-

times a certain degree of fastidiousness is disclosed in making these

preparations. After a home is made ready, it often happens that in place of

being occupied it is deserted for some more eligible locality. It lays its four

white eggs on the decayed wood, without any fi;rther sujoply of softer material

by way of nest. As an instance of devoted attachment to its youiig, it may be

mentioned that we have found the old bird dead at the entrance of its nestinsf
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hole after a busli fire, in which it had perished i-ather than desert its helpless

offspring, yet, fiom the nature of the locality, escaj)e would have been easy.

The summer time is occupied by the cares of providing for and protecting

the young ; after they are old enough to shift for themselves, as autumn

advances, the Kaka usually becomes very fat ; as it is considered savoury

food, great niimbers are annually destroyed. It is in winter time that it

appears to the greatest disadvantage, especially during a severe winter in our

Southern climate, when the bush is metamorphosed with fantastic snow-

wreaths, it seems out of character with the scene ; food mtiy be scarce, for

with ruiSed feathers it sits moping and nearly silent, a picture of dull

melancholy. Towards the close of winter (August) we have known it devour

with avidity the hard seed of the kowliai (Sojjhora tetraptera) ; at this period

gardens and shrubberies are visited, and blossoms of almond trees and flowering

shrubs eagerly ransacked ; as winter jDasses away with its coarse fare, returning

spring restores the Kaka's spi-ightliness, and he begins to fare daintily. In

September we have observed it poised on the slender bough of some tall

Panax, luxuriating on the viscid nectar of its blossoms ; happy enough it looks

when thus seen through some opening in the bush, its deep red breast-feathers

lit up by the slanting rays of the declining sun ; sated at last, it cleanses its

huge beak against a neighbouring boiigh, then, with grateful chatter, glides off.

to join its fellows.

Insects form no inconsiderable portion of its food, how diligently they are

sought for may be judged from the heaps of bark chips that lie beneath

decaying trees ; often it may be noticed on the ground tearing away the

mossy clothing of the huge gnarled roots that spread around, even the soft

rotten boughs are gnawed to obtain the larvae of some of the larger bush

insects. Not only does it regale on flowers and insect food ; in the Fagus

forests, in the bark of the black birch trees may be found a dull red fleshy-

looking grub, tightly embedded in the hard bark, quite beneath the black

velvety moss that wraps the Fagus like a pall ; the wound made by this

unsightly insect causes in spring time a sweet honey-like exudation, most

frequently taking the form of a fine white filament, terminating in a small

bright globule, glistening like a dewdrop
;
glancing upwards, the tall straight-

grown stem apjoears spangled with midtitudes of these bright threaded beads.

This is a favourite feeding ground of several arboreals. The varied modes of

locomotion employed form an interesting study, leading to enquiry and

reflection upon their structure, their muscular and osseous systems, thus

opening out a wide field for physiological observation. Of these hungry

climbers the robust-framed Kaka occupies the foremost rank for size, its hold

on the bole of the tree is secure, its movements deliberate, whilst its thick

tongue is actively employed in gathering the honey-sweet meal.

The Kaka is easily snared, and very soon becomes tame if allowed liberty
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about the premises, its ready confidence quickly ti-ansforms a pet into a plague.

Let those who doubt its omnivorous propensities allow it access to a dairy, and

watch the deft manner in which it manages to clear the cream from the pans.

Having entered so minutely into the habits of a bird so well known as the

Kaka, it appears unnecessary to append a description, further thaii a few

words about the tongue, etc., as some doubt has existed as to its position as

one of the TricJioglossince, and whether its tongue is fui'nished with a brush-

like termination or not. The tongue is thick, fining down towards the point,

not unlike a finger ; the superior side is flattish, the under side is rounded and

furnished with a row of short stifli" papillae, black in colour ; this brush-like

apparatvis can scarcely be said to form the termination of the tongue, it really

occupies a similar position on the tongue which the margin of the nail occupies on

the human finger j on the inside of the lower mandible may be observed, just

within the deeply channeled lip, a row of minute yellowish dots, very slightly

raised above the surface of the mandible ; at the sides these specks give way

to very faintly marked furrows, probably to clear the papillse by the pressure

of the tongue against the lower mandible. Those who have only seen dried

skins, may not be aware that the iipper and lower mandibles are connected by

a thin tough skin, which allows the beak to open widely, and gives great

freedom to the movements of the lower mandible ; about the middle of this

skin, in a line with the gape, a shallow sac or pouch exists, containing a wax-

like substance.

Having only recently enjoyed the pleasure of reading Gould's Handhooh to

the Birds of Austrcdia, we were not aware how little was known of the Kaka

;

a desire to carry out a wish therein expressed for further information about

this bird must form the apology for entering so minutely into its habits. A
difficult task it would be, even for an accomplished ornithologist, to give any-

thing like a strictly accurate description of the Xaka's plumage, which should

at the same time be supposed to represent satisfactorily and correctly the

appearance of that of the species ; so great is the variation in numerous minor

points, that it offers great temptations to subdivision. As children, we used to

be told that no two leaves were precisely alike of the gold a,nd green mass that

made up the foliage of the variegated sycamore ; we have been reminded

more than once of this piece of folklore when looking at a number of our

parrots. Mr. Buller, in Essay (p. 11), alludes to several varieties in the

feathers of the Kaka. Most noticeable must this variation of ^^lumage appear

to those who have enjoyed opportunities of inspecting specimens which have

presented a cha,nge and difierence of feather so remarkable as in those birds

which, under the names of N. superhus or N. occidentcdis, have been classed as

separate species. Here is a change indeed ; instead of the accustomed dress of

sober brown, relieved from positive dulness by an olive shade, our usually demure-

looking friend appeai-s decked out in bright trappings of canary yellow with
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scarlet facings. Is it to be wondered at that the assumption of a livery so gay

and parrot-like metamorphosed our Kaka past recognition, even by old friends 1

In spite of his beak he was christened Supe^'bus, and cut off by this distinction

from the rest of the noisy fraternity. It is not known whether this gaudy

clothing is enjoyed by a select body of individuals doomed to a life of celibacy,

but it is certain that their numbers do not increase.

The following description is taken from a very fine old male, but a

careful inspection of many birds of this species would convince anyone how

very unsatisfectory must be the description of any one specimen as a correct

representation of the species :—Upper surface olivaceous brown, often with a

sombre greenish glint, each feather margined with dusky brown, feathers

projecting over lower mandible, with produced hair-like tips, dark red with a

stripe of grey; ear coverts rich orange; ciown of the head, forehead, grey;

back of the head grey, washed with pale yellowish green, margined with

bi'own ; nape rufous brown, margined with greenish yellow and black, forming

an irregular collar, somewhat interrupted on the front of the neck ; scapularies

dark olivaceous brown, inclining to greyish green on the back
;

primaries

brown, toothed with pale red on the inner web ; tail dull brown, barred with

pale red on the inner Aveb, except the two centre feathers, the greater part of

the basal portion of which are flushed across with a reddish shade on the

under side, tipped with the sanae colour ; throat, neck, and breast greyish

brown, margined with dark greenish brown ; abdomen and tail coverts rich

blood red, bai'red Avith black ; bill cui-ved from the base.

No. 53.

—

ISTestor notabilis, Gould.

Kea.

Green Mountain Parrot.

In order to convey a cori-ect impression of the Kea and its habits, it is

necessary to give a brief outline of the features of the country in which it is to

be found. AVhere we have most frequently observed it has been far above the

Gorge of the Rangitata, one of the great snoio rivers, as they are termed. This

stream, which derives its source from the glaciers which are embedded in the

gloomy and secluded fastnesses of the Southern Aljps, is periodically swollen by

the melting of the snow and by the heavy rain from the north-west, which

falls during the spring and autumn months ; fed by numerous creeks and

tributaries from every converging gully, its A^olume increases, it rushes noisily

and impetuously over its rough boulder bed, till the junction of the Havelock

and the Clyde swells its waters into a large river. The leafy, rugged moun-

tains Avhicli imprison it present almost every conceivable vaiiety of outline

;

jagged peaks crowned with snow ; countless moraines point out where the

avalanche and snow slip have thundered down into the valley below. The

i-iver is bordered here and there by grassy flats or hanging woods of timber
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trees, in which the brown tinted totara, the silvery Phyllocladus with its

purplish points, the small leaved kohai, and the soft bright foliaged ribbonwood

contrast well with the dusky hue of the dark leaved Fagus ; far above, dwarf

vegetation, in all the wonderful variety of alpine shrubs and flowers, struggles

up the steepest slopes, adorning the frowning precipice and foaming cascade,

lending its aid in forming scenes of pictui-esque and romantic grandeur, in

which rich and vaiying tints of perennial verdure gratify the eyes of the

spectator with their beauty. This is the home of the Kea. Amongst holes

and fissures in almost inaccessible rocks, in a region often shrouded with dense

mists or diiving sleet, whei'e the north-west wind rages at times with terrific

violence, here the Green Parrot may be observed, enterijig or leaving crevices

iu the rocks, or soaring with motionless wings from peak to peak, far above

the screaming kaka or the chattering parroquet ; the swift-winged falcon is

perhaps the sole intriider in its wild domain.

At early dawn its peculiar note is heard, veiy like the mewing of a cat,

though in some of the more secluded gullies it may be noticed throughout the

day ; it really appears to wake up into activity at dusk, being, to a certain

extent, nocturnal in its habits. It is scarcely less gi-egarious than its congener,

JV. meridionalis. In the moonlight nights of winter, numbers have been

observed on the ground feeding. It can hardly be deemed an arboreal bird in

the strict sense of the term.

The rigour of a hard winter, when the Avhole face of the alpine country is

changed so as to be scarcely recognizable under a deep canopy of snow, is not

without its influence on the habits of this hardy bird ; it is driven from its

stronghold in the rocky gully and compelled to seek its food at a far less

elevation, as its food sxipply has passed away gradually at the approach of

winter, or lies buried beyond its reach. The honey-bearing flowers have faded

and fallen long befoi'e, the season that succeeded with its lavish yield of berries

and drupes that gaily decked the close-growing Coprosmas^ the trailing

Pimelias, or the sharp-leaved Leucopogon, has succumbed to the stern riile of

winter ; nor has this change of season afiected the Flora of the Alps alone, the

insect world, in a thousand forms, which enlivened every mountain gully

with the chirp and busy hum of life now lies entranced in its mummy
state, as inanimate as the torpid lizard that takes its winter's sleep sheltered

beneath some well-pressed stone. Under the effects of such a change, that

cuts off" such a supply of food, the Kea gradually descends the gullies, where a

certain amount of shelter has encouraged the gi^owth of the kohai that yields

its supply of hard bitter seeds, the beautiful PittosjJoruins with their small hai-d

seeds packed in gluten, and the black-berried ^?'z'5to^e^m/ these and numerous

other shrubs, or trees, such as the pitch pine and totai-a, furnish the means of

life to the Parrot. It is during the continuance of this season that we have

had the best opportunities of becoming somewhat familiar with it.
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" back country " settlers. Of course, every station has that indispensable

requisite, a meat gallows ; it has found out and fully appreciates the value of

this institution, as occasionally affording an excellent supply of food ; the

gallows is generally visited by night, beef or mutton equally suffer from the

voracity of the Kea, nor are the drying sheepskins despised. These visits may

be looked upon quite as social gatherings, as it is by no means a rare occurrence

for a score of noisy Parrots to be perched on the roof of a hut at one

time. A son of the writer obtained some fine specimens by means of a very

simple snare—the noose made of a slender strip of flax leaf attached to the

end of richer or rod ; he describes them as exhibiting great boldness and

confidence, clambering about the roof of the hut, allowing a very close

approach ; when caught they remained quite still, without any of the noisy

fluttering which usually accompanies the capture of birds, even when managed

with adroitness ; they j^reserved this quiet demeanour till the noose had been

removed. One of these birds was placed on the floor under an inverted

American bucket, the places for the handle not permitting the rim of the

bucket to touch the ground ; the Kea taking advantage of this_, wedged its

long beak into the space, using its head as a lever, it moved the bucket,

I'aising it sufiiciently to effect an escape from its prison.

On the other side of the river, just opposite to where this is being written,

one station is greatly favoured by these visitors ; during the winter season

they become a perfect nuisance. On one occasion the hut was shut iip, as the

shepherd was elsewhere required for a day or two, on his return he was

surprised to hear something moving within the hut ; on entering, he found it

proceeded from a Kea, which had gained access by the chimney ; this socially-

disposed bird had evidently endeavoured to dispel the ennui attendant on

solitude by exercising its powerful mandibles most industriously ; blankets,

bedding, and clothes, were grievously rent and torn, j)annikins and plates

scattered about, everything that could be broken was apparantly broken very

carefully, even the window frame had been attacked with great diligence ; in

fact the bird gave a new reading to that moral line of warning,—"For Satan

finds some mischief still for idle hands to do."

Notv/ithstanding the high character various individuals of the species have

earned for occasional indulgence in mischief, several have been kept as pets,—
not in wooden cages by-the-bye, for a Kea has been seen by his gratified captor

to eat its way out of such a place of confinement almost as quickly as it had

been coaxed to enter into it. Two which had been tamed by a neighbouring friend

were permitted to vfander at large, they regularly returned to the house for

their meals, and then rambled away again, scrambling and clamouring amongst

the trees and outbuildings; anykind of food appeared to suit their accommodating

appetite, but a piece of raw meat was evidently the homie bouche.
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On the level ground its mode of locomotion is very peculiar, it is not so

much a walk as a kind of hoj)ping jump, which imparts a very odd appearance

to its gait; but when its strong climbing foot is observed, this is not to be

wondered at ; at a glance it will be seen how inferior is the strength and

power of the two inside, in proportion to that of the outer toes ; the short

tarsi are also unfitted for walking.

In addition to the superior size of the bird and the colour of its plumage,

the beak presents a marked contrast to that of the kaka ; it is smoother, less

curved, and much slighter, with a length of 2 inches from the gape to the

point ; the upper mandible, at the widest pait,—that is in a line with the

nostiils,—^measures 5|- lines in width, with a height of 7 lines. In flight and

voice the two species greatly difiier. There is no doubt the Kea breeds in

the crevices of its rocky haunts ; the kaka occasionally rears its young amongst

rocks also. The eggs of the Green Parrot are as yet, we believe, amongst the

desiderata of the New Zealand ornithologists.

Although comparativ'ely few people are acquainted with the bird, it is not

on that account to be considered rare ; the reason it is so little known is, the

remoteness of its habitat from the centres of population ; it certainly appears

to be very local in its distribution ; a straggler now and then has been observed

far from its usual haunts, for in one instance we have a note of its occurrence

at the Hororata, in the Malvern Hills, close to the edge of the Canterbury

Plains. Its beak can inflict a severe wound ; a friend of ours, incautiously

handling a pet, had his thumb bitten through by its powerful mandibles.

The following descriptions are taken from two specimens obtained on

the banks of the Plavelock ; their crops were well filled with seeds of a

Fittosporum

:

—
Male.—Bill smooth, curved ; upper mandible dark horn colour, lightest at

the culmen, approaching to black near the base, the inside marked with slight

longitudinal furrows ; lower mandible yellowish on the sides, fuiTOwed on the

inside ; sere, covering the base of the upper mandible at its widest part,

measuring 5 lines ; nostrils raised or swollen ; upper part of the plumage dull

gTeen witJi a silvery shade ; shafts of feathers dark brown ; feathers tipped

sometimes margined with dark brown ; forehead brownish green ; feathers

which rest against the gape produced into hair-like points ; under parts

dull silvery green with brownish wash ; nape silvery gi^een with almost

a collar of dark brown
;

quill feathers, the third and fourth are the

longest in the wing, dark brown, the basal part of the four first feathers

blue on the oiiter web ; inner web dark brown toothed with pale yellow

;

the rest of the primaries of a brighter blue on the outer web ; second-

aries bluish green on the outer web, inner web brown, toothed irregularly

with pale yellow ; under wing coverts yellow and bright scarlet slightly tipped

with brown ; tail, shaft of feathers produced beyond the web, dull green shot

N
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•with blue, with a broad mark or band of dark brown near the end, tip pale

brown, inner webs toothed with yellow, under side of tail feathers washed with

yellow ; lower part of back and upper tail coverts green, shaded with dark

orange-red margined with brown ; vent and under tail coverts yellowish green.

Bill, following the curve from gape to point, 2 inches ; wings from flexure

12 inches 9 lines ; tail 7 inches 7 lines ; tarsus 1 inch 7 lines ; largest toe with

nail 2 inches 3 lines ; total length, from point of bill to extremity of tail,

21 inches.

Female.—The plumage is rather duller than that of the male, the under

nape of neck closely marked with di;sky brown. Bill 2 inches ; wings fi'om

flexure 1 2 inches 4 lines ; tail 7 inches ; tarsus 1 inch 5 lines ; largest toe and

nail 2 inches 3 lines ; total length 20 inches 9 lines.

Another male, prociired in the same locality, presents no marked difference

in plumage, but is rather smaller in dimensions.

No. 56.

—

Stringops (Strigops) habroptilus, Gray.

Kakapo.

Ground Parrot.

Numbers of skins of this beautiful and I'emarkable PaiTot have been

received at the Canterbury Museum, from Westland, during the last two years.

The size of the specimens varies ; one of the finest gives the following dimen-

sions :—Bill from gape 1 inch 7 lines ; upper mandible at the greatest width

9 lines; wings from flexure 10 inches 7 lines ; tail 7 inches 3 lines ; tarsi

2 inches 3 lines ; longest toe with claw 3 inches 3 lines ; total length 29J inches.

An addled egg of the Kakapo was also received in the course of the last

summer, the whiteness of the shell much discoloured ; its shape is not unlike

that of the kaka, the larger end being broad. Its length is 1 inch 11 lines,

with a breadth of 1 inch 5 lines.

No. 57.—EuDYNAMis Tahitiensts, Gml.

Kohoperoa, Koekoea.

Long-tailed Cuckoo.

About midsummer is iisually the time when we first hear the call of the

Long-tailed Cuckoo, who annually pays us a very brief visit, departing, as we

believe, before signs of autumn indicate that the waning power of summertide

is nearly expended.

It is not a rare occurrence for two or more of these handsome birds to be

observed in company, or even disporting themselves in the same tree ; this

apparent sociability is perhaps i-eally the efiect of that remarkable instinct

which guides migrants to so close an observance in the elate of their annual

arrival, and may thus account for several being seen together.

We are not in a position to afford much information of its breeding habits,

although we have had several opportunities of seeing, and also of examining,
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young birds which have been obtained in both islands ; the young birds that

have come under observation in this district have made their appearance in

the month of March, which gives an indication as to the breeding season.

Although its flight is peculiar, with a very rapid motion of the wings, we have

known it on several occasions to have been mistaken for a hawk. Last March,

we noticed a young bird near Mt. Somers, at no great distance from the

Fagus bush of Alford Forest ; it maintained its rather awkward flight but a

short distance at a time, alighting heavily on the ground, and turning each

time it settled, so that it faced the direction fi'om whence it flew.

A specimen obtained in Ohinetahi, at Christmas time, measures as under :

—Beak from gape 1 inch 8 lines ; upper mandible hox'n colour, curved, hooked

at the point and reaching below the lower mandible, which is yellowish

;

nostrils pierced close to the base, head feathers reaching to the nostrils ; wings

measure 8 inches, first feather short with outer web exceedingly narrow, third

and foui'th feathers longest ; tarsi defended with imbricated scales, measures

1 inch 3 lines ; toes, three in front and one behind, covered with scales, armed

with curved claws of dark horn colour • entire length from tip of beak to the

extremity of the tail 1 foot 6 inches, of which the tail measures 9 inches
;

upper surface is of a rich bright brown, barred across with rufous brown ; the

top of the head brown, marked with streaks of rufous, a streak of bufly brown

extending from nostril over and behind the eye ; neck barred with rufous, the

end of each feather bearing a spot of lighter brown near the tip ; wing

coverts brown, barred with rufous and very slightly tipped with white

;

tail dark brown, banded with rufous, tipped with white, inner webs palest

;

tinder surface white, with brown streaks down the centre of each feather
;

thighs bufFy, feathers pointed with brown ; under tail coverts white, with bars

of dark brown.

There ai-e several specimens of young birds in the Museiims of Wellington

and Canterbuiy ; the plumage differs much from that of adult specimens,

being warmer in tone, especially on the under surface, and the upper surface

presents a spotted appearance.

The young have been supposed a new species, which is not surprising when

the general contrast of the plumage in the two states is considered. One of

the yotmgest specimens we have seen, measuring from tip of beak to extremity

of tail 1 2 inches 3 lines, has the upper surface dark brown ; feathers barred

with pale brown, spotted with buff"; wings with a spot of buff" at the extremity

of the outer web ; under surface warm rufous, with streaks of brown.

The Long-tailed Cuckoo visits the alpine districts, where, during summer

time, its remarkably shrill note is not unfrequently heard. It should be

mentioned that, unlike the bronze-winged cuckoo, its occurrence in the more

cultivated neighbourhoods is rather rare. In the bush its movements are

restless, but its habits are not those of a shy or wary bird.
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No. 60.—CoTUKNix Nov^ Zelandije, Q\WJ.

Koi-eke.

Quail.

(See also Vol. ii., p. 6Q.)

Tlie most useful and important order, Gcdlince, lias here but one indigenous

representative, in the once well known, but now rare Quail ; the rapid declen-

sion in its numbers, and indeed, threatened extei'mination, may fairly be dated

from the settlement of the European population in these Islands.

Bush fires in our southern districts have been the chief cause of its disap-

pearance ; many settlers profess to believe that stocking runs with sheep

occasioned its destruction. To this we demur, for the effect of extensive bush

fires on the habitat of this excellent game bird, has come under our own

personal observation. In the early part of the year 1857, a large part of the

country on the southern side of the Ashburton, high above the gorge, had been

burnt in the previous year ; on the opj^osite, or northern side, known now as

Clint Hills, the grass presented no signs of ever having been fired, and

abounded with Quail—they were flushed every few yards ; whilst we never saw

a Quail on the opposite bank of the river, their food and shelter having been

alike destroyed. Not a sheep had been on either side of the river.

But though very rarely met with, yet it is occasionally observed in several

remote and secluded localities. We have had the good fortune to be presented

with some fine specimens which had been procured from the neighbourhood of

"The Paddock," on the West Coast road from Christchurch to Hokitika, a

locality where they appeared in considerable numbers for some time.

The male has the upper surface ferruginous brown, with varied black and

dark brown markings, a narrow whitish streak following each side of the shaft

of each feather ; top of the head rich brown, streaked with very dark brown,

bufiy-marked feathers intermixed ; beak horn black, excej^t at the extreme

point ; nostril covered with membrane ; a line over the eye, cheeks, and throat,

rufous, with a faint blackish curved mark just above the line of the gape
;

primaries dull smoky brown ; secondaries edged with pale brown, marbled on

the outer web with bufi" and dark brown ; under surface ferruginous ; breast

marked with black and white ; abdomen white ; thighs bufi" ; irides bright

hazel-brown ; tarsi dull flesh colour. Bill from gape 8 lines ; wing 4 inches

9 lines ; tarsus 9 lines ; length 8 inches 3 lines ; weight 7f ounces.

The female is not so rufous about the cheeks and throat, has a darker tinge

of colour generally ; abdomen almost buff". Weight barely 7 ounces. The

feathers on the thighs are light and flocculent, those on the abdomen are slaty

black, tipped with white, or bufiy white, so closely arranged as to give that

part of the bird a whitish or buif colour.

Although the sexes differ but little in point of size, yet they are easily
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distinguishable by tlieii' general tone of colour as well as by tbe rufous cbeeks

of the male. On the ground their movements are active ; sometimes they may

be seen indulging in a dust bath as the}^ lie basking in tlie sun ; unless

suddenly startled they almost always maintain that plump i-ounded appearance

which characterizes several genera of the Tetraonidce-

From tolerably close observation, we are inclined to suppose that their

organs of hearing are fai less acute than those of sight ; they often give

utterance to a low purring sound, that one might suppose to proceed from an

insect rather than from a bird. The call is indulged in most frequently during

moist or wet weather; it sounds something like "twit, twit, twit, twee-twit,"

repeated several times in quick succession. In very stormy, gusty weather,

these birds appear dull and silent, secreting themselves amongst thick tussocks.

When flushed, they do not rise perpendicularly, but still very straight for a few

feet from the ground.

In confinement, they are fond of jDicking about amongst sand, and thrive

well on soaked bread, grain of various kinds, and the larvae of insects ; the

male is not an attentive mate at feeding time, and where several are kept in

the same enclosure, constant little bickerings take place without actual

hostilities being indulged in.

The eggs require twenty-one days incubation, and the chicks are most

active directly they emerge from the shell. They grow very rapidly ; at about

four months old the young cannot very readily be distinguished from adult

birds, either by contrast of size or plumage.

The Hon. J. C. Richmond saw Quail in the Taranaki District, in the

months of November or December, 1869.

A fair correspondent forwarded two beautiful specimens of the egg (one of

which was unfortunately broken in the course of transit), which were obtained

in the Waitaki District.

Examples of the egg have been found bufiy white with brown splashes.

In the early days, on the plains near the Selwyn^ a bag of twenty brace of

Quail was not looked upon as extraordinaiy sport for a day's shooting.

No. B. 65.

—

Anarhynchus frontalis, Quoy and Gaim.

(See also Vol. ii., p. 68.)

Thinornis frontalis, G. R. Gray.

—

Gen, B.

Gharadrius frontalis, G. R. Gray.

—

Ibis, July, 1862.

HcB'inato'pus frontcdis.—Trans. N. Z. Inst., Vol. i.

This wader was first made known to science under its present name, by

MM. Quoy and Gaimard, having been observed during the expedition of the

"Astrolabe," undertaken in the years 1826-29, by order of the King of

France. It is also thus recorded in the "List of the Birds of New Zealand and

the adjacent Islands," in Dieffenbach's work. Again, by G, R, Gray (Ihis,
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July, 1862), we find this bird mentioned under the name of Characlrius

frontalis, witli this very remarkable note : "The bird is represented in the Voyage

of the ^Astrolabe,'' with a deformed hill; the hill is perfectly straight in most

specimens." Where could the author have met with those specimens with

perfectly straight bills'? or rather, which of the waders or plovers passed for

the Anarhynchus 2—perhaps C. hicinctus.

I have lately had the pleasure of perusing a very interesting pamphlet,

On Rare or Little-known Limicolce, by Mr. Hastings, F.L.S., etc., who appeal's

to have taken great pains in gathering together all the information he could

collect about this pecviliar-looking bird, and also gives a careful description of

a specimen, in which he unquestionably makes the best of the slender materials

at liis disposal.

Still, as something like mystification might yet be thought to surround the

history of this very interesting species of the large Grallatorial family, I have

had much pleasure in presenting to the Museum, specimens of the adult, and

also the young bird in the state in which it may be found pi'obably some ten

days from the date on which it emerged from the shell.

These specimens were obtained on the shingly bed of the Eakaia, which is

one of the largest of the snow rivers that intersect the Plains of Canterbury.

The Anarhynchus, be it understood, is not confined to that locality, in fact it

is of frequent occurrence, and may be observed diiring several months of the

year at least, near the streams or back-water of almost any of the rivers, which

in their course disclose sandy spits and wide areas of shingle.

With regard to its breeding habits, I am unable to add much to the

information which is given in my Notes " On the Birds of New Zealand."

—{Trans. JSf. Z. Inst., Vol. ii.) The young, if undisturbed, remain for some

time near the spot where they were hatched ; to escape observation they lie

concealed behind stones, etc. ; should an attemjpt be made to molest them, they

start ofi" with considerable celerity, uttering, at the same time, a shrill piping

cry of alarm. When hard pressed, they take to the water ; we have known

them to cross a stream of considerable volume. The parent birds never appear

to separate far from each other during the period of incubation ; on being

disturbed, they exhibit a peculiar habit of partially extending the wings, the

effect of which is that they assume a broad and flattened appearance across the

back, the head at the time being carried very low, the bill just clearing the

ground, whilst a low purring sound is emitted. So tame does the Anarhynchus

become under the influence of parental instinct, that after eggs have been

picked up, examined, and replaced on their unsheltered sandy bed, I have

seen the old bird immediately resume her duty of incubation, although I may

have removed but a few paces distant and remained in sight for some

time.

Having thus glanced at the favourite habitat, etc., of the Crook-billed
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Plover, I will now proceed to describe these specimens ; the first, that of an

adult male, probably in its second year—bill black, longer than the head,

pointed, curved to the right or off side, curled slightly in itself in a leaf-like

manner, a long groove on each side of the upper mandible, the nostrils long,

pierced not far from the base of the bill, fitted with a membranous process,

which, apparently furnished with a system of nerves, extends some distance

along the mandible ; interior of both upper and lower mandible concave or

silicate, which form is maintained to the point ; thus, the inside of the bill,

Avhen the mandibles are closed, becomes a curved pipe, with a veiy slight

twist ; the sharp edges of each mandible are horny and semi-transparent
;

from the base of the bill the upper mandible is flattened on the top for a

distance of about 6 lines, it then assumes a raised and slightly rounded form,

till it gradually sweeps down into the point ; forehead, chin, and the whole of

the under parts white, with a broad ii-regular band of blackish feathers

stretching across the breast, widest on the left or near side ; above the bill,

from eye to eye, runs a narrow strip of very pale brownish colour ; crown of

the head and upper surface of the body ash grey ; wings long and pointed

;

primaries dark brown, outer narrow vane of each primaiy darkest ; shaft of

feathers distinctly white ; first feather longest ; tail moderate, ash giey, middle

feathers inclined to brown ; legs gartered, or naked just above the tarsal

joints ; legs and feet a peculiar tint of black-green with a grey shade ; toes

three to the front and none behind, united at the base by a membrane

extending to the first joint, bottom of toes greenish brown, middle toe and nail

longest, nails short and black. Bill measures 1 inch 2 lines; wing 4 inches

9 lines ; tarsus 1 inch 2 lines ; middle toe with nail 1 1 lines ; total length

8 inches 5^ lines.

The chick above mentioned is covered with freckled grey down ; under

surface silky white ; wings pale brownish ; the deflection of the bill easily

distinguishable. Bill measures 6 lines ; tarsus 1 lines ; middle toe with nail

8 lines ; total length 2 inches 8 lines.

Birds of the year do not assume the black band ; females differ little from

the males in size, the band is not so conspicuous, as it is much narrower than

in the male ; fine old males have the breast band broad, and that on the fore-

head dark brown. I have never seen this bird assemble in large flocks like

C. bicinctus.

The peculiar formation of the bill has apparently induced naturalists to

exhibit considerable doubt as to the proper position of this, perhaps, unique

species. Without referring to all the notices of this bird which have appeared

at different times, it may be mentioned that at least one eminent ornithologist

considered the bill to be an accidental deformity ; again, it has in some way

been confused with C. bicinctus, from which it differs materially, in habits as

well as structure.
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A consideration of the natural features of its favoiivite haunts permits us

to indulge iii surmises as to the convenience and adaptability of its remarkable

form of beak for obtaining its food. Where we have seen it has never been

far from watei", and if, as we presume, this bird is peculiar to this country, we

can point to our larger river beds as affording it admirable feeding grounds.

These rapid shallow streams are pei-petually wandering and shifting in their

coui'se, cutting new channels after every freshet, whether occasioned by heavy

rainfalls or by the melting of snow from the alpine crests of the " back country."

Anyone acquainted with our " plains " must have observed, here and there,

how certain parts (termed by geologists, " fans "), are thickly covei^ed with

stones—as, for instance, some miles below the Gorges of the Rakaia or

Rangitata ;—however unpromising or useless they may appear to the

inexperienced, the practical grazier is aware that those stones assist in keeping

the ground cool, and in retaining beneath them a certain amount of moisture

which, during the drier portion of the year (when the parching north-west

winds prevail), thus invigorates the thirsty rootlets of many valuable grasses,

and the result is the maintenance of a fair number of sheep on this rather

barren-looking stretch of country. When any of these stones are disturbed

from their bed, wdio can have failed to notice the commotion produced amongst

the insect community thus suddenly disclosed to view ; what scuttling ensues

to gain fresh concealment from the garish light of day. In a somewhat similar

manner, after a stream has deserted its temporary bed, in all probability

numerous forms of aquatic insect life, .attracted by the moisture, are to be

found in the sand in which the shingle lies half imbedded. The horny point

of the bill of this bird, from its peculiar form, is sufficiently strong to be used

for thrusting between and under stones and pebbles.

The flexibility of the upper mandible derived from the long grooves and

flattened form (extending to nearly half its length), tends materially to assist

the bird in fitting its curved bill close to a stone, and thus aids it in searching

or fossicking around or beneath the shingle for its food, while at the same time

the closed mandibles would form a tube throiigh which water and insects could

be drawn tip, as water is sucked up by a syringe. As the flexure of the bill is

lateral, the bird is enabled to follow up i-etreating insects, by making the circuit

of a waterworn stone with far greater ease than if it had been furnished with

the straight beak of the plover, or the long flexible scoop of the avocet.

The inspection of these specimens must clear away any little cloud of

doubt that might remain on the minds of persons iinfamiliar with the bird,

and convince them that this singular form of bill, so far from being an acci-

dental deformity, is a beautiful provision of Nature, which confers on a plover-

like bird the advantage of being able to secure a share of its food from sources

whence it would be otherwise unattainable.
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October 14.^—Since the above paper was written, an opportunity has been

sought of visiting a favourite habitat of the Anarhynchus, as an examination

of the head of the bird was desirable.

The mandibles are connected by a membrane, fringed with a tough black

border, forming itself, when the beak is closed, into a slightly projecting fold

at the gape ; the upper mandible (or roof of the mouth) is armed with a treble

row of very fine spines, set like the teeth of a saw, pointing to the base of the

mandible ; the tongue, when at rest, lies well within the lower mandible, it is

partly sulcate in form, tapers to a very fine point, is much shorter than the

beak, leaving a vacant space of six lines from its extremity to the end of the

lower mandible ; the base is furnished on either side with a few spines (three

or four), planted in the same dwection as those in the roof of the upper

mandible ; the thick portion of the tongue is indented with four or five very

slight longitudinal furrows, terminating in the channel into which the tongue

now resolves itself till it ends at the very acute point ; this sulcate form is

attained by the edges being raised.

From this peculiar form of tongue, it may be observed that no hindrance

is presented by that organ to the sucking up of water ; the spines would

prevent the escape of the most slippery or minute prey, which could be crushed

by the closing of the beak and the pressure of the tongue against the upper

mandible, the water finding ready egress.

The tongue of C. hicinctus is altogether different in form.

No. 74.

—

Ardea sacha, Gml.

Matuku.

Blue Crane.

With us in the South, this bird is of rare occurrence ; occasionally it may

be observed on the flats at the head of one of the bays ; as yet, we only look

upon it as a visitor. When we have noticed it on the wing it has been flying

low, just skirting the shore, with deliberate, almost heavy, flight. Last year,

an egg was received at the Canterbury Museum which had been taken from a

nest in Hawke's Bay. In colour it is greenish white, ovoiconical, measiiring

1 inch 10|- lines in length, with a breadth of 1 inch 4 lines.

ISTo. B. 75.

—

Ardetta pusilla, Gould, (Botaurus minutus, Haast.)

Kaoriki.

Little Bittern.

Some of the scientific institutions have lately been favoured by Mr. Purdie,

the Curator of the Otago Museum, with photographs and descriptions of an

exceedingly rare and interesting species of bird belonging to the Grallatorial

division, and which may be taken as the Australian representative of the Little

Bittern of Europe. The rare occui-rence of this bii'd, of Avhich only three other

o
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specimens, as far as can be ascertained, have been obtained in this country, is

remarkable, when it is considered how great an extent of country, formerly

almost entirely unknown, has been opened up and explored by enterprising

colonists during the last ten years. In March, 1868, Mr. Shaw, of Kanieri,

one of the Wardens on the West Coast, presented two specimens to the

Canterbury Museum, which were stated to have been obtained whilst feeding

near a deep, slowly-flowing, swampy watercourse, by the River Kanieii, and at

no great distance from the township of that name. From having been obtained

at the same time and place, they wei-e supposed to have been a pair, but it

appears that no examination was made before the preparation of the skins

;

they bear a close resemblance to the description in Gould's Handbook to the

Birds of Australia of the male Ardetta inisilla, and are probably both young-

males. Subsequently, another specimen of a young bird of this species was

obtained in one of the swampy creeks that feed the Okarita lagoon, and was

forwarded from the Canterbury Museum to Dr. Otto Finsch, of Bremen.

The following description is taken from the larger of the two specimens

in the Canterbury Museum:—Beak long, higher than broad, almost straight,

having but a slight curvature towards the point, measuring from gape to tip

2 inches 9 lines; upper mandible flattened on the top, near the base, slightly

channeled, nostiils pierced in the groove, defended with membranous process

;

legs long, gartered or bare above the tarsal joint for 8 lines ; tarsus 2 inches

1 line ; three toes in front, each furnished with membranous fringe on the

inner side, two outer toes united with narrow web extending to first joint
;

middle toe with claw 2 inches 3 lines ; middle claw toothed on the inner side

;

one toe behind, directed inwards, more robust than those in front, with curved

produced claw ; toe measuring, with claw, 1 inch 4 lines, of which claw

measures 6 lines ; wings slightly concave, 6 inches 2 lines, first feather rather

shorter than second and third, which are the longest in the wing ; total length

from tip of beak to extremity of tail 1 4 inches ; under part of lower mandible,

sides of bill palish yellow, almost white ; edge of mandibles brown ; culmen

almost black ; top of the head greenish black ; outer edge shot with bluish

black, with a few bi^own feathers receding from forehead ; feathers on the

throat and lower part of the neck pale buflf with brown streaks ; side of neck

deep chestnut brown, a narrow stripe of the same colour over the eye
;

scapularies and back dark brown ; wing coverts bufiy brown, with deep

chestnut on the shoulder, a few of the feathers striped down the shaft with

black ; edge of the wings coloui-ed with rich brown shaded
;
primaries dull

black ; thighs pale bufl" with streaks of dark brown, darkest behind ; tail

greenish black.

It is stated that the Little Bittern is so quiet in its habits that it will

remain still when approached, so that it Avill apparently almost suffer itself to

be taken by the hand. The birds just described were taken alive, it has been
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said, without any very great difficulty ; after which they were tui-ned loose

amongst the fowls in a jDOultry-yard. They were found dead shortly after-

wards, it is alleged, from exposure to the keen frosty night air, being

deprived of the acciistomed protection afforded by the thickly-growing sedgy

vegetation of their swampy habitat. They had beear observed standing motionless

on a bare stem or stalk, from which they overlooked the water.

From the description given of our bird, it will be observed how much it differs

in the general coloration of its plumage from its antipodean representative

{Botaurus minutus), which has the top of the head, shoulders, primaries, and tail

bluish black, whilst the rest of its plumage is buff, except the front part of the

neck and chin, which are whitish, as is also the vent ; the size must be about the

same, as we have noted measiirements of specimens which are less than those

of our Bittern, as well as some which exceed them ; both have the middle

claw toothed on the inside ; irides of B. minuttis are said to be yellow ; the

fact that the feathers on the tibiae are said to reach the tarsal joints, points out

pretty clearly that the New Zealand wader is the more aquatic of the two species.

Having been entrusted by Dr. Hector with a copy of the photograph and

the description of Mr. Purdie's bird (which he proposes to name provisionally,

Ardeola Rovce Zelandice) for comparison with the Little Bitterns preserved in

the ornithological collection in the Canterbuiy Museum, after careful

exainination I am unable to discover any material difference between them

and the specimen from Otago. In Mr. Purdie's descripticfii, the under parts

and thighs are described as brown with greyish white margins, and the

photograph exhibits the hind claw rather more produced, but there can be no

doubt, I think, that these birds are of identically the same S2:)ecies. Mr. Purdie

notes the legs and bill of his bird as yellowish green, eyes rufous brown.

October, 1870.—The Canterbtiry Museum received two fine specimens

from Westland, lighter in colour, without the rich deep chestnut markings on

the side of the ueck, etc., which are conspicuous on the birds obtained in

1868 ; this may be the distinction of the sexes ; no information on that point

accompanied the skins ; or it may be the difference of plumage between the

seasons of spring and autumn.

Any information respecting the habits of the Little Bittern would be

exceedingly interesting
;
judging from the natural features of the localities

whence the Westland specimens were procured, it would appear to live on the

sedgy margins of deep swampy pools or creeks.

Mr. Docherty, who preserved the skins now in the Christchurch Museum,

furnished the following Notes, descriptive of where they were obtained :

—

" They are to be found on the salt-water lagoons on the sea shore, always

hugging the timbered side of the same ; I have seen them in two positions,

viz., standing on the bank of the lagoon, with their heads bent forward,

studiously watching the water ; at other times I have seen them standing
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straight up, almost perpendiculai-—I sliould say this is the proper position for

the bird to be placed in when stuffed. When speaking of lagoons as the

places where they are to be found, I may mention that I caught one about

two miles in the bush, on the bank of a creek, but the creek led to a lagoon.

They live on small fishes or the roots of reeds ; I should say the latter, because

at the very place where I caught one, I observed the reeds turned up and the

roots gone ; they are very solitary, and always found alone, and stand for

hours in one place. I heard a person say that he had opened one and found a

large egg in it. They breed on the ground, in very obscure places, and are, on

the whole, a rare bird. I never heard their cry."

The fact that the Little Bittern was noticed by Mr. Ellman, in 1861, was

overlooked when this paper was written. Mr. G. R. Gray, in his '' List of

the Birds of ISTew Zealand and the Adjacent Islands," p. 24, puts this query,

—

" What is the Little Bittern, Ellman, Zool., 1861, p. 7469"?"

In plumage, our Little Bittern of the West Coast rather resembles the

American wader {Ardea virescens) than the Little Bittern of Europe.

No. 87.—OcYDROMus AUSTRALis, Sparrm.

(See also Vol. ii., p. 70.)

The history of the Weka, the Wood-hen of the settlers, is not yet complete

;

there exist varieties which are marked, although ornithologists might object to

class them as distinct species.

Whilst camping in one of the gorges of the Rangitata, a very striking

variety used to visit the tent constantly ; the individuals of either sex were

above the average size ; the general colour of the plumage light greyish brown
;

the feathers marked or barred with shades of dark brown ; the uropygium

and in some instances the tips of the primaries rich chestnut ; throat and

cheeks grey. The young were dark brown, perhaps not to be distinguished

readily, if at all, fi'om the young of the ordinary brown Weka {0. australis).

Some months since, a specimen with the entire plumage of pure white, was

caught alive at Mt. Four Peaks ; the legs and bill pale red ; irides reddish

brown ;—not the light pink that is characteristic of the albino.

One of the best walkers amongst our birds, the Weka's step is usually

deliberate and slow ; its carriage is particularly noticeable, it is so remarkably

bold and confident, yet wary ; the neck raised, with the head carried forward

with a listening and yet contemplative air, one is loth to believe that the bird

is such a mischievous rogue. When at full speed, the neck is extended, the

head lowered, with the point of the beak slightly depressed ; if pursued, it

turns and doubles rapidly, availing itself of any shelter in which to find

refuge. It regains confidence qxiite as readily as it exhibits fear, and if left

in peace, emerges from its place of concealment with the same coolness of

demeanour that usually distinguishes it. We have caught a whole family of
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old and young ; after being released, they stai'ted off, but returned soon after-

wards with their ordinary air of inquisitiveness. When two males quarrel,

they fight with determination, sometimes coming out into the open ground
;

the victor becomes a relentless persecutor, driving off his antagonist at every

opportunity ; on these occasions one can appi-eciate the speed and alertness

which both pursuer and pursued display, in getting over the ground and

threading the interlaced maze of shrubs and grassy tussocks.

The nest figured (see Flate YII.) is placed amongst the sheltering leaves of

snow-grass tussocks, in which the roughly-finished home of the Weka is

frequently constructed.

The colour of the down of the young afibrds a fair indication of their age,

the darker shades of brown characterizing extreme youth, yet the lighter shades

which their plumage gradually assumes offers great variety. Such is our expe-

rience after quietly looking at some scores of broods ; there is in their early

stage of growth a resemblance to the Cochin China chick about them, this

would be stronger but for their smooth tarsi and dusky hue
;
perhaps this idea

is due to the absence of even an apology for a tail, for the caudal plumage is

not assumed until half their growth is reached, but whilst they are still under the

guidance of the parent birds. Whilst being led foi-th food hunting, the brood

is most sedulously attended by the old birds, although perhaps they may not

be at one time both close together; insects, worms, lizards, etc., seem their

principal food, yet nothing comes amiss to these omnivorse. When an old bird

is aware of a lizard lying perdu beneath the sharp pointed leaves of an

Aciphylla, the beak is thrust into the plant in defiance of threatened wounds,

the wings are suddenly thrust forward, and the adroit Weka backs out with

her writhing prey, which the young instantly devour.

Although mercilessly persecuted, this Ishmael amongst birds may be found or

heard in most up-country districts, but in greatly diminished numbers. The size

of the Wekas that are now usually met with, is much smaller than it used to be
;

a four-pound bird is now almost unknown, yet, years ago, such a weight was

not an uncommon one for a fine hill bird. The greatest sin we can lay to its

charge, is the ruthless manner with which it destroys ducks' eggs, in which it

is second only to the harrier.

The Weka sometimes, yet rarely, has been noticed to have a white feather

or two in the wing.

As an article of food, it is in far less repute than when we first settled here

in the days of dear meat;—(we have since bought sheep at one shilling per head)

—our taste is more fastidious, and the Weka is only killed too often for mere

wantonness, or the pleasure of taking life. The Maoris of Arowhenua make

expeditions in the winter for obtaining a sujDply of these birds, which they

preserve in their own fat. On one run, near Burke's Pass, we have been told that

above two thousand wekas were secured by a party of natives at one of these hunts.
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ISTo. 91.—PoRPHYRio MELANOTUS, Temm.

(See also Yol. ii., p. 71.)

The nest which is figured on Plate X. was procured from the swamp by

Lake Ellesmere ; it was firmly built of the leaves of a Carex, and formed

a compact mass, some eight inches in height, not very easily to be distinguished,

as the material of the nest was as green as the surrounding grasses. The eggs

are often sucked by the harrier, whose keen sight discovers the very inartificial

structure of the Pukeko ; on examining a nest after a harrier's visit, we have

observed that the contents of the egg have been extracted through a long hole

made at the bilge of the egg. Few birds more frequently become the prey of

the harrier than this wader.

No. 95.

—

Spatula variegata, Gould.

Shovelor.

One of the handsomest and perhaps also one of the least known amongst our

grouj) of Anatidce is the Shovelor ; the vai'iegated plumage, dark ruddy breast,

and bright blue wing of the drake, exhibit one of those instances—as in the

case of the mallard, at home—in which nature, for its own special reasons,

lavishes much beauty of colour on the male, whilst the female is clothed with

feathers of a far less attractive hue. In the case of the Shovelor, may not

this remarkable distinction in the plumage of the sexes be regarded as

a protection for the eggs during the period of incubation, rendering the

female less liable to observation than if she was arrayed with brighter

coloui's, with which she could scarcely elude the keen vision of the harriers,

the most successful of egg-i-obbers. A habit of this duck would appear

confirmatory of this view ; \\!Q have repeatedly noticed in the breeding season

that the groups of Shovelors which dot the lakes, here and there, are nearly

all drakes, a fact that indicates thtit the male bird has little, if anything, to do

with the nest or the labour of incubation. It is very generally distiibuted

over the country, although large numbers are only to be met with in cei'tain

localities in the ITorth Island, where it is in some j^arts, or has been, of

common occurrence ; for, in the season, numbers Avere to be seen hanging up

in the poulterers' shops in Wellington, which had been brought to that market

by the steamers from Hawke's Bay ; we say has been, as the supply appears to

have failed ; for the past two winters we have certainly missed the Shovelors.

For some years after settling here, we regarded this bird as quite a

rara avis, we observed it so very seldom, and then only in the neighbourhood of

the Rakaia ; it is now much oftener met with than was formerly the case. On
the wide expanse of Lake Ellesmere, and the less extensive mountain lakes

in the Ashburton country, it is frequently seen in considerable numbers
;

occasionally specimens have been obtained near Christchurch

.
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For years we hunted unsuccessfully for the nest, trying the most likely

swamjDS in the neighbourhood of its haunts, in the hope of making the

discovery, but our diligent quests were in vain ; one of the wi-iter's sons was

at last STXccessful, as the following communication will show :

—

-'^ Hurrah for

the Shovelors ! Yesterday (Nov. 7), we found a nest at last ; it was placed

not in a swamp, or even near water, but on the side of one of the low downs

in Craig Phillips (near the Rangitata), sheltered by a couple of tufts of tussock

and a plant of Spaniard grass [Acvphylla) ; it was made of fine grass, in which

was a fair amount of down, but not so much as is usually seen in the nest of the

grey duck {A. sicperciliosa) ; it is deep, and rather narrow across the top (about

7 inches) ; the eggs, ten in number, ovoiconical in form, very smooth and fine

in texture, creamy white with a slight greenish tint, measure in length

2 inches 1| lines, with a breadth of 1 inch 5J lines."

This nest was probably commenced in the first week of October, as some

of the eggs placed u.nder a hen were hatched on Nov. 18. The yoxing bird

greatly resembles young grey duck in colour, being clouded with brown and

yellow, but the peculiar form of the bill, with its broad point, is noticeable

when it emerges from the shell.

Tlie singular shaped bill, which gives a name to this duck, is well worth

studying ; it is nearly three inches in length, much dilated near the extremity,

the upper mandible possessing great flexibility, is abundantly furnished with

nerves, conferring a great degree of sensibility on that organ, which must

greatly aid the bird in selecting its food ; it terminates in blunt unguis of

considerable hardness. Both mandibles are furnished with a pectinated

appendage, in which laminse are closely arrayed, the sharp and projecting

teeth of the upper mandible overlapping and acting against the peculiar

apparatus of the lower mandible. From this elaborately-organized trap, even

the smallest aquatic insects could not escape.

No. 98.

—

Hymenolaimus malacorhynchus, Gml.

Whio.

Blue Duck, Mountain Duck.

(See also Vol. ii., p. 73.)

Having stated that the Blue Duck occasionally breeds in holes of banks,

it is woi'th recording, perhaps, that we found the nest in situations that did

not afford any great amount of shelter ; one of these instances was met with

on a spit in the Upper Ashburton River, about three miles below the glacier

fi'om whence that river derives its source ; the nest was placed in a solitary

snow-grass tussock of moderate size, within two or three yards of the stream
j

it was made of grasses, the interior composed of cut grass like chaff, down, and a

few feathers.

In examining an embryo of three weeks, we found that the form of the
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bill was well developed, showing on the sides, near the end of the upper man-

dible, the peculiar membranous appendage of a darker colour than the resc of

the bill, but were unable to discern the presence of lamillse ; the caudal down

was produced to a marked degree.

When hatched, the young are large compared with those of Fuligula Novoe

Zelandioi, measuring 7 inches in total length, of this nearly one-third is

contributed by the tail ; bill from gape 9 lines.

Bill horn colour, lightest on the lower mandible, unguis rosy at the point

;

membranous appendage slaty black, well overlapping the lower mandible,

furnished with lamellae along its basal half, which work against the finely

serrated sides of the compressed basal half of the lower mandible ; upper

surface dull green, brightest on the back ; over and behind the eye irregular

streak of white ; under surface white ; wings and upjjer part of thighs

brownish ; tail gi-een above, at each side a patch of chestnut ; under surface

of the tail chestniit, covered with thick down, longest on the back ; legs and

feet yellowish flesh colour.

As will be seen from the above description, the Mountain or Blue Duck

in its earliest stages of growth is very prettily marked, with its green and

white down, relieved by patches of chestnut ; it differs much from the young

of any other native sjjecies of Anatidce with which we are acquainted ; the tail

is much produced, in swimming it is carried well above the water. When the

parent birds have their brood in charge, they certainly exhibit much less craft

as well as energy for the protection of their offspring than any other

duck ; with them there is little, if any, attempt at concealment of the young,

none of the ruses are made use of, which, with the paradise ducks, often j)i'ove

so successful in misleading their enemies ; usually, they simply drop down the

rapid, trusting apparently for escape to the turbulence of the sti-eam—an asylum

safe enough from most, if not all, indigenous persecutors, but not from the

settler's dog ; they seem loth to land, and if compelled to do so, their progress is

not very rapid, in fact, they impress one with an idea of their helplessness.

The duck marches in front, with her low wailing call, the small brood follow,

whilst the drake protects the rear, or rather offers himself as the first victim

to the pursuer.

For the last two years we have seen fewer Mountain Ducks than usual

;

if anything can save them from utter extermination it will be the remoteness

of their haunts. Protective enactments have doubtless proved beneficial in

restraining the vmscrupulous in many cases, but such laws would probably be

better observed if better known, for when one observes a string of ducks

hanging up at a house in December, it must surely arise from ignorance of our

legislative enactments that such an outward and visible sign of their infringe-

ment is made patent. In winter time they congregate in flocks of moderate

numbers.
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Before leaving these ISTotes on the Blue Duck, there is one peculiar habit

that might be noticed, it is the manner in which it can turn in the water

;

however rapid the stream, it can turn instantly, as though worked on a pivot

;

doubtless the produced tail gives this facility. When it is quietly fossicking

amongst the soft banks of the mountain stream, it may be seen indulging this

habit, without apparently losing an inch of space.

No. 99.—PoDiCEPS RUFiPECTus, Gray.

Little Grebe, Red-breasted Grebe, Dab-chick.

(See also Vol. ii., p. 73.)

Few, if any, of our aquatic birds display more restless activity than the

Red-breasted Grebe ; this quality is exhibited in a variety of ways ; look at

the enquiring jerky manner in which the head and neck are cai-ried, slightly

in advance, yet continually moving from side to side ; a habit that may result

from the mode in which its food is obtained. When diving and seai'ching for

its prey, the head is doubtless moved from side to side, in order to scan as

much of its watery track as possible before returning to the surface ; by this

restless air the bird seems perpetually on the watch for a surprise, yet it

displays a frequent boldness in gratifying its curiosity that is seldom, if evei",

shown by many water birds. Then, in watching its progress when swimming,

its action appears fitful rather than regular ; should any unusual object excite

its curiosity or suspicion, it advances towards it with a regular zigzag approach.

Its diving power is admirable ; how easily and gracefully it is effected—the

head by a rapid motion is lowered, and in smooth water a few air bubbles

rising to the surface alone denote the spot from whence it disappeared. The

length of time it can remain submei'ged is astonishing, and this, too, we have

observed in a swift eddying stream at the confluence of two large creeks. We
have ever thought it a pretty sight to watch a family of Grebes on some lonely

tarn or pool, fringed by a narrow but dense belt of Discaria or Olearia, that

affoi'ded an efiicient screen for observation.

We never saw more than two young ones in a brood ; very often the

labour of the parents is most equally shared, by each appearing to take chai'ge

of a young bird, which float about quietly, often with the neck bent back, the

head resting between the shoulders, now and then uttering a soft trilling note

not unlike, but less marked, than the call of the parent birds.

The old Grebes dive incessantly, remaining but a very short time under

water ; when their efibrt has been successful, a soft call summons the young

bird, and the aquatic morsel, whether fish or insect, is always dipped in the

water before it is offered to the young one. In the brief intervals between

the dives, the wings are carried high, somewhat swan fashion, as if the more

readily to catch the drying influence of the air. For some weeks the young

preserve a greyish tone of plumage over the upper surface, the head retains

some light greyish doAvn, whilst the bi'east is pale rufous.

p
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The figure (Plate VIII.) represents a nest built against one of those large

black stems of Carexvirgata, which so often clot the shallows of some of the in-

land lakes ; it is constructed of aquatic plants and roots, is screened by the long

sweeping leaves of the Garex, which hang over till the points of the leaves dip

the water. It is only by wading and veiy close search that these nests are to

be discovered. "VVe have not, as yet, remarked that the bird covers the eggs

on leaving the nest ; this is a habit which many writers attribiite to the

Gi'ebes of Europe.

We have not seen the Grebe on land, and seldom flying ; when on the

wing it just skims the surface of the water, with a very rapid motion of the

wings. On one occasion we noted several in company, on a lake of moderate

size, making use of their wings.

B. 131.^

—

Sterna (alba, sp. nov. 1 Potts).

White Tern.

In Gray's "List of the Birds of New Zealand and the Adjacent Islands,"

may be fo\ind,

—

Gygis Candida, Wagl. White Tern, Lath. Sterna alba, Gmel.

Sterna Candida, Gmel. Habitat, ISTorfolk Island.

Now, whether the bird we have lately seen is identical with that in the

above list, we cannot undertake to decide, and briefly record the occurrence of

a White Tern, under conditions presumptive of its breeding here.

On the 4th of January, whilst crossing " the plains," from the Rangitata

to the Bakaia, amongst a large number of the common tern {S. antarctica),

wheeling and hovering about one of the streams of the Ashburton, we first

observed this white bird. The shingly river-bed about this spot had been

selected as a breeding place by the common tei-n, for, crossing it aboiit five

weeks previously, we had noticed many of their dusky-coloured eggs lying in

couplets on the bare gravel.

On sighting the White Tern, we left our horses to graze on the soft grass

that fringed a rippling creek, and watched its movements with great interest
;

the orange-billed S. antarctica, vociferous and bold, flew screaming, with rapid

darts, close enough to be reached with a riding-rod, mai"king their irritation at

our intrusion by swooj^ing close to our faces, sometimes ejecting a whitish fluid

on las ; the stranger, less confident, kept rather aloof, with a difierent style of

flight to that of its congeners, less rapid, but not to our thinking did this arise

from any lack of power ; the wings appeared more bent, the stroke more

delibei-ate. As we watched its devious course up and down the stream, its

pu.re white plumage was easily followed ; sometimes it skimmed over the surface

of the swiftly flowing river, or hung hovering for a few moments a few feet

above, now and then rising to a considerable height, often to an elevation only

I'eached by a few of its busy companions. Several times it was observed to

settle on the shingle, soon rising again, wheeling about with renewed activity.

As the tei'n's breeding season, in this country, may be considered at its height
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at this time, we should be inclined to think that the stranger was nesting

here.

The entire plumage was white, upj)er, lower surface, and head also ; the

bill appeared to be light coloured. Our observations were made chiefly during

its rapid movements, so that of the bill, tarsi, and feet, we cannot pretend to

give a reliable description.

No. 134.

—

Phalacrocobax (Graculus) carbo, Linn.

Kauau tuawhenua.

Great Shag, Cormorant.

This large species of our native Pelicanidce must enjoy a most extensive

range, as there appears to be not much doubt of its identity with the European

cormorant which is met with in the highest latitudes of the northern hemis-

phere ; it would seem that it was formerly known sometimes as the sea-raven

or crow, from its rapacity. It is worth recalling, that our eldest poet, that

great student of nature, mentions these birds together in two consecutive lines,

—

"The hote cormtraunt, full of glotonie

The ravin wise, the croive with voice of care."

This fine-looking bii'd, one of the most industrious of fishers, appears to

be generally distributed throughout the country ; unlike G. punctatus,

G. hrevirostris, and others, it is of rather solitary habits, whereas those species

delight in the association of numbers, their rapid motions imparting an air of

liveliness and gaiety to the rocky wave-worn coast line, or the placid

waters of the deep inland lake. It is usually classed as a sea bird,

yet, although it frequents our coasts and harbours, it is to be observed

a great way inland, and, taking the width of the island into consideration, a

very long distance from the sea; we have noticed it to the west of Lake

Coleridge. Except during the breeding season, it may be said to pass rather

a solitary life ; its favourite post, where obtainable, is the outstretched limb of

some blasted tree on the verge of the bush, or a ledge of rock near to a stream

or lake ; but although thus solitary, it is by no means to be considered shy or

timid; it does not "fly the haunts of men." We have often observed it

perched on the lofty chimneys of the public buildings in Christchurch ; two

years since a mass of its nesting materials was cleared away from some part

of the roof.

This ruthless desecration of the lai'es and penates did not cause the

abandonment of the settlement ; Avith the clear sparkling Avon flowing

immediately below, the situation was too good a one to be forsaken without

the display of more active hostilities. These favourite posts still continue to

be frequently occupied, notwithstanding that birds are sometimes shot there,

for the protection of the young trout, with the acclimatization of which our

silent fisher unwisely interferes.

Its flight occasionally is very lofty, seldom very straight ; from watching
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its progress whilst soaring or wheeling aloft, one might imagine it to be trying

" great circle sailing ;" it approaches and glides to its j)erch with sweeping curves

rather than by a direct course ; its appearance is the signal for alarm amongst

all poultry within reasonable distance, yet it is harmless and peaceable except

where iisli are to be found. After much occupation on or in the water, it has a

knack of drying its feathers in a peculiar manner, which gives it a most

grotesque appeai'ance ; it stands, say on a sunlit rock, stretching out its quivering

wings horizontally, till it really looks not at all unlike the old-fashioned sign

of the "spread eagle."

Its activity in the pursuit of its finny pi'ey is indeed remarkable, and,

as is well known, in some countries led to the taming of the bird for the

purpose of rendering this dexterity of service to man ; one of the old offices in

the royal household of England was that of Master of the Cormorants.

Its breeding station sometimes is shared by others of the species, whose

nests are built in pretty close proximity ; sticks, partially decayed leaves of

Phormium, and coarse grasses, furnish the materials of these structures, which

yield from the accumulated filth, a powerful and disagreeable odour. The

eggs, at rnost four in nuniber, are long ovoiconical in shape ; they are greenish

white, covered with chalky incrustations ; they measure 2 inches 5 lines in

length, and 1 inch 6 lines in breadth. The young birds remain in the nest till

they have attained a considerable size.

In the neighbourhood of Christchvirch, not very far from the sea, is, or

rather was, a swamp of considerable extent, which was selected some years

since as a breeding station by certain species of our numerous family of the

Graculidce. Numbers of bii'ds were attracted to the spot ; a visit to this

nursery ground show^ed them in multitudes, arriving, departing, or stationed

in quaint attitudes about the huge tufty heads of the pendant-leaved Carex.

It was noticeable that the tops of the Maori-heads were almost invariably

occupied by the large coarsely-built homes of G. carbo ; beneath, against the

dark tufted root-stems, the less ambitious little river shags reared their

ofi^spring. Unsavoury odours, of a most penetrating kind, pei'vaded this

colony and its neighbourhood, from the great accumulation of slimy exuviae
;

one could conceive that it was possible for the sea-washed rock to be changed

into the guano island—it would be simplj^ a sum in multiplication worked

out by Time. Without staying to moralize on the fact that the same great

Chemist ti'ansmuted the poison stench of one age into a commei^cial item which

has afibrded employment to thousands of human beings in another, we may

mention that our little colony was not without its value, outside of its purpose

for bird incubation.

As the explorer somewhat carefully picked his way, his advancing footsteps

shaking the trembling morass, eels of the largest size disturbed were observed

threading the watery mazes of the quaking bog, their bulk and condition
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proofs that the bh'd colony furnished them with abundance of fattening food.

The following year this locality was abandoned by the shags, who established

themselves on a swamp by the Purakanni ; this likewise was deserted at the

next breeding season. Why 1 If this change of quarters was rendered

necessary by the presence of vermin or filth, how is the guano island built up,

iinless, indeed, the salt breezes of the ocean befriend the birds by destroying

their parasitic tormentors.

Art. XII.

—

Notes on an Egg of Alca impennis, Linn., in the Collection of

the writer. By T. H. Potts.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, July 16, 1870.]

Alca impennis, Linn. ; Great Auk, or Gare-fowl ; the Geir fugl of the

Icelanders;—is the rai'est of the Alcidce, and pi"obably also, it is the rarest

bird of the northern hemisphere.

Various authors have described it as living, except during the breeding

season, almost habitually at sea, where its wondrous powers of swimming and

diving procured for it a constant supply of food ; we know from good authority

that formei-ly it was to be found at St. Kilda, the Oikney and Faroe

Islands, Iceland, etc., but however numerous the flocks then met with, in

various parts of the stormy northern seas or its rocky ice-bound shores the

Gare-fowl rapidly became scarce. Perhaps its numbers were diminished to

satisfy the craving appetites of half-frozen whalers and sealers, whose visits

too would most probably take place during the breeding season, when the brief

summer opened up a track for the vessels through boisterous seas, haunted

with floating icebergs. I think Henry Hudson, the old navigator of those

inclement seas, intended the Gare-fowl when he wrote :
—" They killed and

brought with them a great fowle, whereof there were many and likewise some

eggs." There was evidently no close time or fence month obsei-ved for the

Great Auk; bird and egg was equally welcome to those "toilers of the sea."

So rare at last became this sea-fowl, that the only specimen the British

Museum possessed for many yeai's, was the bird obtained by Mr. Bullock, and

which was purchased at his sale, May, 1819. The curious naturalist will find

in the catalogue of that great sale of zoological curiosities :
—"Lot 43 ; Great

Auk (Alca imjoennis), a very fine specimen of this exceedingly rare bird, killed

at Papa Westra, in the Orkneys, the only one taken on the British coast for

many years," etc.

So long a period has elapsed since a living specimen has been observed, that

many naturalists, amongst them Professor Owen, are inclined to regard its

extinction as an accomplished fact, for, notwithstanding the scientific exploi-a-

tions, more or less exhaustive, which have characterized the various Arctic

expeditions, not a single instance of the occurrence of the Gare-fowl is recorded.

From notes and observations of various travellers, sportsmen, and collectors,
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who have been led to visit the high latitudes of Iceland and other places, we

believe that the Gare-fowl still exists and breeds on some of the sui'f-beaten

Skars and Skerries, where a frightful surge almost perpetually i-ages, and

denies access to tlie boldest explorer. (Would that some of our rarer birds

could be sheltered from impending extinction by a barrier as secure, and thus

be saved from the destructive attacks of the mercenary ^'li-^^d^i"^!"-)

The author of Teoi Years in Sioeden, writes :
—" I do not believe this bird

is extinct, although not one has been seen or an egg taken for several years.

The value of this biixl is as well known in the North as in England."

So highly is an example of this bird esteemed in collections, that in Wood's

Natural History of Birds, a list is given of all those specimens of the bird or

egg which are known to exist in the various museums, and public and private

collections, throughout Europe and America, recording the number of speci-

mens which each country possesses.

Baring-Gould, in his Iceland, its Scenes and Sagas, who contributes a fund

of valuable information as to the probable habitat of the Gare-fowl, makes the

total number larger than that given by the Eev. J. G. Wood.

For several years I could boast of having three of the eggs in my posses-

sion ; Di\ Meyer, the author of British Birds and their Eggs, inspected and

made notes of these ornithological treasiires. When, in 1853, I parted with

some portion of my collections, one of these rare eggs was jmrchased at public

auction for £30. This was commented on by some of the serials of that date

as an extraordinary fact.

The egg which the drawing exhibited is intended to represent, and the

smallest of the three mentioned above, measures in length 4 inches 8 lines, by

2 inches 10|- lines in breadth ; it is white, slightly soiled in two or three places

with dull yellow, marked and oddly streaked, principally at the larger end,

with black and blackish brown.

Some twenty years ago very excellent imitations of the Auk's egg were

manufactured in France ; they were intended to fill up the place of the real egg-

in the cabinets of oologists ; some of these specimens soon crossed the English

Channel, and attempts were made to pass them oif as genuine. I well

remember the pleasure with which a communication was received from a

leading naturalist and dealer, that he was at length in possession of some

eggs of the Great Auk ; on examining these so-called eggs, I was at once

struck with their weight, absence of pores, and the extraordinary fact that all

were alike, mai"k for mark ; on placing one of my own specimens before my
correspondent, he saw at once that he had been gulled, and admitted that he

had been cheated out of £18 for half-a-dozen specimens in plaster-of-paris

;

he, however, fell back on the doubtful consolation that he was not the only

suflferer, for, according to a police report of a charge of obtaining money under

false pretences, a brother naturalist had been similarly cajoled.
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Aet. XIII.

—

On the Nests and Eggs of some Sjyecies of New Zealand Birds

Qiot previously described. By Captain F. W. Hutton, F.G.S.

{Read he/ore the Auckland Institute, Jidy 11, 1870.]

During the summer of 1867-8, Mr. Kirk and myself, while exploring the

Great and Little Barrier Islands, found the nests and eggs of some species of

birds which do not aj)pear to have been noticed by Mr. Potts. I have there-

fore written a short description of them as an appendix to his paper of last year.

Creadion carunculatus, Gml.

One afternoon, at the end of December, on returning to our camp on the

Little Barrier, we observed a Saddle-back fly out of the hollow top of a dead

tree-fern stem, and on exainination we found the nest about two feet down it.

It was roughly composed of stems of Hymenopliyllimn, and the dead fibres of

the nikau {Areca sapida), and lined with the fine loose bark of the tea-tree

{Leptospernnmi). It contained three eggs of ovoid form, and of a bluish white

colour, spotted with brownish grey and violet, the spots being closer together

near the thick end of the egg. The length of the eggs was 1 inch 2 lines.

They had not been sat upon.

This furnishes another proof of the well known fact, that the colouring of

the plumage of those birds that build in holes is identical, or nearly identical,

in both sexes,

Eallus pectoralis, Less.

The Land-rail builds on the ground, generally u.nder a tussock. The nest

is loosely composed of grass, etc. The egg is ovoid in shape, and of a pinkish

white or cream colour. It is spotted, principally at the larger end, with spots

and blotches of two colours, one a reddish chestnut, and the other more of a

grey, looking as if the chestnut spots had been washed out or covered with a

semi-transparent covering. Length 1 -5 inch, greatest breadth 1 -2 inch.

Majaqueus Parkinsoni = Procellaria Parkinsoni, Gi-ay.

"We also found on the Little Barrier, at an altitude of 1-500 feet and more

above the sea, several specimens of this bird sitting upon their nests, but only

one nest had an egg in it. This bird breeds in holes under the roots of trees.

The entrance to the hole is irregular in shape, but generally just large enough

to admit the hand. Some of the holes were three feet long, and each was

enlarged at the end where the bird was sitting with its beak turned towards

the entrance, and in this enlarged space some dried leaves were placed. The
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holes were not in the cliffs, nor even near them, but in the midst of dense bush

so thick with supple-jack {Rhipogonum scandens), and manga-manga [Lygodium

articulatum), that we found considerable difficulty in forcing our way through

it, and it is difficult to imagine how the bird could possibly make its way out

to sea, and back again to its nest.

The single egg we found had been slightly sat ujDon ; it was ovoid in form,

white and shining. Length 2 inches 10 lines, and gi-eatest breadth 2 inches.

Graculus vakius, Gml.

At Port Fitzroy, in the Great Barrier, we found a colony breeding in nests

built in trees hanging over the sea. The nests contained two eggs, of a light

blue colour and chalky texture, and of oval form ; length 2 inches 5 lines,

breadth 1 inch 6 lines. They had not been sat upon on the 1 6th November.

SuLA SERRATOR, Banks.

This bird breeds in considerable quantities at Mahuke, a small island lying

off the Great Barrier. The point of land of which they have taken possession

juts oxit into the sea, and is about 150 feet above the level of high water; it

is quite bare of vegetation at the top, and so covered with nests that it was

not easy to walk about without ti-eading on them—in a space of 1 8 yards by

7 yards we counted 150 ; the nests were mounds of earth, about 22 inches in

diameter at the bottom, about 4 inches high, and about 14 inches at the top.

On the top of each was a slight hollow, 5 inches in diameter, and in this

hollow sometimes, but not always, a little seaweed [Macrocystis pyrifera) was

placed. On the 7th December, some of the nests contained fi'esh eggs, some

eggs that had been sat upon, and some young birds ; most of the nests had one

egg or bird in it, but a few had two. It is hardly necessaiy to add that the

smell was very offensive. The eggs were white, but often stained brown with

dirt, oval in form, and chalky ; they were often cut and bruised, probably by

the beak of the old bird when moving them. The freshly-hatched birds are of

a slate colour, but get gradually covered with white down.

The old birds walk on land with difficulty, and on alighting fall down with

considerable force on their breasts ; when rising fi-om the sea they strike the

water with both feet together, as do all the cormorants ; unlike the petrels,

which strike with each foot alternately. Neither are they very active in rising

from the land, as we proved by rushing in on them from a distance of fifteen

or twenty yards, and seizing them before they could get off their nests.

They ajjpear to be incapable of closing the eyes.

N.B.—The eggs of all these birds may be seen in the Museum of the

Auckland Institute.
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Art. XIV. — Notes on the Habits of Podiceps cristatus.

By W. T. L. TrAVERS, F.L.S.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, June 25, 1870.]

Amongst the birds which frequent the inland lakes of the Middle Island are

two species of Grebe, namely, the Podiceps cristatus, or Crested Grebe, and

the Podiceps minor, or Dab-chick. It is only of late years that ornithologists

have cleared nj) the confusion in which the classification of the birds of this

family was left by earlier writers, who had fallen into perhaps pardonable

errors, in consequence of the great changes of plumage which they exliibit at

various ages and seasons, many of the more beautiful and apparently distinctive

features being now found to exist only during the breeding season. It was,

indeed, for some time matter of controversy between Mr. Walter BuUer, one

of our chief authorities on the ornithology of New Zealand, and Professor

Finsch, of Vienna, whether the Grebe named by the former '^Podiceps Uectori,"

in honour of Dr. Hector, was or was not identical with the European Podiceps

cristatus ; and it was not until Mr. Duller had, under the light of the learned

professor's suggestion, examined an extended siiite of specimens, that he felt

himself justified in concurring in the latter's conclusions in reference to this

matter. He still, however, expresses a belief that we have, in this country, a

distinct species of Crested Grebe, distinguishable from Podiceps cristatus by a

permanent difference in the colour of the under parts of the body, but whether

this distinction will be maintained after a full investigation, I am unable to

decide. Until Mr. Buller's proposed distinction has been established, however,

I must treat all the birds observed by me as belonging to the one species.

Podiceps cristatus is found at all seasons of the year upon Lake Guyon, a

small lake in the !N"elson Province, lying close under the Spencer Mountain

Range, and upon the borders of which the station buildings connected with a

run occupied by me are situated. The water of this lake is generally very

wai-m, and even in severe seasons, has never been frozen over. To this fact I

attribute the cii'cumstance that some of these birds are to be found ujion it

throughout the year. There are several apparently permanent nests on the

borders of the lake, which have been occupied by pairs of birds for many years

in succession, from which I am led to infer that_, as in the case of some of the

Anatidce, these birds pair for life. The nests are built amongst the twiggy

branches of trees which have fallen from the banks of the lake, and now lie half

floating in its waters, and are formed of irregularly laid masses of various

sj)ecies of pond weeds, chiefly of Potamogeton, found growing in the lake, and

which the birds obtain by diving. They are but little raised above the surface

of the water, for, in consequence of the position and structure of its feet, and

Q
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the general form of its body, the Grebe is unable to raise itself ujjon the former

unless the body be in gi-eat measure supported by water.

The eggs are usually three in number, and are somewhat peculiar in form,

having an apparent thickening in the middle and tapering towards both ends.

When first laid they are of a chalky and slightly greenish hue, but soon

become completely discolored. Whether this discoloration is solely due to

contact with the materials of the nest, or whether the birds themselves, under

the influence of some instinctive habit, contribute towards it, I am not pre-

pared to say.

It has been suggested by observers that the discoloration of the eggs of

some of the water birds is due, in part at least, to voluntary action of the

parent birds. In this connection the Rev. J. C Atkinson, a very close

observer, tells us in reference to the eggs of Podiceps minor, that " when first

extruded they are perfectly white, but seldom remain long so, gradually

becoming of a stale blood-stain hue, from which there are gradations to a more

or less dirt-bedabbled white, all eventually becoming of one dirty muddy red-

brown ; " and he enquires, " to what caiise is this coloring due 1 is it intentional

on the part of the bird, or is it accidental %
" He does not believe that the

colour "is, in any case, due to mud from the feet of the bird, nor that it is

altogether derived from the weeds v/ith which the eggs are usually covered

during the absence of the birds from the nest ;" for he mentions that he met

with a nest of Podiceps mi^ior, with a single egg in it, evidently very recently

laid, uncovered as it lay in the nest, but which was stained of a dull mottled

dirt colour all over. He worked at it with water and his fingers, and after

much labour brought it back to a dirty mottled white, but he says, " that had

he expended one-tenth part of the same labour upon a soiled hen's egg, he

would have succeeded in restoring its original whiteness." But this point is one

which I merely suggest here for the consideration of future observers, having

formed no absolute opinion of my own upon it. I am, however, inclined to

think against any intentional action on the part of the bird in producing the

discoloration of the egg, for I believe that were such a discoloration necessary

for the protection of a species having so wide a range, it would be exhibited

by the egg itself immediately upon its extrusion, as in the case of gulls and

other birds which form slight open nests in exposed situations, in which cases

the eggs (and even the young birds proceeding from them), ai^e so much

assimilated in general colour to the gTOund on which they are deposited, as not

to be detected without close seai-ch.

Both the male and female Grebe assist in the labovir of incubation, although

I believe that the chief part of this task devolves upon the female, and that

she is only relieved by her partner for the purpose of enabling her to feed.

Before the actual work of incubation commences, the eggs are usually covered

with pond weed during the absence of the birds from the nest, but afterwards
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the nest is seldom, if ever, left by both birds, except under unusual

circumstances.

Tlie New Zealand bird, as might be expected from its moi-e recent contact

with civilized man, is far less shy than the Eui-opean one, and easily dis-

criminates between persons who may be dangerovis, and those who are not.

The children of my manager frequently visit the nests during the progress of

incubation, and as they have never injured the nests or eggs, or interfered

mischievously with the birds themselves, they are allowed to approach quite

close without the latter thinking it necessary to quit the nest. When they do

so, they glide into the water with a quick but stealthy motion, diving at once,

and rising at a considerable distance from the nest.

The eggs do not appear to suffer from immersion in water, even for a

considerable time, for on one occasion, three eggs which by some means had

been thrown out of a nest, and had sunk below it to a depth of several feet,

and which must have been immersed in the water for twenty-four hours at

least, were replaced by one of the children, and the parent birds having sat

upon them, two out of the three produced chicks.

When the water of the lake is rising, in consequence of heavy rain, the

birds are seen busily engaged in procuring material and building up the

nest so as to raise the eggs above the reach of the flood. This added material

is afterwards spread out after the water subsides ; but on some rare occasions

the rise of the lake has been so great and so i-apid, that the birds having been

unable to meet it, the eggs have become addled. In such case no chicks have

been produced that season.

The young birds are of a greyish green colour, striped with black, and,

particularly when of small size, are not easily detected whilst floating on the

water. They take to the water immediately after being excluded from the egg,

and both parents exhibit the greatest solicitude in tending and feeding them.

When fatigued, they are carried on the backs of the old birds, taking their

station immediately behind the insertion of the wings, for which purpose the

parent bird immerses itself deeper than usual in the water.

Mr. Yarrell, in his description of the Crested Grebe of Europe, says,

—

" The parent birds are very careful of their young, taking them down with

them for security imder their wings when they dive." This is certainly not

the case with the New Zealand birds, for I have frequently observed the pai'ent

birds, both when engaged undisturbed in feeding the young ones, and when
piu'sued by a boat for the expi-ess purpose of noting their habits. In no

instance did I see the yovmg one being taken down by the parent when divine.

It dives itself with great ease, and travels a considerable distance under water.

From its inconspicuous coloiu- and small size it easily eludes observation, more

particularly if there be the slightest ripple on the water, and this is quite

sufficient protection for it. When engaged in feeding their young, each
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parent bird dives in succession, the young ones remaining on the surface, but

with the body fully immersed, so as to leave nothing but the small head and

neck visible. The habit of carrying the young on their backs, and of diving

in order to shake them off when the young birds exhibit a determined disin-

clination to leave their snug station, has j^robably led to the error referred to.

I have seen the pai-ent frequently endeavouring to shake off the young one,

which, judging from its outcries, disliked and resisted the attemjDt, until

removed in the manner I have mentioned. JSTor is the suggestion of Mr.

Yarrell at all consistent with the fact that the Grebe, when diving, uses its

wings to add to its velocity.

Although the Grebe reluctantly takes to flight, there is no doubt that it

flies without any great difliculty, for it is found in situations which it can only

reach by rising considerably above the general level of the ground.

I have never seen two or more pairs of birds associating together, or

mingling with the various species of ducks also inhabiting the same lake ; no

pair, howevei", appears to confine itself to any particular station, except when

accompanied by young ones, in which case they do not ramble far from the

nest until the young ones have attained a considerable size. I visited the

nests frequently at night, but never found them occupied after the young-

were hatched out, but I have found it warm, as if recently occupied ; the

birds, no doubt, left it on the approach of the boat, but their quiet stealthy

motion prevented my hearing them do so.

Art. XV. — Notes upon a New Zealand Flesh-Jly.

By W. T. L. Travers, F.L.S.

[Read before the WeUlngton Philosoj^Mcal Society, November 12, 1870.]

The following notes upon a Flesh-fly, commonly known to the settlers in

these Islands as the " Blue-bottle-fly," may not be uninteresting. I may premise,

that I have no means of compaiing its external appearance or sti'ucture with

those of the Blue-bottle-fly {Musca vomitoris) of Europe, and am, therefore,

unable to say how fa^", in these respects, it resembles or differs from that

insect, but the annexed descrijjtion of its external appearance (which I have

endeavoured to make as accurate as my limited acquaintance with insect

structure has permitted me to do), will probably enable those who are acquainted

with the English fly to determine the character and extent of difference or

resemblance between them.

The head is blackish brown, with a few yellow markings upon the cheeks,

not sufficient however to give any general yellow tinge to the head ; surface of

the eyes clothed with minute soft hairs, the other parts of the head covered
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with stiif hairs ; antennte short, springing laterally from jDeculiar, almost

club-shaped, processes, placed iu oval cavities immediately above the mouth
;

these processes ai-e destitute of hairs, and are attached to the forehead by

separate pivot joints, independent of those upon which the antennae turn

;

thorax black, and generally hairy, with a few stiff longish hairs scattered over

the surface ; abdomen deep metallic blue, with stiff hairs symmetrically set all

over it ; the wings at the point of attachment have a yellowish hue, and the

halteres are yellow ; legs black, and covered with stiff hairs ; fourth joint of

the tarsus bilobed ; terminal joint bearing two claws at the tip, with a smaller

spurious claw between them, projecting beyond the outer margin of the

pulvilli, which, between the larger claws, are hollowed into a semicircle.

Length 7 lines, by 4 lines.

From this description, it will at once be seen that this fly differs matei"ially

from that described by Dieffenbach, in his short account of the natural history

of these Islands, as the " Blue-bottle-fiy," and that it is not the same as that

which is described by Mr. Taylor in Te Ikci a Maui, under the name of

" Musca {sarcophaga) Iceniica, or Kango of the natives." There is a blue

fly in these Islands which is viviparous, but which is much smaller than

that known as the common Blue-bottle. It appears, moreover, to be confined

to warm localities, and is seldom seen except during the summer and autumn

months. As the result of enquiries amongst the natives (who are in general

very observant of facts in natural history), I was at one time induced to

believe that the Blue-bottle-fly (the subject of these notes) was not indigenous.

They stated that this fly, with the common house-fly and certain flies which

more particularly infest imported European animals, were all brought to the

Islands by trading vessels from Australia, but, although I fully believe this

in regard to several of these insects, I doubt it as regards the Blue-bottle-fly,

for reasons which will be manifest from these notes.

For example, I may state (and this fact will be confirmed by every bush

traveller and explorer in these Islands) that there is scarcely an attainable

locality in which it is not to be found. I, myself, have seen it in the midst of

dense forests, never before trodden by the foot of man, far removed from every

habitation, whether native or European, and to which no cattle could ever

have had access ; in river coui\ses, presenting for miles a mei-e expanse of

naked sand and shingle ; and, stranger still, upon the very summits of

mountains composed of bare rock, and rising above the line of per2Detual snow.

In fact, within a few minutes after the explorer has sat down to rest, wherever

the situation may be and whatever the season of the year, he is sure, if the

weather be dry, to hear the hum of these busy active creatures as they gather

around him. As an illustration of how fully they are looked for, I extract the

following passage from Louper's account of the late Mr. Whitcombe's journey

to the West Coast :—" We soon reached a dry spot, opened our swags, and laid
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everything in the s\in, and then lay down ourselves. We could not see any

blow-flies about, of which there are so many in all parts of the country.

I soon fell asleep ; I think Mr. Whitcombe did the same, but he awoke first,

looked at his watch, and said we had been resting for an hour and a half, that

we must pack up, and get on our way. I quickly set to work to tie up my
swag, but the blow-flies had found us out, and had covered everything with

their eggs. His oj^ossum rug was the worst ; we cleaned everything as well as

we could, packed them up, and descended once more among the spray."

The situation referred to in the above extract was some few miles beyond

the Rakaia saddle, on tlie western side, and in the very heart of the Southern

Alps, a locality remote from all human habitations, and pi'obably never before

visited by man.

The circumstance above referred to indicates that the sense of smell in

these creatures, or at least " that power which communicates analogous

intimations to the sensorium," is highly developed, for it has been observed

that the distance from which they collect is often very great indeed. Whether

the peculiar club-shaped processes upon which the antennae are fixed are organs

of smell, is a point upon which I am not able to offer any positive opinion,

though, from the fact that many distinguished writers on insect structure have

assigned their olfactory perceptions to various ajjpendages of the head, and

from the apparent connection of the antennte with these perceptions, I am led

to conjectui^e that the organs in question have some important relation with

that sense. This is a point, however, which I must leave to be determined by

those who are better acquainted with insect anatomy and physiology.

In connection with the numbers and very general distribution of the fly in

question, it has often been matter of wonder upon what it feeds, and how it

is propagated in many of the localities in which it abounds. For example, in

the recesses of the forests and upon the summits of alpine mountains the amount

of animal life of any kind, and consequently of decomposing animal mattei', is

extremely small, and if we except decaying vegetable matter in the forests,

there is nothing to be seen which is even apparently capable of aflfording food

to its larvae. I may state, too, that although I often cearched most diligently,

I never found any of the larvae in such situations. So completely are these

points involved in mystery to me, that I am unable even to hazard a conjecture

on the subject. In England, the annoyance sufiered by sheep from the attacks

of the flesh-fly is matter of notoriety, and I believe it has been asserted,

that unless constant attention were paid to these animals when labou.ring under

diarrhcea, or when suffering from wounds, they would soon be devoured by its

insatiable larvae.

Now, it is somewhat marvellous, and certainly providential, that none of

the Flesh-flies of these Islands (of which there are several species) are known to

annoy the living sheep, except when " cast," that is, when lying upon its back
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or side, unable to rise. In such circumstances the common Blue-bottle at once

attacks it, depositing its ova \ipon every part of the animal's body, and, no

doubt, many sheep are thus annually destroyed ; but, whilst the sheep is

standing, or lying in its ordinary postiire, it is apparently perfectly safe. Not

so, however, with the shorn fleece, for no sooner has this been removed from

the sheep's back than it is attacked ; so with the skin or the meat of the dead

animal, but except in the case above mentioned the living animal is never

molested. This will appear the more singular when we find that the disease

called " scab " is prevalent amongst the flocks in many parts of the Islands, and

that sheep infected with this disease often remain undressed for weeks after

the pustules have begun to discliarge. But for this immunity from attack,

there is no doubt that sheep farmers would annually sufier very severe losses.

Whether this immunity will continue when sheep are systematically kept upon

artificial pastures, has yet to be determined.

As an instance of an apparent perversion of the natuial instincts of this

creature, I may mention that it will, under certain circumstances, deposit its

ova ujDon any woollen fabric, even of the finest texture ;- but it only attacks

such articles when lying on the ground or rolled up in a bundle, and so forth.

If fairly hung from a line, or spread over a bush, they are perfectly safe.

I have often seen hundreds of these files sitting upon the surface of a blanket

thus suspended, without depositing a single egg, whilst below, on one incautiously

spread upon the ground by some newly-arrived emigrant, I have seen the ova

in masses many inches deep, and covering several square feet, the blanket

itself being actually stifiened fi-om the numbers deposited \ipon it. I once saw

one of these flies most diligently attaching its ova to the dry surface of a glass

bottle, taken, however, from saddle-bags which had recently been in contact

with, the sweating side of a horse.

It is remarkable, too, that in flight this insect is not known to rise more

than six or seven feet from the surface of the ground. So well ascertained is

this fact, that upon the sheep and cattle stations in the Middle Island the

meat used for food is usually hung in the open air, at a height of nine or ten

feet from the gTOimd, and is there deemed to be quite safe from attack, whilst

if kept below six or seven feet it is at once blown.

It has been stated, too, that the number of these flies is found to diminish

whenever the common house-fly apjjears, and a squatter observing this, and

anxious to mitigate the annoyance they caused, once attempted to convey

some house-flies from Christchurch to his station on the hills. He succeeded

in. carrying them as far as an accommodation house, at the end of his first

day's journey, but having unthinkingly let them out "to feed," was unable

(as my informant stated) to catch them again. I have not heard whether the

attempt was repeated, but its failure in the first instance is to be regretted, as

the result of so direct an experiment would have been instructive.
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I must now state, in conclusion (in justice to our insect), that in addition

to its known functions as a scavenger, I believe it to be an important agent in

the fertilization of flowers. I have often observed it extracting honey, and I

have no doubt that pollen grains becoming attached to the delicate fringe of

hairs on its foot, or entangled in the coarse hairs upon its legs and body, are

those conveyed from the stamens to the stigmatic surfaces, even in the case of

dioecious plants. There is in fact no doubt that, although its more disagreeable

habits are those which are most striking, it will be found upon closer

observation to possess, in common with all God's creatures, other habits which

ought to render it less obnoxio^^s to man.

Art. XVI. — On the A hsence of the Eel from the Tipper Waters of the

Waiau-ua and its Tributaries. By W. T. L. Travers, F.L.S.

[Bead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, November 12, 1870.]

During one of raj earliest visits to a cattle station which I hold in the Yalley

of the Upper Waiau, a large river rising in and flowing along the eastern base

of the Spencer Mountains, in the Nelson Province, I was informed by my
manager that no Eels were to be found, either in the main river or in any of

its tributaries, above a line of rapids which occurs some thirty miles below its

source. Considering the almost universal distribution of the Eel in New
Zealand, I was much struck by this statement, which at the time I was

inclined to doubt, but which has since received at least negative proof, from

the circumstance that although we have frequently fished for Eels in various

parts of the main river and of its tributai-ies, and Lake Guyon, the outlet of

which falls into it, we have never found any trace of them.

The absence of Eels in the Lower Danube (a fact apparently well attested)

has been attempted to be accounted for, in part by the increased coldness of the

water received below Ulm, from the great tributaries which rise in the Alps,

but, as I shall hereafter show, this alleged cause is open to doubt ; even if this

opinion were well founded however, it would not account for their absence

from the Waiau, for although all its waters above the line of rapids referred to

are derived from mountains of great altitude, and snow-capped throughout the

hottest seasons of the year, and its waters are necessarily very cold, yet they do

not differ in these respects from adjacent rivei'S in which Eels are abundant. For

example, the River Clarence, flowing to the eastward of, and parallel to, the

Waiau, and within a distance of only four or five miles, and rising in the same

chain of mountains ; and the River Maruia, a large ti^butary of the Buller,

also rising in the same chain and flowing to the westward, and, for a short

distance, parallel to the Waiau (the waters of both of which are even colder
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than those of the latter), contain an abundance of Eels of excellent quality.

Nor is there any difference whatsoever in the character of the rocks over

wliich these several rivers flow ; the mountains are generally composed of

crystalline sandstones, the main rivers running with their strike, whilst the

tributaries usually cut through them nearly at right angles. Nor can the

absence of these fish be accounted for by want of a^Dpropriate food, for Lake

Guyon and all the smaller and less rapid streams abound in various species of

Galaxias, and in other forms of animal life.

"VVe are, therefore, driven to conclude, either that migration to the sea is

essential to the Eel of this country, and that some physical obstacle exists

which prevents its return to the head waters of the river in question ; or that

it has been introduced into the river below the rapids (where it is abundant)

since the formation of some physical obstacle to its further ascent.

If the absence of the fish in the upper parts of the river is to be attributed

to the existence of a physical obstacle to its ascent, then the line of rapids to

which I have referred as occurring some thirty miles below its soiirce must be

that obstacle. At this point the valley is very narrow, and the river which

there contains a great body of water, has cut a channel nearly forty feet deep

and about half a mile in length, through solid rock, along which it flows with

great force. Judging, too, from the presence of numerous twirls and whirl-

pools, the bottom of these rapids appears to be rocky and uneven, whilst the

rock on the sides, and, doubtless on the bottom also, has been highly polished

by the attrition of the silt brought down during floods.

But it may be urged that Eels are well known to breed freely in Europe in

fresh water habitats, without attempting to seek the sea, and that during the

winter season they manage there to protect themselves from the increased

rigour of the temperatiire by burying themselves in mud, or by hiding in

holes in the banks of the rivers and ponds. Mr. Yarrell, indeed, expressly

cites the Mole, the Wey, and the Longford rivers, and various ponds, as

localities in which the Eel is found to breed freely, but from which it does not

attempt to reach the sea ; and we may be asked why should not the Eels of

this country follow the same habit in the Upper Waiau, assuming that the

rapids referred to prevent their ascent of the river 1 The coldness of the

water during the winter season would not be sufficient to account for their

absence, for Mi\ Yarrell has shown that they are able to endure, without

injury, a very rigorous temjDerature, and certainly the winter season of

the district in question is not so inclement as that of many parts of

England.

We are, therefoi-e, driv^en back upon the two alternatives mentioned in the

earlier part of these observations, and of these two I am disposed to rely upon

the first, namely, that while migration to the sea is essential to the Eels

of this country, a time arrived at which, although descent was practicable,

B
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they could no longer overcome the physical obstacle to their ascent of the

river, presented by the line of rapids referred to. I am the more inclined to

adopt this opinion, because thei-e is no obstacle to the passage of Eels from the

Clarence or the Maruia into the upper waters of the Waiau. Maling's Pass is

a low bog-saddle between the Clarence and the Waiau, from which water flows

to each of these rivers. The Maruia, in like manner, is separated from the

Ada (a large tribiitary of the Upper Waiau) by a similar bog-saddle, on which

there are numerous ponds in direct communication with the waters of the two

rivers ; but, no doubt, any Eels which may find their way across these

saddles into the Upper Waiau would run down the river at the spawning

season.

It is interesting to observe that the valleys of the Waiati and Ada were on

the direct line of route of the East Coast natives during their excursions to the

West Coast in search of greenstone, or for man-hunting, and the Gorge of the

Maruia, through which they passed before striking the head waters of the

Grey, is known to this day by the name of the Kopi o kai tangata, or

Cannibals' Gorge. During these excursions tlie natives evidently camped

near Lake Guyon, for I have there obtained stone implements, fragments of

the shell of the mutton fish, and other articles, and in a cave not f\ir from the

lake, the skeleton of a man, some fragments of matting, and a portion of an

eel-basket, were found.

I do not conclude from the latter circumstance that Eels were to be fovind

in the lake, or in the upper parts of the Waiavi or its tributaries, at the time

when the excursions referred to took place, but rather that it was intended for

vise either in the lakes on the western side of the Spencer Range, or in those at

Tarndale on the route to the Kaikoura, which have long been celebi'ated

amongst the natives of the latter place for the abundance and quality of their

Eels.

On the whole I am disposed to atti'ibute the absence of these fish from the

district in question to the necessity for migration to the sea or to warmer

parts of the river during the spawning season, and the inability of the fry, or

even of the adult fish, to re-ascend the river beyond the line of rapids before

referi'ed to.
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Art. XVII.

—

Notes on the Skull o/'Balsena marginata, described in " Transac-

tions of the New Zealand Institute^'' Vol. ii., p. 26., as the Type of a New
Genus, Neobalsena. By Dr. J. E. Gray, F.E.S., etc.

[Reprinted from "Annals and Magazine of Natural History," 1870, p. 154.]

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, October 22, 1870.]

In the essay on Whales published in the " Voyage of the Erebus and Terror
"

I established a species of time Whalebone-Whale on three examples of whale-

bone which I had received from Western Australia, believing it to belong to

the same genus as the Greenland Whale [Baloina), as the whalebone was of

long slender shape, and of a very fine texture, with a large quantity of enamel,

which is a peculiarity of the baleen of that genus. Sir George Grey, the late

Governor of Kew Zealand, has obtained the skull of Balcena marginata from

the Island of Kawau, New Zealand, and has presented it to the Museum at

Wellington. Dr. EEector has given figures exhibiting four views of this skull

in the Transactions and Proceedings of the Neio Zealand Institute for 1869,

Vol. ii., which was issued in April, 1870. Tliese figures show that the Avhale,

which has long, slendei", and fine-textured whalebone or baleen like that of the

Greenland Eight Whale, forms a very difierent genus from the restricted genus

Balcena. The brain-cavity forms a much larger part of the skull ; the beak is

much shorter and broader at the base, gradiially tapering to a point in front

;

and the lower jaw bones are thin, compressed, and high, with the upper edge

dilated and inflexed the greater part of their length, and the lower edge

similarly dilated in the front part or chin.

I propose for this animal the name Neohcdcena ; and it may be thus

characterized :

—

Neobal^na.

SkuU rather depressed j brain-cavity nearly as long as the beak, depressed,

much expanded on the sides, with a very deep notch on the middle of each side

over the condyles of the lower jaw, and with a subtriangular crown-plate.

The nose as broad as the expanded brain-cavity at the base, regulax'ly atteniiated

to a fine point in front, and slightly arched downwards. Lower jaw laminar,

compressed, high ; the upper edge thin, and infiexed the greater part of its

leng-th, erect in front ; the lower edge inflexed in front, the rest of the edge

being simple. The baleen elongate, slender, several times as long as broad,

with a fringe of a single series of fiaae fibres ; enamelled surface smooth and

polished, thick.
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Neobalcena marginata.

Balcena marginata, Gray, Cat. Seals and Whales Brit. Mus.
, p. 90 ; Hector, Proc. and

Trans. New Zealand Institute, 1869, t. 2 6. f. 1-4; Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist.,

1870, Vol. v., p. 221.

Hah. New Zealand.

This is interesting, as showing that the trvie Balcena or Right Whale of

the North Sea and that of the South Sea are each a peculiar genus.

The width and general form of the beak of the skull is somewhat like the

beak of some of the Finner Whales ; but it does not at all justify Mr. Knox's

idea that Balcena marginata, is a Finner. But this difference of skull raakes

us more anxious to have the description of the entire animal and its skeleton,

as the animal may prove to be the type of a new family of Whales, between

the true Whales and Finners.

This pigmy whale, which is not more than 15 or 16 feet long, is a repre-

sentative in the Southern Ocean of tlie gigantic Right Whale of the Greenland

seas. It has the most beautiful, the most flexible, most elastic, and the

toughest whalebone or baleen yet discovered ; and if it were of larger size, it

would fetch a much higher price than the whalebone of the Greenland whale,

the latter being three or four times the value of the brittle coarse whalebone

of the Euhalcena or Right Whales of the Southern and Pacific Oceans. The

trade of the Continental nations being chiefly confined to their colonies, or

their nierchants obtaining the whalebone that is used in their manufactures

second-Jiand, there are not in the market the varieties of whalebone and finner-

bone which v/e have in this countiy, where the whalebone and finner-bone

from different localities bear each a different value. This perhaps explains why

the Continental zoologists (as Eschricht) who have paid attention to the

structure of whales have not paid sufficient attention to the characters afforded

by the shape, structure, and colour of this substance to which I called their

attention more than twenty years ago, and showed its value as a chai'acter for

distinguishing the geneva and species. It has been a fertile subject of reproach

to me that I established some species on the characters afforded by this

substance ; but I need only quote, as a proof of the little attention M. Gervais

has paid to this part of my work, that, in his book on the anatomy of whales,

now in jorogress, after saying that I have established the Sf)ecies Balcena

imarginata on three blades of whalebone, he says I have called it Euhalcena

marginata—thus confounding it with the whales with brittle and coarse

whalebone, whereas the chief reason that induced me to consider the blades to

belong to a distinct species was their very fine and tough structure. The accuracy

of the determination is now proved by the very different form of its skull from

that of any other known whale. In the same manner, the Physalus antcorcticus,

also established on finner-fins or baleen imported from New Zealand, has been

proved to be a very distinct species of that genus, named Sulphur-bottoms by

the whalers.
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Art. XVTII. — Observations on the Ziphidpe, a Family of the Getacea.

By F. J. Knox, L.KC.S.E. With Notes by Dr. Hector, F.R.S.

(With Illustrations.)

[Read before the Wellington PhUoso2}hical Society, January 29, 1870.]

Three specimens of this remarkable family have come under my notice :

—

(1.) In January, 1862, a male sj)ecimen was embayed in the Porirua

Harbour, and was captured by Mr. London, of which I was only able to make

a rude sketch, and take a few of the measurements. '^'
,

(2.) In January, 1866, a male specimen was stranded in Titai Bay, and Jw . -iJo

was captured by Mr. H. Arthur. Of this specimen I was enabled to make "^l/^

a tolerably correct drawing (see Plate XIII. , fig. ij, and, at the same time,

obtained numerous portions, including the head now in the Museum.

(3.) In January, 1870, a specimen was stranded in Worser's Bay, near the %^<H^
entrance to Port Nicholson, and was captured. Of this specimen I obtained (<^rrvu^

the entire head.

I will confine my remarks to the leading peculiarities of the Ziphid(B,

namely, the presence or absence of teeth. It is admitted by naturalists,

and more especially by Dr. Gray, of the British Museum, that the history

of these animals is involved in the greatest uncertainty. There cannot

be a doubt that a correct representation taken from life is of primary

importance, but in the case of the Cetaceans, including animals of gigantic

proportions and whose habitat is the ocean, a correct likeness can scarcely be

obtained ; and the very fact of reducing an animal a hundred feet in length to

suit the dimensions of an octavo volume is liable to destroy every vestige of a

true or correct idea, even in the mind of the matured and experienced

philosopher.

These remarks apply more especially to the animals forming the subject

of the present notice.

In the recent state no vestige of teeth can be discovered, and thus

the term Aodon might and indeed would have been applied, even by

practical or scientific naturalists, to such specimens. In the case of my first

specimen no dissection was obtained, and I described it in a short notice,

published in the local press, as a specimen of the Aodon. In my second

specimen, in like manner, not a vestige of teeth could be seen, the snout

perfectly resembling the beak of a bird ; the blubber had been i emoved before

I saw the animal, so that I was only able to procure the head and other

portions of the skeleton. These were j^ut into the macerating tub, and in due

time the bones were picked out of the debris, when a remarkably shaped tooth

(Plate XV., fig. 4b) was discovered close to the symphysis of the lower jaw.

In my third specimen, in like manner, no appearance of teeth (although
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anxiously looked for) could be detected, but upon a careful dissection,

Ojiid 2>i'S'i^'^ous to maceratio7i, the tooth (Plate XYII.^ fig. 3 b) now before the

Society was found ; its twin brother still remains in its obscurity on the right

ramus of the lower jaw.

From the appearance of the teeth, I am inclined to think that they never

cut or appear above the gum, and the scientific enquirer will naturally ask of

what use cou.id they be to the animal 1 This is triily a profound question, and

cariies us into the mysteries of types and first causes. The tooth, it will be

observed, is of the form of a compressed cone ; the apex is finely pointed

(not worn), and was found playing in a cavit}^, resembling a socket, in the

jaw. The tooth is still covered to within about the eighth of an inch with an

investure of cartilaginous tissue, but as I intend to carry out my investigation

of not only this remarkable tooth, but also those of other Cetaceans, including
,

the teeth of the sperm whale, I shall close my present remarks by stating, that

from careful examination of the specimens which came under my notice, the

food on which these animals subsist is the cuttle-fish ; and these concealed

teeth, although not answering the purpose of securing, killing, or grinding,

•would yet give a severe pinch to such soft-bodied animals.

I subjoin tables of weights and measurements so far as could be

procured :

—

No. 1. Killed in Porirua Harbour, January, 1862.

(Plate XIIL, fig. 1.)

Total weight (supposed) . 5 tons.

Measurements.

Total length

Greatest circumference

Tail, from tip to tip

Head—length of basal surface

„ height .

„ breadth across occiput

,, length of lower jaw

Length of pectoral extremity, free

Produce of fine sperm oil, about 240 gallons ; spermaceti, a considerable

quantity on the upper surface of the face..

ft.

27
in.

14

7

4 4

2 2

2

3 10

3

No. 2. Killed in Titai Bay, Cook's Strait, January, 1866.

Total length . 9 3

Greatest circumference . 5 2

Head—from tip of jaw to nostrils . 1 5

jj )) jj J5 ®y® 1 5

» :, „ „ gape . • 9
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Head—total lecgth of basal svirface

ft.

2
in.

„ breadth . . 1

„ height 1

3, Killed at the enti^ance to Port Nicholson, January, 1870. r3 "^

Total length 27
oJy^'tt-'-i.'

From beak to nostrils...... 3 6

„ nostrils to occipital foramen 1 6

Total length over vertex ..... 5

Head—tip of beak to occipital foramen, basal surface 4

„ greatest height ..... 2

„ length of lower jaw .... 3 10

„ „ symphysis .... 1

Breadth between condyles . . . . . 1 10

„ at symphysis...... 6

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, June 25, 1870.]

Since reading the preceding notice, I have made a section of the left

tooth, as nearly in its axis as the curves of the tooth would allow, and without

injuring the apex. It will be observed from this section that there is no

cavity for lodging a pulp ; it is composed of three distinct substances, well

defined, not only by difference in colour but in organization, but just of

sufficient hardness to take a fine polish ; the centre part, forming mvich the

greater proportion of the tooth, exhibits a homogeneous mass of fibres edged

with a series of imbricated laminse, more especially towards the apex, and

these are covered with a white dense osseous tissue, precisely similar to the

ivory or bone of the tooth of the sperm whale, of which I also have placed on

the table a fine section. Lastly, enamelling the tooth from the base to within

an eighth part of an inch of the apex, we have an osseous layer, not only

holding the place of the enamel in other teeth, but presenting its peculiar and

characteristic organization ; the section, at the same time, shows the last

mentioned tissue to be entirely covered by a substance similar to cartilage, as

if it was in a state of growth by the deposit of enamelling matter.

The muscles chiefly performing the process of mastication are comparatively

small, and would scarcely serve the purpose of seizing, killing, and grinding

any resisting prey.

It is sufficiently interesting to remark that th.& Delj^Mnidce are characterized

by the great number of teeth, some of them possessing as many as two hundred,

whilst the Ziphidce, the skeleton of which closely resembles the dolphin, may
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be said to be toothless. Indeed, a careful anatomical examination of the lower

jaw of the animal I am now describing, presents appearances strongly-

suggestive of the presence in the foetus of numerous teeth. The canal for the

dental nerve is remarkably large, and I experienced considerable difficulty in

extracting a mass composed of large nervous filaments and blood vessels,

evidently transmitting branches to, if not teeth, at least to the alveole and its

living membrane or gum. Had the development of these supposed foetal teeth

been completed, the Cetacean under examination would have been a sperm

whale, a Cachalot in short. The dissection of a foetal mystecetus, made by

myself, showed the existence of numerous teeth in both jcavs ; although at or

before the birth of the animal, the development of these teeth is checked, and

the nerves and nourishing vessels are appropriated to the development of baleen.

A question arises, is the specimen under consideration an adult animal 1

and, would these teeth be ultimately protruded"? The present state of the

question, as clearly indicated in Dr. Gray's eighth family of the Cetacece,

would lead us to conclude that the tooth was a rudimentary affair ; but I

answer, its high organization, as shown in the section, leads me to question

this view.

Notes on the Prejoarations mentioned in the foregoing Paper.

By Dr. Hector.

The three Whales described by Dr. Knox in the foregoing paper, are

evidently to be classed Avith the Family Ziphidce, as defined in Dr. Gray's
A

Catalogue of Seals and Whales, j). 326.

Preparations of the second and third specimens referred to are deposited

in the Colonial Museum, and have been carefully figured in the accompanying

Plates 3eV. to XVII.

Plate SIV. gives three views of the skull (two feet in length) of the young

specimen that was captured in Porii-ua Harbour, in 1866, the dimensions of

which have already been given [Trans., Yol.^, p.^2T.). 3J l%^J

Figure 1 is the side view without the lower jaw, Figure 2 shows the upper

surface, and Figure 3 the lower surface of the same. The curious obliquity of

the skull, which twists forwards and upwards to right half of it, as shown in

the drawing, especially by the relative position of the two segments of the

blow-hole, is matter of remark, as it is found to exist in all the specimens of

whales and their allies yet examined, and probably corelates with some modi-

fication of the progress of the animal through the water, to enable it to enjoy

direct forward vision.

yXV Plate S^. gives three views of the lower jaw belonging to the same head.

In Figures 1 and 3, which are the profile and inferior views, it will be observed
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that there are three nutrient canals at the tip of the jaw on each side, probably

indicating the normal number of teeth. In Figure 2, which shows the upper

sui-face of the jaw, there is only one socket on each side [a and a'), which held the

tooth figured of natural size (4a and 4b.) The upper conical part of this tooth

has a polished surface, but never proti-udes through the gum.

This is well shown in Figures 5 a and 5 b, the first of which shows the left

side of the top of the jaw, with the integuments still in place, the position of

the tooth being only revealed by a slight elevation without any aperture.

The second shows the opposite side of the jaw with the integuments

removed, and the tooth which came away imbedded in a fold of the gum,

dissected out and rejplaced in the socket.

Plate XYI. gives the superior, inferior, and profile views of the skull of

the third specimen referred to by Dr. Knox ; the dimensions of which are as

follow :

—

Length of head . .

„ nose

„ denial groove

,, lower jaw .

Width of notch »

,, at orbits

,,
blow-holes .

,,
nose .

Height of occiput

59-5

31-0

.15-0

43-0

14-5

24-5

7-0

5-0

19-5

Plate XVII. gives the corresponding view of the lower jaw (Figures

1 and 2), and also the tooth (Figures 3 a and 3 b), both in side view and in

section, showing the internal structure. The form of the tooth is more turned

than in the other specimen, but the variety is probably due to age.

The preparation of the nose (Figures 4 a and 4 b), show that notwithstanding

this is a full-sized animal, the tooth is still sheathed in the gum, being

imbedded in a tough cartilaginous sac, which adheres loosely in the socket of

the jaw, and is moved by a series of muscular bundles that elevate and

depress it.

The accompanying drawings (Plate XIII., figs. 2, 3 and 4) give the anterior

view of the atlas and six combined cervical vertebra, also the scapula and

anterior limb.
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Art. XIX.—Short Notice of a remarkable Tooth of a Cetacean.

By F. J. Knox, L.R.C.S.E.

[Eead before the Wellington Philosojjhical Society, November 12, 1870.]

The tootli now exhibited before the Society is the property of a friend, and

in the conrse of a conversation with him, was kindly shown to me. I observed

numerous points of difference from the specimens in my possession

—

unmistakably recognized as those of the Cachalot, or sperm whale; aod, by the

kind permission of my friend, had a section made of it, carrying the saw as

neai-ly as possible in a curved line, following the axis of the tooth. This

truly magnificent section, for the cutting of which I am indebted to my
friend, Mr. Kebbell, displays a surface at once of the most artistic

beauty, and, to me, perfectly novel. The nearly total absence of a dental

cavity for the nervoiis pulp, found in all the teeth of the Cachalot I have had

an opportunity of examining, and, indeed, the general form of the . tooth,

viewed externally, suggests to me the probability of its having been the tooth

of a dolphin, allied to the Ziphid family of Dr. Gray ; and looking over

Dr. Gray's Catalogue, my attention was forcibly drawn to that of the

Ziphius Sowerhii, of which an engraving is given (Table 37).

It appears that the specimen of the skull from which the engraving is

taken is in the Oxford Museum, and the engraving appeared when fii-st seen

by me so vmnatural as to create a doubt in my mind as to its history, and

consequent value to science. It would be most interesting to obtain the

history of the cranium, however meagre, more especially as to the external

appearance of the animal previous to dissection. Did the teeth pi'otrude

through the gum 1 This is a most important point, as in the case of Hunter's

Bottle-nose, the animal has evidently been christened under different names

by succeeding naturalists not less than six or eight times.

Art. XX.

—

Observations on Coridodax pullus. By F. J. Knox, L.E.C.S.E.

(With Illustrations.)

[Read before the Wellington Philosojjhical Society, October 22, 1870.]

The specimen forming the subject of this brief notice was of medium size,

and gave the following weight and measurements :

—

Weight ....... 4 lbs. 4 ozs.

Measurements.
ft. in. lines.

From tip of snout to tip of tail (straight) . 18 6

Greatest girth behind ventral fin . . 10
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On placing in the Museiira the skeleton of a species of fish familiarly

known to the practical fisherman as the Kelp-fish, I shall confine my obser-

vations to the remarkable circumstance of the skeleton presenting a bright or

bluish green colour, which is so permanent as to resist the process of prolonged

maceration and subsequent bleaching, and even boiling. The question arises,

whether the food is the cause of this. Careful dissection and enquiry into

the habitat, and consequently feeding ground, has, I presume to think, at least

to a great extent determined this.

On the second day ofAugust last (1870), a large quantity of the Kelp-fish

were ofiered for sale in and about Wellingi;on, and although by no means

prepossessing in external appearance, being of a dingy black colour and

covered with a slimy mucus, a few were purchased. My first enquiiy was,

when, where, and how they were captured. I found that the fish frequent

Cook's Strait, more especially off" and around the Island of Mana ; they are

very rarely taken with a bait, but are fished for by means of a net in the foi-m

of a bag with a hoop round the mouth, and secured with a rope to a branch of

the kelp, which grows of vast dimensions ai^ound the Island of Mana. The

net is set amongst the kelp, where the rise and fall of the tide produces a kind

of free run, which the fishermen avail themselves of in setting their net, and

upon returning they find it full of the fish, of all sizes. The kelp in this

locality may be viewed as a vast submerged forest, growing from stems two or

more feet in circumference, fixed to the bottom of the sea, and is often used by

the Cook's Strait fishermen and cajjtains of small coasting vessels to secure

their crafts to in a gale of wind. The fish, I have said, are covered with a slimy

mucus, like that of the eel, and gives a feelriag to the hand similar to that of

the kelp, so that the movements of the fish (provided, as it is, with ample fins)

must bear a strong resemblance in its gliding amongst the branches of the

submarine forest to that of the Athene Novce Zelandice, in his nightly silent

flight amongst the surpassingly beautiful terrestrial forest.

Ovaria resembling in size and number that of the trout. The ova were

vascular, and many floating free, indicating that the fish were spawning, and

consequently ought to be in the very best condition.

As an accurate drawing of the external appearance of the fish has been

made by Mr. Buchanan (see Plate XVIIL, fig. 2), I shall merely add a few

notes on the anatomy.

Stomach, a simple sac ; diameter 1| inches, diminishing in calibre gradually

to 6 lines, (no pancreatic cceca) ; tunics of the stomach thin, distended, with a

green semi-fluid mass
;
peritoneal tunic bright silveiy. Intestine 3 feet 4 inches

in length. Liver pale yellow colour, friable, no oil ; composed of four

irregularly-shaped lobes
;

gall-bladder not observed. Spleen comparatively

small, dark, like a clot of blood. Kidneys placed near the head, extending

along the spine for about 4-|- inches ; concealed by the swimming bladder.
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5 inches long, attached to the transverse processes ; the swimming bladder was

very fully distended ; the tunics strong opaque.

Food, a species of zoophyte, or animal-plant of naturalists.

The dentition is very peculiar, more especially the pharyngeal ; the xipper

and lower pharyngeal bones are of a deep green colour, and present together a

complete system of minutely serrated edges, and being acted upon by powerful

muscles, typify all the forms of straight and cii-cular saws at present in use in

the most completely furnished saw mills,

SKELETON.

Head , , , . ,

Spine, with dorsal and caudal fins

Pectoral extremities

Pelvic ,, , •

Hyoid and bronchial arches

Pharyngeal bones .

Total weight

oz. grs.

1

2

200

80

120

46

3 446

VERTEBRA,

Body .

Caudal

Bibs

Tot^l

ABSTRACT.

Weight of entire fish

Weight of skeleton

Weight of soft parts

No.

. 27

• 21

. 48

• 27

lbs. oz. grs

4 4

3 446

4 34
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Abt. XXI. — On the Salmonidse of Nev) Zealand.

By Jambs Hector, M.D., F.K.S.

(Plates XYIII. figs. 4a and 4b, and XIX.)

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, June 25, 1870.]

DuRmo the last few years, Salmon and several varieties of Trout have been

introduced from England into the Australasian water.s, and the Trout, at least,

htis been sxiccessfully established, both in this colony and Tasmania. Those

reared in Nelson, and turned out in the Maitai stream, have already reached

the full size, so that if they prove as pi'olific as in the native country of the

species, we may expect soon to have the favoured streams, for a short season

at least in each year, thrown oi)en to the angler.

An inquiry, therefore, into the species of fish indigenous to our streams

which belong to the same family, some of which might be confounded with the

introduced Trout by a casual observer, has a peculiar interest, and though

the materials yet obtained are scanty, they are advanced in the hope of

inducing further communications on the subject.

The chief distinguishing character of all fish that belong to the Salmonidoi

is the possession of a second dorsal fin, which consists merely of a small fleshy

lobe without rays or membrane like the other fins.

In English Ichthyology the Trouts (including the Salmon of the fish

market) form one division of this family, the other division having the smelts,

grayling, and fresh-water herrings.

The representatives of the family in New Zealand belong to the latter

miscellaneous group ; the only species hitherto distinguished being referred to

a genus {Retropinna) peculiar to these Islands.

This little fish, which is common in all the sti-eams, was first named by

Richardson, Argentina retropinna (Voy. Ereh. and Terr., Ichth., p. 121), but

was afterwards separated from this genus and described as Retropinna

Ricliardsonii, Gill {Froc. Acad. Nat. Science, Philadelphia, 1852, p. 14).

Under this name it is described in Dr. Glinther's Catalogue of the Fishes in

the Brit. Mus., Vol. vi., p. 171, of which description the following is an

absti'act :

—

Genus. Retropinna.

Cleft of mouth of moderate width. Teeth small, in single series, with a

cluster of hooked teeth on the tongue. Dorsal fin set far behind the ventrals,

and above the vent. Stomach thick, and of horse-shoe shape. No pyloric

appendages or air bladder. Ventral fin 6-rayed.

Species. Retropinna Richardsonii.

Native name, Inanga.*

Height of body less than length of head, and 4f times its length without

* Also applied to the young of Galaxias.
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caudal. Snout shortei' than eye. Lower jaw longer. Silvery band along the

side. P. 11. V. 6. D. 11. A. 20. B. 6.

Plate XVIII., fig. 3, is a careful di-awing of a specimen of this fish caught

in the Kakapo Lake, on the West Coast of Otago. It difiers a little from the

drawing given in Richardson's work, but from the description there is no

doubt of the identity of the fish with this species.

They swarm in the lakes, and in most of the clear deep streams, migrating

at certain seasons ; they are never found possessing the above characters of

greater size than 3|- inches in length, and are generally called smelts, from

their resemblance to that fish, and also from their having, when fresh, the

peculiar strong scent of cucumber.

They are generally taken for the young of tvi^o other fish, which I will now

describe :

—

Retropinna osmeroides, n. sp.

jSTative name, Aua."*

P. 11. Y. 6. D. 11. A. 19. B. 6. Body, without caudal, 3f times

length of head. Maxillary prolonged, clavate. Mouth wide, armed with

strong teeth.

Plate XIX., fig. 1, shows this fish of natural size, obtained, in 1863, in the

Kaduka River, a tidal stream which leads up from the sea to the Kakapo

Lake. It does not appear to present any sufiiciently distinct characters to

remove it from the genus Retrojnnna, as above defined, except that the cleft

of the mouth is wide and very different in form from that in the other species

hitherto placed in that genus. The teeth are also much stronger, and on the

vomer are quite as formidable as in the true smelt (Osmerus). The maxillary

bone also presents a marked difference, for while in the previous species it is

feeble and short, extending only to the eye, in this species it is elongated and

terminates in a clavate expansion posterior to the eye ; lower jaw projecting.

In the external characters, such as fin rays, position of fins, the shiny

patch on the cheek and silvery line on the side, the two fishes are the same.

The abdominal cavity in both also is lined with a silvery membrane with

distinct dots of pigment, and the intestine is straight.

This fish was seen in October in immense shoals, leaping out of the water

in a very lively fashion, and following the tide into all the narrow tributary

sti'eams to which the brackish water penetrated.

All the individuals were alike in size, the length being about 7 inches.

Retropinna Upohororo, n. sp.

Native name, Upokororo.

P. 15. V. 6. D. 11. A. 18. B. 6. Body, without caudal, 41 times

length of head. Mouth small and tumid, and teeth almost absent, or only in

* Also applied to Dajcms Forsteri, the Herring of the colonists.
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one feeble row on npper jaw. Tongue short, feebly armed. Maxillary not

extending beyond eye. Snout conical, and receiving the lower jaw, which is

shorter. Dorsal fin over the ventral, and in advance of the vent. Abdominal

cavity black. Intestine folded, and 3|- times the length of the abdomen.

Stomach thin and membranous. Shiny patch on the cheek, but no silvery

line on the side.

These characters at once distinguish this fish from either of the preceding

species. It is possible that difference of growth might in them give rise to

their distinguishing features, but this fish cleai-ly differs in the dentition, form

of mouth and intestine, which indicate a difierent kind of food, and also in the

number of rays and jjosition of the dorsal fin. The specimens I have obtained

of this fish present a great deal of variety, but only in the colouring, which

varies from a general silvery hiie, slightly brown on the back, to a rich red-

brown on the back speckled with grey, and a rich yellow, almost golden, tiiige

on the belly.

Plate XIX., fig. 2, is a full-size drawing of a specimen obtained for me by

Mr. Travers, from the Maitai River, Nelson, and with which he furnished the

following notes :

—

"These fish appear at the mouth of the Maitai River usually in the early

part of October, evidently from the sea ; at what period they return to the sea

I am unable to say.

"The migration beyond the influence of the tide does not take place

immediately after the fish leaves the sea, for they evidently ascend and

descend daily as far as the tide-way is felt, ascending with the flood and

descending with the ebb, probably the better to prepare for their contixLuance

in purely fresh water during the period of spawning. They occur in consider-

able shoals, and appear at first to prefer the shallower and slower-flowing parts

of the river, basking in the sun on the shingle beds. They rise to various

kinds of fly and moth, and are taken also with the worm as a bait. As they

descend the river, they change colour from a dull silver grey below to a rich

brown, assimilating, in this respect, to the colour of the river-bed. In the

shoals the fish are of various sizes, from nine and ten inches to five and six in

length."

Plate XVIIl., figs. 4 a and 4 b, is the life-size drawing of the head of a

specimen* that was obtained in the Hutt River, in January, 1870, at which

season they were ascending from the sea in immense shoals, the females being

gravid and swollen to enormous size.

They are found in most of the streams in the colony, and are highly

esteemed as food, but have not the flavour of the true Trout.

The following table shows the actual dimensions of average full-sized

* Named Coregonus, by roistake on the plate.
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specimens of the fish which are described in the foregoing paper, the speci-

mens in each case being females full of roe :

—

R. Richardsmiii. R. osmeroides. C. Upolcororo.

Total length (inches) 3-7 7-0 10-3

To dorsal 2-2 4-0 5-5

To ventral 1-5 2-9 5-5

Dorsal to adipose fin 0-7 1-4 3-0

Length of head 0-7 1-5 1-8

Maxillary 0-2 0-8 0-7

To anterior margin of eye 0-1 0-5 0-6

Depth of body 0-5 1-2 2-3

Art, XXII.

—

On a New Si^edes of Fish, Coryphtenoides Novte Zelandise

;

Native name, Okarari. By James Hector, M.D., F.RS..

(Plate XVIIL, fig. 1.)

[Read he/ore the Wellington Philosophical Society, October 22, 1870.]

In August last, the fish which forms the subject of this notice was brought

to me as a Frost-fish, to which rare fish, from its narrow body and silvery

colour, it bears a general resemblance. It however belongs to a group

more allied to that which includes the cod, and, from its having no caudal

fins, to the family Macruridce, and, from the absence of ridges on the

skull, to the genus Coryphcenoides. At the same time, it is distinct from any

species described by Dr. Giinther (Fishes of Brit. Mus., Vol. iv., p. 395), by

the position of the vent, which is set much further back than the commence-

ment of the second dorsal fin.

Tlie colour of the fish, when fresh, was silver grey, a little darker above

than beneath, with a pale brown patch extending on each side from above the

eye to the pectoral fin. The fins were all darker in colour than the body.

The eye is remarkably lai-ge in proportion to the size of the head. The

iris of a pale bluish brown.

From under the jaw there is a long bifid barbel, as in the cod.

The teeth are in two series, the outer row set fine, and the inner long and

recurved.

P. 12. V. 8. 1st D. 12. 2nd 102. A. 92.

Only one mutilated specimen, now in the British M^^seum, appears to have

been obtained in the Australian seas of any of the species of this genus, and

as the specimen above described diOers in a very marked manner from the

figure and description of that fish given in Richardson's work, I think it

must be undescribed, and therefore propose to call it Coryphcenoides Novce

Zelandice. y

Its length is 21 inches ; height 24 inches ; thickness about f inch.

The diameter of the orbit is nearly 1^ inch ; and the gape 1| inch long.

The only specimen yet obtained was caught oflf Wai-d Island, in Port

Nicholson.
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Art. XXIII.—0« the Lepidoptera of Otago. By A. Bathgate.

[Bead before the Otago Institute, January 11, 1870.]

The niggardliness of nature in her providing for New Zealand has almost

become proverbial, and she has certainly been far from liberal so far as insects

are concerned. We are rather gainers by this, for though many insects are

beautiful and useful to man, the majority either subject us to petty annoyances,

or are positively noxious. We may miss the " first white butterfly " among

the signs of spring ; but we are saved from finding the caterpillars in our

cabbage. We have no wasps and few ants, and except, perhaps, mosquitos

and sand-flies, in remote localities, and the great plague of the aphis, or blight

as it is usually called, we are, compared with other countries, free from insect

pests. This paucity is more remarkable when we consider how imported

insects thrive. The common house-fly (Musca domestica) has been accidentally

introduced, and is now spread nearly all over the country _, driving out to a

great extent the native blow-fly. Nevertheless, although the number of insects

in Otago is small, there is a large and not unimportant field for study.

The value of the study of entomology is so universally admitted, that any

remarks which I may make in support of it may seem trite in the extreme
;

but there is one circumstance which occuri^ed in Otago that I cannot refrain

from, mentioning, where a slight knowledge of entomology would have been of

service. Four summers ago, I saw a person's lawn covered over with branches,

and, on asking the reason, I was told that it was to keep the hens from

scratching up the grass, for doing which they had suddenly taken a fancy.

I went and looked at the lawn, and found that it was full of grubs, which were

eating the grass roots, and that the fowls were scratching the grass to get at

these grubs, which were the larvae of a small brown beetle belonging to the

genus Elateridce, that sometimes eat the grass roots to such an extent as to

cause large patches of it to wither up as if scorched by fire ; my friend, in

fact, was taking some trouble to prevent the fowls rendering him a great

service.

The elater I have seen in New Zealand bears a very close resemblance to

one of the British species. I am unable to say whether it is exactly the same,

but the likeness was so great as to suggest the idea that this insect might have

been introduced with the grass seed. If I be correct in my conjecture, it

would be a very strong argument (if any be needed) in favour of the urgent

necessity for the introduction of British insectivorous birds. The starling, a

few of which have, I think, been successfully acclimatized here, would prove

an inveterate enemy to these grubs. The grub I have referred to is not the

only pest of the kind with which we have to contend, for the larvae of the

crane-fly, of which we have a representative in Otago, are also addicted to

similar pursuits.
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I shall give another example, which shows that it sometimes requires a

little observation to know oiir insect friends from our insect foes. One year,

when the hop-aphis Avas very destructive in Kent, the Kentish folks noticed

great numbers of lady-bird beetles on the hops, so they immediately concluded

that they were the origin, or at least, partially the cause of the evil, and

destroyed nximbers of them. This was, however, far from being correct, for

the lady-birds live on the real culprits, the aphides. I mention this fact

because the aphis is already a nuisance here, and because there is also a

lady-bird which I have seen on two different occasions in the act of sucking a

juicy aphis. This pretty little lady-bird is the only representative of the

Coccinellida I have observed in Otago, and it seems to be widely distributed

over the province. It is little more than half the size of the commonest

British variety {Coccinella septem punctata), is coloured black, and has twelve

orange spots on the elytree, and two on the thorax.

"We have many other insects which are injurious, though their effects may

not be so apparent, or so widely spread, as is the damage caused by those I

have just mentioned. Thus, v/e have beetles which are destructive to the

timber, and others which injure the foliage of our trees. Indeed, I have seen

some willow trees almost completely denuded of their leaves by a little brilliant

green beetle. The grasshopper, too, which in some parts of the province

swarms in countless numbers, must devour a large quantity of valuable grass.

There are also several insects of very strange appearance to be found in

Otago. Oue of these is the "walking-stick" of the colonists, which is an

apterous insect, belonging to the order Ortlioptera, and the tribe Phasiuma.

It derives its name fi'om its extraordinary resemblance to a twig ; it is usually

about an inch and a half long, but one specimen which I have seen was nearly

six inches in length ; again, the ]3upa of the native cicada, or, as it is commonly

called, the singing locust, presents a very remarkable appearance. It is found

in the groiind, is active, and in form greatly resembles the perfect insect, only it

is without wings, and is provided with a pair of huge claws like those of a lobster,

which give it an exceedingly ferocious appearance ; but whether they are used

for carnivorous purposes or only for cutting the roots of plants I do not know.

The pupa works its way out of the ground before the cicada bursts forth, and

the empty cases may frequently be observed sticking to a tree or post. The

sharp chirruping noise made by the perfect insects must be familiar to all.

The Otago cicada has a peculiarity which is noticed in the variety common in

the south of Europe by an old Greek poet, and which is, that these loquacious

gentlemen "all have voiceless wives."

I have never been able to meet with a classified list of New Zealand

insects, and whether or not such a thing exists I am unable to ascertain.

If a list has ever been published, I have no doubt of its being a very imperfect

one, Hochstetter mentions that there are 215 genera, including 265 species,
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of insects found in New Zealand, biit I am sure that must be very mucli under

the number, because he puts the Lepidoptera down at fifty-five, and I feel

certain that that order has many more species.

There are sixty-six species of British butterflies, while the moths number

nearly two thousand. I have myself observed in Otago alone, four or five

species of butterflies, and more than twenty species of moths, but as to the

numbers I have captured I cannot speak positively, for my entire collection

has unfortunately been recently completely destroyed.

Of the butterflies, the most striking, and one of the commonest, is a repre-

sentative of the Vanessidi. This butterfly is almost an exact facsimile of the

English Atalanta, or red admiral, which it resembles both in the deep black

grounding and brilliant scarlet bands of the upper side, as well as in the

beautiful pencilled tracery of browns and greys underneath. It is the earliest

of our butterflies ; I have observed an early specimen flitting about among the

spring flowers on a blight day towards the end of August or beginning of

September. On catching any of these, the wings generally present a very

torn and tarnished appearance, so that I have little doubt they hybernate.

There are probably two broods of them in each year—one leaving the chrysalis

about midsummer, and the other in the autumn. I do not know iipon what

the larvse of this butterfly feed, nor, indeed, do I know the food of the larvae

of any of the New Zealand Lepidoptera, for I have never reared them ; but I have

never seen any caterpillars which at all resemble those of the same family

found in Britain.

The genus Pieris, which includes some of the commonest British species,

is, so far as I know, without a single ISTew Zealand i-epresentative. Another

butterfly common in the neighbourhood of Dunedin is one which, I think,

belongs to the Satiridi, some members of which family it greatly resembles on

the upper side, though the under side has silvery markings, which in England

are peculiar to the Argynnidi. I am, however, almost certain that there is a

Fritillary to be found in Otago ; for one day, in the interior of the province,

I saw a butterfly, which, both by its general appearance and style of flight, led me

to believe that it must be referred to that genus. Some of the species of these

butterflies ai'e so exceedingly local in their habits that we might have several

forms, and yet they might not be discovered for a long time, even if there

were many collectors.

There is another very pretty little butterfly which is not uncommon ; it

bears a strong resemblance to the small cojjper Chrysoplianus pthlceas of Britain,

though it is rather larger. The genus Polyoinmatus has one, if not two, species
;

one resembles the P. Artaxerxes, with a tinge of blue, and the other has more

blue, but whether these are distinct species or merely varieties, I cannot

decide, even possibly it is only the difierence of the sexes. These lively little

butterflies are widely spi-ead over the open grass lands, and numbers of them
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may be seen during the summei", dancing with their peculiar jerky flight over

pk^ts of short grass by creek sides and in simikir situations. I have now

mentioned all the butterflies which I know of existing in Otago ; they are few

in number, but there must be several other species to be met with if they

were to be searched for.

Of the moths of Otago, the commonest is a day-flier, Avhich has black

wings with white sjjots, the abdomen annulated with orange, and the antennge

pectinated. This moth is frequently mistaken for a butterfly. This, however,

it is not, but a true moth, belonging to the family Chelooiidce. It is common

all summer, and makes its first appearance in October, There is another

representative of this family which I have met with, and which, though not

so handsome as some of its British congeners, is one of the most brilliantly

coloured New Zealand moths known to me. In appearance it greatly resembles

the wood tiger {NemeopMla Plantagenis), is a strong flier, and difficult to cap-

ture, though, like the previous one, it also enjoys the sunshine. The larvse are

black hairy caterpillars, which do not seem to be at all particular as to what they

eat, for they seem to devour indiscriminately the grass and other small

herbage. 1 have seen them in the interior, in the neighbourhood of Hamilton

and Hyde, where, in the early part of the summer of 1866, they were so

numerous as to blacken the ground in places, especially where the shorter grass

grew, at the sides of tracks or water races. There are probably two broods a

year, for the moths from the early brood come out about the end of November

and beginning of December. There is another moth common iip-country

which I have only noticed where spear-grass i^Aciphylla Colensoi) abounded
;

it is remarkable moie for its size than its beauty, for it is all of a light fawn

colour. It is, howevei-, the largest of the Otago moths I have seen, yet not

ver'y large, being only three inches across the wings. Whether the larvse

feed on the speai'-grass, or on some plant which grows in the same places,

I know not.

The Geometrina are pretty well represented. There is one insect in this

family which is veiy common, and which is rather handsome though its

colours are sombre, for its markings are pretty, and it is much larger than the

majority of the moths of this group. It may be found by searching during

the day in the corners of out-houses and in other dark places.

Our commonest moth in Otago is one belonging to the Nocturna, as it may

be caught almost any summer night in great numbers by exhibiting a light.

There may be, I think, tsvo or three kinds of this moth, for I have seen

specimens bearing a great family likeness, and yet showing great diversity in

their markings
;
yet even among those I had in my possession, there were some

specimens which I felt sure belonged to the same sj^ecies, and yet the markings

varied considerably.

The last moth [ shall refer to is one belonging to the Hepicdidce, which
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is very common about the end of Octobei* and beginning of November. It is

of a reddish bi'own, with lighter longitudinal spots on the upper wings ; the

larvae feed on the roots of grass, and the chrysalides I have found in great

numbers in newly-turned grass land early in October. There is another form

with two white longitudinal lines on the fore wings.

There is a moth which, though not a native of Otago, I shall bring imder your

notice, as it is one of the natural curiosities of 'New Zealand .*" It is a

native of the North Island, and its peculiarity is a disease in the larvse state.

Many of these are killed just before turning into the pupa form by a fungus

which grows upon them, which is known as Sjohceria Robertsii. I have seen a

dried specimen, and it presented a very singular appearance, with the fungus

nearly twice as long as the caterpillar, growing from the neck. It is called

aweto by the natives, by whom it is eaten.

I obseiwed in the Otago Daily Times, some little time ago, some extracts

from a paper read by Mr. Travers before the Institute in "Wellington, in which

he stated that moths were very numerous in New Zealand. Whatever may be

the case in the North, I do not think his remark would apply to Otago ; at

least, so far as my observation goes, I should say that, compared with Britain,

the varieties of moths are few, although some species abound in very great

numbers.

Before concluding, I shall offer a suggestion to the Institiite, which I trust

they will at least deem worthy of consideration. It is, that they should offer a

prize for the best collection of some natural objects which may be decided on, and

perhaps varied every year, the collections, or the best and rarest specimens, to

be retained for the Museum ; such prize to be competed for by the children

attending the various schools in Otago. I think that a few pounds annually

expended for that purpose would be well spent. As an instance of the probable

good effect such incentives might produce, I may state that there is a well

known school in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, called Murchiston Castle,

where for a long time it has been the custom to turn the attention of the boys

to scientific studies, and that that school had the honour of educating both the

first and second naturalists chosen to accompany the late Abyssinian expedition.

And though few, perhaps, can earn their livelihood by such pursuits, yet they

beget in all, habits of observation. But apart from any consideration of mere

utility, by encouraging boys in such studies you open to them the doors of

a boundless store of enjoyment. I know of few greater pleasures than

" To wander fortli, rejoicing in tlie joy

Of beautiful and. well-created things.

* * * *

To see and hear, and breathe the evidence

Of God's deep wisdom in the natural world.

"

* It is to be found among the roots of rata trees in many parts of Otago and

near Dunedin.

—

Ed.
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II. — BOTANY.

Art. XXIY.—Notes on the Botany of Certain Places in the Waikato District,

Ajn-il and May, 1870. By T. Kirk.

[Read before the AucJdand Institute, June 13, 1870.]

The extensive sand liills a.t tlie Nortli Head of the Waikato River, are dotted

over witli a sparse vegetation of Carex puniila, Spinifex, Desrnochcenus, and

otlaer common arenarean ]:»lants, with patches of Cassinia retorta, and tussocks

ot Aricndo cons2ncua ; in moist places Eiq^horhia glauca maybe found, and

about the margins of the shallow sand lakes and pools, Limosella aquatica,

AzoUa rubra, and the common European water-cress. At the South Head the

sand hills occupy but a comparatively small space, and being for the most part

but low, have become covered with a dense growth of manuka and other

shrubs, mixed with various sedges and rushes ; in the moister places, Lepto-

carpus filiformis attains the height of seven feet. On the sand hills near the

Port, the European Iris Germanica is abundantly naturalized, while Malva

crisjja and many other introduced plants are plentiful amongst the deserted

houses and by the road sides. A form of Potentilla anserina, scarcely different

from the European plant, is most abundant at the foot of the hills ; and in

plashy places, CaMitriche Muellerii, F. Sond, Grantzia lineata, and Alyriophyllum

variaefoliuin are common. The sea cliiTs are garnished with Arthropodium

cirrhatum, and in sheltered places, Olearia alhida, Myoporimi loitum, and a few

other common shrubs are found, but the number of species is remarkably

limited.

On the hills about Port Waikato, Sporoholus elongatus forms the chief

herbavge, in many places to the exclusion of all other gi-asses. Notwithstanding

its extreme toughness, it is as closely cropped by cattle as if regularly mown,

and from its hardiness and quick growth, forms a remarkably dense and elastic

sward. The settlers call it " Chilian grass," and think highly of its value ; it

is however a true native of the colony, and is found from the North Cape to

the Upper Waikato, where it is increasing from the depasturing of cattle and

the steady spread of agricultural operations.

From Port Waikato southwai'd to Waikawa the country is much broken,

the crests of the low hills being chiefly covered with fern and the usual ericetal

plants, and the valleys filled with luxuriant forest, differing from that in the

north in the entire absence of kauri and tarairi ; viewed from the crests of the
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hills, the epiphytic form of Griselinia lucida, which was unusually abundant,

had a remarkable effect, from the contrast of its bold glossy foliage with that

of the rimu, tawa, or rata, upon which it chanced to be growing. It is but

rarely that the genera liynienophyllum and Trichomanes are seen, as they

ajDpear to be in these patches of forest ; only a few of the commoner forms

were observed, and those only in small quantity.

On the sand hills about Peringa and Whakawa, Zoysia pungens, a small

growing native grass is abundant, foi'ming a compact turf, and affording a large

suj)ply of succulent herbage to horses and cattle. Although this grass occurs

in many localities, from the North Cape southwards, it is rarely found in so

great abundance. Astelia Banksii occurs on the cliffs, evincing its decided

preference for a maritime habitat. Grantzia, Salicornia, Mesemhryanthemum,

and other littoral plants occur here in pi'ofusion.

Ascending the river from Port Waikato, Avicennia officinalis and Plagian-

thus divaricafus are found for a short distance, but the extensive swamps and

low lands which stretch to the vicinity of Tuakau, present but little of interest,

except occasionally to the flax manufacturer ; occasionally extensive patches of

kahikatea are seen, and, on a large island opposite Mercer, are some fine speci-

mens of the tarairi (Nesodaphne Tarairi, Hook, f), the finest I saw in the

Waikato. This handsome tree appears to attain its southern limit between

Mercer and Rangiriri, thus exhibiting a very restricted range when compared

with the tawa (Nesodcqohne Tawa, Hook, f ), the only other member of the

genus, and which, according to Buchanan, is found in the Province of

Marlborough.

At Kohe-kohe, above Mere-mere, a solitary ngaio {JSIyoporxmn loitum),

evidently planted, is pointed out by the Maoris as a " pakeha " tree ; two

stunted specimens were observed on abandoned native cultivations at Pangiriri.

In the Waikato it appears to be confined to the coast, and flourishes only in

situations exposed to the sea breeze. The puriri (Vitex littoi-alis) is not

observed by the river side further south than about three miles above Mere-

mere, although it is met with in several localities between the river and the

coast ; it is however decidedly rare in the Upper Waikato.

In places where the current is not too swift, a dense growth of Typha

latifolia, Sciipus lacustris, and ^S'. tnaritimus, is found at the foot of the bank

and in the adjacent marshes ; in shallow places in the river, Myriop)hyllum

varicefolium, an undescribed Potamogeton allied to P. zostercefolius, Schum.,

and a species with floating as well as submerged leaves, allied to P. natans

and P. lieterophyllus, are abundant. Nitella Hookeri often forms large patches,

and in shallow gravelly places, Zannichellia jxdustris is occasionally met with

;

this appears to be a rare plant in the colony, having been previously collected

on the east coast of the jSTorth Island only. The paucity of fluviatile plants

in the Waikato is remarkable, although some allowance must be made
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for the advanced jDeriod of the season at which these observations were

made.

Several feeders empty themselves into the Waikato, more especially on its

western bank ; most of these are of tortuous course, running for many miles

among the hills. A description of the chief features of the Opuatia Creek,

which was explored for twenty-five miles fi'om its mouth, may be taken as a

general representation of those of other creeks. The first five or six miles

passes through extensive raupo swamps, occasionally relieved by large patches

of New Zealand fiax and various sedges ; on the margins of quiet reaches,

Ricciajiuitans
,
previously known as a New Zealand plant only in deep water

in the Wairarapa Valley, is occasionally found, but is by no means common.

Large kahikatea swamps were relieved by a dense undergrowth of various

species of Copros7na, which, at this late period of the season, atoned for the

absence of flowers by their brilliant show of berries of orange, purple, crimson,

white, red; and jet black ; the efifect being enhanced by the immense panicles of

snow-white berries of the ti [Cordyline australis), and, high above all, the

bright red fruit of the kahikatea, which were produced in unusual abundance.

Asj)le7iiioin australe, Br., one of the few New Zealand plants which evince a

decided geognostic preference, was abundant in marshy woods on the impure

limestone through which the stream has forced its way. Alluvial ground along

the entire course of the creek is covered with European docks, of so dense a

growth that it is difficult to force one's way through them, and the common

water-cress {NasUm-tmm officinale) is abundant ; for some fifteen miles, the

only fluviatile plants were the Potamogetons before mentioned. In the low

woods, Plagianthus hetuUnus, one of the most ornamental trees in the flora,

was common, but except on dry ground had lost most of its leaves. It

deserves to be lai'gely used for ornamental planting ; in habit it is the best

representative we have of the European birch, its foliage closely resembling the

var. laciniata of that well known tree.

But the most remarkable feature was the immense abundance, in one or

two localities, of a peculiar gToup of plants for the most part members of

widely separated families, but agreeing in the production of minute, usually

dioecious, flowers, and so closely similar in foliage, and often in ramification, as

to be distingiiished only with extreme difficulty in the absence of fruit. Acres

were covered with a dense intertwined growth of Panax anofnalum, Pennantia

corymhosa, Melicytus micranthus, Myrsine divaricata, Coiyrosina, sps., Eincar-

pxirus inicropJiyllus, MuldenhecMa complexa, and young states of Elceocarpus

Hooherianus

;

—one of the most curious assemblages of plants similar in external

appearance, but widely different in structure, that could possibly be met with.

The young leaves of Panax anomala have hitherto escaped notice ; in this

locality they were usually trifoliolate, and irregularly lobed and toothed,

resembling those of Ilelicoj^e simjylex, but of more irregular form. They
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are but rarely developed on old branches and never in connection with

fruit.

At Tepakinina, Geranviim sessilifloriim is found in abundance on the

pumice deposit by the river ; this is probably the northern boundary of this

interesting little plant, which had not previously been observed in the North

Island. Potentilla anserina, and other plants of interest, were collected here.

The open country in the vicinity is clothed with short-growing manuka and

fern, largely mixed with an undescribed Schcenus allied to S. paucijlorus, and

presents few plants of interest.

Whangape Lake is the habitat of many interesting plants. Asperula

perpusilla attains here its northern limit, the iisually littoral Chenopodium

ambigtmm occurs on its banks, Potamogeton 2^ectinatus, only collected elsewhere

as a New Zealand plant, near Napier, is abundant in the lake and in the

Whangape Creek, as are the undescribed members of the genus already spoken

of. Elatine Americana is not unfrequent, Ruppia inaritima, usually confined

to muddy beaches and salt-water ditches, is common, as is Zannichellia palustris ;

ScirpusJluitans, L., has not been found elsewhere in New Zealand ; a Pilularia,

with solitary fronds, is found on the margin of the lake, as well as in deep

water, but good specimens have not yet been collected, and the genus has not

at present been found elsewhere in the colony. Isoetes Kirkii, Braunn,

originally discovered here, forms a compact turf at the bottom of the lake,

whilst charads of several species are abundant,—amongst them C'hara /ragilis,

Desv., var. C. australis, R. Br., and C. gymmopitys, A. Br., are additions to

our flora, as is an interesting minute plant, an imdescribed Ranunculus of

abnormal form, having four sepals and four petals, with spathulate leaves, and

which formed matted patches in water of one to six feet in depth.

In the adjacent forest, the elegant Metrosideros Colensoi, with its weeping

branches, clothed many of the tallest trees ; when in flower, in December and

January, it must present a charming sight, the rose-coloured flowers being

boi'ne on the extremities of its slender pendulous shoots. It would be a striking

addition to the lawn or shrubbeiy if grafted on the rata or pohiitukawa, and

treated as a weeping tree. A Fuchsia, of sub-scandent rambling habit, was

found here, but without flower or fruit ; it is, perhaps, a form of F. Colensoi.

Myosotis Forsteri occurred sparingly. Asplenium australe was collected of

unusual luxuriance, some of the fronds being six feet high. Occasional

specimens of the kauri were observed, but it is decidedly rare.

Waikare Lake is of irregular shape, and about eight miles long by three

in width. It presents a marked contrast to Whangape Lake, in the

comparative absence of lacustrine vegetation. The only representative of the

charads was Nitella Ilooheri, which occurred in large masses ; the undescribed

Ranunctdus, already referred to, was abimdant, but nowhere to be seen in

flower. The maritime plants, Schpus maritimus, Ruppia maritima., Leptocarpus

u
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Jiliformis, were abundant, together with Selliera radicans, Cav., at the east

end of the hike. Isoetes Kirkii occurred in scattered patches in many parts of

the lake, but was nowhere so abundant as at Whangape, nor did it make any

approach to covering the bottom in those places where it grew ; this is probably

owing to the shifting sandy nature of the bed of the lake. The nliginal

vegetation is similar to that of Whangape Lake.

The Waihi Lake is smaller than either of those just described ; it has,

however, a more copious vegetation than either. The very imperfect examina-

tion made of this lake, exhibited Elatine Americana, and most of the plants

joreviously collected, together with an undescribed Cladiuvi, with a much

branched drooping panicle and long sheathing bracts, but the specimens were

too far advanced to admit of an accurate diagnosis being drawn. A slender

UtriGularia, with weak stems two feet long, much divided capillary leaves, and

rather large bladders on the leaves, was observed in several places at the

bottom of the lake, but, of course, without fruit or flower at this season-

It may prove to be a form of U. protrusa, Hook., originally discovered by

Mr. Colenso in the Bay of Plenty, and which has not been found elsewhere.

Tetragonia expansa, usually confined to the vicinity of the sea, occurred by

the marshes, and as an abundant weed on native cultivations ; nearly every

specimen was proliferous, a phenomenon I have not before noticed in connection

with this plant.

At Taupiri, Rangiriri, and other places, the false acacia (JRobinia

pseudoacacia) is abundantly naturalized ; it already forms coppices in many

localities, and from its great diirability is likely to prove serviceable for fencing-

purposes. The ordinary cultivated fruits, the fig, pea-ch, vine, Kentish cherry,

strawberry, raspberry, and tomato, are abundantly naturalized in many

localities ] the tobacco and thorn-apple {Dati(,ra stramonium) are occasionally

met with, and Navarretia squarrosa, Hook, and Arn., is plentiful at

Ngaruawahia, whilst the vicinity of every township and military post is

marked by a large number of exotic grasses and viatical plants, one of the

most common being Lepidium ricderale, a littoral plant Avhich has, of late

years, spread largely over the interior of the British Islands, and is increasing

rapidly in this colony.

Above Ngaruawahia the current of the Waikato becomes much more rapid,

consequently the vegetation at the margin of the river is greatly diminished in

quantity, forming a marked contrast with that of the sluggish Waipa, which

is fringed with a dense mai-gin of idiginal and j)aludal plants. Approaching

Hamilton, the river runs between high banks, clothed with Weinmannia

racemosa and other shrubs, mixed with luxuriant clumj)S of wharaekie

{Phormiimi Colensoi) ; in fruit this plant is easily distinguished from F. tenax

by its twisted and rounded capsules, which are invariably pendulous, never

erect and angled as in F. tenax. The fibre is also much weaker, in fact.
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wortliless to the manufactiirei', but the undressed leaf is split into nai-row

strips by the natives for fishing nets, which are said to last longer than those

made from the ordinary swamp flax.''*' The wharaekie is occasionally to be

seen planted in Maori cultivations, both in the Waikato and Thames districts
;

it is much more abimdant in the Upper than in the Lower Waikato, its

favourite habitat being the faces of moist banks and cliffs.

At the Tamahere narrows^ DracopliyUtim strictum attains its northern,

limit, and from its numerous panicles of white flowers, forms an attractive

object. At Cambridge, Microseris Forsteri was collected in abundance

;

Zoysia pii/ngens, a low-growing grass usually confined to littoral situations,

formed a dense sward in many places, and afibrded a large amount of short

succulent herbage, which was closely cropped by sheep and cattle ; a few

fragments of other grasses, apparently referable to the maiitime Glyceria striata

and Poa, sp., were collected here, but in too advanced a stage to admit of

identification.

Art. XXV.—On the Occui'renee of Littoral Plants in the Waikato District.

By T. Kirk.

[Bead before the Auchland Institute, June 13, 1870.]

The frequent occurrence of several species of maritime plants in the Waikato

District, far beyond the present range of tidal waters, appears to call for special

remark from its important geological bearings. Dr. Hochstetter was, I believe,

the first to advance the theory, " that the whole Middle Waikato basin was

but recently a shallow arm of the sea or a far extending estuary." The

accuracy of this opinion has however been impugned ; it may therefore be

advisable to recapitulate the maritime plants observed in and about the river

and adjacent lakes and marshes.

Tetragonia expansa,—chiefly as a weed in native cultivations.

Apium Jiliforme,—woods by the Opuatia.

Selliera radicans, Cav..—Waikare Lake. Has been found by the "Lower

Waitaki River, Otago, apparently far from the sea."

Chenopodium glaucum, L., var. ambigtcum,—on the shores of Whangape Lake.

Ruppia maritima, L.,—in Whangape, Waikare, and Waihi Lakes.

Lejitocarpus shnplex, A. Rich, — Waikare Lake. This occurs in a solitary

locality in the North, a short distance only from the present reach of tidal

water, and in small quantity.

Scirpus maritimits, L.,—from Waikato Heads to a few miles above Hamil-

ton ; abundant in all the lakes and marshes ; also in the Waipa.

Zoysia jyungens, Willd.,—Cambridge, abundant.

* The above is written from personal observation of this plant in the North only.

It is said to produce a fibre of high Quality in the South Island.
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Unless specially mentioned, I am not aware of the occurrence of any of

tlie foregoing beyond the reach of tidal waters.

No mention is made in the foregoing list of two or three littoral plants of

doubtful identification, or of a few species, such as Potamogeton 2yectinatus

and Zannichellia jKilustris. which are found indifferently in fresh or brackish

water in Europe, but are of extreme rarity in New Zealand, and occur in

the Waikato in company with known littoral species ; and it should be

remembered, that the advanced period of the season at which these observations

were made was unfavourable for field work, as in their decaying state several

of the smaller growing kinds were doubtless overlooked in some of the

localities visited, and other species may have escaped notice altogether.

It is readily admitted that littoi-al plants may occasionally be found in

inland situations from accidental causes, but in the present case the number of

species, and the wide area over which they collectively extend, afford forcible

proof that the cause of their growth must be found in the district having been

formerly a shallow estuary, probably connected with the Frith of the Thames.

Beating in mind, that with each rising of the river the current at first runs

swiftly into the lakes of Lower Waikato from the river, instead of from the

lakes into the river, a ready explanation is afforded of the way in which these

littoral plants have become established there. It is difiicult to imagine that a

plant of salt marshes, as Scir-pus onaritimus, could be carried from the mouth

of the river, against a rapid current, for a distance of one hundred miles along

its banks, and diffused over the fresh water lakes and swamps of a large extent

of country besides. It is easy of comprehension how, if introduced from the

Frith of the Thames, it would become established in the marshes, etc., on the

retirement of the river to its present bed, and carried downwards until it again

met the tidal water on the western coast.

There can be little doubt that a careful examination of the country between

the Frith of the Thames and Middle Waikato, would result in the collection of

additional evidence on this interesting subject.

Art. XXVI.

—

On the Flora of the Isthmus of Auckland and the Takapuiia

District. By T. Kirk.

\_Reacl hefore the Aucldand Institute, August 8, 1870.]

PART I.

In this paper it is intended to briefly delineate the Flora of the immediate

vicinity of Auckland, so far as regards the Phsenogams and higher ordei's of

Acrogens. The lower Acrogens and the Thallogens will, it is hoped, form the

subject of a subsequent paper.
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The district is divided by the Waitemata into two parts, the well known

Isthmus of Auckland, compiising the City of Auckland, with the towns of

Onehunga and Panmiare, and Takapuna, or the North Shore, which includes

the site of the pretty town of Devonport.

The Isthmus of Auckland comprises an area of about 30,000 acres, its

extreme length being about eleven miles, from the Whau Creek to the Tamaki,

and its extreme width rather more than six miles. On the north, east, and

west, it is bounded by the Waitemata, the Tamaki Creek, and "Whau Creek,

•with the exception of a portage, less than two miles in length, from the Whau
Creek to Motu Karaka on the Manukau ; and the still shorter portage

between Halswell's Creek on the Tamaki, and Fairburn's Creek on the

Manukau. On the west, it is bounded by the Manukau from Motu Karaka

to Fairburn's Creek, a distance of ten miles, not making allowance for the

indentations of the shore. Thus, with the exception of about three miles, it is

bounded by water.

The Takapuna District comprises that part of the North Shore extending

from the North Head of the Waitemata to Lucas' Creek, and from the head of

Lucas' Creek to Omangia Bay on the outer coast. It is roughly triangular in

shape, and, with the exception of less than six miles from the head of the

creek to Omangia Bay, is bounded by the sea. Its area is about 13,000 acres.

The entire area thus comprises about 43,000 acres, no part of which is

more than eight miles in a direct line from Queen-street wharf.

Both districts belong to the tertiary formation, and ai'e composed of stiff

clays, marls, and sandstones. On the Isthmus this has been joierced by

numei'ous volcanoes, the lava streams and ashes from which cover fully

two-fifths of its area, affording a soil of gTeat fertility. Amongst the lava

streams are considerable depressions, which, from the drainage becoming

obsti'ucted, form extensive swamps, in some cases dried up during the summer.

The hills are volcanic cones, of low elevation, the highest being Mount Eden,

which is only 642 feet above the sea level. In the Takapuna District volcanic

action has been confined to the North Head, Mount Victoria, the western

shore of Shoal Bay. The Pupuke Lake fills the bed of a crater about

two-thirds of a mile in diameter, and has a depth of twenty-eight fathoms.

The highest point is Mount Victoria, which is under 300 feet.

Nearly the whole of the Isthmus has been brought imder cultivation,*

although here and there patches of clay land, or unusually rough portions of a

lava stream, yield merely a sparse return of native grasses, with a large number

of introduced plants ; these are, however, rapidly decreasing, and from the

almost entire destruction of the clumps of bush that formerly clothed the

gullies, and the scrub that concealed the ruggedness of the scoria, indigenous

* The population of the Isthmus is about 23,000.
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plants exist even under less favourable circumstances than in an agricultural

county in England, for the friendly shelter of hedge-rows and patches of coppice

is almost unknown. In the Takapuna section, the unreclaimed clay lands have

been so frequently fired, that the natural vegetation over large areas is

resti'icted to stunted tea-tree and similar small shrubs, with a few grasses and

introduced plants, the soil itself becoming deteriorated in an increasing ratio

with each successive burning.

The scoria cones of the Isthmus have become covered with a dense sward

of introduced grasses and small forage plants, amongst which a fev/ native

plants, as Carex breviculmis, Ranunculus australis, Danthonia semi-annulcm'is,

and others, still maintain their existence ; in rough places, if at all sheltered,

Doodia caudata, Adiantum cethiopicifm, and A. hisjndiduni, are usually foiind,

and appear to flourish with as great vigour as when on the stiff clays. Another

interesting fern, Gymnogramme leptophylla, is occasionally observed on bare

places, but from its small size is easily overlooked. Sderanthns hiflorus forms

patches amongst the introduced grasses, varied by occasional masses of

Accena sanguisorhce and A. Novce Zelandice, contrasted with solitary plants of

Vittadinia australis. ISTumerous ferns and low-growing plants are found

amongst the blocks of scoria which form the lava fields in all directions, and,

where the shrubs and small trees have been preserved, these exhibit a

luxuriance of growth for which one is altogether unprepared. Polypodium

Cunninghamii frequently produces fronds over twelve inches in length,

Hymenojohylluin Javanicum, and Trichomanes himiile, are often found in the

most luxuriant state. The same remark applies, in an equal degree, to the

shrubs and trees found in these seemingly unfavourable habitats ; Tetranthera

calicaris, Grlselinia liocida, Brachyglottis repanda, Alectryon excelsum,

Panax Lessoni, are abundant, and attain their u.sual stature and bulk. This

luxuriance of growth in such an unpromising locality is a striking proof of the

gi-eat amount of moisture in the atmosphei^e of the district. Taking 100 to

represent satui'ation, the mean for Auckland is found to be 75 ; only two

localities in the colony ai-e known to give higher means, viz., Taranaki and

Hokitika, for which the figures are respectively 80 and 90.

Astelia Solandri occurs frequently on the rocks, and is usually accompanied by

by Peperomia Urvilleana ; more rarely, Astelia Banksii is found in similar situa-

tions. CJieilanthes Sieheri and Notliochlmna distans are abundant upon exposed

rocks, as are Pellmafalcata and P. rotundifolia in sheltered rocky places ; while

Asplenium Jiahellifolium in many localities lines every crevice with a drapery

of the tenderest green.

The undulating clay hills and gullies are mostly clothed with low-growing

tea-tree and Pomaderris erici/olia, varied by clumps of fastigiate Pracoj^hylhcni

squarrosum. Cordyline Pumilio, Lycojwdium densum, and Phylloglossum

Drummondii are to be found in all suitable localities, and in wet places.
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Drosera hinata, Lycopodiuin laterale, and Gleichenia hecistoi^hylla are abundant

;

the lowei' parts of tlie g'ullies are -usually swamps filled with, raupo, and edged

with, a varied growth of sedges and other uliginal plants, amongst which

Isachne austrcdis often occurs in abundance ; the slopes are often clothed with

low scrub, chiefly composed of the commoner heathworts, Coiyrosma lucida,

Cordyline Banhsii, etc.

Conspicuous in^the patches of bush still remaining are Tetrmithera calicaris,

Vitex littoralis^ Metrosideros robusta, Nesodaphne Taioa, N. Tairdri, Le2)tosper^

mum ericoides, Myrsine salicina, M. australis, Persoonia Toro, Knightia excelsa,

Elaiocarjms dentatus, Hedycaria dentata, Dammara austixdis, with many other

fine species, accompanied by the chief characteristic undergrowth of the

northern forest, Alseuosmia macrophylla, Coprosma grandifolia, etc., and many

small ferns. Astelia Solandri, Pittosporum cornifolium, JDendrohium Cun-

ninghqmii, Earina mucronata, and E. aiotumnalis are commonly epiphytic on

the larger trees, Tmesip)teTis Forsteri is epiphytic on the stems of Cyathea

meduUaris, C. dealbata, and Dichsonia squarrosa.

On the coast the pohutukawa is still common, although all specimens

sufiiciently large for the purposes of the ship-builder have long since been

removed, except at the Pupuke Lake, where some noble examples are yet to

be seen. Astelia Banhsii is abundant in sheltered places on the clifis, a.nd, in

some localities, the renga-renga [Arthropodium cirrhatwm), makes a fine display.

Crantzia lineata, Pasp)alum distichum, Triglochin triandruon, Glienopodium

conhiguum, and Salicornia indica are common in salt marshes and mud flats,

whilst most of the ordinary littoral plants may be found in the varied habitats

afibrded by a coast line • of fully sixty miles, making due allowance for the

indentations and windings of the shore.

The chief localities for plants of special interest are Waiatarua or St. John's

Lake, the lava field near Moimt Wellington, etc., the head of the Manukaxi,

the Onehunga Springs, the Bishop's Creek, Coxe's Creek, etc., on the Isthmus
;

in the Takapuna section, the North Head, Pupuke Lake, and the deep gullies

near Stokes' Point.

A few species appear to reach their ultimate range of distribution in this

small area :

—

Pomaderris elliptica attains its southern limit at the Whau and

Lucas' Creeks; Accena Novoe, Zelandiai, Gorysmithes GJoeesemanii, Astelia

Hooheriana, have not yet been observed south of the Tamaki ; nor has Phyl-

loglossum Drummondii.

Viola Lyallii, Potentilla anserina, Myosotis Forsteri, and Garex inversa

apparently find here their northei-n limits, and are I'emarkably local.

The efiects of the changed conditions of plant life incidental to agi-icultural

progress, are chiefly exhibited in tv/o directions,— (1.) the restriction of species

once plentiful in the district, to narrow habitats, in some cases to a few indi-

viduals only, and conversely in the increase of a limited number of species ;

—
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(2.) in the rapid diffusion of many introduced plants, followed under certain

circumstances by a further displacement of indigenous forms. Contrary to

popular belief, there is no evidence to show that the operations of the settler

have entirely eradicated even a single species ; although many forms once

common in the district have become extremely local, and exist under widely

altered conditions. This conclusion is not invalidated by the absence of several

species,

—

Colobanthus Billardieri, Spergularia marina^ Plagianthus hetulinus,

Panax Edgerleyi, Griselinia littoralis, Loranthus tetrapetalus, Olearia alhida,

Celmisia longifolia, Ozothamnus glomeratus, Sapota costata, Veronica macro-

carpa, V. j)C(,rviflora, As2ndium coriaceum; for although on various grounds

they might reasonably be expected to occur in the district, they are, with one

or two exceptions, also absent from wide adjacent areas both to the north and

south. This conclusion is further supported by the fact, that notwithstanding

the sameness of the conditions undei which vegetation exists in this district,

it yet affords a larger number of indigenous species than any similar area

which has yet been examined.*

Although the Flora now under consideration is that of a very limited area,

and has had the conditions of plant-life greatly modified, it may fairly be

taken as representative of the Flora of the colony, and pre-eminently

of that of the ISTorthern Island, excepting in both cases the alpine and

sub-alpme sections. More than 200 of the plants now enumerated are

common to the extreme north and the extreme soiith, 350 are common to

both islands, and rather less than 100 species are peculiar to the North Island.

No s]Decies is absolutely circumscribed within its limits, although several of

its members are extremely local. Compared with the number of Phsenogams

and Ferns comprised in the New Zealand Flora, its members are in the

proportion of 1 to 2-8
; separately, the Phsenogams as 1 to 2-7, the Ferns and

Fern allies 1 to 1'7. The number of species known to occur in an indigenous

condition in the Province of Auckland is upwardsof 800, of which considerably

more than half may be collected in the immediate vicinity of its capital.

A comparison of the Floras of the chief centres of settlement in the colony

would afford results at once interesting and instnictive, but the materials for

making a comparison of this kind have not yet been prepared. It is, however,

highly probable that the Flora of the immediate vicinity of "Wellington will

prove even more typically representative of that of the entire colony, although

less purely characteristic of the North Island. It may be expected to exliibit

a somewhat larger number of Ferns, with a smaller number of Phsenogams.

* Compare Buclianan's Lists of Plantsfound in the Province of Marlborough, and in

the Vicinity of Mount Egmont ; Lindsay's Contributions to New Zealand Botany ; '^ The

Botany of the Great Barrier,"

—

Trans. N. Z. Inst., Vol. i. ; "The Botany of the Thames

Gold Field," "The Vegetation of the Neighboiirhood of Christchurch, " and "A List of

Plants found in the Northern Part of the Province of Auckland,"

—

Transactions, Vol. ii.
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On the other hand, the Floras of Christchurch and Dunedin will probably

prove of a moi'e local type, less rich in the number of species and especially

deficient in the higher Acrogens.

In the following catalogue, the numerals prefixed are intended to represent

the relative abundance of each species. The series employed is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

10, 15, 20. The first three are restricted to local species, represented by a few

individuals, as Spiranthes australis ; 4 and 5 are used for local species,

represented by a larger number of individuals, as CoroMa huddleoides. But it

must be borne in mind that the varying conditions of vegetable life incident

to a populated district, are constantly modifying the relative frequency of

indigenous species.

CATALOGUE OF PH^NOGAMS AND FERNS, &c.,

OBSERVED ON THE AUCKLAND ISTHMUS AND NORTH SHORE.

I.—DICOTYLEDONS.

15.

5.

1.

15.

15.

3.

10.

3.

5.

10.

15.

3.

6.

3.

10.

10.

10.

5.

5.

3.

10.

10.

10.

5.

15.

15.

Clematis indivisa, Willd.

„ fcetida, Eaoul.

„ parviilora, A. Cunn.

Ranunculus plebeius, Br.

,,
hirtus, Banks and Sol.

,,
macropus. Hook./.

,,
rivularis. Banks dsSol.

„ b. subfliiitans.

„ acaulis, Banks & Sol.

„ parviflorus, L., var.

australis

Nasturtium palustre, DC.
Cardamiae hirsuta, L.

„ a. debilis

„ b. corymbosa

,, stylosa, DC.
Lepidium oleraceum, Forst.

Yiola Lyallii, Hook. f.

Melicytus ramiflorus, Forst.

Pittosporum tenuifolium. Banks
and Sol.

,,
crassifolium, Banks

and Sol.

,

,

eugenioides,A . Cunn.

„ covniiolhim.,A. Cu7in.

Stellaria parviflora, Banks <h Sol.

Elatine Americana, Ai'nott

Hypericum japonicum, Thunh.
Plagianthus divaricatus, Forst.

Hoheria populnea, A. Cunn.
Entelea arborescens, Br.

Aristotelia racemosa. Hook. f.

Elseocarpus dentatus, Yahl.

10.

10.

10.

15.

10.

15.

15.

10.

10.

5.

10.

3.

20.

15.

15.

10.

20.

15.

10.

15.

3.

20.

Linum monogynum, Forst.

,, margiuale, A. Gzmn.
Geranium dissectum, L., var. caro-

linianum

,, a. pilosum

„ b. patulum

„ c. glabratum

,, microphyllum, Hook. f.

„ molle, L.
Pelai'gonium australe, Willd., var.

clandestinum
Oxalis corniculata, L.

b. stricta

c. microphylla

d. ciliifera

Phebalium nudum, Hook.
Melicope ternata, Forst.

„ simplex, A. Cunn.
Dysoxylum spectabile, Hook.f.
Pomaderris elliptica, Lah.

,, phylicifolia, Ladd,
Dodonsea viscosa, Forst.

Alectryon excelsum, Gcertn.

Corynocarpus Itevigatus, Forst.

Coriaria ruscifolia, L.

Carmichaelia australis, Br.

Sophora tetraptera. Ait.

„ b. microphylla

Rubus australis, Forst.

„ h. schmidelioides

,, c. cissoides

Potentilla anserina, L. Cheeseman
Acsena Sanguisorbse, Vahl.
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10. Acfiena Novfe Zelandise, Kirk, n. s. 15.

5. Quintiiiia serrata, A. Cunn. 1.5.

10. Carpodetus serratus, Forst. 10.

10. Weiumannia silvicola, Banks d; Sol. 5.

10, Tilla^a verticillaris, DC. 5.

15. Drosera binata, Lah. 5.

20. „ aiiriculata, Backh. 2.

20. Haloragis alata, Jacq. 10.

15. „ tetvagyna, Lab., v. dif- 3.

fusa 3.

5. „ depi-essa, Hook. f. 15.

20. . „ micrantlia, Br. 15.

5. MjriopliyHum varieefolmm,Hook./. 3.

3. „ robxistum, Hook./. 15.

15. Callitriclie Muelleri, F. Sond. 5.

20. Leptospermum scoparium, Forst. 5.

10. „ ericoides, A. Rich. 10.

„ „ var. 5.

5. Engenia Maire, A. Gunn. 3.

10. Metrosideros florida, Sm. 5.

3. „ diffusa, Sm. 5.

5.
,
, liypericifolia, A . Ctmn. 3.

5. „ robusta, A. Cunn.
10. „ tomentosa, A. Cunn.
15. „ scandens. Banks d' Sol. 10.

15. Myrtus bullata. Banks (k Sol. 15.

15. Fuchsia excorticata, L. fil. 15.

15. Epilobium nummularifolium, A. 10.

Cunn. 5.

„ h. nertei-oides 15.

15. „ rotundifolium, Forst. 5.

5. „ glabellum, Forst. 15.

10. „ "tetvagonum," Z. 20.

15.
,,

junceum, Forst. 20.

15. „ pubens, A. Rich. 5.

5. „ Billardiei-ianum, Serin. 15.

15.
,, pallidifloruni, Sol. 10.

15. Passiflora tetrandva. Banks d; Sol. 5.

5. Sicyos angulatus, Sol. 10.

10. Mesembiyautliemum australe, Sol. 20.

5. Tetragonia expansa, Murr. 20.

5. Hydrocotyle elongata, A. Cunn. 10
3. „ Americana, L. 10.

15. ,, Asiatica, L. 10

3. „ pterocarpa, F. Muell. 15

3. ,, Novae Zelandise, DC. 3

10. „ moscliata, Forst. 15

„_ _
var. 5

5. Crantzia lineata, JVutt. 15

15. Apiu.ni australe, Thouars 15

15 „ filiforme. Hook. 15

3. „ leptopbyllum, F. Mueller. 10
10. Dauc\is bracbiatus, Sieb. 15

10. Panax crassifolium, Dene & Planch 15

15. „ Lessonii, DC. 15

Panax arboreiini, Forst.

Scliefflera digitata, Forst.

Griselinia hicida, Forst.

Corokia buddleoides, A. Cunn.

,, cotoneaster, Raoul.

Loranthus micrantlius. Hook. /.

Viscum salicornioides, A Cunn.
Alseuosmia macropliylla, A. Cunn.

,,
quercifolia. A. Cunn.

„ linariifolia, A. Cunn.
Coprosma lucida, Forst.

„ grandifolia, Hook./.

,, Baiieriana, Endl.

,, robusta, Raoul.

„ Cunningliamii, Hook./
„ spatliulata, A. Cunn.

„ tenuicaulis. Hook./

„ " crassifolia," Col.

„ divaricata, A. Ctinn.

„ acerosa, A. Cunn.
ISTertera dichondrgefolia. Hook./

,, Cunningbamii, Hook./
Galium tenuicaule, A. Cunn.

T. F. Cheeseman.

,,
umbrosum, Forst.

Olearia furfuracea. Hook. /
„ Cunningbamii, Hook./
,, Solandri, Hook./

Vittadinia australis, A. Rich.

Lagenopbora Forsteri, DC.

,,
petiolata, Hook./

Bidens pilosa, L.

Cotula coronopifolia, L.

,, australis, Hook. /
,, minor. Hook./
,, minuta, Forst.

Cassinia leptopbylla, A. Cunn.
Gnapbalium keriense, A. Cunn.

„ luteo-album, L.

,,
involu-Ci'atum, lorst.

,,
coUinum, Lab.

Erecbtites ai-guta, DC.

,,
scaberula, Hook./

„ quadridentata, DC.
Senecio lautus, Forst.

„ glastifolius. Hook./
Bracbyglottis repanda, Forst.

Picris bieracioides, L.

Soncbus oleraceus, L.

Wablenbergia gracilis, A. DC.
Lobelia anceps, Ihumb.
Selliera radicans, Cav.

Gaultberia antipoda, Forst.

Cyatbodes acerosa, Br.

Leucopogon fasciculatus, A. Rich.
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15. Leucopogon Fi-cazevi, A. Cunn.
10. Epacris paiiciflova, A. Rich.

5. Dracliophylluni latifolium, A. Cunn
10. „ squari'osum, Hook.f.

5.
,,

'\Jr\i\\Qsa\\\\'n,A.Rich

5. Myrsine salicina, Hew.
15. „ Ui-villei, A. DC.
15. Samolus repens, Pers.

3. Olea Cunninghamii, Ilooli. f.
3. ,, lanceolata, Ilooli. f.

15. Parsonsia albiflora, Raoul
15. Geniostomaligiistiifoliuni,^!. (7m?zw.

1. Myosotis Forsteii, Rcem. d: Sch.

20. Convolvulus sepium, Z.

15.
,,

Tugiiriorura, Forst.

5.
,,

Soldanella, L.

15. Dieliondi'a repens, Forst.

15. Solanum aviculare, Forst.

15.
,, nigrum, L.

3. Mimulus Colensoi, Kirk, n. s.

3. Gratiola sexdeu^ata, A. Cimn.
10. Glossostigma elatinoides, Benih.

5. Limosella aquatica, L., var. tenui-

folia

20. Veronica salicifolia, Forst.

5. „ elongata, Benth.

1 0. Rliabdothamnus Solandri, A . Cunn.
15. Vitex littovalis, A. Cunn.
10. Avicennia ofBeinalis, L.

15. Myoporum Ijetum, Forst.

6. Chenopodium triandrum, Forst.

10. „ giancum, L., var.

ambiguum.
5, „ carinatuni, Br.

5. Sufeda niaritima, Dumorl
15. Salicornia indica, Willd.

15. Scleranthns biflorvis, Hook./.
20. Polygonum minus, Hied., var.

decipiens

20.
,,

aviculare, L.

15. Mulilenbeckia adpressa, Lab.

15. ,,
complexa, Meisn.

15. Rumex flexuosus, Forst.

10. Tetrantliera calicaris, Hook. f.
10. Nesodapline Tarairi, Yiook.f.

10. „ Tawa, Hook./.

15. Hedycarya dentata, Forst.

10. Kniglitia excelsa, Br.

5. Persoonia Toi'o, A. Cunn.
5. Pimelia longifolia, Banks & Sol.

5. ,, virgata, Vahl.

15.
,, i^rosti-ata, Vahl.

var. sub-erecta

3. Santalum Cunninghamii, Jlook. Jl

10. Euphorbia glauca, Forst.

5. Epicarpurus microphyllus, Raoul.

15. Parietaria debilis, Forst.

10. Elatostemma rugosum, ^. Cunn.
10. Peperomia Urvilleana, ^. i?zc/i.

15. Piper excelsum, 'Forst.

10. Dammara australis, Lamb.
10. Podocarpus ferruginea, Don.
10. ,,

Totara. ^. Cunn.

5. ,,
spicata, 5r.

10. ,,
dacrydioides, A. Rich

10. Dacrydivim cupressinum, Soland.

5. Phyllocladus trichomanoides, Don.

II.—MONOCOTYLEDONS.

10. Earina mucronata, Lindl.

10. ,, autumnalis, Hook.
1 0. Dendrobium Cunninghamii, Lindl.

10. Bolbophyllum pygmseum, Lindl.

5. Sarcochilus adversus, Ilooh f.
1. Gastrodia Cunninghamii, Hook.f.

15. Acianthus Sinclairii, Hook.f.
5. Cyrtostylis oblonga, Hook.f.
5. Corysanthes triloba, Hook.f.
5. ,, oblonga, Hook.f.
3. ,, macrantha, Hook, f
3. ,, Cheesemanii, Llook. f

15. Microtis porrifolia. Sprang.
10. Caladenia minor, Hook.f.
10. Pterostylis Banksii, Brown

„ b. australis

5. „ graminea, Hook, f
10. ,, truUifolia, Hook.f

5. Pterostylis puberula, Hook.f.
1. Chiloglottis cornuta, Hook.f.

15. Thelymitra longifolia, Forst.

3. ,,
pulchella, Hook, f

1. Spiranthes australis, Lindl.,

T. F. Cheeseman
15. Orthoceras Solandri, Lindl.

5. Prasophyllum pumilum. Hook, f
5. Libertia ixioides, Spreng.

3.
,,

grandiflora, Sweet.

5. Freycinetia Banksii, ^. Cnnn.

„ var. picta

20. Typha latifolia, Z.

15. Sparganium simplex, i/«rf.

5. Lemnor minor, Z.

10. Trigiochin triandrum, Mich.

Potamogeton " natans "

Zostcra marina, L.
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15. Rhipogonum scandens, Forst. 15. Gahnia arenaria. Hook./
10. Cordyline australis, Hook. f. 15. Lepidosperma tetragona. Lab.

10. ,, Banksii, Hook. f. 10. ,, concava, Br.

5. „ Pumilio, Hook. f. 15. Uncinia australis, Pers.

var. 10. „ Banksii, Boott., var.

10. Dianella intermedia, Endl. 3. Carex inversa, Br.

5. Astelia Cunninghamii, Hook. f. 15. „ virgata, Sol.

„ Hookeriana, Kirk, n. s. „ b. secta.

5.
,
, " grandis " 'H.ook.,/. 3. „ subdola, Boott.

15. „ Solandri, A. Cunii. 10. „ ternai'ia, Forst.

5. " ^^- ^•.. 10. „ testacea, Soland
15. ,, Banksii, A. Ctcnn. 15. „ lucida, Boott.

10. Arthropodixim cirrliatiim, Br. 5. „ pumila, Thunh.
15. Phormium tenax, Forst. 15. „ Forsteri, Wahl.

5. „ Colensoi, Hook./. 15. „ breviculmis, Br.

5. Areca sapida, L. 10. „ Neesiana, Fndl.

5. Juncus austi-alis, Hook. f. 10. „ dissita, Sol.

10. „ maritimus, Lam. 10. „ Lauibertiana, Boott.

10. „ communis, E. Meyer 5. „ vacillans, Soland

,, var. hexandra 20. Microlfena stipoides, Br.

15; „ planifolius, Br. 10. „ avenacea, Hook./
20. ,, bnfonius, L. 5. Hierochloe redolens, Br.

10. „ Holosclicenus, Br. 3. Spinifex hirsutus. Lab.

5. Lnzula campestris, DC. 10. Paspalum scrobiculatum, L.

15. Leptocarpiis simplex, A. Rich. 10. „ disticlium, Barm.
3. Caloroplius elongatns, Lah., 10. Panicum imbecille, Trin,

T. F. Cheeseman 15. Isachne australis, Br.

20. Cyperus iistulatus, A. Rich. 5. Zoysia pungens, Willd.

15. „ tenellus, L. fil. 10. Echinopogon ovatus, Pal.

15. Sclioenus axillaris, Hook. f. 10. Dichelachne stipoides. Hook./
15. „ tenax, Hook./. 15. „ crinita, Hook./
15. „ Tendo, Banks and Sol. 3. „ scixirea, Hook. /
5. „ tenuis, J^irk, n. s. 10. Sporobolus elongatus, Br.

10. Scirpus maritimxis, L. 20. Agrostis semula, B7\

10. „ lacustris, L. 15. „ Billardieri, Br.

6. Eleocliaris sphacelata, Br. 20. „ quadriseta, Br.

15. „ acuta, B?:, var. 20. Arundo conspicua, Forst.

platylepis 20. Danthonia semi-annulaiis, Br.

,, ,, var. ambigua „ var. pilosa

15. „ gracillima, Hook. f. „ var. setifolia

20. Isolepis nodosa, Br. ,, var. tenuis

15. „ prolifer, Br. 5. Trisetum antarcticum, Ti^in.

15. „ riparia, Br. 4. Glyceria stricta. Hook. f.

3. Desmoschcenus spiralis. Hook./. 5. Poa imbecilla, Forst.

15. Cladium glomeratum, Br. 20. „ anceps, Forst.

20. „ teretifolium, Br. „ var. foliosa

5. „ articulatum, Br. ,, var. densiflora

10. „ Gunnii, Hook./. 3. „ australis, Br., vera.

15. „ junceum, Br. „ var. Itevis

10. „ Sinclairii, Hook. / 3. Festuca littoi'alis, Br.

10. Galinia setifolia, Hook./. 5. Bromus arenarius. Lab.

3. „ paucifiora, Xirk, n. s. 5. Triticum multiflorum, Banks <k Sol.

20. ,, lacera, Steud. 5. „ scabrum, Br.
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III.—CRYPTOGAMIA.

10, Gleiclienia circinata, Swartz

,,
b. hecistophylla

3. ,,
Cunninghamii, Hew.

10. Cyathea dealbata, Sioartz

10. ,, medullaris, Sioartz

16. Dicksonia squarrosa, Swartz

10. Hymenophyllum Tunbridgense,

Sm.
5. „ niultifidum,

S'Wa7'tz

5. „ rarum, £r.

5. „ dilatatiim,

Swartz

5. „ Javanicum,
Spreng.

10. „ sanguiiiolentum,

Swartz

10. „ demissum,

Sioartz

5. „ scabnim,

A. Rich.

5. ,, flabellatum, Za&.

10. Trichomanes reniforme, Forst.

10. „ elongatum, A. Cunn.
10.

,,
humile, Forst.

3. Loxsoma Cunningliamii, Br.

15. Lindssea lineaiis, Swartz
2. „ tricbomanoides, Dryand.

10. „ Lessoni, Bory.

10. Adiantum liispidulum, Swartz.

5. ,, aiEne, Willd.

10.
,,

sethiopicnm, Linn.

15. ,, Cunningliamii, Hoo^.
10. ,,

fulvum, Raoul.

10. Hypolepis tenuifolia, Bernh.

1. ,, distans, 'H.ook.

10. Cheilanthes Sieberi, Kunze
5. Pellsea falcata, B7:

10. ,, rotiindifolia, Forst.

20. Pteris aquilina, L., var. esciilenta

15. ,, tremvila, Br.

15. ,, scaberula, A. Rich.

5. ,, incisa, Thunh.
5. ,, macilenta, A. Rich.

5, ,, Endlicheriana, Agardh
10. Lomaria filiformis, A. Cunn.
20. „ procera, Sjpreng.

„ var. b.

,, vai". c.

3. ,, fluviatilis, Spreng.

5. „ niembranacea, Col.

3. „ vulcanica, Blume.

10. Lomaria lanceolata, Sjyreng.

10. ,, discolor, Willd.

10. ,, Frazeri, A. Cunn.
Doodia connexa, Kunze

15. ,, media, Br.

5, Asplenium obtusatum, Forst.

b. obliquum
c. gracile

15. ,, hicidnm, Forst.

10. „ flabellifolium, Cav.

10. ,, falcatum, Lam.
5. „ Hookerianum, Col.

20. „ bulbiferum, Forst.

b. laxum
15. ,,

flaccidiim, Forst.

var. b.

15. Aspidium Ricbardi, Hoo^.
var. marinum

3. Nephrodiuni Thelypteris, Desv.,

var. sqnamulosum.
5. ,, vekitinnm, Hook.

10. ,, decompositum, Br.

var. pubescens

10.
,,

liispidum, TLook.

10. Polypodiiim australe, Mett.

5. „ Grammitidis, Br.

10. „ tenellum, Forst.

10.
,, rugulosum, Lah.

15. „ pennigerum, Forst.

15. „ rupestre, Br.

15. „ Cunningbamii, ~S.ook.

15.
,,

pustulatum, Forst.

15. ,, Billardieri, Br.

4. Gymnogramme leptophylla, Desv.

10. Nortbochlsena distans, Br.

15. Leptopteris bymenophylloides. Pre.

15. Lygodiiim articulatum, A. Rich.

5. Scbizsea dicbotoma, Swartz.

10. „ bifida, Swartz.

5. ,, fistulosa, Lah.

5. Opbioglossuin vulgatum, L.

10. Pbylloglossum Drummondii,

10. Lycopodium Billardieri, Spreng.

15.
,,

densum. Lab.

15. „ laterale, Br,

10.
,,

cei-nnum, L.

15. „ volubile, Forst.

10. Tmesipteris Forsteri, Endl.

1. Psilotum triquetrvim, Swartz,

Capt. F. 11^. ^^tii!o?^

5. Azolla rubra, Br.
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NATURALIZED PLANTS.

It lias been already stated that one of tlie cliief directions in wliich tlie

indigenous flora has been affected by the operations of the settler, is in the

displacement of many of its species by naturalized exotics. The extent to

which these plants have become established is detailed in an " Account of

the Naturalized Plants of New Zealaiid," published in the Transactions of the

New Zealand Institute, 1869, which renders it needless to recapitulate the

particulars here. A few general remarks on their diffusion in this district

will serve as a fitting introdiiction to the following catalogue.

Many introduced grasses, trefoils, and medicks have formed patches of

natural pasture, of considerable value, both on the scoria and clay ; these are

often improved by a mixtvire of native grasses, especially Microlcena stipoides

and Danthonia semi-anmdaris, and, if the open lands were not so frequently

burnt, this self-sown pasture would soon become genera], and that on lands

which can only be laid down in artificial pasture at a heavy expense. On
waste places, and by road sides, an unsightly appearance is prod\iced by the

docks, camomile, mallows, and flea-bane, which eveiywhere take possession of

disturbed soil. Of these, however, the flea-bane is commonly eaten by cattle

when young.

A few plants have become pests on the light scoria soil ; the sheep's sorrel

and the white clover are almost ineradicable in gardens ; Pliytolacea octandra

makes its appearance wherever soil is disturbed on the volcanic hills, or by the

road sides in their vicinity, and forms large suffruticose bushes, whose spikes

of black fruit produce a striking effect; Amaranthus oleraceus is usually

associated with it, and less frequently the purslane, which enjoys a wider

range of soil. The large moth-mullein rears its tall shafts on the North Head

of the "VVaitemata and on Mount Eden, a marked contrast to the vegetation

about it. It must have been an early introduction, as Hochstetter speaks of

its occurrence in the former locality in 1858. (Euothera stricta appears to be

confined to the volcanic hills, where it is usually plentiful.

In ordinary cultivated land, the milk-weed, Eujihorhia Peplus, and several

small speedwells are extremely troublesome, together with a few grasses,

especially Digitaria smiguinalis, D. huynifusa, and the canary-grass.

In every plashy place and moist gully on the Isthmus, Lythrum hyssojnfolium

is in abundance, affording a remarkable contrast to the paucity of this plant in

its European habitats.

Black-berries, sweet-briars, and roses sometimes form large thickets,

covered with the rampant Senecio scandens, from the Cape of Oood Hope, or

more rarely with the tropical Dolichos lignosus.

The dwarf centaury is abundant on open lands and in paddocks, forming a

welcome addition to our native plants ; Aira caryophyllea and Prunella mdgaris

are frequently associated with it.
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Lastly, while many species, as the water-cress, cat's-ear, furze, and the

various docks, are perfectly irrepressible, others, as Fredia olitoria, Lepi-

dium sativum, Alchemdlla arvensis, etc., are content with little more than

niaintainiug an unobtrusive existence.

Ranunculus acris.

,,
repens.

Fnmaria officinalis.

Nasturtium amphibium.
Barbarea preecox, £r.

Sisymbrium officinale.

Senebiera coronopiis, Poer.

,,
pinnatifida, DC.

Capsella bursa-pastoris.

Lepidium ruderale.

,, sativum.

Cochleai-ia armoracea.

Sinapis nigra.

,, arvensis.

Brassica rapa.

,, napus.

„ oleracea.

,, campestris.

Baphanus sativus.

Polygala myrtifolia.

Vitis vinifera.

Silene inflata, Sm.

„ quinquevulnera.

Saponaria vaccaria.

Lychnis githago. Lam.
„ ilos-cuculi.

Stellaria media, With.

Cerastium vulgatum.

„ viscosum.

Polycarpon tetraphyllum.

Spei'gula arvensis.

Portulaca oleracea.

Hypericum humifusum.
Malva sylvestris.

,, rotundifolia.

Modiola multifida, Meneh.
Lavatera arborea.

Linum usitatissimum.

Geranium dissectum.

Pelargonium quercifolium.

Erodium cicutarium.

Podalyria sericea, W.
Ulex europEeus.

Lotus corniculatus.

„ major.

Trifolium pratense.

,, medium.

„ giomeratum.

,, repens.

Trifolium procumbens.

,, minus.

Melilotus officinalis, Willd.

„ arvensis, Willd.

Medicago lupulina.

,,
maculata.

,,
denticulata, Willd.

Psoralea pinnata, Willd.

Indigofera viscosa. Lam.
Bobinia pseudacacia, Willd.

Vicia sativa.

,, hirsuta.

,, tetrasperma, Mcench.

Lathyrus odoratus, Willd.

Dolichos lignosus.

Acacia lophantha, Willd.

,, decurrens, Willd., Y'ax.(\.Qsl-

bata

Amygdalus Persica.

Prunus cerasiis.

S})ir£ea salicifolia, Willd.

Bubus discolor, W. and N.

„ rudis, Wrihe.

„ Idseus.

Fragaiia vesca.

Alchemilla arvensis.

Bosa micrantha, Sm.
„ rubiginosa.

,, canina.

,, indica.

,, multiflora, Thunh.
Lythrum hyssopifolium.

,, Grajfferi, Cust.

OEnothera stricta.

Cuciirbita citrullus.

_
„ sp.

Apium graviolens.

Petroselinum sativum.

Pimpinella saxifraga.

Fceniculum vulgare.

Daucus carota.

Pastinaca sativa.

Torilis nodosa, Gart.

Scaudix pecten-veneris.

Sambucus nigra.

Galium aparine.

Sherardia arvensis.

Fedia olitoria.

Erigeron canadensis.
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Bellis perennis.

Antliemis arvensis,

,,
nobilis.

Achillea millefolium.

Matricaria inodora.

„ cliamomilla.

Chrysanthemum leucanthemum.

,,
segetum.

Senecio vulgaris.

,, scandens.

Osteospermum moniliferum, Willd.

Cryptostemma calendulacea, Br.

Centaurea nigra.

,,
solstitialis.

,,
calcitrapa.

Carduus lanceolatus, Gmrtm.
Silybum Marianum.
Lapsana communis.
Cichorium Intybus.

Hypochseris glabra.

,,
radicata.

Thrincia hirta, Roth.

Apargia autumnalis, Willd.

Tragopagon minor, Fries.

,,
porrifolius.

Helminthia ectrioides, Gcert.

Sonchus oleraceus.

,, arvensis.

Taraxaciim dens-leonis, Desf.

Crepis vii'cus.

Xanthium spinosum.

Anagallis arvensis.

,, var. cserulea

Vinca major.

Erythrea centaurium, Pers.

Lithospermum arvense.

Aselepias nivea.

Solanum nigrum.

„ tuberosum.

,, virginianum.

,, indicum.

Physalis Alkekengi.

,,
peruviauum.

Capsicum annuum.
Lycopersicum esculentum, Mill.

Datura stramonium.
Nicotiana tabacum.

Lycium barbai-um.

Verbascum thapsus.

„ glabrum,

,,
blattaria.

"Veronica arvensis.

„ serpyllifolia.

,,
agrestis.

„ Buxbaumii, Ten.

Digitalis purpurea.

Linaria elatine, Mill.

Verbena officinalis.

,, bonariensis, Willd.

Orobanche Picrides, F. Schultz, var,

Mentha piperita, Sm.

,, viridis.

,, dentata.

Stachys arvensis.

Marrubium vulgare.

Prunella vulgaris.

Phytolacca octandra.

Plantago major.

,, media.

,, lanceolata.

Fagopyrum esculentixm, Manch.
Eumex conglomeratus, Murr,

,, viridis, Sibth.

,, obtusifolius.

„ crispiis.

,, acetosa.

„ acetosella.

Chenopodium album,

„ viride.

,,
murale.

Amai'anthus oleraceus.

,,
Blitum,

,,
caudatus.

Euphorbia Pejilus.

Ricinus Palma Christi.

TJrtica urens,

,, dioica.

Ficus Carica.

Canna Indica, Rose.

Iris Germanica.

Antholyza sethiopica, Ker.

Watsonia, sp.

Agave americana.

Allium vineale,

Asphodelus fistulosus.

Asparagus officinalis,

Alopecurus pratensis.

,, agrestis.

Phleum pratense.

Phalaris canariensis.

Arrhenatherum avenaceum, Beauv.

Holcus lanatus.

,, mollis.

Echinochloa crusgalli, Beauv.

Sectaria virdis, Beauv.

„ italica, Beauv.
Agrostis vulgaris, With.

„ canina.

Cynodon dactylon.

'

Digitaria sanguinalis, Scop.
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Digitaria humifusa, Pers.

Autlioxantbam odoratum.

Aira caryopliyllea.

Avena sadva.

Poa annua.

,,
pratensis.

„ var. siib-cserulea

„ trivia lis.

Eragi'ostis Brownii, Kiivth.

Briza minor.

,, maxima.
Dactylis glomeratns.

Cynosurus cristatus.

Festuca elatior.

,,
pratensis.

,, sciuroides, RoiJi.

Bromiis erectus, He(i.

Bromus sterilis.

„ madritensis.

,, tectorum.

,, commutatus. Schrced.

„ mollis, Pari.

„ racemosus, Pai^l.

„ arvensis, Godron.

,,
patulus, Pari.

CeratocLloa nnioloides, Beauv.

Lolium perenne.

,, italicum, Braun.

„ temulentum.

,,
var. arvense

Triticum sativum.

Hordeum sativum.

,,
murinum.

Lepturus ineurvatus, T7-in.

Note.—Where no authority is quoted in the above List of Naturalized Plants, the names are those

given by Linnaeus.

Art. XXVII.

—

An Account of an Undescrihed Pittosporum and Loranthup,

in the Herbarium of the Colonial Museum, Wellington. By T. Kirk.

[Bead before the Wellington Ph'dosojjhical Society, August 20, 1870.]

In the course of an examination of the copious Herbarium of the Colonial

Museum, several undescribed plants have come under my notice, two of which,

at the request of my valued friend, Dr. Hector, I now attempt to describe.

Pittosporum Paljjhii, Kirk, n . s.

A laxly-branched shrub, 8 to 12 feet in cultivation, with dark brown bark,

young branches tomentose. Leaves alternate, coriaceous, tomentose beneath,

especially when young, slightly narrowed and irregular at the base, obtuse oi

slightly acuminate, 2"-3^^ long, on rather long slender petioles. Plowers iji

terminal 3—8-flowered umbels, peduncles l^"—
f
"j tomentose, decurved in fruit

;

sepals linear, obtuse tomentose
;
petals narrow recurved ; capsules rounded,

3-lobed and valved, never downy.

Hab.—Patea District,* Pr. Ealph. Allied to P. crassifolium. Banks and

Sol., and to P. umbellatum. Banks and Sol., in its slender spreading branches,

oblong leaves, and rounded capsules ; from P. crassifolium it differs in addition,

in the larger leaves, which are much less coriaceous and tomentose, never

narrowed into the petiole, in the truly umbellate inflorescence, short peduncles,

small smooth capsules and seeds ; from P. umbellatum, in the tomentose leaves

* Since the above was written, Mr. W. J. Palmer, of Auckland, informs me that he

has seen this x^laut on the Great Barrier Island.
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and young slioots, small umbels, short i)eduncles, 3-valved capsules and lai'ge

seeds. In habit and foliage it approaches P. Hiittonicmmn, bvit that species

has erect, axillary, pyriform capsules.

The preceding description is drawn partly from specimens in the Colonial

Museum, and partly from recent cultivated specimens from gardens in Wel-

lington. I am informed that it was brought fi^om the neighbourhood of Patea

by Dr. RaJj^h, whose name 1 have much pleasure in connecting with it.

It seems probable that this species is confused with P. crassifolium in the

Handbook, but it is more closely allied to P. umbellatum. P. crassifolium is

distinguished from all other JSTew Zealand species by its large, usually solitary

decurved fruit, and leaves gi-adually narrowed into the petioles.

Loranthus decussatus, Kirk, n. s.

In the "Account of the Botany of the Thames Gold Field," published in

the Transactions of the Neio Zecdand Institute, Vol. ii., p. 94, I have men-

tioned a Loranthus found without flower or fruit, and parasitic on Quintinia

serrata, as likely to jDrove a new species. A careful examination of specimens

of the same plant in the Herbarium, tends to conlirm that opinion.

An erect, much branched, rigid shrub, young branches flattened, red

;

leaves erect, decussate, close set, ovate or elliptic,
|^"-f''

long, rarely deltoid
;

midrib not prominent, nerveless, fleshy, yellow, becoming red when dry

;

flowers axillary in opposite 2—4-flowered racemes, erect, shortly pedicelled,

calyx Avith 4 minute teeth ; corolla tex-ete
;
petals linear, free, i-ecurved at the

tips ; anthers linear.

Hab.—Cape Colville Peninsula, T. K. (on Quintinia serrata) ; Nelson,

H. H. Travers (on Fagus).

Distinguished from other ISTew Zealand species by its remarkable habit,

small size and yellow foliage; most closely allied to L. tetra^petcdus, Forst.,

from which it is separated by its racemed flowers. The parasite is often

adherent to the supporting plant, by shoots of 3 or 4 feet in length.

I would take this opportunity of expressing my regret that greater atten-

tion cannot be paid to the Herbarium, on account of the limited resources at

the command of the Director of the Museum. This collection of plants is

unequalled in the colony for the extensive suites of specimens of rare and local

plants, and it is to be deeply regretted that so rich a mass of material is not

made fully available for the use of the student. The want of sufiicient space

for its due arrangement, and the impossibility under existing arrangements of

affording the requisite time foi- its supervision, are serious drawbacks to its

efficiency, alike to the scientific student and the settler seeking for general

information. It is highly desirable that the requisite means should be supplied

to place it on a proj)er footing, and to increase its value by the addition of
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sepai'ate typical collections of drug-yielding plants, gi-asses and other agricul-

tural plants, and otliers useful in tlie arts and manufactures, which, in addition

to their phytological interest, would prove of the greatest value to the com-

munity as means of education and information.

Akt. XXVIII.

—

Notes on Certain New Zealand Plants not included in the

^^ Handbook of the New Zealand Flora." By T. Kirk.

[Bead before the Auckland Institute, SejJtember 12, 1870.]

The object of this paper is simply to attract the attention of New Zealand

botanists to the plants described therein, as most of them may be expected to

occur in other parts of the colony, and it is desirable that their distribution

should be clearly ascertained.

Hymenanthera latifolia, Endl.,

var, Tasmanica.

A dwarf bush or sti*aggling shrub, 5 to 25 feet high. Leaves usually close

set, obovate, narrowed into rather stout petioles, 2-3 inches long, distantly

crenate, or serrate, finely reticulate on both surfaces ; flowei-s in axillary

fascicles, peduncles Y~i" l^^S; with two minute opposite bracts about the

middle, erect or decurved ; calyx lobes obtuse, petals more than twice as long

as the sepals, the obtuse tips spreading, connective of the anther, with a

fringed terminal membrane, involute on the edge, the dorsal scale linear, acute

as long as the cells ; fruit nearly globose, tipped with the remains of the style,

purplish.

Var. Chathamica appears to differ from our plant only in the leaves being

much narrowed at the base and more deeply serrated, and in the larger fruit.

In littoral situations. Tapotopoto Bay, T. K., Mount Camel, Mr. Buchanan,

Taranga Island, T. K., Great Barrier Island, Flat Island, and Little Barrier

Island, T. K.

This plant is abundant on the Little Barrier, where it attains the height of

25 feet, as an irregularly branched shrub. Mr. Buchanan showed me speci-

mens of a small-leaved spinous form of this genus, collected in Wellington

Harbour, which is probably referable to 11. crassifolia.

Hibiscus diversifolius, Jacq.

H. Beckleri, F. Mxiell. H. Taylori, Buchanan.

A stout much-branched herb, 3-5 feet high, branches woody at the base
;

branches, petioles, and rarely the j)rincipal ribs of the leaf clothed with small

prickles mixed with setse. Leaves alternate, on stout petioles, petiole

2"-3''' long, lamina 2"-4" cordate, or rounded cordaie, obscurely 3-5-lobed,

doubly serrate, hispid. Flowers in terminal elongated racemes, solitary or in
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pairs, sessile or shortly pedicelled, bracts of the lower flowers large leafy, of

the upper small, narrow linear, often deciduous, calyx coriaceous, lobes about

8 marginate, narrow, corolla 3'^-V across, pale bright straw colour, with a

dark maroon eye, capsule conical, valves i-ugose, when young, densely hispid,

calyx lobes and bracts covered with harsh rigid hairs, which cause much

irritation to the skin when the plant is handled.

Spirits' Bay and the adjacent district, T. K. Between the Bay of Islands

and Mongonui, Colenso.

Also, in ISTew South Wales, Queensland, Norfolk Island, and other islands

in the South Pacific, South Africa, Mauritius, and Madagascar.

Mr. Colenso appears to have been its original discoverer in New Zealand.

The branches yield a coarse fibre.

Linum marginale, A. Cunn.

A perennial herb, with numerous erect or diffixse slender wiry stems,

springing from a woody root stock. Stems l'-3' high, the upper part

irregularly branched. Leaves |-"-f" long, linear-lanceolate, acute or obtuse,

the lower ones falling before the capsules are matui-ed. Flowers on long

slender pedicels, pale blue. Sepals ovate-lanceolate, acute, with membranous

margins. Petals nearly twice the length of the sepals. Styles united, their

tips free, recurved. Capsule globose, " divided into 10 1-seeded cocci."

From the North Cape to Upper Waikato, New Plymouth, Wellington, T.K.

Mr. Buchanan informs me that a blue-flowered flax, found by Dr. Haast

in the Cantei"bury Alps, is probably referable to this species.

Easily distinguished from L. monogynum, Forst., by its slender stems and

shallow blue flowers.

It is probably common in suitable localities throughout the colony.

Common in Australia and Tasmania ; closely allied to L. angustifolium,

D.C., from which it differs in the united styles.

Ainum lejitophyllwrn, F. Mueller.

Helosciadium leptophyllum, D.G.

Stems slender, erect or difiiise, 3 inches to 1 foot in height, glabrous, faintly

grooved. Leaves tri-pinnate, leaflets numei'ous, linear flat or almost filiform,

lower leaves petiolate, petioles winged, sheathing, upper leaves sessile or

nearly so. Umbels numerous, springing from the nodes, small, sessile, rays

2 or 3, pai'tial u.mbels many flowered, flowers minute, pedicellate, involucral

bracts 0, style short. Fruit small, ovate, with turgid ribs.

Kororareka, and other places at the Bay of Islands, T. K., Kawau Island,

T. K. Said to occur at Whangarei, but on insufficient authority.

Queensland, New South Wales, South America.

New Zealand specimens are much more slender than Australian ; the

segm^ents of the leaves are wider and usually flat.
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Olea apetala, Vahl.

An umbrageous slirub or small tree, 12-25 feet high, branches spreading,

often tortuons ; bark brown, in old specimens furrowed and corky ; leaves

opposite petioled, 2>"-^" long, V'-2Y wide, ovate, acuminate, very coriaceous,

and of a deep glossy green, midrib prominent, veins distinct beneath ; male

flower not seen ; female flower in stout racemes, \" to 1^" long, spreading,

12-18 flowered, flowers in rather long pedicels ; drujje obscurely deltoid, with

rounded sides, apparently larger than in 0. Cwvninghamii, but only two or

three old specimens were collected.

A much smaller tree than 0. Gunningho/mii, and of more spreading habit
;

by far the most striking of the New Zealand olives.

Rocky places near the sea. (Bream Head Vj, Taranga Islands, Great Barrier

Island, Nelson Island, Little Barrier Island, T. K.

Also, on Norfolk Island.

Gratiola latifolia, R. Br.

A sub-erect or prostrate herb, stems often rooting at the base, ascending

6^-12''' high, glabrous. Leaves sessile, ^"—V in length, amplexicaul, broadly

ovate or elliptic, obtuse, irregularly toothed, 3-nerved. Flowers on short

peduncles, rather large, calyx ^" long in friiit, segments broadly lanceolate,

aciiminate. Corolla white, large, §" long, white, tip shorter than the tube,

anthers 2-celled, staminadia elongated, capsule ovoid, obtuse, inflated.

In marshy places. Puriri forest at Mangawhare, etc.

Also, ill Tasmania, Australia, and extra-tropical South America,

This plant is considered by Bentham to be a form of G. Peruviana, L., of

which he appeal's to make G. sexdentata, A. Cunn., a variety. G. latifolia

appears hitherto to have escaped the notice of botanists in New Zealand, and

the points of difierence are of sufficient interest to warrant my drawing the

attention of botanists to it.

We have two forms of G. sexdentata, A. Cunn. (1.) A small erect form, with

quadrangular stems and entire, obtuse, ovate, spreading leaves, flowers small
;

easily recognized by the pale green hue of the entire plant. (2.) A larger form_,

usually prostrate or sub-erect, with serrate, acute, leaves somewhat appressed,

and large flowers ; the whole plant of a purplish tint. Our forms are glabrous,

but in Tasmania and Australia the various forms are "viscid-pubescent."

Potamogeton PoligonifoUus, Pourr.

P. oblongus, Viv.

Upper leaves slightly coriaceous, floating \"-Z" long, on rather long

petioles, oblong-elliptical, lower leaves linear-lanceolate. SiJike slender,

densely flowered. Fruit small, obtuse, rounded on the back. Petioles always

leaf-bearing, and longer than the leaves, stem creeping below. Fruit reddish

brown.
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Distinguished from P. natans by tlie roiinded minute fruit, and tlie

jietioles being invariably leaf-bearing. A depauperated state occurs, in wlncli

tlie entii-e plant is less than three-quartei'S of an inch in height.

Ponds and marshes. Great Omaha, Papakura.

Abundant in Europe, but I am not aware of its existence elsewhere, except

in New Zealand.

Sc'hyus fliiitans, Linn.

Isolepis fluitans, R. Br. Eleogiton fluitans, Luih.

Eleocharis fluitans, Hooli.

Stem floating or erect, branched, leafy, compressed, flower stems with a

sheathing linear leaf at the base, spike solitary, terminal, ovate, few flowered,

glumes obtuse, keeled, with membranous edges, outer ghimes shorter than the

spike, which they envelope, stigmas two, bristles 0, nut obovate, tipped with

the base of the style.

Still waters, and margins of lakes, etc. Whangape, Waikare, and Waihi

Lakes, Waikato
;
jirobably common elsewhere in New Zealand, but easily

overlooked.

Europe, abundant.

Art. XXIX.— On tlie Botany of the Northern Part of tlie Province of

Auckland. By T. Kirk.

[Read before the AucMand Institute, October 10, 1870.]

In the " List of Plants " of this district, by Mr. Buchanan and myself, pub-

lished in the Transactions of the New Zealand Institute for 1869, several errors

and omissions were made, which it seems desii-able to explain and correct. The

list there given is a compilation from the notes of Mr. Buchanan's exploration of

the district, in 1865-6, and from my own examination of certain points on its

eastern side, in April, 1868. It was, however, prepared for jjublication by

Mr. Buchanan under extreme pressure from other business, and under circum-

stances which precluded the possibility of a copy of the complete list being-

sent to me for examination, until after it had left the hands of the printer.

As some of the errors and omissions which have thus crept in are of con-

siderable importance, especially from a pliyto-geographical point of view, I

now pui-pose to supply the necessary corrections, and to add thereto the results

of recent research in the district.

Before doing this, however, I am desirous of offering a few remarks, chiefly

upon points of interest not noticed by Mr. Buchanan in his introduction. The

district from Whangarei Harbour to the head of Doubtless Bay, may be

roughly estimated at about eighty miles in length by fifty miles in width ; of
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the plants of fully one-tliivtl of this large district, say from Hokianga on the

west coast southward to Mangawhare, we have scarcely any knowledge. From

a little above the head of Doubtless Bay, a sandy peninsula connects the

North Cape with the southern portion of the district, the length of the portion

north of Doubtless Bay being about fifty-five miles, and varying in width from

six miles at Ohora to about twenty-five between Cape Maria van Diemen and

Cape Reinga. The entire district corresponds to the Northern area, and the

Bay of Islands area as defined by Mr. Colenso. Its highest point is attained

in the Maungataniwha range, and does not exceed 2800 feet, although I believe

has been stated at various heights, from 2300 feet to 3000 feet. The country

is varied with open fern or tea-tree land and heavy forest ; much of the latter

on the south-western side consisting of kahikatea. There are extensive swamps,

some of which are choked with raupo and coarse sedges, whilst others support

a large variety of moisture-loving plants. Grass lands are almost entirely

wanting, although nearly half the native grasses have been collected in the

district. The vegetation of the district, so far as the conditions of plant

growth are concerned, may, with but few exceptions, be advantageously

grouped as, (1.) Littoral, (2.) Ericetal, (3.) Paludal, (4.) Sylvestral. I do not

propose to consider these groups in detail.

The chief distinctive features of the forest vegetation have been already

pointed out by Mr. Buchanan. I need only remark that Metrosideros

tomentosa, Sccpota costata, Pittosporuin umbellatum, P. crassifoliutn, and

Avicennia tomentosa, belong entirely to the Littoral group, and form no portion

of the forest flora, except in those places where the forest touches the sea-

beach. The plants which chiefly give character to the northern forests are

JDaiwrnara australis, Nesodaphne Taraire, Vitex littorcdis, and Phyllocladus

trichomdnoides ; Vitex littorcdis forms the whole of the forest in several places

on the western coast, and has a verydiflerent habit of growth to the generality

of specimens of this tree on the eastern coast. Over the entire district,

Alseuosmia macropliylla is to be met with, and in many places forms the whole

of the undergrowth. All the species of this peculiar genus are found in the

district, and at first sight appear to pass into each other by almost imperceptible

shades of difference.

The following plants appear to be confined to this district :

—

Pittosporum

ellipticum. Kirk, n. s., P. rejlexwm, (includes Gilliesianum, Trans. Yol. i.,

p. 143), P. pimeleoides. Hibiscus diversifoUus, Ackama roscefolia, Drosera

pi/gnitea, Haloragis tetragyna, Meryta Sindairii, Ozothamnus lanceolatus,

Buchanan, n. s. [Trans. Vol. ii., p. 88), Golensoa physaloides, fyomcea tuher-

eidata, Gratiola nana, Veronica diosmaifolia, V. sjyeciosa, Cassyiha p>aniculata,

Thelymitra Colensoi.

Of the above, eleven species are strictly endemic, and of those found in

other countries the Tpomcea is the only species having a wide range. The
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Hibiscus, I'po7ncea, Cassytha, and Veronica diosnusfolia ^xe the only forms that

are not local in their habitats in the district.

The following plants are confined to the district, and to the Great and

Little Barrier, or other ontlying islands, but are not found elsewhere on the

main-land :

—

Uymenanthera Tasmanica, Pittosjwrum virgatum, n. s., Olea

apeUda, Vahl., Pisonia umhellifera, Seem.

The following species are of more or less frequent occurrence in the district,

but local elsewhere in the colony, and entirely confined to the North Island :

—

FiUosporimi Buchanani, P. Huttoniamwi, P. umhellatum, P. Kirhii, Hymen-

anthera crassi/olia, Hibiscus Trionuvi, Ajnum lej^tophylhim, Pomaderris

elliptica, P. Edgerleyi, Sapota costata, Atriplex JBillardieri, Nephrodium

Thelypteris, Prasopliyllum pumilum, Doodia connexa, Nephrodium molle,

Desv., Lycopodium Carolinianum, Metrosidei'os diffusa, Veronica elongata,

Alseuosmia Banksii, Melicytus lanceolatus, Todea Africana, Nertera Cunning-

hamii, Australina pusilla, Cyathea Cunninghamii, Loxsoma Cunninghamii,

Phyllocladus glatoca.

This list might be greatly extended, but, taken in conjunction with the

short preceding sections, it exhibits a more remarkable series of lowland plants

than could probably be foxmd in any other part of the colony.

The following plants highly characteristic of the flora of the southern part

of the colony, are sparingly rej)resented in the district :

—

Oxalis magellanica,

Colobantlius Blllardiari, Cehnisia Munroi, G. longifolia, Olearea lacunosa,

Vittadinia australis, Teucridium parvifolium, Fagus fusca, Hypolepis

Millefolitini.

Nearly three-fifths of the entire number of plants found in the district ai"e

common alike to the Provinces of Auckland and Otago, but, although found

over the same extent of country as to boundaries, they occur in very difierent

ratios. Gorohia Gotoneaster is found at the extremities of both islands, but

there are spaces of many miles where this plant is entirely wanting, and in

some of its habitats a vqvj few specimens only are found ; Myrsine azistralis

is also found at both extremities of the island, and the traveller could not

journey any great distance without meeting it in abundance. Pteris escidenta

and Leptosjyermum scojxtrium are examples of plants abundant in every suitable

locality between the North Cape and the Blufi".

Before leaving this part of the subject I will notice the peculiar variation

of Veronica diosmcefolia—a plant already stated amongst the endemic j^lants

peculiar to the district, as showing in the extreme North a characteristic

feature of the Veronicas peculiar to the Sovith, a feature the more remarkable,

as in this district the genus exhibits a very slight degree of variation.

Veronica diosmcefolia is a handsome s^jecies, found in various localities

from Cape Reinga to the Whangarei Biver, and is closely allied to some states

of the southern V. Golensoi. It should be remarked that the first section of
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the genus, as divided by Dr. Hooker, forms two groups, with scarcely an

exception ; one distinguished by entire leaves, the other by the leaves being

variously serrated. But, as if purposely to show that the artificial characters

employed by the systematist are, after all, mere matters of convenience, this

distinct species exhibits two forms, one of which would, by the division just

stated, be placed in the first group, the other in the second. In the first

variety the leaves are close set, spreading, margined, entire ; corymbs axillary,

rarely terminal, flowere pale lilac, produced in great abundance, about October

and November only. The second form exhibits the leaves close set, usually

appressed in a greater or lesser degree, serrated or rather closely incised, as if

simply cut with a pair of scissors, serratures and edges of the leaves margined
;

corymbs usually terminal, flowers white, produced more or less freely the

whole year. The latter form was first observed by Dr. Hector and

Mr. Buchanan, at the Bay of Islands, and is decidedly more local than the

typical form. I have to express my thanks to Mr. D. Hay, for the

opjDortunity of examining recent wild specimens collected by Mrs. Clarke.

The occurrence of Veronica dios7n<efolia and V. elongata exhibits a curious

phenomenon, absolutely without parallel in any other part of the colony—both

species are the sole representatives in the district of their respective groups,

both are endemic, and restricted to small areas ; but the first, in general

appearance and liability to a certain amount of variation, is a marked repre-

sentative of the forms of the genus which are peculiar to the southern

hemisphere ; the other, equally in general appearance and fixity of character,

represents the germanders and speedwells of the northern hemisphere.

The total number of species of flowering plants and ferns already collected

in the district is under 550, and falls very far short of what may fairly be

expected to occur. Further additions will be made to the extent of fully

one-fourth as the district is worked uj) by competent observers.

I must own to a feeling of disappointment on reading Mr, Buchanan's

remarks on the causes of plant variation in the colony. His extensive

knowledge of the vegetation of its south and south-western portions especially,

had led me to expect that he would throw some light on this obscure, but

interesting, subject. His remarks on the influence of wind on plants have

failed to convince me of the possibility of permanent vai-iation being produced

by its agency, which is purely mechanical, as it has been again and again

proved that seeds from wind-dwarfed and prematurely aged trees, descended

from others grown in the same locality for ages past, are capable in ordinary

situations of pi'oducing trees of the normal type and luxuriance.

Dodoncea viscosa, which is cited by Mr. Buchanan as a (possible) instance of

a species exhibiting an increasing tendency to variation as it recedes from its

centre of maximum growth, does not in any way support that view, whether

considei'ed with regard to New Zealand alone, or to the numerous countries in
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wliich it is found. The causes of variation in the northern part of New
Zealand, at any rate, are strictly local. At Mount Camel, he states that it is

found in a peculiarly dwarf and stunted condition—the same condition is

found still further north, and, contrary to the theory which he appears to

support, in many localities to the south also. But on the other hand, there

are luxuriant specimens, twenty feet high, to be seen at Spirits' Bay in the

extreme north, which is equally opposed to the theory. At Whangarei, and

at Omaha, the tree attains a height of thirty feet, while one hundred miles

south of Whangarei it is seen in abundance, only a few inches in height,

growing in great luxuriance, and producing well-developed large sized

fruit.

In New Zealand this plant attains its extreme southern limit, and ought

therefore, if the theory be worth anything whatever, to present generally a

considerable amount of variation from its ustial forms in Australia, America, and

India ; but the very opposite is the case, the variations in the New Zealand plant

are simply in size and luxuriance, caused evidently by the nature of its habitat as

to soil and shelter. In shape of foliage and fruit it is remarkably uniform, never

producing the pinnate leaves and partially-developed fruit which, even in

Australia, are not uncommon. Exposed to the full force of the wind on a

sandy soil, the plant becomes stunted, the branches numerous, short and

weak, the leaves small and short-lived ; old specimens are frequently laden

with twiggy branches, few of which are capable of developing even a solitary

leaf. In sheltered woods on a good soil, it reaches its highest degree of

development, attaining the height of twenty to thirty feet, with luxuriant

foliage. Again, when growing on basaltic rocks the plant becomes extremely

dwarf, often less than a foot in height, but not stunted, with the foliage and

fruit as luxuriant as in the large sylvestral form. The causes of these

departures from the luxuriant type are not far to seek. In the first form the

growth of the plant is prevented by poor soil and the action of the wind, at

the same time the bark and leaves are prevented from exercising their functions

by the sand with which, from their viscidity, they are more or less covered.

On the rocky soil the plant is dwarf from lack of nutritive matter for the

roots, but is still luxixriant from a two-fold cause—the comminuted state of

the limited amount of soil allowing the ready extraction of the nutritive

matters it contains, and the unimpeded action of the leaves.

It must however be obvious, that the term variation has a very restricted

meaning when applied to mere difi"erences of stature and luxuriance of growth,

as in the preceding observations, where the instances discussed belong to simple

depauperation, and have no necessary connection with the wide subject of

morphological variation.

In the present state of our knowledge of the subject, a classified statement

of the plants which exhibit aberration from their typical forms, with their
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horizontal aud vertical distribution, tlie extent of variation as well as the

external circumstances which favour its production, would be a contribution of

the highest value to morphological science.* In fact, it is indispensable to real

progress. Deductions drawn from isolated examples can seldom be made

available for general laws. We have, for example, no evidence to show that

the eai-ly trifoliate-leaved state of Melicojje siinplex is any proof that the

plant has " passed through " other forms whether extinct or recent, than we

have that it should be considered indicative of future development. This,

however, must not be construed into a positive opinion on the theory involved.

To revert for a moment to the subject of plant variation in the Noi'thern

district : it is worthy of remark that all the species of Veronica belong, with

a solitary exception, to the section with dorsally compressed caj)sules, but it

could not possibly be said that in this district "they appear to present a

graduated scale of forms." On the contrary, the amount of variation is

extremely limited, and the intermediate forms must be sought for in the

southern parts of the colony.

But, on the other hand, the northern genus Alseuosmia presents in its

four or five recognized forms, an amount of variation in habit and foliation

fidly equal to that of any similar number of the southern Veronicas ; and, so

far as appears at present, this variation is not affected by habitat.

I have the pleasing duty of tendering my thanks to Mr. Buchanan, for a

large amount of information kindly afforded by him ; without his valued aid

the appended lists of corrections and additions would have been much less

complete ; also to Mr. Robert Mair and Mr. T. F. Cheeseman, for copious lists

of the plants observed by them at "Whangarei ; and especially to Mr. Colenso,

for much valued criticism and information afforded by him during a lengthened

coriespondence.

In the following notes I hold myself personally responsible for authenticity

in all cases not otherwise specified.

Note.—Particulars of the Naturalized Plants of the Northern District

will be found in the Iransactions of the New Zealand Institute, Yol. ii., p. 131.

The North Cape District and the southern portion of the Whangarei district

of that paper, form the area now treated of.

* A knowledge of the aberrant forma of the outlying islands, the Kermadec and

Auckland groups, etc. , would possess special value.
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COEEECTIONS, ADDITIONAL LOCALITIES,* &c., TO PEEVIOUS LIST.

(See Vol. ii., p. 242.)

Hymenautliei'a latifolia, E^ull., var Tasmanica. This is H^ crassifolia of the

list, as I find from specimens collected by Mr. Buchanan ; it is found also

on the Taranga Islands.

Pittosporum Colensoi, Hook. f. The northern plant referred to this species by

Mr. Buchanan is my P. virgatimi, easily distinguished from P. Colensoi

by its terminal capsules. Mr. Colenso informs me that he never saw

P. Colensoi noi-th of the Waitemata.

Elatine Americana, Arnott. Add District 8, on the authority of the

" Handbook."

Hibiscus diversifolius, Jacq. 2. Colenso. 6. The H. Taylorli of Buchanan.

Geranium dissectum, L., var. Carolinianum. All the varieties occur, together

with the ordinary English form of G. dissectum, the latter introduced.

Drosera pygmsea, DC. Districts 2 and 8 must be erased, and 6 substituted

on Mr. Bvichanan's authority.

Callitriche Muellerii, Sond. 12 3 6.

Panax simplex, Forst. This is in part, if not entirely, my P. discolor, which

was only observed by me at Wangaroa ; I have not seen P. simplex in

the North.

Ozothamnus glomeratus, //oo^. y! Add 2. "Handbook."

Gaultheria rupestris, Br. A clei-ical error, G. antipoda being the plant

intejided. J. Buchanan. Must therefore be erased.

Epacris purpurascens, Br. Must be erased. Certainly not found in the North.

(See Trans. N. Z. Institute, Yol. ii., p. 108.)

Gratiola sexdentata, A. Cunn. Add 1.

Glossostigma elatinoides, Benth. Add 1.

Veronica ligustrifolia, A. Cunn. Add 1. T. F. Clieeseman.

„ diosmsefolia, R. Cunn. Add 1.

Plantago Raoulii, Bee. Add 1 2.

Ascarina lucida, Hook. f. All the districts except 5 and 8 must be erased.

J. Buchanan.

Dacrydium Colensoi, Hooh. Add 8. R. Bell.

Prasophyllum pumilum. Hook. f. Add 1.

Typha latifolia, L. The European T. angustifolia has not been found in New
Zealand. It is therefore advisable to abandon the name and refer both

forms of our plant to T. latifolia.

* The districts as divided and numbered by Mr. Buchanan are— 1. Whangarei.

2. Bay of Islands. 3. Whangaroa. 4. Stephenson's Island. 5. Mount Camel. 6. North

Cape. 7. Kaitaia. 8. Hokianga.
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Astelia. " gvAudis," Hook /. Add 1 2. rr- -•

Eleocliaris acuta, Br. var. platylepis. Add 13.

„ gracillima, Hook./. 12 3 6.

Isolepis I'iparia, Br. Add 1 3,

„ nodosa, Br. Add 12 3 6.

Claditim glomeratum, Br. Add 3.

„ teretifolium, Br. Add 3.

„ junceum, Br. Add 12 3.

,, Sinclairii, Hook./. Add 1 2.

Galinia ebenocarpa, Hook. / 12 3. Erase G. xantbocarpa.

„ setifolia, Hook./. Add 2 3.

„ lacera, Steud. Add 2 3.

,, arenaria, Hook. /. Add 3.

Carex pumila, Thunh. Add 1.

„ breviculmis, Br. Add 2,

Echinopogon ovatus. Pal. Add 1.

Dichelachne stipoides. Hook. /. Add 1 2.

Agrostis semiila, Br. Add 12 3.

Billardieri, Br. Add 1 2 3.

,,
quadriseta, Br. Add 1.

Danthonia Cunningliamii, Hook. /. Add 1. T. F. Cheeseman.

Poa foliosa. Hook. /. I believe this to be an error ; I have no recollection of

having seen this plant in the North, and can find no mention of it in my
notes. It could, moi-eover, scarcely be expected to occur so far north,

unless at a far higher elevation than is fou.nd in the district.

Cyathea Cunningliamii, Hook./. Add 1.

Dicksonia squaiTOsa, Swartz. Add 1 3.

Lindssea trichomanoides, Dryand. Ex'ase 2 and 8, which belong to L. Lessoni.

J. Buchanan.

Adiantixm formosum, Br. Not found in Whangarei pi'oper, but occui's on

the west coast. R. Mair. The locality is in the Kaipara District, but not

on the Kaipara B-iver as stated in the " Handbook."

Asplenium obtusatum, Forst. Add 1.

Polypodium rugulosum, Lab. Add 1.

ADDITIONAL SPECIES.

Clematis fcetida, Raoul. 1.

Ranunculus hirtus, Banks and Sol. 12 3 6.

„ rivularis, Banks and Sol., var. subfluitans. 1 2.

,,
acaulis. Banks and Sol. 1 2.

Drimys axillai-is, Forst. 1.

Cardamine stylosa, DC. 12.
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Hymenantliera crassifolia, i/oo^. yi "Maritime rocks opposite the Cavallos

Islands."—" Handbook."

Pittosporum Buchanani, Hook./. 7. /. Buchanan.

„ virgatnm, Kirk. n. s. 3.

„ ellipticum, Kirk. n. s. 1.

,,
ovatum, Kirk. n. s. 1 3.

„ jjimeleoides, R. Cunn. 2. "Handbook."

Stellaria j)ai'\'iflora, Banks a7id Sol. 1 2.

Spergularia rubra, Pers., var. marina. Stephenson's Island. J. Buchanan.

Hypericum japonicum, Thunh. 1 2.

Linum marginale, A. Cunn. 12 6.

Geranium molle, Z. 1 2 3 6.

Clianthus puniceus, Banks and Sol. 2. Rev. R. Taylor.

Coriaria, sps. In a foot-note to Dr. Lindsay's remarks on this genus, in his

Contributions to the Botany of New Zealand, he writes,— "I find the

opinion that there are three 'kinds' of 'Toot' unanimous among the more

observant settlers alike of Otago and Auckland, (representing Wanganui,

Eaglan, Coromandel, Kaipara, Hokianga, and other districts in the latter

province.)" It is difficult to account for the origin of this error. C. rusci-

folia is common over the entire province, and varies from a dwarf shrvibby

or even sub-hei*baceous plant, to a small tree ; the last form however being

comparatively rare. It is possible that the extreme forms may be con-

sidered distinct by settlers not well acquainted with the plant, but I never

met with anyone who expressed this ojiinion. Neither C. thymifolia nor

C. angustissima has been found so far north as Auckland.

Ixerba bi-exioides, A. Cunn. 1 2.

Leptospermum ericoides, A. Rich. The peculiar dwarf pubescent form men-

tioned at p. 728 of the " Handbook," is abundant in the open coimtry

about Mongonui and in other localities.

Metrosideros lucida, Menz. 1. T. F. Cheeseman.

,,
diffusa, Sm. 1 2.

„ Colensoi, Hook. f. In the " Handbook " this is said to occiir at

the Bay of Islands, but Mr. Colenso believes this to be erroneovis.

Myrtus obcordata. Hook. f. 1. T. F. Cheeseman.

Fuchsia procumbens, R. Cunn. Cavalhi Passage,

„ Kirkii, Hook. f. 2.

Epilobium alsinoides, A. Cunn. 1.

„ rotundifolium, Forst. 1 2.

„ pubens, A. Rich. 12 3.

Sicyos angulatus, L. \.

Hydrocotyle Novse Zelandise, DC. 1.

,, moschata, Forst. 1 2.
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Hydroeotyle micropliylla, A. Cunn. Mongoniii.

Apium leptophyllum, F. Muell. 2.

Panax Lessonii, DC, var. heteropliyllum. 3.

Mei'yta Sinclaix-ii, Hook. f. Taranga Islands.

Viscum salicornioides, Hooh. f. 1 2.

Alseuosmia quercifolia, A. Cunn. 1 2.

Coprosma, n. s, 1.

„ propinqna, A. Cunn, 1 2.

Nertera Cunninghamii, Hooh /! 1 2.

Galium vimbrosum, Forst. 12 3.

Oleai'ia lacunosa, Hook.f. 2. J. Biiclianan.

Celmisia longifolia, Cass. 2. W. Colenso.

Vittadinia australis, A. Rich. 1.

Lagenopliora petiolata, Hooh. f. 12.

Cotula minor, Hooh. f. 12,

Erechtites arguta, DC. 12 3.

„ scaberula, Hooh. f. 1 2.

„ qiiadridentata, DC. 1.

Senecio Colensoi, Hooh. f. 2. W. Colenso.

Pratia angnlata, Hooh. f. 1 2.

Dracophylliim Traversii, Hooh. f. 1. J. Buchanan.

Olea apetala, Yahl. Taranga Islands.

Limosella aquatica, Z., var. tenuifolia. 1.

"Veronica macrocarpa, Yahl. 2. " Handbook."

Chenopodinm triandrum, Forst. 1 2.

Su8eda maritima, Dum. 1 2.

Atriplex Billardieri, Hooh. f. Whangaruru. W. Colenso. Nortb Cape.

J. Buchanan.

Pimelia Urvilleana, A. Rich. 2. *' Handbook."

Fagus fusca, Hooh. f. 17 8. J. Buchanan.

Urtica incisa, Poir. 1.

Parietaria debilis, Forst. 1 2.

Avistralina pusilla, Gaud. 12. W. Colenso.

Pbyllocladus glauca, Carr. 1. T. K. 8. R. Mair.

Sarcocbilus ad versus, Hooh. f. 1.

Gastrodia Cunningliamii, Hooh. f. 2.

Aciantbus Sinclairii, Hooh. f. 1 2.

Cyrtostyiis oblonga, jSoo^c. y! 2. TF. Colenso.

Corysantbes oblonga, Hooh. f. 2.

,,
riviilaris, Hooh. f. 2. W. Colenso.

Caladenia minor, Hooh. f, 1 2.

Pterostylis trullifolia, ZToo^. y! 1 2.
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Thelymitra longifolia, Forst. 12 3 6.

,,
Colensoi, Hooh. f. 2. W. Colenso.

,, imberbis, Hook. f. 2. W. Colenso.

Ortlioceras Solandri, Lincll. 12 3.

Lemna minor, L. 1

.

Potamogeton "natans," Z. 1 2.

,,
"gramineus," Z. 2. "Handbook."

Astelia, n. s. 12 3.

Calorophus elongatus, Lah. 1.

Sclicenus tennis, Kirk. n. s. 12 6,

Gahnia pauciflora, Kirk. n. s. 1 2.

Fimbi'istylis dichotoma, VcM. 2. W. Colenso.

Carex subdola, Boott. 2. " Handbook."

„ lucida, Boott. 1 2.

„ Forsteri, Wahl. 1 2.

Microltena polynoda, Hook. f. 12.

Hierochloe redolens, Br. 1 2.

Zoysia pungens, Willd. 12 3 6.

Dichelachne crinita. Hook. f. 12 3.

„ scinrea, Hook. f. 1 2.

Danthonia '* Unarede," Raoul. A stout handsome grass occurring on sea cliffs

in Whangaruru Harbour, at the Bay of Islands, and in the Cavalhi

Passage, but of which I possess very impei-fect specimens only ; is pro-

visionally referred here. Its habit is similar to that of Gahnia setifolia.

Trisetum antarcticum, Trin. 1 2.

Bromus arenarius, Lah. 1 2.

Triticum scabrum, Br. 1.

Gleichenia Cunningham ii. Hew. 1 2.

Cyathea Cunninghamii, Hook. f. 1.

„ Smithii, Hook. f. 1. R. Mair.

Hymenophyllum multifidum, Swartz. 1 2.

„ flabellatum, Lah. 1 2.

,,
seruginosum, Carm. 1. R. Mair.

Trichomanes venosum, Br. 1.

Davallia Novse Zelandise, Col. 1 2.

Lindssea trichomanoides, Dry. 1.

Adiantum affine, Willd. 1 2.

Lomaria nigra, Col. 1. W. Mair.

Doodia connexa, Kunze. 1. R. Mair.

Asplenium flabellifolium, Cav. 1.

Aspidium coriaceum, Swartz. 1 2.

Nephrodium thelypteris, Presl., var. squamulosum. 1 2. W. Colenso.
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Nephrocliuni molle, Besv. 1. R. Mavr.

Nothoclilaena distans, Br. 1.

Schizpea fistiilosa, Lab. 1 2.

Botiycliium ciciitarium, Hwartz, var. clissectum. 1 6.

Pliylloglossiim Drummondii, Kunze. 2.

Lycopodium Carolinianum, Z. 7. W. Colenso.

Art. XXX.

—

Deso'iptioiis of New Plants. By T. Kirk.

[Read before the Auckland Institute, November 7, 1870.]

Ranunculus Limosella, F. Mueller. MS.

A stoloniferous aquatic herb, stems submerged, slender, glabrous, leaves

solitary or in pairs, miich shorter than the petioles, J"-3" long, quite entire,

linear-oblong or spatulate ; flowers minute, one-eighth of an inch in diameter,

solitary or rarely two together, pediincles very slender, shorter than the

leaves, sepals 4, ovate apiculate, with membranous margins, petals 4, linear

purple, acute, recurved at the tips, thrice as long as the sepals ; stamens 8-12,

filaments twice as long as the ovate anthers, pistils usually 8, gradvially

tapering into the almost straight capillary style, ripe carpels somewhat swollen

at the base, lax, style recurved, one-fourth of a line long.

Forming matted patches on the shores of lakes and in water not more than

ten feet deep, but only flowering on the shores, where the entire plant is

minute and easily overlooked, or may be readily mistaken for Limosella

aquatica. In habit resembling R. pachyri'hizus, Hook, f, but is more closely

allied to R. rivularis, Banks and Sol., and is at once distinguished from all

New Zealand sj^ecies of the genus by the quaternary arrangement of the floral

organs.

In the Whangape, "VVaikare, and Waihi Lakes, Waikato, T. I{^.

I am indebted to my friend. Dr. F. v. Mueller, for valuable notes on this

curious little plant, for which I have adopted the name proposed by him.

Accena Novce Zelandice, Kirk. n. s.

A prostrate herb, with branches occasionally woody at the base, tips

ascending, leafy, glabrous or with scattered silky hairs ; leaves 2"-3" long,

pinnate, leaflets sessile or in short pedicels, elliptic, rounded at both ends,

deeply sharply toothed, the teeth tipped with silky hairs ; scape leafless,

glabrous ; heads f" in diameter ; flowers green, calyx tube very silky, the

2 a
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angles produced into 4 reddish jourple spi-eading bristles tipped with numerous

white barbs, petals 4, ovate-acuminate, green, stamens 2, filaments elongating,

anthers lobed ; stigma plumose.

This plant is easily recognized by the pale-green hue of its leaves. Compared

with A. Sanguiso7'bce, Vahl., its capitulum is larger and less compact, owing to

the larger size of the flowers and spreading bristles. The plumose stigma

distinguishes it from A. adscendens, Yahl.

Its globose heads are occasionally uni-sexual, and, as is the case with

A. Sanguisorhoi, Vahl., a few detached flowers or small clusters are sometimes

produced below the head. It seems possible that the Hybrid Accena mentioned

at j)age 25 of Proceedings of the New Zealand Tnstihite, 1870, may be referred

to this state of the common species.

Common on the Auckland Isthmus and in other parts of the province.

Dr. Hooker informs me that until recently no specimens of this plant had

been received at the Kew Herbarium, althoiigh it has been cultivated in

English gardens for two or three years past, under the name by which I have

now designated it.

In the Flora Australiensis, A. ovina, A. Cunn., is erroneously stated to

extend to New Zealand. I believe it occurs in a naturalized condition near

Wellington.

Fuchsia Kirkii, Hook. f. MS. n. s.

Stem woody, with prostrate or sub-erect slender wiry branches, leaves

alternate^ orbicular ovate, or cordate, Y~h" ^^ width, shorter than the slender

petioles, obscurely toothed, membranous. Flowers axillary, solitary, ^" long,

on short drooping peduncles ; calyx tube bright orange, sepals linear-ovate,

obtuse, greenish, petals 0, stamens exserted, anthers oblong, ovary ovate,

stigma 4-lobed, berry oblong, deep piirple.

This plant appears to afllect the neighbourhood of the sea, and has only

been collected on the Great Barrier and in Whangaruru Harbour.

It will prove an acquisition to the cultivator.

Panax discolor, Kirk. n. s.

A much-branched shrub, 6-20 feet high, dicecious, bai-k of young branches

and leaves, especially on the under surface, having a peculiarly bronzed

appearance. Leaves on rather slender petioles, l"-2" long, 3-foliolate, leaflets

2"—2)" long, obovate-lanceolate, cuneate at the base, coarsely and sharply

toothed, never sinuate-pinnatifid, glossy, rarely a few unifoliolate leaves are

found mixed with those of the ordinary form. Panicles invariably terminal,

male flower of a few rays '2"-o" long, flowers on slender pedicels Y~i" -^^^S?

female flower much shorter, raj's and pedicels stouter, fruit nearly as large as
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in P. Lessonii, styles 5, tips recurved, flowers greenish yellow. Wood white,

hard, tough ; resembling F. sim2)lex in general appearance, but the leaves are

alike in all stages, the panicles dioecious and terminal, and styles 5. More

closely allied to P. Sinclairii.

From the sea-level to 2300 feet. Cape Colville Ranges, Great and Little

Barrier Islands^ Great Qmaha, Whangaroa (North), T. K.

Olearia Allomii, Kirk. n. s.

A low shrub, varying from a few inches to two feet in height, brandling

from the base, branches few, stout. Leaves oblong, unequal at the base,

excessively thick and coriaceous, obtuse, shining, reticulate above, principal

veins diverging from the mid-rib nearly at right angles, mid-rib prominent

below, often giving the leaf a keeled appearance, leaf covered below with

densely appressed, silvery, shining, tomentum, l"-2" long, rather closely set

;

petioles short, stout ; corymbs longer than the leaves, pecluncled, downy,

spreading, lax, many-headed, simple or slightly branched. Heads on stout

downy pedicels ^'—^' long, large, bi'oad ; involucre cylindrical ; scales

numerous, imbricate, broadly lanceolate, obtuse, puberulous or downy
;

florets 6-8 ; rays about 8, broad, notched at the apex, white
;
pappus brown

spreading, feathered. Achenes downy.

In rather open places on the Great Barrier Island ; frequent from 800 to

2300 feet.

Allied to 0. Haastii, Hook, f., from which it differs in its extremely

dwai'f, rigid habit, in the larger size of all its parts, excessively coriaceous

leaves, and loosely imbricated involucral scales.

This plant was discovered on Mount Young by A. J. Allom, Esq., Captain

F. W. Hutton, and myself, in November, 1867. I have done myself the

pleasure of naming it after Mr. Allom, as a pleasant memorial of his valued

aid when exploring the Great Barrier Island.

An Olearia, with leaves resembling those of the present plant, but

attaining the height of 12'-15', and closely branched, occurs at the Whenuakite

Biver, Mercury Bay. I have not been able to identify it in the absence of

flowers and fruit,

Mimuhis Colensoi, Kirk. n. s.

A small erect herb, 3 to 6 inches high, glabrous in all its parts. Leaves

oblong, sessile, scrobiculate, svicculent, entire. Flowers solitary, on shoi't

axillary peduncles. Calyx tubiilar, contracted just below the mouth, irregu-

larly 5-toothed, corolla very large, pure white with yellow throat, lower lip

much produced, entire, capsule ovate-acuminate.
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Allied to M, repens^ from wliicli it differs in its unbranched erect habit and

scrobiculate leaves.

In marshes, Onehunga.

I have great pleasure in naming this pretty plant after Mr. Colenso, who

appears to have been its original discoverer.

Corysanthes Cheesemanii, Hook, f, n. s.

Root of small tubers on rather stout caudicles. Leaf membranous, sessile,

^" in diameter, ovate-cordate, apiculate. Bract very short, rarely petaloid and

coloured. Flower
-I"

long, rarely more, sessile or shortly peduncled. Upper

sepal very large, helmet-shaped, curved over the lip, obovate, obtuse, rarely

acute. Lip involute, large, the margins enclosing the column, two-lobed at the

base, the lobes produced downwards into two horn-like processes, apex of the

lip recurved. Lateral sepals 0, or rarely concealed under the lip, and spirally

twisted. Petals minute or wanting, subulate, deflexed. Column stout, erect.

Anther terminal, persistent. Peduncle elongating after flowering, capsule

narrowed upwards, striate.

Te Whau, 1865, T. K. Ourakei, Mr. T. F. Cheesemcm, 1867. Titirangi,

T. K.

I obtained a few imperfect specimens of this interesting plant from the

Whau District about five years ago, but not in a fit state to allow of a

diagnosis being drawn. Mr. Cheeseman subsequently found it in some

quantity, and has kindly favoured me with good specimens and valuable notes,

of which I have availed myself in drawing the foregoing description.

It is the earliest-flowering species in this colony, usually displaying its dull

purple flowers early in July. It will probably be found to have a wide range

of distribution.

All the species of Corysanthes previously discovered in New Zealand

belong to the sub-genus Nematoceras, Hook. f. The present species belongs to

the typical section of the genus.
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Art, XXXI.

—

On the Cultivation of some SiJecies of Native Trees and Shrubs.

By T. H. Potts and W. Gray.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, September 17, 1870.]

Many of the writers and travellers who have described the physical appear-

ance and natui-al scenery of New Zealand, have dwelt with more or less

enthusiasm on the remarkable character of the beauty of our native forests,

on the noble trees, amongst which the Coniferce occupy so distinguished a

position, and the ever-varying foliage of the luxuriant shrubs, of which so

many species ai'e peculiar to these Islands. Although a century has elapsed

since that epoch, at which a far from insignificant portion of the flora of this

country became known to botanists, and notwithstarxding that the footsteps of

Banks and Solander have been followed at intervals by many men of science,

it may be considered a matter of surprise that so little has been made known

of the habits of many genera, and that so few persons have devoted much time

and attention to their cultivation. That this neglect of our most interesting

indigenous plants is a matter of regret, few of those will be disposed to ques-

tion who have had opportunities of becoming personally acquainted with the

present condition of many districts, and who cannot fail to have reflected on

the destructive results to our native flora which the rapid settlement of the

country is daily effecting. The constantly recurring bush fires, the means by

which the tenant of crown lands seeks to improve the condition and quality

of the grasses for the depasturing of his stock, and the wasteful management

of the once magnificently timbered forests, threaten at no distant period the

almost entire destruction of many interesting and valuable species, before time

has been afforded to ascertain their real position as a portion of the economical

resources of the country. In the Middle Island, the localisation of the bushes

and shrub-covered areas, may have exercised a deterring influence, not without

its effects on the newly formed shrubberies and plantations of the settler.

The object of this paper is simply to draw attention to the cultivation of

native plants, and to impart, very briefly, such information as may have been

acquired from the experience of several years, during which many species have

been cultivated. One of the chief reasons which has induced the communica-

tion of these observations, is the knowledge of the fact that many persons

show almost a prejudice against planting native shrubs, from the supposed

difiiculty attending their successful treatment.

That the efforts of some beginners have been marked by failure, is not

altogether a matter for surprise ; often with the hope of making a show at

once, specimens are selected from the bush which are too large, and too old, to

be safely removed ; in too many cases the planter contents himself with

teai-ing ixp the young and tender seedlings from the moist shelter of the bushy
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gullies, transplanting the flagging shrubs, with roots bruised and ruptured, to

the open borders of the garden or shrubbery, where, in all probability, they are

eqiially exposed to theicy blast of the south-west gales and the desiccating influ-

ence of the parching noi'th-wester. Let the intending grower place some portion

of a decaying log, rich in its panoply of various-hued lichens, beside the newly

removed plants, and a convincing proof will be afforded of the sudden change

of atmospherical conditions they are expected to encounter and survive, as he

gazes on the shiiveiled objects to which a few days exposure has meta-

morphosed the luxuriant lichens. An equal want of consideration for the

habits of plants may be noted where alpines (to which a free circulation of air

is a necessary condition of healthy growth, if not of life), have been buried

beneath the shade and drip of overhanging trees. To these hints as to the

desirableness of shelter in the tender stage of their earlier growth, should

perhaps be added, that planting in too close proximity to fast growing but

exhaustive Eucalypti sliould also be avoided.

Amongst the groups of plants on the cultivation of which it is proposed

to offer remarks, many will be found of the most ornamental description,

beautiful in foliage, compact in form ; some, from their habit of growth, adapted

for training as impervious screens ; from the many flowered corymbs of others,

fragrant odours ai'e diffused ; whilst the native hardiness of several species,

points them out as worthy of cultivation from their being calculated to afford

gi'ateful shelter in the bleakest situations. All are desirable acquisitions to

the garden, the shrubbery, or the plantation, and have a right to and are

worthy of a home in public Botanic Gardens of the colony.

In view of the pi^ogress which is being made in the formation of planta-

tions, by the efforts of many enterprising settlers in several districts in both

islands, the value of many species of native shrubs, as nurse plants for

sheltering exotic forest trees, must be recognized, as their aid during the earlier

and tender stage in the life of many a valuable timber tree, will be found

materially to assist its successful acclimatization. Coprosmas and Olearias at

once occur as groups admirably adapted for this purpose, from their hardiness

of constitution, closeness of foliage, and the ease with which they can be

removed with safety.

It is to be hoped that the formation and proper organization of Botanic

Gardens will not be much longer deferred ; each year's delay is a national loss,

whether it is considered from a scientific, ediicational, or commercial point of

view ; by the establishment of such gardens, it is not meant that such institu-

tions should be considered as carried out successfully when certain reserves of

land are set aside, and marked off on a map. In order to confer the greatest

amount of public benefit, such establishments should be carefully but vigorously

administered. Appi'eciative foreigners are ever anxious to obtain collections

of our native flora, and interesting exchanges Avould soon occupy an important
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position, the value of which would be at once recognized. Much additional

usefulness would be derived from the support of a laboratory in connection

with the most prominent of such gardens, in order that the aid of chemistry

might be invoked, to demonstrate what of value we might be enabled to

derive from the remains of our vegetable wealth. It might also teach us to look

with regret on the charred and blackened stumps of what were once noble

forests, on the wide areas of country lately covered with heavy luxuriant

bushes of Phormium, as bearing evidence against us of a wasteful and costly

system of settlement, that would then be no longer tolerated.

We have adhered to the nomenclature and arrangement as given in that

valuable boon to the colony, Hooker's Handbook of the Neio Zealand Flora,

which must be a2)preciated by every one who takes an interest in the vegetable

kingdom.

The time of flowering given, is the period when the species blossom in

Governor's Bay, near Lyttelton,—a locality which enjoys the advantage of a

certain amount of shelter from south-west weather, but is open to the sea breeze

from the north-east, the prevailing wind.

DICOTYLEDONS.

Eanunculace^.

Clematis indivisa, Willd. May be found in abundance in most of the

bushes throughout the country ; in early spring (September and October), its

long wreaths of star-like white flowers may be observed hanging in graceful

festoons from the toj)s of the highest trees. In any ordinary soil that is not

too diy it flourishes well, it is easily raised from seed, it can be propagated by

cuttings, bears transplanting with ordinary care. A specimen growing here

was covered with a fine show of blossom in the fifth year from the seed.

Seed should be collected as soon as ripe, as the downy achenes are soon dis-

persed by the wind.

Clematis, sp., Colensoi. Usually found on the outskirts of some bushy

gully, but is not so common as the preceding species. Through the months of

October and November its dull yellowish blossoms difiVise an agreeable scent.

Magnoliace^.

Drimys axillaris, Forst. The well known Pepper-tree has a very extensive

range ; it is frequently observed outside of the bush, but the foliage of this hand-

some aromatic shrub appears to the greatest advantage in shady nooks. It

maintains an excellent form, the bright green upper surface of the leaf, dotted

with red sj)ots, contrasting with the whitish underside, gives the plant a very

cheerful look, and makes it a desirable addition to the shrubbery. It is of

slow growth ; although very hardy, it is well to remember, the better the

shelter the greener the leaf It flowers as early as August ; its small yellow

star-like blossoms give out a faint fishy odour.
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ViOLARIE/E.

Melicytus ramiflorus^ Forst. In many parts of Banks' Peninsula, this tree

is known as " Cowleaf," from the avidity with which its leaves are devoured

by cattle. Tolerably hai'dy, this close-growing shrub, with its dark green

lanceolate leaves, is admirably adapted for screen hedges ; it will bear cutting-in

to any extent. It thrives in any ordinary soil, is easily raised from seed. Its

bluish black frviit, with which its sprays are clustered, form a favourite food

for birds. In June, 1868, we found on the Peninsula, a variety of this species

with white seeds. Flowering season is in November.

Melicytus lanceolatus, Hook. f. A handsome pale green shrub with very

long lanceolate leaves, its purplish flowers are very small. This plant will not

thrive well in a very bleak exposure, but with a little attention to shelter its

growth will be found very rapid. Flowers as early as August.

PlTTOSPORE^E.

PittosiJorwm Colensoi. An ornamental tree, as a single specimen plant or

with plenty of room it maintains a beautiful conical form of growth ; it bears

close pruning well, and is adapted for screens. Its dai'k purple flowers are in

blossom from ISTovember to January. This species is frequently mistaken for

P. tenuifolium.

Pittosporuiin tenuifolium. Has a very compact form of growth ; it bears

a strong resemblance to the preceding species, but the leaves are smaller and

paler green.

Pittosporumj ohcordatum, Paoul. Not very common ; we have met with speci-

mens having stems about 8 inches in diameter. It is of straggling growth, the

branches much interlaced, and is better adapted for mixing with other shrubs

rather than for planting in a front row or open sjjace.

PittosiJoruni fasciculatum, Hook. Our specimens were procured from the

Otira Gorge. This handsome close-growing species is of robust habit, and a

fast grower.

Pittosporum crassifoUimi, Banks and Sol. This large shrub contrasts well

with other Pittosporece ; its obovate leaf frequently measures 3| inches in

length, the sides slightly recurved ; both leaf and stem exhibit resinous

exudations.

Pittosporu7n eugenioides, Cunn. This beautiful shi'ub always excites admi-

ration^ from its shapeliness and the delicate green of its long finely-veined

undulated leaf, to which the almost white midrib lends its share of beauty.

Not only do the corymbs of pale yellowish blossoms yield a delicate fragrance,

but the leaves, when bruised, emit a strong lemonish scent. With space, the

Tarata maintains a shape which renders it one of the chief ornaments of the

shrubbery. The seeds are less abundantly covered with gluten than some of

the species, and require two years to ripen. Blooms in October.
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resembles C, retorta. Its general colour is dull yellowisli bi-owu. Flowers in

December.

Cassinia fidvida, Hook. f. Is extensively distributed amongst tbe hills

;

general colour brownish green. Flowers in December.

Cassinia Vattvilliersii, Hook. f. Handsomest foliaged plant amongst the

Cassince. Our s]Decimens were obtained from the Otira Gorge, but it is gene-

rally distributed over the low hills. Colour deep dark green ; leaf slightly

recurved. Flowers in December and January.

All the Cassinice are hardy, grow well in light soil, thrive in any aspect,

can be propagated by cuttings or transplanted easily. Perhaps, owing to

the attacks of insects on the seeds, we never find seedlings, although the

various species have been grown and flowered here for several years,

Ozothamnus glomeratus, Hook. f. This singular looking shrub is not

unfrequently met with on the hills. It grows into a dense bush, the slender

drooping branches with woolly points being very much interlaced. General

colour a bronzy green.

Ozothamnus tnicrophylhis, Hook. f. A depressed alpine shrub, with bright

green leaves closely imbricate ; the branches covered with white tomentum

give the plant a variegated appearance ; it is most suitable for rockwork.

Both species are hardy, easily cultivated in any ordinary soil.

Raoulia eximia, Hook. f. The " Vegetable Sheep." We have tiied for

some time to acclimatize this curious alpine, but cannot make any encouraging

statement as to successful treatment ; the specimens still alive do not look

flourishing.

Senecio glastifolius, Hook. f. Found plentifully about Port Nicholson

;

dark green foliaged shrub
;
grows freely in a sheltered place. Flowers in

September.

Senecio sciaclo2)hilus, Raoul. This very slender climbing shrub may be found

abovit the bays in Port Cooper. It appears to delight in shady nooks, and may

be observed completely covering small trees or shrubs ; it blossoms very late,

as its yellow flowers may be noticed in June and July.

Senecio elceagnifolius, Hook. f. An alpine shrub of very robust habit and

fine foliage ; deep green leaves with creamy white tomentum on the under

siirface ; it grows freely, and is hardy enough for any situation. Flowers in

February and March. Strikes from cuttings, but not freely.

Senecio Bidwillii, Hook. f. A small slow-growing alpine, with very

coriaceous foliage. We have specimens from Arthiu''s Pass and from above

the Rangitata Gorge. It bears transplanting well, and strikes freely from

cuttings. An excellent plant for rockwork.

Senecio cassinioides, Hook. f. A slow-growing thickly-foliaged alpine, with

small imbricate leaves. It flowers in February and March, its yellow blossoms

yielding an agreeable scent, as also do the branches on being rubbed. It is

2c
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easily propagated by cuttings, and can be transplanted safely. Like tlie pre-

ceding species, it is hardy enough for any aspect, perhaps the cooler the better.

JBrachyglottis 7'epanda, Forst. The well known Pukapuka grows best

near the sea, and may be observed in the greatest abundance about Port

Nicholson. It is cultivated without any trouble ; here it requires some

attention to shelter ; its large panicles of scented flowers blossom in September

and October.

ERICEiB.

Gauliheria antipoda, Forst. A small prostrate shrub with white flowers,

abundant on the Malvern Hills.

Gaultheria rupestris, Br. A shi-ubby coriaceous-foliaged plant of compact

habit
;
gTows freely ; suitable for rockwork.

Two other Gaultherice are very distinct j one, of prostrate habit, bears a

round white flower, which is eaten, under the name of " chuckiechuck."

Cyothodes acerosa, Br. A very beatitiful shrub, with blight green acerose

leaves glaucous underneath. The flowers are creamy white, bell-shaped, very

small ; the drupe is sometimes coral red, sometimes snow white. The plant is

not at all uncommon about the outskirts of the bush. We have noticed that

it is a difficult species to remove safely. Like many other natives, the beautiful

colour of the shrub depends much on the situation in which it is grown.

Leucopogon fasciculatus, Bich. "We have known this shrub mistaken for

Leptospermum ericoides, to which its foliage bears some resemblance. It bears

small creamy flowers ; the fruit an orange red drupe. Grows well from seed.

Dracophyllum longifoliwm, Br. Generally distributed through the hilly

country. The singular-looking Grass-tree deserves a place in the shrubbery, if

only for the contrast afibrded by its grassy-looking brownish green foliage.

It is hardy, but of slow growth.

Dracophyllum rosmarinifolium, Forst. An alpine, with reddish lineate

leaves stifier than those of the preceding species ; very slow growing, and

requires attention as to shade and shelter after removal till new roots are

formed. Like many other hard-wooded plants, it prefers an admixture of peat

and sand.

Myrsine^.

Mrysine salicina, Heward. Specimens obtained from Port Nicholson are

sufficiently hai^dy to withstand the severities of our southern winter. Its long

linear leaf gives a conspicuous appearance to the foliage of this species.

Myrsiue Urvillei. Has a very extensive range from the sea beach to a

considerable altitude in the mountain ranges. From its hardiness and compact

form of growth, it is admirably adapted for a sheltering screen. It can be

removed with safety when of a large size.
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Apocyne^.

Farf^onsia alhijiora, Raoul. An elegant climber, with fine foliage of long

lanceolate coriaceous leaves ; it bears panicles of wliite scented flowers in

spring, quite one of the ornaments of the bushy gullies.

Farsoicsia rosea, Raoul. In every way more slender than P. alhijiora

;

its blossoms have a rosy tint. Flowers in December.

SOLANE^.

Solanum avtculare, Forst. A very common shrub, with dark green foliage

and purplish flower ; berry orange coloured, edible. Its usefulness as a

shelteiing plant or nurse for young trees should be mentioned. It is grown

from seed without the least trouble ; not very hardy, but its usefulness as a

nurse-plant, from the rapidity of its growth, can scarcely be overvalued by

the planter of exotic Coniferce or any young shrubs or trees requiring shelter.

SCEOir-IIULAUINE^.

Veronica Dieffenhachii, Benth. This species, from its drooping habit, spreads

over a large space of ground in proportion to its height. Our experience leads

us to conclude this plant is a shy bloomer ; it is easily propagated by cuttings j

it tlu'ives well in a light sandy soil.

Veronica macroura, Hook. f. This free-growing species is valuable from

its thriving by the sea side.

Veronica salicifolia, Forst. This shrub is familiarly known in this district

and throughout the province as Koromiko ; it is so universally met with that

its claims for cultivation as an ornamental plant are not sufiiciently recognized.

Flowers throughout the summer.

Vero7iica ligustrifolia, Cunn. Although we have not flowered this species,

young plants obtained from Port Nicholson are growing well under ordinary

cultivation.

Veronica Traversii, Hook. f. This species heads an important group of

the family ; it has a very extensive distribution from the coast line to the

Southern Alps. Hardy and of excellent habit, any ordinary soil appears to

suit it. We have a very distinct sub-alpine variety, obtained from the rocky

banks of a creek in the Ashburton District ; it is dwarf in habit, from 2 to

3 feet in height, of spreading form ', the leaves large, very coriaceous j

flowers abundant ; cui tings require a longer time than most other species to

form good looi-s. When better known, perhaps this shrub may be allowed the

honours of a distinct species.

Veronica vernicosa, Hook. f. One of the most desirable of the alpine shrubs,

whether we consider its compact habit, fine colour, or the readiness with which

it submits to, and impi-oves under, cultivation. We have a very distinct variety

from the Upper Ashburton Disti-ict, which is of a dwarfer and less compact

form than the plant commonly known by this name ; it produces flowers
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frequently, tlirougliout the year ; before expansion of the j^etals, the buds

exhibit a pinkish tinge ; it grows from cuttings readily, and bears abundance

of good seed ; it thiives in any soil not too dry, and is hardy enough to with-

stand the cold blast of the bitterest south-wester.

Ve7'07iica elliptica, Foist. One of the native plants that is known to have

been cultivated in England for some years ; it is even mentioned in Paxton^s

Botanical Dictionary. It is often to be observed in gardens and shrubberies,

not very hardy perhaps, as its habitat naturally is in sheltered positions near

the sea. Its pale lilac-tinged blossoms exhale a delicate perfume. From

cuttings it is propagated almost as easily as the willow. It blooms in

November.

Veronica diosnioifolia, R. Cunn. This beautiful shrub, said to have been

brought from the Bay of Islands, bears such an abundance of lovely white

blossoms as should ensui-e it a sheltered place in eveiy shrubbery,

Veronica Colensoi, Hook. f. This close-growing species attains a height of

3 or 4 feet, with an even rotimdity of form that appears almost artificial. It

is common in sub-alpine districts. Hooker states it to be variable, and difficult

to distinguish from V. Icevis and V. Traversii ; we have long remarked varia-

tions both in form and colour of the leaf, and also that some individual

specimens are much shyer bloomers than others. It will thrive in any ordinary

soil, and is hardy enough for any aspect ; it should have plenty of air.

A variety of this kind we have seen planted for edgings.

Veronica Icevis, Benth. The species we know as V. Icevis, differs fiom

Hooker's description in that tlie leaves are without petioles. It does not thrive

well in very dry soil.

Veronica huxifolia, Benth. Our specimens, obtained from the Westland

side of Arthur's Pass, are of dwarf habit, 2 to 3 feet in height ; the white

flowers, produced abundantly in short racemes at the points of the branchlets,

bloom in October. Hardy ; it grows well from cuttings.

Veronica carnos%da, Hook. f. Native of the Dun Mountain Range. At

first glance its leaves appear somewhat to resemble those of V. elliftica, but

are coriaceous and rounded at the point ; its habit is much like that of

V. huxifolia. It flowers in November. Hardy ; it is easily propagated by cuttings.

Veronica pinguifolia, Hook. f. We have cultivated this shrub for many

years. The peculiar glaucous colour of this decumbent species, affords a

pleasing contrast to many others in the shrubbery. Its habit is pleasing

and it blooms freely in any situation, and is not easily lost if once obtained

as its lower branches are often found self-rooted.

Veronica inmeleoides. Hook, f A small shrubby species with a delicate

shade of glaucous green ; its pretty blue flowers make it a desirable plant for

the front of a border or for rockwork. It grows well from cuttings, but must

not be planted in a very wet situation.
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Veronica 2nmeleoides, minor. Our specimens of this pretty species were

procured from the shingle beds of the Potts River. It is of ^irostrate habit,

sending out rootlets from its trailing branches ; the flower, larger than that of

the preceding species, is blue ; it blooms in November. It is propagated by-

division ; light soil, even if rather sandy, appears best suited to its growth. It

is admirably adaj)ted for rockwork.

Veronica lycopodioides, Hook. f. This remarkable looking shrub com-

mences another group of Alpine Veronicas. Nowhere, perhaps, is it to be found

in greater abundance than near the swampy creeks that intersect the spurs of

Mt. Potts, at an elevation of from 3000 to 4000 feet. It may be said to grow

about 2 feet in height, although we have seen specimens of nearly double tliat

measurement. In its young state, with its densely imbricated leaves, it pre-

sents a dark green velvety appearance. It flowers in November. It differs

from most other species in preferring a deep peaty soil, where it can always

obtain a certain amount of moisture ; it is most difficult to strike from

cuttings, but can be propagated by layers.

Veronica tetrasticha, Hook. f. Quite a fairy-like alpine ; although in its

native localities amongst crevices of rocks it may be termed decumbent, when

growing on a plane surface its habit becomes erect ; it is of such slow growth,

that a plant which has blossomed for two or three years, has not yet attained

3 inches in height ; its peculiarly tinted foliage of silvery green is densely

imbricate ; its small flowers appear in November ; excellent for rockwork ; it

may be propagated by division.

Veronica Hectori, Hook. f. This much-branched brown-looking alpine,

is of upright growth ; leaves closely imbricate ; above the gorge of the Ash-

burton there are specimens from 3 to 4 feet in height ; very hardy ; it grows

most freely from cuttings. Flowering season, November.

Veronica salicornioides, Hook. f. A small much-branched alj^ine, with

leaves densely imbricate ; colour greenish brown ; no specimen has flowered

here as yet; it has been cultivated since 1864. Young plants are readily

obtained from the lower self-rooted branches.

Veronica cujjressoides. The best coloured plant amongst this group of

Alpine Veronicas, its fresh deep green foliage and compact shape render it a

fitting object either for the shrubbery, or for rockwork, or any place not under

trees ; it can be moved with safety when of large size ; it may be propagated

by cuttings, or young plants can be obtained from the lower self-rooted

branches.

Veronica Haastii, Hook, f. One of the most curious of the alpine species
;

it is found on the shingly slips of the South ei-n Alps. We find this plant

difficult to grow, and still more difficult to propagate ; we have raised it from

seed j in transplanting care must be observed. It flowers in August and

September. Light soil most suitable.
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Veronica epacrklea, Hook. £ l^liis plant bears some i-esemblance to the last

species, but is of veiy different habit ; we have observed on a shingle spit,

patches covering many square yards. It flowers in September and October. This

prostrate species is well adapted for rockwork ; it is easily propagated from

cuttings, and is moved without difTlculty ; light soil most suitable.

Veronica iiiacrantha, Hook. f. Our specimens of this stiff erect-growing

shrub were obtained on the mountain's side, several hundred feet above the

liiver Clyde. It is easily grown from cuttings.

Veronic'f, JInlkeana, Muell. This is a fine foliaged species, for which space

should be found in a front row of the shrubbery.

Veronica Lavaudiana, Eaoul. This shrub is about the best plant that is to be

found on the Lyttelton Hills ; brownish green foliage, with decumbent self-

rooting branches ; it is easily pi'oiDagated, although it does not freely strike

from cuttings. Its handsome spikes of bluish white blossoms rival, if they do

not surpass in beauty, those of any other native plant in the district.

Veronica Eaoulii, Hook. f. More erect-gi'owing than the preceding species
;

it enjoys a wide distribution ; flowers are light mauve colour. This shrub, like

the three preceding it, does well in any ordinary soil, without any particular

attention being necessary for its cultivation.

Veronica lini/olia, Hook. f. This procumbent herbaceoiTS species may be

found about the Rangitata ; it bears a pretty whitish flower, requires a shady

moist situation, and is propagated by division and seed.

Veronica Lyallii, Hook. f. A prostrate-growing sjDecies from the River

Clyde, with whitish flower
;
propagated by division or cuttings ; thrives in

lightish soil, rather moist.

Veronica Bidioillii, Hook. This prostrate species bears a close resemblance

to the preceding species. Our specimens were obtained above the gorge of the

Ashburton and bear rose-coloured flowers ; succeeds xmder similar treatment to

that recommended for the two preceding species.

Veebenace^.

Yitex littoralis, Cunn. We have never seen the Puriri, or New Zealand

Teak, growing in Canterbury ; as yet, our efforts to acclimatize this vahiable

tree have been unsuccessful, the winter being too severe. In Mr. Ludlam's

beautiful garden, at the Hutt, a fine specimen may be observed growing

luxuriantly ; we have had the pleasiire of seeing it there both in flower and

fruit. It appears to require a warm sheltered situation, with moist soil ; it is

propagated by cuttings easily.

Teucridium parvifolium, Hook. f. A twiggy shrub of very dwarf habit,

which may be found commonly growing aboxit Banks' Peninsula ; this plant

may be trimmed very close ; it is suitable for dwarf edgings ; flowering season
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in November and Decembei*. Any ratlier dry soil suits it, but it appears to

tbi'ive best on a slope or rocky hill-side ; can be removed easily.

Myopomm Icetum, Forst. A sbore-loving tree or slirub ; its rapid growth

and handsome foliage render it valuable for screening the nursery of young

trees or shelter of almost any kind, but it is not sufficiently hardy to encounter

very severe frosts without injiiry ; it bears pruning well ; if neglected in this

respect its robust habit quickly changes the densely-foliaged shrub into a tree,

with its lower part furnished with lateral twigs, the bareness of which detract

from its beauty ; it may be headed to within a few inches of the ground ; in

transplanting, a dull day should be chosen for the purpose, as the yoixng plants

are apt to flag. Its pale flowers are succeeded by a purple drupe ; it is subject

to scale.

Polygon GiE.

MuhlenhecMa ad'pressa, Lab. A fast-growing twining climber, its rambling

habit covers a considerable space ; its foliage of bright green coidate leaves

may be found useful for concealing some shabby object or unsightly corner

;

its spikes of blossoms are very pretty and graceful, they may be observed

during several months of summer j rather damp soil most suitable.

liAUEINEiE.

Nesodaphne Taraire, Hook. f. Small plants obtained from the neighbour-

hood of Wellington appear to thrive very well. In a report furnished to the

House of Representatives, 1869, TV. Tawa is alleged to be found in Oxford

Bush, in this province.

MONIMIACE^.

Atherosperma Novce Zelandice, Hook. f. Small plants of this fine tree look

thriving.

Hedycarya dentata, Forst. This beautiful evergreen shrub is some'imes

called the Holly, from its deep green glabrous foliage and abundant clusters

of red berries ; from the character of its roots, not unlike those of Drimys, it

can be removed with safety if ordinary care be taken; although found in

sheltered spots, it flourishes with a south-west aspect.

PROTEACEiE.

Knightia excelsa. Small plants of this lofty tree are thriving.

Thymele^.

Pimelea Traversii, Hook. f. Our specimens of this dwarf glabrous-leafed

alpine were obtained some distance above the Rangitata Gorge ', it is ei-ect in

habit, bears pinkish white flowers ; it thrives in stifi" clay soil, and it is very

difficult to remove without injury ; it is readily raised irom seed.

Pimelea jjrostrata, Vahl. Common amongst the Malvern Hills ; of prostrate
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habit ; its trailing branches somewhat radiate ; its creamy white flowers are

fragrant, and succeeded by greenish white fruit ; it does well in stiff soil

;

from its long tap root it is difiicult to remove with safety.

CUPULIFER^.

Fagus Menziesii, Hook. f. As is well known, the Fagus family occupy

one of the most important positions amongst the forest trees of the Middle

Island ; not unlike the kauii in respect of being gregarious, whole bushes may

be observed composed almost wholly of Fagus. Four species are recognized

by botanists ; these are known to settlers by the names of Black, White, or

Red Birch, not Beech, which would be their more correct designation.

Siaecimens of F. Menziesii, obtained from the head waters of the Bakaia, are

making fair growth.

Fagus fusca. Hook. f. Not very common in Banks' Peninsula. Young

plants look well.

Fagus Solandri, Hook. f. In some few places on Banks' Peninsula this

well known tree may yet be found growing to a large size ; some we measured

were 14 feet in circumference.

Fagus Cliffortioides, Hook. f. The Black Birch of the Malvern Hills, etc.

All the Fagi grow well in rather strong soil, can be easily removed, and

grow freely from seed ; they are hardy, and their foliage forms a capital contrast

in shrubberies and plantations.

PlPERACE^.

Piper excelsum, Forst. An aromatic shrub with bright green cordate

leaves, the fruit a long-shaped yellow berry. This plant requires a sheltered

and rather moist situation ; it is well worthy of cultivation ; it can be removed

without difficulty.

Conifers.

The conditions necessary to the successful cultivation of New Zealand

Coniferce differ much from those which mark the usual routine of fine culture

;

a certain degree of moist shade and shelter is requisite ; that this is absolutely

necessary anyone can ascertain who will take the trouble of observing the

natural habits of the vaiious species, and the peculiar conditions attending the

growth of young plants. As an instance, the group of Podocarpi may be

mentioned, the seedlings and young plants are mostly to be found growing

tinder the moist shelter of a variety of shrubby undergrowth, of which the

Ngaio frequently forms a large proportion ; here they may be said to hide

themselves, as it were, from the cold blasts of winter and the scorching rays of

the noontide sun in summer time, presenting lively green shades of foliage,

seldom, if ever, to be met with in an open exposure. In one word, if our

native Coniferce are treated in the same manner under which exotic pines

flourish, the result will be disappointment and perhaps disgust, as the number
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Pittosporum cornifolium, Cunn. Small plants of this species are gx'owing

well that were raised from seed obtained from boughs cut when the seed was

in a half-ripened state, the boughs having been kept fresh by insertion in the

gi'ound.

The PiUosporecB flourish in any ordinary soil ; they are easily raised from

seed ; should be moved with care ; the seedlings should be shifted once or

twice in the nursery before they are finally planted, if this practice is adopted

the cultivator will surely find that he has not lost either time or trouble by so

doing.

Malvace^.

Plagianthus divaricafus, Forst. A singular looking shrub, growing close

to the sea shore in Port Cooper ; its slender sprays are so much interlaced as

to form a stiff compact mass, capable of siistaining a considerable weight. It

flowers in the month of December.

Plagianthus betulinus, Cunn. One of our few deciduous trees ; in its

young state it has a graceful form of growth. Flowers in December.

Plagianthus Lyallii, Hook. f. This tree or shrub is one of our handsomest

flowei-ing plants ; it is found at very considerable altitudes in "the back country,"

and is useful where Phormium is rarely, if at all, to be met with ; a strip of

the lace-like bai'k of the Ribbon-scrub answers all the purposes of a flax leaf

to the bushman. Its handsome white flowers may be seen in December and

January.

Ordinaiy soil, not too stifi", appears most suitable to this family ; they trans-

plant freely, and may be proj)agated by cuttings.

TiLIACEvE.

Entelea arhorescens, Br. The Whau, or native Mulberry, is remarkable

for its immense cordate leaves ; it is impatient of cold exposure. We have not

yet succeeded in acclimatizing it here ; it appears to thrive well in warm moist

situations without requiring any particular attention to be paid to it. Should

sericiculture obtain a footing in the colony, it would be worth while to ascer-

tain, from actual experiment, whether the leaves of the Entelea would be

suitable food for the silkworm.

Aristotelia racemosa, Hook. f. A handsome thinly-foliaged tree, the light

green serrated leaves contrast agreeably with the dark reddish bark of its

sprays. It is an early bloomer, its panicles of reddish flowers varying in tint

from deep claret to the faintest pink, may be sometimes observed as early as

August. It bears pruning well, and this it requires to keep it within bounds,

as it is apt to become straggling if this is neglected. From its abundance of

fibrous roots, it can survive a great deal of i-ough treatment in transplanting.

Aristotelia fruticosa, Hook, f Our specimens were procured from near the

head waters of the Rangitata. In its natural state it rarely exceeds, even if

2 B
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it attains, a height of 6 feet ; it is exceedingly hardy, and like the preceding

species, any ordinary soil suits it, and it is managed without the slightest

difficulty ; its deep green foliage is seen to the best advantage when it is grown

with a southerly aspect.

Olacine^.

Pennantia corymhosa, Forst. Common in the bush on Banks' Peninsula.

It is a plant of graceful habit ; its white fragrant flowers cover it in the

greatest abundance. In its young state the leaves are small and rounded, but

a remarkable transformation takes place, and it assumes oblong leaves nearly

three inches in length. Blossoms in December. Its cultivation calls for no

particular remark.

Bhamne^.

Discaria Toumatou, Raoul. The scrubby-looking plant, known as the

"Wild Irishman," becomes quite a tree above the gorges of some of the great

southern rivers ; its wood, from its hardness and durability, is in great request

for stock-whip handles ; any soil appears to suit this jjlant. In November its

creamy coloured flowers charge the air with their powerful fragrance. Some

of the finest specimens with which we are acquainted surround the gx'ave of

the lamented Dr. Sinclau-, on the banks of the Ilangitata.

Sapindace^.

Dodoncea viscosa, Forst. This handsome-looking tree is clothed with foliage

of a peculiar tint, which at once arrests attention ; it appears to flourish best

at no great distance from the sea. Its flowers, of reddish hue, are succeeded by

seeds enclosed in membranous-winged coverings, reminding one somewhat of

the " keys " of some of the British forest trees.

Alectryon excelsum, DC. The Titoki, or N'ew Zealand Ash, is far from

uncommon in many districts ; in the neighbourhood of Wellington it appears

to grow with considerable vigoui', but here we have found some difficulty in its

cultivation. Its panicles of flowers may be noticed during November and

December, but it is when the tree is in fruit that it assumes its most striking

appearance, from its abundance of peculiar looking scarlet berries.

Anacardiace^.

Corynocarpus Icuvigata, Forst. This fine laurel-leaved shrub is very local

in Canterbury, its habitat being almost, if not entirely, confined to Okain Bay,

Little Akaroa, and perhaps a few other spots in that district. We have

heard it suggested that its presence there is owing to the fruit brought down

in old times by the canoes crossing Pegasus Bay from the North Island. Near

the sea, in sheltered spots, it grows fairly, but we have lost a considerable pei'-

centage from planting out when too small. It luxuriates in a rich damp soil,

and grows readily from seed. The drupe appears to be held in great

estimation by the Maoris as an article of food.
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Leguminosje.

Clianthus -puniceus^ Banks and Sol. One of the most beautiful of all

shrubs ; is too well known to require any remark,

So23hora Utraptera, Alton. This valuable tree is very peculiar looking in

its young state, when its flexible sprays are so much interlaced, that it appears

almost incredible that fi-om the thicket of pliant twigs should be produced the

graceful straight-stemmed tree, the wood of which is unsurpassed for fencing

purposes. From the end of August, through September and October, its

racemes of yellow flowers make a handsome appearance. The young trees are

frequently injured by the attacks of a boring insect. From about midsummer,

through the early part of January, its leaves supply food for a caterpillar that

entirely strips its foliage, leaving the trees bare for two or three weeks. The

Kowhai prefers a cool moist situation, and even then it makes very slow

growth. On very bleak exposures a decumbent variety is frequently met with.

RoSACEiE.

Ruhus australis, Forst. This straggling fast-growing climber may be

usefully employed to conceal some unsightly spot. Its sharp recurved prickles

not only extend over leaves and sprays, they even defend its panicles of

fragrant blossoms, which perfume the air in the month of November. Some

day the distiller of perfumes may turn this shrub to account ; we have tried

experiments by en/leurage. Excellent baskets can be manufactui-ed from the

stems.

Saxifrages.

Carpodetus serratus, Forst. A small round-headed tree, with mottled

bark ; in its young state the leaves are small and rounded, as it grows up

they assume an oblong shape, handsomely variegated, the darker shade of

green following the course of the nerves. The finest foliaged specimens we

ever met with were growing in the bushes near the River Wilberforce.

Aboiit midsummer, its panicles of white flowers are produced in abundance.

Any fair soil suits the Carpodetus, which prefers a cool moist aspect.

MYRTACEiE.

Leptospermum scoparium, Forst. The Manuka is too well known to all

settlers to need description. There are few prettier sights than a patch of it

in November or December, when the whole scrub is a mass of white blossoms,

as though it had just received a light fall of snow.

Leptosp&Tmum ericoides, Rich. The Bush Manuka, as it is called, attains a

considerable size, the leaves smaller, darker, and narrower than those of the

other species, the blossoms also are smaller and later in their season of

flowering. Both species under cultivation grow faster than is usually

supposed ; they are very exhaustive, their fine matted fibrous roots completely
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dry up the soil near its surface ; when cut down, the trees die at once, not

making any attempt to shoot or break.

Metrosideros lucicla, Menz. A very handsome myrtle-like foliaged shrub,

growing in many places to a large tree ; in its native state the Rata is usually

found growing amongst the crevices of rocks, which, during the month of

January, are enlivened with its brilliant scarlet blossoms. "We have had this

plant under cultivation for many years ; in good soil, it makes fine vigorous

growth ; it may be raised from seed (which requires a considerable time to

ripen) ; it can be propagated by cuttings ; after a shift or two, it forms such a

mass of fibrous roots that it can be removed with perfect safety. It is hardy

enough for any aspect ; a free cvirrent of air is absolutely necessary to preserve

its compact habit.

Metrosideros tomentosa, Cunn. The Pohutukawa under cultivation grows

in a compact form, and blossoms freely ; with us, its growth is slower than

that of M. lucida, but it is hardy enough to withstand the rigour of our winter.

Myrtus hidlata, Banks and Sol. A nice-looking upright-growing shrub,

which often may be noticed under cultivation in the ISTorth. The yellowish

green leaf presents a blistered apjjearance.

Myrtus ohcordata, Hook. f. Common about the bays of Port Cooper,

where it may be fi'equently observed on the outskirts of the bush, attaining

the size of a small tree, from 6 to 12 inches diameter. It is of slow growth,

but compact habit ; its small pale green obcordate leaves are variegated with

a brownish green tint on the margin and along the course of the nerves.

Flowers in December.

Myrtus p^dunculata, Hook. f. Far less compact than the preceding

species ; its glaucous leaves are somewhat oblong. Blossoms in December

;

grows best in a shady situation.

The Myrtles thrive in any light soil, not too wet, and are easily raised

from seed.

Passiflore^.

Passiflora tetrandra, Banks and Sol. This lofty climber shows itself best

when clothing a round-topped tree of moderate height, adorned with its bright

clusters of orange coloured fruit ; although it is found on the outskirts of the

bush, it requires a sheltei'ed situation, the frost afiecting it far more than

winds. It is easily removed, and grows freely from seed ; thrives best in light

soil, not too dry.

Araliace^.

Panax lo-ngisswium, Hook. f. This peculiar looking tree presents a

complete contrast to all other natives, from its straight erect rod-like stem with

drooping coriaceoiis leaves, that sometimes measure above 2 feet in length.

After some years the stem becomes branched about ten or twelve feet from
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tlie groviiid, the leaves then are much diminished in size. This plant requires

some attention during removal ; after recovering from the check, it makes fair

growth. A specimen here, planted in fair loam ten years since, now measures

13 feet 6 inches in height ; stem rather more than 1 foot 2 inches circumference

a few inches above the ground ; it commenced forming its branched head two

years since ; when moved into the shrubbery it was about 2 feet 6 inches in

height, and the rod about the thickness of a finger.

Panax Colensoi, Hook. f. A finely foliaged tree, with large deep green

glossy leaves ; an excellent spjecies for shelter or for the shrubbery. Its large

clusters of purple-black fruit are very conspicuous ; it can be removed without

difficulty. Both this and the pi-eceding species flourish in ordinary soil.

Shefflera digifata, Forst. Handsome foliaged shrub, with large slightly

drooping digitate leaves, found chiefly on the banks of shady creeks ; its

panicles of pale yellowish green blossoms, which may be observed in October

and November, convey some idea of a resemblance to a gigantic spike of

mignionette. Any soil suits it, with a moist sheltered situation.

Corner.

Griselinia lucida, Forst. Frequently observed growing on trees, apparently

parasitical, but with its roots striking into the soil ; it has been noticed with

its roots reaching the ground thx'ough the hollow stem of a decaying tree. Its

large pale green coriaceous leaf is of ])ecu]iar shape. Far more tender than

G. littorali^, it flourishes in fair soil with a sheltered asj)ect ; removed without

difficulty.

Griselinia littoralis, Raoul. One of the best and hardiest shrubs for

shelter, it will flourish in the coldest places ; it beai's close pruning. The pale

yellowish green leaf of this densely foliaged plant affords a pleasing contrast

in the shrubbery. In too sheltered a position it is liable to be much affected

by scale. Its yellowish green flowers, which bloom in September, October,

and November, are almost scentless ; fruit dvill black. ISTo tree is transplanted

with less risk, even when of a large size. In its natui-al state, the Kapuka, or

Broad-leaf, attains the dimensions of a large forest tree.

Corohia cotoneaster, Cunn. A brown-looking shrub of very dwarf habit,

with bi"anches much intei'laced ; often foimd on the outskirts of bushes on the

hills ; upper side of the bright bi-ownish leaves are contrasted with a white

tomentose under surface. Its yellow blossoms may be seen in the month of

November, the drupe is yellowish ; it is of haixly constitution ; it grows fairly

from seed, is transplanted without difficulty
;

prefers a south-west aspect, not

too much shaded.

LORANTHACE^.

Loranthus flavidus, Hook. f. A thinly foliaged parasite that may fre-

qviently be observed growing upon Fagus trees, on the outside of forests.
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Flowers yellow. We have noticed it growing upon small trees of Fagus

Cliffortioides, in a shrubbery where the soil was both cold and stiff, and that

too in a situation much exposed to heavy winds.

Loranthus ')nicranthus, Hook. f. A fast growing parasite found on a

variety of plants, introduced as well as native ; amongst the former we have

observed specimens attached to Cratcegus, plum, peach, and laburnum, this

species thus ranging over, and as we conceive showing a preference for, species

belonging to the foreign natural orders Fomacece, Drupacece, Fahacece. Our

opinion that this species of Loranthus exhibits a preference for introduced

trees, is founded on the following observations :—in this neighbourhood it may

be found gi'owing in the bushy gullies, and in the bush itself, on trees of

Melicytus ramifiorus and Melicope simiplex, representatives of Violarice and

Rutacece ; in the shrubberies which impinge upon and partly boimd the gardens,

plants of the two native species just named do not exhibit one single specimen

of Loranthus, nor on any native tree is an example of this particular kind of

pax'asite to be found, nearer than about half a mile's distance, in a bushy gully,

yet specimens may be noticed in the garden flourishing on representatives of

the thi-ee foreign natural orders before mentioned. On the laburnum the

Loranthus appears to grow quite luxuriantly, a plant now four years old, the

beautiful green ovate leaves of which form a thick-set bush measuring 4 feet

through, vertically, by 3 feet 6 inches through, horizontally ; a specimen on a

Cratcegus of the same age, measures 1 foot through, vertically, by about the

same measurement horizontally. Both laburnum and thorn were removed two

years since, in the course of some alterations, without causing the slightest

apparent injury to their parasites. In October the green blossoms of the

Loranthus are abundantly produced, yielding a very delicate perfume ; the

yellow drupe is a favourite bird food.

Tupeia antarctica, Cham, and Schl. By the sea shore, in some places about

Port Coopei-, dense clusters or bushes of this pale green parasite may be

observed, perhaps more frequently on trees of Panax Colensoi than on any

other shrub ; however, it is now and then to be met with growing on Loran-

thus micranthus ; it is later in its season of flowering than that Loranthus

;

the berry is green, afterwards white, and at last changes to a rosy hue.

EUBIACE^.

We have ten or twelve species of Coprosma under cultivation, of which

one of the most hardy and interesting is the new sub-alpine species C. seratulus,

Hook., which has been added to our flora by Dr. Hector since the publication

of the Handbook.

Coprosma lucida, Forst. A small tree or shrub, with bright shining very

dark leaves, well adapted for a screen ; it bears close pruning ; tolerably hardy.

Flowers in October.
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Coprosma Baureiana, Endl. This handsome native, flourishing by the sea

shore, is conspicuoiis from its recurved bright leaves showing their paler under

surface. It is moderately hardy.

Coprosma rohusta, Raoul. Well known as the Karamu, this common

plant is invaluable as shelter for the shrubbery or plantation ; it is fast-growing;

like the rest of the family its blossom is very imattractive, but when in fruit,

with its crowded clusters of yellow-red berries, is a beautiful object. We have

found a variety of C. rohusta bearing equally crowded clusters of drupes, of

the same size and shape precisely, but of pearly whiteness.

Composites.

Olearia Colensoi, Hook. A very handsome shrub, of great natural hardi-

ness ; may be found growing in Arthur's Pass abundantly. Its foliage is

striking ; its oblong very coriaceous leaves of bright green above, with the

under surface covered with buffy tomentum, are serrated, bearing a large next

a small tooth, in regular alternation. Its dense habit of growth must render

it a valuable acquisition to the shrubbery.

Olearia nitida, Hook. f. A very stiff-growing shrub or tree ; leaves coria-

ceous, with silvery tomentum on the under surface ; the large corymbs of almost

white blossoms are very fragrant. It is one of our hardiest sj)ecies ; easily

propagated by cuttings.

Olearia dentata, Hook. f. A fine shrub with handsome toothed leaves,

which, on being rubbed, yield a musky odour ; it is easily propagated by

cuttings. We have not seen plants of this species equal in size some specimens

of 0. ilicifolia; the bark is not so dark as in that species. We do not think

this species and 0. ilicifolia so very closely allied.

Olearia Ty^aversii, Muell. This well known species, from the Chatham

Islands, grows freely, but takes many years to flower; a specimen that has been

in the border ten years, has not yet exhibited any blossom. It strikes from

cuttings if they are placed in a shady spot.

Olearia ilicifolia, Hook, f. In some places this stiff-growing shrub reaches

the dimensions of a tree ; its dull green long narrow leaves, waved at the

edges, give out an aromatic scent on being rubbed ; its corymbs of whitish

blossoms are very fragrant ; it bears pruning well. Unlike 0. dentata, which

strikes so freely, this Olea/ria is most difficult to propagate by cuttings.

Olecvria Cunninghamii, Hook. f. A fine foliaged plant with long lanceolate

leaves, canied much after the same manner as those of a well grown Drimys.

Our specimens, procured from the neighbourhood of Wellington, are sufficiently

hardy to withstand the winter without injury.

Olearia moschata, Hook. f. A small foliaged compact-growing alpine shrub,

with under surface of the leaves remarkably tomentose. We cannot perceive

the appropriateness of moschata, as applied to this species when cultivated, in
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which state we have been unable to detect any musky odour either in the

flower or leaf. When growing in its native habitat, it however possesses this

odour in a marked degree. Very hardy. We have procured specimens

from a locality a few miles below the Rangitata glacier. It grows from

cuttings most freely.

Olearia nummularifolia, Hook. £ A very erect-growing shrub with small

obtuse leaves ; exceedingly hardy ; it is a most desirable acquisition for the

front row of the shrubbery. Grows well from cuttings.

Olearia cymbifolia. Found in abundance on the spurs of Mt. Potts ; its

habit is very similar to that of the preceding species ; its hard coriaceous

leaves are so extremely recurved that the margins nearly meet ; the flower

heads are not solitary, as in 0. nuniTnulao-ifolia, neither does it strike so readily

from cuttings as that species. Another variety, from the River Clyde, has

larger leaves than either of these two species, with flowers as in 0. cymbifolia,

but with leaves less recurved ; it is propagated by cuttings more readily than

that species.

Olearia Forsteri, Hook. f. A very common shi'ub about Banks' Peninsula;

capital shrub for shelter ; it lasts in blossoin during the midsummer months,

giving out a j^owerful fragi-ance ; the flowers attract multitudes of Lepidopterce.

Its leaves are subject to attacks from insects. It can be propagated by ciittings,

but young seedlings can always be found in abundance in any bush where the

species is found growing.

Olearia avicennioifolia, Hook. f. A mountain shrub, less densely foliaged

than many other species ; it is very hardy, and may be usefully planted as

shelter in the bleakest spots. Its whitish flowers are fragrant. Freely grows

from cuttings, but abundance of young plants can be obtained, as in the case

of 0. Forsteri.

Olearia virgata, Hook. f. A somewhat straggling shrub, with extremely

narrow leaves ; its creamy white blossom gives out a fragrant scent. We
possess at least two varieties of this species.

Olearia Solandri, Hook. f. A very common shrub on the hills about

Wellington Harbour ; it is of upright growth, rather formal in appearance.

The whole family of Olearioi flourish under ordinary cultivation in almost

any soil ; they are useful for shelter, as the majority of the sjoecies are most

hardy ; they are easily raised from seed, can be transplanted without trouble,

and, with the exception perhaps of 0. ilicifolia, are readily propagated from

cuttings. The blossoms diffuse a powerful odour.

Cassinia retorta, Cunn. A small-leaved dense-growing shrub, with under

surface of leaf tomentose ; very common about Port Nicholson. Fi-om its

silvery appearance is valuable for contrast in planting.

Cassinia leptophylla, Bi\ One of the commonest river-bed shrubs, too

frequently met with to be held in much esteem. In habit of growth it closely
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of casualties ai-e enumerated, the occurrence of wLicli miglit be fairly attributed

to drying off.

Dammara aicstralis, Lambert. This noble tree is, j9ar excellefice, the Queen

of the 'New Zealand forests, as it has been aptly termed. In this southern

latitude, as yet, we have been unable to acclimatize it successfully ; it is of

slow growth even at the Hutt ; we imagine that j udging from the extreme

localization of this magnihcent Conifer, its cultivation is attended with diffi-

culty
;
probably certain incidents of soil, shelter, and aspect, are indispensable

to success. According to Paxton, the Kauri reaches the height of 400 feet.

Lihocedrus Doniana, Endl. This beautiful Conifer may still be found in

Banks' Peninsula, though rare ; in the Otira Gorge it may be found in great

numbers
;
young plants can be removed safely, but reqiiire shade and shelter

;

some are growing here in quite exposed situations, but it should be noted that

numbers have died from want of shelter ; the handsome foliage of this Conifer

(not very unlike that of Arbor vitce) will repay the grower for extra care and

attention ; rich soil, not too wet, appears most suitable.

Lihocedrus Bidwillii, Hook. We have observed some fine specimens

growing on Mounts Sinclair and Fitzgerald ; in its habit of growth it preserves

a rounder form than that of the preceding species.

Podocarpus ferruginea, Don. This excellent timber tree, called the Miro,

seems to flourish both in valleys and on hill-sides ; shade and shelter is

requisite for young plants ; soil, if moist, must not be absolutely wet.

Podocarpus nivalis, Hook. f. One of the hardy inhabitants of the Southern

Alps, where it may be observed battling successfully with a i-igorous climate
;

we have rarely noticed it with a straight stem
;
plants of this slow-growing

species are greener in foliage than specimens of P. Totara^ the leaf also is much

shorter ; however hardy its constitution may be, young plants require shelter

;

they may be transplanted safely without much trouble.

Podocarpus Totara, A. Cunn. Well known as one of the most valuable of

the forest trees of the country. This species does well, and makes rapid

growth under cultivation ; it may be transplanted without difficulty, can be

propagated by cuttings, for which purpose care shoiild be taken to select slips

from leading shoots. A variety of Totara has broader leaves, thinner bark,

and wood which is said by bushmen to be of tougher quality.

Podocarpus spicata, Br. Mai or Mataii, the well known Black Pine,

which settlers find useful for so many purposes. Robust as the tree becomes

in its adult state, we have experienced great difficulty in cultivating young

plants ; without shade or shelter it seems an almost hopeless undertaking.

Podocarpus dacrydioides, Rich. Kahikatea, or White Pine, luxuriates in

deep alluvial soil in shady situations ; if exposed, the foliage exchanges its

green hue for dull brown tints ; in a. dry position its growth is exceedingly

slow
J
can be removed with safety

;
grows well from seed.

2d
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Dacrydium ciqyressinum, Soland. The graceful drooping foliage of the

Riinii is, perhaps, unsur^^assed in beauty by that of any other native Conifer ;

it requii-es a moist and rather sandy soil, with abundance of shelter ; it should

be removed carefully, in order that the rootlets may not become too dry.

Dacrydium Col&nsoi, Hook. In very exjDosed positions this tree or shrub

maintains a dense habit of growth, perhaps 6 to 10 feet in height; in more

favoured situations it approaches the dimensions of a fair-sized tree.

Phyllocladus trlchomanoides, Don. This singular looking North Island

pine grows freely; it meiits a place in plantations of forest trees from the

contrast it affords by its curious purplish-tinged foliage.

Phyllocladus olpiniis, Hook. f. In its native state it withstands the rigour

of most inclement winter seasons ; its close growth, conical form, and the

silvery appearance of its foliage, make this species a most interesting object

when seen amongst the rocks of its rugged mountain home. It is slow

growing ; may be removed without difficulty ; can be propagated by cuttings,

or may be increased by layers.

MONOCOTYLEDONS.
LlLIACE^.

Rhipogonum scandens, Foi'st. This obstructive climber, which so often

delays the progress of the wanderer through the bush, is not unattractive with

its dark coriaceous foliage and clusters of scarlet berries ; excellent baskets

can be manufactured from its stems, also handsome walking canes that would

be prized in Eui-ope ; we believe there is no better material for ships' fenders

than is supplied by the stems of the Supple-jack.

Cordyline australis, Hook. f. The Ti Palm, or Cabbage Tree, is too well

known to need description ; as a screen hedge it affords excellent shelter

;

grows freely and rapidly ; can be ti'ansplanted without any difficulty ; its huge

spikes of flowers are very fragrant, and might be made to yield a valuable

perfume ; it delights in rich soil ; its presence is said to indicate moisture.

Cordyline indivisa, Kunth. This Cordyline, generally about 1 to 12 feet in

height when it is met with on Banks' Peninsula, yet specimens are occasionally

observed reaching from 20 to 25 feet
;
grows well in fair soil, but is liable to die

off in its young state if not well attended to ; it requires plenty of room and air.

Cordyline, sp. The Titawhiti, of the Whanganui tribes, grows here very

well ; it has a dark green leaf, and throws off young plants more freely than

some of the other species.

Phorr)iium teiiax, Forst. The cultivation of native Flax has already been

so often dwelt upon, that any remarks on the subject must be quite

unnecessary, more especially as the whole subject has been exhaustively

treated by the Report of the Flax Commission. A variegated variety, differing

somewhat from any other with which we are acquainted, was found growing

near the beach in Port Cooper.
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Art. XXXII.

—

On the Natural History Collections in the Otago Museum.

By J. S. Webb.

[Read before the Otago Institute, January 11, 1870.]

I BELIEVE that tliere are still a great many persons who look upon the pursuit

of any department of natural history, which does not directly serve industi-ial

purposes, as a frivolous occupation for adults. From my own observation, I

shoiild be disposed to say that this feeling is even more prevalent in the

colonies than at home. I make this remark as specially applicable to the

working men, amongst whom I was accustomed in my native town to meet

many ardent students of nature. But it is true, I believe, of all classes, and

I think the fact is much to be regretted, in view of the large number of young

people who are gi-owing up around us, for whom the pursuit of natural history

would furnish one of the most improving and delightful occupations for their

leisure hours which can be devised. I hope that the formation of this Society

will have considerable effect in promoting the study of nature amongst us.

Those who are indifferent to it, are so from want of information, both as to

itself and as to its tendencies.

Irrespective of its share—a great and noble one—in the work of civilization

and progress, the study of natural history brings with it, to all who embrace

it, its own special gifts for the individual. Nothing is more influential in the

formation and maintenance of healthful habits—it affords a relaxation both to

body and mind, which never enervates ; it is a pastime which leaves no languor

behind it. It is much more than all this ; it is a training for the mental

faculties unsurpassed by any other. It is not alone the reasoning faculties,

the memory, the powers of observation, and the capacity for methodical habits,

whose development: it subserves. It is on the highest part of our being that

it takes surest hold. The poetic and conceptive faculties know no nursery like

that of nature. The passions and aspirations of the heart of man find nowhere

so calm a monitor, so pure and perfect an inspirer. No avenues lead more

directly up to what is Highest, both on Earth and in Heaven, than hers.

Knowing all this by my own experience, and from the testimony of so many

great and good men, I feel the utmost concern that the youth of this country

should lack so many of those facilities and incentives to the study of nature,

by which in more favoured lands the young are allured to it. This is my
apology for bringing before the Institute a paper exclusively devoted to natural

history siibjects.

The proper title of my paper would perhaps be, " "Work for the Institute

in the field of Natural History." In laying before you a series of lists of what

is wanting to render the Natural History department of our Museum a fair

representation of the Flora and Fauna of Otago, my special object is to solicit
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tlie assistance of all who are able to render it, whether members of the Insti-

tute or not, in the work of completing the collections which have been so

creditably begun ; and to explain as far as I am able in what directions the

first efforts should be made. Did this work only involve the gathering of

specimens, I should have felt more diffidence in taking vip the time of the

meeting with what I have to say. It is the collection of facts that is of the

most importance. An array of dried plants or stuffed animals, though brought

together with much labour, and arranged with elaborate care and the highest

skill, wovild of itself be of little more value than a peep-show, if nothing were

known of the plants and the animals, their homes and their ways, except what

could be gathered by the eye from the collection itself. In the observation of

the conditions and habits of the world of life around him, there is a great

field, and a very interesting one, open to the student of nature in Otago.

I sincerely hope that, under the auspices of this Institute, much will be

gathered in it, and that what is thus gathered will be made known through

our Transactious, to all who delight in such information.

THE HERBARIUM.

I shall confine myself, in this paper, to some remarks on the Botanical

Collection in the Museum. I give precedence to it because I believe there are

in Otago more students of botany than of any other branch of natural history,

and because the collection itself is a large and important one. At the same

time, this is the only department of the science as to which we have any means

of information on matters connected with our own province, beyond the walls

of the Museum itself. A good deal of information about the natural history

of Otago, lies scattered over the world of books ; but it is altogether inac-

cessible to those who are here on the spot. The botany of the province is an

exception to this rule. Besides the information contained in Dr. Hooker's

Handhooh of the New Zealand Floi'a, there is a very useful paper on the

Botany of Otago, by Mr. Buchanan, to be found among the other Exhibition

Essays, in the volume of Transactions of the New Zealand Institute for the

year 1868. Some important notes on the same subject have also been published

in a separate form, by Dr. Lauder Lindsay, for, though the latter work is

entitled Contributions to New Zealand Botany, its real subject is the Flora of

Otago only.

I should say at the outset, that there are many bulky plants mentioned in

these lists, as required for the Museum, which cannot be properly represented

by specimens, such as a herbarium is usually composed of. It would be very

well if drawings of most of these could be got ; and, at any rate, the flowering

heads and fruits should be obtained. A series of specimens of the seeds and

fruits of most of our plants is wanted. These specimens of plants in the

Museum were gathered and j)repared by Mr. Buchanan, I need hardly say,
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therefore, that they are mostly very good and complete. Only a part of them,

however, include samples of the fruit, or of any bxit the flowering stage of the

plants themselves.

The first thing to be noted in regard to the Herbarium, is the fact that it

is essentially a collection of western 2:»lants, made, I presume, during the expe-

ditions of the Geological Survey Staff to the Lake District and West Coast.

With the exception of thirteen plants named in one of the lists appended to

this paper,'''' all the specimens in the Museum are of sjoecies which occur in

(what Mr. Buchanan has called) the western region of the province

—

i. e., the

country lying to the west and south of the course of the Molyneux Eiver.

A great majority of the plants which belong to the western region are also

found on this side of the province. But a considerable number of those most

common in the immediate neighbourhood of Dunedin, are unrepi-esented in the

Museum. This fact alone deprives the collection of much of its value for the

young botanist, who, however assiduous he may be, cannot at the outset of his

studies make any rapid progress without the assistance of a pretty complete

collection of the plants he first makes acquaintance with. A still more

important point in which the Museum Herbariurd is wanting, is in duplicate

specimens. The plants, as at present exhibited, are not available for study.

As against these disadvantages, we may congratulate; ourselves that a majority

of the rarer plants are represented by beautifully prepared specimens, so that

we may hope, in a short space of time, to fill up most of the gaps which do

occur, if anjrthing like a proper effort is made.

Taking the catalogues of Buchanan and Lindsay as representing what is

known of the botany of Otago, we shall find that there are 196 j)lants unrep-

resented in the Museum Herbarium, In the lists I now present to the Institute

I have divided these plants as follows :—Taking first Mr. Buchanan's list as a

guide, we find fourteen plants peculiar to the eastern region, thirty-four peculiar

to the western region, and 137 common to both regions^ wanting in the

Museum. To these I add a further list of eleven plants (making a total of 194)

gathered here by Dr. Lindsay, which appear to have escaped the observations

of Dr. Hector and Mr. Buchanan. These are neither represented in the

Museum nor mentioned in Mr. Buchanan's paper on the Botany of the

Province. This fact corroborates what I have endeavoured to impress on my
fiiends who are botanists, viz., that there is ample scope for the discovery of

new forms in Otago. I may add the fact that there are growing in the garden

of my friend, our respected Vice-President, Mr. Beverly, two plants, one from

Preservation Inlet, and the other found by himself so near Dunedin as School

Creek, which do not appear to have been yet described—which are new, not

merely to the province, but to the colony. I mention these facts, because the

* No lists have beeu forwarded for publication.—Ed.
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laudable ambition to be the first discoverer of some new natural form, has

always been one of the strongest incentives to the earnest student of nature.

It is not, however, the mere completion of our roll of species that is

wanted. A very large number of New Zealand plants are highly variable in

their character. To obtain a thorough insiglit into tlie limits of this variation,

and to discover what we can of its probable causes, forms a far more attractive

and interesting sphere of labour than the mere collection and determination of

species. As an illustration of this variation, I have brought with me,

four different forms of one of our commonest plants. The specimens of the

common "lawyer," or Tataramoa {^Rubiis australis), exhibited, are referred by

botanists to one species, and it is stated that passage-forms occur, connecting

all these apparently different plants. It will be highly interesting to obtain

complete series of such passage-forms, if they do indeed exist, with information

as to the exact localities which they affect. In regard to this particular shrub,

I must confess to some incredulity, in spite of the concurrent testimony of

botanists. The strangely different forms marked 1, 2, 3, and 4, have been

gathered close to one another on the same soil, growing under the same aspect,

being, in fact, produced under identical circumstances. Many problems of

this sort lie before tlie botanist in New Zealand. I do not propose to

detain you by instancing the more prominent cases of excessive variation

which characterize the flora of New Zealand. There is a very interesting

paper, by Mr. Travers, in the first volume of the Transactions of the New

Zealand Institute on the subject, and Dr. Lindsay's Contribictiotis to New

Zealand Botany is full of remarks upon it. The latter gives (Contributions to

New Zealand Botany, p. 46) a long list of genera, which are exceedingly

variable, including more than a hundred different species of plants ; and says

of them, that they present " such a continuity of variation—such chain of

passage-form connecting varieties and species—so great a variation of the

individual from the type, that limitation at all is either set at defiance, or at

least the limits assigned in published floras are much too trivial, precise, and

minute."

In connection with this subject, some of the geological features of this

island are worthy of notice. It appears to be a generally admitted theory with

our geologists, that at a comparatively recent period the elevation of the land

which now forms the eastern portion of New Zealand was accompanied by

depression of the western ai-ea. Something like a general falling over to the

westward is indicated, bringing the tertiary formations of the eastern sea-board

over the level of the sea. Accepting this theory as the best explanation of

observed facts, an interesting question arises for the botanist : how far are

these endless variations of New Zealand plants in the central and eastern

areas, due to the fact that, though directly descended from those of the western

region, they have had to contend with natural circumstances altogether diflerent
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from those which prevailed before these great changes of the surface features

of the land were achieved ? Is not this great variability and indication of a

transitional epoch such as, so far as we know, no area of equal extent on the

surface of the globe offers us equal facilities for studying 1 These are questions

to which we need not despair of obtaining answers if the peculiarities of our

ovs^n local flora are assiduously studied, and the results obtained bi-ought

together for carefvil comparison, I leave it to those who have more intimate

knowledge of New Zealand botany to follow up an idea which I only venture

to throw out as an incentive to study. If by thus stating a theory I succeed

in stimulating the lovers of nature in Otago to closer and wider observations,

and induce them to send their notes to be read at our meetings, the information

obtained will be equally welcome, whether it support or destroy the hypothesis.

In connection with this part of my subject, the study of our fossil flora will be

of much importance, and I shall take the opportunity of referring to it again

when I bring up my remarks on the geological department of the Museum.

One more point I will take leave to dwell upon before concluding. As I

have already stated, I think it highly improbable that the list of Otago plants

is at all nearly closed. Mr, Buchanan, in the paper already referred to,

catalogues 507 species of Otago Phcenogams (flowering plants). This is little

more than half the number already assigned to New Zealand by botanists.

Wide as is the geographical range of these islands, it is highly improbable that

so many as 500 species do not range throughout this extent, in localities suitable

for their growth. It is, on the other hand, probable that many entirely new

species will yet reward the diligence of our local observers, Dr, Lyall appears

to have reported the collection of several plants on the West Coast which have

not since been gathered there by botanists. No settlement having as yet been

planted there, this fact can hardly be deemed suspicious. But the list which

accompanies this paper, of flowering plants collected within the older settled

districts of this province by Dr. Lauder Lindsay, during a hurried visit in

1861, which have apparently escaped the notice of such indefatigable observers

as Hector and Buchanan, offers us still stronger evidence that there is yet

plenty of work to be done by local botanists, before we can ventui"e to say

what is to be fotmd in Otago and what is not,*

Mr, Buchanan has added greatly to the value of his catalogue of plants by

affixing to each species letters and numbers indicating (1) the elevation at

which it is found, (2) whether it belongs to the east or west region of the

province or to both, and (3) its i-elative prevalence or scarcity. It would be

matter for wonder if all his determinations of these several particvilars should

remain unchallenged. It is possible, too, that clerical or typographical errors

may exist amongst these indices. It will be the duty of local observers

* See Proceedings, p. 58.

—

Ed.
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carefully to check his conclusions. I have been induced to refer particularly

to this by the fact that I find one shrub, Melicope simjiilex—not at all uncommon

about Dunedin—marked by Mr. Buchanan with the figure which indicates

"the mere occurrence of a few individuals of the species." If his catalogue

were carefully analysed by every naturalist in the proviiace, it can hardly be

doubted that information on all the points I have referred to in this paper

would be forthcoming. I do not think that the Institute, in the first year of

its existence, could more usefully promote this one amongst the studies which

it has taken under its wing, than by collecting such information and placing

it at the disposal of Mr. Buchanan, for the purpose of publishing, under the

auspices of the Institute, a revised edition of his valuable essay and catalogue.

Art. XXXIII.

—

On some New S-pecies and Varieties of New Zealand Plants.

By John Buchanan, of the Geological Survey Department.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, June 15, 1870.]

On a sup>p>osed Hybridj Acfena.

An apparent Hybrid Accena has been observed in the neighbourhood of

Wellington, partaking the characters of Accena Sanguisorhai, an indigenous

species, and Accena ovincc, an introduced species from Australia, both found in

the same locality.

The first of these having the flowers in globose heads, is constant to this

character over New Zealand, whilst the Australian species has the flowers

arranged in long obovate spikes.

The supposed hybrid shows below the globose heads several small clusters

of flowers, axillary to bracts on the peduncle, thus becoming an intermediate

form.

If the theory of hybridization prove unsuitable, this form must be accepted

as a recent variation from Accencc Sanguisorhce, as it has not been noticed

previously ; the presence of the two species on the same spot is, however, a

remarkable coincidence.

Collected by J. Buchanan, on Mount Victoria, Wellington.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophiccd Society, October 12, 1870.]

Dichondra hrevifolia, Buchanan, n. s.

A small minute-leaved, creeping, tufted, glabrous herb. Leaves shortly

petiolate, reniform, ^ inch broad, entire, glabrous. Scapes 1 inch long,

pubescent or glabrous, four times longer than the leaves. Flowers solitary ; corolla
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longer than the calyx, tlie latter ciliate or silky. Other characters of flowers

and fruit the same as D. repens. Capsule long, silky.

Hab. — Popotunoa, Otago. Pastures, in swampy places, mixed with

D. repens.

This distinct little species is easily distinguished from I), repens by its

much smaller size and uniform-sized leaves, its long scapes, and nearly

glabi'ous character.

Collected by J. Buchanan.

Aristotelia erecia, Buchanan, n. s.

A small, rigid, erect, opposite-branched shrub tree, with reddish brown bark,

ultimate twigs pubescent. Leaves on short pubescent petioles, erect, oblong

lanceolate, 2-2 1^ inches long, opposite, finely and regularly serrate, pubescent

on midrib. Racemes § inch long, erect, axillary in opposite pairs, scattered all

over the branches
j

peduncles, pedicels, and calyx pubescent. Flowers few,

small, dicecioiis, in opposite pairs, with large leafy bracts ; male flowers not

seen, petals of female flower entire, sometimes lobed, a little longer than the

woolly fringed sepals. Fruit not seen.

Hab.—Lake District, Otago, 1200 ft. alt. ; Wyndham, Otago, 800 ft. alt.

,

Patea, Wellington, 1000 ft. alt.

Collected by John Buchanan in the South Island, and Dr. Hector in the

North Island.

This species is not uncommon, but easily overlooked when not in flower

;

it often retains the lobulate form of leaf till nearly full grown, and has then

proved always a puzzling plant.

Arrangement of the New Zealand Species o/" Aristotelia, to show the p>osition of

the New Species, Ai^istotelia erecta.

(a.) Racemes aggregated.

1. Leaves membranous, pubescent, 3-5 inches long. ^

Racemes aggregated on the branches in large f . • , . tca T> • 1 1,1 1 -n > Aristotetia racemosa.
masses of flowers. Berries large, black. Des- I

cription otherwise as in Handbook. )

Leaves membranous, pubescent only on tlie^

principal veins, 3-5 inches long. Racemes aggre- ( o i • ^^
;

gated in lesser masses of flowers than the last, t ' ^ ' ^ ensoi.

Berries .small, red. )

(b.) Racemes scattered.

2. Leaves smaller, 2-2
-| inches long, glabrous

]
except on the midrib, lobulate on young plants. > Aristotelia erecta.

Racemes small, scattered over the branches. j

Branches tortu.ous. Leaves very small and \

coriaceous. Racemes very small, or reduced to > Sub-species, y?-witco5a.

single flowers.
j

2 E
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[Bead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, November 12, 1870.]

Undescribed Varieties of Claytonia Australasica, Hooh. f.

Considerable difficulty lias been experienced by collectors in determining

this wide-spread little alpine, from the description in the New Zealand

Handbook, a racemose variety being much more common than the described

species.

The two following varieties are constant in large patches, and perhaps are

so also over certain districts exclusively ; the variations may therefore be

considered as due to different conditions of growth only.

Claytonia Australasica, Hook. f. A glabrous, slender, creeping, succulent,

tender herb, rooting at each node, where leaves and scapes ascend. Leaves

solitary or in distant pairs, terete, and thickened upwards, obtuse, J-2 in.

long, pale green, the petioles dilating into membranous sheaths at the base.

Soapes axillaiy, solitary, 1 -flowered, erect, usually shorter than the leaves.

Flowers pure white, variable in size, ;|-§ in. diameter. Capsules 3-valved,

3-seeded. Seeds large, shining, blach

Hab.—Lammermoors, Otago, 3000 ft. ; Mount Alta, Otago, 5000 ft.

Collected by J. Buchanan.

Var. a. bi^ora. Leaves fasciculate and single on the same plant, 1 in. long.

Flowers in pairs, or sometimes two pairs on the same scape, shorter than the

leaves.

Hab.—Mount Egmont, 6000 ft.

Collected by J. Buchanan,

Var. b. raceniosa. Leaves fasciculate and in pairs on the same plant,

2 in. long. Racemes of 4-7 flowers, pink, much longer than the leaves.

Bracts large, membranous.

Hab.—Dun Mountain, 4000 ft.

Collected by Henry H. Travers.

This very showy variety, with its mass of pink flowers, is worthy of

cultivation.

Cyperus gracilis, Buchanan, n. s.

A flaccid pale green glabrous leafy plant, 1-2 ft. high. Culm sharply 3-angled,

grooved, 1-1 0th in. diameter. Leaves shorter than the culms, keel.ed, margins

almosb smooth, sheathing part with white membranous border. Involucral

leaves 3-6 in. long. Umbels of 6-8 short rays, |-1 in. long, springing from

nearly the same base as the involucral leaves, and forming dense round masses.

Spikelets arranged in globose umbels ^ in. long, pale dull green. Glumes

ovate, acuminate, with white membranous border. Nut 3-angled, pale whitish

green. Style persistent.
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Hab.—Swampy ground in the Hutt Valley, Wellington.

Collected by J. Buchanan.

The slender habit, circular umbels, and pale colour, distinguish this at

once from Cyperus ustulatus.

Isolepis globosa, Buchanan, n. s.

Culms erect, 1-2 ft. high. Spikelets aggregated in dense globose heads imme-

diately below the very obtuse tip of the culm, very narrow, linear, |—| in. long.

Proliferous culms 2-4 inches high, sheathed at the base, and bearing smaller

heads of linear spikelets. Glumes oblong, obtuse, in the proliferous heads

acute. Nut 3-gonous, pale, smooth, not dotted.

Hab.—Karori Hills, "Wellington, where it shows bright green patches in

damp hollows.

The long linear spikelets distinguish this from the other New Zealand

species.

Collected by J. Buchanan.

Sellieriafasciculata, Buchanan, n. s.

An erect small shrub. Leaves |-in. long, obovate, coriaceous, nerveless,

fasciculate on alternate short branches. Flowers on short [)ed uncles, 3-4,

terminal on the branches, axillary to the uppermost leaves. Peduncles ^ in.

long, with two subulate opposite bx-acts above the middle.

Collected by Dr. Haast at Weka Pass, Canterbury.

The shrubby habit of this plant allies it more to Sccevola, but for several

other characters, which place it with Sellieria and nearest to S. radicans.

Clematis afoliata, Buchanan, n. s.

A rigid wiiy-branched climber. Branches finely grooved, glabrous, whole

plant leafless, or leaves reduced to opposite tendrils. Male flowers | in.

diameter, solitary, terminal, on produced peduncles at the ends of the branches.

Peduncles 1 in. long, silky, with one bract at base, in the axils of the last pair

of tendrils. Sepals 4, greenish white, linear oblong, acute, silky. Anthers 8—12,

linear obtiise. Female flowers few, 2-4, in the axils of branches or tendrils,

in single or ojjposite pairs. Peduncles |—1 in. long, silky, with an opposite

pair of bracts on the middle and bracteate at the base. Achenes silky, with

long feathery awns.

This well marked species is often found as an unsupported shrub, weaving

and intertwining its stiff branches on themselves, and forming upright dense

masses.

Hab.—Waitaki Valley, Otago, and Marlborough. (See Travis. N. Z. Inst.,

Vol. i.)

Collected by J. Buchanan.
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Olearia capillcms, Buchanan', n. s.

A small slender-branclied slirub. Bx-anches, panicles, and petioles covered

with closely appressed buff tomentum. Leaves |-1 in. long, membranous

ovate, obtuse or acuminate, nearly entire, covered below with silvery white

tomentum, young leaves silky above. Heads few, in lax open corymbs.

Florets 8-12. Pedicels long, very narrow, hair-like. Panicles of 3-5 heads,

sometimes 5 in. long. Achene with a few scattered forked hairs.

Closely related to 0. nitida, Hook. f.

Hab.—Nelson Mountains, altitude 4000 feet.

Collected by Henry H. Travers.

Melico2ye Mantellii, Buchanan, n. s.

A glabrous small tree, 12-15 ft. high, branches slender, dark brown.

Leaves dark green, opposite, 3-foliolate, the side folia sometimes dropping off

leaflets 1-1 1- in. long, oblong or obovate, rounded at point, crenulate or entire?

flat, often overlapping on their inner sides. Petioles shorter than the leaves,

nari'owly winged with a groove on the upper surface. Flowers small, white

or pale greenish yellow, in small axillary cymes, which are often reduced to

three flowers. Petals linear oblong, reflexed when in full flower. Ovary

hirsute. Carpels scar'cely coriaceous, few veined, pellucid dotted, punctate.

Flowers and fruit otherwise the same as Ilelicojye siinplex, to which. Dr. Hooker

says, it is closely allied.

Hab.—Common in the neighbourhood of Wellington, associated with

Melicope ternata and Melicoj^e simplex. From the first of these it is easily

distinguished by the darker green foliage, smaller flat leaves, hirsute cai-pels,

and smaller fruit ; and from the latter by its larger ternate leaves, flowers, and

fruit.

Collected in Wellington and Auckland by J. Buchanan.

Coprosma serrulata, Hook. n. s.

A small upright unbranched shrub, 10-18 in. high. Leaves large,

coriaceous, 1-1 1 in. long, broadly obovate, round at tip, sei-rulate, tapering

into a very short stout petiole. Specimens in the Museum Herbarium not in

flower. Fruit apparently sessile, hidden amongst the leaves.

Hab.—Sub-alpine altitudes of Otago and ISTelson, where it is usually found

growing among grass. Lower pai-t of the stem blanched white.

Dr. Hooker, in a letter to Dr. Hectoi', remarks,—" This plant is a

botanical curiosity, as being the only species in this large genus with serrated

leaves."

Collected in Otago by J. Buchanan, 18G5, and by Dr. Hector in Nelson,

1869.
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Art. XXXIV. — On Recent Changes in the Noinenclature of the Neio

Zealand Ferns. By John D. Enys.

[Read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterburij, October 5, 1870.]

In the Synojjsis Filicum of the late Sir W. J. Hooker and J. G. Bater

(London : 1868), a considerable number of changes have been made in the

names of the Ferns of New Zealand, given in Dr. J, D. Hooker's Handbook

of the New Zealand Flora, 1864, and as these newly adopted names will be in

future accepted and employed by botanists, I have drawn up the following

list for the assistance of our local collectors.

It will be observed that the list also includes some new species, which have

been added to the Flora of the country since the publication of the first

volume of the Handbook, although some of them are mentioned in the

"Additions, Corrections, etc.," p. 722, of the second volume.

These new species are,

—

Gleichenia dichotoma,—from the Hot-springs of Karapiti and Rotomahana.

Hymenophyllum ciliatum,—discovered by W. T. L. Travers, on the Nelson

mountains.

Loviaria dura,—Chatham Islands.

Nephrodium unitum,—Hot-springs, North Island.

As regards Hymenophyllxmi ceruginosum, Dr. Hooker does not agree with

his ftither's opinion, and retains the name ceruginoswn, as he says that the

plant from Tristan d'Acunha is not distinct from that found in New Zealand.

In the /Synojjsis, a new Trichomanes is described, and called Armstrongii,

after the discoverer, a son of the Government Gardener of Canterbury.

[The list given by the author of this paper was imperfect, and has there-

fore been included in a complete corrected list of all New Zealand Ferns,

which has been printed separately for the convenience of collectors, and

issued with Part 2 of the Proceedings, 1870.

—

Ed.]

Art. XXXV.

—

On some Algse from the Chatham Islands. By Professor

J. Agardh, of Lund. Communicated by F. von Mueller, C.M.G.,

M.D., Ph.D., F.R.S.

[Read before the Well'nujton Philosophical Society, October 22, 1870.]

In submitting this brief notice of the Algce, collected by Mr. Travers in the

Chatham Islands, I have a double object in view. I wished to place on i-ecord

the results of the examination of these species, as emanating from a philoso-

pher, who, as the worthy descendant of a great investigator in phytology
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(Bishop Agardh), has long been illustrious ; and I did this with all the more

readiness, as neither in Dr. J. D. Hooker's Handbook on New Zealand plants,

nor in my little work on the Vegetation of the Chatham Islands, specific notes

on any of the Algce of that group are contained. Furthermore, I hope to

encourage renewed and extended enquiries in this direction, by drawing atten-

tion to the fact, that one-third of the few A IgcB hitherto collected in the Chatham

group, augment actually the long list of species already discovered at the main

islands of New Zealand. It seems thus evident, that any methodic search

after such plants, throughout all seasons, will be rewarded with many new

disclosures of this poi'tion of the oceanic vegetation.

The species hitherto unrecorded from any part of New Zealand, and mostly

new to science, are Ilymenocladia lanceolata, Landshoroughia myricifolia,

Cystophora scalaris, C. dissecta, A mjjhiroa Wardii, Palyripha nia Ifuelleriana.

The first of these plants introduces even a new genus into the vegetation of New
Zealand, of which latter that of the Chatham Islands must be regarded as a

mere ofishoot. The species are ari-anged according to Harvey's Index Generum

Algarum, which that lamented great observer promulgated in 1860. Omitted

from the list is Conferva Darwinii, to which plant I have already referred in

the preface to the Vegetation of the CJiatham Islands.

F. V. M.

Melbourne Bot. Gardens,

September, 1870.

1. Carpophyllum phyllanthus, J. Hook, et Harv., in London Journ. of Bot,

iv., 526. Travers' Coll., 112.

2. Landshoroughia myricifolia, J. Agardh. Travers' Coll., llO. I have

ventured to write the generic name in congruity with that of the Rev.

Dr. Landsborough (the father of the Australian explorer), to whom the

genus was dedicated, although the late Prof. Harvey, for the sake of

brevity, called it Landsburgia. Thoiigh such changes have been adopted

in many other cases (for instance, in the dedication of the genus Goodenia,

by Sir James Smith, to Bishop Goodenough), it is evident that such

alterations in the name deprive the dedication of all real meaning. If

such change is adopted for distinction between a zoologic and phytologic

genus, it would appear far better to abandon one of the two altogether.

3. Cystophora scalaris, J. Agardh. Travel's' Coll., 108.

4. „ dissecta, J. Agardh. Travers' Coll., 109.

5. Ecklonia radiata, J. Agardh. Spec. Gen. et Ord. Alga;, i., 146. Travers'

Coll., 105.

6. Zonaria Turneriana, J. Ag. (Z. interrupta, Ag. S])., i., 137.) Travers'

Coll., 100.
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7. Dictyota Kunthii, Ag., in J. Agardh Sijec. 6en. et Orel. Alg., i., 94.

Travers' Coll., 101.

8. Sjihacelaria paniculata, Suhy, in Regen's b. Flora, Bot. Zeitung, 1840, 278.

Travers' Coll., 92.

9. Polysiplionia Muelleriana, J. Ag. Travers' Coll., 115.

10. Amphiroa Wardii, Harv. Travers' Coll., 89.

11. PterocloAia lucida, J. Ag. Spec. Gen. et Ord. Alg., ii., 483. Travers'

Coll., 99.

12. Hymenocladia lanceolata, J. Ag. Travers' Coll., 98 and 114.

13. Bhodymenia corallina, Greville, in Hook. Lond. Journ. of Bot, iv., 544.

Travers' Coll., 106.

14. Callophyllis Homhroniana, Kuetz. Spec. Alg., 746. Travers' Coll., 102.

15. Gigartina Radula, J. Ag. Spec. Gen. et Ord. Alg., ii., 278. Travers' Coll.,

96, 97, 113.

16. Ptilota formosissima, Mont. Voy. Pdle Ltid., 97, t. 9, fig. 3. Travers'

Coll., 104.

17. Ballia Brunonia, Harv., in Hook. Journ. of Bot., ii., 191, tab, 9.;

Ballia callitricha, Mont., in d^Orhign. Diet. Univ., tab. 2. The specific

name, chosen by Harvey, as the oldest, can only be adopted. Travers'

Coll., 91.

18. Caulerpa furcifolia, J. Hook, and Hai'v., in London Journ. of Bot., vi.,

416. Travers' Coll., 93.
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III. — CHEMiaTRY.

Art. XXXVI.

—

On the Absorption of Sulphur by Gold, and its Effects in

Retarding Amalgamation. By W. Skey, Analyst to the Geological

Survey of New Zealand.

\^Read hefore the Wellington Philosophical Society, Septemher 17, 1870.]

A PART of tlie duty assigned to me while recently on the Thames gold-field,

was to investigate into the causes of the loss of gold experienced by the pro-

prietors of the several batteries in that district, when working the auriferous

material.

From an acquaintance with the various mechanical arrangements adopted

there for securing the gold, and from a knowledge of the nature and amount

of such loss, I was soon led to infer that much of it could scarcely be referred

to any of the causes severally supposed to be operative.

The afiinity of gold and its richer alloys for mercury is so great, and their

negativeness, or u.naffectibility, to and by the various chemical substances

naturally having contact with them, so universally and so authoritatively

afiirmed, that it is generally supposed all we have to do in order to obtain an

amalgam of gold and mercury, is to present them to each other, with their

surfaces free from dust or stain, and to all appearance chemically clean.

But, in experimenting upon a few samples of the Thames gold, I found

that though apparently quite free from any such stains, etc., they would not

uniformly amalgamate over their entire surfaces ; some, indeed, would not

amalgamate in the least, though to all appearance as bright, as clean, and as

chemically similar as those which did ; the action of boiling water upon these

did not in the least affect their negativeness to the mercury. This could not

therefore be owing to the intervention of air mechanically adherent to them.

Observations taken since my return, show besides, that several of the

cleanest-looking samples of the Otago gold which have been deposited in the

Colonial Museum, manifest a similar negativeness to mercury—even to whole

samples of fine alluvial gold, and those surfaces of small nuggets so situated

that it was impossible they could have been hand-soiled.

All these specimens were rendered readily amalgamable by cold solutions

of cyanide of potassium, nitric acid, chromic acid, or chloride of lime acidified,

and, with the exception of the moi'e cupreous of these, they were also rendered

amalgamable by roasting them in an open fire for a few minutes.
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Obviously, therefore, some foreign substance occupied these non-amalgam-

able surfaces, excluding the mercury from contact with the auriferous alloy,

which substance was dissipated or decomposed by heat, and capable of removal

by the several re-agents specified ; tlie question then arose. What could this

substance be 1 and I began to suspect that sulphur, in some form or other, was

this substance, since its deportment under these conditions would certainly be

very similar,

I therefore well cleaned the surfaces of several samples of Thames and

Otago gold, and one of pure gold, and placed them for a few seconds in

sulphuretted hydrogen gas, well washed them afterwards, and dipped them into

clean mercury, when, in the place of being instantly whitened over their whole

surfaces by the mercury, they absolutely refused to amalgamate with it upon

any part, and even seemed to exercise a repulsive force upon it.*

The same effects, or rather non-effects, in relation to the mercury, followed

when alkaline sulphides were substituted for the surphuretted hydrogen, also

when the samj^les of gold were kept a short time in boiling water, in contact

with sulphur—a platinum crucible being used as a precautionaiy measure

against the introduction of alkaline matters. As in the case of the first series

of specimens, these were rendered amalgamable by treatment with cyanide of

potassium, nitric acid, chi'omic acid, or chloride of lime, also by the application

of heat to the less cupreous ones, t The efiects of heat on those samples

containing 6 per cent, of copper (and perhaps much less) being to produce such

a film of the oxide upon their surfaces that the mercury is still excluded

from them, though from a different cause from that above mentioned. These

samples also readily amalgamated with sodium amalgam.

Gold thus treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, sulphur, or alkaline

sulphides, and thoroughly washed, then put in pure cyanide of potassium, gave

a good reaction of siilphur to the nitro-prusside test ; and I have also obtained,

in the same manner, very distinct reactions of sulphur upon several of the

native gold samples in the Museum.

These resixlts cleaily show that gold, even when in its purest state, is by

no means so negative to sulphur and its compounds as is supposed, but

that, on the other hand, it absorbs sulphur with great avidity ; and they

further show, that when this sulphur is thus absorbed by gold, even when

only in very minute quantity, the metal refuses to amalgamate, although there

is no visible change induced in its appearance.

Taken in connection with the presence of sulphur (or a compound of it)

* This was illustrated at the close of the meeting.

+ The chlorides of gold and mercury, also nitrate of silver, have been found lately to

have the same effect. See paper '

' On the reduction of various metals from ther solutions

by metallic sulphides, etc."

2f
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upon many samples of native gold, and the certainty that one or other of the

sulphui'izing agents specified does frequently occur naturally in metaliferous

rocks, it seems highly probable that a large area of the natural surfaces of

native gold is sulphurized, and thus rendered, according to the degree of this,

non-amalgamable

.

If this is so, a very sufficient cause appears for the heavy loss in the

precious metal, experienced by the mill-owners in working their auriferous

reefs by the amalgamation process, since it would only be those portions or

grains thus suliohiirized, which have chanced to get their surfaces abraded

during their extraction or milling, that would be at all likely to adhere to the

mercury used.

Whether this absorption is a purely mechanical one, as is assumed for that

where platinum acts upon sulphuretted hydrogen and other gases, or whether

it is a truly chemical one, is a matter of some interest to enquire into,

particularly in connection with the, as yet, ixnsolved problem relative to the

mode of solution and deposit of native gold ; also, in relation to the question

of absorption generally.

By what can properly be deduced from the facts above stated, and those

which have manifested themselves to an investigation canned on especially to

determine this point, it certainly appears that this absorption is the; effect of

chemical action.

Thus, if this absorption is mechanical, the sulphur must be in one of the

two following conditions :

—

I. As free sulphur.

II. Combined with hydrogen, as sulphuretted hydrogen.

I. That it is not as free sulphur was evidenced by the fact that boiling

ether or bi-sulphide of carbon—two liquids having considerable affinities for

sulphur—would not remove it from the gold ; for, after long contact with these

solvents and an after thorough washing, the gold still refused to amalgamate.

Neither of these liquids had any effect upon clean gold in regard to its

behaviovir with mercury.

II. That it is not combined with hydrogen, and thus condensed on the gold

surface as sulphuretted hydrogen, appeared from the circumstance that

sidphurous acid effected no apparent change on it ; the action of this acid on

sulphuretted hydrogen being a rapidly decomposing one, sulphur being

liberated in a free state, caj^able of being detected and identified as in this

state, which I could not accomplish.

Not appearing to be in either of these forms, therefore we must assume it

to exist in chemical union with the metal as a sulphide of gold, forming a

film of true auriferous pyrites, as was first suggested to me by Dr. Hector.

Independent of the proof derived from experiment, it may be expected

tnmi sixlphur brought into close contact with a metal which we know does
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form chemical union with it in a -wet way, and at common temperatures, would

then be in an extremely favourable condition for the exercise of chemical

affinities ; and the same argument applies for absorption being generally

chemical, wherever there are affinities existing at the temperatures we employ

between the absorbants and the absorbed substances.

Indeed, so far as these experiments and these arguments are deemed con-

chisive in favour of the absorption of sulphur by gold being chemical, by so

much are we compelled to diverge from the received opinion that the absorption

of the common gases by platinum is always a mechanical one, and are com-

pelled to distinguish varieties of absorption.

The affinities of sulphur, also oxygen, for platinum, are superior to their

affinity for gold, why not therefore suppose sub-sulphides, or sub-oxides, to form,

when these substances are respectively absorbed ; but the whole question of

these minute actions of metallic surfaces requires rigorous investigation, and

for this 1 doubt not the mercury test here used for proving absolute cleanliness

of surface will often prove very useful.

Reverting to that which more strictly falls within the scope of this paper,

as sulphur has been found upon native gold, I should be quite prepared to

find the metals tellurium and selenium also upon the natural surfaces of the

gold of Transylvania and the Thames (these substances being isomorphous

with sulphur and more fixed), as telluric gold is found in Transylvania^ and

the character of the two golds assimilates.

In conclusion, I would beg to observe the necessity of fully establishing

the character of this absorption of sulphur by gold. If it is a chemical act, as

present evidence tends to show, and sulphides of gold and platinum are so

easily and so rapidly formed, we cannot doiibt but that sulphur plays a very

important part in the solution and translation of these metals from rock

masses to intersecting quartz reefs, or from deep strata to superficial positions.

In whatever form, however, sulphur is thus absorbed by gold, it is

certainly the greatest obstacle to a thorough and complete amalgamation which

we have to contend with ; no doubt other substances occasionally intervene

to prevent or retard this process, such for instance as the oxides of iron and

organic matter, but sulphur and its isomorphs must, I think, be the most

actively and the most frequently concerned in this refusal of natixral gold

surfaces to amalgamate. In case further investigation should prove this

sulphurization of the natural surfaces of gold to be general, it will be easy to look

for a remedy against its effects ; but, as yet, it would be useless to speculate

as to what this should be. As stated, there are several ways of removing

these films : perhaps chloride of lime in conjunction with muriatic acid would

prove serviceable, but, unfortunately, it could only be applied to the "stuff"

before amalgamation, and there might be a loss of gold occasioned by solution.

The sodium amalgam of Crooke would be a safe and certain remedy, and
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easily applied ; its effect would be in relation to this sulphide, to decompose

it, and so expose the encrusted gold to the action of the mercury.

Doubtless the great benefit which has often attended the use of this

amalgam has been principally due to the exercise of this kind of action.*

Art. XXXVII.

—

On the Production of a Mono-hydrate of Chloride of Barium.

By W. Skey, Analyst to the Geological Survey of New Zealand ; with

Notes on its Crystallization, by E. H. Davis.

(With Illustrations.)

[Read he/ore the Wellington Philosophical Society, Sejyteviher 17, 1870.]

In testing a mineral from the Thames gold-field containing baryta, I observed

that the chloride of this base deposited crystals from its hydrochloric acid

solution, differing considerably in shape from those described as belonging to

the common bi-hydrate ; they also difier in lustre, which inclined to pearly.

I therefore analyzed these crystals, and the results of this give the following

formula : Ba CI + HO. This is then a mono-hydi-ate of chloride of barium,

Avhich is the lowest hydrate yet obtained.

Like the bi-hydrate, it effloresces in the air at common temperatures.

The action of hydrochloric acid in determining the production of this

variety, is no doxibt referable to its affinity for water, this being superior to

that of the monohydrated salt.

This salt has been microscopically examined by Mr. Davis, and the accom-

panying drawings of the crystals, and notes thereon, have been furnished by

him.

On the Crystallization of Ba CI HO.

The crystals are white and pearly, and effloresce rapidly ; they are

exceedingly small, requiring a high magnifying power to make them at all

distinct. The system is tetragonal, the same as the bi-hydrate of barium,

but, unlike that compound, all the ciystals are ditetragonal forms, or at least

have a combination of the ditetragonal and first kind of tetragonal, or of the

fii'st and second kinds. The relations of the parameters could not be deter-

mined for certain, for want of a proper instrument.

PI. XXYI., fig. 1, is a ditetragonal pyramid, very perfect, having the

parameters as 1 : 1 : 2 as nearly as possible.

Fig. 2, is a ditetragonal spheroid or ocalenohedron, its parameters are

nearly 1 : 1 : 2'5.

* For further discussion of this subject, see N. Z. Geol. Sm-vey ReiJorts, 1870, p. 70.
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Fig. 3, is a ditetragonal prism, broken at one end, and terminated at tlie

other by an obtuse pyramid.

Fig. 4, is similar to Fig. 3.

Fig. 5, is a combination of a primary prism with a prism of the second

kind, apex being the pyramid of the first kind.

Fig. 6, is interesting, as it presents the curious marking hitherto (I believe)

peculiar to chiastolite, which is a rhombic crystal.

Fig. 7, is a normal prism terminated by a pyramid, having its angles

replaced by a more acute jjyramid of the second kind.

Fig. 8, is a combination of a primary prism having an acute pyramid

capped by one more obtuse, which is again terminated by a pinacoid ; this

crystal is either one which has lost its water of crystallization, or, what is more

probable, it has absorbed one equivalent from its neighbour, which was quite

opaque to polarized light.

Fig. 9, represents two crystals, both perfect, consisting of combinations of

primary and secondary prisms and pyi'amids.

All these were carefully examined and drawn while under the microscope
;

they present no features by which they could be certainly recognized from

some other salts, but as a new compound, it is interesting to observe the com-

plete change in the style of the crystallization which one eqixivalent of water

can cause.

Art. XXXVIII.

—

Researches on the Absorptive Properties of Platinum.

By W. Skey, Analyst to the Geological Survey of !N"ew Zealand.

[Bead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, October 22, 1870.]

The researches embodied in this paper were collateral with those given in

Art. XXXYII. in point of time, and of a kindred nature, but I preferred to

state the results of them separately, as the subject itself is foreign to gold

mining interests, to which the other appears intimately connected.

Shortly stated, these results are as follows :

—

When a piece of freshly-cleaned platinum is placed in the vapour of

sulphuretted hydrogen, or in solution of sulphide of ammonium, at common

temperature for a few minutes, then well washed in distilled water, it will be

found to have acquired such a condition upon its surfaces that metallic contact

cannot be established between it and mercury ; whereas, before treatment with

these sulphur compounds, amalgamation rapidly proceeded over the whole

surface of such piece on the application of mercury.

When the sulphixretted hydrogen was thoroughly dessicated, before

administration to the platinum, amalgamation was neither prevented nor

retarded ; at least, I could not observe any such effect.
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Platinum rendered thus non-amalgamable, becomes again readily amalgam-

able at a temperature of 400° to 600° F., also by a short contact -with any

of the following substances at common temperatures,—chromic acid, nitric acid,

nascent hydrogen, or chlorine.

Svilphuric and hydrochloric acids had not this effect, neither had cyanide of

potassium, not even when boiled with it.

Upon the siu'faces of platinum thus treated with either of these sulphides,

sulphur was readily detected by digesting them in a boiling solution of cyanide

of potassium, and applying the nitro-prusside test.

It further appeared that platinum is also brought into a non-amalgamable

condition by a short contact with either aqueous solution of potash or

ammonia ; even distilled water had the same effect if allowed contact for an

hour or two ; this may be owing, however, to traces of ammonia present in it.

In these cases, however, the application of hydrochloric or sulphuric acid

to the platinum, rendered it readily amalgamable.

Clean platinum has been found to amalgamate readily, after twenty-four

hours contact, with dry air.

In none of these cases did the metal appear to sustain any visible change

upon its surfaces.

The results thus stated, tend to show,

—

1st. That platinum, like gold, is capable of absorbing sulphur at common

temperature, from either a solid or gaseous compound of it.

2nd. That this absorption is chemical.

3rd. That this metal is superficially oxydized in alkaline solutions.

These results, therefore, to a certain extent appear to impugn the correct-

ness of the opinion that gaseous absorption by platinum is, in every case,

simply mechanical.

Art. XXXIX.

—

On the Capability of Certain Sulphides to form the Negative

Pole of a Galvanic Circuit or Battery. By W. Skey, Analyst to the

Geological Survey of New Zealand.

[Read before the Wellington Philosoijhical Society, October 22, 1870.]

When a piece of massive galena is placed in voltaic contact with amalgamated

zinc, and immersed along with it in weak sulphuric acid, to within an inch

or two of the point of contact, a galvanic current is at once established, gas

in quantity being given off at the surfaces of the galena, while the zinc is

rapidly oxydized.

Three or four such pairs when connected among themselves, intensity

fashion, afford a current of electricity strong enough to decompose acidulated

water, and manifest all the phenomena of a small galvanic battery. Such an
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arrangement may properly be termed a pyritous battery—in accordance with

tlie custom hitherto observed, of designating new forms of batteries after some

distinguishing or novel feature in them.

Several other metallic sulphides manifest similar phenomena when coupled

in this manner with zinc, amongst which are the following :—zinc blende,

copper pyrites, vitreous copper stibnite, pi^oto-sulphide of iron, and the sulphides

of silver, mercury, platinum, and gold.

The only sulphide I have yet found any difficulty with in setting up this

action, under these conditions with zinc, is mundic, or the bi-sulphide of iron
;

but if the point of contact between it and the zinc is submerged in the acid,

gas is evolved at this point, and the area of evolution rapidly spreads around

from this, until the whole surface of the specimen becomes active.

The gas given off from the surfaces of these sulphides in the foregoing

experiments, was sulphuretted hydrogen. The effects, therefore, upon these

sulphides when thus made to form the negative pole of a galvanic pair, is to

desulphurize them ; in some cases the ultimate effect is to reduce the metal to

the metallic state. At any rate this obtains for the sulphides of mercury,

lead, silver, platinum, and gold. "With common yellow copper pyrites, a

beautiful iridescence is communicated to it in a few seconds after the liberation

of gas commences, owing, of course, to desulphurization.

Saline solutions appear to produce the same effects in these instances as

sulphuric acid, but they take place much slower.

The fact is thus directly established, that several of the metallic sulphides

are capable of performing all the functions of the negative pole of a galvanic

pair. From this, and the manner in which these sulphides have been

connected with each other, it is clearly demonstrated that they are pretty good

conductors of electricity. To a certain extent, indeed, all bodies are conductors

of electricity, the terms conductor and non-conductor being only expressive, as

Faraday affirms, " of exti'eme degrees of one common condition," there being

no complete conductor, nor any absolute non-conductor ; but these results

show, I think, these sulphides are conductoi'S to a degree not before recognized

—a circumstance which renders a comparison of their conducting power with

that of other conductors necessary.

Indirectly it has appeared, that nascent hydrogen is able to decompose these

sulphides at common temperatures, by combining directly with their sulphur,

thus accomplishing at a low temperature that which would requii-e a very high

one, in case it (the hydrogen) were presented to the sulphide in its ordinary

form.

In relation to the amalgamating processes used for the extraction of gold

at our batteries, these results prove that zinc amalgam, in contact with acid

solution, has precisely the same effect in decomposing the sulphides of gold,

mercury, iron, etc., as sodium amalgam ; like this amalgam, therefoi'e, it keeps
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pei'fectly bright and mobile in presence of sulphides, or the products of their

natural metamorphoses.

Whether or no such an amalgam could ever be profitably substituted for

sodium amalgam in our gold batteries, has yet to be determined. I am
afraid that the continual addition of sulphuric acid to the water conveying the

auriferous stufi" to the plates, etc., which the use of this amalgam necessitates,

would increase so much the cost of extraction as to render it unprofitable
;

still, as the water need only be very slightly acidified, it may be well to keep

the fact thus arrived at in mind, when projecting intended improvements in

the amalgamation of the gold from auriferous reefs.

In conclusion, I will only now remark, that the kind of phenomena just

described appear to have some relation to the formation and decomposition of

metalliferous lodes.

It is pretty certain, analogically considered,* that these sulphides should be

able to foi-m among themselves a series of voltaic pairs in presence of saline

solutions, as they differ from each other in respect to their affinities for

oxygen. Galena and copper pyrites, for instance, should form a voltaic pair,

in which the galena would be the negative element ; sulphide of silver and

galena again should furnish another pair, in which the galena would have its

function reversed, and so on for the rest, according to their relative proneness

to change.

In a natural way, therefore, the contact of dissimilar sulphides generally

should set wp galvanic action and chemical decomposition, and by setting

up this action, we might have a sulphide decomposed by saline solutions,

which it would be able to resist if it stood alone ; or, on the other hand, we

might have an easily decomposable sulphide preserved by the association with

it of one still more ready to decomjDOse.

Since the results just detailed were arrived at, I have been referred by Dr.

Hector to a paper by Mr. Robert Hunt, entitled, " Researches on the Influence

of Magnetism and Voltaic Electricity on Crystallization and Conditions of

Matter," given in Memoirs of Geological Survey of Great Britain, Vol. i.

The subject of that "paper is similar in part to this under consideration,

but I do not see that the author has anticipated any portion of the results

stated here ; he certainly does not demonstrate the actual and continuous pro-

duction of electricity by the contact of sulphides with positive bodies in saline

solutions ; nor does he show that copper pyrites conducts electricity, the water-

line being, as you will observe by reference to his diagram 14, page 457, above

the point of contact between the pyrites and the battery, so that the change or

decomposition of the ore need not involve the necessity of conducting power

in the pyrites, as in the case of that connected with the positive end of the

* Since determined to be the case.—See Art. XLI.
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battery, the conducting power necessary for this decomposition might well

have progressed around, from this point or line of contact by the liberation of

copper ; while, in case of the other piece of pyrites, all the conducting power

necessary for the production of the phenomena desci'ibed may, with propriety,

be referred to the wire bound around it.

I would also state, that in repeating this experiment of Mr. Hunt's I find

that, different to his own observations as stated, both the pieces of pyrites are

chemically affected, while it is not that in contact with the copper of the

battery which displays su.ch marked iridescence, but that communicating with

the zinc ; and it passes into this state not by an oxydation process, but by a

desulphurizing one, brought about by the liberation of hydrogen vij)on its

surfaces ; this gas, when freshly liberated, having a desulphurizing effect upon

sulphides generally, as I have clearly shown above.

Art. XL. — On the Reduction of Certain Metals from their Solutionis by

Metallic Sulphides, and the relation of this to the occurrence of such

Metals in a Native State. By W. Skey, Analyst to the Geological

Survey of New Zealand.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, Novemter 12, 1870.]

In a paper read by Mr. C. Wilkinson before the Royal Society of Victoria,

" Upon the Formation of G-old Nuggets," publicity is given to the fact, first

observed by Mr. Daintree, that gold when placed in a solution of its chloride,

undergoing decomposition by contact with organic matter, determines the

deposit of much, or all, the liberated gold upon itself.

In the same pages, the author states that he finds copper, iron and arsenical

pyrites, galena, zinc blende, stibnite, wolfram, and molybdenite, also act as

nuclei for gold thus reduced ; but that brown iron ore and quartz do not.

The general correctness of these statements has been verified by the results

of a critical enquiry, conducted by Mr. Cosmo Newberry, Analyst to the

Geological Survey of Victoria ; but I notice that there has not been any

attempt on the part of either of these authors to explain these very singular

phenomena.

That gold itself should be nuclear to gold slowly precipitating from its

solution, is by no means abnormal or unrelated to other phenomena ; it is, in

fact, just what we should expect from a consideration of the mode of deposit

of numerous other substances from their solutions, whether such deposits are

crystalline or amorphotxs, they generally tend to aiTange themselves round a

nucleus of their own substance ; but that substances so chemically dissimilar as

those specified by Mr. Wilkinson, both as compared among themselves and to

gold, should also be nuclear under these circumstances, appeared altogether so

2g
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strange and anomalous, tliat I was induced to make further researches into

tliis subject, for the purpose of ascertaining what other substances (if any)

could be added to this list of nuclei rendered, and whether any of them could

be nuclear for other metals during their slow precipitation, so that from an

enquiry thus extended some general principle might be discovered regulating

and explaining such deposits.

The results of these I now beg to lay before the Society ; they have been

so singular and unexpected, and have taken a direction so different to that

contemplated for them, that I have had to change the title of this paper as

first adopted and worked to, to the one now assigned to it.

I found, in the first place, on repeating the experiments adverted to, with

certain modifications, that in the case of wolfram, the tendency of gold to

deposit thereon might properly be referred to the well known reducing power

of the soluble proto-salts of iron upon salts of gold, since proto-oxide of iron

forms a considerable portion of this mineral, and is actually dissolved away

from it, to a small extent, by dilute acids at common temperatures ; at least, I

found it so in the case of a specimen of wolfram I had from the Museum,

The case, therefore, so far as these results of Mr. Wilkinson's are concerned,

is reduced to one in which there only remains to consider the metallic sulphides

and arsenides—a set of minerals both chemically and mineralogically related

to each other.

Now, in respect to these sulpliides, it is distinctly stated in Mr. Newberry's

paper, that in even weak solutions of terchloride of gold (the salt used in his

experiments), they decompose but so slowly as not to " interfere with the

deposit taking place regularly ;" having corroborated the correctness of this

statement, and also proved that the arsenides are similarly affected, it occurred

to me that, though hitherto quite unexpected, this decomposition was very

intimately connected with the first deposit of gold ujDon these sulphides ; that

in reality the commencement of metallic deposit was efiected, not by the inter-

action of organic matter as supposed, but by that of the several nuclei

themselves with the salt of gold.

I therefore agitated a little finely-powdei'ed galena (siilpliide of lead) with

a weak solution of terchloride of gold, omitting the addition of organic matter,

and taking every precaution against its presence accidentally, when I found,

after a little while, the gold solution had become quite colourless, and on

testing it, not a trace of this metal could be found ; it had evidently been

absorbed as it were by the galena, and, in fact, a careful inspection of the

mineral showed it to be feebly gilded.

Small cubes of galena simply immersed for a few hours in strong solution

of the gold salt, without organic matter, were so thoroughly gilded over the

greater part of their surfaces, that in certain positions they could not be

distinguished by the eye from gold.
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Chloride of gold was also found to be reduced by contact with the following

sulphides,—they include, as will be observed, all those mentioned by Mr.

Wilkinson—sulphides of iron (proto and bi-sulphide), sulphides of coj^per

(ferro-sulphide and sub-sulphide), and the sul^^hides of zinc, tin, molybdenum,

lead, mercury, silver, antimony, bismuth, arsenic, platinu.m, and gold ; and

among the arsenides, mispickel and arsenide of silver ; cubical iron pyrites is

rather slow in its action upon this solution of gold, while sulphide of antimony

scarcely affects it at all at first, but after some hours contact with it, reduction

goes on rapidly, perhaps by aid of some voltaic action. All these effects were

produced at common temperatures (with the exception of that with sulphide

of bismuth), while other experiments with iron and copper pyrites prove that

similar efiects are produced when all kind of light is excluded, so there is no

reason to suppose that light has been concerned in any of these re-actions.

I should state that in the case of some of the highly-coloured minerals,

such as cinnibar and arsenide of silver for instance, it is necessary to

operate upon their streak in order to obtain a visible deposit on them, at

common temperatures within a reasonable time, with hot solutions ; however,

even these are well gilded in an hour or two.

A portion of the metal of the sulphide operated upon was uniformly found

in the solution afterwai'ds, and also suli^huric acid ; the mode therefore in

which these effects were produced, was evidently by the oxydation of both the

constituents of the nucleus employed, at the expense of the chloride, or rather

the hydrochlorate of oxide of gold—supposing, as seems probable, an equivalent

of water combined with it as administered.

Thus we have removed this singular anomaly of gold in the act of

precipitating, selecting as nuclei substances so diverse from it, while refusing

others which differ no more from such non-metallic nuclei than do these from

gold ; as it certainly appears from these results that whatever gold has been

reduced by organic matter in the experiments quoted, would never deposit

on these non-metallic nuclei, surface to surface, but only upon gold already

occupying such surfaces, reduced by the exercise of affinities far superior and

swifter in their action than those involved in the decay of wood or other

organic structiires, used by Mr. Wilkinson in the experiments alluded to.

The question next arose, if organic matter is unnecessary, as it certainly is

for the commencement of gold deposits on these nuclei, is it necessary for

their continuance, and to give them that close coherent form obtained when

such matters were administered? experiment proved it to be unnecessary

as it was found that the solution after depositing a certain time gave films

towards the angles of the nuclei, which were of some thickness, and which,

under the mici'oscope, appeared quite continuous.

The non-necessity of the addition of organic matter to ensure the deposition

of gold in. these experiments by Mr. Wilkinson, being thus shown, and the
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reducing action of metallic sulphides and ai-senides upon salts of gold mani-

fested, it became of some intei'est to ascertain whether or not any other

metallic salts were capable of being reduced by these, or any of these

substances.

This part of the subject I have only slightly investigated, but enough has

been discovered to show that silver and one or more of the metals of the

platinum series, are reduced from their soluble salts by these substances

generally.

Thus, silver is reduced from either its nitrate or acetate very readily by

galena, copper pyrites, and the inferior sulphides of iron and copper; from

ammoniacal solutions, however, it does not precipitate on any of these

sulphides, not even when heated with them, except upon sub-sulphide of

copper ; as reduced by galena, it selects some angular jjart of it to deposit on, and

sometimes strikes off from this in beautiful arborescent forms, and minutely

crystalline filaments, exactly like those which the metal generally assumes in

its native state.

Cubic iron pyrites, also stibnite, has little or no effect upon silver salts, not

even when heated with them ; arsenide of silver has, however, a feeble effect.

The metal platinum is very slowly removed from its bichloride solution by

galena and grey cojoper ore ; also by iron pyrites, but still more slowly.

These were the only sulphides tiied.

Mercury does not appear to be reduced to the metallic state by any of the

sulphides enumerated, from its bichloride solution, but most of them reduce it

to the sub-chloride,—sulphide of gold even, thus affects this mercurial salt, the

sulphur being oxydized and the gold set free.

Neither the sulphate nor the acetate of copper are affected by these

sulphides, but per-chloride of iron is reduced to the proto-chloride by galena

and grey copper ore.

Before I proceed to the next part of the subject, I will state here the

results I obtained when other gold solutions were administered to these

sulphides ; the one hitherto employed in the experiments described being, as

will be remembered, a chloride.

When, in the place of this salt, I applied the oxide of gold in solution of

either potash, bicarbonate of soda, or silicate of potash, the effects were

always the same ; at least they were so with galena, sulphide of copper, or

proto-sulphide of iron.

Ammoniacal solutions of gold, however, required their temperature raised

to 200° F., in order to give a decided gold deposit on these sulphides;

while in the case of the stoljyJiide of gold, dissolved in either bicarbonate or

soda, silicate of potash or ammonia, no reduction of the metal occurred by

contact with any of the sulphides enumerated, either at common temperatures

or at that of the boiling point of these several solutions ; nor yet was any
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reduction effected by the addition of otliei" strong deoxydizing agents, such as

tannic oi^ gallic acid, to these various solutions of the auriferous sulphide.

All this tends to show, I think, that in the instance where Mr. Newberry

obtained the reduction of gold upon iron pyrites, from the solution of its

sulphide in bicarbonate of soda mixed with organic matter, the gold had, prior

to the act of reduction, become in some manner divested of its sulphur, and

in exchange for this had combined with oxygen, thus passing to an oxy-salt,

readily reducible by deoxydizing agents.

During the period of time which had to be allowed by Mr. Newberry for

this experiment, the oxygen of the air might perhaps have oxydized the sul-

phur of the atiriferous sulphide, as it does that of several other sulphides, and

so reduced the gold amenable to the deoxydizing power of such substances as

the metallic sulphides ; any way, it is inconceivable how organic matter and

metallic sulphides, singly or conjointly, can desulj)hurize such a svilphide as

this. The effects of oi-ganic matter in a state of decay is rather to generate

siilphides than to decompose them, thus retarding, in the place of promoting,

the redviction of gold from such compounds.

It is hard to suppose that there could have been any chemical interchange

effected by the mere addition of bicarbonate of soda to the gold sulphide,

—

gold having far more affinity for sulphur than for oxygen, it could hardly pass

to an oxy-salt therefore in this manner ; besides, if it could, then reduction

should have proceeded as well with this kind of solution as with the gold

oxide in solution of bicarbonate of soda, which, as stated above, I found was

not the case.

Further experiments in this direction are however absolutely necessitated,

from the importance of ascertaining positively, whether there is any solution of

gold (likely to occur naturally), able to resist the reducing effects of either

metallic sulphides or organic matter, at common temperatures.

The several results arrived at in these investigations are now stated ; it

only remains therefore to point out, or rather to refer to, the very obvious

relations they appear to sustain to the manner in which certain of our native

metals are frequently associated.

The great deoxydizing power of sulphides generally upon most gold, silver,

or platina salts, as manifested by the experiments just described, renders them

so absorbent as it were of these metals, when presented to them as chlorides

or oxy-salts (the forms usually contemplated for them when in solution), that

any such solutions traversing even a very thin vein or reef of the common

metallic sulphides, would in all probability be completely divested of these

metals.

Solutions of silver however would be little, if anything, affected in traversing

a reef of common iron pyrites or stibnite, alone, but if the solution contained gold

in addition, it would be very probable that a certain portion of the silver
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would pi^ecipitate along with the gold by a simple chemical substitution. On the

other hand, silver woiald readily be absorbed by inferior sulphides, and also by

galena.

All tliis agrees very well with what we find on examination of these sul-

phides ; indeed, the facts thus stated seem to explain at once the reason of the

almost constant association of gold and silver with certain of our metallic

sulphides, and their absence or comparative scai-city in others.

Whether such is the true explanation of this or not, the knowledge that

metallic sulphides and arsenides are capable of reducing several metals from their

solutions, should, I think, be taken into consideration when we attempt to

explain the origin of these metals in the forms they have taken, and in the

rocks or veins they have selected.

As yet, most of the theories broached for the explanation of the occurrence

of such deposits in these matrices, are based upon the reducing power of

organic matter ; when the fact is, that most or all of these suljihides are much

superior in this respect to such matters, being far more rapid in their effects,

and capable of reducing, weight for weight, more metal ; a single grain of iron

pyrites being sufficient to reduce S^ grains of gold.

Besides, organic matter could scarcely exist in such quantity among our

older and more altered rocks, or be carried there in such quantity as to effect

the reduction of gold in such qiiantity and in such confined spaces as it is

occasionally discovered in.

While therefore allowing that organic matter may have had a share in the

reduction of this and other metals, I cannot but think that by far the greater

portion of these deposits—especially those deeper seated ones at a distance from

carboniferous strata—have been due to the deoxydizing effects of pyritous

minerals.

Of course both theories recjuire, as a common ground, that the metal was

first in the form of a salt, soluble in water—a condition which is generally

conceded, and which I have therefore all along taken as actually obtaining.

I cannot take leave of this subject without adverting to, and commenting

upon, some of the singvilar chemical reactions which these researches have

opened up.

In the first place we learn that aqueous solutions of the oxy-salts of gold

—

among which I include the chlorides, for reasons above stated—possess oxydizing

power to an extent not hitherto contemplated for them, great as this may have

been acknowledged. I think it is a little superior to that of chromic acid

—

one of the most powerful oxydizing agents we have—since it attacks cubical

pyrites pretty readily in the cold, while chromic acid scarcely affects it.

Further, these gold salts not only oxydize the metal of these sulphides, but

their sulphur too ; though I find from actual experiment that common sulphur

(crystallized), or recently precipitated sulphur, does not appear to be the least
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affected by such solutions, not even when these are applied at the temperature

of their boiling points.

This vulnerability of combined sulphur as against the invulnerability of

free sulphur, suggests that the former may in the first place have been set free

by the oxydation of the metallic portion, and being set free in a nascent form,

it might, by virtue of this, combine with oxygen as hydrogen, when in the

same state it combines with it, as shown in a former paper of mine.

At the same time, it appears that su.lphur can be oxydized by these salts,

while it is in combination,—as in the case of the auriferous sulphide for

instance,—the metallic portion, of course, remaining throughout unattached,

and so iiltimately becoming quite reduced.

Chromic acid, and cold nitric acid too, I may mention incidentally, aifect

this sulphide, as also the others, exactly as chloride of gold does, though

neither of them appear to have any action on native or precipitated sulphur at

common temperatures.

The oxydation of sulphur in these cases it is more difficult to give a

reasonable explanation for, but probably as combined with the metals, it takes

quite a different form and characters to any of those yet known to be possessed

by it while in a free state.

In conclusion, I would ask leave to observe in relation to these oxydizing

effects of gold solutions upon metallic sulphides, the rather singular circum-

stance that in full cognizance of the great oxydizing power of such solutions,

and also that of the proneness to oxydize exhibited by certain metallic

sulphides, the fact of the general association of gold with such sulphides did

not before suggest, rightly or wrongly, that such association had been due to

some mutual chemical interaction, obtaining between sohible auriferous salts

and those metallic sulphides in which gold occurs.

This omission to apply the knowledge of such well known facts to the

explanation of the singular association of gold with these minerals—a problem

which has engaged so much attention—is encouraging in the extreme to those

who, like us, are cut off by our geographical position from the use of those

refinements of scientific research, and the inspiring contact with those great

master-minds enjoyed by others occupying more favourable positions ; since it

shows, that notwithstanding the great progress which has been made, and is

daily making, in scientific knowledge generally, the easier and more simple

applications of known facts to the interpretation of phenomena hitherto

unexplained, are not yet exhausted ; and it shows besides that there is still,

for those who wish it, work to do, and work which requires for its successful

prosecution only the simplest appliances, and very ordinary investigating

power.
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Art. XLI.—On the Electro-motive Poioer of Metallic Sulphides. By W. Skey,

Analyst to the Geological Survey of New Zealand.

[Bead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, November 12, 1870.]

In a paper read before the Society at its last meeting, I showed that the

metallic sulphides generally were such ready conductors of electricity that they

could perform all the functions of the negative pole of a galvanic battery ; and

I stated that, reasoning from analogy, it appeared these sulphides should among

themselves, in presence of saline solutions, form voltaic pairs having a decom-

posing effect upon certain metallic salts.

In continuation of the subject, I have been investigating into this, and

the i-esults clearly showing such to be the case, I beg to communicate the fact^

together with various particulars concerniug it.

I will preface my statement by observing, that it is well known the mere

contact of heterogeneous solids of whatever kind, even to gypsum and amber,

as Pfaff observed, develop electricity, but of such feeble tension that very

delicate electroscopes are required for its detection; and just recently. Professor

Becquerel has proved the same feeble development of electricity occurs wHen

gold is placed in saline solutions having no affinity for it.''*
'^'

The object, therefore, of this communication is not to demonstrate for-

^

these sulphides the possession of a property hitherto iinknown, but that they

are able to manifest this particular property to such an extent in those saline

solutions frequently having contact with them in a natural way, that they are

able by such development to produce several chemical reactions, and among

them to reduce certain metals from their soluble salts,—the possibility of

which should certainly be considered when we enquire into the production and

metamorphosis of minei-al veins and their metallic contents.

Thus, when common iron pyrites and galena are placed in dilute acids or

saline solutions, within a short distance of each other, and connected by

platinum wires, with a solution of gold chloride contained in a separate vessel,

it will be found, after the expiration of a few hours, that the wire connected

with the galena has been well gilded over that end of it submerged in the gold

solution.

Clearly therefore a voltaic action has been set up by these sulphides here,

the galena has substituted the zinc, or positive element, of our ordinary

battery arrangements, while the iron pyrites has substituted the negative one.

Galena and sub-sulphide of copper form another voltaic pair-, in which the

galena is this time the negative element.

Besides gold, these sulphides are also capable of reducing silver and

platinum from their acid, solutions, but not copper, unless the positive electrode

* CJwmical News, July 8, 1870, p. 21.
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is of some metal having an affinity for the acicl of the aohition, so that in the

case of this metal it is not so much a decomposition as a transference which

takes place.*

With a zinc and platinum pair even, in sulphu.ric acid, it is only possible

to reduce copper by this kind of transference, at least with common tempera-

tures ; so that this inability of metallic sulphides to reduce copper under these

circumstances, is no indication of their inferiority to zinc in respect to the

intensity of their electro-motive power.

In these experiments the wires were connected with the minerals well

above the water line, and the suiface of the latter kept dry to this line, so

that the effects described were unmistakably due to the sulphides themselves

acting upon tlie liquid around them.

Other sulphides manifest the same behaviour when dissimilar ones are

paired in this manner.

The annexed column represents those which have been tested up to this

date, stated in the order of their positiveness relative to each other in sea

water. Any two of these, connected as I have described, will be found to be

positive and negative respectively ; and that occupying relatively the highest

f)osition in this column will always p^ove to be the positive one.

* The electro-deposition of copper upon a platinum plate, by means of a sulphide pair

in sea-water (copper being the ]3ositive electrode for reasons above given), was exhibited

at the close of the meeting, when, in the discussion which arose upon it, Mr. Hamilton,

a member of the Society present, urged that the electrolytic effects produced were not

due to the sulphides, but rather to the copper and platina used ; these plates with the

associated solution of copper sulphate beiug maintained by Mr. H. with great persistency,

and against much remonstrance on my part, to form in this case '

' both the battery and

decomposition cell, the sulphides employed merely completing the interpolar connection

between these copper and platina plates.

"

This opinion being publicly expressed, and adhered to, I feel obliged to notice it, as it

challenges the correctness of all which this paper was designed to convey and support,

and thus has the effect, or at all events the tendency, to lead the Society to suppose I

am in the habit of preparing papers for it, constructed so carelessly, and founded upon

errors so gross and palpable, that anyone thinking and speaking at random may disprove

them. All I need say in self-defence is, that I do not know of anything in the science

of electricity which at all warrants such a view as that expressed by Mr. Hamilton

being entertained ; but for his satisfaction, I have repeated my experiments, and

with such modifications that rendered it, if possible, a still more crucial test of the

correctness of my statements—the results, it is needless to say, were quite at variance

with those Mr. H. indicated. Thus, if we place a piece of copper, and one of platinum, in

solution of sulphate of copper, and connect them directly with each other, we find that

the platinum will not become coated with copper. If, then, no electrotypic effect is

produced when the connection between the plates is metallic, it %viU be obvious that

such effects would not be produced were (as in my demonstration) the electric resistance

increased by the interposition of sulphides, and a thickness of salt water in the circuit,

both being inferior conductors as compared to copper or platinum.

2 H
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METALLIC SULPHIDES.

Proto-sulphide of iron.

Proto-sulphide of manganese.

Proto-snlphide of zinc. (Zinc blende.)

Proto-sulpliide of cadmium.

Proto-sulphide of tin.

Proto-sulphide of mercury. (Cinnabar.)

Proto-sulphide of silver.

Proto-sulphide of lead. (Galena.)

Sub-sulphide of copper.

Sulphide of copper and iron. (Copper pyrites.)

Bi-sulphide of iron. (Iron pyrites.)

Sulphide of antimony. (Stibnite.)

Sulj)hide of gold.

Sulphide of platinum.

Sulpho-arsenide of iron. (Mispickel.)

Carbon, as graphite, sulphurized.

Compared with some of the metals, it was ascertained that in the same

kind of solution zinc is positive to proto-sulphide of iron, while silver places

itself between sulphide of silver and galena, and platinum between sulphide of

platina and mispickel
;
graphite (freshly ignited) being negative to the whole

of this series.

In weak sulphuric acid, the electro-motive order of these stilphides appears

the same as in saline solutions, at least this was shown to be the case for the

following :—proto-sulphide of iron^ sub-sulphide of copper, zinc blende, galena,

copper pyrites, and cubic iron pyrites. The greater number of these sulphides

were natural productions.

Magnetite was found to be negative to galena, but positive to mispickel in

saline solutions ; hematite is generally negative to these suli:)hides, but its

very inferior conducting power renders it difficult to obtain results with it.

Some of these minerals are so weakly positive to the one immediately

below them, that slight admixtures with them of other siilphides might, very

likely, change their positions in this column. Sulphide of antimony and mis-

pickel, for instance, form a very weak voltaic pair, in which were a minute

quantity of another sulphide to enter on either side, their position as here

tabulated might be reversed.

A ciirious fact is expressed in this column, viz., that galena is more easily

affected by these decomposing agents than cojiper pyrites ; this being the

opposite of what I should have supposed, as galena appears unalterable in

ordinary circumstances, while the copper pyi-ites very soon discolours.

Compared to magnetite or hematite, the siilphides generally are far superior

conductors of electricity.
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The best conductor among the natural sulphides appeared to be mispickel,

which vies in this respect with some of the metals.

As to the intensity of the electro-motive or electrolytic power which some

of these sulphides ai-e capable of developing, in contact with the exciting

solutions instanced, I should think it to be little, if anything, inferior to that

of zinc in like solutions ; and, while this development would be slower, the

absolute quantity of electricity producible should be much greater, weight for

weight, as compared with that yielded by zinc, under similar conditions,

if, as appears very probable, the oxydation of their sulphur also developes

electricity. If such development is in proportion to the quantity of oxygen

requisite to oxydize the sulphur to sul^ihuric acid, the electro-motive power of

common iron pyrites as compared to that of zinc qtiantitatively would be

abovit as four to one, since pyrites requires its own weight of oxygen to oxy-

dize both its constituents to oxides permanent under ordinary conditions, while

zinc barely uses one quarter of its weight for the same purpose.

"Whether or not, however, the sulphur of these various sulphides participates

to any extent in the production of the electrotypic deposit referred to, the know-

ledge that such kind of metallic depositions ai-e possible in a natural way,

is exceedingly suggestive in regard to the manner in which some metals

have assumed the metallic form.

These results, taken in connection with the abundance of metallic sulphides

in many of our mineral veins and rocks, make it appear very probable that

much of our native gold, silver, and platinum, have been electro-deposited

from saline solutions by voltaic action set up by the contact of dissimilar

sulphides, or sulphides with more negative substances, such as hematite,

magnetite, or ferruginous rocks.

Besides the bearing these results would seem to have in relation to the

manner in which metals have been deposited, they tend, I think, to throw

a light upon the mode in which those currents of electricity are produced and

kept up in the crust of the earth, traces of which were discovered by Mr.

Fox, about forty years ago, and afterwards by others, includiug Professor

Reich, in verification of the correctness of Mr. Fox's assertions.

This discovery of Mr. Fox's, has such an intimate connection with the

subject of this paper, that it is a matter of regret that I cannot refer to

the particular volume of the Transactions of the Royal Society in which it

was announced ; but from what I gather from the works of those authors

who have quoted from this paper, the most important points established by

Mr. Fox were,—that these currents varied in intensity, also in direction,

running east to west and west to east, and when stations at different depths

were connected, the current was generally downward; the whole of his

experiments being, I think, carried on in mineral veins.

It will be immediately seen how well this agrees with what we should
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expect of the character of currents set np by chemical action going on

between oxygenated saline solutions, and the veins themselves in which

these experiments were conducted. The direction of these currents would

vary according to the position of the positive element of the natural pair

generating such current in relation bo the other element, while, as a rule,

in the case of stations connected at different levels, the current would be

downwards, from the simple reason that the oxydizing of vein matters is

more rapid and general as we approach the surface.

This is quite a different theoiy to either of those generally adopted to

explain the origin of these currents ; but the whole question of these

" eai'th currents is involved in so much obscurity," so little data having been

obtained in this direction, that no decided expression of opinion has been

educed. On the other hand, scientific opinion seems to oscillate between the

acceptance of two theories, attributing them either to magnetism or to thermal

causes.

It is difficult, however, to account for these deep-seated currents by either

of these theories ; on the other hand, it is certain that in the natural decom-

position of our metallic sulphides, we have a supply of electro-motive force

amply sufficient to generate such currents ; and, besides, currents so deiived

would, as before said, have those particular characters indicated by their

first discoverer.

That each separate pyritous vein or mass with surrounding walls and exciting

solution, may constitute, in fact, a true voltaic pair on a grand scale, competent

for the development of various electric phenomena, including that of electro-

deposition, has been more particularly the object of this 2:)aper to demonstrate.

In these sulphides, abundantly diffused in our rocks, we have immense

stores of electro-motive force locked up, or now being liberated or developed

by natural infiuences. So far as we Jcnow, they are the only source of

chemico-electricity we have in nature, or, at least, of chemico-electricity of

such intensity as to be able to deposit any of the metals instanced from

their solutions.

I have only to add as a suggestion, that possibly a table like that

above given, when amended and enlarged by further researches, may be'

useful to chemical geology in its attempts to ascertain the manner and order

in which changes have been effected among the various constituents of our

metalliferous lodes ; since it shows by a tliorouglily reliable and simple process,

the relative tendency of certain sulphides to decompose as compared with

others, in the solutions most likely to have had contact with them in the

situations where they generally occur.
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Art. XLII.—On Certain Proioerties of the Tutu Plant (Coriaria ruscifolia).*

By H. G. Hughes, M.P.S., Hokitika.

[Read hefore the Wellington PhilosojjMcal Society, November 12, 1870.]

During the past year I have devoted my leisure to tlie investigation of the

properties of the Tutu plant, and communicated my resvilts from time to time

to Dr. Hector and Mr. Skey, -who kindly assisted me with their criticisms.

The following paper embodies a brief account of my experiments, which

circumstances have unfortunately prevented my completing as I wished to

have done.

About three-quarters of a pound of the fresh ground shoots were treated

with successive quantities of distilled water slightly acidulated. After filtering

and adding the acetate of lead in excess, it was submitted to the action of

sulphuretted hydrogen, again filtered, and evaporated to the consistency of an

extract. This extract was well washed with successive quantities of alcohol,

filtered, evaporated, and ammonia added, when a precipitate resembling

Kermes mineral was separated (resinous matter). It was still further concen-

trated, distilled water added, and again filtered from precipitate ; evaporation

continued, again ti-eated with alcohol, filtered and evaporated to a syrupy

consistence. On cooling, a few crystals formed with difficulty. This thick

solution possessed very active properties, and a quantity of it, certainly not

more than one-twelfth of a grain (I was scarcely aware of having tasted it),

in five minutes time produced a most disagreeably irritating sensation in the

throat, extending to the stomach, with pain across the region of the stomach,

and accompanied by nausea. In a quarter of an hours time, vomiting came

on, which continued more or less for two hours. Very unpleasant sensations

continued for two hours more, when, after great flushing of the face, with all

but intolerable heat, the efiects passed away. Of course, not anything was

taken to counteract the poison. On the addition of a little ether to the thick

solution, a qiiantity of acicular crystals immediately made their appearance,

but became redissolved as the ether slowly volatilized. The whole was

afterwards shaken up with ether, the ethereal solution separated. Upon

spontaneous evaporation, three or four drops of a fine yellow-coloured fragrant

oil was as residue. The fragrancy increased upon the application of a gentle

heat. Upon evaporating the thick alcoholic solution, crystals of supposed

alkaloid formed. These were redissolved and recrystallized until their solution

in alcohol was perfectly colourless. During the final evaporation of an

alcoholic solution, an accident occurred, and they were lost, having been

burnt. The residue was black and charred (carbonaceous).

* See former paper on same subject, by Mr. Skey. (Trans. N. Z. In^t., Vol. ii., p. 153.)
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The expei'iment was made with the view of isolating an alkaloid. A resin

was separated (the powder before mentioned) ; it was combustible, burning

with a clear flame. Besides, a bright yellowish-coloured fragrant oil. This

fragrant oil was also obtained by distilling the expi-essed juice of the fresh and

succulent young shoots. It comes over with the water, rendering it veiy

fragrant. A solution of sodium chloiide added to this fragrant water (it being

previously shaken up with a little potash) immediately curdles it.

Aboiit three ounces of leaves were exhausted by percolation with

precipitate and benzine successively. The benzine solution contained nothing

of importance. The alcoholic solution was treated the same as that of the

young shoots ; it contained the fragrant oil, it was also poisonous, but lime was

substituted this time for the acetate of lead. This time no alkaloid was found,

and altogether it was a most unsatisfactory experiment, I thought the

principles were lost.

Three-quarters of a pound of the bark was next examined. It was in a

bad condition, and had been taken ofi" a part of the trunk of a tree near

the ground ; it had been submerged during a flood of the Hokitika River.

This was treated in the same manner as the young shoots, with the exception

that lime was used, but yielded nothing besides a trace of the fragrant oil and

some resinous matter.

Some of the seeds of the fruit (three quarters of an ounce), all that could

be obtained the season being so far advanced, were macerated in alcohol and

evaporated. To this alcoholic extract a little powdered lime was added and

mixed. It was then well washed with spt. vin., ether, and chloroform, in

succession. Neither of the latter two yielded anything upon spontaneous

evaporation. The alcoholic solution evaporated ; the residue was treated with

acid sulph. dil. filtered, and pot. carb. added in excess caused a flocculent pre-

cipitate. The solution separated, the precipitate was treated with alcohol, and

filtered. As the sokition became more concentrated, a heavy olive-coloured

oily fluid separated. Some shoots of the tree gathered 3rd December, 1869,

yielded this oily fluid. It is of a most poisonous nature, half a drop

administered to a terrier exciting most severe symjDtoms, (vomiting and con-

vulsions). After further concentration, ether was added, when a yellowish

precipitate formed, the oily fluid separating of a clear olive-green colour.

As the ether volatilized the precipitate was redissolved by the alcohol ; the

oily fluid remained. Chloroform added caiised a pure snow-white precij)itate,

which floated, the oil still remaining unaffected. It was then sepai-ated from

the precipitate, dissolved in alcohol, and filtered. Upon evaporating spon-

taneously it deposited feathery crystals of a dingy colour (imjoure or con-

taminated with the oily fluid). Before all the alcohol had evaporated,

chloroform always gave a pure snow-white precipitate. The crystals were

extremely deliquescent. I thought this oily-looking fluid was a liquid alkaloid
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similar to conia. It was soluble in alcohol, but insoluble in both ether and

chloroform. The alcoholic solution of this oily substance and white alkaloid

possessed very energetic properties,—an all but inappreciable quantity bringing

on, almost immediately, a very distressing suffocating sensation, and an

unpleasant feeling of roughness and insensibility of the palate. Not any of

the fragrant oil was found.

Respecting the opinion that the oily-looking fluid is a liquid alkaloid, and

at least holds in solution a salt (supposed alkaloid), the following may tend a

little to uphold it.

It is very remai-kable that this oily fluid is perfectly insoluble both in ether

and chloroform, and soluble in alcohol and a mixture of alcohol and water

;

and whatever the poisonous principle or principles may be, that slacked lime

made into a thin cream with water instantly destroys it or them, with or

accompanied by the evolution of ammoniacal vapou.r. The fragrant oil is

soluble in ether and chloroform, and I imagine it to possess emetic properties

only, as will be seen when treating of the antidote.

Moreover, a portion of alcoholic extract was mixed with distilled water

introduced into a pint retort^ and heated in an oil bath. The extract was

fragrant, and as a consequence, the fragrancy of the essential oil passed over

with the first quantity of water as was intended and was removed. When
the extract thickened, a good heat being applied (350° to 400° F.), I found

snow-white acicular crystals sublimed in a ring all round the neck of the

retort, two inches from the stopper. Watching how they formed, I saw drops

of oily fluid, of an olive-green colour (the same oil apparently as that before

mentioned), settling very curiously (as drops, I suppose owing to the repulsion

of the glass from the high temperature employed, and the low degree of

volatility of this oil), on the neck of the retort, which being very hot, these

drops, as they slowly volatilized, left snow-white acicular crystals, and similarly

to those before mentioned, extremely deliquescent, and very soluble in alcohol.

Some were preserved, mounted, and examined with the microscope, and I

thought they were oblique rectangular prisms. As far as I was able to judge,

these were exactly similar to those before described as having been lost.

I imagine that the charring of the first ones, and the extreme deliquescence of

these, altogether set aside the opinion of their being ammonium chloride, which

was suggested to me by Mr. Skey. The crystals taken from the neck of the retort

gave precipitates with the iodide of mercury and tannic acid respectively. An
unused portion of the extract experimented upon, was treated with slacked

lime (it was the first time that slacked lime was used), when strong ammoniacal

vapour was discharged, and the extract became a solid mass. Suspecting the

alkaloid, or whatever it was, to be destroyed, just as anticipated, although great

and unusual care was used towards isolating the various principles, yet not a

trace of anything was found, as was the case with the other portion subjected
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to distillation with water. It was from tlie consideration of this strange

reaction that it occurred to me that lime would be of avail in cases of

poisoning.

From another quantity of the shoots of the tree, crystals were obtained of

a very mixed character, which gave precipitates with iodide of mercury, also

the bichloride of mercury. These Lad a very peculiar taste, saline and bitter,

and very biting, and were poisonous, half a grain causing slight nausea and

exciting symptoms similar to the oil, but milder.

In all my experiments, the ether, alcohol, chloroform, etc., used, were

the commercial articles.

Respecting the efficacy of a mixture of lime and water in cases of

poisoning, and before giving the report by Dr. G. H. Acheson, of this town,

it may be as well to state that nothing was administered by way of general

treatment, the antidote only was given, besides what takes place when a

mixture of cream of lime with water is added to the simple extract of tutu

rendered fluid with a little water and mixed. The extract was prepared by

macerating the young, but woody and develojoed, shoots in water, acidulated

with acetic acid, and applying a gentle heat, pressing, and evaporating to the

consistency of an extract. These shoots yield extract more poisonous than the

succulent ones. Having to handle these wet shoots rather frequently, induced

vomiting. The day the extract was prepared, its admixture with lime gave

strong ammoniacal vapour. It was very poisonous. About half a scruple was

given to a cat ; I was obliged to leave her, and on my return, in twenty

minutes time, found her dead.

On the second day the reactions were similar.

On the third day after preparation, the ammoniacal vajDOur was jxist

perceptible, but readily detected by fumes of hydrochloric acid ; it was but

slightly poisonous.

On the fourth day the extiact had become much thinner, gave no

ammoniacal vapour, and was not in the least poisonous.

The extract preserved its original consistency until the third day, when it

became soft, which condition was much increased by the fourth day. During

this time the weather was fine ; I do not think the atmosphere was more

humid than iisual. Three extracts prepared at intervals of five or six days,

and in succession, behaved in a similar manner.

"When the cream of lime is added to good (poisonous) extract, it coagulates

or thickens, and appears to swell immediately, strong ammoniacal vapour

being at the same time evolved. Should the extract possess fragrancy, owing

to some of the fragrant oil not being dis]3elled during the process of

preparation, it is at once destroyed by the lime. It is important to observe

that the inert extract on the fourth day after preparation, retained this odour.

From what I have seen of its action, it possesses emetic properties only.
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Recapitulation.—Acetic acid fixes or preserves the poisonous property (for a

time at least), arresting its decomposition. When lime is added to good

extract (poisonous), strong ammoniacal vapour is evolved ; but on the fourth

day, in the lime mixed with it, although possessing the odour of the essential oil,

not the slightest trace of ammonia can be detected, the oil also, when destroyed

by the lime, not giving any ammoniacal vapour, indicates it to be of a different

composition, and a non-nitrogenous oil. The decomposition of the poisonous

principle, resulting in the evolution of ammonia, shows nitrogen to be present

in it. The fragrant oil comes over at 212° F., the poisonous principle at

between 350° and 400° F. The spontaneous decomposition of the extract was

carefully watched ; there was no other perceptible change than its assuming a

more fluid condition.

From what has been stated, it is obsei-vable that the poisonous principle is

very unstable when in a state of extract, decomposes immediately when

neutralized with lime, and is fixed (for a time at least) by acetic acid.

When the treatment of the plants was prolonged the results were variable

and of an indifferent character, which I attributed to the principles decom-

posing spontaneously when in the presence of water. Also, as the season

advanced the results were less satisfactory, as if indicating a smaller amount

of the various principles—that is with reference to the shoots, bark and leaves.

The young ground shoots (plants growing from the ground) gathered in

March, 1869, yielded most of the supposed alkaloid and the other principles.

They were, besides, more woody than those subsequently examined. The last

examined were collected on the 3rd of December, 1869, and were shoots of

the tree, but no trace of alkaloid was found, perhaps owing to the above men-

tioned supposition. They were macerated for at least twenty-four hours in

distilled water, with the application of a gentle heat.

Report of Experiments made hy Dr. Acheson, with a mixture of Slacked Lime

and Water as the Antidote for Tutu Poison.

" For some time past I have been experimenting on various animals with a

watery extract of tutu, prepared by Mr. Hughes, pharmaceutical chemist, of

this town, and, at his request, I now state the result.

" I administered to a cat, fifteen grains of the extract ; twenty minutes

after, the respiration became very frequent, slight twitching of extremities,

and in five minutes more, a severe attack of convulsions, which lasted about

three minutes. Then, an interruption of ten minutes, followed again by a

severe paroxysm, which lasted four minutes ; again intermission of ten

minutes, which was followed by a severe paroxysm of pui-e tetanic spasm, in

which she expired. In this case, from the commencement of symptoms of

poisoning the slightest noise would invariably excite a recurrence of the

paroxysm.

2i
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" 2nd. I administered to a large dog half a draclim of the extract. Fifteen

minutes aftei, breathing hurried, fceces expelled, vomited several times so

severely that I was perfectly persuaded that the poison had been expelled. At

the expiration of thirty minutes, tremors and slight twitching of the muscles of

the extremities and very much afraid to move out of one position. Then

a severe paroxysm of convulsions, gnashing of teeth and frothing at the

mouth, the paroxysm lasting about four minutes, then a remission of ten or

twelve minutes, which was followed by the most severe and final paroxysm.

" In the above two cases, the extract had been prepared but two days.

" 3rd. On the afternoon of the third day after the preparation of the extract,

I administered the same quantity to a similarly sized dog. At the expiration

of thirty minixtes, it having produced no effect, repeated the dose in a Jluid

state. The double dose merely produced sickness and slight tremor.

" On the fourth day the extract had become very thin and watery, which

led me to suppose that spontaneous decomposition had destroyed its poisonous

property. I therefore increased the dose to two drachms, yet no symptom of

poisoning.

"A few days after the above mentioned experiments were made, I, with

the assistance of Mr. Hughes, administered about a drachm of fresh extract

to two dogs. To one of the dogs the extract was given in a mixture of lime

and water. It remained in the stomach for several minutes before vomiting

commenced. After the expiration of half an hour from the cessation of

vomiting, we determined to administer a drachm of the extract alone, being

merely dissolved in a little water. This he retained for twenty minutes

without any vomiting taking place. We then administered to him a quantity

of lime mixture. He never showed the slightest symptom of poisoning.

To the other dog the extract was given in a quantity of water merely. A few

minutes after administration, symptoms of poisoning commenced, and in twenty

minutes he had a regular attack of pure tetanic convulsions. Immediately

after the first paroxysm, we emptied into the stomach a quantity of the lime

mixture, after which he had one severe fit, from which he recovei^ed rapidly,

and in the course of a very short period he was perfectly free from all symp-

toms of poisoning.

" We administered to a rabbit about thirty grains in the solution of lime,

it never evinced the slightest symptom of poisoning.*

"In every case in which we administered the lime mixture the animal

recovered rapidly, and when the extract was active it invariably gave fumes

of ammonia on being mixed with lime.

* Tutu does not act as a poison upon rabbits. I kept two of them for two days

feeding upon tutu leaves, and afterwards gave tliem several large doses of the poisonous

extract. I thought one of them appeared a little stupefied, but it would eat well enough

notwithstanding.
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" From what I have seen I am perfectly persuaded that lime is an antidote

against the tutu poison ; also, that by the fourth day of the watery extract it

is almost inert.

" In every case experimented upon the animal remained perfectly conscioiis,

indeed, the mode of attack and the appearance of the animal while in a

paroxysm, strongly resembles poisoning by strychnia.

"G. H. AcHESON, F.F.P.a

"Hokitika, April 5, 1870."

TUTU AS A DYE-WOOD.

Some woollen material, silk, and linen, were boiled for a short time (half

an hour to an hour), with some chips (the wood of the tree), afterwards

treated with a hot solution of copperas. The colours were pure, from a

neutral grey to a deep black, the dye varying in intensity according to the

number of times the material was ti-eated with the decoction of the wood.

The dye is superior to that of logwood, inasmuch that it is pure. "Woollen

materials take it readily and well, silk is not so readily affected, and linen

takes more time. The wood of the tree may be used as a substitute for log-

wood, and this property of the wood of the tree may be studied to advantage

and profit.

[The resiilts given in the above paper being somewhat at variance with those

obtained by Mr. Skey (loo. cii.), they have been cai^efully re-examined in the

Laboratory, and Mr. Skey is of opinion that some of the reactions cited by

Mr. Hughes are not satisfactory, for the following reasons :

—

1st. That the oil under examination must have been saponified by the

processes employed.

2nd, That the temperature used was such as must have produced many

side products by destructive distillation, and, among others, acetate of ammonia,

the presence of which would sufficiently account for the reactions Mr. Hughes

attributes to the presence of an alkaloid.

3rd. That the action of lime, as an antidote, is not due to its decomposing

an alkaloid, but to its forming an insoluble soap with the poisonous oil ; and

Mr. Skey still adheres to his opinion, that dilute acids should be administered

in cases of poisoning by tutu.

4th. That the dyeing properties of the juice of the tutu plant are due

solely to the abundance of tannin they contain, and are not analogous to the

special dye principle of logwood (hsematoxyline), for which reason he does

not think that it can be \ised for dyeing any shade to which tan bark is not

equally applicable.

Mr. Skey's views are explained in a paper, which must be deferred for

future publication.

—

Ed.]
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IV.— GEOLOGY.

Art. XLIII.—On the Relative Ages of the Waitemata Series and the Brown

Coal Series of Drury and Waikato. By Captain F. W. Hutton, F.G.S.

(Witli Illustrations.)

[Read before the AucUand Institute, Augunt 8, 1870.]

The only geologist who has hitherto published any classification of the tertiary

rocks of the central part of this province is, I believe, Professor Hochstetter.

In his lecture delivered in Auckland, in June, 1859, he divides the strata into

two formations :

—

1st. A younger, probably Miocene, comprising the series of clays and

sandstones upon which Auckland stands, and which he called the

" Waitemata series," and

2nd. An older one, probably Eocene, which is found principally on the

west coast, and in the interior, on both sides of the primary ranges.

This older formation he again subdivides into

—

1. Sandstones of the Upper Waipa and Mokau.

2. Limestones of the Upper Waipa and Mokau, of Raglan, Kawhia,

Papakura, and south of Port Waikato.

3. Clays and green sandstones on the eastern branches of the Raglan,

Aotea, and Kawhia harbours.

4. Brown coal series of Drury and Lower Waikato.

Subsequently, in 1865, in the Geology of the Voyage of the '^ Novara" he

appears to have altered his views as to the relative ages of the beds as

follows :

—

1. Limestones of the Upper Waipa and Mokau.

2. Shales and limestones of Raglan, Aotea, and Kawhia.

3. Sandstone of Port Waikato.

4. Limestone of Papakura.

5. Waitemata series.

6. Brown coal series of Drury and Lower Waikato,

And in the map accompanying that volume, the I'ocks are divided into two

formations—the younger containing Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 of this table, and the

older Nos. 5 and 6.

During the month of November, 1866, I was employed by the Provincial

Government to ascertain the probable limits of the Brown coal series in the

Lower Waikato, and while thus engaged I was led to form a different opinion

of the relative ages of the tertiary rocks to either of those proposed by

Professor Hochstetter ; consequently, in the report I then sent in, I altered

his arrangement to suit my views, but as I had no idea at the time it was

written that it would be published, I gave no reasons for my alterations.
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I thei-efore propose now to place on i-ecord the evidence in favour of the

conchisions I then arrived at, and which I have since seen no reason to alter.

Commencing with the Waikato coal field, we find on the right bank of the

river, just opposite to the present mine, the section given by Professor

Hochstetter in his New Zealand, p. 302, of the Brown coal series resting

unconformably on the old slate formation of the Taupiri Range. The left bank

of the river shows a somewhat similar section, the slate rocks being seen in the

bed of the river, below the mine. At the mine, the coal series consists of

—

1. Yellow sandy clay, with nodules of clay ironstone . 230 + feet.

2. Upper fire-clay, dark blue ..... 12-14

3. Shale, with leaves of dicotyledons ... 4

4. Brown coal .... .... 12-18

5. Lower fire-clay, light blue . . . . . 20

6. Light colotired clays, with ironstone . . . 30-100 -i-

The fossils found in the bed No. 3 are leaves of dicotyledonous plants only '>

they are probably abundant, bu.t it is only when the roof of the coal is being

worked that they can be obtained. None of them have as yet been des-

cribed. About seven miles west of the river, the coal series ends abruptly,

and beds of calcareous sandstone rest on its denuded slopes. (Section I.) This

sandstone belongs to a series extensively developed on the west coast, which,

in my report previously alluded to, I called the " Aotea series." It consists of

—

1. Crystalline and tabular limestone of Raglan and Kawhia.

2. Calcareous sandstone of Aotea and Port Waikato.

3. Sandy clay of Aotea and Raglan, passing into marl further north.

4. Limestone south of Port Waikato.

Its characteristic fossils are Schizaster rotundatus, Zitt. ; Ostrea WuUerstorfi,

Zitt. ; Pecten athleta, Zitt. ; P. Burnetii, Zitt. ; P. Williamsoni, Zitt.
;

P. Hochstetteri, Zitt. ; Cucullma singularis, Zitt. ; Scalaria lyrata, Zitt. ; two

species of Dentalium, and Cristellaria Haasti, Stache. The upper parts are

recognized by Pecten Burnetii, Scalaria lyrata, and Ostrea Wullerstorfi ; the

lower by Cuculcea singularis and the two species of Dentalium. Foraminiferoe

abound, especially in the lower part of the series, and these have been con-

sidered by Dr. Stache to indicate an age about equivalent to that of the

Mayence Basin, which is classed as Lower Miocene by some geologists, and as

Upper Eocene by others. Of twelve species of shells from this series, one

only, Waldheimia lenticularis, Desh., is recent.

Lying unconformably on the top of the Aotea series is a mass of reddish

yellow sandstone, interstratified here and there with seams of bluish clay,

containing indistinct plant remains, e. g., between Kaha and Kara Points, and

north of Waikorea. The sandstone itself appears to be devoid of fossils, with

the exception of a few impressions of dicotyledonous leaves, which I found

near Kaha. Further north, at Nga-tutura, it is seen to be broken through by
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a volcano, and covered with tuffs and basaltic lava streams. This sandstone 1

suppose to be the equivalent of the Waitemata series, for reasons which will

appear further on.

Passing now to the Drury coal field, we find at the abandoned works of

the Waihoihoi Coal Mining Company (Section II.) the Brown coal series

dipping slightly N.W., and resting upon an uneven floor of dark blue sub-

metamorphosed sandstones, in all probability of the same age as the slates

underlying the Waikato coal field. The sei-ies here consists of

—

1. Light grey clay ........
2. Brown coal, more or less impure .... 5 feet.

3. Light grey clay . . . . . . . . 20 ,,

The coal cj-ops out on the western slope of the Hunua Range, facing the

Manukau, and at the base of the slope there is a series of quarternary, red,

yellow, and white clays (f.), about fifty feet thick, which are underlaid, in all

the borings yet made, by boulders, or flows of vesicular basalt containing

chalcedony in its cavities. Further west, at Slippery Creek, near Drury, a

bed of dark blue or green volcanic ash, that weathers reddish bi-own, is seen

to underlie these clays. This rock is similar in appearance to the bed of tufa

in the Waitemata series seen in the cliffs below Parnell. Whatever may be

its age, it is probable, from its position, that it is younger than the Brown coal

series.

Passing on further north, to Papakura, we find the coal series to consist

of—

1. White sandstone, chocolate at the base, with nodules

of clay ironstone . . . . . . 50 + feet.

2. Brown coal ........ 4 ,,

3. Clay, with ironstone . . . . . . 3 ,,

4. Shale, with leaves of dicotyledons, and Anodonta

elliptica, Hoch., MSS. . . . . . 30 „

5. Brown coal ........ 6 ,,

6. Yellow clay ........ 1 „

It is here bi'oken by faults and dips at various angles. (Section III.)

Resting unconformably upon it, we see, at Campbell's old saw mill, a mass of

soft green sandstone. Still further north, the coal series has been washed

away, and on its slopes has been deposited the group of sandstones and lime-

stones which I here call the Papakura series. (Section III. c.) This series is

found at Cruickshank's quarry at a higher level than the coal, dipping 8° N.W.,

and a little east of Papakura it is seen at the level of the Manukau flats.

At Cruickshank's quarry it consists of

—

L Fine-grained grey sandstone . . . . . 50 + feet.

2. Blue and yellow sandy clay, with fossils Wcddheimia

gravida, Turhinolia, etc. . . . . 3 ,,
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3. Crystalline limestone ...... 5 feet.

4. Blue 01' green soft sandstone, weathering grey, -with.

marine shells, and, according to Hochstettei-,

leaves of dicotyledonous plants . . . 1 „

Behind Mi'. William Hay's house, the series consists of

—

1. Grey sandstone.

2. Calcareous grit, with fossils ..... 3-6 feet.

3. Limestone ; thins out to S.W. . . . . . 5 „

4. Soft gi-een sandstone, with fossil wood and leaves,

pieces of coal and worm-borings (Teredo

Heaphi?) ? „

The whole dipping 10° KKW.
There can, I think, be little doubt but that No. 4 in both these sections

represents the same bed, and that the mass of green sandstone seen at

Campbell's mill is also a portion of the same, and, therefore, that the Papakura

series rests unconformably on the Drury coal series.

Section III, represents a diagrammatic section through the district, and

gives a combined view of the sections at Campbell's mill, Cruickshank's quarry,

and behind Mr. Hay's house. It is one of the most important sections in the

province, as it is probably the only one that shows the relations between the

"Waikato and Drury coals on the one hand, and those of Whangarei and the

Bay of Islands on the other.

Passing still further north, to the district between the Wairoa and

Howick, we find horizontal dark-green soft sandstone, with thin seams of coal

and traces of plants, together with Foraminiferce (Glohigerino bulloides, etc.),

lying unconformably on the older sub-metamorphosed slates and sandstones of

the hills west of the Wairoa. There can be no doubt but that this green

sandstone (Section IV. c.) is the same as No. 4 of the Papakura series, as it

is petrographically identical, and distant only a few miles. Tx^avelling to the

west, we find, at Turanga Creek, the water-worn surfaces of this green sand-

stone covered by a series of yellow clays and sandstones (Section IV. e.),

which can be traced through Howick to Auckland, and which foi-m part of

the Waitemata series of Professor Hochstetter. These beds are generally

devoid of organic remains, traces of plants and seams of lignite being the most

common ; but, at Orakei, three small Pectens and other marine shells have

been found, together with large quantities of Bryozoa and Foraminiferce.

Professor Rupert Jones is of opinion that the Foraminiferce, indicate a late

tertiary period {Quar. Jour. Geo. Soc, Vol. xvi., p. 251), and Herr Karrer

thinks that they indicate an Upper Miocene age, while Dr. Stoliczka thinks

that the Bryozoa indicate an Upper Miocene, oi', perhaps, Older Pliocene age.

It thus ajjpears that the Drury coal series is overlaid unconformably by
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the Papakura series, which, in its turn, is also overlaid unconformably by the

Waitemata series. Also, that the Waikato coal series is overlaid unconform-

ably by the Aotea series, which, in its turn, is also overlaid unconformably by

reddish yellow sandstone with beds of blue clay containing plant remains, and

we have now to try to connect the two and see what is the parallelism between

them.

The Waikato and Drury coal fields both lie on the same flank of the same

range of old slate hills, the hills of Pokeno, Razor-back, etc., which divide the

Waikato from the Manukau being of much more recent date, so that at the

time when the coal was forming they were both on the same shore of probably

a large lake or lagoon. Intermediate patches of coal occur between the two

on the Maramarua, and near Paparata, and although that of the Waikato is

the best and purest, because coming from the largest seam, the coal at all these

places is of the same class, and does not differ more than different parts of a

large coal field might be expected to do. The fossil leaves found both at Wai-

kato and Drury are dicotyledons. Those from the former place have not yet

been described, but Dr. Hector, I believe, is of opinion that there is no species

common to both, but as only seven species have been found at Drury, and

probably only four or five at Waikato, this evidence is not of very great

weight, especially as at Di-ury four species were found on Mr. Pollock's land,

and four on Mr. Fallwell's, and only one of these, Fagus Ninnisiana, Ung., was

common to both. It is therefore probable that at one time the coal extended

from the present mines in Waikato, over Waikari Lake, across the Valleys of

the Whangamarino and Maungatawhiri to the Drury mines, and perhaps to

the Wairoa River, but that by far the greater part of it has been washed away,

patches only being left here and there, although it may still exist below the

Razor-back and Pokeno hills.

With regard to the corelation of the Aotea and Papakura series, the

paleeontological evidence is scanty. Professor Hochstetter mentions Schi-

zaster rotundatus, Pholadomya, sp., and Turhinolia, sp., as common to both

formations, and to these I can add two others, viz., Pecten Fischeri, which I

found at Port Waikato, and Pecten, sp., belonging to the group P.pleuronectes,

which is common in the base of the Aotea series. These are, however, enough

to show that the two series are either equivalents, or very nearly on the same

hoi'izon, and I am inclined to think that the Papakura series forms the base of

the Aotea series. I have also found a Ttirhinolia in green sandstone, at

Whangarei Heads, which, as far as I can judge, appears identical with one I

found at Papakura, and Dr. Hector informs me that Pecten Hochstetteri has

been found in the green sandstone overlying the coal at Whangarei, and Lamna

teeth are found at Whangarei and Aotea • it is therefore probable that the

coal at AVhangarei and the Bay of Islands is of the same age as the Papakura

series, and, if such should be the case, it would appear that while the Aotea
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series increases in thickness from Port Waikato southwards, the Papakura

series increases in thickness from Papakura northwards.

Professor Hochstetter, when assigning a position to the Papakura series,

appears to have been too much influenced by the apparently intermediate

character of its fossils, between those of the Aotea and Waitemata series, so that

when, in his lecture, he placed the Waitemata series in its true position, he

made the Papakura series younger than parts of the Aotea series, and when

he subsequently classed the Waitemata series with the Brown coal, he placed

the Papakura series in its pi-obably true position below the Aotea series.

The connection between the Papakura and Waitemata series was supposed

to consist in the occurrence of Pecten Fischeri, Pecten, sp., gvou'^ pleuronectes,

and casts of Vaginella in both, but Dr. Zittel has expi-essed doubts as to the

specific identity of the Oi-akei Pectens with those from Papakura, and I have

since found both species in the Aotea series, so that the connection now rests

solely on the supposed casts of the interior of Vaginella shells being found in

both.

That the sandstone that overlies the Aotea series on the west coast between

Port Waikato and Raglan, is to be referred to the Waitemata series, is not so

certain, the only reasons being that both are nearly destitute of fossils, except

traces of plants, and both lie unconformably on the closely-related Aotea and

Papakura series, while they are also both anterior to the basaltic outbursts.

The interval, however, between these dates is far too great to speak with con-

fidence on the synchronism of the two ; all that can be said at present is, that

if the West Coast beds are not the equivalents of the Waitemata series, they

are probably younger than them.

Comparison between the Proposed Arrangement of the Rocks with those

of Professor Hochstetter.

Hochstetter.

Proposed. Probable age.

Lecture. Book.

1

2

3

2

4

4

1

2

1

3

5

1

2

3

4

6

Waitemata series.....
UNCONFORMITY.

Limestone of ilaglan and Kawhia "^ S
'u
<o

Sandstone of Pt. Waikato & Aotea \ %^
CD

Clays of Raglan, Aotea, &c. ^ ^ r

Papakura series J

UNCONFORMITY.

Brown coal series ....

UpperMiocene

Oligocene.

Eocene.

2 K
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Art. XLIV.—On a Carbonaceous Mineral from Whangarei Harbour.

By Captain F. W. Hutton, F.G.S.

[Bead tefore the Auchland Institute, September \2, 1870.]

At One-tree Point, on the western side of Whangarei Harbour, a carbonaceous

mineral, resembling coal in appearance, occurs under such curious circum-

stances that I think a short notice of it will prove interesting.

One-ti-ee Point consists of low cliffs, some twenty feet high, of soft

horizontal quaternary sandstones, witli casts of marine shells [Pecten, etc.)

The upper stratum is yellowish sand, the middle one more ferruginous, while

the lower one is blackish or brown, from the quantity of carbonaceous matter

scattered through it. On the face of the cliffs, several irregular oblique

fissures, from one to six inches in breadth, are seen traversing all the beds.

These fissures are generally filled uj) with sand, but some of them, when they

enter the dark coloured lower stratum, are filled with carbonaceous matter,

which is much mixed with impurities near the sides of the vein, but in the

centre is nearly pure. Sometimes the centre of the vein is empty, with the

pure carbonaceous mineral lining both sides. These fissures are similar to

ordinary veins, and do not bear any resemblance to holes made by roots of

trees, etc.

The mineral from the centre of the vein has very miich the appearance of

cannel coal. Its colour is black, with a shining resinous lustre. Streak and

powder black. Very brittle, but does not dirty the fingers. Hardness

about 2. In the fiame of a spirit lamp it burns to a white ash without

altering its shape, and without giving off any odoiir or smoke, but it will not

burn if taken out of the fiame. It appears to be nearly pure carbon, without

any admixture of bitumen.

These phenomena appear to me to be inexplicable, except by supposing

that the carbon has passed in a state of solution from the sandstone into the

fissures, and that it has then been deposited on the sides of the veins. If the

process had been one of sublimation, the mineral would also be found at a

higher level than the upper surface of the dark coloured sandstone, which is

not the case. And if both it and the carbonaceous matter that colours the

sandstone had been sublimed from below, and impregnated both the vein and

the rock, it is evident that the vapour would have ascended further up the

fissure than through the rock. "What, however, the solvent could have been

I cannot even conjecture. Specimens of this mineral were forwarded to the

Colonial Museum by me, in 1866. See Colonial Museum and Laboratory

Reports, 1866-67, page 17.

[The following is the composition of the carbonaceous mineral, which

appears to be a non-caking lignite approaching jet, burning with difiiculty, giving

but little flame and a white ash :

—



2§1

Water 32-2

Fixed carbon . . . . . .34-2
Hydro-carbon . . . . . . 17'0

Ash 16-6

100 0—J. Hectok.]

Art. XLV. — On the Artesian Wells near Napier.

By Captain F. W. Hutton, F.G.S.

(AVith Illustration.)

[Read before the Auckland Institute, September 12, 1870.]

In" July, 1867, during a short visit to Napier, I paid particular attention to

the Artesian wells which, just then, were being sunk on the Meanee Flats,

and I think that a few remarks on their origin may be found useful.

The hills south of ISTapier are composed of limestone and sandstone, under-

laid by a stratum of blue shale, of late tertiary age, the whole resting upon

clay slates, sandstones, and jasperoid slates, of a much older date. These

tertiaiy rocks have been denuded away towards the sea, leaving, as an outlier,

Scinde Island, at the foot of which the town of Napier is situated. The hollow

thus left between Napier and the hills has been filled up with river alluvial

deposits, which now form the Meanee Flats, and it is on these flats that the

Artesian wells have been sunk. These deposits consist of alluvial sands lying

upon a bed of blue clay, in which trunks of trees (matai, totara, etc.) are

found, and below the clay is a layer of gravel or shingle. When the wells

have been sunk through the first two deposits, and penetrate into the gravel,

the water rises in the bore-hole, sometimes to a height of twenty-six feet above

the surface.

The origin of the wells is as follows :—The rain falling on the porous

limestone and sandstone hills, soaks through them vmtil it is arrested in its

downward progress by the impervious stratum of shale ; it then runs into the

lowest shingle bed of the alluvial deposits, which it fills. The water being

prevented from rising to the surface by the bed of blue clay, has no means of

escaping, and when the shingle bed is filled, it rises in the hills until they are

saturated up to the point (x) where the blue clay bed rests upon the sand

stone and limestone ; it then runs over in springs. When, therefore, the blue

clay bed is pierced by a well, the water in the shingle bed is forced up by

the hydrostatic pressure of the water in the hills, and overflows at the surface,

or rises above it, according to the amount of the pressure ; but in no case can

it rise above the level of the junction of the upper surface of the blue clay

with the limestone, or the line (x y) in the section.

It is therefore apparent that unless the clay is pierced no Artesian well

will be found, and that when the boring reaches the slate rocks without getting

water, it may be abandoned as useless.
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Art. XLVr.

—

On the Occurrence of Native Mercury near Pakaraka, Bay of

Islands. By Captain F. W. Hutton, F.G.S.

(With Illustration.)

{Read before the Auchlancl Institute, October 10, 1870.]

A FEW miles south-east of the Omapere Lake, near the Bay of Islands, lies a

group of hot and cold springs, of great interest on account both of the peculiar

mineral character exhibited by them, and the deposits of mercury and cinnabar

that some of them form.

As long ago as 1866, it was known that mercury had been found at these

springs, but, as only very small quantities had been obtained from one spot

alone, it was the general opinion that some person had broken a thermometer

when taking the temperature of the water. Having, however, been informed

that small grains of cinnabar had also been found in the sand, I was induced,

in June, 1869, to make a visit to the place. This visit, owing to circum-

stances over which I had no control, was unfortunately a very hurried one,

and limited to a few hours only, but, thanks to the guidance of my friend,

Mr. Henry Ireland, of Waimate, it was very successful, for not only did we

find mercury in the sand in the place already alluded to, but also in two other

localities, in veins in the rock, accompanied by cinnabar and sulphur.

The series of springs which I have to describe are, I believe, the most

important in the district, although many others exist. They commence with

a group of large cold springs (a), situated in a crateriform hollow in low

undulating fern-covered hills composed of brown, soft, ai-gillaceous, thin-bedd.d

sandstone, with occasional beds of lignite. These rocks are probably not of an

older date than Upper Miocene, and may be even of Pliocene age. After

leaving this hollow the stream flows through a narrow gorge, about a quarter

of a mile in length, which opens out into another small hollow, in which,

among others, some warm springs are found (b and c), containing mercury

and sulphur.

The stream then flows through another gorge, and again emerges into a

level irregularly-shaped hollow, of much larger dimensions than either of the

others, in which numerous springs, both hot and cold, are situated. On leaving

this hollow the stream flows through a narrow passage, and empties itself into

a small lake.

The water of this stream both smells and tastes strongly of sulphuretted

hydrogen, and is decidedly acid. Most of the springs are cold, some are tepid,

and a few, situated in the centre of the last and largest hollow (e and f), are

hot, but the temperature of the hottest of them is probably not much more

than 120°F. In one of these hot springs (e), deposits of alum and sulphur are

found • many of them show traces of sulphur, and almost all have deposited

silica, although not in large quantities.
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We conimeneed our search at the place where mercury had previously been

found (marked G on the sketch), but for some time without success, owing to

the soil having been a great deal disturbed by former explorers ; at last, after

turning aside the small stream that here joins the larger one, and carefully

washing in a tin plate the grit in its bed, we succeeded in obtaining a few

specks of cinnabar and a few small globules of mercu.iy. Thus encouraged, we

continued our search, but with only moderate success, and as it was getting

late, we thought it advisable to examine other localities, in order more

effectually to test the thermometer theory. Accordingly, we crossed over the

hills to the sources of the stream (a), but in our necessarily hurried exami-

nation, could find nothing. We then followed down to the second hollow,

and began, a little before dusk, trying the spot marked B, whei"e we at once

found grains of mercury in the sand, and on continuing our search, we dis-

covered a small vein in the soft decomposing sandstone. This vein was from

a quarter to half an inch in width, open in the centre, and lined on each side

by a black ore of mercury, and contained, both in the lining and centre of the

vein, globules of mercury, often of considerable size, and accompanied by

deposits of siilphur. Soon afterwards we found a precisely similar vein a few

yards distant (at c). Mercury was also distributed in fine globules through

the rock on each side of the veins, and on breaking this down and washing it in

a small tin plate, I obtained about two-thirds of an ounce in half an hour, besides

many small angular grains of red cinnabar. Much of the mercury, however,

escaped me (pei-haps an equal quantity to that which I obtained), for the particles

were so minute that much of it floated on the surface of the water, and refused

to run together. Even the larger particles amalgamated with difficulty, owing

either to the sulphur, or to a black greasy hydro-carbon, which is found at all

the springs where mercury occurs, and which may be derived from the lignite

beds at or near the surface, or may have a deeper origin.

The black mineral found in the veins is a sulphide of mercury with some

iron. It is insoluble in boiling nitric or hydrochloric acids, but dissolves readily

in aqua-regia. It is generally black and dull, but sometimes the colour is lead

grey, and the lustre sub-metallic. Streak metallic, lead grey, powder black,

sometimes mixed with particles of red, or reddish black. Hardness about 5.

S.G. = 9*224. Before the blow-pipe it gives a greenish yellow bead, with

borax.

I also took home with me a small bottle of water from the spring at G,

and found it to contain zinc, manganese, silica, and free sulphuric and hydro-

chloric acids. I could obtain no trace of mercury. The specific gravity of the

water was I'Oi. On passing sulphuretted hydrogen through it no precipitate

was formed, but it turned a beautiful pale blue colour, very like that of

Te Tarata, and other hot springs in the interior of the island.
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Art. XLVII.—On the Physical Geography of the Lake Districts of Otago.

By James M'Kerrow.

[Read before the Otago Institute, July 19, 1870.]

The Lakes of Otago belong principally to the two great river systems of the

Clutha and Waiau. Lakes Hawea, Wanaka, and Wakatipu, belonging to the

Clutha Riv^er, and Lakes N. and S. Mavora, Te Anau, Manipori, and Mono-

wai, to the Waiau Rivei*.

These lakes are of great extent relative to the size of the country. Taking

their dimensions from the reonnoissance surveys, we have for the Clutha River

system :

—

Length
in miles.

Lake Hawea . . 19

General breadth
in miles.

3

L Area in

sq. miles.

. 48

Alt. above sea

level in feet.

. 1189
Lake Wanaka . . 29 1 to 3 . 75 974
Lake Wakatipu . . 50 . 1 to 31

. 114

237

1069

the Waiau River system :

—

Length
in miles.

Lakes N". and S. Mavora 9

General breadth
in miles.

. 1 to 1

Area in

sq. miles.

5

Alt. above sea

level in feet.

. 2073
Lake Te Anau . 38 . 1 to 6

^

The three western

arras or fiords of
. 132 694

Te Anau, each 10 to 18 . 1 to 3 j
Lake Manipori . 18

Lake Monowai . 14

ito 6

. ito 1

. 50 . 597
1 1 not over 500

It may here be noted that the Te Anau is the largest lake of the Middle

Island.

The lakes are all known to be many hundi-eds of feet deep, but no great

attention has been given to the sounding of any of them, excepting Lake

Wakatipu. Soundings of this lake have been taken by several persons inde-

pendently. The greatest depth given is 1400 feet, about the middle of the

lake off Collins Bay, and sixteen miles from the south end of the lake.

Having stated the principal survey data of the lakes, we may now refer to

the map for their relative positions. It will appear that they all lie along the

eastern side of the great western ranges, or Southern Alps ; as also Lakes

Ohau, Pukaki, and Tekapau, of the Waitaki River system.

It may also be observed that the lakes of Otago and Canterbury, taken as

a whole, lie on a line which is roughly parallel to the axis of the Southern Alps,

and to the west coast. The length of the lakes greatly exceeds their breadth,

and they all lie lengthwise in their valleys, and occupy the full width of the

valley, the mountains rising generally from their shore line. Their surfaces

do not differ greatly in altitude above sea level, and what difference there is
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seems to have a relation to the height of the mountains [the lakes of greatest

elevation being in the valleys running down from the highest mountains.]

The lakes terminate just where their valleys begin to widen out into plains.

Along their sides, and at their southern ends, there ai-e invariably vast

collections of shingle and large blocks of rock.

From these similai'ities it is evident that some great natural cause or law

has had a uniform action over this 300 miles of country in producing the

lakes.

An observer might have these facts at his command, and yet be sorely

puzzled to account for the origin of the lakes, if he had no access to the records

of Arctic or Antarctic discovery, or to the Alpine researches of such philosophers

as Agassiz and Forbes. But with these as guides, it is plain that the glaciers

which now lie far up the valleys and ravines of the mountains ax^e, compara-

tively speaking, the puny descendants of glaciers that formerly filled valley

and lake beds with their vast dimensions, and in their slow but ii-resistible

march, carried forward the spoil of the mountains, and deposited it as lateral

and terminal moraines.

Accepting this explanation of the glaciers at one time filling the present

lake basins, the question arises : Did the glaciers excavate the basins, or did

they simply occupy thein for a time, as the lakes now do 1

In how far a glacier could excavate a valley out of rock, is necessarily a

question very much of speculation. It will be of interest, however, to

endeavour a general demonstration of the elFect. In a paper read before this

Society by Mr. Beal,* attention was directed to the wearing power of

ice in motion, and to the rounded outline of the hills so operated on. As

an illustration of this action, Peninsula Hill, near Queenstown, was mentioned.

This hill is 1700 feet above the level of the lake surface, or about 3000 feet

above its bottom. If, then, we suppose that the glacier did not scoop out the

lake bed, but simply smoothed its surfaces, it follows that there would be a

glacier of from 3000 to 4000 feet in action. Now, can it be conceived that

this vast mass slid over the bed of the present lake for a geological era, without

working its bed deeper and deeper 1

We find, on examining the beds of siich rivers as the Kawai-au and Shot-

over, that running water, probably never even in the highest floods more than

forty feet deep, can cut or wear channels through hard schist rock, of 200 and

300 feet deep. If running water, and the sand and gravel which it carries

along, can produce such effect, it seems easy to arrive at the inference that a

glacier, say 1000 feet thick, would, with chips of rock adhering to its under

surface, plane down its bed to a depth only limited by the duration of the

process.

See Art. XLIX.
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The turbid water issuing from glaciers is an evidence of their degrading

power. The waters of the Dart and Matukituki—both glacial-fed rivers—are

of a milky colour. Dr. Hochstetter, in his Neio Zealand, states that the

Tekapo Lake is always turbid, from the fact of its supply coming from one of

the great glaciers of Mount Cook. Forbes explains that this turbid appear-

ance, constantly the same from age to age, is due to the impalpably fine flour

of rocks ground in the ponderous mill betwixt rock and ice.

It may elucidate the subject if we suppose the formation of a lake basin

about to begin. Let a glacier descend a mountain slope to a valley, then it

must either penetrate through the floor of the valley on the line of the

mountain slope, or, in its endeavour to do so, be either bent or broken to the

slope of the valley. But this efl;"ort of the glacier to continue in its initial

slope, mu-st necessarily cause great friction, and where there is friction, there

must also be degradation of surface. The friction due to a change from a

greater to a less slope is in excess of what may be termed the sliding friction,

arising simply from the motion of the glacier over a uniform slope. Thus, at

the points of greatest friction, there will be a scooping-out process at work.

Nor is this an intermittent operation, but will continue as long as the glacier

exists. As the process proceeds, the part of the valley first operated on will

have been scooped out, and the valley slope assimilated in part to the mountain

slope. The condition of excessive friction due to diSerence of slope will then

apply to a more advanced part of the valley, and so on, till temperature arrests

the process by melting the ice.

According to this view of the subject, we ought, keeping all modifying

causes out of sight, to find that the lake bottoms are a succession of slopes,

steepest next the glacier mountains, and gradually less and less as we proceed

from them. The bottom of the Wakatipu Lake complies with these conditions.

Taking the soundings from the map in the Otago Museum,* and interpolating the

soundings taken ofi^ Collins Bay, there will result for the first two miles from

the head of the lake a fall of 180 feet per mile, for the next four miles a fall of

70 feet per mile, for the next five miles a fall of 50 feet per mile, for the next

seven miles a fall of 40 feet per mile, for the next six miles a fall of 6 feet per

mile, for the next six miles a fall of 14 feet per mile, for the next three miles

a fall of 30 feet per mile, for the next seven miles a rise of 1 6 feet per mile, for

the next nine miles a rise of 96 feet per mile.

It must be mentioned that the slope of 180 feet per mile for the first two

miles may be considered greater than the true glacier or lake bottom, on

account of the river deposits of the Dart and Bees.

In regard to the ascending slope of the lake bottom for the last sixteen

* Map showing Surface Features of N. W. District of Otago, by Dr. Hector, 1864.

Partly reduced, and accompanied by a Section to elucidate this subject, in Plate 19.,

Trans. N. Z. Inst., Vol. ii.
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miles, of which seven miles are at 16 feet per mile, and the last nine miles at

96 feet per mile, it accords with the gradual recession of the glacier, and the

deposit of moraines in the same order. It must also be noted that as the

glacier retired, more and more of the lake bottom from the south end would

be released from the grinding action, while the operation would still be in

force in the other parts of the lake.

As already mentioned, there are no soundings of the other lakes available

in this investigation. But the very complete Admiralty survey of the West

Coast affords a comparison with each of the sounds there. In all of them

there is this peculiarity—that, while they are from 700 feet to upwards of

1200 feet deep, in no case is their entrance to the ocean deeper than 350 feet

—so that if the West Coast were raised 300 or 350 feet, the sounds wovdd

become lakes varying in depth from 400 feet to 900 feet.

If glacial action is sufficient to have excavated the sounds on the West

Coast, it may be urged in objection—Why should the glaciers scoop out

deeper basins in the hard rock of the West Coast, than in the comparatively

less hard rock of the Wakatipu Basin 1

This objection might be disposed of by assuming that the West Coast has

b6en gradually sinking. But adhering to the mechanical principle, the objection

may be met by considering that the slopes on the western side of the moun-

tains are more steep than on the eastern side, and therefore the glaciers would

act more efficiently, having a greater vertical longitudinal pressure, and by the

same difference a greater friction. Then in. regard to the harder rock. This

objection woxild be of great moment if the ice were the rubbing power ; but it

is only the frame or machine in which the chips of rock are set to do the

grooving. In hard rock these chips will be part of the rock itself, so that the dif-

ference as to the nature of the rock is not so great an objection as at first appears.

The difference in the depth of the sounds seems to have a relation to tlie

heights of the surrounding mountains, as thoiigh tlie excavating process was most

active where the greatest snow field existed to feed the glacier, and the greatest

pressure to urge it forward. The lake at Martin's Bay [Lake McKerrow] is the

only lake of any note on the west side. It may be cited as an illustration of the

excavation or basin bearing a relation to the efficiency of the glacial action.

The Hollyford Yalley, in which this glacier would lie, is the largest valley on

the west side of Otago. It is surrounded by very high mountains, which

would create and maintain a large glacier. Under these conditions, not only

has a basin been excavated, but sufficient moraine matter has been carried

forward to dam back the sea, and so a lake has been formed, and not a sound

In a paper by Dr. Hector,* in Trmis. N. Z. Institute, Yol. ii., pp. 373-4,

* The author appears to hold the view, now generally abandoned, that the motion of

the lower and horizontal part of a glacier is due to vis a fergo. In other respects he

2 L
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reference is made to the excavating power of glaciers ; but, while acknowledging

their efficiency in this respect, the lake basins and sounds of the West Coast

are referred to subsidence of the earth's crust. He states :
—" This subsidence

has been most rapid in the central and western part of the range, so that in

the case of a long valley, like that occupied by the Wakatipu Lake, the slope

bacame gradually reversed, and what was at fii-st the higher part of a glacier-

excavated valley, has become a depression without an outlet."

The meaning of this seems to be that the depression was subsequent to

the glacial excavation of the valley. To realize the condition of the valley at

the close of the glacier action, it will be necessary to conceive the bottom of

the lake basin lifted up, so that the valley would throughout its entii-e

length slope in the one direction. Applying this to the Wanaka Lake, the

bottom at the south end would come near the present level of the lake surface,

974 feet. The height of the saddle at the head of the Makarora Valley is

given by Dr. Haast at 1716 feet, and the distance between the two points is

about fifty miles. The fall is therefore 742 feet, or say 800 feet, or a mean

slope of 16 feet per mile. But the slope Avould not be uniform, and so be less

over a part of the valley. Forbes states that the slope of the glaciers in the

Alps is seldom or never under 3 degrees, or 276 feet per mile. He says,

however, that the glaciers which transported the blocks of gTanite from

Mont Blanc to the slopes of Jura would not have had a greater mean slope

than 1-8 degrees, or 104 feet per mile, and the slope of a great part of its course

must have been much less. Reasoning from the semi-fluid nature of a glacier,

he does not pretend to fix the limit of mean slope, and he says it might even

be as little as 15 min., or 23 feet per mile. From this it will appear that we

cannot assume that a glacier would not move with a mean slope so gentle as

even 16 feet per mile. But if we are to accept the subsidence theory, it will

be legitimate io apply it in such a manner as will best dispose of the objections'

that may be urged against it. If we, therefore, conceive the subsidence to

have taken place before, and not after, the glacial period, the mean slope of

the Wanaka glacier would be greatly increased, and so be brought nearer the

ascertained facts of glacier motion.

When the great glaciers occupied the valleys and lake beds, the climate

must have been much colder than it is at pi-esent. The causes of change may

have been various. When we contemplate the vast accumulations of denuded

material which is now in the valleys, it is evident that the mountains must

have been more massive and probably higher before the denudation began.

There would therefore be more surface above the snow line, and by the same

proportion, greater snow fields and greater cold. But this is inadequate to the

adopts the arguments and conclusions of the paper cited, but without fully appre-

ciating their bearing on the question.—Ed.
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effect, unless we conceive the present mountain system to have been a great

table-land. We are jjreclucled from this supposition, however, by the fact that

the high angle at which the rocks lie, determines that from the first upheaval

of the mountains there must have been elevation and depression, ridge and

valley, as at present. And the denuded material already mentioned has

resulted from the widening and deepening of the valleys by glacier and river

actions. If we look to the disparity of climate between Labrador and !N"orth-

western Europe, on the same lines of latitude, and resiilting from oceanic

currents, there can, by analogy, be no difiiculty in supposing such a distribution

of land and water in these latitudes as would make a south polar current

sweep along the shores of this island, and chill its temperature to the required

degree. The equatorial rains, which now nourish the great forests of the

western and lake districts, would then descend in snow, and the glaciers would

reach their furthest limit. It is remarkable how near our latitude, even at

the present time, approaches in locality to the glacial jjeriod. At Dunedin we

are only about 1600 miles from the ice precipices of the Antarctic continent,

and the glaciers are said to descend nearly to the sea in the Straits of Magellan.

The glaciers of Otago have not yet been sufficiently explored to ascertain

the lowest level of their terminal faces ; but it may be stated that some of the

secondary glaciei-s on Mount Aspiring are from 4000 feet to 5000 feet above

sea level.* In sheltered situations, some of them will, no doubt, be lower than

this. Dr. Haast gives the terminal face of the Tasman Glacier (Mount Cook)

at 2774 feet. Forbes gives the terminal face of the Mer de Glace (Mont Blanc)

at 3667 feet above sea level.

The snow line in Otago is from 7000 feet to 8000 feet above sea level.

There is a considerable extent of country above this line, the principal part

lying between Earnslaw, 9165 feet, and Mount Aspiring, 9949 feet. The

intervening ranges of the Forbes and Humboldt Mountains are covered in all

their high parts and ravines with snow fields and glaciers. In a bright sun-

shine they are so dazzling that it is only with an effort that the eye can rest on

them. From the melting of these gTeat snow and ice fields, the Dart, Rees,

and Matukituki have their waters. The Makarora and Hunter similarly flow

from the glaciei-s in Canterbury. As the supply of these rivers depends almost

entirely on the melting of snow and ice, their volume is regulated by

temperature. This gives rise to a set of conditions very much the reverse of

what obtains with rain-fed rivers. In winter the glacial-fed rivers are very

low, especially during frost, while in summer they are high. On a warm

summer day, the difference of their volume between morning and evening is

very apparent.

* The largest glacier from the west side of Mount Aspiring descends to 1400 feet

above the sea, and the Francis Joseph glacier, from Mount Cook, to within 700 feet.

—

Ed.
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The north-west wind, especially if accompanied with a warm drizzling rain,

has a very marked effect on this class of rivers. At such times, the Dart,

Matukituki, and such like, become rivers of half a mile wide, and of course

pour into the lakes vast quantities of water. The valleys on the west side of

Te Anau and Manipori Lakes being generally very narrow, the vertical rise

and fall of their rivers is quite astonishing. In many of them, unmistakable

flood-marks show that this is not less than 20 feet. The actual observation of

these facts impresses the mind very forcibly with the value of the lakes as great

regulating reservoirs for the Clutlia and Waiau Rivers. The Clutha has 237

square miles of lake to regulate its flow, and the Waiau 198 square miles, or,

altogether, an area of 435 square miles for the two rivers. This surface, like

a great compensating balance, is ever in a state of oscillation up and down

between the inflow and outflow of the rivers. Bvit it attains its maximum

level for the year in January or February, and its minimum in July or

Augvist. The vertical range of lake surface varies in different years, and the

lakes have also differences depending on their area and supply. Generally,

the range may be stated at from four to nine feet.

In the season of 1865-66, the Wakatipu Lake had a range of no less than

ten feet. On the 14th January it attained its highest level, the water standing

two feet deep in Rees-street, Queenstown. The lake had probably not been at

so high a level for a very long time before, for trees of two and three feet in

diameter were sapped by the rising waters, and laid prostrate on the margin

of the lake. A cold spiing preceded this great flood, and the lake was then

nine inches lower than it has ever been known to be before or since.

Consequent on this coldness, more snow than usual was reserved for the

melting of the summer sun. The lake had reached a high level, when three

days of warm wind from the north and north-west, accompanied with rain,

raised its surface to the highest observed level.

The fact of the lowest and highest levels occui-ring in the spring and

summer of the same season, and so intimately connected with change of

temperature, is an evidence of the value of our equable insular climate in the

river system of the country. For with the same temperature, but colder in

winter and warmer ixi summer, the glacial-fed rivers would become still moi-e

fluctuating ; and such rivers as the Mataura and Taieri, that have their

principal sources in high snow-clad mountains, and have no lakes worth

mention to regulate their flow, would necessarily become much more irregular

in volume than they are under present conditions.

The ordinary condition of a glacial river, such as the Dart, is a rapid

stream of three or four chains wide, and from three to four feet deep, with a

number of smaller branches running out and into each other as they continue

their course along the channel, which is a wide waste of shingle and quicksand,

at places a mile bi-oad. This matter is carried forward to the lakes, and by
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the delta so formed tlie channels of the rivers are all advancing into the lakes.

This progress is necessarily very slow, from the great depth which has to be

filled up. But the amount of matter so deposited is conclusive evidence of the

many ages during which the present geographical order of river and lake must

have existed. This silting action has gone on principally at the northern ends

of the lakes, where invariably a large river enters. The lakes have each in

this way been filled up for several miles. The smaller rivers which enter at

the sides of the lakes are also encroaching. Thus the Dingle has formed its

delta more than half way across the original breadth of Hawea Lake. The

continuation of the process, together with the deposits of the Hunter River,

will, in time, reclaim several miles of the lake.

The lessening of the lake areas is also promoted by the eroding action of

the rivers issuing from them. The high terraces surrounding them show that

their surfaces must have been considerably higher at one time. A minor

triangulation has been extended over the middle and upper part of Lake

Wakatipu. It determines that the terraces at Greenstone, White Point, and

Frankton, are each 100 feet above the present level of the lake. There are

other terraces, the heights of which have not yet been ascertained. In the

accurate determination of the heights of terraces above the present lake level,

there is, apart from finding the ancient lake levels, the means of detecting any

secular variation of level that may have taken place in the island since the

lake system began. If, for instance, the west side of the island is sinking and

the east side rising, the old contour marks or terraces of the lake will not be

parallel to its present surface. The detection of this difierence, supposing the

variation to have taken place, would no doubt be a delicate operation if the

oscillation has been insignificant. If, on the other hand, the oscillation has

been considerable, it could not fail of detection.* There are several other

questions concerning Lake Wakatipu which the extension of the trigono-

metrical survey will throw light upon ; there is the abandoned river bed at

Kingston, and there is the supposed leakage of part of the lake waters through

the Kingston Moraine to the Mataura Eiver.

From the twofold influence of silting up and erosion, it is plain that the

tendency is to transform each lake into a valley, with a river running through

it. This pi'ocess has been already completed on a small scale in some of the

higher valleys. A moraine has, in the first place, dammed across the valley,

and then the lakes so formed have been silted up, and are now a succession of

flats, with a river running through them, and rushing over the moraines as a

rapid. In the higher valleys there are also, in some places, masses of rock

lying confusedly across the valley, that at first sight appear to be moraines, but

* The terraces are due to alterations in the level of the outfall of the lake, and

could not be affected by such oscillation.

—

Ed.
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in reality ai-e the fragments of great rock slips that have been hurled, by the

action of frost, from the adjacent mountain steep.

It is difficult to realise, without actual observation, the activity of the

disintegrating forces, and the vast amount of matter that the mountains are

denuded of even in the course of one year. The phrase " everlasting hills " is

really a misnomer, for the forces now unceasingly at work will level the

highest mountains and fill up the deepest lakes. Frost is the great disin-

tegrator. The melting of the snows, and the moisture from the clouds,

penetrate the rocks during the day ; the freezing at night splits them, and the

result is long streams of angular fragments from the peaks, and talus heaps

around the bases of the jDrecipices. In the higher snow fields, the avalanche,

with the noise of thunder, hurls its snow and ice masses into the valley below

—there to be kneaded into a glacier, or to rush on as a torrent or succession

of cascades. The traveller, in making his first acquaintance with such moun-

tains as the Southern Alps, is apt to be more or less bewildered and appalled

with the din and potency of forces at work, and with the vast dimensions of

the surrounding scene.

The climate of the Lake District, as indeed the whole of the island, is

determined by the Southern Alps. They lie directly athwart the track of the

equatorial winds, and their cool tops condense the vapours with which these

winds are so highly charged, and hence the almost tropical rains of the West

Coast. These high mountains so effectively drain the winds, that there is

comparatively little left for the interior of the country, and but for the

secondary ranges, such as the Dunstan and Hawkdun Mountains, conserving

what does fall in the form of snow, the interior plains and valleys, not on the

banks of lake-fed rivers, would for a poi'tion of each year be waterless.

Although the Otago portion of the Southern Alps is from 6000 to 10,000

feet high, yet there are numerous saddles in them much lower, from which the

valleys run to the West Coast on the one side, and to the lakes on the other.

The valleys on the lakes' sides act as funnels, down which the winds blow and

discharge their moisture. The efiect of the discharge is seen in the forests

which are invariably found in these valleys. In several cases, where the saddle

of the dividing range does not exceed 3500 feet above sea level, the forest is

continuous from the west to the east side of the mountains. Thus, beginning

at Martin's Bay and following up the HoUyford Yalley to the Eglinton Pass,

thence to the Te Anau Lake, and then down the Waiau Yalley to the ocean,

there is a continuous belt of forest, 160 miles in length, and, with its

ramifications, covering upwards of a thousand sqiiare miles. It is worthy of

remark, that the forests of Otago are all to be found within the districts

enjoying a moist climate. Thus, on the west side of the province there is the

country between the West Coast and the lakes ; on the east side there is the

margin of 30 or 35 miles along the coast over which the south-westers usually
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extend. The highest ascertained limit above sea level of the forest is 3500

feet.

The comparatively dry interior districts, extending principally between the

Clutha and Waitaki Rivers, have no forests. There have been, however,

forests in the interior districts at one time, for the charred trunks of trees are

still found on the Rock and Pillar Range, and on the Waitaki side of the

Kurow Mountains. In the Lake Districts, similar evidence of a greater

extension of forest is also found. The apparent cause of the anniliilation has

been fire, but it is qiiite probable that natural causes may also have operated.

If we examine any of the forests on the East Coast in their natural state,

and before a litter of rejected timber and branches has accumulated in them,

it seems difficiilt to imagine that a fire could make its way through them.

But the forests in the Lake Districts, and generally in high altitudes, are free

from the tangled undergrowth of the East Coast forests. In place of it the

soil has a covering of foggage and moss, often a foot deep. In a dry season

this readily ignites, and as it smoulders rathers than burns, the work of

destruction is very sure over the surface the fire extends. In this way a

portion of the forest in the Te Anau District was destroyed some years ago by

a grass fire kindling the foggage.

The Maoris frequently traversed the forests of the Lake Districts in their

hunting excursions, and no doubt their fires would cause the destruction of

parts of the forest from time to time.

Speaking of the Lake Districts in a general manner, it may be observed

that, considering the extent of agricultural, pastoral, and forest land that

abounds in them, their mineral products, their delightful climate, and extent

of inland navigation, they have within their own borders all the main elements

that render communities prosperous and floui-ishing.

Art. XLVIII.—On the Sand Hills, or Dunes, in the neighoourhood of

Dunedin. By P. Thomson.

{Read before the Otago Institute, May 31, 1870.]

These sub-aerial formations in this vicinity are very extensive, and pi-esent a

series of phenomena of a very interesting character. It is not the intention

of the writer to go very deeply into the causes of these phenomena, but to give

a few rambling notes descriptive of the present appearances of the dunes, which

may perhaps serve as data for future observations. These may be divided into

three heads :—first, their locality j second, their extent ; and third, the rate at

which they are progressing, if it can be made out.

Beginning with those to the south, beyond Green Island^ we find that at

the Brighton end of the beach, where the schistose rocks crop out above the
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surface and run out into the sea, giving some very curious examples of wave

action, the line of sand is very thin, the grass approaching, here and there,

quite close to high-water mai-k. As we proceed northward, the sand gradually

widens, forming a long flat or slightly undulating expanse, of about a quarter

of a mile in width, with a line of low hillocks on the inner side. At the

mouth of the Kaikorai River, there is a curions shifting bar, which is driven

upwards by the force of the surf in fine weather when the liver is low, and

then, when the water inside has acquired vohime enough, it washes away the

sand, and scoops out a deep channel, which remains until the water has all run

off, when the surf commences to re-form the bar.

North of the Kaikorai the beach assumes a slightly different character

—

the line of sand hills becomes more regular, and from the mouth of the lagoon

gradually approaches the beach, until, about half way from the rocks at Green

Island, the line of hills is the same as high-water mark. Along this part of

the beach the hills present a bold irregular front, rising at a very sharp grade

to a height of from thirty to forty feet. Inside this line the surface is very

irregular, and is worn by the action of the wind into the most fantastically

shaped hills and hollows. Here and there the hollows are deep enough to show

the original clay bottom, and some of them usually contain small lodges of

fresh water, the drainage of the surrounding hummocks. Crossing direct

through the sand to the fields on the inner side—and a most fatiguing walk it

is—a pretty good idea is got of the depth of the formation, as well as of the

general direction of its motion, for the sand is found encroaching on the grass

in many places ; and as we get nearer Green Island Bush, the ti-ees are being

gradually covered fiom sight. Indeed, on going down again from the district

road towards the beach, through the bush, the rate at which the sand is

invading the land becomes painfully evident. Large numbers of ti'ees and

bushes are completely buried, and the contrast between the dazzling white

sand and the dark green of the vegetation is remarkable. Trees do not seem

to live very long after they are covei^ed to any depth by the sand, and in this

way a sort of gauge is got by which to estimate the progress inland of the

sand bank. After a broadleaf (Pukatea

—

Griselinia littoralis) has been buried

to a depth of five or six feet from the groTind, it begins to decay, so that in a

season or two the tree dies, and the branches protruding above the sand

become quite brittle and dry. From a repeated examination, the writer thinks

that the sand is advancing into the thick scrubby bush in this quarter about

ten or twelve feet a year. From this point northward, there is properly no

beach, the coast line being occupied by a series of high cliffs, and it is not until

we approach Dunedin that the sand becomes again the boundary between land

and water. This part of the coast, however, is so well known that nothing

need be said about it, so we will at once pass on to Lawyer's Head and

Tomahawk.
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Lawyer's Head is a low spur, running from the hills at the back of

Anderson's Bay out to sea a short way, and is composed of a hard black basaltic

rock at the bottom, and a softish reddish-coloured rock at the top. Before

leaving Lawyer's Head, however, it is worth while observing that there is no

such accumulation of sand here as there is at the corresponding end of Green

Island beach. The cause is not difficult to find. The south side of the Head

is a long gentle slope, offering little resistance to the wind, which sweeps up

with great force at times, ranging the sand in long irregular ridges parallel to

its course, and carrying a great proportion over the Head to the other side,

where it lies in a steep bank against the precipice, accumulating, until it is

carried off by the first high tide, and distributed over the rest of the beach.

The phenomena presented on Tomahawk Beach are very much the same as

those already described. The sand is gradually travelling northwards, and

covering all the space between the lagoon and the ocean, rising over the low

hill in the middle of the beach, and even finding its way into the lower part

of the Tomahawk Valley. From this part northward, the coast line is

composed for a long distance of a line of high shelving cliffs, running up to a

height of 700 or 800 feet, and no sand is met with imtil the Sandfly Bay

District is reached, where a line of sand hills bounds the beach. At the

extremity of this beach stands that very singular feature in the scenery of the

district—Sandymount—which is partly covered with patches of moving sand,

but as the writer has never had an ojDportunity of travelling over this part of

the coast, he will reserve his remarks on Sandymount until he has done so.

North of Sandymount lies that very beautiful locality. Hooper's Inlet,

which possesses, in common with all the harbours on this coast the writer has

seen, the fact of having on the right or starboard side, as you run in, a sand

bank or spit ; on the left, or port side, rocks, more or less high. Oamaru,

Kakanui, Waikouaiti, Blueskin, Piirakanui, Otago, Papanui, all present the

same appearance as Hooper's on entering. In a strong south-westei-, the writer

has seen the sand flying from the shoulders of Sandymount in thick clouds,

which are deposited on the beach at the entrance to the Inlet. The line

of sand hills continues here for aboiit a mile, when the bold promon-

tory of Cape Saunders is met with. Of course there is no sand there, the

coast being again a line of perpendicular rocks all the way round the forest-

covered Mount Charles, to the entrance of Papanui Inlet. About a mile and

a half from the ocean, at Hooper's, however, the distance between the two

inlets is less than half a mile from high-water mark to high-water mark.

Taking our way across this neck, and then across the wet flat of Papanui, of

course at low tide, it is easy to arrive at the sand banks on the Wickliffe Bay side.

Proceeding towards the ocean, we find two distinct series of dunes, one of

a much older date than the other, covered with green turf, while the one

nearest the sea is only the usual loose drifting sand. The beach at Wickliffe

2 M
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Bay is about two miles in length, a line of sand hills running all the way.

Though composed of such loose material as dry sand, these hills maintain a

character of permanence which is wonderful. For instance, when people were

working at the wreck of the " Victory," steamer, about seven years ago^ a sort

of telegraph was erected on the top of one of the hills, which retains its contoiir

and elevation very much the same to this day ; and anyone looking at the long

line of hills which mai'k the ocean beach near Dunedin, must have remarked

how permanent they are, very little, if any, change having occurred in their

general appearance for many years.

At the north end of Wickliffe Bay there is a high perpendicular precipice,

and the coast continues rock-bound for a considerable distance, there being

only two small bays with sandy beaches all the way to Taiaroa Head, at the

entrance to Otago Harbour. Neither of these bays presents any peculiar

feature, so we will at once proceed to the great accumulation at the Maori

Kaik. This sand bank is by far the largest in the district, extending in a

north-easterly direction from the rock at Korako's house for about two miles,

while its breadth from tide mark is more than one mile . All the characteristic

features of sub-aerial formation are here to be met with—long parallel ridges,

smooth flats, high hummocks, and gently sioiling surfaces. Even that rare

phenomenon, musical sand, is occasionally present. In dry calm weather,, at

cei'tain spots, when crossing the sand, a peculiar sound is occasioned by the

feet in walking, a sort of " weef, weef," as if the sand were being struck by

something sharp. In general, however, the sand only emits the usual crunching

sound. Some portions of the surface of this bank are quite hard, and easily

walked over ; but, as a rule, the sand is very soft, and walking over it is a

very fatiguing matter. From about high-water mark the sand slopes upwards,

at first rather steeply, and then at a more gentle grade for a long way, the

only break to the i;niformity being that hei'e and there stands a small hillock,

on the sides of which grow a few straggling plants of a coarse hard grass, the

roots of which serve to maintain the form of the hillock, in spite of the efibrts

of the wind to carry it away. The tendency of the sand here is upward, and

to the noi'th and east. At times, during a strong southei'ly storm, the writer

has seen the sand raised in thick clouds, and cairied onward in tons, and

spread over the grass and among the trees at the upper edge, where it lies,

never to go back, bvit to be covered over by another layer by the next storm. In

this way the bank has attained its present huge dimensions, and will, sooner

or later, reach across the hill and over the declivity to the outer beach. The

rate at which this is going on is surprising. On one occasion, after one of

these gales, a long stretch of grass, some 70 or 80 yards wide, by 250 or 300

long, was covered by the sand, just as snow would have done, but with this

difference, that whereas the snow would have disappeared with the next day's

sun, the sand remains, and the land is rendered totally barren.
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The depth of this sand bank varies considerably, according to the inequality

of the surface of the land underneath. JSTear the middle, where it has crossed

a gully, it is probably 40 or 50 feet deep. At the northern edge, where it

approaches the hills, it has at one part formed a very beautiful bank or slope,

of from 30 to 60 feet in depth, the grade being very steep, so much so that

one would hardly think that so incoherent a material as dry sand would main-

tain such an acute angle. Standing on the edge, and pushing away the sand

with the foot, it falls over and over in small waves until it reaches the bottom,

just like so much water, only not quite so fast. The opposite hill is very steep

and rocky, so that when the sand has filled iip this hollow, its further jDrogress

in this direction will be checked. Further east, however, the hill is much

lower, the slope more gradual, and the sand is steadily advancing up the

incline. A few of the Maori houses located on the flat land above will have

to be removed, or they will be encompassed by the flood of sand, and the lives

of the inmates rendered very miserable.

Hitherto we have seen the sand travelling in an easterly or northerly direc-

tion ; let us now turn to another part of this same beach, and we will find the

prevailing motion exactly the reverse. On the other side of Korako's house is

a little flat, where the old settlement of Otago stood. The buildings have long

since disappeared ; indeed, a pretty broad slice of land on which they stood

has been washed away by tlie sea, and what was once a pi'etty green flat, with

a few old ngaio trees on it, is now a sandy waste. A little further on,

Harwood's house stands on the beach, and a short way in was a fine garden,

with fruit trees and bushes in plenty. But the sand has put horticulture to

flight, and the garden is now reduced to very small dimensions ; the tops of

the bushes may be seen sticking up through the sand. If it goes on as it has

been doing, a very short intei"val will elapse ere the whole flat will become

as barren as the beach below.

Proceeding now to the other side of the harbour, we find an extensive flat

or spit, nearly covered at each spring tide. The sand does not seem to

accumulate here, for the spit lies freely exposed to the wind, both out and in
;

what the north-easter blows on is just blown ofi* again by the south-wester,

and in this way a sort of uniformity is maintained. A little way round the

corner, however, towards Hayward's Point, the sand assumes a shape which

merits a word or two in passing. The beach here is hemmed in by perpen-

dicular rocks, rising some 200 or 300 feet above the tide. Standing near the

water, and looking upward, the sand seems to lie against the rocks. But this

is not so ; for on getting up to the top of the bank, a most singular fact is

discovered. Instead of the sand covering the base of the precipice, there is a

long narrow valley, with nximerous trees and bushes growing luxuriantly in

it ; the sand, which slopes gently up from the beach, ending all at once in a

steep declivity.
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from each other by precipitous bluffs jutting into the sea, viz., Kaikai,

Murdering, and Long, all of which were formerly occupied by a numerous

Maori population, now quite extinct. Beyond Long Beach, the coast at

Purakanui is very bold, continuing so till Blueskin is reached, whei'e there is

a sandy beach and spit of considerable extent. Northwards, for a great many

miles, the coast is again rock-bound ; and it is not until Waikouaiti Bay is

reached that much sand is foimd. Northward of this bay the beaches are

mostly composed of a hai'd shingle or gravel, more or less fine.

I have thus, in a very brief way I must admit, gone over and described

the leading features of all these beaches. Two questions now occur for con-

sideration, viz. :—Where has all the sand come from 1 and, How long has it

taken to accumulate 1 In reply to the first, the writer ventiires to propose

the following hypothesis :—-Away down the coast two large rivers run into the

sea—the Clutha and the Taieri—both conveying large qiiantities of sand and

other detritus to the ocean. Now, some of this, no doubt, is deposited close

to the mouths of these streams, but a considerable poi'tion must be carried oif

far enough to be taken up by the constant northward current which sets up the

coast, and deposited gradually as it goes on, getting again driven up on the

beaches by the tides and the surf. There is also, as a contributory cause, a

long line of soft sandstone cliffs between Green Island and the Forbury, the

material of which is very easily weathered and very rapidly acted on by the

surf, which cai-ries off large quantities every storm. On looking down on the

sea from the toj) of the cliff, the discoloured water can be seen quite distinctly

travelling northward. Now, at Lawyer's Head, the water is all clear again,

or at least it is all one shade, so that some of the sand must have been

deposited to form the dunes on the Ocean Beach and on the Tomahawk. A large

portion is no doubt carried on, some to be brought nj) by Cape Siiunders and

deposited about the Sandfly and its vicinity-—some to be carried past and

dropped a,bout Wickliffe Bay ; but a large portion will still be in suspension

and be carried into the various inlets, including Otago Harbour, with the tide,

and then, whenever slack-water occurs, it will fall to the bottom, to be worked

up to the beach, and eventually blown ashore to form those large accumula-

tions which are now to be seen all round. Still, it is hard to believe, taking

the big bank at the Heads for an example, that this huge quantity of sand

can have been blown off such a narrow strip of beach as there is there,

nowhere more than three hundred yards wide. And yet off that beach it

comes, as may be seen almost any fine day when there is a little wind blowing.

Very shortly after the tide has left the flats, the wind begins to lift forward

small quantities of the sand, and they blow on and on until they reach the

bank, there to remain.

The time these formations have taken to assume their present dimensions
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is not so easy to ascertain. Indeed, the whole phenomena seem to point to a

slow raising of the land round our coasts. Old Maoris say that the Ocean

Beach was once a shoal, and that the tides met. Indeed, thei-e is one point of

the Ocean Beach where it is not an unlikely thing that an extra high tide,

accompanied by a heavy sea, would work a channel through to the St. Kilda

flat inside. The hills are neither wide nor high, and there is very often a large

shallow sheet of water left by the tide. But then all over the St. Kilda flat

the ground is full of the trunks of big trees, which must have grown on the

spot. To reconcile these two, there must have been a lowering and then a

raising.* At the Heads, when the first settlers came, the sand bank was much

less in extent than at present. In front of Kelvin Grove there was a pretty

large lagoon, frequented by ducks and other fowl, not a vestige of which

remains. A number of natives used to live around the bottom of the bay

;

they have long been driven off to the higher ground, and from this in turn

they seem likely to be driven still further off by the sand flood which is slowly

but surely advancing towards their clearings on the further side of the hill.

It is about eight years since the writer first traversed this particular bank, and

in that time it has grown considerably, both in length and breadth, and depth.

This part of the subject is one of very considerable difiiculty, and the writer

must leave its further consideration in the meantime, trusting that wiser heads

than his own may give the matter some attention, with a view to the

elucidation of the almost paradoxical phenomena which are presented by the

sand dunes around Dunedin.

When rambling about among the sand hills one day, my attention was

directed to some very curious stones which were lying about in one of the

permanent hollows. I collected a few samples, and showed them to various

people, but to all they were quite a puzzle, though opinion evidently inclined

to the belief that they were artificial. I was very agreeably surprised, on

looking over the new volume of the Transactions,f to find that similar stones

had been found near Wellington, and described and figured in the volume.

I lay a few specimens on the table for the inspection of the members to give

them a better idea of what they are like.

* This undoubtedly was the case, as round the coast of New Zealand the evidence of

a 25-ft. raised beach is distinct, prior to the formation of which submergence prevailed.

—Ed.
+ Transactions of the New Zealand Institute, Vol. ii., Art. LXII.,—"On the Sand-worn

Stones of Evans' Bay," by W. T. L. Travers, F.L.S.
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Art. XLIX.—On the Disposition of Alluvial Deposits on the Otago Gold Fields.

By L. O. Beal.

[Read before the Otago Institute, April 12, 1870.]

The remarks 1 am about to make I crave indulgence for, as I can lay no

claim to scientific attainments, and my experience of the appearance and

physical constriiction of the country has only been gathered dui'ing some four

hurried business journeys of about ten days each, being in fact little more than

could be gathered by an ordinary coach traveller from Dunedin to Queenstown

and Skippers, a distance of about 200 miles.

The question I am about to discuss, embraces the terrace formation of our

inland plains or basins, such as are observable in those of the Maniototo,

Dunstan, Cromwell, and Queenstown ; also, the question of deposits of gold

in old river beds, which we commonly term deep leads. The fii'st of these

basins—the Maniototo—is reached by proceeding up the Shag Yalley, over a

saddle in the spurs of the Kakaunui mountains, via Pigroot. I do not allude

to the terrace foi'mations in the Shag Valley, except to state my belief that

they have the same nature as the rest. The line of elevation also at which

the coaches travel up this valley is not favourable for noting these features.

In descending the saddle from Pigi'oot into the Maniototo Plains, our view

embraces the Rock and Pillar Range, lying slightly to the left ; the Kakaunuis,

over which we pass, extend to the right, till they reach the Mount Ida Range,

succeeded by the Little Ida, Hawkdun, St. Bathans, and Dunstan Ranges,

which are at abovit right angles, and extend along our route up country, and

form an arch or bow-like right hand boundary as far as the Dunstan township.

From the Rock and Pillar, on the left, at some distance a-head, the Rough

Ridge shoots out across our path, and may be said to join the right hand ranges

at the Little Ida, and thus form the Maniototo Plains. Passing over the

Rough Ridge, at a low elevation, our road crosses the Ida Valley, the extreme

left of which is under the Pinelheugh Range, Raggedy and Blackstone Hill

Ranges, crossing our road from the left in the same manner as the Rough

Ridge, and joining the right hand range at about the junction of the Hawk-

dun and St. Bathans Ranges.

Passing out through Blackstone Hill we enter the Manuherikia Valley,

the left hand boundary being the Blackstone Hill and Raggedy Ranges as far

as the township of Manuherikia. At this point we meet the Molyneux River,

which here flows across the valley for about seven miles from the Dunstan

township, where it enters through a gorge, about thii-teen miles long, which it

traverses from the Cromwell Basin. The Manu.herikia Valley (across the

liver) is bounded by the Carrick and Old Man Ranges, and a few spurs of no

considerable elevation, in which are Conrov's and Butcher's Gullies.
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The drainage of the Maniototo Plains is effected by the Taieri River,

which takes its rise in the Lammerlaw Range, entering the plains between the

Rough Ridge and the Rock and Pillar, which it skirts, and finds an outlet

under the same range, at another point between that and the spurs of the

Kakaunuis, to the left of the saddle over which we are presumed to have

journeyed. This river is fed by the Swine and other burns flowing from the

ranges on the right hand, and by the Kyeburn—which takes its rise at the

mount of that name, in the neighbourhood of the Maruwhenua Pass, flowing

along the foot of the Kakannui—and joining the Taieri River in the

neighbourhood of the Taieri Lake. The land under Mount Ida, and at the

township of that name, would thus appear the highest in that district, and

higher than the Ida and Manuherikia Yalleys. The Ida Valley is drained by

the Ida Burn, which takes its rise on the right hand, and the Pool Burn on

the left ; these two join together at a gorge in the Raggedy Range, and flow

through it in one stream into the Manuherikia Valley and river of that name,

which at the township of the same name, joins the Molyneux River, and then

passes through a gorge down through the Teviot Basin. The Ida Yalley is

also drained on the extreme left hand by the Manor Burn, which takes its rise

between Pinelheugh Range and Rough Ridge, and also joins the River Manu-

herikia. The Ida Valley is thus higher than the Manuherikia Valley. The

Manuherikia Valley is drained by the river of that name, and by the Lauder,

Chatto, and Dunstan Creek tributaries.

In the Maniototo Basin, on the Rock and Pillar Range, there are alluvial

diggings at Hyde, extending to no very great height above the water level,

and at Hamilton, at an elevation of about 800 feet or higher, and Mount

Ida, under the highest peak of the range of that name. Latterly, also, at the

Kyeburn River, at about the junction of Mount Kakaunui and Mount Ida

Ranges, in the vicinity of Mount Burster, not far from the Maruwhenua Gorge.

In the Ida Valley, the diggings are at the Welshman's and German Hill,

one of these being in either face of Blackstone Hill and the Rough Ridge, at

about the centre of the valley, and both at some elevation, say, at about 100

feet above the water level. I am informed there have also been some deep

alluvial workings, to about 150 feet, under the Raggedy Ranges, at Black's

No. 3, the lead running parallel with the ranges, and under a terrace formation.

In the Manuherikia Valley, the diggings are at St. Bathans, Drybread, Black's

No. 1, Manuherikia, Conroy's, Butcher's, the Fraser River, and Mutton Town

Creek ; the banks of the Manuherikia and Molyneux. The beaches or exposed

portions of the bed of the latter river, during hard frosty weather, have been also

extensively worked, with extremely rich results, especially where perseverance

has been shown by the miners working below the water level, as at French-

man's Point, at the junction of the Manuherikia and Molyneux Rivers.

Extremely rich returns have been secured by the dredgers on the Molyneux
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River, from the Hospital and Hartley and Riley's bars or beaches ; these two

places, in fact, may be likened to two ripples placed by nature in her sluice

box, the Molyneux River, and there are, without doubt, many equally rich

places. At the Dunstan township, the road enters the gorge, and continues

by the river side to Cromwell ^ at the former place the banks are about 35 feet

high, and at the latter 75 feet. The gorge is filled with immense water and

ice-worn rocks and boulders, and at places on either bank a terrace formation

is observable.

Our road to the Wakatipu, or Queenstown Basin, lies up the Kawaraii

River, which, at Cromwell, joins the River Molyneux in its course from the

Wanaka Lake. After crossing the plain, and temporarily losing sight of the

river, we again fall in with it on entering the Kawarau Gorge, through which

we pass in company with it till we reach the Arrow District, at the lower end

of the Queenstown Basin. The Arrow River, which takes its rise under

Mount Hyde, flows into the Queenstown Basin, and merges into the Kawarau

not far from the Arrow Blufli', and has here cut through the slate rock perpen-

dicularly to a depth of about 200 feet. The Kawarau River is also fed in the

Wakatipu Basin by the Shotover River, which takes its rise between Centaur

Creek and Treble Cone. The Kawarau Gorge is filled with the same evidence

of water and ice action as the Dunstan Gorge. It will be remembered, that

till we reach the level of the Wakatipu Lake we have been steadily ascending,

and in both the Cromwell and this basin, as we pi'ogress, we advance against

walls of terraces that continually rise on the horizon to our view, and these on

our return journey entirely disappeai", or rather no such appearance is

observable, from which circumstance I presume, that the weight of water

pressing downwards has swept all before it, and pi-evented the formation of

any such accumulations to form this terrace appearance, these terraces being

composed entirely of drift.

In the Dunstan Basin the same thing is observable. Starting from the

Manuherikia township towards the upper watershed of the valley at Dunstan

Creek, terraces are seen under the Dunstan Ranges, but I believe no corres-

ponding formation on the other or lower side, bounded by Blackstone Hill and

the Raggedy Ranges.

I am informed that the features of the Arrow and Shotover Rivers are

precisely similar. From QueenstoAvn the road to Skipper's Creek does not

continue directly up the gorge through which the Shotover River passes, but

traverses a high saddle, and joins that river near its junction with the Moke

Creek. On either side of this river are what are styled upper terraces, flat

areas of land, having a scarcely perceptible inclination towards the river, so

that where the gorge or valley widens, some considerable breadth of such land

occurs, so much as neaidy a quarter of a mile in depth at places. I have been

as far up this river as Skipper's Creek, which, but for the small quantity of
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water, might also have been styled a river, in so far as the characteristics of

its watershed or valley are concerned ; these upper terraces are conspicuous

here, and I believe many other creeks exist having the same distinct features.

The heights of the different ranges of the hills (and mountains as we style

their highest peaks) forming these watersheds, of course vary, and their sides

are also irregular, presenting many precipices almost perpendicular, and slopes

of not very acute angles, showing, in fact, so much unevenness and so many

fissures, that I will rather leave you to imagine than attempt to describe them,

bearing in mind that in places such as at the Remarkables and Mount Aurum,

the schist rock has been pushed up to elevations of some 6000 feet. The appear-

ance to me was as though, when being thus forced up from beloAV to its highest

peaks, the strata, from insufficient strength, became broken, and the sides of what

would have been an even plane from base to summit were shattered, presenting an

appeai'auce very like waves of the sea when driven before a gale, or the teeth

of a common hand-saw ; the sides of the sections nearest the points of upheaval

being precipitous in the extreme, and the others presenting a more gradual

slope. It will readily be conceived that many thousands of streams exist

in a chain of such mountains, the accumulated power of which must be very

great. It may also be conceded that these converge towards a few points as they

discharge themselves into the sea in the shape of livers. The ages of these

rivers have, by clever and experienced men, been read, or it has been attempted

at least, and definite periods assigned to their existence. Assuming that a

a river, in cutting the rock, leaves its distinctive mai'k, what age shall we give

to the Shotover, when we find that it has cut through the hard slate rock to

the extent of about 200 feet 1 This same feature is also very plainly shown

where the Arrow joins the Kawarau, and where both these rivers appear to

have cut, perpendicularly, fully the same depth through a hard metamorphosed

slate rock. The level of the Wakatij)u Lake is 1000 feet above the sea

;

Cromwell, about 800 feet ; Duustan, about 600 feet ; Teviot, about 400 feet

;

the Beaumont, about 150 feet.

Having now travelled to nearly the highest ground in the pi'ovince, I have

to make a hurried sketch of the country over which we have passed, skimming as

it were in my return journey, over the tops of the hills and ranges, along the

bases of which we have so far progressed ; their heights vary from 7000 feet

at Mount Aurum, to about 700 feet at the Coast Ranges. Mount Aurum, the

ranges on either side of Skipper's Gully, and down the Shotover-, till arriving

at the Wakatipu Lake, present well-defined peaks, and the view from Queens-

town embraces many such features ; the Remarkable Peak affording a notable

specimen. Another feature, however, is also here abundant. Hills and

ranges of considerable elevation, say 1500 or 2000 feet, no longer retain those

peaked or sharp featured characteristics, but are rounded off, and the sides

ground down, smoothed and striated. This new feature I attribute to the

2 N
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action of ice during what is called the glacial period. Proceeding down the

Kawarau Gorge, through the lower end of the Cromwell Basin, to Dunstan

and Manuherikia, almost all traces of the sharp peaked features are lost,

rounded slopes being the most observable, with river cuttings and deep furrows

scored in the sides of the Dunstan and Carrick Ranges. In continuation with

a third feature, so distinctly marked as to have produced in the minds of the

first explorers evidently a very strong effect, we find the vai'ious ranges at the

lower side of the Dunstan, Ida Yalley, and Maniototo Plains or Basins, called

respectively the Raggedy Ranges, Blackstone Hill, Rough Ridge, and Rock

and Pillar, the journey of about one and a-half days by the short road from

the Manuherikia, nearly to the West Taieri, is, in fact, over almost a continual

Raggedy or Rock and Pillar road, varied by creeks, gullies, and deep ravines,

having anything but euphonious names conferred on them by the diggers,

—

the almost i-ounded hills being surmounted by rock, sometimes worn into the

most fantastic shapes and life-like figures, till the Taieri is approached. The

extraordinary features of this district may be judged of by the pictiires in our

Provincial Museum, and diagrams showing upper terraces of the Shotover, and

the difierent features here alluded to.

The rough excrescences that led to the above names, are not so observable

more immediately down the Molyneux Valley, as far as the Beaumont, where

the road is no longer kept by the river side, and which point is about twelve

miles from Tuapeka. This valley, the same as the Dunstan and Kawarau

Gorges, bears ample evidence of ice action. From Tuapeka to the Woolshed,

near Tokomairiro, for a short distance along the short road, the knobby appear-

ance of the hills has entirely given way to smooth rounded hills, so that at the

latter places the precipices and sharp peaks which we began with at Skipper's

have entirely disappeared. I attribute these Raggedy and Knobby Ranges

also to the action of ice, and regard these large fantastic masses of rocks as the

parts of the peaks last left by the ice. The only occasional observable

roughnesses I have examined on the latter rounded hills, consisted of large

accumulations of cement, of different textures, colours, and components, which

in places cover very considerable tracts of country ; and I have found the

same to a limited extent also on the Peninsula, in Dunedin Harbour, together

with striated stones.

Down the Molyneux Valley are also to be seen very marked evidences of

the action of water, to heights of fully 20 to 40 feet above the present level of

the drift forming these valleys, on faces of rocks pointing up country—from

which I imagine the flow of water during the glacial period, (when no material

absorption by the eai'th could have taken place,) in warm seasons at least, very

far exceeded that of the present day.

I must now proceed to notice this ice period, and try to realize its efiects,

and for this purpose ask you to remember the pictures that at different times
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we have seen so well represented by our New Zealand artist, Mr. Gully, in his

delineations of Mount Cook. The whole iipper country is there represented as

clothed with snow ; and perhaps some of those present will i-emember its

description by Drs. Hector and Haast, in the course of their exjjlorations.

T make these appeals to our own districts and residents, in order that, if

possible, we may all realize the subject as of common and everyday interest.

We will suppose that at; some considerable height, on a range forming part of

the watershed of a valley, we are travelling on this snow at night, when in

the absence of the sun for some hours in such a bleak region, this may be done

in safety : the crust of the snow will be of sufficient hardness to bear us, and

but for the unevenness of the surface our journey might be performed in

compai'ative comfort. As the day breaks, however, a change takes place : the

snow, before crisp, will no longer bear otir weight, a partial thaw setting in

with the heat of the sun, we should sink in some places a few inches, in others

one or two feet, and where the wind in drifting the snow would have almost

bared high peaks and points of the rocks, the sun would melt the snow, and

running water would be visible ; the intense cold, however, of many feet of

snow a few yards down the sides of the valleys would soon re-absorb the water,

and the whole be turned to ice. Acciimulations of snow would be made with

the changes of the seasons, and these, in summer, would become partly rotten,

or not of the solidity they were when first deposited, producing avalanches,

wdiich, in falling down, would of course, to a partial extent, displace small and

large pieces of rock, which the frost would have acted upon and loosened ; it

will thus be seen that the valley gradually becomes filled with a mixture of

snow and ice and stones—in short, a glacier. We will presume that this

valley is of considerable length, and varying in width, that its contents (the

glacier) move at the rate of about four feet in twenty-four hours. Such a

powerful agent as would be represented by a glacier say of at least 4000 feet

thick, as might be assumed existed under the Remarkable Range, would, when

in its advance to the sea coast, by its enormous weight, break down, grind, and

score the rocks over and by the sides of which it travelled ; and when this

system or ice period changed, we might look for its refuse in the shape of stray

strange stones, abroad in the country, as its influence dried up—as, in short,

we find in our own case from the coast to Mount Aurum.

So far as our knowledge extends as yet into this glacial period, its normal

condition would appear to have been that of a steady advance from the highest

peaks to the coast line, accompanied in its coui'se by vast volumes of running

water. The existence of this water, owing to heat of the sun and internal

heat of the eai'th, as evidenced by hot springs and active volcanoes, presents

an anomaly in this otherwise frozen period ; but as the state of the earth and

its atmosphere to-day is such that we find the heat, at some considerable

number of feet high—-say, at least, 2000 feet in this province—sufficient to
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prevent acciimulations of suow, it will be sufficient in this paper to assume

the number of years during which this change was being effected, to have been

of sufficient duration to have deposited the beds of drift we are considering.

For a more gi-aphic description than I can give of the vast power exhibited

by the ice during this period, I must refer to the interesting work entitled

Frost and Fire.

The wonderful jDower of ice I will not attempt to dilate upon or try to picture

further. I will now ask if it is not possible to reconcile it with the features

exhibited in the Queenstown, Dunstan, and Manuherikia Valleys, would the

ice and its accompanying waters there sweep over all the lower side in its

journey to its point of discharge—viz., the sea coast, and prevent in its

pressure all appearance of any terrace formation, form the rounded hills at

Queenstown, and what were formerly peaks of the Raggedy, Blackstone Hill,

Rough Ridge, and Rock and Pillar Peaks, into fantastic shapes, and cover

with its debris the lower spurs and convert them into rounded slopes, as we

find them in the immediate neighbourhood of the Taieri and sea coast.

If I have carried you with me so far, I will ask you now, if there must not

have been old main glaciei"S or liver beds. Evidences exist in our midst of

the activity of ice at one time, and though I have not yet seen shoulders of

valleys and escarpments of rocks striated, I have found, in abundance, pieces

in the shape of striated stones detached from these points, both in Dunedin

and its suburbs, at the Peninsula, Green Island, and in a valley under Mount

Watkin, at Waikouaiti ; in each case on faces of elevation pointing up country.

Specimens found in Dunedin, at the back of the Acclimatization Society's

Grounds, are on the table before you. I will also direct your attention to the

specimens of light-coloured cements, which I chipped from blocks of vaiious

sizes weighing from sevei-al tons to a few pounds, and which ai-e to be seen

lying on the surface of the schist formations extending along the Ida Valley,

down the whole length of the valley of the River Molyneux from Cromwell to

Waitahuna and the Woolshed, at Tokomairiro. At Moa Flat they are a

considerable height up the ranges, and bear the appearance of having been but

lately deposited. The brown-coloured cement I have seen in the Shag Valley,

at Mount Watkin, and along the lower spurs of ranges at the West Taieri, in

addition to lai-ge accumulations at Waitahuna and the Woolshed.

If we find signs of activity in the drift on our basins, as we traverse them

from Queenstown through Cromwell, Dunstan, and on to the Taieri, I think

we may fairly assume that we have what we desire, old river beds or deep

leads. In each of these basins, I fi.nd the drift in them in bands or stratified,

not lying promiscuously. Had the basins been each independent lakes, we

might have looked for greater evidences of stagnation in the drift -than I think

is shown at present. Supposing, for instance, I tip from a dray a load of

gravel, on cutting through it perpendicularly, no distinct pattern is observable
;
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it ia a well mixed heap ; and this I imagine would be the case with a gradual

denudation or deposition from the surrounding ranges of these basins, had such

denudation been precipitated into stagnant water, such as a lake would

represent. Each mass or particle in falling would be pi-ecipitated irregularly,

and present a homogeneous appearance ; but tijoon placing a further quantity

on the heap, and playing water on it for a time—performingiithese last two'

operations many times, and again cutting the heap in two—it will be seen that

the parts influenced by the active water bear a distinct pattern. It will be

stratified or appear in bands, and so agree with the deposits I have alluded to,

which uniformly present this appearance of active acpieous action.

It is so at the upper terraces on the Shotover ; at the big beach in the

Queenstown Basin ; the banks of the river at Cromwell, 75 feet deep to the

present water level, bear the same appearance ; and it is again repeated in the

diift cut through by the Molyneux, through the Dunstan and Teviot Basins to

the Beaumont, through the length of the Manuherikia Valley, and, I presume,

down the Strath Taieri or Taieri Valley, though down this I have not been

;

at a considerable elevation up the spurs at Hyde Diggings, and at Dunstan

Creek, at which latter place, in the claim of the Mountain Race Company,

these bands, sometimes two or three feet thick, are elevated from the j)lain at

an angle of about 45 degrees. The conclusion I came to after my hurried

inspection was, that at one time there had been an outflow towards the

Canterbury Province. But from a later upheaval, which would be shown in

all likelihood by basaltic formation in the neighbourhood, these bands have

been transferred froDi the level position in which I imagine they had been first

formed, to their present position. This conclusion may be erroneous, as, whilst

inspecting this claim in the depth of winter, two years since, a snow storm

with fog came on, that compelled us quickly to return. An intelligent, and I

may add very active, storekeeper, who was my guide, informed me that the

deeper they went the better gold they were finding. It was a hurried inspec-

tion, and as hastily formed an opinion. The greatest elevation of the part of

this ground worked was about 70 feet ; below this depth they could not get a

fall for their tailings, unless at considerable outlay in extending their tail-race.

Within a few miles of the Woolshed, by Tokomairu'o, at a new claim opened

among the rounded hills, I found the same sign of active aqueous action.

At Maruwhenua, I am informed, the drift lies in distinct bands. At

Dunstan, when the Fortuna Mining Company sunk to a depth of 109 feet

without bottoming, and abandoned on account of the West Coast rush, tbe drift

Avas found in bands. At Black's No. 3, very rich payable dirt was found at a

depth of about 150 feet. At Mount Ida, in the Hogburn, a shaft was abandoned

after sinking about 80 feet ; at Waitahuna, the same, after sinking about

100 feet, not reaching, in either case, a proper bottom. At Wetherstone's Flat,

at 432 feet, no result has been obtained, some asserting one thing and some
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another ; statements alternately being made that payable waslidirt for the last

20 feet existed, and of an utter absence of the precious metal. This flat, in

fact presenting a surface, 1 believe, for I have not been there, of not two miles

square, and, in proportion to the large basins up country, most unfavourable to

determine the existence of an old river channel. It is in the heart of most

hilly, and I ftiight say almost mountainous, country, and the shaft in question

being sunk near the centre of the basin, would not afford indications or results

such as I imagine may be proved by testing an outflow or inflow of one of the

larger basins I have already alluded to.

The extent of the gold fields of this province has been given in the

Government maps. If the wearing joower I have attempted to describe is

correctly stated, we shovild surely possess far richer spots than (hose yet worked,

assuming that the rottenness of this vast range of country at pi"esent fills the

different basins.

In concluding, I beg to thank Mr. J. T. Thomson, our Commissioner of

Crown Lands, for assisting me with his experience in reference to ice evidence

in Scotland, and in our explorations through Green Island.

Art. L.—Notes on the Geology of White Island. By James Hectoe, M.D.,

F.R.S., Director Geological Survey of New Zealand. With Observations on

the Cry stalline forms of the S-pecimens of Sulphur obtained. By E. H. Davis,

F.G.S., F.C.S.,* of the Geological Survey Department.

(With Illustrations.)

{^Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, November 12, 1870.]

In the course of a voyage from Auckland, in April last, I had an opportunity

of landing for a short time on Whakaari, or White Island, the well known

active volcano situated in the Bay of Plenty, aboiit fifty miles east of Tauranga.

In the short time at my disposal I was not able to examine this most interesting

locality with the care it deserves, but I made the following rough notes, and

collected many specimens which have since been examined.

The island lies twenty miles out of the direct track of vessels crossing the

Bay of Plenty from Cape Colville to the East Cape, but the weather being

favourable for landing, the deflection from the ordinary course was determined

on at an early hour, and during the morning we had the island distinctly in

view. On previous occasions I had always noticed columns of steam rising

* While this volnme is in tlie press, the small staff of scientific workers in New
Zealand, on the 9th ult. , suffered a great loss, through the accidental death, by drowning,

of this talented and promising geologist, while engaged in surveying the Grey Kiver

coal field, on the west coast of Nelson.

—

Ed. March, 1871.
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from the island, even when at such a distance that it was below the horizon,

and was therefore surprised to observe only a few feeble jets issuing from

near the summit of the high ridge on the south side of the island. These jets

were emitted in puffs, and were not visible until we were close inshore
;

the larger steam jets, which xisually send forth volumes of vapour from the

interior of the island, not rising sufficiently high to be seen over the encircling

crater wall. I was informed that this quiescence is usual with a high

atmospheric pressure, and this view certainly I'eceived confirmation on this

occasion, as the barometer was 30 "43 7, which is one of the highest readings yet

recorded in New Zealand.

The south-west side of the island, which is the only aspect I had an oppor-

tunity of observing from the seaward, presents a steep furrowed slope, almost

precipitou.s in some places, composed evidently of loose incoherent materials,

of light grey colour in the upper part, supported along the shore by rugged

reefs and cliffs of dark coloured rocks that withstand the encroachment of the

waves. These harder rocks thus determine the outline of the island, and from

the evident signs of stratification which they show where cut by the ravines,

they appear to form a dome or anticline, on which the softer strata have been

heaped in steeply sloping beds, as shown in the accompanying Section. The least

precipitous part of this slope is covered witb dense vegetation of a dark green

colour, probably ISTgaio scrub [Myoporum Icetimi). There is only one beach on

this side of the island where it might be possible to land in very calm weather

for the purjjose of examining this vegetation, which appears to be quite

inaccessible from the usual landing place. This latter is on the south-east side

of the island, where thei"e is a wide gap in the crater wall, partially closed

however by an isolated hill, that prevents a direct view from the seaward of

the amphitheatre and lake that occupies the central area.

Our landing was effected with some difiiculty on large slippery stones, and

as there is no sandy beach or sheltering reef, a very moderate surf from the

south-east would suffice to render an approach to the shore impossible. A steep

bank of boulders of various kinds of trachytic lava, strewn with driftwood,

kelp, and dead shells, extends for a few chains from the sea, beyond which the

surface of the interior of the island is formed entirely of tufaceous sinter, or

fragments of volcanic I'ocks, cemented by a crust deposited by the evaporation

of the water from the hot springs. This surface is absolutely barren, and

intersected irregularly by fissures, from which sulphurous and other noxious

vapours are exhaled. In some places it is treacherous, and jjerforated by holes,

in the bottom of which soft gritty mud may be seen in a state of constant

ebullition ; bvit except in the vicinity of such spots, which should be approached

with caution, the ground is sufficiently tenacious to bear a person's weight.

The desolate fiat occupied by these sinter deposits has an extent of about

thirty acres, and reaches an elevation of 60 feet above the sea-level, rising
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gvacliially to the interior of the island between the lake and the sea, and

occiapying two-thivds of the space within the amphitheatre. The interior por-

tion of the space is occupied by a hot lake, the water of which is strongly

acid. The form and general appearance of this lake as observed by Dr. Eolston

and Lieut. Edwin, of H.M.S. "Brisk," has already been described in our

Transactions (Yol. i., p. 58), and by tlieir survey it was found to have an area

of fifteen acres. From tlieir account it appears that the level of the water in

this lake above the sea, undergoes great variations. On the occasion of my visit

the water appeared to be at its extreme height of 25 to 30 feet above tide mark,

there being no beach exposed on which it would be possible to travel round the

margin of the lake as has been frequently done. Thus, Dr. Rolston states in the

paper above referred to, that on March 16, 1868, "There was very much more

water in the lake than when last visited, in November, 1866, which precluded

the possibility of reaching the largest steam jets at the extreme north-west

corner of the crater ; but it wa,s observed that these steam jets were not nearly

so active as in 1866."

A c\\&, 10 to 30 feet high, bordei-s the lake where it is bounded by the

tufa plain, but on each side cliffs rise perpendicularly from its margin to the

height of several hundred feet. A small level area at the iniier end of the

lake, only slightly above the water level, is where the active geysers are

situated. The general form of the island is thus a horse-shoe shaped range of

hills, about 800 feet high, enclosing, on rather more than three sides, a level

area occupied in part by the hot lake, and in part by the deposits from the hot

springs which supj^ly it.

As far as I was able to determine, the structure of the island is that shown

in the accompanying section. The exterior layer of the island, so to speak,

consists of a laminated deposit of incoherent breccia, or conglomerate (a),

evidently the sub-aerial slope deposit that had, at an early pei'iod, been formed

on the flank of a volcanic cone. This deposit rests on layers of lava and

trachyte tufa (b), which are intersected by dykes (c). These rocks form the

external wall of the crater, but, resting on ledges to a height of 200 feet

above the present level of the lake, are laminated deposits (d) of a similar nature

to the tufaceous sinter that is now forming round its margin, thus indicating

that at a former period the crater wall was more complete, and that

the water of the lake stood at a higher level relatively to the mass of the

island.

The manner in which this sinter is deposited on the shore of the lake

appears to be as follows :—the water, which is of a deep green colour and has

an average temperature of 110° F., deposits crystals of sulphate of lime when

exposed to the air ; these form a crust around the margin of the water*, and as

the level is continually fluctuating, this crust attains a considerable thickness

and projects from the shore like a shelf, until it breaks down in large masses
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to be renewed by a repetition of tbe same process. The store built up of

these incrustations is thus rapidly encroaching on the lake.

In the vicinity of the lake, and chiefly at a few feet above the water's

edge, are round holes, in which boiling mud is kept in violent agitation by the

escape of steam, and at the interior end of the lake occasional outbursts of

boiling water take place, rising to the height of several hundred feet. The

lai'ge masses of sulphur which are so frequently brought from White Island,

are chiefly obtained from the vicinity of these geysers, but a considerable

quantity also occurs as detached masses among the tufa. It is evidently

deposited by the vapours that escape from the fissures, and it is doubtful if it

could be obtained in sufficient quantity to have mercantile value.

When we take into consideration the great depth of the sea around the

island, which is quite out of soundings according to the Admiralty survey, and

the structure of its rock foi'mation as above explained, it is evident that the

present island must be the summit of a deeply submerged conical mountain
;

also, that the interior lake of hot water, in former times, stood at a much

higher level, which was lowered as the sea waves efiected a breach in the

outer wall.

The overflow from the lake at the present time escapes by a narrow

watercourse, which is being i-apidly filled up by the incrusting deposits. We
may expect, therefore, that in the course of time the damming back of the

o\itlet will again permanently raise the level of the lake, but there appears to

be very little doubt that, apart from all such causes, the water is liable to the

rapid fluctuation of level which is characteristic of a geyser lake. I may

remark, that I observed no signs of marine or beach drift within the crater

wall, such as must have existed if the island had been undergoing process of

elevation. On the other hand, the evidence seems to point to a steady sub-

mergence of the volcanic cone, the encroachment of the sea on the interior

lake being prevented by the continual heaping up of the beach, thus keeping

the sea water on the outside from mixing directly with the hot mineral waters

of the lake.

We are thus led to the conclusion that AVliite Island is the top of a sub-

merged volcanic cone, built up during successive eruptions which took place in

the atmosphere. Such volcanic rocks are naturally liable to undergo chemical

change, and especially so if bi-ought in contact with sea water, which, in this

case, must permeate every part of the submerged mass. The heat generated

by this chemical action is probably quite sufficient to give rise to the volume

of steam, the constant escape of which is the only sign of supposed volcanic

activity which the island now exhibits.

From the accompanying analyses it will be seen that the greater part of

the deposits formed by the thermal waters on White Island are calcareous

sulphates, and this, taken in conjunction with the large proportion of free

2o
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hydrochloric acid present in the water of the lake, of which it is the most

charactei'istic constituent, would indicate that the decomposition of sea water

is one result of the chemical action that is in progress.

These characters, and the absence of silica from the incrustations, obviously

distinguish the thermal waters of White Island from the Puias and Ngawhas

of the Rotorua and Taiipo Districts, where the chief agent in prodvicing

chemical change must be rain and lake waters, which hold a comparatively

small amount of mineral matter in solution. It therefore forms one of a

third class of hot springs in New Zealand, in addition to the alkaline and acid

springs which are so well described in Professor Hochstetter's admirable work

on New Zealand {Chap. 18).

Samples were obtained of the water of the lake, and of the semi-fluid

mud from the fumaroles, which have been analyzed for me by Mr. Skey,

and the results compared with the composition of similar samples previously

forwarded.

The water taken from the lake at a part clear from any incrustation, after

standing for some time, deposited a slight sediment consisting wholly of gypsum

in minute crystals. The transparent water then had a specific gravity of

1 "088, and possessed the following composition :

—

COMPOSITION OF ONE GALLON, IN GRAINS.

Hydrochloric acid . . , . . . 11,642-4

Sulphuric acid ..... 1,405-6

Sulphurous acid ..... traces.

Alumina . ..... 627-2

Protoxide of iron, with a little sesquioxide 546-0

Soda ....... 313-6

Potash ....... 162-4

Lime ...,.,. 106-4

Magnesia ...... 022-4

Silica and siliceous matter 023-8

"Water .,,.,.. . 61,366-2

76,216-0

Also contains traces of phosphoric acid and ammonia.

This proximate composition of the water may therefore be rendered

centesimally as follows :

—

Su-lphate of iron . . , . . , 1-514

Sulphate of soda ...... -941

Sulphate of potash ...... -394

Sulphate of lime . . . . . . -337

Sulphate of magnesia . . . . . -087

Sulphate of alumina . . . . .
-115

Sesquichloride of aluminum , . . . 2-433

Siliceous matters . . . , . .
"031

Hydrochloric acid, y?'ee . . . . . 13-631

Water 80-517

100
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The substances held in solution in this water are therefore as follows, in the

order of the relative propoi-tion in which they occur :

—

1. Free hydrochloric acid.

2. Potash and soda alum.

3. Chloride of aluminum.

4. Gypsum.

On comparing this with the composition of the water in one of the fuma-

roles by the side of the lake, and which may be considered to contain in

solution the whole of the constituents which have been extracted by the

chemical action that is going on beneath the surface, being taken before the

deposit of the encrusting matter, the following marked difference is observed :

—

The solid part of the mud was first separated by filtration, and was found

to consist of clay and other earthy matters, together with gypsum and iron

p}Tites in crystalline and granular forms.

The clear liquid was colourless and transparent, and possessed a powerful

acid reaction and a specific gravity of 1 "003.

It contained per gallon,

—

Sulphuric acid . . . . . 116-056

Hydrochloric acid .... 9-877

Lime ....... 48-151

Soda 2-790

Potash traces.

Magnesia ...... 9-879

Iron protoxide, with alumina traces 1V356
Sulphurous acid ..... traces.

Phosphoric acid ..... traces.

Ammonia ...... traces.

Silica . , i . . .
'

. 9-631

Water . . . 69,960-260

70,168

These results show the saline constituents of the water are as follows,

calculated centesimally :

—

Sulphate of lime

Sulphate of soda

Sulphate of magnesia
Sulphate of potash .

Sulphate of pi'otoxide of iron

Sulphate of alumina .

Sulphate of ammonia
Silicic acid, free. . ^

Sulphurous acid

Phosphoric acid

Sulphuric acid, free .

Hydrochloric acid, free

Water ....

•166

•009

•042

traces.

•034

tracesi

traces.

•013

traces,

traces.

•016

•014

99-706

100
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The specimens obtained from the edge of the lake are chiefly masses of

sulphate of lime, sometimes in the form of massive gypsum, but more frequently

crystallized in the form of oblique prisms of selenite. The faces of these

crystals are frequently coated with crystalline films of pure sulphur, the forms

of which have been examined by Mr. E. H. Davis, who has furnished the

accompanying notes on the subject.

Notes on Crystallized Sulphurfrom White Island. By E. H. Davis.

This sulphur presents many points of interest, but especially in respect

of its crystalline form. While examining the largest specimen in the Museum,

I was struck by the peculiar arrangement exhibited by the crystals when

examined with an ordinary pocket lens ; this induced me to examine some

more carefully under a microscope, and the result was so very striking that I

propose describing the various crystals to the Society.

Sulphur, as is well known, crystallizes in the trimetric or rhombic system,

usually in small pyramids, which are often very perfect ; there are also many

complex forms, a full description of which may be found in any Manual of

Mineralogy.

The form most usually affected by the White Island sulphur is the well

known sharp acicular crystal, but it also assumes very much more complicated

forms, some of which at first sight appear to be quite independent of all

I'ules of crystallization.

No. 1 is a group of prismatic crystals attached to one another by the

angles, and not the faces, of the macroprism which forms the apparent length

of the crystal, the terminal planes being the faces of the macro-pyramid. The

most curious feature about this group is the small crystal formed on the

principal axis of the perfect form, on the top of the others ; actually, this

small offshoot is the chief of the group, being a normal prism terminated by

an obtuse pyramid.

No. 2 is a regular rhombic pyramid, terminated by the basal pinacoid.

This is a very common form, and would not have been worth noticing had I

not fortunately thought of trying the effect of a polariscope on the crystal,

when I discovered the two small crystals growing from one of the polar edges

towards the centre of the crystal in which they were included. I strongly

suspect that these were cavities originally filled with aqueous vapour, for with

the blue light they were colourless, and with the orange, the same colour as

the sulphui", or nearly so.

No. 3 is an acute j)yramid with the brachydiagonal elongated and converted

into the principal axis of a small crystal.

No. 4 is a most interesting group, two of the crystals being macrodomas

terminated by trachydomas, one of the faces of the latter being continued and
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forming one side of an acute rhombic pyramid ; these faces are all perfect, {. e.,

smooth and brilliant, giving perfect reflections of light in any part ; the other

is a form very common in barytes, viz., pinacoid macrodoma, and brachydoma.

This group was attached by the bottle-shaped mass of amorphous sulphur.

No. 5 is similar in structure to No. 4, but rather more complicated.

No. 6 is a series of pyramids attached by their apices, and having branches

growing out of their sides.

No. 7 is a curious bent pyramid, but has nothing very interesting about it.

The groups 4 and 5 are not mere geniculations, as might be thought at first

sight, for the direction of the new foim is determined not by an asis, but by

the theoretical direction of the face requived to close the first or original form

;

again the faces are perfect, and not built up of alternate prisms and pyramids.

Nos. 1, 3, and 6, may be regarded as common macles, inasmuch as the

axes are coincident.

I also detected a few oblique rhombic prisms, which would indicate that

the crystals had been formed at a high temperature, or in the presence of

steam.

Art. LI.

—

On the Nomenclature of Rocks. By E. H. Davis, F.C.S., F.G.S.,

of the Geological Survey Department.

[Read before the Wellington PldlosopMcal Society, Sejyfember 17, 1S70.]

The nomenclature of rocks is a subject which is involved in considerable

confusion, and I regret to observe that geologists, instead of working

together and helping to clear it up, are doing their best to make the con-

fusion more confounded, by each one foUowicg a diSerent system as far as

possible, and thus not only making scientific intercourse difficult, but giving

rise to no end of quibbles about words ;—also, inducing a very loose way of

thinking, and rendering all induction impossible. This lamentable state of things

is more particularly striking in tbe case of syenites, and the purpose of this

paper is to call attention to the difference between the English and American

schools, as represented by Lyell, Dana, and Jukes, and the German schools, as

represented by Bischof, "Werner, Cotta, etc. ;—the latter using the term syenite

to express a distinctly plutonic basic rock, poor in magnesia, and closely allied

to diorite and its congeners ; the former using it to express an acidic rock, rich

in magnesia, and allied to granite, gneiss, and schist ; thus the one points to

the probable presence of tin, copper, lead, and zinc, while the other only points

to antimony and zinc. Gold and silver are common to both.

Tn all cases this difference is highly objectionable, but especially so here in

New Zealand, where so little is known of the true structure of the country,

and many parts are seldom visited by white men, it is of .the highest

importance that every one should call the same thing by the same name.
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On the table are specimens of syenites of the diiferent schools, and it will bs

at once apparent how much they differ ; it will also be observed how nearly the

one approaches a granite, and the other a diorite.

To compare the definitions of Lyell, Dana, and others :—

Lyell and Dana. Syenite resembles a granite in which the mica is replaced

by hornblende, also that the felspar may be orthoclase or oligoclase ; this

is, therefore, eminently acidic, but the acidic character is not constant or

characteristic.

Gotta, on the other hand, says that syenite consists of orthoclase or

microlene and hornblende, which may have mica and quartz as accessories, but

if either of these are abundant it at once becomes syenitic granite or syenitic

gneiss—the difference is more apparent by comparison with diorite and granite.

SYENITE.

Dana

:

—Felspar, quartz, hornblende.

Cotta

:

—Orthoclase, hornblende.

GRANITE.

Dana

:

—Felspar, quartz, mica.

Cotta:— Felspar, quartz, mica.

DIORITE.

Dana

:

—^Felspar and hornblende
|

Cotta /—Felspar and hornblende j

From the above it will be at once apparent that the German classification is

not practical, i. e., it cannot be used in the field, for it is rather too much to

expect that a geologist, with only an acid bottle, pocket lens, and knife, can

decide with any degree of certainty on the angles a half-embedded crystal

makes, or the system it belongs to ; for although orthoclase is monoclinic and

oligoclase triclinic, still the angles are very nearly the same, (albite)

118° 120° 86° 90°
, ,

T,, . . ^ XT 1 -n +•
or or etc., etc. ilie inconverLience ot tnis classification

a o a o

is well shown by the fact that Werner, who first proposed it to suit a certain

rock, subsequently called the same rock a diorite. If, however, the English

system is adopted, there can be no hesitation in at once determining the quartz,

felspar, and hornblende ; felspar and hornblende come in as hornblende rock

if the felspar is decidedly triclinic, if not, as a diorite.

The English school, or rather the American branch of it, has many claims

to preference over all others, chiefly on account of its simplicity, and this

simplicity is insured for some time to come, as the Americans have so^much

room for real practical science, and cannot afibrd to waste time and talents in

multiplying names and then finding out some compound to suit them j the old

proverb about a certain personage finding mischief for idle hands, applies to

the naturah sciences as well as anything else, for when a certain point has been
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reached, many men seem to get tired of good healthy work, and instead of

exploring fresh fields go over the old, and keep magnifying minor differences

into groups of families, to the complete confusion of everything ; forgetting

that the great aim of all science is simplicity, and the more simjjle a science

the grander and nobler it is.

Art. LII.—On a New Form of Iron Pyrites. By E. H. Davis, F.C.S., F.G.S.

(With Illustrations.)

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, September 17, 1870.]

Iron pyrites has long been known as a dimorphous mineral, occurring crys-

tallized in the tesseral and rhombic systems ; the latter variety, called marcasite,
o

occurs as a right rhombic prism— oo P 106° 5', brachydome |- P °o 136° 54',

brachydome P oo 80-20 and a macrodome P co 64° 54' combined. The other

form is common in cubes co co
, octahedron O, and sevei'al semitesseral forms,

cx02
the pentagonal dodecahedron — g-^ the hemihedral form of the tetrakishexa-

hedron, rarely tetrahedi-al ; a common combination is that of the pentagonal

dodecahedron with the octahedron, the faces of the latter replacing the

trigonal angles of the dodecahedron. Macles are common, but are not material

to the present purpose.

Plate XXYI., fig. 7., is a new form from the Chatham Islands. The

lustre, specific gravity, and hardness, are the same as the common varieties

;

the system is oblique, nearly isomorphous with felspar, but having the

clinodiagonal longer; the faces, which are smooth and brilliant, are oo P prism (P),

OP clinopiuacoid {M), P hemipyramid (ct), nVao hemidome (d), (?iPco ) clino-

dome {n).

The thick lines show where the crystal is cut ofi".

Art. LITI.—RemarTcs on the Resemhlance of the Country in the neighbourhood

of the Dun Mountain, and Wairoa Go^ge, to the Mining Districts of

Queensland and Auckland. By W. Wells.

[Bead before the Nelson Association for the Promotion of Science and Industry,

Ap)ril 6, 1870.]

In bringing the subject of the present paper before the Association, I will at

once state that I am indebted for the facts contained in it partly to my own

observation, but more particularly to communications received from Dr. Hector,

Mr. T. P. Hackett, and, latterly, to a very able report on the Pockhampton

gold-mining district in Queensland, by Mr. Daintree, the Government Geologist

of that colony.
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These communications and obsei-vations all tend to show an almost perfect

similarity of the country to that part of the Province of Nelson which lies

between Motueka Gorge on the south, and D'Urville's Island on the north, the

centre of which may be said to be the Dun Mountain.

Dr. Hector writes me as follows :
—" I have just received a series of speci-

mens of the gold-bearing rocks at Gympie, from Mr. Hackett, Queensland,

and from their characters I have no doubt of their similaiity to the Wairoa

Gorge rocks and to some extent also to those at the Thames diggings. They

have all the appea7:-ance of being true greenstones, and yet contain Spirigera,

Monotis, and other Trias fossils ; they are charged with pyrites, and cut by

quartz reefs ; and many of the specimens cannot be distinguished from those

sent by Captain Hutton from the Thames. One specimen contains graphite

markings, and resembles closely the plant-beds from Wakapuaka."

Mr. Hackett remarks on the similarity of the Dun Mountain country to

that of the Rockhampton gold-mining district, as containing chrome ore,

serpentine, gabro, schiller spar, copper ore, and iron ore ; and in a previous

letter, dated " Gympie," he writes :
—" The new reef at Killiven, the place I

wrote you of as being similar to the Dun Mountain, is turning out well, viz.,

ten ounces to the ton, where nothing is visible to the naked eye ;" and he adds,

"the Dun Mountain people ought not to be discouraged."

In Mr. Daintree's report, I wish to draw the attention of the members of

the Association to a new and remarkable feature in gold-mining, as presented

to us in that report, viz., the fact that it is no longer a necessity in searching

for gold that we should first discover either quartz veins or quartz reefs for a

matrix, and that it is now proved beyond a doubt that gold exists in rock

masses in Queensland, both of felspar and serpentine.

Mr. Daintree, in his report, says :

—"There are other matrices of gold, by

no means self-evident, which call for more careful consideration as likely to

yield most valuable results. These are—The auriferous serpentine rock of

JBlock's claim. Mount Wheeler, and the auriferous felspar of Cummins's reef.

In my report on the Cape River District, some twelve months since, I drew

attention to the fact that the gold of Paddies' and Shai-pers' Gullies had

evidently been derived from a decomposed felstone dyke and not from quartz

-veins, and suggested that some of the upper portions of our felspathic 'dykes'

might be remuneratively worked for gold. In the case of Cummins's reef, we

bave confirmatory evidence of this fact. This material, which has yielded,

continually, half an ounce to the ton, is simply a crystalline pyritous felspar

rock, about ten feet thick, bounded by greenstone walls, and whether considered

as a ' dyke,' or the segregation in a particular zone of one element only of the

boundary rock, adds to the conviction that we are at present entering on a

new field in the occurrence of gold, the importance of which cannot be over

estimated." "The auriferous serpentine," Mr. Daintree remarks, "of Block's
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claim, Mount Wheeler, is a speciality hitherto unobserved, where the gold is

absolutely quarried from the rock-mass, and there is no appearance of vein-stone

in any way different to such rock-mass. On crushing and washing it yields,

besides tine gold, chromic and titanic iron sand, so does (with the exception of

the fine gold) all the serpentine from Mount Wheeler to Maryborough. At

old Cauoona, the evidence is all in favour of the same mode of development

of the precious metal as at Block's claim. The bed-rock is serpentine—there

are no quartz reefs, but where a matrix is found adhering to the alluvial gold

it is serpentine, and, in addition, chromic iron sand is abundant in the

drift. A fragment of mineral which appears to be decomposed serpentine, was

lately forwarded to me by Mr. Josephs, the well known assayer, of Gympie,

which was coated with carbonate of copper, and the locality from which it

came had been taken up for copper mining, yet this, on assay, had yielded

more than forty ounces to the ton. It may therefore be fairly concluded that

serpentine rock may for the future be considered a field for the prospector,

whether it be associated with quartz or not."

" These various novelties," adds Mr. Dainti'ee, " in the occurrence of gold,

enlarge considerably tlie supposed mineral areas of Queensland, and will lead

to the cai-eful prospecting of country which the Southern miner at all events

would previously have passed over, and may in course of time, as our

miners find their way South, lead to the opening up of gold fields where the

surface rock formation has hitherto been considered unfavourable to the

occurrence of the precious metals."

Another quotation from this report, as showing a very great similarity to

the Dun Mountain, and Wairoa Districts ; Mr. Daintree, in describing Mount

Wheeler, says :
—" Chromic iron and chromic ochre are distributed over this

serpentine country, and with a small proportion of titanic iron form the black

sand so troublesome to the diggers. Very numerous outcrops of copper ore

have been discovered in this district, which may be divided into three classes

:

—first, those derived from the decomposition of their pyritous veins, carrying

a small amount of copper, which by decomposition and re-precipitation has

impregnated the joints and cavities of the boundary rock to varying depths

with earthy blue and green carbonate. This class of vein is, however, generally

represented on the surface by a hard iron band, stained and coated with copper

ore, but is more worth prospecting for gold than copper."

On this similarity I may remark, that it was the discovery of these iron

copper-stained bands by Mr. Travers, on the Dun Mountain, led, as you are

aware, to the formation of a company for prospecting and working the supposed

copper lodes which the district contained. These iron copper-stained bands

were first prospected by Mr. Wrey, and subsequently followed up by driving

on their course, sinking by shafts, and cross driving, under the direction of

Mr. Hackett, but without any result, except the picking out, now and again,

2 p
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of a few small bunches of ore of variable quality, apparently precipitated into

the crevices of the serpentine by solution from the decomposition of the out-

crops of the neighbouring dykes, which run through that district in a course

north and south. These bands in the Dun Mountain are of a similar character

to those which Mr. Daintree remarks are more worth prospecting for gold

than for copper ; so it is just probable that, had the attention of the Dun
Mountain Company been directed to the precious metal instead of copper and

chrome, the results might have been very different.

The second class of veins, where the rock itself is pyritous, and the decom-

posing pyrites stains the joints and cavities with copper ore, sometimes for a

considerable distance from the source of the ore itself This mode of occurrence

may be sometimes considered as a zone of impregnation, for, often a definite

course can be assigned to a series of such outcrops. Two-thirds of the surface

indications which have been discovered in the district have originated in this

manner. The third class of veins are deposits of true copper ores in a matrix

of quartz, calcspar, etc. , with at least one defined wall, promising to become in

depth true " lodes." The Pioneer Company's lode, at Collingwood, seems to

belong to this class, showing a grey sulphide, and copper pyrites, in a quartz

matrix, which has been tested with favourable results.

The foregoing quotations and remarks have been principally directed to

the serpentine country. I now proceed to make a few observations on that

section of country bounded by the serpentine on the east, and Blind Bay, as a

likely field for the prospector for gold. This section may be said to rest on the

Maitai slates. The slates run in a N.N.E. and S.S.W. direction, and are

intruded upon at various points by greenstone dykes, and showing in their

outcrop small quartz veins, such as are seen at the upper foot-bridge across the

Maitai, within the boundary of the city, and said to contain gold. Several

veins are also observable higher up the valley, as well as at various points on

the line of the Dun Mountain Railway, where greenstone dykes, intersected

by quartz veins, occur.

This class of country, Mr. Daintree remarks in his report, is highly favour-

able for gold-producing reefs. He says, in his report on veins entirely in

greenstone :

—

" The mines Maria Louisa, Ball, Original Homeward Bound,

and all the Crocodile District reefs, belong to this class. In Australia,"

he continues to say, " so far as I can learn, this mode of occurrence of auriferous

veins has only been pi*actically tested in Queensland. By personal inspection,

I am aware that all the mines opened in the Black Snake District, near

Kikivare, take their course through porphyritic greenstone, and some of the

Gympie reefs are said to be so bounded." The peculiarity of veins of this

character, he says, seems to be " that all yet tried have been proved to be

auriferous, but associated with such an amount of sulphides as rather to deserve

the name of 'pyrites lodes' than quartz veins."
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The Thames gold field, in the Auckland Province, presents also a very-

great similarity to the Nelson section of country to which I have been

alluding, being characteristic of intrusive diorite or greenstone dykes with

quartzose veins highly impregnated with sulphides.

From the foregoing remarks, it will be seen that gold is found in rock

masses, such as in the serpentine at Mount Wheeler, without any appearance

of quartz veins, the matrix apparently being the mass rock itself; also, that

the Maitai country is of the same age and character as the gold fi.elds of

Queensland and the Thames, from a comparison of the fossils and rock

specimens by Dr. Hector and Mr. Hackett. These facts, I think, at least

warrant us in presuming that the district in our immediate neighbourhood

requires a much more careful prospective search than has yet been bestowed

upon it.

I have directed the attention of parties connected with the Dun Mountain

Company's estate, respecting the analogy between their property and gold

mining fields elsewhere ; and would advise parties who may have occasion to

traverse that part of the country lying between the head waters of the

Motueka River and D'Urville's Island, to look out for anything of the

character of lode stufi", so that it might be tested for auriferous deposits.

Serpentine shows in great force all through this district, and exhibits about

the same strike, angle, and dip, as the auriferous serpentine reefs at Mount

Wheeler.

Mr. Daintree publishes a table, giving the yield of gold per ton in the

different districts embraced in his report, of which 1 have taken a summary

extract, as follows :

—

Mount Wheeler District—Serpentine, with pyrites. Five mines at work,

yielding from 4 dwts. to 3 ozs. per ton.

Mornish District—Greenstone and sandstone, with copper and iron pyrites.

Six mines at work, yielding from 7 dwts. to 4 ozs. per ton.

Blackfellows' District—Sandstone and slates, with copper and iron pyrites.

Six mines at work, yielding IJoz. to 11 ozs. per ton.

Crocodile District—Gi'eenstone, with copper and iron pyrites. Five mines

at work, yielding from -| oz. to 4 ozs. per ton.

You will observe that the presence of pyrites is a marked feature in all

these mines, the treatment of which has always been a difiiculty with the gold-

miner. On this subject, Mr Daintree remarks as follows :

—

" With the increasing depth of the mines the quantity of free gold

diminishes, and that of the pyritous gold augments ; so that greater attention

must be directed to this branch of metallurgy of gold, or many good mines will

have to be abandoned in consequence. In Victoria, this subject has been

under the serious consideration of the owners and managers of most of the

crushing machines, and general success seems to have been achieved both in
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the saving of and the extraction of gold from the pyrites. The principles of

the process are

—

" 1st. Concentx-atiou of the ore.

" 2nd. The roasting-sweet, or until all the sulphur has been drawn off, and

oxides only remain.

" 3rd. The amalgamation of the roasted mass in a semi-moist state by

trituration, and the collection of the finely divided amalgam by means of an

additional lai^ge amount of quicksilver and water, and ultimate washing off.

The saving and concentration of the pyrites is the most difficult operation, on

account of the slight difference in specific gravity between the material to be

saved and the quartz and other associated earthy matter. It has, however,"

Mr. Daintree observed, " been accomplished with tolerable success by Mundy's

Patent Buddie, Stanfield's Patent Concentrator, and Thompson's Patent

Percussion Table. Mr. Ulrich also recommends, as more perfect for this

purpose, the Self-Acting Hydraulic Digging Machine, which he saw at work

in the Hartz Mountains, and in the principal disti'icts in Germany."

The roasting of the ore is effected in large reverberatory furnaces. One

with sjiecial ari-angements for this kind of work, patented by Mr. Lata, in use

at the Port Phillip Company, at Clunes, is highly recommended.

Por accomplishing the third operation, an "arrastres" is employed. Great

care should be taken that for the trituration with quicksilver the stuff is not

too moist.

With regard to saving the fine free gold generally associated with pyrites,

and of which, on the latter account, there is no doubt a large amount lost in

the tailing ; Mr. Ulrich recommends the Tyrolese gold mills, which, on a recent

visit to Eui'ope, he saw at work in the celebrated gold and silver mining

districts of Schemnitz, in Upper Hungary. These mills, which require but little

attention and power to work, save gold too fine to.be seen with the naked eye,

from an ore composed of galena and iron, and copper pyrites, and are successful

with even so little as two to three dwts. per ton.

I have brought this subject before the notice of the Association in rather a

loose and unconnected form ; but as the attention of prospecting parties has

lately been turned to the Maitai Yalley and neighbouring country in search of

gold, I have some hopes that the facts and somewhat new features which exhibit

themselves in the gold-mining districts of a neighbouring colony, under

features almost identical with our own district, may be of some use in directing

the search.

[In consequence of remarks in the above paper, both the cupreous and

chromic iron ores from the Dun Mountain were analyzed, and in both, distinct,

though small, quantities of gold were detected. From 120 grains of the

former, the amount obtained is visible to the unaided eye.—J. Hector.]
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Art. LIV.—Notes on the Thermal Springs, in the Hanvier Plains, Province

of Nelson. By Julius Haast, Ph.D., F.R.S. With letterfrom Dr. Hector

to the Superintendent of Nelson on the same subject.

l^Read before the Nelson Association for the Promotion of Science and Inclusfry,

Hay 4, 1870.]

Amongst the manifold blessings boiintiful ISTature has bestowed upon New
Zealand, to which hitherto veiy little or no attention has been paid, none deserve

our consideration more than the thermal springs situated towards the central

parts of both islands.

Owing to the difficulty of access, and the native disturbances, those in the

North Island have generally been of little use to the colonists, although they

are frequently resorted to by the natives ; and I fear that it will take some

time, from the two principal obstacles alluded to, before the colonists will be

able to visit them with comfort and safety.

Of the thermal springs in this island, those of the Hanmer Plains, in the

Amuri District, Province of Nelson, are the best known ; but hithei'to, from

various reasons, of which I shall presently sj)eak, they have been in most

instances of no avail to those of our suffei'ing fellow colonists who were in need

of such remedies as they afford for the restoration of their health.

During a geological examination of the Amuri District, undeii;aken for the

Geological Survey of New Zealand, I paid a short visit to these springs, and

examined them as well as the means at my command would allow, and I now

lay the observations I made before the Association. I hope at the same time,

that these few notes will assist in making these valuable thermal waters—the

healing qualities of which have in many cases been proved in a most I'emarkable

manner—moi-e accessible to suffering humanity.

The Hanmer Plains ai'e about fifteen miles long, and two to three miles

broad, and are without doubt a former lake basin, in which the Waiau-ua, the

Hanmer, and some other smaller streams emptied themselves.

This lake, partly filled up by the detrital matter broiight down by the rivers,

at last cut the channel of its outlet so deep that it could empty itself by the

gorge of the Waiau-ua, by which process the plains were formed as we now

see them. The River Waiau-ua passes through their western side in a west

and east direction, to about their central part, when it turns rapidly at right

angle to the south, passing through the picturesque gorge over which Mr.

Blackett, the Provincial Engineer of Nelson, has built that splendid bridge

—

the admiration of every traveller who passes that way.

However, before the Waiau-iia enters the gorge, it is joined by the River

Hanmer, a small mountain torrent running in the opposite direction to the

main river, namely, from east to west.

The shingle terraces by which these rivers are enclosed on both sides are
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higli and abrupt towards the south, where they ascend to an altitude of aboiit

120 feet, rising gently on the northern side, and forming a shingle plain, with

a great deal of swampy ground, cut through by numerous smaller rivulets and

creeks.

The whole plains are surrounded by ranges 4000 to 6000 feet high, con-

sisting of younger palaeozoic or older mesozoic rocks, which, in many localities,

are cut through by diorites, amygdaloids, and other trappean rocks.

About three miles in a north-east direction from the beginning of the

Waiau-ua Gorge, and about 200 yards from the foot of the northern ranges,

the thermal springs are situated. They occur over an ai-ea of about 2000

square yards, in a perfectly dry position, at an altitude of 1162 feet above the

level of the sea, as calculated from a single bax'ometrical observation. They

are situated about five feet below the surface of the plains, and on a line

running north-east to the south-west. There are four principal basins, having four

smaller ones close to them, the outlets of which join together and form a

swampy creek lunning into the Percival, one of the tributaries of the Hanmer.

We may safely assume, from the geological features of the country in which

these springs take their rise, that they issue from a fault or fissure in the

older sedimentary beds which has been formed in connection with trappean

rocks, making their appearance at various intervals towards the close of the

mesozoic period.

I have been informed that some other springs of similar nature occur on

the northern side of the Percival Range, as well as on the southern banks of

the Hurunui, above Lake Sumner, and these probably owe their origin to the

same agencies.

Whatever their oi'igin may be, these spiings are very difierent from those

of the lake regions in the North Island, which stand in close connection to the

volcanic action still going on in that part of New Zealand.

The principal spring of the Hanmer Plains is Ksituated in the north-eastern

corner of the area. This basin has an average breadth of twelve yards. The

water which it contains is perfectly colourless at the shallow sides, whilst

towards the centre, which is much deeper, it has a beautiful greenish Vjlue tint.

It has a well-defined taste and smell of sulphuretted hydrogen. In the centre,

at several spots, the water rises, continually throwing up large bubbles.

Temperature on the sides, 97° 2' ; in the centre, amongst the bubbles, on

bottom, 104° 1'. Depth about eight feet. Temperatui-e of air, 70° S' ; sky

overcast.*

This largest basin, No. 1, is the one which has principally been used for

* I may here observe that I made the observations in the centre of the basins Avith a

good self-registering thermometer of Negretti and Yambra, which we let down (Mr.

Hugh M'llraith, who was my companion that day, kindly assisting me) by a flax rope

drawn across the basin, and to which I had tied the instrument.
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bathing purposes. Unfortunately, there is not the least facility for its use, as

the small hut which one of the patients had built upon its banks has since

been destroyed. The nearest locality where patients can find quarters is an

accommodation-house, a few miles distant. It is therefore impossible for

delicate patients to make any use of the springs at present, except under the

most unfavourable circumstances, and with the imminent danger of aggravating

their complaints by taking cold.

But notwithstanding all these great disadvantages, this basin has restored

the health of many persons coming from various parts of New Zealand, and

even from Australia. The greater number of the patients were sufferers from

acute or chronic rheumatism, boils, and similar disordei's ; and from all I could

learn from a few of them, and from some gentlemen in the neighbourhood,

whose authority is reliable, the waters in most cases had a wonderful effect.

It seems, therefore, that in many respects the springs may be compared with

those of Aix-la-Chapelle, in Germany, and Cheltenham and Harrowgate, in

England, which are used for the same complaints, and the principal mineral

contents of which are sulphuretted hydrogen. Every well-wisher of the

colony will, I am sure, share my sincere regret that these springs are still in

their natural state, or even worse, being much disturbed by cattle, and that no

means have yet been taken to have them enclosed, proper buildings erected

near them, and to make their existence known over New Zealand and the

Australian colonies.

Close to the large basin, No. 1, are two small shallow pools, one of which

is situated at the south-eastern corner, and is only a few feet in circumference.

The water, which rises in it in a few bubbles, has the same taste and smell as

the main basin, with a temperature of only 78° 3'. This lesser degree of heat

may be accounted for by the circumstance that the water rises only in small

quantities in this spring, which has, like the preceding one, a fine muddy

bottom.

Another small basin. No. 3, is situated at the eastern extremity of the

principal basin. Its water showed a temperature of 106° 8', and exhibited all

the same properties which characterize the first described spring.

About fifty yards to the south of No. 1 is another basin, which has a

diameter of ten feet. Numerous bubbles rise in and near its centre, where I

found the temperature to be 103°, whilst on the shallow sides it diminished to

98° v. The water of this basin is also clear, and, although still showing the

presence of sulphuretted hydrogen, this peculiarity is much less predominant

than in that of the previously described springs. Its outlet is well defined,

joining, after a course of about thirty yards, the swampy creek which flows

from No. 1.

About thirteen yards from No. 4, in a south-west direction, another small

basin is situated; it is very shallow, and the water (which has only a
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temperature of 68° 9') seems quite tasteless. Moreover, it has no outlet, tlie

spring wliicli feeds it being very small.

Still advancing seven yards towards south-west, we reach lN"o. 6, a small

iatermittent spring, temperatui-e 102° 2', which fills a shallow basin about two

feet in diameter. It is also strongly impregnated with hydro-sulphnric acid.

In the outlet of this spring, which runs about three yards and falls into

another larger basin, which I shall presently describe, a white powder is

deposited, but of such a small extent that to collect some of it would have

taken more time than I had at my disposal.

This is, as far as I am aware, the only spring where such deposits are

formed, which, if carefully collected, would afford us reliable information

concerning its mineral contents.

The next spring, No. 7, into which the outlet of the former falls, has formed

a basin of a diameter of ten feet. Owing to the constant ebullition in many

spots over its surface, the water it contains has a muddy appearance. It is the

warmest of the whole series, registering 110° 5' in the centre, whilst on the

sides it falls to 94° Q'. It also shows the same characteristics of mineral

contents as the foregoing springs. Its outlet, after the course of a few yards,

joins the main creek.

Crossing this swampy watercourse, and ascending on its right bank, "we

soon reach basin No. 8, situated thirty-five yards from the north-east corner

of No. 1. It is the second largest basin of the whole sei'ies, having a diameter

of eighteen to twenty feet. Although numerous bubbles rise in different spots

near its centre, so that it almost appears as if it were boiling, by which means

the water is kept in its turbid state, its smell is less strong, and its taste purer

than the former, I found the temperature in the centre 99° 7', and on the

sides 97° 8', consequently very little difference all over the basin. On its

western banks, a smaller shallow basin is attached to it, containing muddy

water, strongly impregnated with sulphuretted hydrogen ; temi)erature 99° 8'.

There is no doubt that, owing to the position of the springs, the water is

not only greatly cooled by having to pass through a considerable thickness of

sand and shingle, but also from the porous nature of the ground a further

important dimunition in its temperature takes place by mixing with the

leakage and surface waters.

This disadvantage also causes the mineral properties of the waters to be

much diminished. Consequently, if the springs were properly enclosed so that

they could rise unmixed to the surface as they issue from their rocky orifice

below the shingle, they would improve in quantity and quality, as well as in

temperature, and thus also doubtless in efi3.cacy.

May I be allowed so suggest to the Association, the importance of having

these springs properly surveyed, and of having collected from each a small

quantity of water in well cleaned and corked bottles, to be sent to the Colonial
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Laboratory for analysis, so that their mineral contents can be compared with

those of well known springs in the northern hemisphere. I shall be truly

gratified should these few notes assist in drawing the attention of the Pro-

vincial Government of Nelson to the great treasure it possesses in these springs,

and that they may thus be made accessible to those of our suffering fellow

colonists, who have hitherto only been deprived from using them by the

neglected state in which they have been allowed to remain for years.

Further Notes on the Thermal Springs of the Hanmer Plains, hy Dr. Hector.

Communicated hy His Honor the Superintendent.

[Read October 5, 1870.]

"In reply to your request for any information I possess relative to the

hot spi-ings which occur on the Hanmer Plains, I beg to inform you that I

examined them on the 8th May, 1867, and made the following notes at the

time :

—

"The altitude of the springs above the sea I found to be 1360 feet, and

about 110 feet above the level of the neighbouring river. They occur on flat

terrace land, under the range of hills that bounds the valley on the north side

near where they are crossed by Jollie's Pass, leading to the Valley of the

Clarence. I made my observations early in the morning, the temperature of

the air being 52° F.

" 1. A shallow muddy pool, twelve feet in diameter. Temperature, 50°5.

" 2. At thirty feet distance from the above, and six feet lower, a pool of

circular form, six feet in diameter, and more than eight feet deep, has a steady

overflow and constant escape of bubbles of sulphurous steam. Temperature, 89°3.

" 3. Twenty feet across, and seven feet deep close to the bank. Tempera-

ture, 89°5.

"4. Eighteen feet across, and more than ten feet deep. Temperature, 88°5.

" 5. Several small pools around the sides of the two last, had a tempera-

ture of 90°5.

" There are, in all, three large holes and four small, the latter being about

four feet in diameter.

" Four hundred yards to the east is an intensely green and cold spring, the

water of which has a temperature of 43°, while the water in the neighbouring

creek was 49°.

" The terrace on which these springs occur is composed of gravel and sand,

and there is no appearance of any outcrop of rock nearer than the foot of the

spur, which is 400 yards distant. There is no large deposit of silica from these

springs as in the case of the geysers in the North Island. A small quantity

of the water from the hottest spring was obtained for analysis, and gave the

2q
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following results :—Character : transparent, colourless, and tasteless ; decidedly

alkaline to test-paper. A flocculent precipitate had settled, the amount of

which was equal to 2"11 grains upon the gallon, and principally silica. The

quantity of water was too small to allow of a proper analysis ; but the total

of fixed matters in solution was equal to 86 '4 grains per gallon, of which only

2 '88 grains was silica. The remainder was alkaline chlorides and siilphates,

but carbonate and sulphate of lime was present in moderate quantity, and

the chlorides of magnesium and iron in much smaller proportion. Iodine was

tested for with negative results, but it could hardly be discovered in so small

a sample, unless present in notable quantity."*

* The diiference in the temperature of these springs as observed on this occasion

from that recorded by Dr. Haast, appears to indicate that they are intermittent and

variable in their temperature.—Ed.
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v.—MISCELLANEOUS.

Art. LV.—On Changes in the HoTcitika River. By James Rochport, C.E.

(With. Illustrations.)

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, November 12, 1870.]

From March, 1865, to November, 1869, it fell to my lot to watch the action

of the floods on the banks of the Hokitika Eiver, in Westland, and also the

action of the sea on the sand and shingle forming the sea-beach there, and

thinking that if made public, a knowledge of the facts that occurred might be

of some use in similar cases, I beg to state such as I have been able to gather.

The accompanying drawings (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) show the changes in the

form of river mouth and banks at the dates noted on them, and the diagram

(No. 6) shows the rainfall curve during 1865-6-7 and 8, from the meteorological

observations taken at Hokitika by my brother and myself.

RIVER MOUTH AND SEA-BEACH. • •

The sea-beach at Hokitika is composed of sand and loose light gravel,

continually shifting with the action of the waves and currents, which some-

times set northwards and sometimes southwards, depending on the direction

and strength of the river current at the mouth of the river, where it meets the

sea. In June, 1865, the river channel on reaching within six chains of

the sea, was turned southwards, parallel with the coast line, by a spit of

sand half a mile long and six chains wide, and this spit was continually

altering in length and thickness, the river in floods cutting in very quickly in

the bend, and depositing the stuff" so taken away at its south end, adding to its

length, till, in February, 1867, its length had increased to fifty-four chains

;

this weakened it so much in the bend that, in April, 1867, the sea made a

breach there, washing the crown of the spit over into the river, each wave at

high-water washing over a certain quantity of material, and the continued

action of the sea thus shifted this part of the spit several chains inwards, at

the same time reducing its height considerably; and, on the 18th of April,

1867, during a flood, the river broke through at that part, cutting off* about

thii-ty-six chains. For some time after this occurred, the channel thus formed

was unstable, the mouth having no protective spit outside, and the north end

of the middle bank was driven in by the sea, until the water coming down the

lagoon and south channel of the river was prevented from reaching the sea by
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the new channel, and for some time the south channel was generally used by

vessels, and their cargoes had to be ti'anshipped by boats from the vessels

lying in the lagoon to the wharf, which they reached by going round outside

the middle bank, there being an available channel there for boats within the

break. During the whole of this time, a long spit tailing out to sea from the

end of the old south spit, which had formed a protection against a southerly

sea, was being driven in, until eventually, in August, 1867, it overlapped the

middle bank as much as eighteen chains in lengtli, and very shortly afterwards

was driven home on to it. I may remark, that the old south channel remained

deep and workable for vessels until within a short time of its closing up,

although, except in floods, when a small quantity of the river water came

down the south river channel through the lagoon, the only water finding its

way to the sea by this channel was supi)lied by a few small creeks, and the

tidal water which flowed in and out of the lagoon.

In October, 1867, serious troiible befell the inhabitants of the west side of

Revell-street ; the sea encroached so fast on the beach at the rear of the

houses on that side of the street as to threaten their destruction. I believe

this to have been principally caused by the set of the current, induced by the

action of the river current and the sea together, aggravated by particularly

high tides and strong westerly winds. The efliect of the action of the water was

to carry away the sand and gravel to a depth of 6 or 7 feet, depositing it again

either northwards or southwards, as the current happened to tend, leaving a

perpendicular face of 6 or 7 feet, in some cases even more, which every

successive tide pushed inwards considerably.

To oppose this I tried groins formed with timber caissons, filled with

gravel, each 20 feet in length and 12 feet wide in the bottom, the sides having

a batter of one to one ; these caissons were simply laid on the sand end to end,

running out perpendicularly to the beach line, each groin being about 120 feet

long and 5 feet high, the outer ends having the same batter as the sides. The

first one was put down on October 26, 1867, and four more during the last

three days of November ; each groin was completed in a single ebb tide. They

were placed about three chains apart, with two tiers of fascines sunk in the

sand, stretching across from groin to groin at the inshore end, a space of about

15 feet being left between the tiers. The good efiect produced by these groins

was at once apparent, the heavy seas being broken, and a tendency to deposit

instead of scouring induced. The drawing (No. 5), shows another action of

the river at the part protected by these groins. During the dry weather, when

the river was low and south-west winds prevailed, the south spit was driven

up northwards until it overlapped the north spit more than forty chains, and

drove the river against the l)each, until serious fears v/ere entertained for the

houses on the west side of Kevell-street ; the river channel being reduced by

the washing in of the south spit, cut in deeply on the beach, which it under-
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mined and carried away, keeping an upright face of some 6 or 7 feet ; when

this face reached the groins, the caissons, one by one, as far as the river

current affected them, dropped about 5 feet, but once down kept their position,

effectually canting off the river current, and once up to the groins the upright

face disappeared and the beach took a sloped form with a fall of about one in

fifteen ; and I am of opinion that these groins prevented the river from cutting

into Revell-street and destroying many valuable buildings. The drawing

shows the spit after the river had broken through it, but I have shown in

dotted lines the shape of the spit before this took place. It will be seen on

looking at the rain diagram, that the year during which the sea encroachments

took place is remarkable as having the least rainfall, and consequently the

effect of the sea on the river current would be at its maximum.

The islands shown off' the two spits, in drawing (ISTo. 2), were banks of

shingle, which were afterwards driven on to the spits, and materially

streng-thened them. Tn December, 1867, during a heavy flood, the river again

broke through the north spit, running straight out ; this was caused by a

wreck (the " Gratitude ") which was lying on the north spit, on the river side,

about five chains from where the river turned southwards ; the river first ran

over in a very small stream to the north of this wreck, but its position causing

it to act as a groin, the whole river was very soon turned across the spit to

the northwards of it. The wreck had afterwards to be removed by blasting,

as it was causing the river to do a great deal of damage to the north point.

I noticed after this that at low water the river was 3 feet lower than

before, and the floods were not so high by about 2 feet. The surveys of

February and May, 1869, show the gradual settling down of the form of

river mouth under the new circumstances.

THE RIVER AND HARBOUR.

The river brings down a great quantity of shingle, and thus causes

continual changes in the position of the channel. The banks generally are

composed of vegetable mould and sand, deposited by the river at different

times ; one of these layers, below the water level, has a great deal of sand in

it, and on this the river acts very quickly, undermining the bank above, which

often falls in where unprotected by some yards at a time.

There is no large stone near the town such as would answer for protective

works, and to fetch stone from the Kanieri would, in the earlier time of the

diggings, have been too expensive ; works of that kind were therefore neces-

sarily formed of destructible material. The first part of the wharf was formed

with piles, driven 10 feet into the solid, sheeted behind with hoi'izontal planking,

tie piles being diiven 20 feet back, and timber horizontal ties connecting them

with the face ; the space behind the front face was then filled in to the level of

the cajjping with brushwood at bottom, and then gravel. The filling with
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gravel was afterwards found not to answer, as the river undermined the

sheeting, and the gravel ran out, thus destroying the roadway of the wharf.

Long sheet piling, driven from 12 to 15 feet into the solid was also tried, but

eventually it was found that the work most suited for the river was formed

with strong piles, driven as deep as they could be driven, about 6 feet

apart, with a capping tied to back piles, and the space behind the front

piles filled in with brushwood ; the roadway of wharf being formed with

planking, on stont bearers. The brushwood if weighted slightly, when a scour

took place, sank, and took the place of the soil scoured away from below it

;

and with careful supervision the work stood very well.

In forming the wharf and such protective works as were done, care was

taken at first to keep the form of the bank in one regular sweep ; this was

done for the purpose of keeping the channel as regular as possible where

navigable, and also to keep the water together to gain the whole effect of the

river current on the bar, which was considered the most likely course to keep

the bar low and give a good channel.

In 1868 the whai'f and other river works passed into the hands of the

Corporation of Hokitika.

RIVER DIVERSION".

In 1866 the river showed a strong disposition to leave the channel running

past the town, and resume a former channel next the opposite bank, between

which and the town there is an island, shown in the accompanying plans. The

late Mr. Balfour, who was there at the time, recommended that a dam should

be thrown across this channel in its narrowest pai't, and he was of opinion

that if this could be completed without a serious flood taking place while the

work was going on, that it would cause the river to deposit silt above it, thus

securely stopping the south channel ; unfortunately however, this dam was

carried away when half finished by a very heavy flood. After that, a wattled

weir, about 18 inches above the surface, was carried across the broad upper

part of the mouth of the channel, and this prevented it from being scoui-ed

deeper until the river had shifted its channel to the weir, when of coiirse it

was undermined and partly carried away. The shingle bank abov^e the town,

shown on the plan, had by this time extended southwards so far as to push the

whole body of the river close into the mouth of the south channel, and unless

some action had been taken the whole of the river would have left the wharf

and taken that channel.

In February, 1867, a cutting was made through the bank above the town,

and a weir was put in across the river, as shown on the plans. The cut was

8 feet wide in the bottom. The weir was formed with caissons filled with

gravel, similar to those described before as used at the groins on the sea-beach,

the depth being made to suit the depth of water ; the top of the weir was
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kept to the level of low-water. The low shingle bank at the south-east end of

the weir was crossed by a pile and brush dam, on the line shown on the plan,

carried up to the main bank of the river.

This work was finished on March 25, 1867, and from that time, in floods,

about half of the river water passed across the shingle bank, scouring out first

a channel trending in towards the north bank, but eventually the large channel

shown on the latest plan, and this channel now took the whole of the river

water except in heavy floods, and the old channel tending towards the south

channel became smaller and smaller until it was nearly filled up. This would

have taken place earlier but unfortunately the work for some eighteen months

was neglected, and a gap of considerable width in the pile and brush part of

the weir, caused by the passage over it of an immense tree in a heavy flood,

was left open the whole time, thus considerably diminishing the scouring

action of the river on the shingle bank in floods.

Art. LVL— On the Gyration of the Wind in New Zealand, with its

Characteristics in the Various Quarters. By W. S. Hamilton.

(author's abstract.)

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, August 20, 1870.]

The extreme changeableness of the weather in the Southern Hemisphere is a

well known characteristic of its climate. In this respect New Zealand is no

exception from other southern lands. This is caused, in these regions,

by the very regular rotation of the wind through the different quarters,

together with its strongly marked characteristics while in these quarters. The

striking regularity of these gyrations of the wind is one of the first indications

of a change of hemisphere which is encountered by the voyager from Europe,

where they are less regular from the greater mass of land producing local

winds and disturbing the general atmospheric currents of the world. The

moment the Cape is passed, these gyrations of the wind through N. to W., S.,

and E., with their strongly marked characteristics of warm and dry for the

N., stormy and wet for the W., cold and damp for the S., and calm for the E.

winds are experienced, up to at least the 50th degree of latitude.

Although the primary cause of these gyrations is now understood to be diie

to the earth's axial motion, modifying the direction of the great polar and

equatorial currents of the atmosphere, still there are many points not yet

positively settled in the theory of these winds. Some of these are the period

of rotation, whether constant for different latitudes, different seasons of the

year, and for different hemispheres,—whether it coincides in any way with the

ephemeris of the moon,—at what latitude the cycle is equal sided, that is when

the winds pass through the various quarters in about equal times,—at what
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latitude these gyrations cease to be felt S. and N.,—and also, how the winds

from the various quarters displace each other. On these various points I have

but a limited amount of facts to adduce from my own observation, but though

the quota is small it may call attention to these interesting points, and accumu-

late by eliciting the experience of others.

The period of complete gyration seems to be, as nearly as possible, seven

days. In Victoria, the hot winds generally keep the same days of the week

for months together, as also do the wet days in winter, both of which are

coincident with—one the jST., the other the W. wind. In New Zealand, these

gyrations are more irregular than in Victoria, arising, no doubt, from the

more irregular form of the land, and its giT,ater elevation causing greater

disturbance to the normal winds. Still, these rotations are well marked and

tolerably regular throughout the entire length of the country. In Victoria,

the wind rotates through the several quarters in nearly equal times, with

perhaps a little skip through N.W. ; in New Zealand, it often lingers in one

quarter for a longer period, sometimes for an entire rotation, or even several.

When it does so, however, the period is generally marked by a calm of longer

or shorter duration ; often for only a few hours, when the wind begins to blow

with renewed vigour from the old quarter for another seven days. This,

however, is seldom the case • in general, the wind rotates very regularly. In

Southland, it is fond of lingering in the S. beyond its due time, and then

backing through W. to IST.W., where it would have been had it gone regularly

round ; when it does so, it blows with great violence, from JST.W. for some

time, often for two days, then passes in a stormy mood through W. to its home

in the S. In bad weather, it thus oscillates through an arc from S.W. to

N.W., each succeeding oscillation being more stormy, and the arc more

contracted. In the north of the island, this is reversed, where the N.W. is the

prevailing wind, and the N.E. gales the severest.

In the middle of the islands, the cycle is more equal sided, so that it would

appear that between latitude 38° and 41° is about the middle of this zone of

gyrating winds in New Zealand. By careful observation, the period, though

more obscured by local and other disturbances than in Australia, can be made

out, and appeal's to be about seven days throughout, so that it appears to be

independent of latitude. The seasons disturb the regular course of the wind

greatly. In spring, the wind holds longer in the N., and in late autumn, longer

in the S., than during summer and winter, when it is generally more regular.

During spring and autumn, it is often difficult to make out the complete

revolution, but it is observable that when a well-marked crisis occurs, it is

generally at the time when it would have been had the wind made its regular

rounds, though a long period of disturbance may have intervened. This would

argue that the true period is also independent of season, though these may

obscure it for a considerable time.
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Since the 'N.W. passage of the wind is the critical time for rain, a know-

ledge of the wind's days enables ns to forecast the days Avhich will be precarious

in this respect. In bad weather, there are often two revolutions in one true

period, and then there are two critical days in the week—the secondary often

being greater than the primary. At other times, the wind remains steady at

one point for a whole period, or even two, the crisis being marked by a few

hours of calm.

The exact determination of this period over long intervals is a problem of

great interest, as it would help to throw light on the causes .which determine

the period, whether it has any connection with the phases of the moon, as has

often been conjectured, or is the result of a certain equilibrium between the

strength of the polar and equatorial currents and the earth's axial motion, or

other caiises.

The characteristics of the wind in the different quarters are well marked

and constant. The warm IST., the stormy and rainy N.W. and W., the cold

damp S., and the calm dry E., are invariable. The barometer also invariably

rises with a S. and E., and falls with a N. and W. wind. The manner in

which the various winds displace each other is also a point of scientific interest.

Professor Dove found that the S. wind was blowing in the iipper regions before

it descended to the surface in the Northern Hemisphere ; or, in other words,

that the IS", wind there displaces the S. wind first in a thin stratum at the

surface, acquiring depth as it advances. He found that at the Peak of

TenerifFe it is often blowing a S.W. wind when the N.E. wind is blowing at

the base. The corresponding case seems to be true for the Soiithern Hemis-

phere, since at elevated stations, such as Bealey, the wind is often N'.W.,

while the S. wind has set in at lower levels. The barometer also gives similar

evidence, as it rises only when the S. wind actually sets it, while it falls for

some time previous to the advent of the N. wind at the surface.

The occurrence of oiir white frosts before a N. wind and rain, would thus

receive an explanation, as being the result of the warm dry N. wind in the

higher regions bearing down towards the surface on the strata of cold damp

S. wind, and by its evaporating power changing the vapour from a grosser

to a finer state of particle, and hence causing cold in the regions below from a

well known law, the intensity of the cold becoming a measure of the -rapidity

of evaporation and the approach of complete saturation or rain.

Another interesting point is the bearings of the line of displacement. This

could only be determined with any accitracy by a combined system of simul-

taneous observations at distant stations free from much local disturbance. The

form of the advancing area within which the S. wind is blowing, and the

velocity with which it travels, are also points of great importance as indicating

the probable path of cyclonic disturbance and the rate of their advance, both

of which ai-e found to be totally independent of the direction and force of the

2 R.
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wind, within the storm itself. Any observations I have had the opportunity of

making are totally inadequate to determine any of these elements, and can

only leave the subject in the hope that others having better opportunities will

work it up.

Art. LYII.—On Periodic Vertical Oscillations in the Eartlis Atmosphere, and

the Connection existing hetiveen the Fluctuations of Pressure, as indicated

hy the Barometer, and Changes in the Weather. By H. Skey, Government

Meteorological Observer at Dunedin.

{Read before the Otago Institute, August 9, 1870.]

That vast commotions take place in this aerial ocean, at the bottom of which

we live, is proved not only by the fluctuations of the barometer, but by every

gale that blows ; and the study of those laws which have been given to nature,

by which all the meteorological phenomena we perceive ar-e effected, is

engaging the attention of many. Many kindred sciences meet in atmosphei-ic

investigations, but it is proposed, on this occasion, to consider only some of

the mechanical, thermal, and chemical laws which influence the weather.

Great differences in the amount of solar heat received by the earth occur

at different latitudes, and also in different degrees at the same latitudes, arising

from the varying power of the air to transmit heat ; and it has been shown by

Tyndall that though air laden with aqueous vapour may retain its trans-

parency to light, yet the heat rays are nearly all checked in their transmission,

being absoi"bed by the watery vapour.

When, therefore, masses of air are thus difi'erently heated, the more heated

portion expanding, ascends, and denser air rushes under to restore equilibrium.

But the motion imparted to the atmosphere does not end here. If we suspend

a weight by an elastic string, we shall be enabled in some measure to illustrate

the effect of motion imparted to elastic substances. Mark, flrst, the position of

the weight while free ; this will indicate mean pressure and equilibrium. If it

is now pulled down, the maximum pressure will be shown ; and when relieved

of the maximum pressure, the weight not only goes back to the mean, but

nearly as far above as it was pulled down below it, and will continue to vibrate

vertically until brought to rest by friction. Observe, also, how regular is the

time of vibration. In such a highly elastic medium as the earth's atmosphere,

any portion of it being compressed and then relieved from pressure will expand

in virtue of its elasticity ; and from its inertia, as expressed in the first

IS^ewtonian " law of motion," will continue its expansion until it exceeds its

original volume, after which it will again contract, and thus oscillate on

alternate sides of its mean volume. 'Now, when any large mass of the air is

raised above the mean height of the atmosphere, the direction of the main
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component or foi'ce aftei-wards acting on the mass wonld be towards the earth's

centre, or vertically downwards, owing to the attraction of gravitation. Take

a straight vertical glass tube, open at the top and closed at the bottom, the

lower portion containing air, above which is a column of mercury. Choose a

tube with a bore not exceeding one-eighth of an inch in diameter, in order to

take advantage of the cohesive attraction of the mercury, which prevents its

separating into small drops and falling to the bottom of the tube ; if, now, the

tube be raised suddenly, then, from the inertia of the mercui-y, the column of

air is compressed, and if we keep the tube motionless, the compressed air will

react on the mercury, which will then indicate every change of pressure in the

column of the air.

It is considered, in what is called the wave theory of the atmosphere, that

the point of greatest elevation, or crest of the air, corresponds to the highest

reading of the barometer, and that the lowest point, or trough, corresponds to

the least pressure. It must be borne in mind, however, that we are not

considering the case of an incompressible liquid, but that of a compressible gas,

varying from a state of extreme tenuity in its highest regions, to that state of

elasticity which it exhibits at the earth's surface.

It follows, therefore, that if we start with an atmosphere free from all

vibration, and that for simplicity we suppose a single impulse to be given to a

column, the time between each oscillation would be uniform ; and from

examination of barometrical observations at this and other stations, it appears

that there is a very frequent oscillation of about three and a-half days, that is

from maximum to minimum pressure. We will neglect, for the present, the

small horary variations so well established, which are also observable at this

station, and take the barometrical tables for 1869, at Dunedin. The lowest

pressure for the month of January (reduced) was 29-263 inches on the 20th
;

the highest being 30-252 on 23rd ; while on the 26th it was down to 29-4:16.

In the month of February, the barometer was at 29-689 on the 5th, and the

highest reading for the month (and year) was 30-462 on the 8th ; while three

days subsequently, on the 11th, the pressure was 29-8. On the 20th, or

nearly three vibrations afterwards, it was as high as 30-34 ; while on the 24th

it was down to 29-417, which was the lowest for the month, and on the 27th

it stood at 29-8 inches. In the month of Mai-ch the pressure was 30-239 on

the 20th, and 29-130 on the 24th, while it rose to 30-147 on the 28th. In

April we have 29-89 on the 1st, and 30-430, the highest for the month (and

near the highest for the year), on the 5th. Then 29-978 on the 9th j 30-223

on the 11th; and four days latei*, 29-142, being the lowest for the month,

occurred on the 15th, while on the 18th it stood at 30-036. In May, 29-706

on the 16th, and 30-390, being the highest for the month, on the 20th, while

the lowest for the month, and also for the year, namely, 29-027, occuri-ed on the

24th, and on the 29th it rose to 30-031. In June, the highest reading for the
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month was 30-370 on the 21st, and the lowest was 29-293 on the 3Uth, which

will allow for three vibrations.

In July, on the 5th the pressiu-e was 30-129
; on the 7th it was at 29-376,

which was at the lowest for the month, while on the 10th it rose to 30-123

;

on the 14th, instead of lowering, it rose to 30-304, which was the highest for

the month, and the difference of time between the highest and lowest readings

is in this case contradictory to the generality of the oscillations previously

noted, their regularity being partly neutralized by others. In August, the

pressure ou the 7th was 30-069 ; on the 10th, 29-374, being the lowest for the

month; on the 14tli, 30-131; on the 17th, 29-447; on the 19th and 20th,

30-23, which was the highest for the month; on the 23rd, 29-937, when it

commenced rising till the 25th. In September the lowest reading was 29-428

on the 2nd, and the highest 30-446 on the 19th, this interval would allow of

five vibrations, while on the 24th the pressure was 29-695.

In October, on the 13th the pressure was 29-527, then on the 18th, 30*354,

which was the highest for the month, while four days after we have the lowest

for the month, 29-279 for the 22nd. Then, six days after that, which would

allow of near two vibrations, the pressure was again as low as 29-466 on the

28th ; on the 31st it rose to nearly 30-2, and in this case continued to rise tUl

it attained 30-328 on the 2nd November; in which month the vibrations were

irregular on the whole, but it may be remarked that on the 23rd the pressure

was 29-727 ; on the 28th it sank lowest for the month—namely, 29-253 ; while

on the 1st December it rose to 29-980, and then continued to rise slightly, but

on the 5th it was down to 29-734 ; on the 8th it rose to 30-062 ; on the 13th

down to 29-727, then on the 21st and 22nd up to the highest for the month

—

namely, 30-372 ; on the 25th down to 29-792 ; on the 27th up to 30-032, and

on the 29th down to the lowest reading for the month, which was 29-553.

It may be interesting to mention a series of minimum barometrical readings

recently taken, which, from their regularity as regards the time of their occur-

rence, sufficiently prove that the atmosphere is amenable to the general laws

regulating the action of elastic media. On the morning of the 5th June, 1870,

the reading was 29-392, when, after rising to 29-935 on the 7th, it again fell

on the 12th to 29-250. The minimum oscillation is then apparently lost for

the 19th, being probably neutralized by others, but it appears again on the

25th, the interval being one day less than that obtained between the previous

oscillations, when we have a minimiim reading of 29-164. It again appears

on the 2nd and 3rd July, when the pressure was below 29-3. These oscilla-

tions have a large range, and must be considered as compounded with many

others, which would affect the time and range.

It would be difficult to prove these oscillations to be the result of periodic

changes either of temperature or winds, although their time and range must

be modified thei-eby. It has been ascertained that there is less range of pres-
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sure in proportion to the mean pressure at great altitudes than near the earth's

surface. Referring bo the Meteorological Statistics of the Colony, an abstract

of which is given at the end of Transactions of the New Zealand Institute,

Vol. ii., on "The Climate of IvTew Zealand," it will be seen that the height of

Bealey Station, above the sea-level, is 2100 feet, and the barometrical range

for 1869 is 1-132 inches, while the mean annual range at the other stations

in the South Island is 1 -4
', and it will be found by dividing the mean

observed pressure by the mean range, that the fluctuations of pressure are less

at great altitudes. Complete observations at different altitudes near the same

station are, however, yet wanting, which would throw light upon the manner

in which the variations of pressure are communicated from lower to upi:)er

regions and vice versa. It is known also that the air is subject to different

horizontal motions at different altitudes at the same time, where it would only

be in a column of air which is perfectly stationary that the barometer at the

bottom would give the absolute weight thereof at any given instant. That the

barometer informs lis of changes and expected changes of weather is generally

conceded ; superior pressure indicating fine weathei', and low pressure the

reverse. But what is the nature of the connection ] When aqueous vapour

is added to a given weight or column of dry air, that column must be so much

heavier, why should not therefore the barometer rise 1

Again, when the temperature of the air rises, which it often does before

and during storms, why does not that increase of temperature keep the watery

vapour in it from precipitating as rain 1 Again, chemists have succeeded in

liquefying many gases by su.bjecting them to pressure. When, therefore, the

atmospheric pressure increases, why should not its aqueous vapour (if at its

point of maximum density) be precipitated as rainfall ? With reference to the

first question, when watery vapour is taken up into the air, why should not

the barometer rise ? It must be I'emembered that heat has accompanied the

moisture in its evaporation, which leads to the expansion of the column

beginning at the bottom ; it is therefore a moving column upwards, in which

case its absolute weight could not be given by the barometer, but only its

pressure at the given instant.

It has been shown by Dov^, that the warm moist air of the equatorial

regions is in an expanded state, and would flow in the higher regions towards

the poles; and since the equatorial regions of the earth revolve about 1000

miles per hour, while at the poles the motion is at the minimum, it follows

that the currents of equatorial air in southing have a tendency to keep their

easterly motion, and thus form a wind, which, in this latitude, would come

from a north-westerly direction, often at a considerable height ; whereas the

cold polar curi-ents, being continually left behind while passing towards the

equator near the earth's surface, would reach us as a dry, cold, south-easterly

wind.
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It is therefore obvious that the oscillations above alluded to would have

this effect:—the iipward one woiild take the moist north-west currents, or

portions of them, into higher and colder regions ; the barometer falls, and

there is a greater probability of rain. Tt would be different when the return

or downward oscillation takes place, for then, according to this view, the upper

strata of air are brought nearer to the earth's surface, where they gain in heat,

and their watery vapour is consequently more likely to be held in suspension
;

the barometer rises, and fine weather generally occurs. It is remarkable,

however, that some of our heavy rainfalls take place when the wind is south-

east, possibly from its flowing under and lifting up moist and rare strata to

greater heights, similar to the effect which a range of mountains has if

extending across the route of moist winds. The air is compelled to rise to

such a height that its watery vapour is quickly condensed, and falls as rain or

snow. We have an instance of this in our own West Coast, where the rainfall

is considerably more than on the East Coast, and this without any marked

difference of pressure. Refen^ing to the second question, why the increased

temperature of the air (for the season) often observed before and during stoi-ms,

does not keep its vapoiir from precipitating as i-ain 1 This increase is some-

times attributed to the latent heat of the aqueous vapour being made sensible

when changed into liquid, but this would not account for the increase of heat

which is observed before rain actually falls.

In fine bright weather, and especially under the influence of dry winds,

the air must be storing up more aqueous vapour, and Professor Tyndall shows

that the power of aqueous vapour to transmit heat rays of high refrangibility,

but to absorb the less refrangible and obscure ones (such as terrestrial heat)

situate beyond the red end of the light spectrum, is the chief and potent means

of preventing the undue dissipation of terrestrial heat from the earth's surface.

Moreover, the clouds which form before rain falls, and also when the pressure

is low, prevent the radiation of terrestrial heat at night in a very marked

degree. It may be therefore inferred, that the lowest stratum of air would

rise in temperature as the aqueous vapour accumulated therein.

Referring now to the third anomaly—of many gases being liquefied by

pressure, whereas increased atmospheric pressure genei-ally indicates less

probability of rain. The amount of pressure used by Faraday for the lique-

faction of gases was sometimes as high as fifty atmospheres, and provision was

made for the removal of the heat arising from comjDression. But the fluctua-

tions of atmospheric pressure do not often exceed one-twentieth of the whole.

Some bodies, however, are only retained in a liquid state by the atmospheric

pressure. Alcohol and ether, for instance, if placed under the air-pump, com-

mence boiling. Under the ordinary pressure, however, they still pass into the

air, but by the slower process of evaporation from their surface. Water, also,

if placed in a vacuum, fills it up at once to the point of its greatest density for
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the given temperature ; and, if the same vacuum be filled with air, though just

the same amount of watery vapour would rise if the temperature is kept the

same, yet it would take a considerable time. It follows, therefore, that the

difFusibility of watery vapour is rendered much more rapid when the pressure

of the air is reduced by its upward oscillations ; it is taken more rapidly into

the cold upper regions where it is condensed. It may be interesting to note

the experiments of Dulong, which show that " equal volumes of all gaseous

fluids, at the same tempei-ature and pressure, on being suddenly compressed or

dilated to any equal volumes, disengage or absorb the same amount of heat,

and the amount of heat required to raise a gas to a certain temperature

increases the more it is allowed to expand. If there be no source of heat from

which this additional supply can be obtained, the gas is cooled." And there

does not appear to be this source of heat in the highest i"egions of the atmos-

phere, where the air is rare, for its diathermancy if dry, as we must suppose it

to be in these regions, allows of the transmission of the heat rays of the sun

through it, no heat is absorbed by it, therefore none can be radiated, and we

have already seen that terrestrial radiation is much diminished by passing

upwards through the aqueous vapour near the earth's surface.

Referring once moi'e to the miniature column of the atmosphere contained

in the glass tube, if the air be heated it will expand, and if cooled it will

contract, and conversely (from what Faraday terms " the Correlation of

Physical Forces ") ; if it be mechanically compressed, its temperature rises, and

if rarefied its temperature lowers. With suitable apparatus, the column could

be made to show not only a reduction of temperature when mechanically

expanded, but also a loss of transparency arising from partial condensation of

its watery vapour.

Aet. LVIII.

—

Notes on the Chatham Islands and their Inhabitants.

By Gilbert Mair.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, November 12, 1870.]

The Chatham Islanders, or Morioris, or, more correctly, Maiorioris, state that

they came to the Chathams in five canoes, viz :

—

Rangitane, Rangihona, Rangi-

mata, RuapuJie, and Okahu. They say that they came from the villages of

Tahurimanuka and Wharepapa, at Hawai, whence they were driven by tribal

qnan-els ; that upon their arrival at the Chathams they found the islands

thickly populated by natives, differing very considerably from themselves.

There wei^e two tribes of them,—the Rongomaitere and the Rongomai-

whenua. At first, and for some years aftei', they had numerous fights with

these people, but chey eventually made peace with each other, and by inter-

marriages became as one people.
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They had been cannibals up to this time, but upon peace being made they

renounced man-eating altogether, and when tribes or individuals had quarrels,

they fought with light sticks, and the dispute was decided in favour of the

party who drew first blood.

Unlike the New Zealandei'S, the Maiorioris have neither songs nor chants
;

but they have a sort of dance, in performing which they flourished short sticks

round their heads.

One of their principal ancestors was named Kahu, the captain of the canoe

Okahu.

/ Their modes of disposing of the dead were peculiar. In some instances the

corpses were placed upright between young trees, and then firmly bound I'ound

with vines, and in course of time they became embedded in the wood itself;

sometimes they were j^laced in hollow trees. Several skeletons have lately

been discovered by Europeans, in trees which they were cutting up for fire-

wood, etc. In other cases the corpses were placed on small rafts constructed

of the dry flower stems of the flax ; water, food, fishing lines, etc., were then

placed by them, and they were set adrift and carried out to sea by the land

breeze. N^ot long ago an American whaler discovered one of these rafts with

a corpse seated in the stern, many miles from land. ISTot knowing that it had

been sent adrift purposely, the captain had a rope attached to it, and towed it

V into Whangaroa Harbour, much to the annoyance of the natives.

An old sealer. Jack Coflee, who has been living at the Chathams

since 1832, informed me that he found the Maiorioris very numerous

when he first went there, and that on one occasion he counted over a

thousand men on the beach going to Waitangi. He was on the Island when

the ISTgatiawa and ISTgatimutunga went down from IN ew Zealand. He says

they treated the inoffensive Maiorioris with great cruelty, but not so bar-

barously as is generally supj)Osed. They killed and ate great numbers because

they would not submit, but fled to the woods, from whence they issued

occasionally to steal the crops and to break the canoes of their conquerors.

For these petty acts of retaliative aggTCssion, the offenders who happened to

be caught were killed and eaten.

When the Maiorioris entirely submitted to the rule of their conqu.erors,

they were treated with much more consideration.

In 1839, an epidemic carried off" great numbers of the Maiorioris, some-

times as many as forty dying in a single day.

This epidemic was, no doubt, identical with the great plague of influenza

which, in the same year-, committed such ravages in New Zealand. Probably

one-half of the Maioi-ioris died from this cause ; a third, perhaps, Avere slain

by the cruel Ngatiawa and ISTgatimutunga ; and thus the rapid diminution of

the unfortunate Chatham Islanders may be accounted for.

The foregoing notes may hereafter be found incorrect in some respects as
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I only had an oppoi'tunity of conversing with two or three old men, who did

not seem to know much, and referred me to others who, they said, could

give me a great deal of information respecting their early history, and could

count back more generations than the New Zealanders.

I think that very much remains to be collected concerning this most

interesting race, which is rapidly becoming extinct.

[Mr. W. L. BuUer, F.L.S., who visited the Chatham Islands in 1855,

informs me that the author has omitted all reference to an important circum-

stance connected with the conquest of the early Maiorioris, and accounting in

some measure for the rapid extinction of the race, the particulars of which

will be found recorded in a pamphlet published by Dr. DieiFenbach, which is

now very rare.

—

Ed.]

Aet. LIX.—On the Analogy between the Maori and Indo-European Languages.

By Edwik Fairburn.

(abstract.)

[Read before the Aucldand Institute, October 10, 1870.]

The present j)aper will consist chiefly of a comparison of words. Before

proceeding, I woiild, however, point out certain resemblances of grammatical

structure which the Maori bears to the Indo-European languages.

1st. The resemblance of the Maori definite and indefinite articles respec-

tively to the English, as he = a, te=^ the. Also, of particles forming cases, as

o and a = of, identical with o and «, the Old English form of of; also, the

particle ho (interchangeable with to) sometimes used in Maori for the dative to.

2nd. The formation of substantives from verbs in Maori by the addition of

nga, hanga, tanga, ranga, etc., resembling the English ing and German ung,

by which the same process is efi"ected in the same manner.

3rd. The formation of the present participle by the addition of ana to the

verb, resembling the Sanskrit ana of the middle voice, the Latin ans, and the

English ing, etc., applied similarly to form the present participle.

4th. The superlative is formed in Maori by prefixing tino, " very, exceeding,"

to the adjective ; in Latin by affixing timu, in Zend tema, and in Sanskrit tama.

5 th. In most Maori verbs the perfect tense coincides with the imperative

and passive, which last two are always identical ; but when the perfect does

not so coincide, it is formed by a reduplication of the first syllable, as

—

imperative, taari-a, '' loait ;" perfect, kuatatdriia, "Ae has loaitedf resembling

a similar reduplication in the Greek and Sanskrit perfects.

In the preceding example, the particle kua helps to form the perfect.

German has a similar particle, ge, prefixed to form the perfect.

2s
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6th. In Maori, the past participle is forroed by adding tia, ria, kia, etc., to

the verb, resembling the similar terminations in English, German, Latin, etc.,

in d, t, atus, etus, etc.

7th. In Maori, ordinal numerals axe formed by prefixing to the cardinals

tua, which originally, no donbt, meant mmnber (from the same root as tdtau,

to count), as proved by its equivalent in Samoan, toa, meaning also in that

dialect, number.

In Sanskrit, ordinals are formed by affixing the superlative foi-m tama, or

modifications of it, to the cardinals. The same principle is observed in the

other Indo-European languages, as—Greek to, Latin tu, Gothic and Anglo-

Saxon ta, and English th. Now, as the superlative degree really carries the

essential idea of number, it is very probable that the Sanskrit tama and the

other forms adduced were originally derived from a root signifying number

;

very likely the identical one from which the Maori tua and Samoan toa are

derived.

These are the principal jioints. Many more minor ones might be brought

forward, but the doing so would take too much space.

The Maori, I believe, will be found upon examination also to contain many

old EgyjDtian and Arabic words, and I think it is a mistake to class it as

belonging to the Turanian group of languages. It is rather a mixture of the

Indo-European and Semitic.

The very name Maori points most significantly to the stock from which the

race has been derived. This idea first struck me about seven years ago, and a

friend of mine lately, without knowing the fact, stated that some time back

the same thought had also occurred, to him. Lately, after reading books of

ancient travels, voyages, etc., I am almost confirmed in the opinion that the

names Maori of New Zealand, Mori-ori of the Chatham Islands, Ilalay (moi-e

properly Mala.%), etc., etc., are but modifications of the same word as Moor in

English, and the Mauri of the Romans ;—those Mauri Avho carried into Spain

the words like Maoi-i, quoted in Thovipsons Story ofNew Zealand.

I am not quite sure, but I believe that the name Malay is supposed to be

connected with Malacca. But I tliink Malacca, or Malaka, simply means

east. Mcorangai m^eans east in Maori, named so, no doubt, from its being the

quarter of the sun's rismg^dranga means rising, and mardnga means to arise ;

this would be joronounced mardka in some paints of New Zealand, almost

identical with the name of the Malayan Peniiisula. The Maori is the same

fierce cross between the Arab and Ethiopian that the Moor was, with a

further modification in the shape of the ancient Persian element.

Philologists have been puzzled to account for the name Moors being applied

to the languages of the southern coasts of Asia, but I believe the true

explanation is the foregoing one, and that there has been nothing arbitrary in

the matter. It is simply the voice of tradition that has been followed.
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[This paper was supplemented by lists of words showing the relation

between the Maori and the Sanskrit, English, German, Greek, Latin, and

Moorish languages, and the author makes the following concluding remarks] :

—

Having furnished the foregoing comparison, I would only observe further

that I believe a comprehensive study of the Polynesian dialects, and especially

of the Maori (which, from natural causes, I think has been the most con-

servative of them all), will throw a light even on many of what are considered

pure English etymologies. The first step in such a study should be a careful

and cautious inter-comparison of the different dialects, so as to recover forms

which some had lost and othei's retained, and also, where the forms varied to

decide by weight of votes upon a standard of antiquity.

It is a fortunate circumstance for the comparative philologist that the people

speaking the Polynesian language have been so long scattered and efficiently

isolated. It partly makes i\j) for the want of the written records which enable

the study of the European languages to be made with such certainty.

Art. LX.-—On an Adaptation of Water Poioer. By J. C. Crawford, F.G.S.

[Read before the WelUngton Philosophical Society, August 20, 1S70.]

As lately I was anxious to ascertain if I could command a sufficient water

power for working flax, and finding that, in the opinion of competent persons,

the supply of water in the proposed locality was insufficient, it struck me that

if advantage should be taken of the wind power to be obtained in pumping up

water, day and night, on Sundays and holidays, into a reservoir sufficiently

elevated, an auxiliary head of water might be obtained sufficient for the power

required. I mentioned this idea to persons skilled in machinery, biit did not

receive encouragement. It was, therefore, with some satisfaction that I found

the following information on the subject in the May number of the Country

Gentleman s Magazine for the present year.

" In a I'ecent article we gave a few remarks upon water power, with special

refei'ence to the turbine, an appliance which would, in many instances, be

specially useful on a farm where no great extent of power is generally

required. Thus, in many farms a power equal to that of two horses, or even

less, would be of great use in cutting straw, giinding meal, pulping roots, and

the like. Now, a very small and cheap turbine would give out this amount

of power. Of course, a supply of water with some height of fall is necessary,

but where the fall is not attainable by the natural position of the ground iipon

which the farm is built, it might be worth while to consider a mode of working

very frequently adojjted in America. This method consists in erecting a

windmill, which is so arranged as to be self-acting, always turning to the

direction of the wind, and thus ready to act at all times when the wind blows
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with force sufficient to overcome the work to be done. To the shaft of the

mill a force-pump is connected, and this pumps up the water to a I'eservoir

placed at a certain altitude. A supply of water at pressure is thus

obtained, which is found very useful on the farm for various purposes ; and,

having a certain head upon it, it is invaluable for the extinction of fires.

Now, if this arrangement was in use, the water thus under pressure might

be arranged to be sufficient to work a small turbine, or a small water pressure

engine. The power thus obtained, would be obtained at a comparatively

small cost ; there is no expense in keeping it up, as in the case of a steam

engine ; the only expense would be in keeping the apparatus in repair, which

would not be much, as at the slow speed with which the work would be done

there would be comparatively little wear and teai-. True, the power of the

windmill would be intermittent, in calm days not working at all ; but by

storing up the water, which it would pump up in an elevated reservoir, the

power would be available at any time, thi'ough the intervention of the turbine."

I think the above extract is likely to give New Zealand settlers a valuable

hint as to a mode of supplementing a limited water power without the necessity

of going to the expense of purchasing a steam engine, and afterwards main-

taining it, at a great annual chai'ge for fuel and management.

It may be said, why not apply the wind power dii-ect 1 The reply is

obvious. The wind power is not a steady power, and for working flax,

machinery di-iven by it might be standing still for days together, with the

" hands " engaged standing idly by.

In the depressed state of the flax industry, it is desirable that we should

study every economy in the production of the fibre.

Art. LXI.—On the Use of the Semicirculm' Protractor, with a Descrijytion of

an Imjoroved Form of that Instrument. By James Stewart, C.E., Assoc.

Inst. C.E.

{Read before the Auckland Institute, November 7, 1870.]

Any method by which a series of lines forming given angles with each other,

or bearings with the meridian, can be expeditiously and acciirately plotted,

ought to be of interest to many besides the professional surveyor or dravights-

man. It is presumed that this will be granted so readily, that the writer deems

it unnecessary to apologize for bringing before the Institute a subject of

apparent professional detail, or to enumerate the pursuits, in facilitating which

the Semicircular Protractor can materially assist.

So far as the writer knoAvs, the protractors in almost universal iise are

circular, and are either of lithographed paper or more elaborate instruments of

brass. In either case the method of using them is the same. The instrument

is fixed down on the drawing paper, and all the bearings required are marked
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off diametrically, and svibseqnently run into their positions with a good

parallel ruler. The inconvenience of this method is not much felt in plotting

compact surveys, although even in such cases the use of the Semicircular

Protractor confers great advantages ; but in the case of long and narrow-

surveys, such as railway work almost always presents, the inconvenience and

liability to error attending the use of the circular instrument is such that the

other method seems, in comparison, perfect.

For about eight years the writer used, as occasion required, the old method,

and then determined to adapt to more extended use than its inventor seemed

to have intended the instrument described by Mr. Howlett, as quoted in

Heather's Treatise on Mathematical Instruments, in Weale's well known series.

Several alterations, however, from Mr. Howlett's design suggested themselves,

and the improved protractor was made by Messrs. Elliott Brothers, of London,

from drawings supplied by the writer, and its use by him for the last eleven

years, in eveiy variety of woi'k, has demonstrated its great superiority over the

old method—in points of accuracy, comfort in using, rapidity with which work

can be laid down, and the great facility which it offers in tracing the

occurrence of any error in plotting.

Mr. Howlett fastened the drawing paper to a board, and used a T square,

whose edge represented the meridian, hence any angle to which the arm of the

proti-actor was set could at once be transferred to any position on the paper,

by keeping its meridional edge in contact with the square, and moving both on

the paper until one edge of the arm coincided with the point reqiiired. But

long rolls of paper cannot be used with a T square or drawing board, and the

writer uses in such cases the same parallel ruler which is required in using the

circular protractor. If the work lies mainly north and south, one meridian

line is drawn in lightly in blue ; if it lies otherwise, several meridian lines

may be required at varioiis intervals, laid down with g'reat care. The edgfe of

the heavy brass parallel ruler, then, represents the meridian, and its truth can

be compared with the nearest line at any moment. The protractor is moved

along the edge of the ruler nntil in position, just as with the use of the

T square. Of course, when the size of the map or plan is such as to admit of

the paper being fastened on a board, the T square forms the most perfect

parallel ruler, and should be used in preference.

The operations which must be gone through when using the circular

protractor—^consisting of laying down the bearings, reading off the particular

one required (sometimes among a crowd of others of nearly the same angle),

setting the rulei", and running it into place—may, by the method here

advocated, be said to be comprised in one movement, such is the comparative

and absolute ease attending its use.

While setting the vernier arm, the instrument is held in the hand, and in

the most suitable light. This, besides being a source of much comfort, is
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conducive to accuracy, such as is seldom attained by any other method. Those

who are accustomed to examine the accuracy of plotted traverses will appreciate,

witliout further remarks, a method by which any bearing may be checked at a

glance, and each traverse followed out with great rapidity and accuracy with

no more preliminary work than ruling one or moi"e meridian lines.

Two forms of this instrument have hitherto been made — Howlett's

(mentioned above) and Metcalf 's—but neither seem to the writer to present

simplicity and compactness enough for general use, while, in both, the vernier

is set at an angle of about 30 degrees with the plane of the graduation,

causing great disturbance of light and shade, and, in part, sacrificing one

advantage of the systeui.

In the instrument designed by the writer, [a drawing of which was

exhibited at the meeting] the vernier is in the same plane as the graduated

limb, and is distinct from the arm, woi'king on the latter in dovetailed grooves,

and held to the limb by a light spring ; the arm is parallel in the sides from

the centre joint to the extremity, excepting only the part embracing the

the graduated limb and vernier, which part is reduced to the smallest and

most compact dimensions. In deference to the custom on all protractors, the

centre is transparent, and means provided by which a line truly radial with

the centre may be marked off, but simple angles may be easier laid down,

precisely as bearings, using, for the sake of handiness, an ordinary short

parallel ruler.

ISTo doubt very much lies in habit, but as the winter has given both

methods fair and extended trials, he feels justified in awarding the special

advantages above named to the instrument which, under the same circum-

stances, has enabled him to perform work the most satisfactory in all points of

Art. LXII.-—On the Use of Salt Water in the Field Boiler.

By James Stewart, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

[Read before the Auckland Institute, July 11, 1870.]

Among all the numerous inventions and improvements in steam boilers which

have been brought out in late years, none seem to promise better results than

that known as the "Field" Boiler, from the name of the inventor. This

boiler gives a sui-prising amount of steam, and belongs to the class having

water tubes. The invention, however, lies oi:ily in the tubes^ and they may be

applied to almost any sort of boiler now in use. The best results are likely

to be obtained nevertheless from boilers specially designed for " Field " tubes.

So far, with the use of fresh water, nothing more seemed to be desired, but it

very soon came to be a question, with the writer and others, whether or not

they could be worked with sea water. If with its use, incrustations to any
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extent at all were formed within tlie tubes, they could not be used without

risk and trouble far outweighing their advantages. Consideration of the fact

that the "Field" tubes owe their value solely to an ingenious device for pro-

moting to the utmost the circulation of the water, and also, seeing that

wherever in common boilers circulation is more than ordinai'ily active, very

little, and sometimes no incrustation with salt or lime takes j^lace, there seemed

good reason to expect that the new tubes could also be worked at sea. But

under what cii'cumstances 1 with what density of water 1 and whether or not

any scale at all was formed, no specific information could be gathered. The

writer then determined to institute an experiment, which, with the co-operation

of Mr. R. H. Yeoman, Boiler Maker, Auckland, he was enabled to carry to a

satisfactory conclusion, and of which the following is a brief record.

As the principle of the " Field " tubes is probably unknown to many of

those unacquainted with steam power, its action may be shortly described, if we

conceive a tube open at the upper end, and closed at the lower, passing through,

and suspended from, the crown of the furnace or flue of any boiler. An inner

tube, 02:>en at both ends, and about half the diameter of the outer one, is sus-

pended and steadied by small ribs or feathers, so as to be clear of the bottom

about twice its own diameter, and project a little way at the top, above the

tube plate, but terminating beloio the loater level; it is "bell-mouthed" at the

iipper end.

On the application of heat, the water in the annular space betAveen the

tubes is the first to be affected, and at once begins to rise, its place being

taken by the cooler water from above, descending through the inner tube. This

circulation, as the heat is continued goes on increasing, until, on the formation

of steam in the anniilar space, it is enormously increased, owing to the very

great difference in specific gi-avity between steam, and water even at the

boiling point.

The experimental boiler was originally intended by Mr. Yeoman to show

visibly the eftect of the circulating tubes, which it very clearly did, being, for this

purpose, at first uncovered at the upper end. It had seven tubes, about 2 inches

diameter and about 1 foot 6 inches long ; internal tubes 1 inch diameter, but

their funnel mouths were not of the most effectual shape. For the jiurposes

of experiment, this boiler was covered in, and fitted with blow-off cock, gauge

glass, and safety valve, and the water was supplied by a force pump.

The duration of the experiment was three weeks, the boiler being

regularly attented during working hours ; and the pressxire of steam and

density of water kept nearly uniform to the extent required. The salinometer,

by which the density of water was regulated, was first carefully tested for

accuracy, and the amount of solid matter in the sea water used ascertained by

evaporation. This was found to be 5|- ozs. per gallon.

During the first week of the experiment, the pressure was not worked at
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raoi'e than 15 fts. j^er square inch, and the density of water about 16 ozs. per

gallon ;•—this is about double the density used in many marine boilers.

During the latter two weeks, the pressure was maintained at 30 lbs. per square

inch, and the density at 21 to 23 ozs. to the gallon, or what is commonly
4

expressed as ^ , that ratio expressing the weight of solid matter to that of the

water. Ordinary marine boilers could not be worked many days at this

density without being totally ruined, and a very few hours would suffice to

allow a thick scale to be formed all over the heating surface. Yery few of our

2
coasting steamers are worked with water over ^, or about 10 ozs. to the

gallon. About 200 gallons of sea water were evaporated, and thus over

1000 ozs. of solid matter were passed through the tubes. Under all the

circumstances, it was never expected to find the tubes entirely free from scale,

yet, on examination, they were found to be so, with the exception of one part

of each ; and this exception may be looked upon as the most valuable part of

the results, showing clearly, as it did, that it was to circulation of water alone

that the perfectly clean state of the tubes could be attributed. In this

instance, the inner tube instead of being suspended clear of the bottom of the

outer one is resting on it, and the passage of water provided for by two

apertures on opposite sides. Hence the currents of water at the lower end

were confined to the parts opposite these holes. On the other parts, a solid

brown incrustation of salt and lime had formed, sufficient to cement the

tubes together, and requiring some little force to separate them. The scale

was rather less than one-eighth of an inch thick, and extended about one inch

up the blank ends of the inner tubes.

To all who witnessed the exj^eriment, no result could have been more

conclusive other than that of actual trial for a considerable period at sea, and

the writer is convinced that, with well-arranged proportions, the " Field

"

boiler can be worked at sea with at least equal facility with the best design of

common tubular boilers, and certainly with veiy much more ease and safety

than wnth numbers of those in common use.

The experience of the writer leads to the following as the principal points

to be attended to in designing " Field " boilers. The tubes should be long and

few, rather than short and numerous ; the lower ends should be hemispherical,

and not flat ; the upper ends of the inner tubes should be carefully opened out

to a circular curve (more correctly a parabolic one), instead of the flat funnel

mouth mostly used ; and the flame and hot currents should be made to

circulate perfectly around the pendant tubes.

It is found to be of the very greatest importance that water free from

vegetable matter should be used in these boilers, as the slightest concentration

of such causes, with the rapid circulation, determined cases of priming, and has

been known to choke the inner tubes when allowed to go too far.
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Art. LXIII.—On a Self-acting Clamp Mountain Wire Tramway.

By F. W. Wright, L. M.B.Toronto.

(abstract.)

[Read before the Auckland Institute, Auguat 8, 1870.]

This is a proposed modification of the wire tramway in use on the Thames

gold field, for which a patent is being sought by the inventors—the author of

the paper and Mr. Herrich, of Parnell.

The principal points in this new arrangement of mountain tramway,

which particularly distinguish it from all methods heretofore brought into

operation, are the following :—The load is suspended underneath a travelling

endless wire by a self-acting clamp of the patentee's invention, which grasps

the wire the more tightly the weight is increased, and, as the suspending

rod is provided with a universal joint, the load finds its proper centre of

gi'avity without straining the wire, and these clamps embracing the travelling

wire, are so adapted to the grooved rollers over which they run, as to

enable them to pass with facility. With regard to the arrangement for

encircling sharp curves, there is a provision which enables the load to

leave the wire, and a properly grooved pulley, underneath the hook, runs

with the load on to a rail or supplementary guide rod, placed so as to cut ofif

the awkward angles. Immediately the pulley or roller takes the weight on

the branch line, the self acting clamps relax their hold of the main line or

wire, and as soon as it runs off the subsidiary line they again seize the chief

wire, and the box or carriage runs on as before. A similar provision is made

at the starting and discharging points, and by the simple device of raising one

part of the wire slightly, so as to catch the pulley at a certain part of the

incline, the load must necessarily leave the main line and run on the grooved

pulley, until a corresponding decline again enables the clamps to catch hold of

the traversing wire. Of course, the junction of trucks from branch lines can

be managed in the same manner.

Again, when it is requisite to traverse any coimtry of a peculiarly

irregular character, power of any description can be applied to a driving wheel,

and the surplus of this power, as well as that which is gained by the descent

of the full boxes, can be utilized in moving pumping or ventilating apparatus,

winding gear, separation of tailings by an endless screen, or the general work

of a crushing machine, and a break can be attached so as to stop the wire at

any moment.

It will be seen, also, that by the addition of a suspension rod, the cross

beams which support the wire can be made of much lighter material than

usual.

Passenger cars can also be attached to the line, and the inventor has

designed one of a safe and convenient description.

2t
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A line of telegraph can be carried along the posts without any great

increase of expenditure.

Besides all these unusual i-ecomm endations, the boxes are so constructed as

to enable them to be locked at the point of departure, so as to prevent the

introduction of any foreign substances of a deleterious kind while in transitu,

and by a simple self-acting contrivance, the load will be shot out on its

arrival at the battery, and a self-acting weighing machine will be attached to

the last post, by which the weight of the load can be correctly read off.

Last, but not least, of the proposed advantages :—A grip has been

contrived by Mr. Herrich to grasp the wire at any moment, to prevent

accident by the sudden fracture of the line ; should a fracture occur, the

natviral inclination of the line would be stopped by the grip revolving upon

the roller on which the wire travels, and holds it firmly jammed.

With these advantages, and the additional fact that it is believed the line

can be constructed at an average cost of £800 per mile, it must be evident

that the mining community would reap advantages from adopting this scheme,

which would infuse new life into its proceedings, and would resuscitate many

moribund companies which are being wound up, simply in consequence of

their inability to obtain carriage at a reasonable cost.

The principle may be utilized for uniting any distant part of the country,

instead of a railway, say between Pdverhead and Helensville, a distance of

sixteen miles, which could be constructed at a moderate calculation, including

motor power, for about £10,000 ; the cost of a railway line of 3ft. Bin. gauge

would be £50,000, not including rolling stock.

Art. LXIV.— 0?i the Currents, Temjjerattore, and Saltness of the Ocean.

By W. B. Bray.

(abstract.)

{Read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, May 4, 1870.]

The author of this paper after describing at length the principles which have

been established respecting the distribution of ocean currents in the ISTorthern

Hemisphere, where they have been most fully studied, proceeds with the

discussion of the currents in the southeim seas :

—

The Southern Hemisphere, in its geographical circumstances, contrasts so

remarkably with the jSTorthern, that very material differences may be expected

in the currents themselves
;
yet the general principles are the same, in that

the efiect of intense polar cold produces a descending cold current, which flows

along the bed of the ocean towards the equator, and draws a corresponding

supply of warmer water to the pole, and the action of that warm current

on the ice produces a superficial current of cold, bu.t fresher, water from the

polar ice.

In the north, the great continents approach within 15 or 20 degrees of the
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pole, enclosing a vast ocean of unknown depth, which receives the rivers that

drain one-fourth part of those continents, and which form the belt of ice

intervening between the coast and the open ocean.

In the south, on the contrary, only Cape Horn comes within 24 degrees of

the pole, about as distant as Ireland from the north, while the other continents

of Africa and Australia are nearly as far from the south pole as the north

coast of Africa is from the north pole.

A wide belt of ocean intervenes between the south capes of these continents

and the polar ice, which encloses the Antarctic continent so closely that the

coast has been only partially traced through a distance of 1500 miles, and its

form and extent is still a matter of conjecture.

The peculiarly lofty barrier of Antarctic ice could not be formed by the

freezing of ocean waters, but by the streams of water flowing from the sunny

slopes of the elevated continent during the short summer, and forming plains

of ice, resembling the plains of gravel and alluvial soil left by the rivers in

warmer latitudes. During the height of summei-, these streams may pour

down the icy cliffs, but in February, the thermometer being at 14° at noon,

these streams had formed the gigantic icicles seen by Sir J. Ross.

From the great height and inaccessible nature of this barrier, we can gain

no positive knowledge of this hidden continent. But if any future Antarctic

expedition were provided with a balloon of moderate size, and 200 or 300

fathoms of silk cord, some one might ascend from a boat to such an elevation

as to have a clear view over these frozen plains to the mountains beyond, which

are concealed from the view of those on shipboard.

The intense' cold of the Antarctic winter, acting on the surface of the deep

sea around this continent, will produce descending currents of cold water,

which will form under-currents receding from the pole in the deepest portions

of the ocean bed. In one place Sir J. Ross sounded 4000 fathoms, and found

no bottom; and the Austrian expedition, in the "Novara," sounded 6170

fathoms, or 7 miles, without finding bottom.

But when this deep current meets with the obstruction of an island, or

south cape of a continent, it must ascend to the surface.

The south side of the Crozets is generally hidden by thick fog, from this

cold uprising water condensing the moisture in the atmosphere.

On the S.W. coast of Africa, Sir J. Ross found a cold current setting

north, extending 60 or 70 miles from the coast.

The cold current also rises on the east coast of Patagonia, where it forms a

northerly current inshore.

This cold current, rising at the south end of New Zealand, is probably the

cause of the sea being only 51° or 52° at midsiimmer, when about Banks'

Peninsula it is 58° to 60°.*

* For Temperature of Sea round New Zealand, see Report by Dr. Hector, Apjp. to

Journ. H. of JR., 1869, D. 2, p. 22.—Ed.
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The deepei- warm current is shown bj the observations of Sir J. Ross, who

found that while the surface water was 28° or 30°, at 400 to 600 fathoms the

water was nearly 40°.

This deep and warmer current impinging on the barrier ice, undermines it,

and by dissolving the ice, becomes fresher and lighter, and, rising to the

surface, forms a superficial current which recedes from the pole, carrying with

it the icebergs formed by fragments of the great barrier. Some of these are

stated to be 600 feet high, in which case there must have been 4000 or 5000 feet

below the water. Such enormous bergs might be formed by the fall of portions

of the barrier, half a mile or three quarters of a mile long, which would float

with the heaviest end down. These bergs are stated by Wilkes to advance 70 or

80 miles northward in one season. The cold and fresher current as it recedes

from the pole must extend over a wider circle, and therefore diminish in

depth. Icebergs floating partly in the upper current and partly in the lower,

will be carried to such a distance, that the pressure of the two currents shall

balance each other ; then, their further progress being arrested, they will form

that close pack of icebergs and floe ice, through which Sir J. Ross had to bore

his way, while south of this pack he found a clear open sea, free of ice.

Art. LXV.—Fotes on the Conduction of Electricity, By James Duigan.

(abstract.)

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, July 16, 1870.]

The object of this paper is to controvert a view stated in a paper entitled

" The earth of New Zealand a bad Conductor of Electricity, as compared with

that of other countries, by F. E. Wright," in Transactions of the Neio Zealand.

Institute, Yol. ii., pp. 226-227. The transmission of electrical currents along

the telegraph wires, in some cases after they have become detached from the

insulators, and lie on the ground, attributed by Mr. Wright to a peculiarity in

the New Zealand soil or rock formation, is explained by the fact of the

New Zealand telegraphs being worked on what is technically known as the

"open circuit" system, one of the conditions of such system being, that it

never occurs to have more than one battery sending its current of electricity

along the line at the same time, whereas in Australia the lines are, or at least

were, until very recently, worked on the converse of the "open circuit," viz.,

the "closed circuit," one of the conditions of this latter system being that

there are a plurality of batteries always sending their currents along the whole

length of the line, in their respective circuits, and which by so doing prevent

a current passing beyond an earth-fault, thus closing the communication

between all stations situated on opposite sides of the fault.

After explaining at length the nature of the two methods of working the

telegrapji, the author concluties by expressing his opinion that the term
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conductor, as applied to the earth in relation to battery currents, is a misnomer.

The popular theoiy is, that if the two poles of a battery be put to earth, at no

matter what distance apart—be it but one foot or one thousand miles—that

the current flows over the wire from the copper pole of the batter}^ to the

earth back through the earth, coming up at the zinc pole through the earth, thus

completing the circuit. This is not, however, what actually takes place, as the

current which leaves the line at the earth, on the copper side of the battery,

is taken into the common stock of electricity (of which the eai'th is a vast

reservoir) at that point, and that the current taken up at the earth plate, oil

the zinc side of the battery, is in like manner derived.

Art. LXVI.—Notes on a Paper ^'^ On Sinking Funds" read hy Captain Hutton

before the AucMand Institute, September 7, 1868. (Trans. JS". Z. Inst.,

Vol. ii., p. 236.) By J. S. Webbe.

(abstract.)

\B,ead before the Otago Institute.]

The object of Captain Hutton's paper is to disco vei', by mathematical investi-

gation, whether it is better to invest a. sulking fund in the loan which it is

intended to pay off, or in other securities. A man of business would not take

much time to answer so simple a question. It is quite unnecessary to go to

the trouble of calculation to discover—what Captain Hutton has done at the

end of his paper—that it is profitable to borrow at a low rate of interest and

lend at a high one, and that the longer the time this is done the greater will

be the profit ; for that is precisely what he means when he says that, " the

smaller the sinking fund and the higher the rate of interest, the greater will

be the saving effected."

On the main question raised by Captain Hutton, it may suffice to remark

that the great advantage of using a sinking fund to buy in an annual instal-

ment of the loan to which it belongs, lies in the certainty of securing its

fructification at the same rate of interest as the State is paying for that loan.

It is, therefore, matter for congratulation that the safer plan has been adopted

in the case of the " Consolidated Loan Act, 1867,"

[Errata in Captain Hutton's paper, Vol. ii. of the '' Transactions."

Page 237, line 1, for "brought" read "bought."

„ 237, „ 26, for " log p v " read "— log p v."

„ 238, „ 14, for " T 1 " read " T— 1.".—Ed.]
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Art. LXVII.—On the Changes effected in the Natural Features, of a New

Country hy the Introduction of Civilized Races. By W. T. L. Tkavers, F.L.S.

(part hi.)

[Abstract of Lecture delivered at the Colojiial Museum, Wellington, August 21, 1870.]

After shortly recapitulating the points noticed in his two former lectures,

printed in Yol. ii. of the Transactions of the New Zealand Institute, the

lecturer proceeded as follows :

—

When left to themselves, the natural forces which regulate organic life tend

to counterbalance each other, and all life is by degrees bi'ought to a condition

of nice equilibrium, check and countercheck being most admirably applied.

But the direction of these forces is changed, and the equilibrium arrived at

disturbed, with more or less violence, when man appears as an actor in the

scene, the amount of disturbance being, as I have already shown, affected

chiefly by the character in which he appears, and usually being greater in

proportion to his own advance in civilization.

These islands, indeed, afford us a most pregnant instance of my views on

this point, as I now propose to show by reference to what has already occurred

and what is constantly taking place under our own eyes, in the direction of

modifying and displacing the life native to the soil. Let it be remembered,

in this connection, that when civilized man transplants himself to a new

country he cari-ies with him a special knowledge of the value of a certain number

of oi'ganisms, which have been gradually brought into subservience to his

wants in the country which he formerly inhabited, whilst, in all probability, he

is absolutely, or at least greatly, ignorant of the uses or value of the natural

productions of his newly-adopted home. Moreover, his own necessities demand

that he should, without any delay, introduce such of the productions of his

former home as are most suited to his wants and offer the best prospects of

succeeding in his new country, having regard to its climate and soil. He has

at this period of active settlement no time to study the value or character of

the oi'ganic life which he finds there, and accordingly he proceeds at once to

bring land under cultivation, to sow it with the seeds of plants previously

foreign to the soil, and to introduce such domestic animals as are most useful

to him, either in the way of food or for purposes of labour.

In the struggle which he is thenceforth destined to carry on as a colonist,

he becomes, as a rule, more and more careless of the native pi-oductions,

unless they present some prospect of being immediately and directly profitable.

The native timber is used for building and fencing, and in some few instances

becomes an article of commerce ; but, as a rule, the forest stands in the way,

and is recklessly and improvidently burnt or otherwise destroyed, without

regard either to the immediate effects which such destruction may produce
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upon climate, or to tlie certain injury which must be inflicted upon posterity.

The native grasses are temporarily utilized for feeding sheep and cattle, but

little attention is paid to their feeding values or to the probability of bringing

them, either alone or mixed with exotic grasses, into that condition of culti-

vation in which they may become permanently valuable oi- be made to yield

the largest return.

In these islands we have ah-eady seen this course taken, and those who

look beyond the present, cannot but be struck with the immense direct injury

which has already resulted from the indiscriminate and reckless destruction of

the forest and of many other of the natural productions. As a pregnant

example, bearing upon this point, I may take the instance of the Tliormhmi

tenax, which, for nearly thirty years, has been destroyed to a greater or less

extent in every part of the country. I have seen thousands of acres of this

plant, of a growth which would yield nearly a ton and a half of pure fibre per

acre under any fair system of manufacture, burnt recklessly for the purpose of

substituting grass ; and I have seen the land upon which the flax plant bad

stood in its greatest luxuriance, so injured by the fire which was used for

clearing it, as to be unfit for the production of any other crop except at an

outlay for which no adequate compensation could be obtained.

Our lai'ge rivers, which most colonists remember as inflicting, in former

days, but little injury to the valleys and plains through which they flow, have

now in most instances become raging torrents, against whose injurious efiects

we are called upon to guard by expensive and difiicult engineering works.

We may trace the course of this change to precisely the same violation of

natural laws which has brought about similar results in other countries.

There, as here, when the forest has been destroyed, the moisture long stored

up in its moiild is evaporated, and returns in deluges of rain, which wash

away the dried soil into which the accumulated mass of mould has been

converted. The water-courses become choked and encumbered with the debrif

,

and the country which had pi-eviously presented an appearance of rich

vegetation is converted into bald hills and dessicated plains, liable to be still

further damaged by the ravages of the intersecting streams. There can be no

doubt that this process is now going on in many parts of these islands, and we

have seen, during the last two or three sessions of the Legislature, measures

introduced for the purpose of checking the growing mischief.

We are told by a distinguished author, " that there are parts of Asia

Minor, of I^orthei'n Africa, of Greece, and even of Alpine Europe, where the

operation of causes set in action by man (causes pi-ecisely similar in character

to those which have been recklessly set in action in this colony), has bi'ought

the face of the earth to a desolation almost as complete as that of the moon
;

and within that brief space of time which we call 'the historical epoch,' they

are known to have been covered with luxuriant woods, verdant pastures, and
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fei-tile meadows, they are now too far deteriorated to be reclaimable by man,
or to become again fitted for buman \ise, except through great geological

changes or other influences or agencies of which we have no present know-
ledge, and over which we have no prospective control." The same author without
hesitation affirms, and a careful study of the question as it afi^ects many parts

of the world, leads to a perfect acceptance of his views, that " the earth is fast

becoming an unfit home for its noblest inhabitant, and that another era of equal
human crime and human improvidence and of like duration with that throuo-h

which traces of that crime and that improvidence extend, would reduce it to

such a condition of impoverished productiveness, of shattered surface, and of

climatic excess, as to threaten the degradation, barbarism, and, perhaps, even
extinction of the species."

This is strong language, but I may confidently appeal to any of those

who have visited the plains of Babylon and Nineveh, and those parts of Judea,

once described, and truly described, as flowing with milk and honey, and now
converted into a howling desolation, in confirmation of their absolute truth.

I may be told that these are evidences of God's wrath against the people who
inhabited those countries ; but setting aside all questions of controversy as to

whether the Great Author of Nature ever so deals with man as intentionally

and mischievously to interfere with the conditions of life, it is clear that it is

to man's action, as a primary cause, that we may attribute the misery and

desolation to which they are now reduced—and as a proof of this, let me cite

an instance in very modern times of the class of mischief to which I have
alluded, and one which bears very directly upon the line of action pursued in

various parts of these islands.

[The lecturer here quoted descriptions of the devastations caused by floods

in the Alps of Provence and other parts of France, as described by Blanqui,

Surell, and others.]

What a picture of evils have we here ! And yet in this country, with

similar results staring us in the face, we .still persist in the course which has

led to them.

One of the authors from whom I have quoted, however, guards himself from

any charge of rash and unphilosophical attempts either to set limits to the ultimate

power of man over inorganic nature, or to speculate as to what may be

accomplished by the discovery of now unknown and unimagined forces, or even

by the invention of new arts and new processes. He properly cites the com-

paratively modern discovery of the motive powers of elastic vapours, the

wonders of telegraphy, the destructive explosiveness of' various compounds
(even when as innocent looking as gun cotton), as instances which serve to

show that we have by no means reached the limits within which man may
bring his own powers to the aid of physical conquest, and, therefore, he calls

upon his readers to understand, that when be speaks of the apparent
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impossibility of repairiug the injuries which have been inflicted upon immense

tracts of country by the improper action of man, he refers only to the agencies

now known to and directed by man. And, indeed, even with the aid of these

agencies, however inadequate to the complete restoration of wasted hill-sides

and desolated plains to their former fertility and healthiness, we find there is a

pai-tial reverse to the iigly picture which I have pi'esented to you.

We have seen in the case of Holland (for example) immense tracks of

country recovered from the sea and great lakes drained of their waters, and

the land thus laid bare converted into valuable pastures ; we see rivers com-

pelled to aid, by the deposit of the slime and silt with which they are charged,

in filling up low-lying tracts and swampy morasses ; we see fertile oases created

even amidst the barren sands of Sahara, by means of Ai-tesian fountains ; but

all these achievements are on too small a scale to give hope that we shall ever

make full atonement for former spendthrift waste, and it becomes our positive

duty, imposed upon us as a sacred trust, not merely to abstain from wanton

destruction of the natural resources of this country, and from undue inter-

ference with those operations wJiich in the past have tended so much to fit it

for the abode of mankind, but also, in all cases in which, through recklessness,

or carelessness, or accident, anything has been done tending to injure them,

that we should endeavour to efliect all the reparation in our power.

It has well been pointed out, that if " the old world which man has over-

thrown, were rebuilded, could human cunning rescue its wastes and desert

places from solitude and nomadic occupation, from barrenness, from nakedness,

and from insalubrity, and restore the ancient fertility and healthfulness of the

Etruscan sea coast, the Campagna and the Pontine Marshes, of Calabria, of Sicily,

of the Peloj)ennesus and Insular and Continental Greece, of Asia Minor, of the

slopes of Lebanon and Hermon, of Palestine, of the Syi'ian Desert, of

Mesopotamia, and the delta of the Euphrates, of the Cyreniaca, of Africa

Proper, Numidia, and Maui'itania, the thronging millions of Eui'OjDe might still

find room on the Eastern " Continent, and the main current of emigTation be

turned towai'ds the rising instead of the setting sun." Whilst, thei^efore, we

are devising great political plans for the extended peopling of these Islands, let

us not forget how much it is our duty to preserve them from those destructive

processes which even civilized man, in ignorance or wantonness, unhesitatingly

applies in his attempts to bring new countries under the dominion of his wants.

[The lecturer then proceeded to point out that where natural arrangements

are disturbed by man, they are not usually restored until long after he has

retired from the field, and free reign has been allowed to the spontaneous

recuperative energies of the natural forces. He then continued as follows] :

—

And now let me turn to the consideration of some of the more important

changes which have already been efiected in the physical character and organic life

of these Islands. In my former lectures I pointed out how little, if anything,

2u
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was to be found amongst the indigenous animal or vegetable productions which

was useful for the permanent sustenance of civilized man, and it is only

necessary to recall the dreadful extremities to which the first European

settlers were reduced in the early days of American discovery, and that, too,

in a country whose useful natural productions were enormously in excess of

those of these Islands, to understand how little could have been done here, by

even the most civilized and energetic settlers, without the aid of the animals

and plants which have been introduced.

Take the case of the Province of Canterbury for example. Consisting of

several thousand square miles of valuable plain and undulating land and

mountain, its lower grounds, near the sea, containing many rich tracts covered

with swamp-loving growth, whilst its upper grounds were dry, and clothed

either with forest or with waving tussock grasses well fitted to support pastoral

animals, it was yet, in its natural condition, utterly unfit for the abode of civilized

man. Not a plant did it produce which could have been turned to account for

purposes of constant food ; and with the exception of a few birds, which would

have yielded an occasional but scanty meal, it was devoid of all animal life.

But now, how changed is all this ! The city of Christchurch, destined, in my
opinion, to occupy a foremost position amongst the cities of the colony, built

upon a spot of which a large portion was originally a swamp, now presents to

us substantial and elegant public and private buildings, which might faifly vie

with those of maiiy large provincial towns in England ; markets supplied with

meats and vegetables and fruits, in no degree inferior, and in many respects

superior, to those which are produced in the best gardens of Europe ; well

kept streets, in which a busy population is carrying on trade and commerce

and intercourse ; foundries and factories producing machinery and implements

of trade necessary for the agriculturist and the artizan ; collegiate and other

schools for the instruction of youth, and institutions of various kinds for the

diffusion of knowledge amongst those of more advanced years, and which in

their operations are guided and governed by men whose intelligence and

perseverance are not only making their fellow-citizens better acquainted with

the natural resources of their adopted country, but are also greatly instrumental

in relieving life from the weariness and tedium inseparable from the struggle

for fortune—whilst those lighter distractions are not wanting which are

essential, at all events to youth. Outside of the city we see extensive tracts

of country redeemed from the character of a wilderness ; handsome villas with

well kept grounds, in which are flourishing the flowers and plants, the trees

and shrubs, of many foreign countries ; smooth Macadamized roads, along

which a great and increasing traflic is cariied between the chief city and many

outlying towns and hamlets, and upon which are to be seen every kind of

vehicle, from the elegant carriage built in England or America to the humble

spring cart of the market gardener, and fi'om the huge five-horse coach of the
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enterprising Yankee proprietor to the inconvenient cruelty-van drawn by a

single jaded horse. On every side, as we travel along these highways, we see

evidences of energy and civilization ; farms and corn fields stretching for miles

on either hand, enclosed by well-kept hedges and fences ; sleek-looking cattle

and sheep, and happy horses snorting, as with tail and mane erect they canter

over their pasture ; steam threshing engines puffing their circles of smoke

into the clear air, whilst the rumble of the machine as the sheaves pass through

the rollers, mingles pleasantly with the various other sounds of country life,

all tending to carry the traveller back to those home scenes which are usually

associated with his happiest hours. Here, too, we see the mighty iron horse

drawing his load along a line of I'ailway, constructed under circumstances and

in a manner which, but a few years ago, would have been looked upon with

wonder, even amongst the greatest countries of Europe. Indeed, it is almost

impossible for those who had not seen the country I refer to in its original

condition, to realize the amount of change and improvement which have been

effected by the energy and industry of our race in the shoi-t space of twenty

years, and it is dilEcult, even for those who have witnessed this gradual change,

to comprehend or grasp its wonderful results.

Take again the Province of Auckland. Here we find a chief city, also

distinguished by the possession of handsome and substantial public and private

buildings ; its merchants, men of enterprise, carrying on extensive commercial

operations with various parts of the world ; its harbour not only filled with ships

and vessels the property of Europeans and foreigners, but also teeming with

small craft belonging to native proprietors, engaged in exchanging articles of food

and export for others either of local or foreign manufacture. Outside of the

city, too, we see numbers of handsome country residences, and farms in a high

state of keeping and cultivation, and occupying ground which was not long

ago the battle field of some of the fiercest native tribes, and the scenes of

barbarities at which humanity recoils.

The Province of Otago presents equal evidences of change. Here, too, we

have a large and picturesque capital city, vying successfully, if not in many

respects surpassing, the other cities of the colony in the elegance and substantial

nature of its public and private buildings ; its people distinguished not mei'ely

by their commercial enterprise and sagacity, but also by the higher character-

istic of devotion to the cause of educational progress. Here, also, outside of

the chief town, we find civilization spreading its arms over millions of acres,

and gradually converting a wilderness into a smiling country, whilst thousands

of busy and hardy men are daily engaged in exploring the recesses of its hills

and valleys, and the ancient deposits of its river systems, in seai'ch of mineral

wealth. Indeed, in the cases of Auckland and Otago, not less than in that of

Canterbury, it is almost impossible to realize the extent of change which has

taken place since they fii'st became the scenes of systematic colonization.
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But let us take another and even more extraordinary instance. I mean

that of Westland, and the country to the north of it, forming part of the

Pi'ovince of Nelson, and lying to the westward of the Mount Arthur Range

and the Spencer Mountains. The whole of this extensive tract consists of

broken mountain ranges, attaining, on a base of thirty to thirty-five miles from

the West Coast, a general elevation approaching 7000 feet, whilst in Mount

Cook we find it rising to upwards of 13,000 feet, and in the Spencer Mountains

to upwards of 9000 feet. From these ranges a large number of rivers flow to

the coast, the principal ones being the Buller, with its great tributaries, the

Maruia, the Inangahau, and the Matakitaki ; the Grey, with its tributary the

Ahaura ; the Teremakau, the Hokitika, the Waihau, flowing from the Mount

Cook glaciers ; the Haast, and the Arawhata ; whilst a host of smaller ones

help to cany off" the abundant rain-fall by which this district, in common with

the western slopes of these Islands generally, is characterized. The country in

question is, moreover, densely clothed with forest, consisting chiefly of Fagus,

after reaching an elevation of seven to eight hundred feet, whilst the alluvial

deposits near the mouths of the rivers support various species of the Coniferce

of New Zealand, with the usual dense undergrowth.

At a few places along this coast, in and previously to the year 1864, small

settlements of natives existed, the people of which lived in great seclusion and

poverty, subsisting chiefly on fish and small degenerate potatoes, whilst the

whole district remained in the condition of an almost virgin country,

showing but little sign of interference on the part of man. In the year 1847,

shoi'tly after the establishment of the Nelson settlement, Mr. Thomas Brunner,

lately Chief Surveyor for the Province of Nelson, undertook to explore the

West Coast of the settlement, and, accompanied by a small party of natives,

he succeeded, after undergoing great fatigue and hardship, in reaching a point

somewhere to the south of the Grey. He was actually absent for upwards of

twenty months, during which time he had no o];)portunity of communicating

with any other European; and, in the journal which he published, he described

the country as being rugged, worthless, and unprofitable to a degree, and the

rain-fall as utterly excessive. His description of its character, the length of

time spent in his explorations, the extreme difficulties and hardships he

encountei^ed, were quite sufficient to deter any attempt to utilize it for purposes

of settlement, and it i^emained an almost unknown land until visited, many

years after, by Mr. James Mackay, in connection with its purchase from the

natives. In 1861, in consequence of suggestions made by persons in Nelson,

who were desirous of having further information in regard to its topography,

geology, and natural productions. Dr. Haast was appointed by the Nelson

Government to make a further exploration, and to report upon it. The result

of his examination was embodied in a report presented to the Nelson Govern-

raent, at the end of that year, in which, however. Dr. Haast made no
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suggestion of the rich auriferoixs deposits which have been since found upon

the Grey, and to the north and south of that river. On the contrary, he says

in his report that, " north of the Buller, in the Maruia, as Avell as in the

whole course of the Grey and its tributaries, rarely leaving untried any spot

which seemed likely, we searched in vain, unable to detect the least sign of

the precious metal."

In 1864, reports which had for some time been current as to the existence

of gold in payable quantities in the country to the south of the Grey River,

wei-e pi-oved to be correct, and shortly afterwards the district in question was

"rushed " by an immense body of miners from all parts of ISTew Zealand and

Australia. In the course of a very short time towns sprung up, and a great

trade was carried on at various points of the coast, but chiefly at Hokitika,

Greymouth, Westport, Charleston, and other places, which, but a few years

ago, had only been trodden by occasional bands of savages, engaged in a

seai"ch for greenstone, or upon a mission of slaughter and cannibalism. The

miserable remnants of pas, with their wretched half-starved native inhabitants,

speedily gave way to the busy haunts of the digging population. The rivers,

rarely visited even by the canoe of the savage, are now used as ports by large

steam and sailing vessels. The forest in the vicinity of the towns is disappearing,

to be replaced by grass paddocks. Good roads and railways are being

substituted for the miserable bush track ; millions of pounds' worth of the

precious metals are extracted from the river courses and their ancient deposits,

and exchanged for food and all the other various articles required for the use

and the luxui-y of man, and the hardy diggers, who have set all this in motion,

are gradually altering the whole face of the country under the influence of

" the sacred thirst for gold."

It is, indeed, wonderful that there is scarcely a nook or cranny in the

Middle Island—a country as large as England, though inhabited by a

population not exceeding that of a second-rate provincial town—in which, after

thirty years occupation, some evidence of the existence of civilized man is not

to be found ; a fragment of a glass bottle—an empty match-box—a piece of

woven cloth—or of manufactured • leather—being often discovered in localities

affording no other indication whatsoever that man had ever been there ; whilst

familiar Eui'opean plants, weeds or flowers, as the case may be, occurring in

the most sequestered valleys or upon the most rugged mountain slopes, show

the presence of the invader and the effect of the new forces which have been

brought into operation, and which are engaged in altering and modifying the

original physical features of this country.

[After some further account of similar changes in other parts of the

Islands, the lectiirer proceeded as follows] :—

•

There are few subjects of greater interest to the biologist than the " replace-

ment of species " (as it has been termed), which occurs when foreign organisms
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are brought into contact with pi-eviously undisturbed and purely native races.

Now, there can bs no doubt that whenever man transplants a vegetable

organism, for example, from its native habitat to a foreign soil, he introduces

a new force to act upon the indigenous floi-a, a force which experience has

shown to be usually so exerted as to lead to the more or less rapid, but in the

long run, certain displacement of some portion of that flora. Dr. Hooker, in

his admirable paper on "Insular Flora," has shown how effectually this dis-

placement has been carried out in small oceanic islands, instancing Madeira,

St. Helena, and others, but he did not in that essay apply the theory to such

extensive tracts of land as the islands of Kew Zealand.

[The lecturer then adverted to instances of " displacement," collected

from the writings of Hooker, Marsh, and other authors, and proceeded as

follows] :

—

The most important point, however, to be noticed in this connection, and

one which must be carefully borne in mind in all investigations into the

character and extent of the changes to which I am now referring, is, that man

has been either intentionally or imintentionally the chief instrument in bringing

them about, and that it is only when he co-operates, if I may use the term,

with the forces he sets in motion, that they produce any striking or rapid

results.

It must furthur be borne in mind, that such operations, when civilized

man engages in the work of colonization, are usually conducted on a very

large scale, and this whether the result be intentional and contemplated, or

unintentional and imforeseen. And it must still further be observed, that

man is naturally aided in this respect by the circumstance that vegetable

organisms when naturalized in a new country, either as the result of design or

accident, generally exhibit an increased luxui'iance of growth. This is

attributable, amongst other things, in the first place to the fact that they have

been removed from the influence of those checks to undue increase which

have gradually develoj^ed themselves in their natui'al habitat, whether under

the operation of the laws governing the " struggle for life," or in consequence

of their interfering with the cultivation of the soil ; in the next place to the

existence of that attribute to which Mr. Darwin has applied the term " pre-

potency ;" and, moreover, to the circumstance that the indigenous vegetation is

invaded by a new and unexpected force, against which it had not previously

been armed. Until the Ngapuhi tribes had become possessed of firearms, the

wars of the New Zealanders were conducted upon a general scale of equality
;

bi;t the possession of this force gave to that tribe an increase of power which

led to the most frightful results to other tribes. Bands of these heroes mai'ched

from one end of this Island to the other, spreading desolation and terror, and

ultimately driving the whole native people to the alternative of either adopting

a different system of living and of warfare, or of submitting to extinction. The
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Plate, acquired a gigantic structure, and rapidly spread, in impenetrable

thickets, over thousands of square miles of the Pampas. The Anicharis

alsinastrum, a water plant not much inclined to spread in its native American

habitat, has found its way into English rivers, and in some instances has not

only greatly retarded their currents, but has formed a serious impediment to

navigation. The water-ci*ess introduced into the River Avon, in Christchurch,

has spread to such an extent as to obstruct the flow of the river and greatly to

raise its natui'al level, evils only counteracted by the annual expenditure of

large sums of money. The Scotch thistle is spreading over both islands, and

has already entailed ujoon the farmer and the squatter a serioiis addition to his

expenses.

So far as New Zealand is concerned, there can be no doubt that what is

taking place miisfc be at the expense of the native flora, and must, even alone,

have sooner or later led to the extirpation of many of the native plants.

But when, in aid of these operations, we find the whole country roamed over

by man himself, and by countless herds of animals which he has introduced, we

may feel assured that the native life has but little chance against the invaders.

Wherever we fire the forest or cut a track, we make room for the invader, and

where the hardy European vegetable once begins to grow it usually retains its

hold. I noticed recently, at sub-alpine elevations in the Middle Island, that

Trifolium pratense was gradually displacing native herbaceous vegetation, a

process the more certain in proportion to the treading which the soil I'eceives

from cattle and sheep. But, perhaps, one of the most noticeable facts is, that

along our lines of highway, especially in the Canterbury Province, you scarcely

see, for miles together, a single native plant in the hedge rows or fences, whilst

the familiar wayside weeds of Europe are found as abundantly as they are in

the mother country.

The author concluded his lecture by observing (in the words of an eloquent

author), " that the mysterious but undeniable movements which he had

attempted to elucidate were ever going on, progressing on a grand and imposing

scale, and altering the vegetable chai-acter of the whole coimtry, showing, in

indelible signs, the silent but ii'resistible force with which humble plants may

prescribe a path to man, and that strange relation between them which makes

plants of equal importance to his existence and to his welfare."

The author then apologized for not having extended his lecture to the case

of the fauna as well as that of the floi-a, but pleaded his pressing engagements

as his excuse. He, however, expressed a hope that on some future occasion

he should be able to deal with the subject.
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NOTE.

Since tlie above Lecture was delivered I have observed tliat Professor RoUeston is

reported in JSi'ature (No. 47, Sept. 22, 1870, p. 426) to have made the following remark in

addressing the Biological Section of the British Association, in September last, namely,
'

' To this I would add that experiments with a positive result, and that positive result in

favour of the second hypothesis, if hjrpothesis it can be called, are being constantly tried

in our colonies for us, and on a large scale. I had taken and written here of the Poly-

gonum aviculare, the "knot" or "cowgrass"—having learnt on the authority of Dr.

Hooker and Mr. Travers (see Natural History Review, January, 1864, p. 124., Oct., 1864,

p. 619), that it abounds in New Zealand, along the roadside, just as it does in England

—

as a glaring instance, and one which would illustrate the real value of the second

explanation even to an unscientific man and to an unassisted eye. But on Saturday

last I received by post one of those evidences, which make an Englishman proud in

thinking that whithersoever ships can float thither shall the English language, English

manners, and English Science be carried, in the shape of the second volume of the

Transactions of the New Zealand Institute, full like the first, from beginning to the last

page with thoroughly good matter. In that volume, having looked at its table of contents,

I turned to a paper by Mr. T. Kirk on the Naturalized Plants of New Zealand, and in

this, at p. 142, I find that Mr. T. Kirk prefers to regard the Polygonum aviculare of New
Zealand as indigenous in New Zealand. Hence that illustration which would have been

a good one falls from my hands."

I regret to differ with Mr. Kirk in regard to Polygonum aviculare being indigenous in

New Zealand. In common with others, who for upwards of twenty years have had

large opportunities of observing the flora of this country over very extensive areas, I

look upon it as an introduced plant. Dr. Hector and Mr. Buchanan in particular both

concur with me on this point. The natives, moreover, who sufi'er much inconvenience

from its spread, call it a "pakeha" or foreigner.—W. T. L. Travers.
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Art. LXVIII.—O71 the Political Economy of Railways.

By H. S. Chapman, One of the Judges of tlie Supreme Court of New Zealand.

[Lecture delivered before the Ofago Institute, August 24, 1870.]

The su.bject upon which I propose to address you h'^.a been brought promi-

nently under public notice of late, by what is jmmonly known as the

financial policy of the Government. Of that \'Olicy generally it would be

unbecoming in me to speak, nor is it, indeed, a fitting subject for discussion in

this place. One part of that policy, however, consists of a proposal to establish

an extensive system of railways throughout the colony by means of a loan,

raised in England ; and as that proposal involves certain principles of

economical science, I connect those principles with my subject by the title

which I have given to this paper, and I think you will find that the obser-

vations, and the calculations, which I am aboiit to present to you, will

fully bear out the title which I have chosen. I may here observe that it is

only a limited portion of the results and consequences of railway enterpi-ise

which I jjropose to discuss, namely, the efiect upon the public wealth. In thus

confining myself within narrow boundaries, I am sensible that I leave out much

more than I embrace. Railways are the ofispring of an advanced civilization.

They also react upon and tend to develop the very civilization of which they are

the fruit. Thus they assume the characteristics of both cause and consequence.

They are fraught with important social and political results. United with the

electric telegraph, the steamship, and a free press—the operations of which

they tend to facilitate—they aid in promoting peace among nations, and the

interchange of the best thoughts current throughout the world. These social

and political advantages, however tempting they may be, I must leave entirely

untouched for the present, and I shall only permit glimpses of them, to appear

when I think it necessary to remind you of the limits which I have chosen.

You will understand, therefore, that I intend to confine myself to an investi-

gation of the modes in which railways tend to augment and distribute the

wealth of the country. As I had some share in carrying into operation an

extensive railway system in a neighbouring colony, I Lave necessarily turned

my thoughts a great deal to that which I have ventured to call " the political

economy of railways ;" and it is to the Colony of Victoria that I shall turn for

the facts and illustrations to which I am about to direct your attention.

The Colony of "Victoria has now in operation about 2.52 miles of Government

railways, namely, from Melbourne to Geelong and Ballaarat, about 100 miles,

and from Melbourne to Castlemaine, Sandhurst, and Echuca, on the River

Murray, about 152 miles. There are also short railways radiating from

Melbourne to the port and subiirban districts, making about 20 miles more.

Thus Victoria has now completed about 272 miles of railway. I do not

2x
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propose to say anything more on the short railways constructed by private

companies, or to draw any illustrations or inferences from them. To make my
remai'ks as intelligible as possible, I shall confine myself as near as possible to

round numbers, calling the length of the lines 250 miles, and the capital

expended in their construction £8,000,000. Thus, the prime cost of the

Victorian railways, including stations and the first outlay for I'olling stock,

was no less than £32,000 per mile. Perhaps a very miniite analysis of the

difierent classes of expenditure would biing out a slightly different result, but

dealing, as I do, with round numbers, this is accurate enough for my purpose.

Now, when it is considered that the Government had no jiarliamentary charges

to pay, beyond the ordinary expenses of printing a public bill, that the

necessary legal expenses were included in the genei-al legal expenses of the

law ofiScers' department, and that there was very little to pay as compensation

for land taken, the cost J3er mile must be considered large ; but it had been

deliberately decided by the Legislature that the railways should be constructed

in the most substantial and durable manner ; and so far as Vietoi'ia is concerned

—a wealthy country without debt—I believe that decision to have been a wise

one. Moi'eover, it should not be forgotten, that owing to recent improved

methods, the work could now be done much more economically than was

possible twelve years ago. In this colony, where we have to cover a great

extent of country with orily moderate means, so costly a system Avould be

altogether inapplicable, and it is anticipated that our railways will not cost

more than one-fifth or one-sixth of the above sum. This may, perhaps, turn

out to be a somewhat sanguine estimate, but if we fail in the end to obtain

1500 miles of cheap railways for seven millions and a half of money, the

ultimate total will not fall many hundred miles below it.

Now, oiir New Zealand railways are at present so completely in the womb
of the future, that I must necessarily resort to what has been done in Victoria

for the principles upon which I am about to expatiate. I am not disposed to

deal in the speculative, but I think you will perceive that the inferences which

I am about to draw, apply to our case as well as to the case of Victoria. The

diflference between the two will be a difference of degree only.

I will begin with the loan. Here I must remind you that the condition

of a colony presents economical features the reverse of those presented by what

is called an old country. In England, everything is abundant and cheap

except land ; land alone, in relation to capital and laboui', is limited, and

therefore dear. In the colonies, on the contrary, everything is scarce and

dear except land. Unoccupied land is abundant and cheap. Capital and

labour are among the plentiful and cheap things in England ; they are

among the scarce and dear things in the colonies—meaning always in

relation to land. What Mr. Wakefield called "systematic colonization,"

as distinguished from mere emigration, consists in transporting what is
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abundant and cheap in England, and especially capital and labour (not the

one without the other) to the new and more extended field. Taking advantage

of the abundance of mere money capital in England, Victoria borrowed

£7,000,000 out of the £8,000,000 destined for railway purposes^ in the London

money market. Practically, what Victoria proposed to the English capitalists

was this :
" You can barely obtain 4 per cent, for your money, and that often

on qiiestionable security ; 'the elegant simplicity of the three per cents.' only

affords you about Z^ per cent. ; but money is worth to us about 8 per cent.

Let us then divide the advantage ; we offer you 6 per cent, for your money,

by which we shall save 2 per cent., and you will gain 2 per cent." So well

did the English capitalists think of this proposal, that they gave for the

£7,000,000 a profit, in the shape of premium, amounting to £385,000.

Now, in exporting our securities to England, Avhere mere money capital is

constantly accumulating and outgrowing the means of profitable investment,

what rea-son is there to suppose (provided the money market be judiciously

fed), that the results will be otherwise in principle, if not in degree, to that

exhibited by the Victorian loan ? I believe that the public in England have a

very vivid, and I may add a just, impression of the great natural resources of

New Zealand. The integrity of our public men is beyond question. Why,

then, should we not anticipate that, as we the borrowers want lenders, and

as they the lenders are equally on the alert to find good borrowers, we shall

secure some profit on our securities, if a favourable condition of the money

market be chosen, though it would be undoubtedly rash to attempt to anticipate

the figure or pei'-centage %

I now desire your attention to that which I consider the most important

economical result of all means of cheajD transport, and especially of rtiilways, as

exhibited conspicuously by those of Victoria. All that I am about to point

out to you is equally true of coiumon roads ; but when we spend a sum of

money on a Macadamized road, it becomes quite impossible to keep the sort of

account which I am about to present to you.* To enable you to appreciate

the change which has been brought about, T must carry you back to what,

considering the rapid march of the colonies, I Avill take leave to call ancient

times. When gold was first discovered in Victoria—not quite twenty years

ago—the country was without roads, and was too poor to make them. The

population was 71,000, spread over a country without inland towns and with-

out much internal trade. As miners, or rather diggers (for mining, proper,

did not at first exist), seated themselves where gold was most abundant, the

towns of Ballaarat, Castlemaine, Sandhurst, Maryborough, and some few others

* In the ten years ending 1861, Victoria expended upwards of £5,000,000 on roads

and bridges. Cartage was reduced from the fabuloiis rates mentioned in the text, to

some £6 or £8 per ton. The capital expended was equal to a perpetual annuity of £3000

a-year ; the gain was perhaps four or five times that amount.
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grew up, and traffic, with horse and bvillock drays increased naturally to meet

the wants of the population. In winter the old bush tracks became so cut up

as to be almost impassable, and as much as £60, £80, and even £100 per ton

has been paid for the carriage of goods to Sandhurst. These high prices,

however, were partly due to the abundance of money. From 1852 to 1858,

very large sums were expended in the construction of roads, and just

before the opening of the Northern Railway as far as Sandhurst, the cost

of cariiage was reduced to £6 10s. per ton in winter, and to £5 10s. in summer,

the mean rate being about £Q per ton. To Ballaarat the mean rate for the

year was about £4 10s. per ton. As I am merely engaged in working out a

principle, it is unnecessary to seek for perfect accuracy ; let us, therefore,

assume that at the time of opening the railway to Sandhurst, the average rate

of cartage for the whole distance was £5 per ton ; and at this reduced rate

the carriers had the advantage of 21 miles of railway. Du.ring the first year,

after the lines were opened to Sandhurst and Ballaarat, rather more than

200,000 tons of goods were carried. I have not any very recent statistics, but

from the rate of increase and the opening of the line to Echuca, I believe that

300,000 tons of goods and produce, at least, pass over the two lines—by far

the greater part being carried to and from the great seats of population, and

only a small portion being dropped by the way ; but for the portion so dropped

I will deduct one-third, and base my calculation upon the assumption that

200,000 tons of goods and produce are carried to and from Melbourne to the

great seats of population. The gain, therefore, to the consuming public is on

200,000 tons of goods carried the whole way. What is that gain? At first

the charges were 50s. per ton to Sandhurst, and 42s. per ton to Ballaarat

;

but it has since been reduced to about 35s. and 40s. per ton. I will take the

average at 40s., and thus we have a net saving of £3 per ton, or about

£600,000 a-year. This is the saving spread over the whole body of consumers

by means of cheaper transport. Whether this estimate be precisely correct

or not (I believe it to be within the mark), it is absolutely certain that what-

ever is saved by the improved means of transport, is so much added to the

material wealth of the country. It may not be all preserved as wealth. Part

may be at once expended in immediate enjoyment, but part will remain as

wealth. The subdivision in some cases is so infinitesimal, that it escapes

appreciation, A saving of £3 per ton is about one-third of a penny per Bb.

This is not much on every teaspoonfvil of sugar which is put into the old

dame's tea, biit it is something substantial on the 41b. loaf, especially when

multiplied by all the loaves consumed by a family in the year.

By way of parenthesis, but at the same time not wholly unconnected with

my subject, it may be amusing to state what I actually paid in 1854 for some

of the articles of ordinary consumption in a family. I have paid 35s. per cwt.

for potatoes, at the very time that farmers in some parts of the country were
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complaining that their potatoes were rotting in the ground for want of labour

to dig tliem, and of roads to convey tliem to market. I paid 4s. per B). for

butter, Is. 8d. per quart for milk, 6s. a dozen for eggs (they had just before

been 9s. per dozen), 2s. 6d. for a cauliflower, and Is. 6d. for a cabbage. The

health of the town population then suffered for the want of fresh vegetables.

Bread was more than Is. for the 4ib. loaf, and had been higher. Labour was

20s. a day, and yet the labouring classes really suffered from the insufficiency

of their wages to purchase food and other necessaries. Everything seemed out

of joint. A turkey cost 50s. In 1862, eight years afterwards, I could buy

similar turkeys for 7s. 6d. Oats were 20s. per bushel, and hay £24 per ton.

Fine times for farmers ! you will exclaim. Not so, however, for the greater

part of these high prices was lost and wasted in the cost of conveyance.

I shall have to recur to this part of the subject in treating of another branch

of railway economy.

Hitherto, I have only taken into account the goods traffic, but the passenger

traffic is of neai-ly equal importance j and if we were now considering comfort,

health, and social advantages, 1 could show that the carriage of passengers is

even of more imjDortance than the transport of commodities. In the early days

of the gold discovery, the coach fare from Melbourne to Ballaarat was £6, and

I believe even more. As road-making pi^oceeded, the fare was reduced to <£4,

then to £3, and, during some short periods of competition, even to less. It

was about one-third higher to Sandhurst, which was a long, dreary, and

fatiguing journey. The charge to Ballaarat for a first-class ticket is now, I

think, 30s. ; and about 35s. or 40s. to Sandhurst, and the second-class fare is

about two-thirds of the first. I cannot be quite certain of these rates, as I

have not the last Bradshaw. Even the second-class accommodation is in every

respect more comfortable than that of the best constructed coaches. Travelling

has of course greatly increased. Taking the short stages with the long, it is

perhaps ten times what it was in the old coaching days. A man can now go

to Ballaarat or Castlemaine, transact his business, dine with a friend, or marry

a wife, and return without fatigue to Melbourne in the same day. The saving

of time, the increase of comfort, the absence of fatigue, are gains which really

possess a money value, though they baffle a money estimate. The mother can

with ease visit a sick child, the daiighter a dying parent. These, and similar

advantages, cannot be set down in figures, yet they are gains for which every

one is willing to pay in shape of tax. Taking the money gains alone upon

the passenger traffic, I am convinced that it is not an over-estimate to set it

down at between £300,000 and £400,000 a-year, spread over a very large

proportion of the whole population of Victoria, who are becoming, under the

new railway facilities, as much a travelling people as the Americans. Thus,

then, wdth a population of about three-quarters of a million, we have a total

gain of nearly one million. Indeed, in the present year, it probably exceeds

that amount.
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But this is a gross and not a net gain, and it becomes necessary to enquire

what the peojDie pay collectively in their character of taxpayei'S, in order to

secure this gain of a million which reaches them individually. This we can

ascei-tain with more exactness than the computation of the gross gains was

susceptible of The railway loan bears interest at the rate of 6 per cent, per

annum. I have already pointed out that it yielded a profit of £385,000j

which is equivalent to a reduction of interest. I will not, however, embarrass

the calculation with too great precision, but will set down the charge against

the consolidated revenue, to which all taxpayers contribute, at £500,000. It

is unnecessary to take the capital into consideration, for if it were paid off

to-morrow it could only be paid off with colonial funds, which would yield an

interest or profit if otherwise employed. Suppose the Grovernment were to

find a great deposit of gold, worth £8,000,000, and were to pay off the loan

therewith, and so extinguish the annual interest, the same interest, or some-

thing near it, ought still to be deemed a charge against the railway enterprise

of the colony, because that interest would be yielded if the new eight millions

were invested otherwise, instead of in paying off the railway loan. Five

hundred thousand pounds a-year may, therefore, be set down as the dead

weight of the railway enterprise of Victoria.

But as the gross gain is not all profit, so this dead weight is not all loss.

It is partly met out of the revenue of the railways for goods and passenger

traffic, after deducting therefrom the working expenses of all the lines. T have

no later returns than those of 1864-5, which I regret, as later accounts would

be much more favourable. The traflic receipts of that year are set down at

£546,000, and the charges against this are as follows :

—

Salaries and wages . . . . 33,350

Departmental contingencies . . 220,372

Total working expenses . . £253,722

Deducting this siim from the trafiic returns, we find the net revenue to be

£292,278, and deducting that sum from the interest on the debentures, which

I have called the dead weight, the net deficiency is £207,722. But, although

this is a real deficiency, it can only be regarded as an apparent loss. It is the

sum which the people of Victoria are willing to pay, and do pay, out of the

general taxation of the country, in order to secure a gain which I have

ventured to estimate at £1,000,000, distributed over the whole population
;

though, as I shall hereafter show, not with exact equality, and not in all cases

in the same shape. I cannot, of com'se, pretend to speculate as to the results

of the future railways of New Zealand, but the same principles apply here as

in Victoria. At first our railways may only just pay their working expenses,

or, perhaps, a little more. In that case, what I have called the dead weight

will be subject to little deduction. But I can scarcely conceive the possibility
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of the gross gain from cheap transport failing to exceed very considerably the

dead weight. That excess, whatever it may be, is the net profit of the railway

system. Comfort, health, ease, the saving of time, the facilitating of business,

and the interchange of the family affections, are substantial advantages which

do not immediately belong to my subject, but which ought not to be left out

of consideration, although we cannot reduce them to figures.

Our roads in this country, except for a few miles outside of the pi'incipal

towns, are much in the condition of many of the English roads at the end of

the last century, when General Wade first improved the Great North E-oad

beyond Leeds.

"If you'd seen but these roads before they were made,

You wotild hold up your hands and bless General Wade.

"

Englishmen who have only known the transition from the four-horse coach of

1830, so splendidly appointed and so well worked, to the railway of recent

date, can form no conception of the change in Victoria, or the change which

the railway system will produce here. It is a change from misery, not without

danger, to comfort and safety—a sudden leap from the middle of the eighteenth

to the middle of the nineteenth century. Mr. Wentworth, in 1851, said,

"The discovery of gold has precipitated us into a nation." The idea was

excellent, but the mode of expressing it was not happy ; but may we not say

that a well-considered railway system will go far to elevate us into a nation 1

There is another economical result which has disclosed itself very con-

spicuously to those who have carefully marked the efiects of the railway

system in other countries. It is comprised in the phrase, " equalization of

of prices." It is not in itself an independent gain. It is simply the mode in

which the sum-total of gains from cheap transport distributes itself between

producers and consumers. Now, if this equalization of prices has made itself

manifest in countries (England for instance) where the transition Las been ordy

from excellent common roads to railways, how much more conspicuous will it

not be where the transition is from bad roads, or no roads, to railways 1

Let me explain this phrase, "equalization of prices." It is not so much in

the larger productions of agriculture, such as wheat, oats, potatoes, and so forth,

that the equalization will appear. These, wherever practicable, are conveyed

by watei', by the coasting steamers ; but to some extent it will operate upon

such productions. It will, however, be most conspicuous in the productions

of the small farmers and dairymen, who raise poultry, butter, bacon, etc., for

the town markets. We will take a single article as an illustration, and it is

not of much importance whether we state the jDrices accurately. We are quite

at liberty to assume an arbitrary price as an illustration of the principle.

Eowls are now, in Dunedin, 6s. per couple. We will suppose that fowls are

produced in some parts of the country not very accessible to the town, or so
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situated as to make tlie town inaccessible to the producer. In such a case the

remote country pi'ice would be, let us suppose, 2s. per couple. Though these

assumed prices are not of much importance, they ai'e such as I have known to

coincide. Now, what I have described as taking place in the case of a railway

loan, may be anticipated as certain to take place in the case of the productions

of the small farmer. The cost of transmitting poultry by i-ailway is very small

;

deducting that cost, the producer and consumer will share the advantage between

them in proportions to be determined by a double competition, that is, the

competition of producer against producer tending to lower the price,—the

competition of consumer against consumer tending to raise the price. If these

two competitions be of pi'ecisely equal force, then (leaving out the trifling cost

of conveyance as being infinitesimal in this case) the consumer who has

hitherto paid 6s. will get his fowls for 4s., and the producer who could only

get 2s., if indeed he could sell at all, would now get 4s."" It is unnecessaiy to

dwell on other articles. The town consumer will get his bacon, hams, butter,

eggs, and cheese at perhaps one-third less, while that same reduced piice will

yield to the small farmer perhaps one-third or half as much more than he can

now obtain. Let it not be supposed that this is speculative or chimerical.

Remember, that I could purchase in the Eastern market of Melbourne as good

a turkey for 7s. 6d. in 1862, as cost about seven times as much in 1854. Let

me once more remind you that I do not state this as an additional gain, but

only as explanatory of the mode in which the whole gain arising from cheap

transport distributes itself.

I cannot resist the temptation of illustrating this part of the subject by

* As an illustration of tliis double competition, and of tlie manner in wliich tlie

relative forces of the two may be disturbed, I may here refer to the mode in whick the

Victorian debentures were placed upon the London money market. The loan was nego-

tiated tlirough the six principal banks of Melbourne. They agreed to supply the

Government with money, in sums required from time to time, and to hold the deben-

tures as security at a limit—communicated at first under sealed cover. Under that limit

they were not to sell for a certain stipulated time ; but when their advances reached a

certain amount, and after the expiration of the time agreed upon, they had power to sell

in order to replace their advances, and to enable them to supply the renewed wants of

the Government. To prevent the six banks from competing with each other, it was

however stipulated that the sales were to be effected through one bank only ; in other

words, that the market should be fed through one conduit pipe only. The effect of this

was to reduce the force of the competition of sellers against sellers tending to lower the

price, while it left unaffected the competition of the buyers. Thus the balance of these

two forces being on the side of the buyers, the result was the profit of £385,000 which I

have mentioned. If the six banks had been left free to compete with each other, and

had not substituted for the condition in the contract which I have mentioned some

equivalent arrangement among themselves, that competition would have acted in some

degree against the force of the competition among the buyers, and the result would

probably have been a lower premium and a smaller aggregate profit.
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anothei* cas3. In the Wairarapa Yailey, forty railes from Wellington, are

some magnificent totara forests. There are also saw-mills which cut the

totara logs into boards. But the difficulty is in conveying the bulky boards

frova the place of production to the place of consumption, the road being a

mountain road over the Rimutaka ranges, 2500 feet high. The cost of con-

veyance is conseqiiently heavy, and while the price at the mill is under 10s.

per 100 feet, the i^rice in Wellington is something like 18s. per 100 feet. Now,

surveyors well acquainted with the country affirm that thei'e is a practical, and

by no means difficult line for a railway ; and should one be constructed, the

boards could be conveyed to the town for (let us suppose) 2s. per 100 feet.

Here then would be a saving in the cost of delivering the boards in Wel-

lington of 6s. per 100 feet, or about 33 per cent. The difference between 18s.

and 12s. (the real gain) would be shared between the producer and consumer

on the principle whicli I have already explained. In time, the consumers in

the town would probably secure the greater part of the saving, but the pro-

ducer would leap his advantage from the greatly increased demand.

Let me now mention a case not of simple interchange (though it partly

bears that character) but of substantial saving, in addition to the mere saving

in the cost of transport. Very soosi after the opening of the line from

Melbourne to Sandhurst, slaughter yards were opened at the latter place for

the supply of Melbourne with meat. It is well known that oxen and sheep,

when driven to a distant market, fall off in weight and condition. They lose

fat, and every one knows that the loss of fat involves the loss of flavour and

of nutritious qualities. These disadvantages were obviated by slaughtering

the animals a,t Sandhurst and sending the carcases to Melbourne. There was

gain in many ways. Weight and quality preserved, expense of drovers got

rid of, carcases capable of being packed in a smaller space than live stock

—

though live stock also was transmitted to a considerable extent. Here, as

elsewhere, we are inevitably approaching the boiling down phase of pastoral

enterprisa Along the lines of railway, the legs of the sheep, M^hich yield but

little tallow, but which afford the best food, will be sent to the town consumer,

while the tallow-yielding parts of the animal will be boiled down as near to

the station as possible. By the process of equalization, the result of competi-

tion, the consumer will get cheaper legs of mutton, while the boiler-down will

get a sale for what to him is the useless, or, at all events, the least useful part

of the animal. With the cheaper cariiage for the latter, the boiler-clown will

be able to offer to the squatter better prices, and even the distant consumer of

tallow will " share i' the gains. " Cheap carriage may not always show itself

in better prices, but rather in arrested decline. Though no one can possibly

analyse the distribution in figures, which, in the case of a single transaction

may be infinitesimal, that disti-ibution does most certainly adjust itself by

natural laws—as certainly indeed as the laws Avhich regulate rain and sun-

2 T
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shine, altliougli we cannot trace the distribution to its ultimate resting place,*

I now come to the effect of x-ailways upon the town and country popula-

tions i-espectivelj, and I may add reciprocally. Within my lifetime, which in

spite of my grey hairs is a very short time in relation to the progress of a

nation like England, London has increased from under one million to some-

thing over three millions of people. A very lai-ge part of this increaiee has

taken place since the institution of railways, and it is usually, and I believe

justly, attributed to the stimvikis given to production and trade by the rapid

development of the railway system, Bu.t it is also in part attributable to the

effect upon production and trade of the gold discoveries in California and

Australia. In America, and on the Continent of Europe, similar development

from similar causes is observable. But not to travel so far from home, let me
call your attention to what has taken place in Melbourne, because I shall

apply that case to New Zealand, with, however, a difference to be presently

pointed out. The Northern Kailway of Victoria reaches the Murray River at

a place called Echuca. The Murray River is navigable for steamers, except

during a few months in summer, for a distance of 1 754 miles. Its tributaries,

the Edward, the Wakoul, and the Billobong, are navigable during a part of

the year for about 300 miles. The Murrumbidgee, with its several expansions

or lakes, has been navigated to Gundagai, about 900 miles. The Dai'ling has

been navigated for some 800 miles, and the Lachlan has bees ascended, but I

am not aware how far. All these streams fall into the Murray, and they are

all shallow in the dry season, but at other seasons we have here specified an

inland navigation of some 4000 or 4500 miles. The Murray might be made

navigable during the whole year, but at present, in the dry season, when the

water is low, the channel is choked by snags. In 1862, there were twelve or

thirteen steamers on the Murray, measuring about 2500 tons, and moved by

about 450 horse-power, and these had an attendant flotilla of barges. As the

line from Sandhu.rst to Echuca has been opened since 1862, I have no doubt

that the tonnage has increased, but of this I have no account. The Murray

is the boundary between New South Wales and Victoria, and the country

north of the Murray, which is watered by the rivers already named, is usually

* I may here mention, very briefly, that under the railway system proposed to be

established in New Zealand, the advantages of both saving and equalization of prices are

likely to be greater in proportion to the capital employed, and the proportion of popula-

tion directly reached, than in Victoria. When Victoria opened her 250 miles of railway,

the population was but little over half a million. By the system of inexpensive lines,

we should have at least four and perhaps five times the extent of railway for the same

money, with about half the population at first, and perhaps about the same niimber

when the lines are completed. Thus our railways mil penetrate to a greater distance,

and embrace and influence a much larger extent of country ; in other words, the

advantage will be brought within the reach of a larger proportion of the people. It is

quite impossible to calculate this ; but it must be very obvious.
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called Riverina, and is within tlie colony of New South Wales, Now, the

Noi'thern Railway, at its Echuca terminus, taps, as it were, the whole of

this inland navigation, and brings the whole Riverina trade to Melbourne,

New South Wales governs Riverina, but Sydney is not its commercial

metropolis. Most of the Riverina squatters and traders transact their business

at Melbourne, and when the Judges of the Supreme Court of New South

Wales go circuit to Deniliquin, they find it convenient to go by sea to

Melbourne, and thence by railway to Echuca—a coach conveying them thence

to the circuit town. Melbourne is thus not only the capital of Victoria, but

is the metropolis of a vast interior, into which settlement is rapidly extending.

At Cooper's Creek, the starting place of Burke and Wills, and not far from

which they died exhausted, there is now an accommodation house for travellers.

One striking piece of evidence of the meti'opolitan character of the City of

Melbourne is furnished by the press. What the Times is to Great Britain,

the Argus is to Australia. Tt is not merely the Melbourne paper, it is the

Australian paper. Primarily, it represents the opinion of its Victorian

subscribers ; secondarily, it is the embodiment of public opinion in Australia.

From the geographical features of New Zealand, and the manner in which

settlement has been made, we cannot have a great metropolis. There are

many disadvantages in this—economical, social, political ; but it is quite

inevitable ; our town populations cannot be so concentrated, but must ever be

distributed between Dunedin, Lyttelton (with Christchurch), Wellington,

Auckland, and the smaller coast towns. Notwithstanding this, there are good

grounds for anticipating that what has taken place in Yictoria upon a scale

exceptionally grand, will take place in New Zealand in a minor degree, and,

so to speak, distributively. Who can doubt that if the Hutt Rivei-, which

falls into Port Nicholson, had been navigable for only 100 miles into the

interior, Wellington would now have been a considerable city. Who can

doubt that if the harbour of Dunedin had enjoyed the advantage of a navigable

river, the growth of the city would have been much more rapid than it has

been. The same may be said of Auckland, with its fine harbour. That which

navigable streams would have done here, had they existed, will be efiected by

railways—though, of course, in a minor degree and less rapidly and efiectually

The growth of towns depends upon the prosperity of the country. The

country population mainly consists of producers, that of the towns of dis-

tributers and exchangers. This division, though convenient and intelligible,

is neither perfectly accurate nor perfectly exhaustive. It is not quite accurate,

because distributers and exchangers (that is, merchants, agents, brokei's, and

carriers) are really producers. They perfoi'm a service, and add a value to the

pi'oduce and goods which pass through their hands. The division is not

exhaustive, because there are dix-ect producers in all towns, and there are

distributers—that is, traders—in all parts of the country. Still, it is con-
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venient to distinguish the town from the country populations by the salient

feature which each exhibits. ISTow, it is almost a self-evident truism to say

that, in proj^ortion as settlement spreads throughout the country and the land

becomes occupied by direct producers, there will be a continually increasing

demand for more tiuders of various classes, by whom the increased exchanging

and distribution must be carried on. If facilities of intercommunication, which

is only another expression for cheapness of transport, have the effect (of which I,

for one, have no doubt) of promoting the settlement of the country districts

and stimulating production, the town populations must increase in a corres-

ponding ratio. More producers will require more exchangers. Between the

producer and the consumer there is almost always one middle man, and

generally more than one. The wholesale dealer and the retail dealer, the sea

carrier and the land carrier, often even an agent or broker between these, are

all set in motion by increased j^i'oduction ; and they are all, or nearly all,

dwellers in towns.

I now approach the last branch of my subject, and it is one which presents

some complication, and therefore somewhat greater difficulty. The gains

which I have enumerated will not, and cannot, be shared equally by all classes

of the community, whilst the price which we must pay in order to secure these

gains will (until railways pay a profit equal to the interest on the capital

expended upon them) be borne by the whole population. No taxpayer can

escape his contribution to the charge, howsoever small his share may be, while

his remoteness from the lines of railway may deprive him of direct benefit.

This is undoubtedly inseparable from all internal improvements, but if the

people of every district could successfully oppose improvements in every other

district, improvement could never begin. In the case of railways, however,

the advantages are moi-e generally difixised than those arising from ordinary

local improvements. In the first place, a trunk railway is partially available

to persons living at considerable distances from its line of progress. They will

generally be able to send their pi^oduce to the nearest station, which will

secure to them the benefit of a portion of the line. Thus the wave of cheap

transport, as well as the wave of equalized prices, though continually

diminishing in its advance, does in practice reach to considerable distances.

Still, it must be obvious that there will always be remote localities, which the

beneficial influence cannot directly reach. But there is an indirect consequence

which is felt universally, and that alone, I think, is worth the small share of

taxation v/hich, as I have said, those who reside in localities remote from the

i-ailway lines cannot escape from. This benefit, arising out of cheapness, which

indirectly reaches all and invigorates all, I will now endeavour to explain.

If, as I trust I have proved, the)-e is a saving from cheap ti^ansport spread

over the whole community, what is done with that saving? A portion,

no doubt, will not ultimately be saved at all. Those who find it hard to
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support their families will increase their comforts. If they save in one thing,

they will expend more on other things. Confined to the bare necessaries of

life before, they will very properly indulge in a few comforts. But there can

be no doubt that, when once saving becomes practicable, accumulation is the

result. This accumulation it is which adds annually to the wealth of all

countries which are still progressive. But even this accumulated wealth

requires fi^rther analysis, because it is not all accumulated wealth, the benefit

of which spreads throiighout the country. Mere accumulated wealth is not

capital. If the man who saves upon his general expenditure during the year

expends the whole or a portion of his savings in purchasing books, pictures,

plate, and jewellery, the portion so expended remains still in the condition of

wealth. They are " material productions of capital and labour possessing

exchangeable value." By the purchase of such things, the purchaser has given

employment to the pi'oducers of the articles once only. They then remain in

his possession in a dormant state. But if, instead of purchasing such articles

of wealth as are destined thus to lie dormant in his hands, he devotes a part,

or the whole, of his savings to the extension of his business ; or if he hand it

to others to be productively employed, such portion is continually reproduced,

and it continues to set labour in motion so long as it is so employed. The

portion of wealth so employed is called capital, or, in other words, the term

capital is confined to that portion of wealth which is employed directly or

indirectly in productis^e industry. There is no doubt that spendthrifts are not

so unpopular as they ought to be. " They do good to trade," it is said ; but in

truth, they do good to trade only once, while the more prudent, who save and

invest, do good to trade many times ; as often, indeed, as their capital is

reproduced with the ordinary profits. Of course the wretched miser who saves

only to hoard does no good to trade, or to anybody or anything else. But

such hoarding is rai-e in modern times, and the most miserly, now-a-days, employ

or invest their savings in some way, so as to reap a profit, and this, as I have

shown, is to apply their wealth as capital.

I have said that capital may be employed in stimulating production, and

giving employment to labour indirectly as well as directly. If the person who

saves be not himself engaged in any reproductive pursuit he probably invests

his savings in a bank, or in some other dividend-paying institution. His

money, so invested, finds its way into the hands of the active producer ; thus

he stimulates production indirectly. It is by no means difiicult to understand

in what manner money nominally lying in banks always operates beneficially

in stimulating productive enterprise, and in giving employment to labour.

A man who has a good balance at his banker's, for which he cannot find direct

employment, is apt to say, " I have so much money lying idle at my banker's
,"

but in truth it does not lie idle. If the banker kept the whole idle—if he did

not lend it to those who can profitably employ it, "dividend" would be a word
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unknown to tlie Englisli language. The sum total of the balances in the

banks, although legally demandable at once, can as safely be relied on by the

bankers as a constant average capable of being safely employed in their

biisiness. Of course, a prudent and well managed bank must keep a consider-

able amount of specie to meet all demands ; but there is a net balance of

deposits which it can use to accommodate its customers. I am not aware what

the deposits in the banks in New Zealand amount to, but they count by

millions.* In Victoria, in 1862, the deposits exceeded £8,000,000, whilst the

reserve of specie was under <£2, 500,000, so that they must have felt them-

selves safe to lend five and a half millions out of the deposits of their

customers, though the whole of those deposits were legally demandable at

once, and without notice, or " at call," as it is technically expressed. It may

therefore be no small comfort to any gentleman patriotically disposed, who, for

his own convenience, keeps an average balance of £100 at his bankers, to

know that he really is an indirect promoter of productive industry to some-

thing like two-thirds of that balance ; and although he does not deposit his

money with any such benevolent intention, he may really be indirectly helping

some farmer at Lake Wakatipvi, or some miner at Naseby.

It is, in truth, in the order of providence, or, to change the expression, it

is a natural law, that we are made doers of good without intending and with-

out knowing it. But how, it may be asked, do our annual savings, whether

from cheap transport or any other cause, reach the farmer of Wakatipu?

I will answer this question by another : Can anyone tell me of that remote

region which is outside and beyond the direct or indirect beneficial influence of

banks 1 The banks lend the money of their shareholders and their dejDOsitors

to their own town customers, chiefly the merchants and wholesale traders.

These are thereby enabled to give increased accommodation and credit to their

customers—the country storekeepers. The storekeepers, in their turn, are

better enabled to give credit and other accommodation to the farmer ; and he,

in his turn, gives employment to the labourer. The banks, moreover, by

means of their country branches, bring themselves into more immediate contact

with the country demand for assistance. Thus it is that every shilling saved

and invested goes to swell the aggregate of " that portion of the wealth of the

country annually set apart for production."

Thus it is that I believe myself justified in saying that the remotest parts

of the country cannot fail to participate in the advantages which spring from

railway enterprise. This is really the compensating element of the whole

scheme. The direct benefit of railways cannot be equally shared. Those who

* I have since met with the Bank statements in the Gazette of the 1st of September.

The deposits amount to £3, 177,056 ; the specie reserve ia £967,201; the balance avail-

able for accommodation, £2,209,855.
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use them most, whether for travelling or for transport, get the most benefit.

Is not that the case with every improvement] But it is the resvilt of a

natural law, that there are other advantages which every man shares in without

any effort of his own. So long as a deficiency remains, no man can escape from

contribution to it ; but then there are some advantages of which no man can

be deprived, and if no great improvement is to be undertaken until the benefits

can be as evenly and universally spread as the cost necessarily must be, then

perish all efforts to improve ; for impi-ovement, upon su.ch conditions, becomes

impossible.





APPENDIX

THE CLIMATE OF NEW ZEALAND.

METEOROLOGICAL STATISTICS.

The following Tables, etc., are laublislied in anticipation of tlie Report of tlie

Inspector of Meteorological Stations, for 1870.

TABLE L — Temperature of the Air, in sliacle, recorded at the Chief

Towns in the ISTorth and South Islands of New Zealand, for the

year 1870.

Place.

Mean
Annual
Temp.

Mean
Temp, for

(Spring)
Sept., Oct.,

Nov.

Mean
Temp, for

(Summer)
Dec, Jan.,

Feb.

Mean
Temp, for

(Autumn)
Mar., ApL,

May.

Mean
Temp, for

(Winter)
June, July,

Aug.

Mean
daily range

of

Temp, for

year.

Extreme
range

of
Temp, for

year.

North Island.

Mongonui
Auckland .

Taranaki
Napier
Wellington .

Means, &c. , for

North Island
)

South Island.

Nelson .

Christchurch
Hokitika
Dunedin .

Southland

Means, &c., for )

South Island.
)

Means for Nth. )

and Sth. Islands.
)

Degrees.

60-7
59-3

57-2
59-3
55-4

Degrees.

59-9
58-1

56-7
58-6
55-0

Degrees.

65-7
65-2

63
67-4
61-8

Degrees.

62-3
60-9
58-0
59-8
55-3

Degrees.

54-7

.52-9

51 3
51-5
49-4

Degrees.
15-2

13-8

16-3

16-4
11-6

Degrees.

52
46-2
48-8

59
46-5

58-3 57-6 64-6 59-2 51-9 14-6 59-0

55-6
52-6

52-6
50-0
49-9

55-4
50-9

527
51-8
51-5

63-2
61-2

58-7

56 1

57-3

55-6
51-2
52-8

49 1

48-6

48-2
43-7
46-3

43 1

42-4

21-3
15-8

12-7

131
19-2

55-0
60-1

42-6

52
59-0

52 1 52-4 59-3 51-4 44-7 16-4 601

58-3

52 1

57-6
52-4

64-6

59-3

59-2
51-4

51-9
44-7

14-6

16-4
59-0

601

55-2 55 61-9 55-3 48-3 15-5

2 z
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TABLE II. — Barometrical Observations,—Rainfall, etc., recorded for

the year 1870.

Place.

Mean
Barometer
reading for

year.

Range
of

Barometer
for year.

Mean
Elastic Force
of Vapour
for year.

Mean
Degree of

Moisture
for year.

Total
Rain Fall.

Mean
Amount

of

Cloud.

North Island.

Mongonui
Auckland .

Taraiiaki
Napier
Wellington

Means for Nth. )

Island
)

South Island.

Nelson .

Christchurcli

Hokitika
Dunedin
Southland

Means for Sth. )

Island
)

Means for Nth. )

& Sth. Islands
\

Inches.

30-010
30-015
29-946
29-881
29-845

Inches.

1-576
1-398
1-536

1-705
1-270

Inches.

-401

-418

-355

•411

•361

Sat. -100.

75
82
75
80
81

Inches.

52-870
44-831
54-720
32-410
48-205

to 10.

5-7
5-4

6-4
2-5

4-8

29-939 1-497 •389 78 46-607 4-9

29-870
29-882
29-9.34

29-867
29-831

1-218

1-505
1-530
1-492

1-540

-344

-324

•349

•290

•288

77
81

87
79
79

48-4.30

28-364
116-680
39-202
53-950

5-3

5-5

5-3

5-6

5-2

29-876 1-457 •319 80 57-325 5-3

29-939
29-876

1-497
1-457

•389

-319
78
80

46-607
57-325

4-9

5-3

29-907 1-477 -354 79 51-966 51

TABLE IIL — Wind for 1870,—Force and Direction.

Average
Daily Number of days it blew from each point.

Place. Velocity,
in miles. N. N.E. E. S.E. S. s.w. w. N.W. Calm.

North Island.

Mongonui . 172 13 40 41 42 29 75 19 64 42*

Auckland 318 39 43 27 26 57 80 44 26 23*

Taranaki . 19 38 9 83 16 106 54 38 2
Napier . 242 26 72 15 48 66 65 36 36 1

Wellington 202 31 22 11 104 1 7 1 188

South Island.

Nelson 148 34 50 9 48 28 93 34 69
Ghristchurch 140 9 43 95 22 23 135 11 21 6
Bealey 133 1 37 1 22 1 25 223 55*

Hokitika 185 53 39 59 63 5 55 26 48 17*

Dunedin . 171 25 43 19 16 26 50 95 17 74*

Southland 209 47 10 36 64 1 2 132 73

* These returns refer to the particular time of observation, and not to the -whole

t-w^enty-four hours, and only show that no direction -was recorded for the -wind on that

number of days.

Average daily horizontal movement, in the North Island (four stations), 233 miles.

,, ,, ,, ,, ,, South Island (six stations), 164 ,,

,, ,. ,, ,, ,, New Zealand . . 198^5 ,,
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TABLE IV. — Bealey,—interior of Canterbury, at 2104 ft. above sea.

Mean
Annual
Temp.

Mean
daily range

of

Temp, for

year.

Extreme
range
of

Temp, for

year.

Mean
Barometer
reading

for

year.

Range
of

Barometer
for

year.

Mean
Elastic
Force of

Vapour for

year.

Mean
Degree of

Moistui-e
for

year.

Total
Rain Fall.

Mean
Amount

of

Cloud.

Degrees.

46-8

Degrees.

15-4

Degrees.

65-0

Inches.

29 770*

Inches.

1-228

Inches.

•256

Sat. -100.

80

Inches.

106-293

to 10.

5-2

TABLE V.

* Reduced to sea level.

Earthquakes in New Zealand, in 1870, recorded at the

Government Meteorological Stations.

station.

t-i

^-5

1
nd

a5

<
i

03

o
u
O

>

u
ID

1
i4

H

Mongonui .

Aiickland
Taranaki .

Napier .

Wellington
Nelson .

Christchui-ch
Bealey .

Hokitika .

Dunedin
Southland

.

8,15,17

10

12*

17*

...

4

3,25

21
14

...

25*

13

7*8

7*
7*8*

U
22
31*

24*31*

31
31

29

30

l'

3,24

'3'

3

2

29
2

10,19
19

18

19

7

6
9

5
2

5

5
1

The figures denote the days of the month on which one or more shocks were felt.

Those with an asterisk affixed were described as smart shocks. The remainder were very

slight and may have escaped record at some stations, there being no instrumental means

employed for their detection. The only shock which damaged property was that at

Christchurch on the 31st Aiigust.

Notes on the Weather during 1870.

January.—Month marked by excessive rainfall in the extreme north and

south of the Islands, and continued dry westerly winds about the central

portion, especially on the West Coast ; in the North there occurred a storm

from N.W. on 28th and 29th, and on same date a severe thunder stoi^m took

place in the South from S.W., with heavy rain; at Bealey, 3 "750 inches

recorded on morning of 29th for previous 24 hours ; in Southland, four heavy

falls occurred—2-61 (4th), 3-02 (14th), 2-12 (29th), 1-09 (31st), the first three

from S.E. and last from N.W. Aurora on 3rd, seen in North.

February.—The weather during the month generally veiy fine, but rather

sultry, with slight rainfall, and on the whole moderate winds. The rainfall,

however, in the South was excessive, but no severe gales are repoi'ted. At
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Bealey, 3-790 inches of rain fell in 24 hours (on 11th), and on 20th, 2-010.

Aurora observed on 12th, in South.

March.—Fine steady weather dui'ing the month, except on the South and

West Coasts, where N.W. storms occurred in the first week. Brilliant Aurora

was generally observed on the evenings of the 12th, 18th, and 22nd. Very

severe gale at Southland on 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th, with heavy rain, hail,

thunder, and lightjimg.

April.—Severe weather for the season, especially in the southern parts of

the Islands, where the rainfall was in excess of the usual average. Electi-ical

storms were general in the early part of the month, and from 5th to 7th

brilliant Auroras were observed. Snow fell at Christchurch on 27th, and hail

on 1st, 4th, 26th, and 27th, and snow at Bealey 02a 1st, 4th, and 25th. At

Hokitika, severe gale on 10th, with thunder and lightning ;
5-59 inches of raiii

in 24 hours. Snow also at Dunedin on 25th and 26th, and hail on 1st, 2nd,

and 26th.

May.—Stormy weather generally during the month. The rainfall has been

above the average. Active eruption of Tongariro, with lava, during this

month. Severe storm at Auckland on 8th and 9th from N.E., with slight

rain ; on the 8th the horizontal movement of wind for 24 hours previously

was 1070 miles. At Nelson, 3-45 inches of rain recorded on 9th, during a

storm from same quarter. At Bealey, thunder on 3rd, 15th, 16th and 28th,

and 2-720 inches of rain regiscered on 16th ; snow fell at that station on 2nd,

3rd, and 23rd. In Soiithland, on 15th, barometer fell fi'om 29-9 to 28-9,

followed by a heavy rainfall from S.E., causing flood.

June.—The weather dui'ing the month throixghout the colony was generally

wet and disagreeable, and in the South Island the rainfall was excessive ; the

winds were, on the whole, moderate ; severe thunder storms occuri-ed. On

15th, at Wellington, there occurred a severe hail, rain, and thunder storm

—

very large hail stones, loud thvinder, and vivid lightning, with bitterly cold

S.E. wind. Heavy rain on 25th at Bealey (2-360 inches in 24 hours), and

snow on 15th and 23i-d. Very heavy rain at Hokitika, especially on 25th,

when 3-25 inches fell in 24 hours. Mild weather, but wet, in the extreme

South, for the time of year.

July.—The weather was generally wet, stormy, and severe ; frequent

storms, with thunder, hail, and heavy rain, occurred ; on 7th and 8th an

earthquake was felt at several of the stations. Tongariro reported active.

Strong gale in North from S.W., on 1st, with thundei", hail, and rain ; also on

3rd to 10th very stormy from same quarter, with thunder and hail. Stormy

weather at Bealey from 2nd to 4th, from S.W., also strong winds, with thunder

and heavy rain, at Hokitika, on same dates.

August.—This month remarkable for the stormy weather and excessive

rainfall in the northern part of the colony ; while in the South and West
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Districts the rainfall is much below the average. The atmosj^hevic pressure

during the month is lower than the average at every station ; the temperature

of air being that usual for this month. On 5th and 6th, severe thunder storm

felt at northern stations, with rain and hail. Snow occux'red on eight days at

Bealey ; snow also at Dunedin on 28th and 29th. Violent thunder storm on

31st at Southland, with heavy snow. Aui'ora observed on 22nd.

Septemher.—Weather generally fine throughout the colony ; small rainfall,

and winds moderate. Brilliant Aiirora observed in North and South on 24th

and 25th.

October.—Season all over the colony much drier than usual, but in the

Northern Provinces amounting to a positive drought. At Bealey, however,

on the 4th there was a storm fi'om S.W., with rain, thunder, hail, and snow

;

also a gale on 10th from N.W., and on 17th from same quarter, with rain and

thunder ; snow also on 12th at this place. At Hokitika, wet southerly weather

from 1st to 5th, with thunder. Aurora observed on 24th, 25th, and 26th,

North and South. Meteor seen in North on 16th ; very brilliant.

November.—Generally fine during the month, with the exception of a

storm, with electrical disturbance, that traversed the whole length of the

Islands from N. to S. on 23rd and 24th. Temperature considerably over the

average for same month in previous years ; rainfall only slightly in excess in

the North, but deficient in the South ; at Nelson there was a long continued

drought, with close dull Aveather, broken only by one day's heavy rainfall

on 24th. Aurora observed in North on 19th, and in South on 23rd and 26th.

Meteor seen on 20th in South Island.

December.—Very strong northerly winds in early part of month throughout

the colony, accompanied at times with severe thunder, lightning, hail, and

rain ; latter part of month was generally fine and pleasant at all the stations.

Strong gale at Taranaki on 2nd from N., and on 5th from N.W., with thunder

and rain ; hail on 4th. On 2nd severe thunder storm at Nelson from N.,

and on 6th thunder and lightning and strong wind from N.W., and heavy

rain—2-30 inches fell in three houi's. At Bealey, 4-640 inches recorded on

6th for previous 24 hours, and snow on 4th, 5th, and 6th ; on same dates at

Hokitika, heavy gale from E.N.E., with thunder, hail, and rain ; and on 7th

heavy squalls with large hailstones, wind N.W. Frequent Auroras observed

in South, but most brilliant on 18th.

James Hectok,

Inspector of Meteorological Stations.
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ERRATA,

PROCEEDINGS.

Page 24, line 3, for "world by " read " worldly."

„ 37, ,, 29, for "Mr. H. Crawford " read "Mr. J. C. Craw-
ford, F.G.S.," and insert " (See Transactions.)"

„ 37, ,, 30, after "reservoirs" insert " to be filled by the con-

tinuous action of pumps worked by the wind."

,, 76, ,, 2, for " Auckland " read " Wellington.

"

TRANSACTIONS.

Page 125, line 8, after " sketch " insert " Plate XIII., fig. 1," and
dele same from line 11.

,, 129, ,, 27, for "turned" read "tumid."

,, 143, ,, 4 and 5, dele "as they appear to be."

,, 160, ,, 30, for " vircus " read " virens.

"

,, 161, ,, 5 from bottom, after "Banks and Sol." insert
" from both of which it differs."

,, 167, ,, 8 from bottom. The parenthetic clause "(includes

Gilliesianum, etc.)" is an editorial reference,

accidentally inserted, and expresses an opinion

not held by the author.

,, 178, ,, 24, after " axillary " insert " erect.

"

,, 192, ,, 2, for "it" read "one variety at least."

,, 207, ,, 27, for "suspicious" read "surprising."

,, 214, ,, 13, ioT " Palyripha nia" vend " Polysiphonia."
„ 221, „ 25, for "XXXVII." read "XXXVI."
,, 229, ,, 12, for "reduced" read "rendered."

,, 258, „ 22, for "1-8 degrees" read " 1° 8'."

,, 276, ,, 6, after "Frost and Fire,'' insert " Vol. i., p. 370."

„ 278, ,, 10,
'

"after " has been " insert " erroneously."

Directions to the 5mc?er.—Title-page to Proceec^mg's is printed at

the end of Part 2. List of Ferns to be placed after the Appendix.

ERRATA FOR VOL. I.

Corrections to be applied to New Zealand Telegraph or Mean Time, to find

Local Mean Time at the following places :

—

Auckland add 9 min. 16-7 sec.

Napier . . add 17 min. 40-7 sec.

New Plymouth . add 6 min. 19-9 sec.

Wellington add 9 min. 11-5 sec.

Nelson . add 3 min. 7-9 sec.

Picton . add 7 min. 10-0 sec.

Lyttelton . add min. 57-1 sec.

Westport subtract 3 min. 0-0 sec.

Port Chalmers siibtract 7 min. 23-3 sec.

Bluff . subtract 16 min. 32-3 sec.

Note.—This Table is to be substituted for that given in Trans, and Proc. N. Z. Inst.,

Vol. i.
, p. 49, in which several copyist's errors occur.





CORRECTED LIST

NEW ZEALAND FERNS,
PREPARED FROM HOOKER AND BAKER's " SYNOPSIS FILICUM, " 1868 ; SHOWING CHANGES
FROM THE NOMENCLATURE ADOPTED BY DR. J. D. HOOKER IN THE '

' HAND BOOK OF
THE NEW ZEALAND FLORA ; " AND INCLUDING NEW SPECIES.

Note.—The obsolete names are <jlven in Italics.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

U.

15.

Gleiclienia circinata.

Gleiclienia dicarpa.

Gleichenia dicarpa, var. b. alj^ina.

(Includes G. circinata, var. b.

hecistopiiylla.
)

Gleiclieiiia Cunningliamii.

Gleicbenia flabellata.

Gleiclienia dicliotoma.

Cyatliea dealbata.

Cjathea meckillaris.

Cyatliea Milnei.

Cyatliea Cunningliamii.

Hemitelia Smitliii.

{Cyatliea Smithii.)

Alsophila Colensoi.

Dicksonia squarrosa.

Dicbsonia antavctica.

(Includes D. lanata.)

Hymenopliyllum tunbridgense.

(Includes H. minimimi.)

Hymenopliyllum tunbridgense, var. b.

(Includes var. b. cu2)ressifrome&ndi

H. unilaterale.
)

Hymenopliyllum bivalve.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

Hymenopliyllum multifidum,

Hymenophyllum rarum.

Hymenopliyllum pulcberrimum.

Hymenophyllum dilatatum.

Hymenophyllum Javanicum.

[H. crisimtimi.)

Hymenopliyllum polyantlios.

Hymenopliyllum demissum.

Hymenopliyllum scabrum.

Hymenopbyllum flabellatum.

Hymenopliyllum subtilissimum.

{H. ceruginosum.)

Hymenopliyllum Malingii.

{Trichomanes Ifalingii.)

Hymenopliyllum ciliatum.

Trichomanes reniforme.

Tricliomanes rigidum.

(T. strictum.)

Tricliomanes rigidum, var. b.

{T. elongatum.)

Tricliomanes liumile.

Tiichomanes Colensoi.

Trichomanes venosum.





33. Ti'ichomanes Lyallii.

(Hymenojyhyllum Lyallii.)

34. Trichomanes Armstroiigii (n. sp.)

35. Loxsoma Cunningliamii.

36. Cystopteris fragilis.

37. Davallia Kov8e Zelandise.

38. Lindsaya linearis.

(Lindscea linearis.)

39. Lindsaya tricliomanoides.

Lindsaya tricliomanoides, var. b.

(Z. trichomanoides, var.X). Lessoni.)

40. Lindsaya microphylla.

{L, tricliomanoides, var. a.)

4L Adiantum liispidulum.

42. Adiantum diaphanura.

{A. affine.)

43. Adiantum ^thio^iicum.

44. Adiantum formosiim,

45. Adiantum affine.

{A. Cunninghamii.)

46. Adiantum fulvum.

47. Hypolepis tenuifolia.

48. Hypolepis Millefolium.

49. Hypolepis distans.

50. Clieilantlies tenuifolia.

51. Pellsea falcata.

52. Pellsea rotundifolia.

53. Ptei'is aquilina, var. g. esculenta.

54. Pteris tremula.

55. Pteris scaberula.

56. Ptei'is incisa.

57. Pteris macilenta.

58. Pteris comaus.

(P. endlicheriana.)

59. Lomaria filiformis.

61.

62.

63.

64.

Q5.

Q>Q.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

to.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

Lomaria jDrocera.

Lomaria procera, var. a.

Lomaria procera, var. b.

Lomaria procera, var. g.

Lomaria procera, var. d.

Lomaria fluviatilis.

Lomaria membranacea.

Lomaria pumila.

Lomaria vulcanica.

Lomaria Patersoni.

(L. elongata.)

Lomaria lanceolata.

Lomaria discolor.

Lomaria attenuata.

Lomaria alpina.

Lomaria Banksii.

Lomaria nigTa.

Lomaria Fraseri.

Lomaria dura.

Doodia media.

Doodia media, var. b.

{D. connexa.)

Doodia caudata.

Asplenium obtusatum.

AsjDlenium obtusatum, var. b.

(Includes A . obtusatum var. ohli-

quum, and A. sclero2mum.)

Asplenium obtusatum, var. g.

(Includes A. lucidum and its

varieties b. §•.)

Asplenium Trichomanes.

Asplenium flabellifolium.

Asplenium caudatum.

Asplenium falcatum.

Asplenium Hookerianum.





82. Asplenium Colensoi.

(A . Hoolceriamcm var. b. Colensoi.

)

83. Asplenium biilbiferum,

Asplenium bulbiferum, var. b.

(Includes var. b. laxa and var. g.

tHpinnata.)

84. Asplenium Ricliardi.

85. Asplenium flaccidum.

Asplenium flaccidum, var. a.

Asplenium flaccidura, var. b.

Asplenium flaccidum, var. g.

'Asplenium flaccidum, var. d.

Asplenium flaccidum, var. e.

Asplenium flaccidum, var. f.

86. Asplenium unabi-osum.

(A. australe.)

87. Aspidium aculeatum.

(Includes A. aculeatum, var. acu-

leatum and Polypodium syl-

vaticum.)

88. Aspidium Ricliardi.

Aspidium Ricliardi, var. a.

Aspidium Ricbardi, var. b.

89. Aspidium oculatum.

90. Aspidium cystostegia.

91. Aspidium aristatum.

92. Aspidium capense.

(A. coriaceum.)

93. Nepbrodium molle.

94. Nepbrodium tbelyptris, var. b.

squamulosum.

95. Nepbrodium velutinum.

96. Nepbrodium decompositum.

Nepbrodium decompositum, var. b.

97. Nepbrodium bispidum.

98. Nejjbrodium unitum.

99. Nepbrolepis cordifolia.

(A^. t'uherosa.)

100. Polypodium australe.

101. Polypodium Grammitidis.

102. Polypodium tenellum.

103. Polypodium puiicfcatum, var. b.

{P. rugulosum.)

104. Polypodium pennigerum.

105. Polypodium serpens.

(P. nipestre.)

106. Polypodium Cunningbamii.

107. Polypodium pustulatum.

108. Polypodium Billardieri.

109. Gymnogramme leptopbylla.

110. Gymnogramme Pozoi, var. b.

{G. rutcefolia.)

111. Notbocblfena distans.

112. Todea barbara.

[T. Africana.)

113. Todea bymenopliylloides.

{Leptopteris hymenopliylloides.
)

114. Todea superba.

{Leptopteris superha.)

115. Lygodium articulatum.

116. Scbizsea dicliotoma.

117. Scbizsea bifida.

118. Scbizsea australis.

{S. bifida, var. b. australis.

119. Scbizsea fistulosa.

120. Marattia fraxina.

i^M. salicina.)

121. Opbioglossum vulgatum.

(Includes var. b. costatimi.)





122, Ophioglosstim Lusitanicum. 123. Botrychium ternatum.

(Includes var. §•. gramineum, (B. cicutarium and var. a. and b.

d. Lusitanicum, and e. minimuvi.)

Phylloglossnm Drummondii.

Lycopodium selago.

Lycopodium varinm.

Lycopodium Billardiein.

Lycopodium densum.

Lycopodium laterals.

Lycopodiiim cernuum.

Lycopodium Carolinianum.

Lycopodium clavatum.

Lycopodium scariosum.

Lycopodium volubile.

Tmesipteris Forsteri.

Psilotum ti'iquefcrum.

Azolla rubi'a.

Colonial Museum, Wellington, 1871.
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